
 

Andrew Hall  

From: "Katherine Price" <Katherine.Price@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 05 February 2009 14:47
Subject: Re: complaint against the Patent Office
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Dear Mr Hall 
  
Further to our conversation earlier, I have now had chance to speak to a colleague in our 
Investigations team. I asked him about our procedures for handling allegations that a public 
authority has deliberately destroyed or concealed requested information contrary to section 
77 of the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).  
  
He confirmed that we would only investigate your allegations on receipt of a formal, written 
complaint. A complaint file was created for your case previously, when you spoke to Jo 
Stones, but this was closed because no formal written complaint was received. The 
reference number for this case is FS50206398. 
  
I would therefore recommend that you include all your complaints (including the section 77 
allegation) on a complaint form, and mention the reference number FS50206398. This case 
can be re-opened if more evidence is submitted. Our case reception teams should also 
“fast-track” any section 77 allegations to the Investigations team.  
  
I should point out that breaches of section 77 can be very hard to prove. Destroying or 
concealing information is only an offence under the FOIA if a valid request has been made, 
the information would not be exempt from disclosure, and it has deliberately been 
destroyed or concealed with the intention of preventing its release.  
  
There is also a six-month limitation on any prosecution for this offence. Therefore, your 
complaint would only have any chance of leading to a successful prosecution if an offence 
has taken place in the very near past. 
  
The FOI complaints form can be found on our website, under the “Complaints” section. This 
should explain what documentation needs to be submitted. 
  
I hope this is helpful. 
  
Yours, 
  
Katherine Price 
  
  
Mrs Katherine Price 
FOI Good Practice 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF. 
Tel: 01625 545823 
Email : katherine.price@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
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Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

Colne 
Lancashire BB8 7AS 

01282 864384 
Email: Andrew.hall2@btconnect.com 

 
 
23 February 2009 
 
 
Information Commissioner 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane 
Wilmslow 
Cheshire SK9 5AF. 
 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 

The attached letter from the Comptroller dated 18-12-07 shows that I 
requested a copy of what are internally referred to as "Patents Register 
Administration Desk Notes" under FoIA 2000 and that this was acknowledged. 
 
The Comptroller did not want me to see these Desk Notes.  
 
Piecemeal disclosure of parts of Desk Notes in 2008 resulted in further FoIA 
requests to comply with the original request. 
 
Eventually, the attached pdf of the supposed 01-08-07  Desk Notes was 
emailed to me (Pat Ass DN Ver3) in September 2008 - but right clicking the 
pdf and checking "properties" shows that it is not the document I requested in 
2007 - it has been altered.  
 
I complained and asked for version 1 to be emailed to me, but to this day the 
Comptroller refuses to send it to me. Hence the final warning email attached, 
dated 06-02-09. 
 
As a result of further requests under the FoIA the Comptroller eventually sent 
the 15-06-05 Desk Notes (pdf "Desknotes") with his FoIA letter of 08-10-08. 
However, these Desk Notes too had been interfered with and re-saved on 29-
09-08. 
 
Again, I complained and asked for the original version, but the Comptroller 
has refused to hand over the version of the 15-06-05 Desk Notes as they 
stood on 15-06-05. 
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The Comptroller knows that the Desk Notes in their original form show his 
claims to me of 12-11-07 to be false. He knows that certain instructions in the 
Desk Notes are unlawful and effect breaches of the Stamp Act 1891 and the 
Patents Rules 1995 and defraud HMRC and any person with an interest in or 
under a patent. 
 
Full documentary evidence of the Comptroller's falsification of the Patent 
Registers is set out at www.theinventivesteps.co.uk  (a site for your eyes 
only).  
 
However, I attach a selection of unlawful instructions and other evidence in a 
word document (each snap-shot of which is hyperlinked to full pages on the 
website). 
 
Other matters are in the hands of my MP, the Public Administration Select 
Committee and HM Revenue & Customs. 
 
This is an urgent matter. I need the documents for legal proceedings and for 
my dealings with HMRC and PASC. 
 
Please in the first instance write to the Comptroller and ask him to 
immediately email to me the original versions of the 15-06-05 Desk Notes and 
the 01-08-07 Desk Notes. 
 
I fully expect him to claim that they have unfortunately been lost. 
 
Of course, they were not lost when Mrs. Cooke, Registers Manager, opened 
them in September 2008 to make her changes and save the pdfs under the 
new names (no overwriting excuses are open to them on that account).  
 
Furthermore, Mr. Adkins and other officers have the files on their computers 
also. 
 
The Comptroller is trying to cover up a multimillion pound fraud and is reliant 
on authorities not to take up the matters for which they have responsibility. 
 
It is not a costly exercise to visit Newport (Patent Office) and inspect the 
computers for evidence of deletion and amendment.  
 
The documents created on the aforementioned dates in 2005 and 2007 have 
those dates embedded in them, and those are the electronic documents I 
want.  
 
It now turns out that the Comptroller reviewed the functions of the 
Administration section in the spring of 2008, having already claimed to me on 
12-11-07 that all was in order. The 2007 Desk Notes sent to me in September 
2008 were amended subsequent to the Comptroller acknowledging my 
request for the Desk Notes. 
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I am clearly entitled to the original version and look to you to get it (and the 
2005 version) for me. 
 
As a backstop, I have filed yet another FoIA request for these documents, but 
this is not a opportunity for the Comptroller to take another 20 day's holiday - 
the original requests are long overdue and the delays have prevented me 
from bringing action sooner and have caused serious financial difficulties. 
 
Further information can be provided on request.  
 
As mentioned, documentary evidence of the Comptroller's fraud is at 
www.theinventivesteps.co.uk , and his breaches of s.77 are his way of trying 
to keep evidence of his cover-up out of my hands. 
 
I have tens of outstanding FoIA requests which the Comptroller dare not 
answer, on account of falsification of the Register carrying up to 2 years 
imprisonment. 
 
Anyone studying the Register for GB2267412 – my Patent, which the 
Comptroller revoked in 2008 in an attempt to stop me discovering what he 
had done - will see that no document was registered on 20-09-04, only a 
Form 21/77. This is because the document was of a type which staff were told 
(in the desk notes) to hide on account of Stamp Duty and transfer issues. 
Register entries are defaulted to state Form 21/77 and documents filed on….., 
but in my case the words “and documents” were deleted. 
 
There is much more to this, but as far as the current complain is concerned, I 
have been sent documents by Mrs. D. Cooke, Registers Manager at the UK 
IPO which are not the documents she claims them to be.  
 
She refuses to send the true documents and is therefore in breach of s.77. 
 
Please deal with this as a matter of urgency – I sent my complaint on 11-02-
09 but your system has not recorded it. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Andrew Hall 
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UNLAWFUL INSTRUCTIONS TO HIDE, EXCLUDE AND IGNORE DOCUMENTS AND 

TO REGISTER SHORT FORM ASSIGNMENTS WHILST IGNORING THE ACTUAL 

TRANSACTION (extracts from Patents Register Administration Desk Notes) 

 

The following instructions should be read in the awareness that the Comptroller may 

receive documents which do not actually effect a legal transfer and or which are liable to 

significant amounts of Stamp Duty which the customer might decide not to pay, therefore 

withdrawing the application for registration and not becoming a paying customer. 

 

       

(1) Fact Sheet for customers, telling them that all documents are open to public inspection: 

 

 

 

(2) Contradictory instruction to staff, instructing them to hide “full (main) agreements”: 

 

 

 

 

(3) Warning to staff: page 40 of 2005 Patents Register Administration Desk Notes): 
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(4) Instruction to staff to hide “main agreements”:      

 

 

 

(5) Jacob J referred to “short form assignments” and warned that registration of these would set a 
trap for the customer if the earlier main agreement also operated as an assignment [Coflexip 
Stena Offshore Ltd’s Patent [1997] RPC 179, “Conclusion”:   

 

 

(6) Instruction to staff not to ask for the actual document of assignment (“main agreement”) but 

rather to register the short form assignment and a date other than that of the actual transaction 

(i.e. a non-event): 

 

   

 Note that in paragraph two of this quote, above, it should read “Unless these considerations can 

be satisfied, registration should not be made”. It is quite clear that Rule 46(3) Patents Rules 

1995 provides for the Comptroller to ask for further documents – and it is quite clear that, in the 

case above, he should call for and inspect the unseen document which the customer has clearly 

identified as being the instrument of transfer, not only to ensure that all and any necessary 

Stamp Duty has been paid, but also to establish whether there really has been a full transfer of 

ownership of the patent. 749
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(7) To staff (page 49 of 2005 Patents Register Administration Desk Notes, in answer to the heading 

“what is acceptable?): 

 

 

 

Note: the above instruction instructs staff to register a non-event, it being clear that any application 

where an earlier agreement is cited as being the transfer must necessarily include that 

agreement as evidence necessary to establish the transaction. This instruction sets the trap 

referred to by Jacob J, above. 

 

 

(8) Instruction to staff to ignore documents:       

 

 

 

 

Note: this is a mere sample of the documentary evidence of fraud and falsification 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 04 March 2009 18:11
Subject: Re: Complaint about the Patent Office[Ref. FS50206398]
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25/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Manock 
  
Please see your email below.  
  
My complaint is not out of time. 
  
I complained on 11-02-09  and your system failed to record it. I had to re-send it later,  but even so, the 
time-scale was still well within 6 months from the date upon which I realised that the documents had 
been doctored. 
  
I received the bogus documents in September 2008 and October 2008.  
  
You have mis-counted the months. 
  
I am forwarding the emails which delivered the documents to prove the dates of delivery of the doctored 
documents to me. 
  
The dates of delivery were not the dates the doctoring became evident. Evidence discovered on the internet 
on 12-01-09 alerted me to the offence, and I called the Manchester Library on 02-02-09 to ask them to make 
copioes of that evidence to prevent a repeat of an earlier deletion of evindece my the Comptroller. I am 
fowarding proof of that contact and the saving of evidence. 
  
I later realised that the dislocsed Desk Notes were not in their original form and were not in the same form as 
they were when I made the request in 2007 and when the Comptroller confirmed in December 2007 that I had 
made such a FoIA request. If you right click the opened pdf files and see "properties" you will see when they 
were created. 
  
I was not claiming nthem to be forgeries until February 2009. I had been making subsequent requests for 
the versions as created on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07 and the Comptroller would not and will not send them to 
me. 
  
It was only a few weeks ago (31-01-09) that I realised that the word "ignore" had been changed to "scan" 
after 01-08-07 - because it conflicted with the Comptroller's letter to me of 12-11-07 in which he claimed that 
staff were told to inspect all documents.  
  
I realised this when reading some complaints on the UK IPO website. I called the Manchester library to make 
copies of the complaints as they might be deleted by the Comptroller just as he had deleted the Stamp Duty 
page from his on-line Manual of Patent Practice to stop HMRC seeing it in June 2008, pretending that it was a 
mere coincidence that it should disappear on the same day that I sent a letter to HMRC (copied to the 
Comptroller) with ten hyperlinks to that page!  
  
It was on 31-01-09 that it became evident that the 01-08-07 desk notes sent to me on 02-09-08 had 
been altered AFTER the Comptroller had conducted a secret review of practice in the spring of 2008 
(having claimed to me on 12-11-07 that practice was all in order - whilst knowing that he was lying).  
  
Here is a link to minutes of a meeting in 2001  - it shows that no one present was bothered that a person's 
property might be falsely registered using fake documents. 
  
http://web.archive.org/web/20020306072025/www.patent.gov.uk/about/groups/240101.htm 
  
Please deal with this matter right away. 
  
I am forwarding three emails in evidence, marked for your attention. 
  751
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Yours sincerely, 
  
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
----- Original Message -----  

From: casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk  
To: andrew.hall2@btconnect.com  
Sent: Tuesday, March 03, 2009 4:02 PM 
Subject: Complaint about the Patent Office[Ref. FS50206398] 

 
3rd March 2009 
  

Case Reference Number FS50206398 
  
Dear Mr Hall 
  
Thank you for your recent correspondence and your phone call on Friday 27 February 
2009. 
  
I have raised the issues that we discussed in the telephone call and can advise as 
follows. 
  
Section 77 issue 
  
As you are aware we can only investigate a breach of section 77 of the Freedom of 
Information Act within a very strict timescale. At the moment that timescale is dictated by 
section 127 of the Magistrates Court Act 1980 and currently stands at 6 months from the 
date that the breach becomes evident. 
  
Unfortunately, as this issue came to light in September 2008 the timescale for looking at 
the section 77 issue has expired; therefore, this is not an issue that our investigators 
could look at. 
  
Further action  
  
In our conversation you asked whether there would be a way you could apply to the High 
Court for a decision if we were unable to deal with this issue. I have looked into this and 
unfortunately the courts would have no jurisdiction in looking at whether a public authority 
had complied with a request for information under the Freedom of Information Act as this 
is the responsibility of the Commissioner. The Commissioner can not relinquish this 
responsibility. 
  
You could still bring a complaint under section 50 to our attention, however, if you did this 
we would only be able to investigate the public authorities overall handling of the request 
and question whether they held any further information that had not been disclosed. If the 
public authority strenuously denied this, then we would have to accept this as we do not 
have powers of inspection when dealing with complaints of whether information is held or 
not.  
  
I should also point out that we can not assess the accuracy of the information disclosed or 
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look into accusations of maladministration under section 50. 
  
From my understanding of your situation I’m not certain that this avenue of complaint 
would provide the outcome that you require, however, if you want to make a section 50 
complaint then I am happy to progress this. 
  
I know that the above information may not be what you wanted to hear, and should you 
wish to discuss it further I will be available on Thursday 5 or Friday 6 February 2009. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Mrs Jenny Manock 
Casework Manager (Freedom of Information) 
The Information Commissioners Office  
  
  
  
Yours sincerely 
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by 
someone else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to 
unrelated third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature 
please provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you 
want us to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 March 2009 16:46
Attach: AH19.PDF; UK IPO website - complaints - download No5 (april 2008) 01-02-09.zip
Subject: andrew hall - patent office - s.77
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25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
Many thanks for coming to see me today to discuss my situation. 

  
I attach a copy of the Comptroller's letter of 12-11-07 (AH19) in which he makes false claims with respect to 
staff training, practice and procedure. 

  
Many aspects of the letter are relevant to my case, but in respect of this particular matter I refer you to the last 
sentence on page 1 which states that staff were instructed to inspect documents. 

  
According to the 15-06-05 Desk Notes (created on 29-09-08), staff were instructed to ignore documents. [see 
s.2.02(5) on page 13] 

  
That said, according to the 01-08-07 Desk Notes (created on 02-09-08), staff were instructed to scan 
documents. [see s.2.02(5) on page 14] 

  
I am concerned that the Registers Manager, Mrs. Debbie Cooke, will not send me the desk notes as created 
on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07. She, Mr. Steve Adkins and the Comptroller have ignored several requests for the 
original files of these documents under the FOIA. 

  
I will forward my requests to you. 

  
I contend that the word "ignore" was not in the 01-08-07 Desks Notes at the time the Comptroller wrote to me 
on 12-11-07 and that the word was changed to "scan" at a later date, so that I would not see a contradiction of 
the Comptroller's claim when Mrs. Cooke eventually sent the 01-08-07 Desk Notes to me on 02-09-08. 

  
It is also odd that so many pages are to cock - with a bold heading at the bottom of a page and the body on 
the next page, or other such line-spacing errors: see p. 29-32, 34-36, 40, 49 of the 01-08-07 version. 

  
When taken together with the determined obstruction to disclosure of the original file created on and dated 01-
08-07, this evidence suggests that the document sent to me on 08-10-08 was not the same as the document 
issued to assignments staff on 01-08-07. 

  
Following his claims to me that all was correct with respect to training, practice and procedure, the 
Comptroller - without telling me - instigated a review of all functions of the register admin. section. I 
discovered this on 31-01-09 when I found a complaints page on the Patent Office website. The complaint 
must have been made in the spring of 2008. I have asked for full details under FOIA but the Comptroller has 
now refused to respond, falsely claiming my requests to be vexatious.  

  
I attach a word doc with all the necessary links for validation, but for convenience print the complaint summary 
(which was not my complaint) hereafter: 

  

  
I have every reason to believe that my allegations in November 2007 that the Comptroller's scribe had 
lied about practice, training and procedure caused the Comptroller to become uneasy and that he decided to 
find out what was going on in that section. 

  
As for the 15-06-05 Desk Notes created on 23-09-08, there is a blank page at page 33 (s.3.02) and then 

You said you were 
unhappy with some 
of our official letters. 

We thanked you for your feedback in relation to names and assignments letters. We 
have recently made slight amendments to our letters. A project had just begun to look 
at all the functions of the Register Administration Team to see if any improvements 
can be made. Your feedback will be considered as part of this review. 
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things go to cock at Chapter 5 (s. 4.00) page 38 to page 51 (the end). Again, this suggests that the file is not 
the same as the one issued to staff on 15-06-05. 

  
Given that I have proved, with documentary evidence, that the Patent Register was falsified on 15-09-04, I 
have good reason to believe that Mrs. Cooke altered the two files. She has had many request and plenty of 
opportunity to send me the original files so as to clear up the matter, but she has not done so. 

  
I believe that she will not send the files even to you, and may consider it less damaging to be convicted on 
summary judgement for failing to deliver up the files rather than face the consequences of being exposed for 
altering the Desk Notes in order to deceive me and any Court to which I might present the Desk Notes. 

  
The offence I claim that has been committed is that of obstructing disclosure of electronically date-stamped 
documents. The offences of exchanging them for bogus documents created on 02-09-08 and 23-09-08 (for 
transmission to me on 02-09-08 and 08-10-08 respectively) may be drawn into the case for the prosecution, 
but it is not essential. 

  
As mentioned, I believe that those involved in the offences consider that more damage will be done to them 
by disclosing the documents than will be done by claiming them to have been lost, over-written etc., and 
facing summary conviction. It is therefore very important to me that any attempt by the Comptroller, Mr. 
Adkins or Mrs. Cooke to make such a claim is met with a decision to enter the Patent Office and inspect the 
computer systems for emails transferring the Desk Notes on the issue dates and for traces of the files on staff 
computers. Mrs. Cooke's computer must hold the originals from which she created the files on 02-09-08 and 
23-09-08. 

  
I have a wealth of documentary evidence, and it is accessible via www.theinventivesteps.co.uk 

  
If you ever need a document, simply click the INDEX on the home page (down the page) and use word 
search. So, for example, if you want to see the draft regulatory impact assessment or the final regulatory 
impact assessment we discussed, just search "regulatory" and it will lead you to a hyperlink. 

  
I hope that this is helpful. 

  
  
Kind regards, 

  
  
Andrew 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 March 2009 16:46
Subject: Fw: B003 to B010 - FOIA 2000 Requests
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DEAR MR FLACK - PLEASE SEE B004, DESK NOTES DISCLOSURE REQUEST 13-01-08 
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew Hall  
To: Ian Fletcher  
Cc: Debbie Cooke  
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2009 2:23 PM 
Subject: Fw: B003 to B010 - FOIA 2000 Requests 

 
Mr. Fletcher 
  

B003 TO B010 FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUESTS 

  
B003:  As you will not allow me to inspect the documents I am entitled to inspect (i.e. documents 
which you have hidden in NOPI pink jackets in accordance with your stated Desk Notes practice, as 
opposed to in accordance with the Act and Rules), and as I have discovered a better way to 
expose the extent of your falsifications in the circumstances of your obstruction, I require you, 
under the FoIA 2000, to send me in electronic form (i.e. in existing form) the booking-in log 
administered by the Assignments Section onto which "A1s" record receipt of all documents 
submitted together with applications for registration of transactions, events and instruments.  
  

I am interested initially in the period 01-01-1998 to 01-01-2009 and all documents entering the 
Patent Office's Patents Assignments Section. The log has been in electronic form throughout that 
period. Each File contains print-outs from the log, which I gather is simply an excel file or akin to it. 
  

  
B004: Under the FoIA 2000 I repeat my request to Mrs. Cooke to send me the pdf of the 01-08-
07 Patents Register Admin. Desk Notes which pdf was created on 01-08-07.  
  
It is for me to judge whether it is the same as the pdf she inexplicably created and sent to me on 25-
07-08 in very late response to my request which you acknowledged in 2007 but never met.   
  
  

B005: Under the FoIA 2000 I repeat my request to Mrs. Cooke to send me copies of all the 
communications between the Patent Office and HMRC in 1999 and 2000, including minutes 
from meetings with HMRC and CIPA et al on the matter of Stamp Duty in which, among other 
things, HMRC asked the Comptroller not to accept the declaration on the Forms 21/77, DF12A 
and TM16 with respect to Stamp Duty, but rather to call for and inspect the actual document.  
  
Mrs. Cooke's letter to me of 22-12-08 wrongly describes HMRC's information booklet as an article in 
an attempt to misrepresent the request and avoid complying with it. The booklet refers to HMRC’s 
request and I wish to see the documents relating to that request and the Comptroller’s response. 
  
  

B006: Under the FoIA 2000 I repeat my request to Mrs. Cooke to send me copies of all 
comments on the Regulatory Impact Assessment in respect of SI 1999 No.3197 - I require all
outstanding documents in relation to all rule changes, including all letters to and from those 
consulted. I require a copy of the entire letter sent to you by Alan White (CIPA/Black Book) on 
03-10-1999, who is not  "a (mere) chartered patent attorney", as you wrote on the extract - his 
views carry great weight, as you well know.  
  
That said, you should not register equitable assignments (trusts), as doing so creates additional 
litigation (Baxter International inc...), hence the establishment of your Desk Notes' Dispute 756
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Management protocol, which you denied me in August and September 2004, opting to follow the 
other guidance in the Desk Notes with regard to main agreements which "raise Stamp Duty and 
other complications" - to exclude the document and register a fictitious assignment regardless. 
  

  
B007: Under the FoIA 2000 I require you to send me evidence that you fully considered Mr. 
White's view on the ultra vires nature of the change to Rule 46(2) on 22-12-1999 and that you 
sought and received confirmation from your Solicitors that the rule change was not, in 
their view, ultra vires. 
  
  

B008: Under the FoIA 2000 I again require you to send me copies of all communications and 
documents which passed between Mr. Twyman, Mr. Adkins and Mr. Bender between 09-09-04 
and 30-09-04. Mrs. Cooke's letter to me of 22-12-08 does not disclose them all.  
  
Mr. Adkins sent Mr. Twyman a mutilated, unstamped mixed-property settlement agreement dated 
15-09-03. This is how Mr. Twyman came to know the three names of the buyers cited in the 
document, whom he later mentioned in passing to Mr. Adkins and Mr. Bender in his email of 28-09-
03.  
  
In fact Mr. Twyman referred to there being three proprietors and yet the Register records only one of 
them.  
  
These officers’ communications in August 2004 show a clear knowledge of a dispute and a debt 
owing by the assignee of the IPR, and yet they did not follow the Dispute Management protocol set 
out in the Desk Notes and file a caveat to stay any applications to register change of proprietorship.  
  
Earlier communications between them show that they were unsure as to whom the address for 
service might represent, if anyone, and who would receive any letter sent to the address for service 
on the Register to give notice of the intention to register NLM's 1999 assignments. Mr. Twyman was 
the one who made the comments. 
  
The speed with which an application was sent in on behalf of "Tonewear Ltd" showed that Mr. 
Twyman's expressed suspicions that WGM were no longer representing the long insolvent Sense-
Sonic Ltd were justified. The Form 21/77 was clearly not signed by both parties, and would require 
documentary evidence of either the transaction (PR1995) or the payment of Stamp Duty (PDI 99/6) 
depending on which party Mr. Adkins claims he holds out as the signatory. Of course there was no 
authorised signatory at all, so Mr. Adkins mutilated the standard confirmatory letter so as not to draw 
attention to that fact. 
  
  

B009: As Mrs Cooke claims that she cannot find a complaint to the Comptroller from Mr. Haines of 
D. Young & Co. in 1999 in response to which the Comptroller falsely claimed that OPTICS could only 
record transactions as having been made with certified copies of assignments, I require you to tell 
me under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 whether you maintain a file of complaints in 
respect of the Patents Register and tell me what search criteria you employ in order to 
research past complaints. 
  
I have spoken to other complainants thrown up by my computer programme and the Comptroller's 
false excuses extended to the contents of his standard confirmatory letter also, which he said was a 
standard letter which confirmed registration of documents even if there were none.  
  
It is not therefore surprising that Jacob J commented in Coflexip that the public could always inspect 
the files to see a copy of any assignment - after all that's what you put on the Patents Register. But 
of course there are a number of reasons why no assignment will be available -  but there will be 
plenty of unstamped main agreements and equitable assignments hidden in NOPI pink jackets, if 
only the public knew where and how to look. 
  
In truth you merely had a default setting to save typing the most commonly used words "Certified 
copy filed on" (in the 1990's), "Form 21/77 and supporting documents filed on" (in 2000/2001) and 
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"Form 21/77 and documents filed” (in 2001 to date). 
  

Staff were often too lazy to select "free text" mode and enter what was actually received, but they 
didn't hesitate to do so when they wanted to exclude a defective/obstructive document in accordance 
with the unlawful instructions in the Desk Notes. 
  
You will appreciate that I do not need to inspect the patent files to expose a good number of bogus 
registrations based only on Forms 21/77- all patent agents could have customers unaware that you 
hid their main agreements without their instruction or knowledge, and many have been most obliging. 
Some very big transactions indeed are being investigated by some very well-known companies as a 
result of what my programme has thrown up by way of your “errors”, “corrections” and exclusions. 
  
  

Trade Marks Rules 
  

B010: As Mrs Cooke claims that she cannot find any information in relation to the removal of TM 
Rule 41(3), further claiming that the DTI Solicitors dealt with the matter exclusively, I require you to 
send me copies of the communication by which the DTI Solicitors specifically advised you 
that Rule 41(3) had been deleted by them, together with their explanation as to why the rule 
had been deleted.  
  
I do not believe what Mrs. Cooke claims and I am certain the DTI Solicitors sent you their detailed 
recommendations, explaining each amendment and deletion so that you could agree to them.  
  
I require you to send me their recommendations and your comments and acceptance thereof. 
  
  
THESE REQUESTS B003 TO B010 MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED AND ENTERED IN THE FoI LOG 
ADMINISTERED BY THE PATENT OFFICE. 
  
  

Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 March 2009 16:47
Attach: AH DOCUMENT 2 comptroller's unlawful instructions 27-01-09 - hyperlinks deactivated.zip; 

AH19.PDF
Subject: Fw: B021 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 - box 49
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DEAR MR FLACK - PLEASE SEE B021 (9), DESK NOTES DISCLOSURE REQUEST 02-02-09 
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew Hall  
To: ian Fletcher  
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2009 5:11 PM 
Subject: Fw: B021 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 - box 49 

 
Mr. Fletcher, 
  

B021 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 and Box 49 complaint 
  
Below (but hyperlinked here also, as the penultimate complaint on the webpage) is your falsified account from 
your website of a formal complaint you claim to have "dealt with" between April & June 2008. 
  
The Manchester Library has this morning confirmed in writing that the webpage (and other complaints 
webpages) have been downloaded and saved as pdf files - just in case you try to delete the 
complaints or amend them. 
  
(Complaint)                                         
  
"You said you were unhappy with some of our official letters". 
  
(Response) 
  
"We thanked you for your feedback in relation to names and assignments letters. We have recently made 
slight amendments to our letters. A project had just begun to look at all the functions of the Register 
Administration Team to see if any improvements can be made. Your feedback will be considered as part of 
this review". 
  
What a stroke of luck that I should decide to trawl your latest bunkum with respect to complainants you have 
"thanked" and fobbed off and now come across a Register Administration Project "to see (?) if  (?) any 
improvements (?) can (?) be made".  
  
"To see if any improvements can be made"? 
  
What the hell do you think you are playing at?  
  
Members of the public would be jailed for doing as you have instructed in your Register Administration Desk 
Notes - and for instructing as you have instructed. Civil Servants may find themselves in no different a 
situation; we shall see. 
  
So, quoting back at you your standard response ("not as clear is it could have been") to complainants who 
point out blatant lies, misrepresentation and errors, I rather think your use of the word "improvements" (above) 
is "not as clear is it could have been" - i.e. it's a sham, and well you all know it.  
  
In the light of the attached instructions, "Improvements" are the last thing on your, your Registers Manager's 
and your Senior Legal Advisor's minds (the trio who conducted the formal investigation into the Register 
Administration Section's "functions", procedure, training and practice in response to my formal complaint of 
29-10-07 - and produced the entirely falsified letter to me of 12-11-07, AH19, attached).  
  
Your "Project" has been instigated not to "see if" anything needs to be done, but rather to work out how to 
cover up and remove what you know to be the many unlawful instructions which have resulted in your 759
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undermining of the most important element of the Intellectual Property System - the Registers. 
  
Is deleting such unlawful instructions, which leave a trail of tens of thousands of unlawfully-made and invalid 
registrations and breaches of the Stamp Act 1891 in their wake, an "improvement"? or is there a better 
description for the necessary corrective process?, such as "admit, and put right". 
  
I know more about your actual practice and procedure than anyone outside the Patent Office and to claim that 
a bone fide registration procedure and practice could be achieved by "improving" what you have established 
is going way beyond the definition of improvement. Fortunately, what I know is all written down - mostly by 
you - so the Parliamentary Select Committee can readily see what you have been up to. 
  
Your practice is utterly bogus and you rely on misrepresentation and lies in order to "explain" why you 
registered a particular transaction. 
  
You have a falsely-procured rule change at the heart of Register Administration (Rule 46(2)) and you ignore 
the statutory requirements for legally effective signatures and effective evidence; and Parliament must 
deal with this and fully consider (i) what you were really trying to achieve by a rule-change and (ii) what is 
really in the best interests of those with rights in or under a patent, design or trade mark. 
  
I have already referred you to the Regulatory Impact Assessment signed by the Responsible Minister, Dr. Kim 
Howells, on 29-11-1999 and to your statement that you would monitor problems with any of the rule changes, 
and I have made it clear that you must conduct a review of that bogus change, which did not remove any 
burden from the customer at all (but rather added a burden). It must therefore be clear to you that if you do 
not volunteer a correction, it will be forced upon you. 
  
I therefore contend that you did not have a "Project" under way as claimed above. Instead, you were 
conducting a damage limitation procedure and cover-up. 
  
If you are going to refer to this "Project" in public, as you now have, you had better re-think things and tell the 
public the truth behind your "Project" (i.e. why you have commissioned it and what it is intended to achieve) - I 
am sure that the necessary remedies would benefit from customer awareness and input.  
  
In fact a consultation paper should be drawn up, pointing out what you have done wrong and asking the 
usual gang (and some knowledgeable customers) to submit their comments. However, you would need to 
break from your tradition of expressing the usual gushing gratitude for such input, summarily ignored, as has 
been shown to be the case with respect to the change to Rule 46(2) Patents Rules 1995 on 22-12-1999. 
  
Furthermore, your uses of the words "to see" and  "if any" (in your response above) are utterly perverse. You 
know full well what needs to be done, and you need to reconsider your lies and your treatment of me and 
involve me and the other affected customers in this "Project". 
  
It is therefore necessary for me to ask you why you have chosen to lie in public about "the Project" and why, 
given your personal review of the Register Administration Section's Function, Training, Practice and 
Procedure in November 2007 (which you asserted in your letter of 12-11-07 was correct), you then saw a 
need to look again  and yet did not reflect this in any decision you made thereafter with respect to my IPR. 
  
B021: Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 I require you to: 
  
(1) inform me of the patent/design/trade mark number/s referred to by the complainant of the 
published complaint; 
  
(2) identify the "official letters" in respect of which the complaints were made and send me copies 
thereof; 
  
(3) send me copies of all correspondence in respect of the complaint and your responses; 
  
(4) send me all documents relating to the "Project", including the remit, minutes of meetings etc., 
sufficient to establish the reasons for and the purpose of the Project; 
  
(5) send me copies of all "official letters" which are claimed (above) to have always been subject to 
"slight amendments"; 
  
(6) send me a list of all live patents, designs and trade marks (in excel form) which are affected by 
"functions of the Register Administration Team" which (functions) are necessarily to be withdrawn 
under the "Project" : 
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Such functions involve, for example: 
  
(i) "official" actions in accordance with your unlawful instructions to hide documents in Not Open to 
Public Inspection pink jackets; 
  
(ii) "official" actions in accordance with your unlawful instructions to treat documents sent for 
registration as being "for inspection and return" - without any such instruction or request from the 
customer, or requirement or authorisation under any Act or rules; and 
  
(iii)  "official" actions in accordance with your unlawful instructions to register short-form 
assignments and licences in the full knowledge that earlier agreements, referred to by customers but 
not submitted for registration (but necessarily required to be submitted under Rule 46(3) by any bona 
fide registrar), are claimed by the customers to have effected the transaction (making them the only 
"evidence which suffices to establish the transaction" - rule 46(2)). 
  
(7) identify all complaints and reasons for your decision to commence a "Project" "to see if any 
improvements can be made". 
  
(9) send me a copy of the latest version of the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes. 
  
(10) confirm which of the Desk Notes instructions (in AH DOCUMENTS 2, attached) are still in force 
and which are not. 
  
(11) give me individual reasons for removing, amending or retaining each and every one of those 
instructions. 
  
(12) I require you to admit or deny that the response to the complainant as reported by you to the 
public above is a misrepresentation of the facts and that you are in fact fully aware that the RA Team 
have been caught breaking the law and that you are fully aware that the immediate termination of 
these unlawful practices (which termination one cannot call "improvements", as one cannot 
"improve" instructions to defraud) was necessary and that the purpose of any such "Project" was a 
damage limitation exercise and not the result of a situation where a customer pointed out defects and 
you immediately acted to admit to them, and correct them, and address the damage done.   
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 March 2009 16:47
Subject: Fw: B022 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000
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DEAR MR FLACK - PLEASE SEE B022 (halfway down), DESK NOTES DISCLOSURE REQUEST 06-02-09 
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew Hall  
To: steve.adkins@ipo.gov.uk  
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 5:28 PM 
Subject: B022 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 

 
Mr. Adkins, 

  

B022 - FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 

I am not copying this letter to Mr. Fletcher at this time, as you should be given the opportunity to make your 
own mind up as to whether you are employed to commit criminal offences to protect others or whether you 
are employed to act within the law (I provide a helpful hyperlink at the end of this email). 

  
That said, it matters not to me whether you send this letter to Mr. Twyman, Mrs. Cooke and Mr. Fletcher, all I 
am saying is that you have the choice of going down with them or doing the right thing, as expected by 
Parliament (see hyperlink). 

  
The matter 

  
You may know that there is a long overdue and outstanding response in respect of a request for information 
under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 relating to your 2007 Desk Notes. 

  
I have given Mrs. Cooke until 5pm on Monday 9th February 2009 to email me the (long overdue) pdf of your 
01-08-07 edition of the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes on her computer. 

  
If she fails to do so, a fast-track investigation by the Information Commissioner will commence in respect of 
s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000 - Mrs. Cooke being the "person". 

  
I strongly advise you not to forge a copy of those Desk Notes, as it is now known that you undertook a 
"project" in 2008 to "review the functions of the Register Administration Section to see if any improvements 
can be made" (evidence of this has been saved by the Manchester Library to counter any attempt on the 
Comptroller's part to delete it). 

  
This "project" followed Mr. Fletcher's letter to me of 12-11-07 in which he claimed that a review of training 
practice and procedure found there to be no defects. 

  
Given that you had just completed your review of the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes on 01-08-
07, approved by Mrs. Cooke (as shown on the front cover), there can be no excuse for what was claimed by 
Mr. Fletcher. 

  
I am writing to you, personally, as it was your responsibility to review the instructions set out in the Desk 
Notes and it is you who has the original pdf on his computer.  

  
B022 - Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 I require you to email me that pdf direct from your 
hard drive. I require you to send me the pdf which was created on or just before 01-08-07, and not any 
later version. 

  
If Mrs. Cooke fails to send me the pdf by 5pm on 9th February 2009, she will be pursued under s.77 FoIA 
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2000. 

  
As a backstop, I have now (above) made the same request of you, personally, to email to me the 
aforementioned document you created on or just before 01-08-07. 

  
If you too fail to do so, I will make a formal complaint against you also, for fast-track investigation by the 
Information Commissioner under s.77 FoIA 2000. 

  
You may or may not be aware that the entire matter has been put before the Public Administration Select 
Committee and that HMRC has arranged to meet me and a specialist team on 16th February 2009 to set in 
motion the necessary action to achieve eventual closure of what you know to be a multi-million pound fraud 
going back at least to 1992 (according to your Desk Notes). 

  
Bear in mind that it was you who overrode OPTICS on 20-09-04 to exclude the words "and documents" and 
that it was you who deleted the reference to Box 6 of the Form 21/77 (which could otherwise have resulted in 
Wilson Gunn M'Caw sending in confirmation (Form 51/77) that they signed the Form 21/77 as Agent for the 
applicant). Bear in mind also that your colleagues deceived Parliament in 1999 when seeking amendment to 
Rule 46(2): The single signature must be that of the assignor himself or a registered authorised Agent (r.90) if 
it is to be legitimately accepted as evidence of assignment - but what Mr. Twyman, Mr. Fletcher and Mrs. 
Cooke have kept quiet is the fact that Patent Directorate Instruction 99/3 (rule 15) makes it clear that 
registration of an assignment could not be made on the basis of a single signature on a Form 21/77  - you 
needed to ensure that Stamp Duty had been paid, or did not need to be paid, and that required you to have 
documentary evidence signed by the assignee also. Your amendment to the confirmatory letter makes it clear 
that you were aware of this and knew the Form 21/77 to be defective also. Furthermore, you were aware of a 
royalty dispute prior to the bogus registration and should have followed the procedure in the Desk Notes 
under Dispute Management and entered a caveat on the Register to prevent anyone registering change of 
proprietorship without a thorough examination of the documentary evidence. 

  
You were acting on instructions at that time and will have to argue your own case before the PASC; but there 
is no defence for covering up what was done, and as Mr. Twyman, Mr. Fletcher and Mrs. Cooke have been 
responsible for most of the covering up, your position might not be quite as terminal as theirs (but I cannot 
guarantee that). 

  
I would however advise you to seek independent advice and face the music, as opposed to adding further 
offences to the list of already-fully-evidenced offences. 

  
In any event, you must read s.77 FoIA 2000 and you must send me what I am asking for. If you are told not to 
do so, you are being told to break the law and you must tell me who has told you not to send the document 
(which is at your fingertips as you read this email) and why. 

  
For your own protection (in so far as there may be protection), you should read this: 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2004/nov/07/freedomofinformation.uk 

  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 30 March 2009 00:55
Subject: Re: andrew hall - patent office - s.77
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Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
I write further to our recent conversations about the Patent Office's refusal to furnish me with the 15-06-05 and 
01-08-07 Patents Register Administration Desk Notes in an unmodified form. 
  
As you know, I have been seeking bona fide disclosure with the same date embedded in the electronic 
document (right click the pdf and select "properties") as is displayed on each page of the documents. 
  
I have already pointed out that the page layout of each document goes haywire by the time one gets to 
around half way into the documents and that this strongly suggests that changes have been made to the 
original text. 
  
I have already pointed out a very significant difference between the two documents with regard to whether 
staff inspect or ignore documents (a central issue in the Falsification of the Registers), and I have provided 
documentary evidence that (1) staff were instructed to ignore, exclude and even hide documents (such as 
unstamped main agreements like that which has affected me so badly), (2) the Comptroller claimed on 12-11-
07 that staff were instructed to inspect documents, and (3) the 01-08-07 Desk Notes were amended to display 
an instruction to scan documents (in place of the previous instruction to ignore the documents). [see section 
2.02 of the Desk Notes for the references to "ignore" (2005) and "scan" (2007). 
  
A further aspect of the unstamped document is that it creates an express trust, to hold intangible assets 
pending assignment. Section 32(3) of the Patents Act 1977 prohibits the registration of implied, express and 
constructive trusts. 
  
The Comptroller has in the past claimed that s.32 relates to hospital trusts and the like. It does not. Quite 
obviously it relates to the three types of trust which can be created in order to put a patent in co-ownership 
without actually transferring it.  
  
I have noticed that the reference to Trusts on the last page of both Desk Notes stands out from the 
normal page layout in that the text is indented. Furthermore, it seeks to give the impression that s.32(3) 
refers to registering a trust's ownership of a patent rather than to registering a transaction which does not 
actually transfer a patent but rather creates a trust (expressly, by implication or by construction). It is further 
unusual that the paragraph refers to "s.32(3) of the Act"; it seems that "of the Act" has been added for my 
benefit, as in-house documents simply refer to s.32(3) and have no need to mention "of the Act", as it is 
obvious that any reference to a "section" in Patents Register Administration documentation must be to the 
Patents Act 1977. 

  
I therefore consider this to be a suspicious entry also. 

  
The Comptroller intentionally misrepresents the meaning and purpose of s.32(3), which quite clearly is 
intended to prevent anyone from registering a mere equitable interest when they should be completing their 
agreements and procuring the prescribed assignments. It is ridiculous that a person should register the fact 
that he has the right to procure an assignment of a patent, without actually procuring an assignment. 

  
Please also note that Mrs. Cooke created the 2005 Desk Notes pdf on a different computer to that of the 2007 
Desk Notes pdf. She is recorded as Administrator in the properties window for the 2005 edition, and as 
DCOOK in the 2007 edition. This means that she transferred a copy of the 2005 Desk Notes onto her 
personal computer (for which she is logged on as Administrator). Mrs. Cooke must then have copied the 
resulting pdf back onto the main computer so as to email it to me from her Patent Office email. 

  
Mrs. Cooke also printed copies of the Desk Notes and she might try to fob you off with them. 

  
Please insist on seeing the original electronic documents as created on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07. Everyone in 
the Patents Assignments Section will have the original files saved on a hard drive. 
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Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 03 April 2009 15:31
Subject: Freedom of Information Act 2000
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Our Reference:  FS50206398 
  
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Just a brief note to let you know that I have now written to Mr Fletcher at the UK Intellectual 
Property Office outlining your complaint and requesting a meeting to discuss and resolve 
this matter.  I will of course update you once I have received a response. 
  
Yours sincerely,  
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by someone 
else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to unrelated 
third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature please 
provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you want us 
to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 05 May 2009 09:59
Attach: Vist to UKIPO May 2009 05-05-09.zip
Subject: Re: Freedom of Information Act 2000 FS50206398
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Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
Please find my email attached. It is a summary of the s.77 matter and informs you of the latest documentary 
evidence. It is highly relevant to your forthcoming interviews at the Patent Office. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
  
Andrew Hall.  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Stephen Flack  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Friday, April 03, 2009 4:31 PM 
Subject: Freedom of Information Act 2000 

 
Our Reference:  FS50206398 
  
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Just a brief note to let you know that I have now written to Mr Fletcher at the UK 
Intellectual Property Office outlining your complaint and requesting a meeting to discuss 
and resolve this matter.  I will of course update you once I have received a response. 
  
Yours sincerely,  
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender 
by return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is 
not permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by 
someone else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to 
unrelated third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature 
please provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you 767
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want us to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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 1 

EMIAL TO ICO  05-05-09 FROM ANDREW HALL 
 

Dear Mr. Flack, 
 

1. I gather that this week you are travelling to the Patent Office to interview Mr. Fletcher 
(Comptroller), Mrs. Cooke and Mr. Adkins but not Mr. Twyman (the Senior Legal 
Advisor who has co-ordinated the cover-up of the long-running Stamp Duty fraud and 
has coordinated the Comptroller's avoidance of dealing properly with my complaints 
and proceedings over the past four and half years). 
 

2. Your investigation arose from my complaint under s.77 FoIA 2000 in respect of 
the Comptroller's refusal to disclose the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 
as they stood on 01-08-07 (the most recent formal request for disclosure being made 
by me in February 2009 and obstructed to date by the Comptroller and Mrs. Cooke in 
breach of s.77 FoIA 2000). 
 

3. It is a very simple request for information which exists and is not exempt, and one 
which can be very easily satisfied, as the 01-08-07 Desk Notes were created as an 
electronic document, amended by Mr. Adkins (and saved on his computer) and 
emailed to Mrs. Cooke (and saved on her computer as filename "Microsoft Word - 
Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc"). 
 

4. I have no doubt whatsoever that you will be told, at interview, that the original files, 
created on 01-08-07 and held on several people's hard drives/server folders (and the 
internal email server folders for each sender and receiver), have all been deleted in 
an extraordinarily coincidental combination of errors. 
 

5. I allege that the reason why the Comptroller, Mr. Twyman and Mrs. Cooke would not 
let me see the original electronic version of the 01-08-07 is that Mrs. Cooke altered it 
after the Comptroller had claimed on 12-11-07 (a letter - which you have seen - 
written for him by Mr. Twyman in collusion with Mrs. Cooke 
http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/AH18.PDF  at "J", in particular)  that staff were 
instructed to inspect documents sent with Patents Forms 21/77 but that in the case of 
GB2267412 Mr. Adkins didn't look closely enough at the document. 
 

6. People would believe such utter lies were it not for the documentary evidence I have 
uncovered.  
 

7. You have already seen that the mutilated unstamped sale agreement was excluded 
from the registration by Mr. Adkins. This is not the same as "ignoring" the document. 
 

8. You have already seen that the 2005 Desk Notes told staff to ignore documents if the 
Form 21/77 was duly signed. You have also seen Patents Directorate Instruction 
99/3 (see rule 15) which makes it clear that Patents Forms 21/77 which are not 
accompanied by documentary evidence must bear the signatures of both the 
Assignor and the Assignee. An Agent can sign in place of a client if the Agent has 
been formally appointed and that appointment is registered. There was no Agent in 
the case of the Patent GB2267412. Mr. Adkins was in no doubt whatsoever that 
there was no agent appointed and that the mutilated document had been sent with 
the Form 21/77 because Sense-Sonic Ltd (the owner) had not signed the Form 
21/77. 
 

9. You will know from the letter dated 12-11-07 that the Comptroller did not want me to 
know that there was a policy to ignore documents. However, CIPA later told me 
about such a policy and dug out some minutes from meetings. 
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10. You may also have seen the minutes from a Patent Practice Meeting where CIPA 

raised objection to the use of the standard wording "Form 21/77 and supporting 
documents filed on .....(patent number)" because the word "supporting" suggested 
that he inspected the documents: 
 

Patent Practice Meeting 

24 January 2001 at 10.30am, Concept House, Newport 

Summary Record 

11. Present:  Ron Marchant 
Sean Dennehey 
Mike Richardson 
Emma Tonner 
Rob Crowshaw  
 Eileen Tottle 

 Andrew Serjeant 
Alan White 
Richard Gallafent 
Luc Vandamme 

15.     

ASSIGNMENT RECORDAL 

1. CIPA have reservations about the word "supporting" appearing on the Register 
and said it could be misinterpreted as meaning the documents have been 
examined, or at least suggests that the documents have the effect of supporting 
the validity of the transaction. "Form 21/77 and documents filed" was the 
wording CIPA preferred. 

 

2. Since the meeting Ron has instructed that the necessary change be made to 
remove the word "supporting". However, due to the heavy workload of the 
Office's IT Directorate it may be some months before it is implemented. 

 

18. I couldn't understand where CIPA had got this idea from  - but I can now tell you: 
 

19. I mentioned to you that HMRC has denied the existence of communications between 
HMRC and the Comptroller (in breach of s.77 FoIA 200). 
 

20. I now have some of those communications and here is a link to them 
http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/p47-70.pdf 
 

21. The first letter explains, absolutely, where the "ignoring documents" policy came 
from. Furthermore, I can lead you to the very Patents & Designs Journal (page 3, 27-
01-99) which announced this change in policy as follows - 
http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/p49b.pdf  
 

22. The key issue here is that the Comptroller lied to me on 12-11-07 when claiming (1) 
that staff were instructed to inspect all documents sent for registration and (2) that in 
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the case of GB2267412 Mr. Adkins did not look closely enough at the documentary 
evidence. 

23. It is a fact that if Mr. Adkins had not looked closely enough at the documentary 
evidence (entitled "agreement relating to the sale and purchase of certain assets"), 
he would surely have treated it as though it were an assignment like all other 
documents entitled "Deed of Assignment" received that week - all of which 
registrations have the standard entry "Form 21/77 and documents filed on 
GBxxxxxxxx". 
 

24. But, as you know, GB2267412 does not have the standard wording. Mr. Adkins 
overrode the standard wording and entered the words "Form 21/77 filed on 
GB2267412" manually so as not to register and draw attention to the defective 
document. 
 

25. Here is the proper registration practice (taken from the 1992-2005 Desk Notes) 
http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/p681.pdf 
 

26. Mr. Adkins was instructed to ignore documents if the document was signed by both 
the assignor and assignee. The 1992-2005 Desk Notes say that no document is 
necessary if both signatures appear on the Form 21/77, but the Comptroller is 
nevertheless under a statutory duty to register the documentary evidence (or else 
reject the entire application) - he cannot therefore exclude a bogus/defective 
document and press on with the registration regardless. 
 

27. The 2005 Desk Notes, however, contain the instruction to ignore documents (as per 
the Notice in the Journal). 
 

28. Mr. Adkins set out to do this on 20-09-04, but when he turned to the Form 21/77 he 
saw that it was not signed by any authorised person (not even by the applicant) and 
that documentary evidence was essential. Mr. Adkins could see that 
the documentary evidence was defective, so he excluded it (by overriding the default 
wording) and pretended that the Form 21/77 was duly signed. 
 

29. However, had Mr. Adkins not taken further unlawful action to delete a mandated 
sentence from the standard confirmatory letter dated 20-09-04, he might have 
received a Patents Form 51/77 from the signatory, confirming (not that it was not 
already blatantly obvious from the information on the Form 21/77) that the signature 
was given on behalf of the applicant - and not on behalf of the Patent owner. Such 
further action would have removed any room for excuse with respect to registering 
the transaction, so Mr. Adkins did what he could to avoid such a happening. 
 
 
BOOKING IN OF DOCUMENTS BY THE ASSIGNMENTS SECTION 
 

30. The Comptroller has blocked release of further documents in breach of s.77 FoIA. In 
particular, Mrs. Cooke has lied, claiming that she has no central record of Forms 
21/77 and accompanying documents received by the Assignments Section. 

  
31. She has lied because she knows that I can use her central list of documents booked 

in (Excel files) and compare it to the 5,900 patent registers I have downloaded to 
expose all those registrations which make no reference to documentary evidence 
(exposing the cases where she and her section staff have hidden and/or returned 
defective documents). The booking in procedure is explained in the 1992-2005 desk 
notes - I have underlined the relevant parts for you ...   
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http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/p692.pdf (see page 690) 
 

32. I have gone through my copy of the Patent File for GB2267412 and have copied the 
six extracts from these central records. You will see that, just as stated in the Desk 
Notes, a new excel file is created each week and given a four-digit file name denoting 
the week and the year; i.e. the excel file for 05-01-2005 is 0105.WK4 (WK4 is an 
excel suffix). These RS sheets can be found here. 
 

33. In response to my request under the FoIA 2000 Mrs. Cooke has denied that any 
central record is made. She claims that I can inspect the individual patent files - but 
as I am interested in the data for every live patent since 1992, the central electronic 
record is clearly more practical. Furthermore, the Comptroller temporarily removes 
the hidden documents from files so that they cannot he found upon public inspection. 
 

34. There are a number of patent files I would very much like you to inspect at the actual 
warehouse - i.e. before the Comptroller gets his hands on them. To this end I asked 
(under FoIA) for a list of all files removed from the warehouse since 01-09-08 so that 
I could be sure that he has not used his central records to identify the false 
registrations and called up the files in order to permanently remove the Not Open to 
Public Inspection folders. Even if he has done this, I can still undermine his 
registrations for lack of evidence and show that he has called up the files for no 
reason other than to try to cover up fraud. 
 

35. When you talk to Mrs. Cooke, please consider asking her to show you the excel file 
for the week of 20-09-04, as it will show you what documents were booked in during 
that week. Only GB2267412 had a document excluded that week. The other entries 
were accompanied by assignments and these were registered whether or not the 
Forms 21/77 bore all necessary signatures. Here are ten examples from that week, 
selected at random by the Patent Office (because they were unwilling to order all 
thirty files for my inspection at the Patent Office in September 
2008). http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/AH18.PDF . I have marked the ten 
registers to highlight the entries "Form 21/77 and documents filed on GBxxxxxxx". 
 

36. I suspect that as of the change of policy in 1999 to ignore documents when a Form is 
duly signed, the Comptroller stopped booking in documents across the board, 
whether they were necessary or not, and only booked in the Forms on the "RS 
Sheets". This is quite unacceptable behaviour for a public Registrar charging up to 
£350 per annum to register documents and maintain a register.  
 

37. I am certainly not the first to complain about the Registration of documents - but I 
may well be the first to complain that a document was excluded; others have 
complained that documents were registered as being received and yet no document 
was made available to the complainant upon request. This is what one patent agent 
had to say about it - http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/p49b.pdf     
 

38. Given that the Comptroller informed HMRC (by letter of 24-12-1998) and issued a 
Notice (in the Journal on 27-01-1999) when he changed policy to ignore documents, 
it rather begs the question as to why there has been no Notice informing 
practitioners, the public and staff of the change of policy that appeared in the 01-08-
07 Desk Notes sent to me in 2008 - telling staff to "scan" documents. 
 

39. There is a straightforward explanation for this. There was no such policy change; the 
Desk Notes were amended only because of my FoIA request. And I have every 
reason to believe that the amendment was made after 01-08-07. 
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40. In any event, Mrs. Cooke knew full well what was in the 2005 Desk Notes when she 
briefed Mr. Twyman to write the letter of 12-11-07 on behalf of Mr. Fletcher - after all, 
she had just authorised Mr. Adkins' amendments of 01-08-07. 
 

41. You might also ask Mrs. Cooke why she transferred the 2005 Desk Notes to her own 
PC ("Administrator") to create the 2005 pdf. Surely she had no need to transfer the 
document from her main PC (on which she is registered as "Debbie Cooke") and 
transfer it to another PC which no one else uses (hence her use of it as 
"Administrator", as seen in the pdf file properties information) - unless she planned to 
edit it before saving it, transferring it back to her main PC and emailing it to me in 
October 2008. 
 
 

42. This is all relevant to the question "when did Mrs. Cooke change the word in her 01-
08-07 Desk Notes from "ignore" to "scan".  
 

43. I maintain that the reason she will not respond to my request of February 2009 to 
send me the original electronic file created on 01-08-07 is because it contains the 
word "ignore". 
 

44. In any event, Mr. Fletcher, Mrs. Cooke and Mr. Twyman all lied in that letter of 12-11-
07. Two signatures were required on an unaccompanied Form 21/77 on 20-09-04, 
and staff were under instruction to ignore documents if Forms 21/77 were registrable 
without supporting documentary evidence.  
 

45. “Ignoring documents” was intended to give the Comptroller an excuse whenever he 
breached his statutory duties and registered a transaction for which there was in fact 
no evidence of assignment and/or the payment of Stamp Duty - he would claim that 
the signature/s on the Form assured him that the statutory requirements were met. 
 

46. What the Comptroller needs to bear in mind is that falsification of the Register carries 
up to two years imprisonment – and closing one’s eyes, as he does, puts him in line 
for such a penalty – see section 109   (Part III) 
http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/p536.PDF 
 

47. He acknowledged to Parliament on 29-11-99 that accepting one signature could lead 
to registering a fictitious assignment, and even though he could not in fact register an 
assignment on the basis of only one signature (unless, according to his new policy 
announced on 27-01-1999, the Stamp Duty declaration on the Form 21/77 was 
deleted), he did just that on 20-09-04 – by hiding an unstamped, mutilated sale 
agreement, closing his eyes to it and pretending that a single signature of a mere 
practitioner on a Form 21/77 was sufficient evidence of assignment and the payment 
of Stamp Duty. 
 

48. I hope that you will find this further evidence of the policy to ignore documents 
helpful. 
 

49. Finally, I remind you of the complaint “dealt with” by the Comptroller in the spring of 
2008 in response to which he stated that he had just started a review of Register 
Administration practice.  
 

50. I mentioned to you that this is odd, given that he was adamant on 12-11-07 that all 
was in order. 
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51. Mrs. Cooke must have undertaken that Review, as Registers Manager, and she 
should therefore be able to tell you why it was called for and what changes were 
made. There must surely be documentary evidence of this review - and I would like 
to see it under the FoIA 2000. 
 

52. The Attorney General’s Solicitor is trying to find out why HMRC has not taken action 
against these people for fraud – the evidence of fraud is complete. 
 

53. I therefore expect that you will face people absolutely determined to deceive you and 
that they will try to get out of responding to my request of February 2009 for the 
original electronic file of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes in an attempt to persuade you that 
what has been disclosed is “good enough”. 
 

54. It is not. 
 

55. If Mr. Fletcher, Mrs. Cooke and Mr. Adkins refuse to show you the electronic file, 
filename "(Microsoft Word) - Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc" – which will be saved in 
numerous folders on the servers and hard drives – I ask you to deal with the matter 
as a breach of FoIA under s.77. 
 

56. My request for the information was made in February 2009 and if you return without 
the file as created on Mr. Adkins PC on 01-08-07 and emailed to Mrs. Cooke (and 
not a forgery made on another PC in recent weeks with clock turned back so as to 
give the impression that it was saved on 01-08-07) and the Information 
Commissioner will not commence proceedings forthwith, I will want to bring criminal 
proceedings in the name of another. 
 

57. I have examples of similar falsification with respect to the Manual of Patent Practice, 
and can assure you that these people are desperate to avoid the fate that awaits 
them, having done so much over the past four and half years to pervert the course of 
justice. 
 

58. With three months left to bring Mr. Fletcher, Mrs. Cooke, Mr. Twyman and Mr. Adkins 
before the courts, time is of the essence and I hope that you will consider all the 
places where the original document should still be found and ask them to show you 
the email and document archives on both Mr. Adkins’ PC and Mrs. Cooke’s PC for 
the period around 01-08-07 so that you can bring this matter to a definite conclusion. 
 

59. As all staff have their own hard copies of Desk Notes, I am sure you will find them all 
in possession of pristine Desk Notes and not well-thumbed Desk Notes printed on 
01-08-07. 
 

60. You might ask Mrs. Cooke and Mr. Adkins why the pdf files’ pages are fine for the 
first 20 or so pages and then show definite signs of the removal/addition of text, such 
that headings appear at the bottom of pages instead of being at the top of the next 
page. This has nothing whatsoever to do with converting from word to pdf, as the first 
20 pages or so are fine.   
 

61. These people need to be brought to book and the evidence I have provided makes 
this abundantly clear. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Andrew Hall.  
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EMAIL TO THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER 
 
FROM ANDRE HALL 22-05-09 
 
 
 
Dear Mr. Flack, 
 

1. Thank you for taking my call this morning. 
 

2. It is over nineteen months since I asked the Comptroller to disclose Desk Notes 
instructing staff on procedures for registration of transactions, instruments and 
events. 
 

3. On 11-12-07 he told me, in a letter, that staff were instructed to inspect all documents 
sent to him for registration.  
 

4. He had just reviewed his Desk Notes on 01-08-07 (unbeknown to me). 
 

5. You have just returned from an investigative trip to the Patent Office and appear to 
have returned with three documents (three versions of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes), the 
significance of which you say you do not understand. 
 

6. One reason for this is that the Patent Officers are facing very serious consequences 
for what they have done (they could face prison sentences under s.109 and s113 
Patents Act 1977) and are at pains to deceive you over what they have done. 
 

7. They have deceived the High Court, Parliament, HMRC and the Police before you, 
so you are far from alone. All four are now fully aware of what has happened and 
how and why they were deceived. 
 

8. For whatever reason, and without understanding why it was significant that the 01-
08-07 Desk Notes in your and in my possession in pdf form have been altered by 
Mrs. Cooke from the original form as at 01-08-07, you have nevertheless discovered 
that there were indeed three versions of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes on computer at the 
Patent Office, two of which instruct staff to ignore documents and one of which (v.3) 
which instructs staff to inspect them.  
 

9. I have repeatedly asked to see version 1 and have been told that version 3 is 
“version 1”, as created on 01-08-07.  
 

10. I believe that you no know that this is not true at all. 
 

11. You might appreciate that having told me that staff were instructed to inspect 
documents, it might be of concern to the Comptroller to be subject to a FOI request 
for disclosure of the Desk Notes, particularly as he had only just reviewed them three 
months earlier and that they instructed staff to ignore documents. 
 

12. There followed months of blocking my request. 
 

13. Mrs. Cooke pretended for months on end that she was “pulling the documents 
together” – but you and I now know that Desk Notes are a single Word document and 
that she simply did not want to send the whole document to me, for fear of what I 
would expose. 
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14. When I eventually received a few selected pages of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes, I could 
see that they instructed staff to “scan” (inspect) the documentary evidence. 
 

15. It seems that you have been hoodwinked by Mrs. Cooke et al into forgetting what this 
is all about: 
 

16. I have been repeatedly asking for the 01-08-07 Desk Notes as they stood at 01-08-
07 and they have repeatedly and falsely claimed that I have received them – 
incredibly claiming in their recent Review (of their decision in March 2009 not to 
respond to my requests for information) that I received the original 01-08-07 Desk 
Notes in January 2008. 
 

17. This is proved to be untrue by the documentary evidence. 
 

18. I am therefore clearly claiming to you that in when I repeated my request for the 
umpteenth time for disclosure of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes in their original form as 
at 01-08-07, I again received the response that the pdf version was the original 
document.  
 

19. I made that request in February 2009 and I still have not received the original 
version. 
 

20. I have a forgery.  
 

21. As do you. 
 

22. But I do not have the document I asked for, and that is a breach of s.77 FOIA. 
 

23. To avoid giving me the document, they are brandishing a forgery and claiming it to be 
the original.  
 

24. It does not matter when the forgery was made (the time limit is irrelevant), what 
matters is that it exists, has been used to deceive me and only three months have 
passed since I requested the document. 
 

25. I have now received a Review of the Decision of March 14 not to give me what I have 
requested which again deceives the reader into thinking that the original has been 
provided.  
 

26. This Review too is an offence under s.77 and has only just occurred. 
 

27. There is therefore no time bar to the offence of withholding a document which exists 
and claiming that a document already disclosed, and which is in fact a forgery, is the 
document I am seeking. 
 
REQUEST 
 

28. I ask you URGENTLY to let me see the three documents you have discovered. 
 

29. I ask you to tell me whether you have admissible evidence of when the documents 
were created and last saved on the Patent Office computer. i.e. I wish to know on 
what dates each of the three Word documents were created. 
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30. I can then relate the amendments to events for which I already have evidence (the 
Manchester Library has downloaded the evidence to ensure that the Comptroller 
does not delete it, as he did with his Stamp Duty page in his on-line Manual of Patent 
Practice in June 2008 to stop HMRC clicking on it and seeing it).  
 

31. As I have evidence of interference with electronic files (and have the Manchester 
Library as a witness), I am deeply suspicious of the people you met. However, if they 
did not expect you to ask to see their computers they might not have had the wit to 
do what Mrs. Cooke did with the 2005 Desk Notes pdf and move the file from her 
desktop (where she is "Debbie Cooke") to it her laptop (where she is "Administrator") 
to alter and re-save it before transferring it back to her desktop for emailing to me in 
October 2008. 
 

32. Another trick is to do what Harold Shipman did and turn the computer's clock back, 
resave the document, and then put the clock forward again - this gives the false 
impression that the document was created in the past. However, it is possible to 
detect the alteration to the clock in the log, and indeed any deletion or event 
whatsoever, by using a special search facility to find it instantly. 
 

33. The Comptroller is not going to escape trial for falsification of the Register and Stamp 
Duty fraud (which affects tens of thousands of registrations and hundreds of millions 
of pounds), and I hope you realise that this matter of version 3 of the 01-08-07 Desk 
Notes is personal to me – the Comptroller has forged a copy of the Desk Notes to 
pervert the course of justice, undermine proceedings for the correction of the 
Register, by setting a false basis upon which to make a decision thereon. 
 

34. I have document upon document proving that the Comptroller has held out that pdf to 
be in the same form since 01-08-07. 
 

35. You now have the evidence to prove this to be fraud. 
 

36. It is now a matter of whether you are going to get me the document I have been 
seeking for 19 months  (which you now have), so that I can bring my own prosecution 
(possibly in the name of the Attorney General, who is quizzing HMRC over their  
failure to take action for fraud in their own name), or whether you are going to accept 
that the Review has served to keep the offence running to the present day such that 
the clock has only just started ticking in respect of the most recent offence of 
withholding an existing document by holding out a forgery as being the requested 
document. 
 

37. It seems that you have not referenced what Mrs. Cooke et al have told you to the 
facts of my requests for information. I expect that they have told you that they sent 
me the Desk Notes as they stood on the day they sent them – but I clearly asked for 
the Desk Notes as they stood at 01-08-07, and they know this full well. 
 

38. Believe me, we have fought tooth and nail over this (in  writing) for well over a year 
and the documentary evidence leaves no doubt whatsoever as to what Mrs. Cooke et 
al were required to hand over.  
 

39. They seriously underestimated the importance of this to me and my family and never 
expected their efforts to create and maintain an unlawful rubber-stamping registration 
process to be so completely exposed. 
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40. HMRC turned a blind eye from 28-03-00 because they seriously underestimated the 
number of transactions affected thereafter – they were unaware of the Comptroller’s 
Desk Notes instructions to hide main agreements going back to 1992 and so had 
never seen many, if any, come in for Stamping.  

 
41. As a result, HMRC did not think that many chargeable agreements would arise after 

28-03-00 (the date upon which assignments of only IPR became exempt from Stamp 
Duty, whilst main agreements continued to be chargeable).  
 

42. The Comptroller knew different, and continued to hide them. 
 

43. Please consider my comments and requests before contacting the Comptroller again 
and before issuing any decision to abandon the investigation, which is what it 
appears you were of a mind to do this morning.  
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 24 May 2009 09:23
Attach: EXAMPLES OF REQUESTS FOR 01-08-07 DESK NOTES ORIGINAL FILE.zip
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 2

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
Thank you for your email. 
  
Please excuse my distressed reaction to your preliminary view of what you have recovered from the Patent 
Office. 
  
It sounds like you have recovered precisely what I have been trying to get - the Patents Register 
Administration Desk Notes AS THEY STOOD ON 01-08-07. 
  
The Comptroller does not want me (or the Courts) to see these notes as they prove him to have lied on 12-11-
07 in order to cover up the fraudulent registration of a fictitious assignment on 20-09-04. 
  
I could swamp you with documents showing that I have repeatedly requested the Desk Notes in their original 
form, and not as altered by Mrs. Cooke. 
  
However, I have saved you the agony by identifying the relevant sections from the Comptroller's bogus 
Review under FOIA, the results of which were issued on 12-05-09 and are subject to a FOI complaint. 
  
There is enough evidence in the Review to show that I repeatedly asked for the original document and that 
the Comptroller has repeatedly lied when claiming that the pdf made on 02-09-08 is the original version. 
  
The attachment is very short and to the point. 
  
The circumstances under which you gained access to the Patent Office computer during your interview, 
searched for the files and discovered the three versions of the Desk Notes are relevant to my case. 
  
Mrs. Cooke's explanations for the existence of three versions of the Desk Notes, and why I had not been sent 

them are also relevant to my case. 
  
I hope that you have notes to this end. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Stephen Flack  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Friday, May 22, 2009 3:53 PM 
Subject: Case Reference Number FS50206398 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
I understand that that you have recently called to speak to me again.  Unfortunately I was 
in another meeting and will shortly be leaving the office for the weekend having been  
away for the majority of the week.  I appreciate that you want some further information 
from me as soon as possible but I must ask you to be a little more patient with me as I 779
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need to consult/update my manager with this case and rather than give you information in 
piece meal I would want to let you have a structured and formal response.  I will 
endeavour to get this all to you early next week. 
  
Your patience in this matter is appreciated. 
  
Regards, 
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by 
someone else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to 
unrelated third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature 
please provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you 
want us to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall v Comptroller-General of Patents Designs & Trade Marks 

24-05-09 1 

 
REFERENCES TO THE PATENTS REGISTER ADMINISTRATION  DESK NOTES IN  
THE COMPTROLLER’S REVIEW UNDER FOIA DATED 12-05-09 

 

REQUEST     RESPONSE 
 

13-01-09 
 
B004: Under the FoIA 2000 I repeat my request 
to Mrs. Cooke to send me the pdf of the 01-08-
07 Patents Register Admin. Desk Notes which 
pdf was created on 01-08-07.  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Repeated request, information was 
supplied in our letter of 25/07/08.  

 

02-02-09 
 
B021  

(9) send me a copy of the latest version of the 
Patents Register Administration Desk Notes.  
(10) confirm which of the Desk Notes instructions 
(in AH DOCUMENTS 2, attached) are still in force 
and which are not.  
 

 

 
 
 
Requests 9 and 10 are repeated 
requests the 2007 (current version) of 
the desk notes were sent to you on the 
25th July 2008.   

 
 
 
02-02-09 

 
I have given Mrs. Cooke until 5pm on Monday 
9th February 2009 to email me the (long 
overdue) pdf of your 01-08-07 edition of the 
Patents Register Administration Desk Notes on 
her computer.  
 
B022 - Under the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 I require you to email me that pdf direct 
from your hard drive. I require you to send me 
the pdf which was created on or just before 01-
08-07, and not any later version.  
 

 

 

  

Repeated request the 2007 desk notes were 
sent to you on the 25/01/08.  
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06-02-09 
 
B023 - As a back stop, just in case you wish 
to chance your luck and ignore the deadline 
for disclosure of the 2007 Desk Notes, I 
require you to email to me the original .pdf 
masters of the 2005 and 2007 Desk Notes as 
created on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07 
respectively. I have asked for these many 
times, and under the FoIA 2000. You have 
deceived me and have sent me .pdf files 
which were not as you claimed.  
 

 

 
 
Repeated request the 2007 desk notes 
were sent to you on the 25/01/08.  

 

 

 

12-03-09 
 
B025 - Request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000: I require you to send me 
all details of all enquiries you and your officers 
have made into matters of the Register of 
Patents, the Register of Registered Designs 
and the Register of Trade Marks since I 
complained to you on 29-10-07.  
 
1. B026 - Request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000: I require you to send me 
all details of all changes you have made to 
your training, practice and procedures with 
respect to matters of the Register of Patents, 
the Register of Registered Designs and the 
Register of Trade Marks since I complained to 
you on 29-10-07.  
 
For the purposes of clarity, I require you to 
provide the dates upon which enquiries were 
made and completed, the information which 
was collected during those inquiries, the 
changes which were made or which have been 
considered or put forward for implementation 
and the dates upon which any changes were 
made.  
 
B027 - Request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000: I require you to send me 
a copy of the Patents Register Administration 
Desk Notes in their current form as at 12-03-
09.  

 
 
already supplied in our letter of the 
10/03/09, paragraph 6.2.  
 
B025 + B026- Request considered to 
be vexatious. Your requests form a 
pattern of obsessive behaviour , have 
caused distress to members of staff 
and placed a significant burden on the 
Office During the period of the review 
30 e-mails were received , containing 
a significant number of requests with 
the clear intention to reopen closed 
issues. Your e-mails have also 
mingled accusations and complaints 
with request for information.  
 
B027 - Repeated request the 2007 
desk notes were sent to you on the 
25/01/08.  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 26 May 2009 07:32
Attach: Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf
Subject: Fw: Designs desk notes january 2003

Page 1 of 4

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Flack, 

  
This is a forwarded email in its original form. It shows (below) that Mrs. Cooke has been in no doubt that I 
accuse her of altering the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes and yet she and Mr. Fletcher have 
insisted that the attached Desk Notes are exactly as created on 01-08-07. You know differently. 

  
Falsification of the Register is an imprisonable offence - for the very reasons that have caused such damage 
to me and my family - so I am in no doubt whatsoever that they will change their latest stiory too and claim 
that they made a mistake. 

  
I am ready to blow any such claims out of the water, as I have numerous letters and emails proving 
perversion of the course of justice. 

  
For example, on 08-09-08 I received another FOI response in which Mrs. Cooke avoided admitting that 
Wilson Gunn M'Caw had also sent a copy of the unstamped agreement (mutilated) with their letter and Form 
21/77 for registration: 

  
"On 10 September 2004 we received a letter and a form 21/77 from Wilson Gunn McCaw on behalf of 
Tonewear Limited requesting registration of an assignment dated 15 September 2004 from Sense-Sonic 
Limited to Tonewear Limited. This resulted in the second entry dated 20 September 2004". 

  
The Register entry excludes the agreement, as you know. 

  
Mrs. Cooke et al were concerned on 12-11-07 (Mr. Fletcher's letter) that any mention therein of "ignoring 
documents" might alert me to the fact that they had excluded the sale agreement from the Register on 20-09-
04, so they claimed to me on 12-11-07 that staff were instructed to inspect all documents. This led them to 
forge Desk Notes, as they conflicted with the claims in the letter. 

  
They will claim that they simply changed policy. But I have been very clear in my requests for the original 
version of the 2007 Desk Notes and they have been very clear in their assertions that there is only one 
version. 

  
I trust that this puts the three versions of the Desk Notes in your possession in the true context. I do have 
more documentary evidence to this end. 

  
As mentioned in earlier emails, the attached document is a forgery and it is being repeatedly used to block 
disclosure of version 1. 
  
Each use of the forgery is an offence under s.77. The latest FOI Review (earlier this month) made such a use 
- claiming that the attached file is the original document. 
  
A criminal prosecution can be brought under s.77, but I would like to discuss the effects of such action on my 
case. 

  
I look forward to hearing from you. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall.  

  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew Hall  
To: Debbie Cooke  783
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Cc: Paul Twyman ; ian Fletcher  
Sent: Thursday, September 04, 2008 3:18 PM 
Subject: Fw: Designs desk notes january 2003 

 
Dear Mrs. Cooke, 
  
I am forwarding to you your recent email to me together with the pdf file you created on 02-09-08. 
  
Given that the original 2007 notes were created in August 2007, please send me the original file created in 
2007. 
  
I long-since asked you for the 2003 patents register admin desk notes and the 2005 patents register admin 
desk notes. You have not sent these. 
  
Please send them by return. In their original electronic form. 
  
I asked you for the designs desk notes as at 2003 - not two pages. 
  
Please send them by return. In their original electronic form. 
  
I am not sure what you mean by sending me page 1 and page 2 of the designs desk notes with beautifully 
photocopied holes punched in them. 
  
You are simply wasting time and increasing costs by sending me documents which you know are not 
representative of what I have clearly requested. 
  
You have spun out disclosure and made your point - you did not want me to discover and expose the 
fraudlent deletion of "and documents" from OPTICS and the removal of the unstamped mutilated document 
from the Register after issuing confirmation that it had been registered.  
  
In the light of your excuses for accepting the application of 09-09-04 I suggest that you too inspect all the 
other applications you dealt with between 16th and 22nd September 2004 in order to put things in 
perspective. 
  
Other than by fraud at your end, I cannot for the life of me establish how a Form 21/77, from schedule 1 
Patents Rules 1995, signed by a mere address for service who never completed a Form 1/77 or a Form 
51/77, can be used to procure registration of change of proprietorship. According to what you falsely present 
as THE REGISTER (OPTICS), no evidence was filed.  
  
And you wonder why I ask for genuine documents? I very much doubt that you do. 
  
Please do as I ask and send me the genuine desk notes by return. 
  
Closing your eyes to fraud is no defence. 
  
I refer you and your colleagues to s.109 and s.113 Patents Act 1977. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall 
  
  
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Debbie Cooke" <Debbie.Cooke@ipo.gov.uk> 
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 
Cc: "Ian Fletcher" <Ian.Fletcher@ipo.gov.uk> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2008 9:06 AM 
Subject: Re: Designs desk notes january 2003 
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> Dear Mr Hall 
>  
> I am replying to your email of 20 August 2008. Please find attached 
> electronic copies of the Patents Assignment desk notes. I apologise for 
> the delay in sending these. No sections of the desk notes have been 
> withheld.    
>  
> In your email, you also raise questions about the designs desk notes. 
> The copies I have previously sent are true copies of the originals. 
> However, I have placed another set of these in the post for you today.  
>  
> Yours sincerely 
>  
> Debbie Cooke 
>  
> Debbie Cooke 
> Registers Manager 
> Finance Directorate 
> Tel: 01633 814140 
>  
>>>> "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 20 August 2008 22:55 
>>>> 
> Dear Mrs. Cooke, 
>  
>  
>  
> On 25th July you sent me some documents. 
>  
>  
>  
> You claimed that you previously left out page 2 of the designs desk 
> notes Jan 2003 in error, as it was a double-side document. 
>  
>  
>  
> You sent me what you claim is page 2. 
>  
>  
>  
> I wrote to tell you that it was not satisfactory and asked for a true 
> copy of page 1 and page 2. 
>  
>  
>  
> You have not done so. 
>  
>  
>  
> Before telling you why it was unsatisfactory, I point out that you 
> withheld section 2.00 of the Patents Desk notes from me first time 
> around, but must have forgotten to remove it on 25th July 2008. Clearly 
> it is highly relevant. 
>  
>  
>  
> I shall now tell you what is odd about your design desk notes pages one 
> and two: 
>  
>  
>  
> You tell me that your page two is printed on the back of the page one 
> you sent to me earlier this year. 
>  
>  

Page 3 of 4
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>  
> As page one instructs on the completion of the Form 21/77 and stops a 
> Part 6, I naturally wanted to see what you have to say about part 7 - 
> the stamp duty declaration. 
>  
>  
>  
> You did not send page 2, so I was left wondering why. 
>  
>  
>  
> You have now sent me what you claim is printed on the back of the page 
> one you sent to me - but there is a problem: 
>  
>  
>  
> Whilst the photocopier has picked up the holes punched in page 2 and 
> shows them on the right of the page, suggesting that this is the back of 
> a "page one", the page one you sent to me has no holes at all. 
>  
>  
>  
> I am quite happy to leave it at that and show the Court what you have 
> sent me. 
>  
>  
>  
> I merely wanted to play fair and give you a chance to send me a genuine 
> document in which the Court can have confidence. 
>  
>  
>  
> Please send me a true copy. 
>  
>  
>  
> Please send me all of the other documents I have requested and to which 
> I am entitled. 
>  
>  
>  
> Yours sincerely, 
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  
> Andrew Hall. 
>  
>  
>  
>  
>  

> 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 27 May 2009 09:08
Attach: DESK NOTES 1.pdf; Pat Ass DN Ver2.pdf; Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf
Subject: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 1

25/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Please find attached pdf versions of the 2007 Desk Notes which I discovered during my 
visit to the IPO on 20 May 2009.   
  
As a result of your recent emails and telephone calls I am seeking clarification from the IPO 
on a number of points and will revert to you in due course. 
  
In the interim period it will be appreciated if you do not contact me as I have other cases 
which also need my attention. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by someone 
else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to unrelated 
third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature please 
provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you want us 
to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "PRENTICE, Gordon" <PRENTICEG@parliament.uk>
Sent: 08 June 2009 18:39
Attach: ICO EVIDENCE EXTRACT 08-06-09 + notes.pdf
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 3
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Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
As you know, my repeated FOI requests for the original Word document, proving the date of creation, from 
which the pdf "Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf" (the purported Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 01-08-07) 
was created on 02-09-08, have not been satisfied. 
  
I alleged to you that the Comptroller had sent me extracts from a forged copy of his Desk Notes in the 
aftermath of his letter of 12-11-07 which I took to my MP at the time. After much obstruction, I received the 
extracts on 25-07-08 (I wanted the entire document) and, following further repeated requests, I eventually 
received Pat Ass DN Ver3 by email on 02-09-08 from Mrs Cooke at 9:06am. She created the pdf at 9.00 am 
on 02-09-08. 
  
Since that time I have pressed for the true Desk Notes - which I told you would instruct staff to ignore 
documentary evidence. I had traced the practice of ignoring documentary evidence back to 24-12-1998 (in a 
letter from the Comptroller to HMRC, attached). 
  
Although in my case the Comptroller did not ignore the mutilated unstamped sale agreement sent to him on 
09-09-04 as purported evidence of assignment of my patent (he excluded the document from the Register on 
account of the defects), he did not want me to see the instruction, as he had claimed to me on 12-11-07 that 
staff were instructed to inspect all documentary evidence but that, in my case, staff had not looked closely 
enough. He wanted to draw my attention away from discovering that he had inspected and then hidden the 
defective sale agreement. 
  
As he had in fact received both a Form 21/77 and document for registration, but had only registered a Form 
21/77, he has been at pains to present the Form 21/77 as being signed sufficiently for there to have been no 
need for documentary evidence of assignment. He had told HMRC on 24-12-98 that he would register 
documentary evidence without inspecting it if the accompanying Form was signed by both parties. HMRC 
objected to the practice, publishing its disapproval in the CIPA Journal in September 1999 (documentary 
evidence attached). 
  
The Desk Notes present far more worrying instructions - instructions to hide main agreements which are 
chargeable with Stamp Duty in Not Open to Public Inspection "pink jackets". The document he hid on 20-09-
04 was a main agreement chargeable with unpaid Stamp Duty and the Form 21/77 he registered was not duly 
signed. I attach HMRC's statement that the Comptroller is in breach of the Stamp Act 1891 and is liable to 
penalty. 
  
The Desk Notes also show how register entries are made (section attached). The standard automatic wording 
is "Form 21/77 and documents filed on....", but authorised officers can override this and remove the words 
"and documents" so as to register only a Form 21/77.  
  
The registration is indefensible. 
  
My royalty claim has been set against a wholly fraudulent registration practice which put an asset-stripper's 
falsely-named sham on the Register (an insolvent company which has nothing to do with the exploitation of 
the invention but rather hinders litigation whilst other companies exploit it) and it is no wonder that my 
immediate complaints in September 2004 were brushed aside - the Comptroller did not want to draw attention 
to his own role in the applicant team's falsification of the Register. 
  
Altering the instructions in the Desk Notes and denying the existence of other Desk Notes dated 01-08-07 
"DESK NOTES 1.doc", is fraud. 
  
The date upon which the alteration was made is relevant, though not essential, to procuring a conviction, but I 
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have civil proceedings to bring and I want the dates of the three versions so that I can present DESK NOTES 
1.doc to the High Court and let the Police deal with the forgery (which I do not need for my proceedings) as a 

separate matter.  
  
Please tell me why the dates of the word documents which you discovered on computer at the Patent Office 
on 20-05-09 and which you had converted to pdf by Mrs. Cooke, registers manager, at 11.14 am on 20-05-09 
have not been preserved in evidence and why, when this investigative error was pointed out by me on 22-05-
09, the Comptroller was not asked to provide the dates by return. 
  
In your absence last week, the matter was reported, fully, to the Police. I have given and signed a witness 
statement, and the documentary evidence is subject to the Officer's own witness statement. 
  
Whatever dates Mrs. Cooke now claims against the three pdfs, I have the further documentary evidence 
(some by her own hand) to prove fraud. 
  
This matter has been neglected at a critical stage and the Comptroller has been given time to consider how 
best to conceal the remaining outstanding evidence. 
  
Other than to give the Comptroller a chance of escaping criminal prosecution (which cannot in fact be 
prevented by backdating the forgery from the prima facie date of 02-09-08), I see no just reason why there 
has been such a casual approach at the ICO to recovering evidence which should have been preserved on 
the day. 
  
Please get me the dated documents I asked for. 
  
I required and require the information for civil proceedings and the introduction of wholly unnecessary delay 
with respect to getting these dates is not acceptable.  
  
You can see from the attached evidence that the unstamped document was chargeable with Stamp Duty, was 
submitted in mutilated form as evidence of assignment, and was not registered. I attach an example 
registration from the same period to show the standard wording "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ....  ". 
  
The Desk Notes, the letters between HMRC and the Comptroller in 1998-2000 and the evidence of the 

Comptroller's dealings with respect to changes to the Patents Rules 1995 in 1998-2000 provided a full and 
comprehensive explanation as to the malpractice which has been going on at the Patent Office Assignments 
Section since 1992.  
  
The Comptroller even forecast to Parliament on 29-11-99 that he might register fictitious assignments on the 
basis of just one signature - and he has certainly done that in this case. 
  
There is nothing the ICO can do to help the Comptroller out of the situation he has created to my prejudice 
and loss, so please complete the process and get me what I have been asking for.  
  
As a reminder of what I have been asking for, I include in the attachment some extracts from the Comptroller's 
12-05-09 Review of his obstructive responses to my 2009 requests for information. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
  
Original Message -----  

From: Stephen Flack  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2009 10:08 AM 
Subject: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
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Staf f 10" SADI .Auth 10 . A!J 

28.02.1997 Notificat.ion of chang.e of Mdress For Service nam~ and address of 
· Wl:-SON GUNN H.' CAW & CO., -'\;1 - 51 Royal . Exchange, Cross Street:, 
~CHESTER, M2 750, United Ki.ngdom [ADP No , . . 0000814-4001} 

WIlLSON GONN M'CAW, 41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross Street. MANCHESTER, 
Mt 7BD, United Kingdom [ADP No; .07153927001] 
dated 28 . 02.1997. Official evidence filed on GB230761 

~n!" rv 'l'vnP. 7.1 Staff 10. PJ Aut.h ID. AD 

-
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Callout
Register for the Patent (inventor Andrew Hall). See bottom of page 2.
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Ll l2
f r t ), .  i
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14 :5€ :59 t t

"c^

EnEiy Tfpe 8.1 Staf f  ID.  MH;S AuLh ID 92t

0 9 . 0 7 . 2 o o l S E N S E - S o N I C L I M I T E D , I n c o r p o r : a t e d i n l h e q n i r e d K i n g d o m ' 3 r d F l o o r '
(  

' '  
K ing Edqard House,  Jordangare,  Macclesf ie ld '  Cheshi le '  SK10 iEE'

gni led ( ingdoR IADP No 081626?9001]

iegisrered as AppLicant /P 'opr ieLor  in  p lace of

- seLEcT LTEIIING sYsTEMs I'IMITED, tdcorporated in the UniEeC (inqdom'

Audio rbuse,  Gr indl -eron,  CLITI IERoE'  t -adcashi le '  BB7 4Rl ' '  Uni ted

Klngoom IADP No O6]8408500L1

Ov v i rcue of  ass ignmenr daied 06 '04 2oo1 Fot f t  2 \ /77 and suApor l iog

docunencs f i led on A222671\2 '
Eo!ry  \ .pe s.4 staf f  ID-  Ts Auth ID-  F2I

. l  - ro-2ool  AggI lcatrod co ameo{ l  speci f ic iE ioo undex Sect ion 27 f i red on

1 1 . 1 0  - 2 0 0 !
E a C r y  t J . p e  1 3 . 1  S i a f i  I D .  s A t I  A r r t h  I D '  F 1 l

-  l e , 0 5 . 2 0 0 2  s p e c i f : c a E i o n  a d : n d : C  u ' d e !  s e c t i o n  2 7  o n  1 8  0 6  2 0 0 7

Enrry T i 'pe 13.1 Scaf i  ID KLLS arr rh iD '  A3

29 -12 -2a03 NoEi f lca i ion o i  change of  Addtess lor  serv ice address o i

I I ILSON CLrt |N M'CAlr ,  4r-5L RoYa]  Exchange cross sEreec ' ,  ILANCHESTEP"

M2 ?BD, Unl led Kingdon [AtP r ! 'o-  0?L5]92?001i

l r r l ,soN GLrNi{  M'CAW, 5th Floo. ,  BLackf i ia ls  l rouse'  The Parsonage'

MANCHESTER, M3 2JA,  iJn iLed Kingdom [AnP No 0?15]9270011

d a E e d  2 9 . L 2 - 2 0 0 3 .  w r i E L e n  n o ! i f l c a t i o n  f i l e d  o n  G 8 2 3 5 7 4 4 5

Enrry T l tpe ? 3 Sla i f  ID_ LDAV AuEh ID'  Bl

P.EGISTER ENTP'Y FOP. CB22 67412 ( con r .  )

1 ? . 0 6 - 2 0 0 1  A P F L i c a E i o o  u n d e r  S e c L i o n  3 2  f i l e d

EnLry Tl?e 8.4

*+rr  ENo oF REGISTER ENT?,Y i ***

' I I M E D . 2 0 / 0 9 / O 4

PACE:

o n  3  0  . 0 5  . 2 0  0 1

os. oe.2004 A.Dplicarion *^.' 
";::;l#"rtlil 

."ri..;?r;il.i", 
Aurh rD. F2r

1 3 . 0 9 . 2 0 0 4  A p p L i c a E i o n  u f l d e .  S e c l i o n '  3 2  t i l e d  o n  0 9  0 9 - 2 0 0 4

En!ry Type s.1 scaf f  ID .  J f l lJR AuEh rD'  F21

i \  r20.09.2OO4 On che 18.12-1991 NorEhern L ighr  Music l ' imi ted of  Aurora Sludios '

- f' " D 
-F 

:i:lt::::; iliiliili: iil'itll:; i:::1[",;5.::'l::'::.":i';::I.
t  

; ;1" 
"  

,  
- i . i "ar.-" .  

c l iEheroe, Larcashi le- of f ic ial  evidence f i ted

on GB22674Lz'  
enEry T,,2e 1o'1 sEaff  rD'  sA1 AuEh rD' F21

t i ; ^  2 0 - 0 9 - 2 0 0 4
f, -t)-

TQNEI. ,LcR LIMITED, TncolpolaEed ln Ehe Uni led Kingdom' l?  warren

srreeE, !oNDON, WlT 5AD, Unieed Kingdon ( l D P  N o .  o 8 9 4 8 5 g o o o 1 l

regisrered as Appl icanE/Propr i .e tor  in  p lace o i

suisg-sootrc r,lr{rim, r,t"otpo..ted in Ehe uniLed Kingdon' lrd !1oor'regisrered as Appl icanE/Propr i .e tor  in  p lace o i

Kins Edwald l louse, JordansaEe, Macclesfield, 
" l ' : !r l" '  : : i9-1:::

I A D P  N o .  0 8 1 5 2 5 ? 9 0 0 I ]uniEed Kingdon
by wirEue ot assi .gn^e.t  daEed 1s.09.2oo4 roln 2117? r i !=Li l

:=.:....:::.:: :: ?',tr-r(
lrG822614L2,

staff  ID. sA1 Aulh Io.  F21

483
791

L 

. ,. 
C 

TIMED: 20/09/04 14:58:59 -REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2257412 (Cone ,J PAGE: 2 

~ 12.06.2001 Application under Section 32 filed on 30.05.2001 
Entry Type 8.1 Scaff 10. HHIS Auth rD. F21 

~ 09.07.2001 SENSE-SONIC LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 3rd Floor, 
( King Edward House, Jordangate, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKIO lEE, 

I 
~ 

, -

.3.10.2001 

United Kingdom (ADP No. 08162679001] 
registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
SELECT HEARING SYSTEMS LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 
Audio House, Grindleton, CLITHEROE, Lancashire, SB7 4RL, United 
Kingdom (MP No. 06384085001J 
by virtu~ of assignment dated 06.04.2001 . Form 21/77 and supporting 
documents filed on G32267'i12. 

Encry Type S .• Staff ID. TS Auth ID. '21 

A~plication co amend spec i f ica"t ion under Sect ion 27 filed on 
11.l0.2001 

Entry Type 13 .1 Staff rD . SAL! Auth ID. ,11 

18.06.2002 Sgecification amended under Section 27 on 18 . 06.2002 

29.12.2003 

Encry Type 13.3 Staff ID. KLLE Auth 10. AJ 

Notification of change of Address For Service address of 
~IILSON GUNN M' CAW, '11- 51 Royal Exchange. Cross Street. MANCHESTER, 
1-12 7SD. United Kingdom (AD? No. 07153 927001J 
CO 

"WILSON GUNN M' CAW. Sth flOOr, Blackfriars House, The Parsonage, 
MA-~CHESTER, M3 2JA, United Kingdom {ADP No. 07153927001J 
dated 29.12.2003. Written notification fil ed on GB2357~4S 

Entry Type 7.3 Staff 10. LDAV Auth 10. 83 

08.09.2004 A?plication under Section 32 filed on 03.09.2004 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff 10. SAl Auth 10. F21 

13.09.2004 Applica tion under Section 32 filed 
Entry Type '.1 

on 09.09 . 2004 
Staff 1D • . JH"UR Auth 10. nl 

L. 
' . .. ,, 20.09.2004 ',('D_ 

L 

On the 18.12.1991 Northern Light Music Limited of ·Au.rora Studios, 
Grindleton. Clitheroe, Lancashire assigned the rights of priority 
application GB902778 ~. 9 to Select Hearing Systems Limited of Audio 
house, Grindleton, Clicheroe, Lancashire. Official evidence filed 
on GB2267412. 

L 

L 

Encry Type 10.1 Staff ID. SAl Auth 10 . f21 

20.09.2004 TONEWEAR LIMITED. Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 37 Warren 
F Street., LONDON, W1T 6AD, United Kingdom (ADP No. 08948580001] 

registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
SENSE-SONIC LIMITED, Incorporated in the Uniced Kingdom, 3rd floor, 
King Edward House, Jardangate, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 lEE, 
United Kingdom (ADP No. 08162679001] 
by virtue of assignment. dated 15.09.2004. form 21/77 filed on 
GB2267412. 

Entry Type 8.4. Staff ID. SAl Auth 10 . F21 , 
•••• END Of REGISTER ENTRY .**. 

I 
I 
I 

,L~ II 

IF 
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andrew
Callout
The words "and documents" have been removed. See page 4 for standard entries and see page 6 for Desk Notes instructions on how to make a register entry (no typing of "by virtue of assignment dated" or of "Form 21/77 and documents filed of" is required of the officer).
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T I M E D :  0 2 l 0 9 / 0 8  1 - 3 : 5 0 : 5 5
PAGE: 1

REGISTER ENTRY FOR G82262241.

Form 1  App l ica t ion  No cB92f6104.8  f i l i ng  da te  06 .08 .L992

Pri  ^r i  f  \ '  . l  r  i  ma.t  .

LL. I2 .L99J .  i .n  Un i ted  Sta tes  o f  Amer i .ca  -  doc :  805595

Title GOLF BALL

Annl  i  - .n l -  /Dr^nr i  a1-^ r

BEN HOGAN CO, Incorporaled in USA - Texas, 29!2 West Pafford Street, Fort
Wor th ,  Texas  76110,  Un i t .ed  Sta tes  o f  Amer ica  [ADp No.  OGLT3?02001]

Inventora
LANE D I,EMONS, 3725 Lenox, Fort Worth, Texas 76107, United States of
Amer ica  IADP No-  06L737280011

JOHN W JEPSON,  102 Wi lderness  Dr ive ,  Apt  3114,  Nap les ,  F lo r ida  33942.
Un iLed Sta tes  o f  Amer ica  [ADp No.  05 ]_?3?350011

c lass i f ied  to
A5D
A63B

Address for Service
KILBURN & STRODE, 30 John StreeL, LONDON, WC1N 2DD, United Kingdom

IADP No.  00000] .2s001- l

Pub l ica t ion  No G8226224!  da ted  15 .06 .1993

Examinat ion  requesLed 06 .  08 ,  1992

Patent  Granted  w i th  e f fec t  f rom 18-01.1995 (Sec t ion  25(1) )  w i th  t iL le  GOLF
BAI]L

05,02 .1998 Not i f i ca t ion  o f  change o f  Address  For  Serv ice  address  o f
KILBIIRN & STRODE, 30 John Street, LONDON, WC1N 2DD, United Kingdom

[ .ADP No.  OOO0O125OO]- l
t o
KILBURN & STRODE, 20 Red Lion Street, LONDON, WCIR 4P,J, United
Kingdom [ADP No.  00000125001]
da ted  02 .02 .1998.  Wr i tLen no t i f i ca t ion  f i led  on  e89726680.3

EnLry Tl.pe '7.3 Staff ID. ASI Auth ID. HEO

'  L0 .L2 .2OO2 App l ica t ion  under  Sec t ion  32  f i led  on  06 . I2 .2002
Entry Tlpe 8.1 Staff ID. f iIUR Auth ID. F21-

05.01 .2003 Not i f i ca t ion  o f  secur i ty  agreemenL between
BEN HOGAN CO, Incorporat.ed in USA - Texas, 2g!2 WesL Pafford
Street, Fort Warth, Texas 751L0, United Stat.es of America

IADP No.  051,737 02O0Al
and
BANK OF AMERICA, NATIONAL ASSOCIAT]ON (FEDERAI,],Y INCORPORATED] .
1455 Marke t  SF?aa l -  c rn  Fr5h^ id^^  . - l i fo rn ia  94 I03 ,  Un i ted  Sta tes
of America I A D P  N o .  0 8 5 3 5 8 9 0 0 0 1 ]
daLed 09 .11 .1-998.  Form 21/7 '7  f iLed  on  G8226224! .

Ent ry  Type 8 .5  S ta f f  ID .  CSTE

L /

. l

Auth ID- ,11162792

TIMED, 02/09/08 13,50,55 
PAGE , 1 

REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2262241 

Form 1 Application No GB9216704.8 filing date 06 . 08 .1 992 

Priority claimed : 
11.12.1991 in United States of America - doc, 805595 

Title GOLF BALL 

Applicant/Proprietor 
BEN HOGAN CO, Incorporated in USA - Texas, 2912 West Pafford Street, Fort 
Worth, Texas 76110, United States of America [ADP No. 06173702001] 

Inventors 
LANE D LEMONS, 3725 Lenox, Fort Worth, Texas 76107, United States of 
America [ADP No. 06173728001] 

JOHN W JEPSON, 102 Wilderness Drive, Apt 3114, Naples, Florida 33942, 
United States of America [ADP No . 06173736001] 

Classified to 
A6D 
A63B 

Address for Service 
KILBURN & STRODE, 30 John Street, LONDON, WC1N 2DD, United Kingdom 

[ADP No. 00000125001] 

Publication No GB2262241 dated 16.06.1993 

Examination requested 06.08.1992 

Patent Granted with effect from 18.01.1995 (Section 25(1)) with title GOLF 
BALL 

06.02.1998 Notification of change of Address For Service address of 
KILBURN & STRODE, 30 John Street, LONDON, WC1N 2DD, United Kingdom 

[ADP NO. 00000125001] 
to 
KILBURN & STRODE, 20 Red Lion Street, LONDON, WC1R 4PJ, United 
Kingdom [ADP NO. 00000125001] 
dated 02 .02.1998. Written notification filed on GB9726680.3 

Entry Type 7.3 Staff ID. AS1 Auth ID. HEO 

10.12.2002 Applicat ion under Section 32 filed on 06.12.2002 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff ID. JHUR Auth ID. F21 

06.01.2003 Notification of security agreement between 
BEN HOGAN CO, Incorporated in USA - Texas, 2912 West Pafford 
Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76110, United States of America 

[ADP NO. 06173702001] 
and 
BANK OF AMERICA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION (FEDERALLY INCORPORATED), 
1455 Market Street, San Francisco, California 94103, United States 
of America [ADP No. 08535890001] 
dated 09.11.1998. Form 21/77 filed on GB2262241. 

Entry Type 8 .5 Staff ID. CSTE Auth ID. F21 11 t8i~ 

andrew
Callout
unconnected patent which had assignments administered at the same time as GB2267412, above. See nex page.
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REG]STER ENTRY FOR G8226224I I  UOnE .  l

T I M E D :  0 2 / 4 9 / O B  1 3 : 5 0 : 5 5
PAGE:  2

Service name and addTess of
LONDON, WC1R 4PJ, United

I A D P  N o .  0 0 0 0 0 1 2 5 0 0 1 1

nr^
vl

2 1  . 1 - L . 2 0 0 3  N o t i  t i c a c i o n  o f  c l ^ a n g e  o t  A d d r e s s  F o r
KILBURN & STRODE,  20  Red L ion  St ree t ,
Kingdom
c o
MARKS & CLERK, 4220 Nash Court, Oxford Business Park South, OXFORD,
oX4 2RU,  Un i ted  K ingdon IADP No.  O '12 '1a125a011
d a t e d  2 0 . 1 1 . 2 0 0 3 .  O f f i c i a f  e v i d e n c e  f i l e d  o n  G 8 2 2 6 2 2 4 I

Ent ry  T ]?e  '7 .L  S ta f f  ID .  NKNO Auth  ID.  F51

2 \ . L L . 2 o o 3  A p p l i c a L i o n  u n d e r  S e c L i o n  3 2  f i l e d  o n  2 0 . 1 1 . 2 0 0 3
EnLry  T j4 )e  8 .1  SLaf f  ID .  JHUR AuLh ID.  F21

L 6 . 0 3 . 2 A 0 4  A p p l i c a t i o n  u n d e r  S e c t i o n  3 2  f i l e d  o n  1 2 . 0 3 . 2 0 0 4
Entrv T\,.De 8 .1 Staf f ID. .IHUR Auth ID. F21

2 3 . 0 3 . 2 0 a 4  A p p l i c a t i o n  u n d e r  S e c t i o n  3 2  f i l e d  o n  1 2 . 0 3 . 2 0 0 4
EnLrv  T \ , rce  8 .1  S ta f f  ID .  JHUR Auth  ID.  F20

2 3 . a 3 . 2 0 0 4  A p p l i c a t i o n  u n d e r  S e c t i o n  3 2  f i l e d  o r !  1 2 . A 3 . 2 0 0 4
Ent ry  T) , 'pe  10 .1  S ta f f  ID .  JHUR Auth  ID.  F21

2 a . A 9 . 2 0 0 4  N o t i f i c a t i o n  o f  t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  a  s e c u r i t y  a g r e e m e n t ,  w h o s e
r - - i  s l - r a t  , ^ | .  i s  e n t e r e d  a t  0 5 . 0 1 . 2 0 0 3  F ' ^ T r  

" i  
/ ' 7 1  ^ n d  d ^ . r r - a n t s, :

f i led on G8226224]-
Ent rv  Tv-oe  10 .1  Sta f f  ID .  PTH2 Auth  ID.  F21

2 0 . o 9 . 2 0 4 4"H" LISCO INC,  lncorpora ted  in  USA De laware ,  501 S Harbour  Is land
Bou levard ,  Su i te  2Oo,  Tampa,  F lo r ida  33602-314a,  un i ted  Sta tes  o f

Amer ica  [ADP No.  0  604 ' ]  B490o4 l
, c - i c t - a r A d  . c  A h h l i a : n t l D r n n r i e l - ^ r  i n  n l r d a  - f

BEN HOGAN CO, Incorporated in USA - Texas, 29a2 West Pafford

St ree t ,  For t  wor th ,  Texas  76110,  Un i ted  Sta tes  o f  Amer ica
IADP No. 06L'73'7 o20OL)

b y  v i r t u e  o f  a s s i g n m e n E  d a t e d  2 6 . L L . 1 9 9 7 .  F o r m  2 I / ' 7 ' 7  a n d  d o c u m e $
f i led  on  G82252241.

Ent ry  T l ,?e  a .4  S ta f f  ID .  pTH2 Auth  ID.  F21

. r  [ (  2 I  . .09 .20a4 SPALDING SPORTS t ioRLDWIDE INC,  IncorporaEed in  USA -  De laware ,  P .o .
|  - -  ' ^ *  901,  425 Meadow s t ree t ,  Ch i -copoee,  MA 0 l -021-0901,  un i ted  s l :a tes

- L - "  o t  A m e r i c a  [ A D p  N o .  0 7 5 8 5 3 2 6 0 0 5 1
reg isLered as  App l ican t /Prop- r ie to r  in  p lace  o f
L ISCO INC,  IncorporaLed in  USA -  De laware ,  601 S Harbour  Is land

Bou levard ,  Su i te  200,  Tampa,  F for ida  33602-3L4L,  Un i ted  Sta tes  o f

I A D P  N o .  0 5 0 4 7 8 4 9 0 0 4 ]Amer ica
b y  v j  r l u e  o t  m e r g e r  d a c e d  1 8 . 0 9 . 1 9 9 8 .  F a ! : m  2 a / ' 7 7  a n d  d o c u m e n t s
f i l e d  o n  G 8 2 2 6 2 2 4 I  .

Ent ry  T l ,?e  a .4  S ta f f  ID .  PTH2 Auth  ID A3

21 .09 .20a4 Not i f i ca t ion  o I  change o f  App l  i  canc  /  Propr i  e to r  name and address  o f

SPALDING SPORTS WORLDWIDE INC, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, P.O.

B o x  9 0 1 ,  4 2 5  M e a d o w  S E r e e E ,  C h i c o p o e e ,  M A  0 1 0 2 1 - 0 9 0 1 ,  U n i t e d  S t a t e s

o f  A m e r i c a  I A D P  N o .  0 7 5 8 5 3 2 6 0 0 5 ]

t o
THE TOP-FLITE GOLF COMPANY, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 425

M e a d o w  S t r e e t ,  P  O  B o x  9 0 1 ,  C h i c o p e e ,  M A  0 1 0 2 1 - 0 9 0 1 ,  U n i t e d  S t a t e s
o f  A m e r i c a  I A D P  N o .  0 8 5 4 5 7 1 5 0 0 1 ]
d a t e d  1 6 . 0 5 . 2 0 0 3 .  o f f i c i a l  e v i d e n c e  f i l e d  o n  G 8 2 3 9 2 L 0 4

Ent ry  T} 'pe  ' / .1  S ta f f  ID .  PTH2 Auth  ID.  F20

{63793

TIMED, 02/09/08 
REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2262241 (Cont.) 2 

21.11.2003 Notification of change of Address For Service name and address of 
KILBURN & STRODE, 20 Red Lion Street, LONDON, WC1R 4PJ, United 
Kingdom [ADP No . 00000125001] 
to 
MARKS & CLERK, 4220 Nash Court, Oxford Business Park South, OXFORD, 
OX4 2RU, United Kingdom [ADP No. 07271125001] 
dated 20.11.2003. Official evidence filed on GB2262241 

Entry Type 7. 1 Staff ID. NKNO Auth ID. F51 

21.11.2003 Application under Section 32 filed on 20 .11. 2003 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff ID. JHUR Auth ID. F21 

16.03.2004 Application under Section 32 filed on 12.03.2004 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff ID. JHUR Auth ID. F21 

23.03.2004 Application under Section 32 filed on 12.03.2004 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff ID. JHUR Auth 10. F20 

23.03.2004 Application under Section 32 filed on 12.03.2004 
Entry Type 10.1 Staff ID. JHUR Auth ID. F21 

20.09.2004 Notification of termination of a security agreement, whose 
registrat ion is entered at 06.01.2003 . Form 21/77 and documents 
filed on GB2262241. 

20.09.2004 LISCO INC, 
Boulevard, 
America 

Entry Type 10.1 Staff ID. PTH2 Auth ID. F21 

Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 601 S Harbour Island 
Suite 200, Tampa, Florida 33602-3141, United States of 

[ADP No. 06047849004] 
registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
BEN HOGAN CO, Incorporated in USA - Texas, 2912 West Pafford 
Street, Fort Worth, Texas 76110, United States of America 

[ADP No. 06173702001] 
by virtue of assignment dated 26.11 . 1997. Form 21/77 and documents 
filed on GB2262241. 

Entry Type 8.4 Staff ID. PTH2 Auth ID. F21 

21.09.2004 SPALDING SPORTS WORLDWIDE INC, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, P.O . 
Box 901, 425 Meadow Street, Chicopoee, MA 01 021-0901, United States 
of America [ADP No. 07585326005] 
registered 
LISCO INC, 
Boulevard, 
America 

as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 601 S Harbour Island 
Suite 200, Tampa, Florida 33602-3141, United States of 

[ADP No. 06047849004] 
by virtue of merger dated 18.09.1998. Form 
filed on GB2262241. 

21/77 and documents 

Entry Type 8 . 4 Staff ID. PTH2 Auth ID. A3 

21 . 09 .2 004 Notification of change of Applicant/Proprietor name and address of 
SPALDING SPORTS WORLDWIDE INC, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, P.O. 
Box 901, 425 Meadow Street, Chicopoee, MA 01021-0901, United States 
of America [ADP No. 07585326005] 
to 
THE TOP-FLITE GOLF COMPANY, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 425 
Meadow Street, POBox 901, Chicopee, MA 01021-0901, United States 
of America [ADP No. 08645715001] 
dated 16 . 05.2003. Official evidence filed on GB2392104 

Entry Type 7.1 Staff ID . PTH2 Auth ID. F20 
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REGISTER ENTRY FOR G82262247

22.09.2004 CAILAWAY GOI,F COMPANY, Incorporated in

T T M E t n .  n 2 l r l q / n 9  1 ? . q n i 5 5

PAGE: 3

UsA - Delaware, 21"8 0

t u o n c . ,

NJ, Ruuher fa rd  Road,  Car lsbad,  CaL l fo rn ia  92008-732a,  Un i ted  s ta tes  o f
Amer ica  IADP No.  08127135003]
reg is te red  as  App l  i can t  /  Propr ieEor  in  p lace  o f
THE TOP-FLITE GOLF COMPANY, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 425
Meadow St ree t ,  P  O Box 901,  Ch icopee,  MA 01021-0901,  Un i ted  s ta tes
a f  Amer ica  IADP No.  08645715001]
bv  v i r tue  o f  ass i -qnment  da ted  1"5 .09 .2004.  Form 2a/1 '7  a l ]d  documents
filed on eB23m'-

EnLry  Type 8 .4

**** EltrD OF REGISTER ENTRY **r.*

S ta f f  ID .  PTH2 Auth  TD.  F21

164794

TIMED , 02/09/08 
REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2262241 (Cont . ) 3 

22.09.2004 CALLAWAY GOLF COMPANY, Incorporat ed in USA - Delaware, 2180 
Rutherford Road, Carlsbad, California 92008-7328, United States of 
America [ADP No. 08127136003] 
registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
THE TOP - FLITE GOLF COMPANY, Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 425 
Meadow Street, POBox 901, Chicopee, MA 01021-0901, United States 
of America [ADP No . 08645715001] 
by virtue of assignment dated 15.09 . 2004 . Form 21/77 and documents 
filed on GB2392104. 

Entry Type 8 . 4 Staff ID . PTH2 Auth ID . F21 

**** END OF REGISTER ENTRY **** 
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AHil
15.05.2005

uE"

'l

10)

lf the assignment took place before the 28th March 2000, we will
need to check for Stemp Duty. Consideration paid and
Ceriificate of Value clause should be present in the documents,
or a copy of the Inland Revenue Stamp on the front page of the
assignmenl. We will also except the Fo(m 21n7 signed' as
SECIION 7 has a declaration confirming that any stamp duty
has been paid. lf none of these are present, you will need to
contact the agent and query this.
lf register shows existing license or mortgage these must be
resolved before action.

11) lf outstanding Section 32(3) entry outstanding, then no action
uniil outstanding matiers are resolved.

12) Also check to see if there are any licences, security agreements,
LOR etc. on the register as they may affect the assignment

a 2.03 TO RECORD STRAIGHT FORWARp ASSIGNMENT I

Optics N,4enu - Option 8 or REG INS in action box
Type in PatenUApplication number
Select option 3 - Change fegistration of role
Select option 1 - Deed of assignment
Selection option 1 -Applicanf/Proprietor
Enter New ADP Number
Entef Old ADP Number
Type Y - Satisfactory l\4atch
Type Y - Satisfactory Match
Enter date fil ing ot Fotm2ln7
Enter date of Instrument
Enter File number where evidence/form is to be filed
Type N to suppress Journal Entry
Optics will ask you to check the entry - Type y if correct
Type patent numbe(s) related to case
Optics will again ask you to check the entry
lf correct Type Y
Assignment is now recorded.

Follow up optics entries by filling in Assignments preformed (exhibit )
Send out lettef, stamp any documents for returning, Voucher for
relevant GB & EP flle(s), or make up EP files (if published in English)
make out index cards and complete file work and file green jacket on
evidence {ile. (File Work)

446795

L 

L 

I 
~ 

L 

L 

L 

L 

15.06.2005 

10) 

11 ) 

12) 

If the assignment took place before the 28th March 2000, we will 
need to check for Stamp Duty. Consideration paid and 
Certificate of Value clause should be present in the documents, 
or a copy of the Inland Revenue Stamp on the front page of the 
assignment. We will also except the Form 21(77 signed, as 
SECTION 7 has a declaration confirming that any stamp duty 
has been paid. If none of these are present, you will need to 
contact the agent and query this. 
If register shows existing license or mortgage these must be 
resolved before action. 
If outstanding Section 32(3) entry outstanding, then no action 
until outstanding matters are resolved. 
Also check to see if there are any licences, security agreements, 
LOR etc. on the register as they may affect the assignment. 

• 2.03 TO RECORD STRAIGHT FORWARD ASSIGNMENT • 

Optics Menu - Option 8 or REG INS in action box 
Type in PatenUApplication number 
Select option 3 - Change registration of role 
Select option 1 - Deed of assignment 
Selection option 1 - Applicant/Proprietor 
Enter New ADP Number 
Enter Old ADP Number 
Type Y - Satisfactory Match 
Type Y - Satisfactory Match 
Enter date filing of Form 21(77 
Enter date of Instrument 
Enter File number where evidence/form is to be filed 
Type N to suppress Journal Entry 
Optics will ask you to check the entry - Type y if correct 
Type patent number(s) related to case 
Optics will again ask you to check the entry 
If correct Type Y 
Assignment is now recorded. 

Follow up Optics entries by filling in Assignments preformed (exhibit) 
Send out letter, stamp any documents for returning, Voucher for 
relevant GB & EP file(s), or make up EP files (if published in English) 
make out index cards and complete file work and fi le green jacket on 
evidence file. (Fi le Work) 
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Instructions on how to make a register entry for an assignment - no typing of the words "Form 21/77 and documents filed on" is required of the officer as it is an automatic entry.
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thartered Patent Alr..ireys
' Eurcpean f:i4nt Auorne),s

Regisrered TEde Mark Anor.eys
Europee T€de Ma* Attomey5

'"'o"' :rnos,t-rsl

o"" 9 September 2004

I -; r:riTi!11'r ,*---,=ll;

AH 15
r .  2_ .

wtt50n Lunn M'caw
Aho ar Bnhin8ham, Chsterteld, London

SlacHrials Hous€
The Pusonaqe

Manchster M3 2IA
Engted

r  +44 (0J161 827 94oo
i44 {0)161 832 4905

r!w.Mlsorgunn.com

{ii,t:n:

BY FA-X
CONTIR}AA.TION BY 

"OS'I

'i ! ,$e? ?$E"i

i  i - :

) > \. ' '

The Compholler-,
The Patent Offlce,
Concept House,
CardiffRoad,
Nenpoii,
South Wa1es.
vPl0 EQQ.

Dear Sir,

Re: UK Patent No 2267412
Acquired by Tonewea.. Limited
From Sense-Soaic Limited

We enclose]rcrewith an applicatioo to ,ecord a transfer of ownership ofthe above UK patent
support of this application we enclose herewru;-

1. Patents Fornt No, 2ll77:

2. A certified copy of an extract of a certiied copy of the ageement dated 15Scptellber 2003.

I
I

Youm faitbfully

Wilson Gunn M'Caw

fuc

ponQu flth^

477796

;' 
L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L 

L-
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 

I 

"I:hartered Patent A1L'YfH!YS 
. ~uroreari p"l~nt Attorneys 

Registered Trade Mark Attorneys 
European Trade Mark Attorneys 

; 

I , 
! 

(; ,~ 

C r 

OJ'Ref: JER/DSILJSI 
You, Ref: 

Dale 9 September 2004 

The ComptroHer, 
The Patent Office, 
Concept House, 
C<:!.rdiff Road , 
Newport, 
South Wales, 
NPIO SQQ. 

Dear Sir, 

( 
1'1 ) \ , ! 
lj 

Re: UK Patent No 2267412 
Acquired by Tonewear Limi ted 
From Sense-Sonic Limited 

A +-1 15 
2.. , 

t"T>J 
Wilson Gunn M'Caw 

Also at Birmingham, Cheste~fie!d, london 

5th Floor 
Slackfriars House 

The Parsonage 
Manchester M3 2JA 

Englanq 

BY FAX 
CONFIRMATION BY POST 

• We enclose herewith an application to record a transfer of ownership of the above UK Patent. 1n 
support of this application we enclose herewith:-

Patents Form No. 21177; 

A certified copy of an extract of a certified copy of the agreement dated 15 
September 2003. 

Yours faithfu lly 

Wilson Gunn M'Caw 

Ene 

477 
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Letter from patent agents seeking registration of the Form 21/77 and document. The Form 21/77 was not signed by the registered proprietor, so documentary evidence of assignment has to be registered. The document was a mutilated sale agreement which was chargeable with unpaid Stamp Duty, and the patent agents withheld the applicant's true name.
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2007 DESK NOTES 

 

 
 
2005 DESK NOTES 
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ICO's e-mail, plus the three attachments showing the alteration to Desk Notes at s.2.02 (5)
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15-06-05 Desk Notes showing instruction to ignore documents. This does not mean "exclude". Other instructions in the Desk Notes tell staff to hide defective and potentially defective documents.
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This matches what the Comptroller claimed in his letter of 12-11-07, but it was not true. His letter to HMRC on 24-12-1998 at page 14 explains.



Stamp Act 1891 (a.39) - Statute Law Database Page I of I

A l-lE+
rhe uK starure Law Daraburuffi jijiTf.t

Show text without annotations

Stamp Act 1891 (c.39)
Main body

PART I REGIJLATIONS APPLTCABLE To INSTRUMENIS GENERALLY
Entries pott Rolls, Books, &c.

Version 2 of2

?enalt/ for
enroll;ng, &c.

not duly

17. Ifany person whose office it is to enrol, register, or efier i]1 or upon any rol1s,

books, or records any instrutent chargeable with duty, effols, registers, or etrteB any

such instrumelt not bei{g duly stamped, he shal1 incur [F1a penalty not exceeding .d300].

Annotations:

Amendnents (Tertual)
Fl Wordsins. 17 substituted (27.7.1999 with effecr in retation to penalries in respect ofthings

done omined on or after 1.10.1999) by 1999 c. 16, s. 114, Sch. tTpt I para.3i5)

@ Crown Coovright Back to top

A!td!U@S!t 17. Penalty for enrouing, &c. instrument not duty stamped.
Version no Start date End date EEq! Confers oowel Blankel arnendmenl

> 2 27t07t1999 E+W+S+N.1. N N

Contact for all usef enquidest 6pohelodesk@iustice.gsi.oov.uk
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Stamp Act 1~Yllc.3Y) - Statute Law Database 

.\.U Ministry of 

The UK Statute Law Database ~ JUSTICE 

Page 1 of! 
9 

AH"S1-

Show text without annotations 

Stamp Act 1891 (c.39) 
Main body 

PART 1 REGULATIONS APPLlCABLE TO INSTRUMENTS GENERALLY 

Entries upon Rolls. Books, &c. 

Penalty for 
enrolling, &c. 
instrument 
not duly 
stamped. 

Attributes of; 

Version no 

>2 

version 2 of 2 

17. If any person whose office it is to enrol, register, or enter in or upon any rolls, 

books, or records any instrument chargeable with duty, enrols, registers, or enters any 

such instrument not being duly stamped, he shall incur [Fla penalty not exceeding £300]. 

Annotations: 

Amendments (Textual) 
Fl Words in s. 17 substituted (27.7 .1999 with effect in relati on to penalties in respect of things 

done omitted on or after LlO.1999) by 1999 c. 16. s. 114, 5ch . 17 Pt. I para. 3(5) 

17. Penalty for enrolling, &c. Instrument not duly stamped. 

Start Ijate End date Extent Confers Rower Blanket amendment 

27/07/1999 E+W+S+N.I. N N 

© Crown CORvright Back to tOR 

Contact for all user enquiries: spohelpdesk@justice.gsl.gov.uk 

297 
hup:/Iwww.statulelaw.gov. uklcontent.aspx?Lej:!:Tvve Ali i Let;?:islalion&title Slamo I ... 08107/2008 
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HMRevenue
&Customs

MrAndrew Hall
Sense Sonic Limited

Date
Our ref
Your ref

Dear Mr Hall

Stamp Act 1891 , S 14(4) and 17

I have now received our Solicitors advice on your question of stamp duty
Chargeable on the Sale Agreement and whether the registering the assignment by the
Patent Office without the sale agreement having been stamped is liable to a penalty under
s .17

Our Solicitor agrces with our view that the Sale purchase agreemenl is chargeable to stamp
duty and the agreement is liable to stamp duty in respect the inter company debl of
e350,000. The onus is on the buyers group to show the inter company debt was loan capital
as defined by S 78 FA 1986 .The information shown in the financial statements for the years
2OO2 and 2003 and the board minutes dated 19s June 2OO2 point to the inter company loan
being a trade debt arising from an overdraft facility granted to Sense Sonic. In the absence
of a loan agreement along with inter company accounts showing the movement of such loan
funds we are entitled 1o view the debt of 9350,000 as a trade debt and chargeable to stamp
duty. The Sale Agreemenl should be presented to the stamp office along wilh payment of
the duty penalty and penalty inlerest if formal adjudication is to be completed.

Our Solicitor also considers the Patent Office is in breach of Section 14 and is liable to
penalty under s 17 of the stamp act 1891. HMRC are now considering whether a penalty is
to be imposed for this infringement.

Yours sincerely

Les Hanratly
Higher Otficer

Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses
Edinburgh Stamp Offtce
Grayfield House
Bankhead Avenue
Edinburgh
Lolhian
EH1'1 4BF

Tel 0131 442 3192

Fax

www. nm rc.gov. u K

29 October 2008

Information is available in large print, audio and Braille formats.
Type Talk service prefix number - 18001

'irt
*o.*-.*'o''{}[i$A799

@HMRevenue 
& Customs 

Mr Andrew Hall 
Sense Sonic Limited 

Date 29 October 2008 
Our ref 
Your ref 

Dear Mr Hall 

Stamp Act 1891 , S 14(4) and 17 

Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
Edinburgh Stamp Office 
Grayfield House 
Bankhead Avenue 
Edinburgh 
Lothian 
EH114BF 

Tel 01314423192 

Fax 

www.hmrc.gov.uk 

I have now received our Solicitors advice on your question of stamp duty 
Chargeable on the Sale Agreement and whether the registering the assignment by the 
Patent Office without the sale agreement having been stamped is liable to a penalty under 
s.17 

Our Solicitor agrees with our view that the Sale purchase agreement is chargeable to stamp 
duty and the agreement is liable to stamp duty in respect the inter company debt of 
£350,000. The onus is on the buyers group to show the inter company debt was loan capital 
as defined by S 78 FA 1986 .The information shown in the financial statements for the years 
2002 and 2003 and the board minutes dated 19th June 2002 point to the inter company loan 
being a trade debt arising from an overdraft facility granted to Sense Sonic. In the absence 
of a loan agreement along with inter company accounts showing the movement of such loan 
funds we are entitled to view the debt of £350,000 as a trade debt and chargeable to stamp 
duty. The SaJe Agreement should be presented to the stamp office along with payment of 
the duty penalty and penalty interest if formal adjudication is to be completed. 

Our Solicitor also considers the Patent Office is in breach of Section 14 and is liable to 
penalty under s 17 of the stamp act 1891. HMRC are now considering whether a penalty is 
to be imposed for this infringement. 

Yours sincerely 

Les Hanratty 
Higher Officer 

Information is available in large print, audio and Braille formats. 
Type Talk service prefix number - 18001 

Letterto mr ha,129.1o·356 a 
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DESK NOTES FORGERY 
Comptroller-General of Patents Designs & Trade Marks 

24-05-09 1

 
REFERENCES TO THE PATENTS REGISTER ADMINISTRATION  DESK NOTES IN  
THE COMPTROLLER’S REVIEW UNDER FOIA DATED 12-05-09 

 

REQUEST     RESPONSE 
 

13-01-09 
 
B004: Under the FoIA 2000 I repeat my request 
to Mrs. Cooke to send me the pdf of the 01-08-
07 Patents Register Admin. Desk Notes which 
pdf was created on 01-08-07.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Repeated request, information was 
supplied in our letter of 25/07/08.  

 
02-02-09 
 
B021  
 

(9) send me a copy of the latest version of the 
Patents Register Administration Desk Notes.  
 
(10) confirm which of the Desk Notes instructions 
(in AH DOCUMENTS 2, attached) are still in force 
and which are not.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Requests 9 and 10 are repeated 
requests the 2007 (current version) of 
the desk notes were sent to you on the 
25th July 2008.   

 
 
 
02-02-09 

 
I have given Mrs. Cooke until 5pm on Monday 
9th February 2009 to email me the (long 
overdue) pdf of your 01-08-07 edition of the 
Patents Register Administration Desk Notes on 
her computer.  
 
B022 - Under the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 I require you to email me that pdf direct 
from your hard drive. I require you to send me 
the pdf which was created on or just before 01-
08-07, and not any later version.  
 
 

Repeated request the 2007 desk notes were 
sent to you on the 25/01/08.  
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DESK NOTES FORGERY 
Comptroller-General of Patents Designs & Trade Marks 

24-05-09 2

 

  

06-02-09 
 
B023 - As a back stop, just in case you wish 
to chance your luck and ignore the deadline 
for disclosure of the 2007 Desk Notes, I 
require you to email to me the original .pdf 
masters of the 2005 and 2007 Desk Notes as 
created on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07 
respectively. I have asked for these many 
times, and under the FoIA 2000. You have 
deceived me and have sent me .pdf files 
which were not as you claimed.  
 
 

 
 
 Repeated request the 2007 desk notes 
were sent to you on the 25/01/08.  

 
 
 

12-03-09 
 
B025 - Request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000: I require you to send me 
all details of all enquiries you and your officers 
have made into matters of the Register of 
Patents, the Register of Registered Designs 
and the Register of Trade Marks since I 
complained to you on 29-10-07.  
 
1. B026 - Request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000: I require you to send me 
all details of all changes you have made to 
your training, practice and procedures with 
respect to matters of the Register of Patents, 
the Register of Registered Designs and the 
Register of Trade Marks since I complained to 
you on 29-10-07.  
 
For the purposes of clarity, I require you to 
provide the dates upon which enquiries were 
made and completed, the information which 
was collected during those inquiries, the 
changes which were made or which have been 
considered or put forward for implementation 
and the dates upon which any changes were 
made.  

 
 
B025 + B026- Request considered to 
be vexatious. Your requests form a 
pattern of obsessive behaviour , have 
caused distress to members of staff 
and placed a significant burden on the 
Office During the period of the review 
30 e-mails were received , containing 
a significant number of requests with 
the clear intention to reopen closed 
issues. Your e-mails have also 
mingled accusations and complaints 
with request for information.  
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DESK NOTES FORGERY 
Comptroller-General of Patents Designs & Trade Marks 

24-05-09 3

 
B027 - Request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000: I require you to send me 
a copy of the Patents Register Administration 
Desk Notes in their current form as at 12-03-
09.  

 
B027 - Repeated request the 2007 
desk notes were sent to you on the 
25/01/08.  

 

802
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Office

e
Assistant Director
Inland Revenue Stamp Office
15th Floor
Cale Cross House
156 Pilgrim Street
Newcastle upon Tyne
NEl 6TF

The Patent Ofrce

Concept House
Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales NP9 lRH
http:/,4rev*parent. govuk

Switchboard
o1633-8r4000

Direct Line: F
Fax: In

E-Mail: (G@patent.gov.uk
Our Ref: FMlll9/Iegl3

Date: 24 December 1998

Dear!f

As you are aware, under The Patents Rules 1995 the signature space provided by part
7 of Form 21/77 (awlicarion to register or give notice of rights acquired in a patent or in an
application for a patent) includes the declaration "I/we hereby confirm that riglits as indicated
in part 5 above have been acquired and that any necessary stamp Duty has been paid". This
declaration can be seen to have two limbs, one to the validity of the transaction and the other
to Stamp Duty.

The validity of a transaction and of its documentatton per se are rcgulated by sections
30 and 31 of the Patents Act L977 , but these sections do not regulate either the Register of
Patents or the recording therein of transactions, which are provided for by sections 32 and 33.

Recording of a transaction is provided for by Rule 46, which gives persons applying
to register a transaction the options of either :

(a) filing a Form 21./77 which has been signed by (or on behalf of) all the parties
to the transaction: or

O) filing a Form 21177 signd by fewer than all the parties in conjunction with
supporting documentation "sufficient to establish the transaction,'.

Since the Patents Rules 1995 came into force on 4 September 1995 we have accepted
both limbs of the declaration whenever:

(1) it is signed by all the parties to the transaction; and
(ii) no supporting documentation is supplied.

If, however, both an appropiately signed form21l77 and supporting documentation
were filed, the documents have, to date, been inspected to ensure compliance with both Acts.

\n E\rrr i l rrc \grrrLr oi thr Delyrtroenr oi frrdr .rnd ln(luj, tn
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Assistant Director 
Inland Revenue Stamp Office 
15th Floor 
Cale Cross House 
156 Pilgrim Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NEI 6TF 

Direct Line: 
Fax: 

E-Mail: 
Our Ref: 

Date: 

Dear~ 

~t 
Office 

Tbe Patent Office 

Concepl House 
Cardiff Road 
Newpon 
South Wales NP9 lRH 
hnp://WWw.pacent.gov,uk 

Switchboard 
01633·81 4000 

As you are aware, under The Patents Rules 1995 the signature space provided by part 
7 of Form 21177 (application to register or give notice of rights acquired in a patent or in an 
application for a patent) includes the declaration "I/we hereby confirm that rights as indicated 
in part 5 above have been acquired and that any necessary Stamp Duty has been paid". This 
declaration can be seen to have two limbs, one to the validity of the transaction and the other 
to Stamp Duty. 

The validity of a transaction and of its documentation per se are regulated by sections 
30 and 31 of the Patents Act 1977, but these sections do not regulate either the Register of 
Patents or the recording therein of transactions, which are provided for by sections 32 and 33. 

Recording of a transaction is provided for by Rule 46, which gives persons applying 
to register a transaction the options of either: 

(a) filing a Form 21177 which has been signed by (or on behalf of) all the parties 
to the transaction: or 

(b) filing a Form 21177 signed by fewer than all the parties in conjunction with 
supporting documentation "sufficient to establish the transaction" . 

Since the Patents Rules 1995 came into force on 4 September 1995 we have accepted 
both limbs of the declaration whenever: 

(i) it is signed by all the parties to the transaction; and 
(ii) no supporting documentation is supplied. 

If, however, both an appropriately signed form 21177 and supporting documentation 
were filed , the documents have, to date, been inspected to ensure compliance with both Acts . 

An E"'{ecHtlve AgeoLY of the Oel:fLrtmenc of Trade and fnciustr)' 

mailto:G@patent.gov.ukOurRef:FMlll9/Iegl3Date:24December1998Dear!fAsyouareaware
mailto:G@patent.gov.ukOurRef:FMlll9/Iegl3Date:24December1998Dear!fAsyouareaware
mailto:G@patent.gov.ukOurRef:FMlll9/Iegl3Date:24December1998Dear!fAsyouareaware
mailto:G@patent.gov.ukOurRef:FMlll9/Iegl3Date:24December1998Dear!fAsyouareaware
mailto:G@patent.gov.ukOurRef:FMlll9/Iegl3Date:24December1998Dear!fAsyouareaware
hnp://WWw.pacent.gov


I am writing to inform you that we are now changing our practice. we win nowaccept appropriately signed declarations at their face value 1i.e. iven when unnecessaq/
supporting documentation is also submitted). To advise the public, tne attacrrJ notice wilshortly appea.r in the patents and Designs lournal.

Yours sincerelv

-
Legal Division
Patents and Designs Directorate

2
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I am writing to inform you that we are now changing our practice. We will now 

accept appropriately signed declarations at their face value (i.e. even when unnecessary 
supporting documentation is also submitted). To advise the public, the attached notice will 
shortly appear in the Patents and Designs Journal . 

Yours sincerely 

Legal Division 
Patents and Designs Directorate 

FM 2 
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Patents and Dcsigns Directorate
Practice in relation to assignments and Stamp Duty

This notice is to inform practitioners ofchanges in Patent Office practice when an application toregister a transaction affecting rights in a patent (or application foi a patent) is ieceivJa previous
practice was to inspect supporting documentation whenever supplied.

Part 7 ofForm 21/77 contains a declaration to the effect that details ofthe rights acquired underthe transaction are correct, and that Stamp Duty has been paid on the Tr"n.u"iion 1*t "r"appropriate).

with respect to the acquired rights, the office will without question accept the declaration at itsface value whenever it is signed by (or on beharfof) at parties to the transaction (rure 4 6(2)(a)).

with.respect to stamp Duty, the office w r accept without question that the appropriate stampduty has been paid whenever the declaration is signed by the assignee. rn cas'el w'here ttrere isno liability to Stamp Duty, practitioners may delet-e the timb or*rJaechratioi r"rJig to s,"rpDuty and substitute a statement to that efect beneath the signature(s). 
-' 1

Responsibility for determining whether or not Stamp Duty is payable on a transaction lies with
lhe 

paltes and their representatives. If there is any'doubi as io whether any Jo"u1n"n 
"tt.".t.Stamp Duty, the appropriate Inland Rwenue Stamp Office should be npp.*.f,.a fo, uaui"".

where the declaration is acce,ptabry signed, no supporting documentation w r be sought, and anydocumentation submitted will simplyle placed on the fiI" u, pu.t of the record available to thepublic.
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Patents and Designs Directorate 
Practice in relation to assignments and Stamp Duty 

This notice is to inform practitioners of changes in Patent Office practice when an application to 
register a transaction affecting rights in a patent (or application for a patent) is received. Previous 
practice was to inspect supporting documentation whenever supplied. 

Part 7 of Form 21177 contains a declaration to the effect that details of the rights acquired under 
the transaction are correct, and that Stamp Duty has been paid on the transaction (where 
appropriate). 

With respect to the acquired rights, the Office will without question accept the declaration at its 
face value whenever it is signed by (or on behalf ot) all parties to the transaction (rule 46(2)(a» . 

With respect to Stamp Duty, the Office will accept without question that the appropriate stamp 
duty has been paid whenever the declaration is signed by the assignee. In cases where there is 
no liability to Stamp Duty, practitioners may delete the limb of the declaration relating to Stamp 
Duty and substitute a statement to that effect beneath the signature(s). 

Responsibility for determining whether or not Stamp Duty is payable on a transaction lies with 
the parties and their representatives. If there is any doubt as to whether any document attracts 
Stamp Duty, the appropriate Inland Revenue Stamp Office should be approached for advice. 

Where the declaration is acceptably signed, no supporting documentation will be sought, and any 
documentation submitted will simply be placed on the file as part of the record available to the 
public. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "PRENTICE, Gordon" <PRENTICEG@parliament.uk>
Sent: 15 June 2009 13:48
Subject: RE: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 4

25/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Having returned to the office following a period of annual leave and other company 
business I have today read your email and noted your comments.   
  
I will respond formally in due course. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Stephen Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 08 June 2009 19:39 
To: Stephen Flack 

Cc: PRENTICE, Gordon 

Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
  
Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
As you know, my repeated FOI requests for the original Word document, proving the date of creation, 
from which the pdf "Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf" (the purported Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 
01-08-07) was created on 02-09-08, have not been satisfied. 
  
I alleged to you that the Comptroller had sent me extracts from a forged copy of his Desk Notes in the 
aftermath of his letter of 12-11-07 which I took to my MP at the time. After much obstruction, I 
received the extracts on 25-07-08 (I wanted the entire document) and, following further repeated 
requests, I eventually received Pat Ass DN Ver3 by email on 02-09-08 from Mrs Cooke at 9:06am. 
She created the pdf at 9.00 am on 02-09-08. 
  
Since that time I have pressed for the true Desk Notes - which I told you would instruct staff to ignore 
documentary evidence. I had traced the practice of ignoring documentary evidence back to 24-12-
1998 (in a letter from the Comptroller to HMRC, attached). 
  
Although in my case the Comptroller did not ignore the mutilated unstamped sale agreement sent to 
him on 09-09-04 as purported evidence of assignment of my patent (he excluded the document from 
the Register on account of the defects), he did not want me to see the instruction, as he had claimed 
to me on 12-11-07 that staff were instructed to inspect all documentary evidence but that, in my case, 
staff had not looked closely enough. He wanted to draw my attention away from discovering that he 
had inspected and then hidden the defective sale agreement. 
  
As he had in fact received both a Form 21/77 and document for registration, but had only registered a 
Form 21/77, he has been at pains to present the Form 21/77 as being signed sufficiently for there to 
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MrAndrew Hall
Noyna Lodge
Manor Road
COLNE
Lancashire
BBB 7AS

22 June2009

Dear Mr Hall,

Gase Reference Number FS50206398

I write in relation to your complaint submitted in to the lnformation Commissioner's
Office in correspondence dated 23 February 2009 concerning requests made to The
UK Intellectual Property Office (lPO), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport NP10
BQQ under the Freedom of lnformation Act 2000.

ln brief, you explained that you had requested copies of the Patents Register
Administration Desk Notes as at 1 August 2007 and 15 June 2005, however, having
received these documents by email in pdf format you noted that they had been
"created / modified on 0210912008 09:00:20 by D COOK" and "2310912008 13:46'.42
by Administrator" respectively. You also noted that the 1 Augusi 2007 Desk Notes
had been amended to display an instruction at paragraph 2.02 to "scan" documents
in place of the instruction at paragraph 2.02 o'f the 15 June 2005 Desk Notes to
"ignore" the documents. You subsequently requested copies of the original versions
of these desk notes but had not been given them.

At our meeting on 13 March 2009, I made you aware that my remit was to investigate
your complaint soley in relation to the desk notes that you had requested.

On 20 May 2009, I attended the IPO and discussed your complaint at length with Mr
lan Fletcher and other members of his staff.

It was learned that it is policy for all IPO documents to be sent out electronically in pdf
format and as such the dates of 0210912008 and 2310912008 as referred above are
the dates the pdf documents were created.

The files held on computer were inspected regarding the desk notes. lt was
established that only one version of the Patenis Register Administration Desk Notes
2005 was held. I have enclosed a copy of these notes for your information (Desk
notesJune05) although I understand you have already received such a copy (lPO
letter dated B October 2008 refers).

Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Waten Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SKg sAF
t: O845 630 6O60 f : O1 625 524510 er mail@ico.gsi.govuk w: ico.gov.uk
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By Special Delivery: ZJ 3833 8191 2GB 

Mr Andrew Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 
COLNE 
Lancashire 
BB87AS 

22 June 2009 

Dear Mr Hall , 

Case Reference Number FS50206398 

Information CommisslonerJa Office 

Promoting public access to official information 
and protecting your personal information 

I write in relation to your complaint submitted in to the Information Commissioner's 
Office in correspondence dated 23 February 2009 conceming requests made to The 
UK Intellectual Property Office (I PO), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport NP1 0 
800 under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

In brief, you explained that you had requested copies of the Patents Register 
Administration Desk Notes as at 1 August 2007 and 15 June 2005, however, having 
received these documents by email in pdf format you noted that they had been 
"created / modified on 02/09/2008 09:00:20 by D COOK" and "23/09/2008 13:46:42 
by Administrator" respectively. You also noted that the 1 August 2007 Desk Notes 
had been amended to display an instruction at paragraph 2.02 to "scan" documents 
in place of the instruction at paragraph 2.02 of the 15 June 2005 Desk Notes to 
"ignore" the documents. You subsequently requested copies of the original versions 
of these desk notes but had not been given them. 

At our meeting on 13 March 2009, I made you aware that my remit was to investigate 
your complaint soley in relation to the desk notes that you had requested. 

On 20 May 2009, I attended the IPO and discussed your complaint at length with Mr 
Ian Fletcher and other members of his staff. 

It was learned that it is policy for all IPO documents to be sent out electronically in pdf 
format and as such the dates of 02/09/2008 and 23/09/2008 as referred above are 
the dates the pdf documents were created . 

The files held on computer were inspected regarding the desk notes. It was 
established that only one version of the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 
2005 was held . . 1 have enclosed a copy of these notes for your information (Desk 
notesJune05) although I understand you have already received such a copy (IPO 
letter dated 8 October 2008 refers). 

Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
t:0845 6306060 f:01625 524510 e:mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk w:ico.gov.uk 
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With regard to the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007, I discovered
that three versions are held by the IPO:

1. DESK NOTES 1 - created in Word on 16 May 2007.
2. Pat Ass DN Ver2 - created in Word on 28 July 2007.
3. Pat Ass DN Ver3 - created in Word on 16 August 2007.

A copy of each of these three versions is enclosed.

It was noted that paragraph 2.02 of DESK NOTES 1 and Pat ASS DN Ver2 states
"ignore" whereas paragraph 2.02 of Pat Ass DN Ver3 states "scan".

I obviously questioned this change of instruction and a reasonable and acceptable
explanation was given. I am also content ihat the apparent gaps within the
documents which you also highlighted are purely a formatting issue.

In view of the foregoing, I am of the opinion that there is insufficient evidence to
prove, beyond reasonable doubt, the intention of any member of the IPO to prevent
the desk notes you requested being disclosed.

Finally, in your letter dated 23 February 2009 you state 'Please in the first instance
write to the Comptroller and ask him to immediately email to me the original yerslons
of the 15-06-05 Desk Nofes and the 01-08-07 Desk Nofes" and "l am clearly entitled
to the original version and look to you to get it (and the 2005 version) for me." Even
in youremail dated B June 2009 you have stated 'Please getthe dated documents I
asked for''. I believe that I have now achieved what you wanted to me to do and as
such this case, which includes your referenced requests 8004, 8021, P022 and
8023, is now closed.

Please note that information provided to and supplied by the Information
Commissioners Regulatory Action Division may be exempt from disclosure by virtue
of Section 30 (1 ) (a) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

Yours sincerely,

srn
Stephen Flack
Investigating Officer
for I nformation Commissioner
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With regard to the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007, I discovered 
that three versions are held by the IPO: 

1. DESK NOTES 1 - created in Word on 16 May 2007. 
2. Pat Ass DN Ver2 - created in Word on 28 July 2007. 
3. Pat Ass DN Ver3 - created in Word on 16 August 2007. 

A copy of each of these three versions is enclosed. 

It was noted that paragraph 2.02 of DESK NOTES 1 and Pat ASS DN Ver2 states 
"ignore" whereas paragraph 2.02 of Pat Ass DN Ver3 states "scan". 

I obviously questioned this change of instruction and a reasonable and acceptable 
explanation was given. I am also content that the apparent gaps within the 
documents which you also highlighted are purely a formatting issue. 

In view of the foregoing, I am of the opinion that there is insufficient evidence to 
prove, beyond reasonable doubt, the intention of any member of the IPO to prevent 
the desk notes you requested being disclosed. 

Finally, in your letter dated 23 February 2009 you state "Please in the first instance 
write to the Comptroller and ask him to immediately email to me the original versions 
of the 15-06-05 Desk Notes and the 01-08-07 Desk Notes" and "I am clearly entitled 
to the original version and look to you to get it (and the 2005 version) for me. " Even 
in your email dated 8 June 2009 you have stated "Please get the dated documents I 
asked for". I believe that I have now achieved what you wanted to me to do and as 
such this case, which includes your referenced requests 8004, 8021 , 8022 and 
8023, is now closed . 

Please note that information provided to and supplied by the Information 
Commissioners Regulatory Action Division may be exempt from disclosure by virtue 
of Section 30 (1) (a) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

Yours sincerely, 

Stephen Flack 
Investigating Officer 
for Information Commissioner 
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Enclosures:

1. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2005 (Desk notes JuneO5).
2. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (DESK NOTES 1).
3. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver2).
4. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver3).
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Enclosures: 

1. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2005 (Desk notes June05). 
2. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (DESK NOTES 1). 
3. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver2). 
4. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver3). 



 

Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 24 June 2009 11:12
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 1

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
When you emailed me on 27-05-09 you sent only thee pdf files. You did not send the 2005 Desk Notes pdf. 
  
I am told via your customer services clerk that you printed off the four sets of Desk Notes (sent to me on 22-
06-09) from files emailed to you by the Patent Office. 
  
Please send me the email which contained the 2005 Desk Notes and the 2005 pdf. 
  
I suspect that it has been sent to you after 20-05-09 and that it (2005 Desk Notes) came with another set of 
2007 versions as I cannot print what you have printed from the pdf's you sent to me (they are not all the same 
files). 
  
Furthermore, I have a printed copy of Pat Ass DN Ver3 from Mrs. Cook and it is not the same as yours. 
  
I would like a copy of the 2005 pdf (from which you have printed the 2005 Desk Notes sent to me) so that I 
can study the properties.  
  
I am taking my evidence to the Police for 12.30 and the officer has agreed to go through it with me, study it 
and write a second statement. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 24 June 2009 20:06
Attach: ICO 24-06-09 (2).pdf; EXAMPLES OF REQUESTS FOR 01-08-07 DESK NOTES ORIGINAL 

FILE.pdf
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 4

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Flack, 

  

As I do not yet have the information I sought, I am still having to make my case for 

disclosure. 

  

I attach a further email, with evidence to explain why the changes to the Desk Notes (which 

are very few indeed) are so relevant. 

  

As my many outstanding requests have been allocated to FS50206398, the case is not 

closed and I feel it necessary to spell out what has been going on and why it is important 

for the IC to rise above the fraud rather than help it to continue by taking a false position on 

the side of the Comptroller. 

  

Whilst I would have been quite happy for you to get me the documents with proof of date of 

creation and leave it at that, I did not expect to have the information presented as part of a 

wholly unsubstantiated written claim with respect to how "reasonably and acceptably" my 

20 month requests have been handled by your hosts on 20-05-09. 

  

There is no “perfectly reasonable explanation” for the way my requests have been dealt 

with. 

  

If such a monumental change to practice (affecting 7,000 documents per annum and 

reversing a practice of which HMRC and CIPA disapproved) really had taken place when 

you say – 16-08-07 (one week after I took the Comptroller to the High Court) - would you 

expect the Comptroller et a to forget all about it, conduct a review of training practice and 

section instructions in November 2007 and to write to me on 12-11-07 (in consultation with 
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Mrs. Cooke and Mr. Twyman, author) saying that standard practice in 2004 to date was to 

look closely at all documents in all circumstances  - even where a Form was “properly 

completed”? 

  

You say that practice changed on 16-08-07. I have written evidence claiming that practice 

had not changed in this area since 2003. 

  

With this and other evidence, the Police could readily secure a conviction for fraud. And it is 

my intention that, after all my family has been put through, they do just that. 

  

HMRC should have brought proceedings for fraud, but they will be hit with the backlash in 

the light of the letters which they denied existed (in breach of s.77). As mentioned, the 

Attorney General is pressing HMRC for an explanation as to what they propose to do with 

their right of action, for if they won’t use it, an action can be brought in the name of the 

Attorney General. 

  

I tried to make life easier for you by not giving you the full story and sticking only to the 

document fraud, but you have turned this against me by claiming that the Comptroller 

appears to be wholly innocent of any wrong-doing. 

  

Mrs. Cooke fought tooth and nail not to give me those Desk Notes. And when she 

eventually handed over some pages, they were not created on 01-08-07. You say they 

were created on 16-08-07 (after my court case). 

  

Are you seriously of the opinion that my seven requests in 2008 alone where 

misunderstood and that Mrs. Cooke felt that an instruction saying “still scan” was sending 

out a true message as to practice over the years? 

  

Innocent mistakes, my foot. These people are fighting to stay out of prison. They know they 

are wrong, yet they refuse to back down. 

  

Page 2 of 4

25/11/2009
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Yours sincerely, 

  

  

Andrew Hall.  

  

  

  

  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Stephen Flack  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2009 12:22 PM 
Subject: RE: Case Reference Number FS50206398 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
As requested. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  

-----Original Message----- 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 24 June 2009 12:12 

To: Stephen Flack 
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398 

Importance: High 
  
Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
When you emailed me on 27-05-09 you sent only thee pdf files. You did not send the 2005 Desk 
Notes pdf. 
  
I am told via your customer services clerk that you printed off the four sets of Desk Notes (sent to 
me on 22-06-09) from files emailed to you by the Patent Office. 
  
Please send me the email which contained the 2005 Desk Notes and the 2005 pdf. 
  
I suspect that it has been sent to you after 20-05-09 and that it (2005 Desk Notes) came with 
another set of 2007 versions as I cannot print what you have printed from the pdf's you sent to me 
(they are not all the same files). 
  
Furthermore, I have a printed copy of Pat Ass DN Ver3 from Mrs. Cook and it is not the same as 

Page 3 of 4

25/11/2009
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 1

Email from Andrew Hall to ICO 24-06-09 
 
Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
I have received your letter dated 22-06-09 and enclosures. 
  
They are Crown property, I am entitled to them, and I have an OPSI licence to re-
publish them. 
  
The ridiculous suggestion that I am prohibited from using them is noted.  
  
I am taking the letter and the documents to the Police.  
  
I was right all along. 
  
You do not understand what is at stake here, but that does not concern me. 
  
The issue is not about ignoring documents - it's about registering fake assignments 
to avoid Stamp Duty on the actual assignments which would never have had to be 
paid if practitioners had been fairly advised by HMRC. That advice should have 
resulted in any person with a mixed-property assignment transferring the property 
back to the assignor so that it could be properly transferred by separate assignments 
(as HMRC pointed out to the Comptroller on 23-03-00). 
  
In short, HMRC set a trap for the unwary in the hopes of getting more Stamp Duty 
than needed to be paid, and did not tell the public how to reverse mixed-property 
transactions arranged by negligent Solicitors. Nutrinova v Arnold Suhr involved the 
reversal of such a transaction, and that's what thousands of others should have been 
told to do - but instead, false assignments were drawn up and the Comptroller played 
along and registered them in defiance of Jacob J's warning in the case referred to 
beneath the unlawful instruction in "effective dates" (Desk Notes). 
  
It is no different to buying a house for £1,000,000 and then drawing up a second 
contract for £50,000 and sending the second document to the Land Registry. It might 
save on Stamp Duty, but one cannot claim damages for infringement of a patent if 
the actual assignment is not registered - and the instruction in "effective dates" 
registers the bogus assignment, not the actual assignment. 
  
I can take things from here (although I have a number of outstanding request for 
information which is centrally stored, so that I can expose the full scale of the fraud, 
and still require the Information Commissioner to deal with the Comptroller's breach 
in respect thereof). 
  
Nevertheless, I find your letter naively protective of the Comptroller and should point 
out some further facts: 
  
What you have sent me is not the same as the electronic versions inspected by the 
Police and described in the Officer's own statement and which you sent me on 27-
05-09. Nor are they the same as the paper version sent to me by Mr. Cooke last 
year. How you came by these paper documents I do not know, but I certainly could 
not print them from what you emailed me on  27-05-09. 
  
The "ignore" issue is a red herring, but one which the Comptroller knew would lead 
me to discover that in my case he excluded a document (which is not the same). 
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 2

Ignored documents still go on the Register (as explained in the IPO letter to HMRC 
dated 24-12-1998 which established that practice).  
  
The real problem is the "effective dates" instruction, and the instruction to hide main 
agreements in NOPI folders - these are fraudulent acts and they prejudice others. 
  
I am a victim of the "effective dates" instruction, not the "ignore" instruction. 
  
There is a NOPI folder in my case - I have evidence of it. 
  
HMRC was told about the "ignore" instruction by the Comptroller on 24-12-98 and 
HMRC disapproved in writing on at least two occasions (07-01-1999 and in its 
booklet published in September 1999). 
  
HMRC was unaware that the Comptroller was hiding documents which affected more 
than just IPR - documents which affected mixtures of property had complex Stamp 
Duty liabilities which customers might well not want to pay. In fact customers so 
affected should have sued their representatives for putting all the property together in 
one document, instead of producing separate documents (as HMRC was well 
aware).  
  
Legal representatives resorted to drawing up fake assignments (short form 
assignments following main agreements which already assigned the property) so that 
it looked like only a patent, trade mark or design was assigned, thereby getting their 
client onto the Register without paying Stamp Duty on the actual assignment, and 
without registration of the assignment (the Comptroller tells staff to register the fake 
and not to ask for the actual assignment - Desk Notes "effective dates"). 
  
What I did not tell you is that I have additional documentary evidence with regard to 
changes to practice (and the Desk Notes) which I kept back in case there was a 
cover-up/claim that there has been no evidence of fraud. 
  
This evidence is in addition to the fact that I made repeated written requests for the 
original 01-08-07 Desk Notes AS AT 01-08-07 and I am proved right - the 
Comptroller kept from me a set of Desk Notes with 01-08-07 on the front and August 
2007 on every page, containing the word "ignore". 
  
The relevance of the words "ignore"  and "filed correctly" (with regard to signatures 
on a Form 21/77) lies in the Comptroller's letter of 12-11-07. He apologised for a 
bogus error to cover up the fact that he excluded the unstamped sale agreement 
because it was defective. He claimed (falsely) that the form was duly signed and did 
not need supporting documentary evidence for him to register an assignment; he 
claimed that staff knew how to tell the difference between agreements (which do not 
transfer patents) and assignments (which do) and that as he received a document, 
staff should have followed the normal procedure of looking at the document. 
  
But hang about. The Desk Notes clearly state that if the form appears to be properly 
signed (which is what he claimed in his letter was the case), the documents can be 
ignored. Standard procedure was therefore to ignore documents if the form was 
properly signed. 
  
But in my case the form was not properly signed. Indeed, the Comptroller's team 
(Adkins, Twyman, Bender) had expressed doubt as to who Wilson Gunn M'Caw 
might be working for when discussing who they should write to to give notice of my 
own entitlement being destined for registration in September 2004. They found out 
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pretty damn quickly - within hours of receipt of the Comptroller's letter on 09-09-04 as 
address for service for Sense-Sonic Ltd ("they're all we have" - these were Mr. 
Twyman's words) Wilson Gunn M'Caw faxed in an application in the false name 
Tonewear Ltd, holding back Companies House certificates originally intended 
(in January 2004) to be used in the registration to show the true name. A forged 
assignment document was sent with the Form which WGM signed only on behalf of 
"Tonewear Ltd". It is a fact that WGM was not authorised by Sense-Sonic Ltd not by 
its Administrative Receivers to sign the Form for SSL, and WGM did not sign it for 
SSL. It is the Comptroller who clutches at straws to make people believe that the 
form was duly signed - BUT IT DOES NOT EXCUSE THE FRAUDULENT ACT OF 
HIDING A MUTILATED UNSTAMPED SALE AGREEMENT PRESENTING NO 
EVIDENCE OF ASSIGNMENT.   
  
I note that you may think that these matters have nothing to do with you, but you 
would be wrong.  
  
In matters of Public Law, FOIA is the proper way to get evidence for proceedings 
against a public body. Judges do not like granting disclosure orders as they go 
against the overriding objective to keep costs down. Disclosure is a managed 
process and is very expensive, as it involves Solicitors in a great deal of work - on 
both sides. Counsel at One Crown Office Row produced a paper on the subject, 
quoting Judge after judge. What I have done is in keeping with their 
recommendations  - public bodies do hold all the evidence and they must tell the 
whole truth, and not just a bit of it (and this is repeated by all quoted judges). OCOR 
has kindly given me permission to use their paper. 
  
As there is a six month window set to protect public servants who commit fraud I can 
take action myself. My local Police are determined to drive this through once and for 
all and it seems to me that all of the information you are holding back from me will be 
of great interest to the Police, as what you have been told is clearly not going to have 
any effect other than to dig a deeper hole.  
  
Your letter does not disappoint me as I have my evidence. Maybe you will be asked 
to come along to the Court and tell us how many changes you found in the Desk 
Notes between 15-06-05 and the date that Ver3 is claimed to have been created. 
Maybe you can tell us ion your own words why, after all this time, and after sticking 
two fingers up at HMRC over his instruction to ignore documents when a Form bears 
two signatures, the Comptroller decided to reverse the instruction on 16-08-07 
without telling practitioners about such a significant backtrack. 
  
I remind you that not only was a Formal Notice issued to HMRC and published in the 
Journal on 27-01-1999, CIPA was concerned about it too and caused the Comptroller 
to have the word "supporting" removed from the standard register entry "Form 21/77 
and supporting documentary evidence filed on......". This was no minor event, it was 
the Comptroller's third attempt to cut down the workload of inspecting documents 
(which is the essential part of the registration process, which has no use other than to 
facilitate litigation - so it is vital that checks are properly made). Indeed the 
Comptroller told Parliament that there was a risk of registering fictitious assignments 
on the basis of a single signature (but he was not in fact able to register an 
assignment without having both parties' dabs on the form or form and documents.  
  
The first attempt, by changing Rule 46(2) in 1995 didn't work.  Prior to 1995, people 
had to send a certified copy of their assignment and pay Stamp Duty on it (where 
applicable). People continued to send in documents after the rule change, and did 
not take up the newly introduced option of signing forms instead.  
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 The second attempt involved a further change to Rule 46(2), but it was necessary to 
deceive Parliament into not realising that customers could send in documents instead 
of signing forms - the Comptroller claimed that customers were having difficulty 
registering assignments because they could not reasonably procure both signatures 
of the buyer and the seller on the forms (he deceived Parliament by not declaring that 
there was an alternative popular with customers, but unpopular with staff, as they 
had to do something called "work" instead of wielding a rubber stamp. 
  
The rule was changed so as to remove the buyer from the procedure (Mr. Cooke's 
team wanted the seller removing, because it is the seller who rarely if ever signs the 
form and because the buyer must sign the form for Stamp Duty purposes if no 
documentary evidence is submitted for the purpose). This is why, when Parliament 
removed the buyer from the procedure, PDI 3/99 instantly reintroduced the buyer (for 
Stamp Duty purposes). 
  
The third attempt involved the Comptroller in the misrepresentation of the signatories. 
He "ignored" patent assignments if he could argue that he thought the form was 
signed by the necessary signatories - this was a way of reducing the time taken to 
register an assignment - Ceri Steiner managed to do 45 in a day (see Desk Notes) 
[the team could do a year's worth in ten days, at that rate]. 
  
The fine was only £10 for registering a transaction effected by an unstamped 
document. However the damage caused to others runs into tens of millions of 
pounds - as you will very soon see. 
  
The thing is, when establishing such slap-dash and unlawful procedures, one would 
reasonable expect the Comptroller to have a means for putting things right when 
problems arise. And indeed he does - see Dispute Management (Desk Notes). 
However, when he excludes a document in order to get a person onto the register in 
place of an insolvent proprietor such corrective procedures are the last thing on his 
mind. 
  
I can show that I did everything correctly and at the right time.  I can also show that 
the Comptroller did the opposite, and your letter and opinion is going to cut no ice in 
the face of my documentary evidence and the fact that Jacob J suspected that false 
registrations were being made - but he had no idea that the Comptroller was wilfully 
registering the fake assignments as clearly set out in "effective dated" (Desk Notes). 
  
Turning back to the documents you sent me. Your explanation of "formatting" is 
bollocks (this is wholly appropriate terminology in the circumstances). The page 
layout is absolutely fine for almost half the document and the reason that the 
headings towards the end of the Desk Notes have slipped back a page is that there 
is a line of text missing from those documents and not from others. 
  
You have some explaining to do. Close the matter by all means, but it is not a wise 
move to take the stand you have and claim that there is insufficient evidence to prove 
beyond reasonable doubt that the Comptroller knew precisely what I was asking for, 
knew precisely why I was asking for it, and new precisely how I would use it once I 
got hold of it. This is a case where the documentary evidence shows that there can 
be no doubt whatsoever. 
  
The dates are sufficient to satisfy the Police, but I suspect that they are not dates 
which you yourself secured - I asked you for dates and you could not answer, so I 
take it that you have left the Comptroller to his own devices for a month to come up 
with these dates.  
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Given that staff were not told to inspect documents in the circumstances as 
described by the Comptroller in his letter to me of 12-11-07, he was not going to let 
me see desk notes showing him to be a liar, if he could help it. 
  
But, as mentioned, I have further documentary evidence to nail the Comptroller and 
Mrs. Cooke. 
  
You say that he legitimately (but without the world knowing) changed a malpractice, 
objected to by HMRC and CIPA, on 16-08-07 and that he has not done anything 
wrong. 
  
I told you that the Comptroller was preventing me from seeing the Desk Notes as at 
01-08-07 and I told you why.  
  
I think you will agree that it was a very significant change indeed in practice in the 
area of register administration which took place on 16-08-07 and one which was very 
much in Mrs. Cooke's, Mr. Adkins', Mr. Fletcher's Mr. Twyman's, Mrs. Williams' and 
Mr. Porters' minds as a result of the various proceedings in 2007 and 2008 over the 
use of an unstamped document sent to them on 09-09-04 with a Form 21/77 and 
then argued about continuously ever since. 
  
And that's where my additional documentary evidence comes in, to throw away the 
key. 
  
I look forward to hearing the reasonable and acceptable explanation you say 
convinces you that no one was trying to stop me seeing the practice, in writing, which 
the Comptroller described repeatedly in his letter of 12-11-07. 
  
That said, your opinion is not important, as you do not have jurisdiction. All I wanted 
of the ICO was the evidence to which I am entitled - I am quite capable of taking it 
from here. 
  
You have seen my clear and repeated requests (about seven this year alone). You 
know full well that the Comptroller told me that staff were told to inspect all 
documents and that in my case they didn't look closely enough. You know that this is 
a lie - Mr. Adkins excluded the document from the register by overriding the system 
and entering a free text entry, and even mutilated the standard confirmatory 
letter. MR. FLETCHER, MR TWYMAN AND MRS COOKE DID NOT WANT ME TO 
SEE AN INSTRUCTION TO THE CONTRARY. 
  
I contest your comments about the use of PDF too. I have loads of Word documents 
from the Comptroller, Mrs. Cooke et al. Would you like me to forward them all? 
  
Mrs. Cooke wrote that she used pdf because I might not have Word Perfect. 
  
Re disclosure, you told me that I had to wait for the documents as you needed the 
Comptroller to give his consent for me to have them. He has given that consent. 
  
In any event, the Police can go and get their own evidence. We now have the forged 
document and a date. 
 
It would not be a wise move to attempt to block the use of DESK NOTES 1 (bearing 
in mind that I already had ver3 (the forgery), 15-06-05 Desk Notes, the Comptroller’s 
Notice of 24-12-98 with regard to ignoring documents and a mass of evidence 
showing why the forgery was made and what is at stake.  
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 Have you read the altered text? 
  
Given that staff had been ignoring documents since 24-12-1998 if they dealt only with 
IPR and if the forms had two signatures, does it not strike you as odd that a change 
of practice on 16-08-07 in a cocked-up document (whereas DESK NOTES 1 was 
properly titled and laid out)  should say " we still scan it "? For whose benefit do you 
think those words were put in s.2.02(5)? and does not the word "still" imply that a 
practice of "scanning" documents has been going on for some time  - all the way 
back to 14:58pm on 20th September 2004?  
  
You will shortly see just what a mess the Comptroller and HMRC have made of the 
intellectual property system - there were suspicions raised in proceedings back in 
1997, and it was said that if what was suspected was so, there would be "very 
serious commercial consequences". 
  
Those consequences are now a reality for thousands of patentees.  
  
Thank you for getting me the document which I knew would exist in that form. The 
distress caused by leaving the Comptroller to take his time to deliver up information 
which should have been secured at the time was not so welcome. 
  
Please now deal with the outstanding requests for information which the Comptroller 
has refused to deal with. The Desk Notes are proof that he has the information 
centrally and electronically stored (Mrs. Cooke has lied in her responses, saying that 
there are no central records for booking in documents and that I should inspect 
individual files if I want to k now what documents have been sent to IPO with Forms 
21/77).  
  
I refer you to the section in Desk Notes "documents not open to public inspection" 
and ask you whether you think that I am going to see the hidden documents if I ask 
to see certain files. They removed the NOPI folders last time around, and they will do 
it again.  
 
On second thoughts, you end your letter with an attempt to block the evidence I 
rightly came to you to get for me, and I take that in the spirit in which it was intended.  
 
I will make this clear to the Police. In the meantime, I suggest that you determine 
whether you have procured the documents in such a way as to try to block their use 
under s.30 rather than procuring them for me in some other way – say, direct from 
IPO. 
 
In other words, please spit it out and tell me whether you are telling me that you have 
procured documents for evidence in proceedings which you now wish to claim cannot 
be used for any purpose whatsoever. 
 
There is not a cat in hell’s chance that these documents may be exempt and it was 
your duty to tell me at the outset whether such documents could be exempt. 
 
In short, I note that the documents are not exempt, please be sure to do the same. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 24 June 2009 09:53
Subject: RE: FS50206398

Page 1 of 1

25/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Thank you for your letter - your comments are noted. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 24 June 2009 04:33 
To: Stephen Flack 

Subject: FS50206398 
  
letter attached 
  

 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by someone 
else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to unrelated 
third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature please 
provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you want us 
to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 25 June 2009 10:03
Subject: RE: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 6

25/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Your comments are noted. 
  
You have asked me to clarify a couple of points: 
  

1.                  The fact that I did not send you the pdf version of the 2005 notes was purely an 
error on my part and nothing more sinister than that.  This document was sent to 
me on 20 May 2009 hence the day it was created. 

2.                  The dates were established during the course of my enquiries. 
  
You have stated that you have now reported the matter to the police who are investigating 
this matter as a fraud.  I therefore assume that they now have jurisdiction in this 
investigation and as such my case will remain closed.   
  
I have noted that you have inferred in your correspondence that I / ICO have colluded with 
the IPO in relation to what you have reported as a criminal offence, therefore, I feel that it 
would be inappropriate for me to enter into any further correspondence / conversation with 
you.   
  
Finally, you claim that there are outstanding requests.  If you have a complaint with regard 
to the handling of your requests by the IPO please submit these specific request to this 
office using the procedure on our website: 
http://www.ico.gov.uk/complaints/freedom_of_information.aspx. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Stephen Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  

-----Original Message----- 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 24 June 2009 21:07 

To: Stephen Flack 
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398 

Importance: High 
  

Dear Mr. Flack, 
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EMAIL TO THE I.C.O. FROM ANDREW HALL  26-06-09 
 

 
 
 
 Dear Mr. Flack,  
 
1. As you have not responded to the simple question as to whether you (1) 

made a note of the dates of the Desk Notes Word documents on 20-05-09 or 
(2) left it to the Comptroller to write to you at a later date to inform you of the 
dates, I am wondering whether you have misunderstood what is “appropriate” 
in the circumstances and think it appropriate to ignore my earlier request and 
cut off all communication. 

 
2. I do not consider that (1) failing to secure the evidence at the time, or (2) 

withholding from me the information I currently seek from you by way of partial 
mitigation (in so far as the situation can be mitigated other than by returning to 
IPO immediately and collecting the evidence from the three computers 
involved) constitute appropriate action/conduct.  
 

3. Nor is it appropriate action/conduct to merely claim that you have 
a reasonable and acceptable explanation as to why I was never sent Pat Ass 
DN Ver2 in response to my repeated requests for the Desk Notes in use on 
01-08-07. 
 

4. According to your dates, the document I was eventually sent as being in use 
on 01-08-07 did not exist until 16-08-07. 
 

5. I do not therefore consider it appropriate that all communication 
now terminates. 
 

6. I remind you that the FOIA is about Information, not merely documents.  
 

7. The mere hurling of documents at a complainant does not constitute the 
provision of “the information sought”. 
 

8. If you have a reasonable and acceptable explanation as to why I have spent 
the best part of a year with parts of a forged document, having spent the best 
part of a year prior to that disclosure chasing disclosure of what is quite 
clearly a different document (instructing staff to act in an opposite manner), I 
am entitled to hear it. 

 
9. For very good reason, I wanted to know what the Desk Notes instructed on 

01-08-07, 09-08-07 and 12-11-07.  
 

10. You had the remit, the powers and the opportunity to get that information on 
20-05-09. 
 

11. You still have the remit, the power and the opportunity to get that information. 
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12. That said, I suspect that you have not been trained in the basic investigation 
of computerised documents or the detection, procurement and safeguarding 
of computerised evidence and that you do not therefore know how to discover 
when a Word document was created, modified, by whom and how many 
times. 
 

13. This works to the advantage of the public bodies you investigate and, together 
with the 6-month window of opportunity to bring proceedings, ensures that 
s.77 is not used as a deterrent or punishment, but rather as a way of 
negotiating at least some kind of disclosure by the offending body. 
 

14. By your visit and your letter, you have tried to give the impression that the 
Comptroller has complied with the Act in response to requests made in 2007. 
 

15. He has not complied with the Act, and you have left so much behind that a 
disclosure order is wholly justifiable. 
 

16. However, this should not be the case. The purpose of FOIA is to remove the 
need for disclosure orders 1.   

 
 
 WAY FORWARD 
 
17. You have the choice of (1) taking such corrective measures as you can or (2) 

digging your heals in with the expectation that I follow a complaint procedure. 
 
18. Let me be absolutely clear about this. 
 
19. As things currently stand, there will be no formal complaint, no MP 

intervention and no Ombudsman's inquiry. The reason is quite simple, there is 
nothing in it for me whatsoever. 
 

20. This is a criminal matter, and your letter attempts to disguise that fact. 
 
21. Instead of a complaint to a toothless Ombudsman, there is rightly a full Police 

inquiry. 
 

22. Prosecution for the creation  of the forgery (note that by your own subtle 
admission the 02-09-08 pdf did not exist on 01-08-07) is outside your 
jurisdiction, but the repeated use of a forgery by the Comptroller in response 
to my repeated requests for the Desk Notes in their original form as at 01-08-
07 is most certainly a prosecutable offence under s.77, and well you know it. 

 
23. I have now spoken to the Officer in charge in Gwent and have explained that 

the Officer in Lancashire and I are completing his second statement and 
evidence bundle on Saturday and will forward this straight away. This will 
arrive in time for an internal meeting in Gwent next week. 

 

                                                 
1 I provide clear references to this end later. 
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24. Your emails and letter are part of that statement and bundle. 
 
25. My greatest annoyance is that you sat in front of a computer (and completely 

overlooked another) which held a wealth of data which was instantly 
recoverable upon (1) the right click of the mouse, followed by (2) a left click of 
the mouse, followed by (3) Ctrl/PrtSCr, followed by Alt/E  P (the latter actions 
being save screen and paste), followed by (4) [print], followed by [5] 
signatures (certification) by Mrs. Cooke and yourself. 

 
26. This information would tell me how many revisions each document had 

suffered, by whom, when the last two revisions and saves were made, and so 
on. Far more than is found in a pdf. 

 
27. I told you that there were two computers used by Mrs. Cooke and one by Mr. 

Adkins and your letter acknowledges the two used by Mrs. Cooke. 
 

28. One records Mrs. Cook as D COOK, and the other records her as 
Administrator.  
 

29. I told you that I have received Desk Notes pdfs created on both and that they 
use different software. I have proof that it is not the same computer before 
and after upgrades as the dates on pdfs in my possession show that the 
computers were both in use in 2008 and 2009. 

 
30. You did not ask to see Mrs. Cooke's other computer or the computer used by 

Mr. Adkins' (who reviewed the 2007 Desk Notes, little changed from the 2005 
Desk Notes). 

 
31. The Police will want to hear your explanation of innocence and to know why 

you failed to procure the evidence which was clearly available to you and 
clearly pertinent. 
 

32. Note that I made it clear to you that the original Word documents were 
required by me on account of the embedded creation and editing data. 

 
33. I made it clear to you that I needed the documents for evidence in 

proceedings and that High Court Judges expect claimants involved in Public 
Law cases to use the FOI Act to get their evidence rather than seek 
expensive disclosure orders. 

 
34. Whilst you have handed over documents after gaining consent from the 

Comptroller, it seems that consent was given because you expressed 
satisfaction with Mr. Fletcher's and Mrs. Cooke's explanations as to how I 
ended up with a document which did not exist on 01-08-07 and did not exist 
when I took the Comptroller to the High Court on 09-08-07.  
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35. Form the rider in your letter of 22-06-09 it seems that by arranging delivery of 
a document to a complainant via your office rather than encouraging delivery 
of the document directly to the complainant by a public body enables the 
public body to raise objections to the use of the document under s.30 FOIA 
2000. 
 

36. By your implication, you have assisted the Comptroller to that end and it 
remains to be seen just how much cost that adds to my civil proceedings. 
 

37. By your actions and letter, you are trying to give credence to a practice of 
“still” scanning documentary evidence – whatever “still” is supposed to mean 
after nine years of instruction to ignore documents in such circumstances. 
 

38. On account of my immediate complaint on 23-09-04, the Comptroller and his 
team have known all along what happened on 20-09-04 (registration of an 
invalid Form 21/77 and the exclusion of a mutilated unstamped sale 
agreement) and have had plenty of time to prepare for exposure of the 
fraudulent practice which was applied on that day. 
 

39. The last thing they wanted was for me to discover that the document was 
excluded, as that is blatant fraud. 
 

40. By trying to hide the reference to “ignore” documents the Comptroller has dug 
and even deeper hole for himself and his officers. 
 

41. His wild claims on 12-11-07 led me to investigate the basis of those claims, 
and the instruction to ignore documents has been shown to be irrelevant to 
the treatment of the unstamped document in my case – it is the instructions to 
hide main agreements which caused me to be so damaged. 
 

42. The instruction to ignore documents relates to a Notice published on 27-01-99 
and only applies when a Form 21/77 is signed by both the assignor and the 
assignee – which was not the case with my patent. 
 

43. I am affected by the instructions under “effective dates” 4.12 and “Documents 
Not Open to Public Inspection” 4.02. 
 

44. One thing is for certain. Sir Robin Jacob LJ (Appeals Court) has a 
demonstrable understanding of every aspect of my case against the 
Comptroller save that he is unaware that the Comptroller was hiding 
documents in defiance of his warning to patentees in Coflexip.  

 
45. If my civil case should end up before him, I believe he will be further shocked 

to see a change made to the Desk Notes – for which you claim to have 
reasonable and acceptable explanation (but do not) – has an eye on his 
warning. I know why. He will know why. The Lancashire Police Officer knows 
why. The Gwent Officers will know why next week. But do you know why? 
 

46. This really is a very serious matter and there is more to those Desk Notes 
than meets your eye. You have entirely overlooked the INFORMATION. 
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47. Please consider what you have in your possession, what information is 
different, why that information is different.  

 
48. I would tell you, but you have not acted impartially and you have lost my trust 

completely. 
 

49. Please consider your words and actions carefully. 
 

50. You have checked what I claimed and cannot prove me wrong. 
 

51. You have not checked anything that the Comptroller has told you and yet your 
letter is entirely one-side, as though you were stating facts. 
 

52. Doing nothing (i.e. ignoring my request for proper closure) simply serves to 
hold to be true that which you have already claimed. 
 

53. You must by now know that your claims are obstructive to the course of 
justice and should be reconsidered in the light of the fact that you do not 
understand what you have been looking for and should not therefore be 
making comments and closing a case without establishing the meaning of 
what you have discovered. 
 

54. I feel like an investor in an archaeological dig who is told that he has lost his 
investment as all that was found was a pile of old pots containing metal discs.  
 

55. Having a closed mind to any offences from before we met did not help matters 
and served to show me that whilst you are a very pleasant and intelligent 
person you have an employment remit which discourages you from exposing 
wrong-doing beyond that which would result in a mere a hand-slap.   
 

56. You knew that I had evidence of a massive Stamp Duty fraud going back to 
1992 (hundreds of millions of pounds) and knew that the Desk Notes pdf was 
being used to obstruct the course of justice and support the false claims made 
by the Comptroller on 12-11-07 which set off a series of proceedings which 
were subject to wholly unlawful conduct on his and Mrs. Cooke’s part. 
 

57. It stands to reason that the consequences of finding a document of the 
precise description I gave you, and created AFTER 01-08-07, would be 
serious – so much so that you ought to have spent less time chatting about 
how mad I am and more time looking through the several computers to see 
just how much of a back story you could assemble. 
 

58. This is now left for the Police, and you can rest assured that my documentary 
evidence makes it absolutely clear that a proper trawl of the IPO computers is 
necessary to establish the further extent of this fraud - that of seeking to 
further deceive, even at this stage in the matter.   

  
59. Clearly the Police are disadvantaged by the loss of surprise and the time you 

have wasted in returning to me with the purported dates (one month). 
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60. What would have been a simple task of pulling off word document details is 
now going to require forensic inspection on account the likelihood that the 
Comptroller will have done the same as he did in June 2008 in order to 
prevent HMRC from seeing s.126 of the Manual of Patent Practice – which 
totally disregarded the clear information and warnings in HMRC’s letters to the 
author of s.126 MOPP himself (Mr. Frank Miles, Comptroller’s Senior Legal 
Advisor) on 20th to 23rd March 2000.  
 

61. I have enough evidence of fraud, but you and the Comptroller have a duty to 
provide the whole truth and not just a bit of it.  
 

62. I have permission from One Crown Office Row to reproduce their paper on 
FOI & Disclosure. 
 

63. It is relevant to the instant matter. 
 

64. It can be viewed at http://www.1cor.com/1158/?form_1155.replyids=13, but as 
this is not an active link (in pdf) I attach a copy of the paper and draw your 
attention to just one of many quotations to the following effect: 
 
R (Wandsworth LBC) v Secretary of State for Transport: 
 
"the Administrative Court relies upon such witnesses, especially those 
representing government departments, to present the background facts in a 
comprehensive and dispassionate manner. . . It is most important that officials 
providing witness statements on behalf of public bodies, in particular 
government departments, in judicial review proceedings, should remember 
that their obligation to tell the truth to the court does not mean that the court 
need only be told so much of the truth as suits the department's case, and 
that inconvenient parts of the truth may be omitted from their evidence. In 
Court, a witness is not merely obliged to tell the truth and nothing but the 
truth, but also to tell the whole truth. A statement that is only partially true is as 
capable of being misleading as a statement that is untrue." 
 

65. You have a duty to ensure that any information you seek to recover for a 
complainant is provided to the complainant in such a manner and form as to 
be admissible in evidence without just cause for dispute by the pubic body 
under s.30 FOIA 2000. 

  
66. Your letter states that you have not done this and that there is doubt in your 

mind as to whether or not the documents you have sent to me can be 
disclosed to the public, the Police or the Courts. 
 

67. I contend that there is no doubt in your mind whatsoever that these 
documents are property of the Crown and are subject to my OPSI licence. 

  
68. I did not approach the Information Commissioner for fun or for revenge, 

I required disclosure from a public servant of a specific document and 
Information created on or before 01-08-07 and for an investigation in to 
the origins of the forgery which was passed off as being that document. 
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69. You have tried to protect the public servants by providing the document 
without the Information whilst at the same time declaring that you find no 
evidence of wrongdoing and that you have knowledge of a reasonable and 
acceptable defensive explanation. 
 

70. When I mentioned this to the Gwent Police Officer he immediately asked me 
what that explanation was.  
 

71. His comments left me in no doubt whatsoever that you will receive a call in 
due course. 
 

72. From this end it appears that everything that I claimed was true. 
 

73. The document held out by the Comptroller et al was not created on or 
before 01-08-07 and was not therefore the document I had specifically 
requested (B022, for example). 
 

74. Note that at the time of asking, I was under the impression that the actual 
Desk Notes 01-08-07 would have been converted to pdf on or just before 01-
08-07, as it makes sense for a long document with indexes and chapters to be 
in pdf format, as the pages can be accessed using book marks (index). 
 

75. This is why I am now using up a 30-day free trial of Acrobat Pro Extended to 
create my own 409-page core bundle for the High Court in pdf format – so 
that each document is indexed and instantly accessible at the point of 
essential reading. That task is now complete. 
 

76. The consequences of the fact that the Desk Notes sent to me last year did not 
exist on 01-08-07 are of massive significance to my case against the 
Comptroller and if you cannot see this, you should reconsider the letter of 12-
11-07 and the cost of the three years of litigation and proceedings prior to that 
and ask yourself whether the Comptroller was telling the truth in that letter 
(which referred to the Desk Notes as “section instructions”) and whether Mrs. 
Cooke and Mr. Twyman (who wrote the letter and took offence when I rightly 
told the Comptroller, who signed the letter, that the authors were liars). 
 

77. Furthermore, who do you think those false claims were really aimed at? 
 

78. The letter makes it quite clear – all decision-makers in the matters which 
followed and anyone who might be in a position to make a judgement against 
the Comptroller.   
 

79. If you have not withdrawn your support for the Comptroller and Mrs. Cooke by 
5pm on 25-06-09, the Police statement on Saturday will proceed on the basis 
that you stand by all that you have claimed and that you have positioned 
yourself as defender of the Comptroller’s story, whatever that story might add 
to the claims you have made in his defence in your letter and which (claims) I 
have already destroyed and now further destroy below. 
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80. Turning to the claims in your letter, I remind you that, contrary to your claims: 
 

i. the documents are not subject to formatting errors at all, they are 
subject to text changes half way through the document, reducing the 
number of lines on a page which the Police have already identified as 
suspicious 2 for another reason, and in another case, moving a page 
break back one line and thereby creating a blank page;  

  
This is why bold headings towards the end of some documents appear 
at the bottom on the previous pages to those upon which they were 
originally found. 
  

ii. the Comptroller does not always use pdf format. He regularly sends 
important documents in Word format – I have more in Word than in pdf. 
 

iii. There is more than one version of the 2005 Desk Notes – you did not 
inspect the “files held on computer” – you saw some files held on just 
one computer (not the D COOK computer, true host to the 2007 
versions); 

 
Inspection of a file in such circumstances involves more that opening it 
and looking a section 4.02 (5). You failed to inspect and record the 
properties of the files, a serious failing in such an important 
investigation, as you came away from the Patent Office with no 
Information for me; 

 
iv. It was I, not you, who made it clear that I wanted to restrict your 

investigation to just the Desk Notes forgery, as I needed a rapid 
response. I repeated this requirement when I submitted the second 
complaint last month, so as not to have the first complaint held up by 
the second one; 

 
v. You are in no position to determine what is a reasonable and 

acceptable explanation with regard to alterations to the Desk Notes. 
You do not even know what changes have been made or why they 
have been made. 

 
It is part of your investigation into the alleged use of a forged 
document 3 to establish what has been changed and why.  

 
 

                                                 
2 Your printed versions do not match the electronic versions you sent. There is a text 
difference. 
 
3 The Comptroller still held out the forged document to be the only document created 
and used between 01-08-07 and 20-05-09. You had six months from 20-05-09 to 
bring proceedings for breach of s.77 by reason of use of a false document and false 
information. Your attempts to close the case are noted.  
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I told you of my suspicions about the changing of the words from 
“ignore” to “still scan”, and I was correct; but upon full inspection of the 
documents I see that there is a more significant and relevant alteration. 
 
It is an alteration to the very instruction by which I was defrauded, and 
by which a wide-spread and long-running multimillion pound fraud has 
been committed by the Comptroller and others. 
 
Those “others” are mostly professionals using fake short form 
assignments to cover up their own and others’ negligence in the 
construction of hybrid sale agreements chargeable with large Stamp 
Duty liabilities in respect of property unrelated to IPR and which should 
not therefore have been transferred by the same instrument as the IPR 
being registered. 
 
As you have not given me the opportunity to respond to your discovery 
before have the case “closed”, you probably do not understand what I 
am talking about. However, when buying a house, one should always 
separately account for carpets, curtains and other moveable property 
from the payment for the house and land, as Stamp Duty will otherwise 
be levied on the lot. The same applied to business sales, and many fell 
into the trap which HMRC was only too happy to keep quiet about. 
However, many professionals were not aware that there was a 
legitimate retrospective means for dealing with the mistake of putting 
all property in one document of transfer and so faked assignments to 
avoid discovery of their negligence. The Comptroller, aware of this, 
took the view that such customers would never pay the Stamp Duty 
and that their money was better in his pocket (£6,000 in renewal fees), 
so he wrote some instructions to slip the fakes onto the Register. Jacob 
J warned against this [and therein lies a clue for the diligent 
investigator]. 
 
Remember, I was not a victim of an unstamped sale agreement (forged 
to be passed off as evidence of an assignment) being “ignored”, I was 
a victim of a wholly defective and unregistrable document being 
EXCLUDED; a different, wholly unlawful instruction was applied in 
my case. 
  
When I contacted you I had evidence from the Chartered Institute of 
Patent Agents, and a minute from a meeting at the Patent Office on 14-
01-01 (attached hereto) 4 which called into question the Desk Notes 
instruction at section 4.02 (5) 5, as the standard register entry was 
altered in 2001 from “Form 21/77 and supporting documents filed on 
…” to “Form 21/77 and documents filed on….” precisely because the 
Comptroller had told CIPA (and HMRC on 24-12-98) that he was not 

                                                 
4 Which CIPA helped me discover. 
 
5 Pat Ass DN Ver3. 
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going to inspect documents accompanied by Forms 21/77 signed by 
all parties; 
 
I should point out that by 2001, CIPA seems to have forgotten about 
the rider – “signed by all parties”; 
 
Forms 21/77 were rarely so signed, so most documents should have 
continued to be subject to inspection;  
 
Nevertheless, the proposed change was made to the Optics computer 
system so that all registrations received the automatic standard entry 
“Form 21/77 and documents filed on …” – UNLESS, of course, the 
Comptroller has EXCLUDED the document (in accordance with certain 
unlawful instructions in the Desk Notes), in which case the Optics 
Register system is over ridden by using a FREE TEXT ENTRY so as to 
remove the words “and documents”. And that is how I have been 
defrauded; 
 
You do not appear to understand what does and what does not turn on 
this, and you declare the Comptroller innocent; 
 
Your investigation does not legitimately end until you have 
understood the Information you have recovered, assessed the 
matter of forgery and fraud, and taken the necessary action. 

 
vi. You did not ask the Comptroller to email me the original versions of the 

15-06-05 Desk Notes and the 01-08-07 Desk Notes; (these are in Word 
and I required them in the original format so as to preserve the source 
code and the formatting which you falsely claim resulted in the pdf 
documents being out of alignment); 

 
vii. You did not get me the original versions as described in B004, B021, 

B022 and B023;  
 

viii.  You have not provided me with “the dated documents I asked for”; 
 

ix. The case is not now closed. 
 

 
81. You make no comment whatsoever about the fact that the document (Pat Ass 

DN Ver3), repeatedly claimed to me to have been created on 01-08-07 and 
not changed since that date, contained the words “still scan” (so as to comply 
with what the Comptroller claimed on 12-11-07 with respect to his practice on 
20-09-04). 

 
82. You make no comment whatsoever that the only documents you now claim to 

have been in existence as at 01-08-07 (and which should therefore have been 
sent to me)6 contained the word “ignore”.  

                                                 
6 DESK NOTES 1 and Pat Ass DN Ver2. 
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83. You make no comment that I was right in all my assertions and that your 
discovery confirmed those assertions. 
 

84. You make not comment of the fact that a false document was repeatedly 
used and referred to in order to prevent disclosure of the document 
which was in use on 01-08-07 and at the time I faced the Comptroller in 
the High Court on 09-08-07. 
 

85. You make no reference to the year-long obstruction before I received 
just four pages of the forgery on 25-07-08 as being the only part of the 
Desk Notes of relevance to registration of transactions. 
 

86. In the light of your claims and my destruction of them you should reconsider 
your stand and not contribute to the continuation of the fraud.  
 

87. Clearly, you have not finished the job. 
 

88. I can assure you that I have studied this matter so deeply that I know so much 
more about it than you will ever know or comprehend. But that should not 
have stopped you from interviewing me again, quite the opposite in fact. 
 

89. As a result of ignoring my objections in May 2009, you do not know why there 
were three versions of the Desk Notes on that particular Patent Office 
computer, or their purpose.  
 

90. Nor do you know or understand the differences between them, what those 
differences mean and why they are there. 
 

91. You say that there is only one version of the 2005 Desk Notes and nowhere 
do you mention that all three versions of the 2007 Desk Notes bear the same 
date of 01-08-07 in spite of the noteworthy dates you have provided without 
qualification (and now with a blatant refusal to qualify them). 
 

92. It is therefore very dangerous territory for you to interfere with the true results 
of this investigation as you have by making such statements in your letter. 
 

93. After a month’s totally unreasonable delay, you have provided some dates. 
 

94. These dates must have historical meaning (timely relevance) and can 
therefore be independently validated or invalidated by virtue of the nature of 
the changes and other events which must have triggered those changes. 
 

95. I am not going to tell you all I know, and for good reason. 
 

96. That reason is explicit from the entire content of your letter. 
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97. I find it abhorrent that you should visit the Comptroller, spend hours talking 
about matters not directly affecting your specific task – to get the 
INFORMATION with regard to Pat Ass DN Ver3 -  and make no effort 
whatsoever to get the readily available evidence of obstruction and deception 
in respect thereof from the computers I identified to you. 
 

98. Instead you returned with three undated pdf documents (four you now say) 
and a defence in your head which you claim is convincing but which you will 
not divulge. 
 

99. In any proceedings of this nature, the complainant is entitled to respond 
before a decision is made. I have been denied that opportunity. 
 

100. If you had secured the evidence which was available to you at the time and 
had taken the time to visit me to hear what I really know about these 
documents you would know that you were taken for a mug on 20-05-09. 
 

101. I cannot now tell you all I know about these documents and their contents, as 
the damage has been done. 
 

102. I must therefore divulge what I know to the Police so that it can be used by 
them to secure convictions. 
 

103. You too must surely be subject to FOIA, and in claiming to me that you have a 
“reasonable and acceptable explanation” it does not come across that a 
reasonable and acceptable explanation falls into the category of sensitive, 
confidential and excluded information that should be kept from me and the 
world. 
 

104. I believe that I am entitled to a full explanation as to what the Comptroller 
claims he has done since 12-11-07 with regard to my request for the Desk 
Notes. 
 

105. In any event, you must surely be obliged to write that explanation down 
in your report to the Information Commissioner so that you can produce 
it to the Court after your other claims are proved to be wholly 
groundless. 
 
I hereby put you on Notice to write that explanation down so that the 
Court does not suffer a claim that you have forgotten what that 
explanation was. 

  
106. Indeed, circumstances might change and I might seek a review of your 

decision to close the case on such a low note and then apply for a Judicial 
Review, in which case you would have to disclose your explanation, as 
you would have to justify your decision at Judicial Review. I remind you 
that your decision is based wholly on false claims, destroyed above, and 
a fiction expressed in terms no more than as “a reasonable and 
acceptable explanation”. 
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107. Given that all options are open to me, and yet all I want is a quick low cost 
delivery of the Information to which I am fully entitled, I feel obliged to draw 
your attention to the requirement for you to be able to justify all that you have 
claimed. 
 

108. The following questions should help you asses your position: 
 

109. Do you really have a reasonable and acceptable explanation as to how a 
perfectly aligned and printable word document created and saved on 16-05-
07 (you say) as DESK NOTES 1.doc should have a front cover first page with 
the words reviewed by Steve Adkins and Accepted by Debbie Cooke on 1st 
August 2007? [note that the 2005 Desk Notes (15-06-05) had no particular 
forecast launch date, and that with two changes – on 29-07-07 and 16-08-07 
– it doesn’t look like there was ever a target date of 01-08-07 set in May 2007 
for the 2007 edition either]. 

  
110. Do you really have a reasonable and acceptable explanation as to why the 

document DESK NOTES 1.doc sat in the wings until it was copied and saved 
as Pat Ass DN Ver2 on 28-07-07 (of all days) in a poorly presented state, and 
what relevance any change thereto had to practice? or, more to the point, to 
my long-running case? 
 

111. Do you really have a reasonable and acceptable explanation as to why Pat 
Ass DN ver2 was altered on 16-08-07 (of all days) and saved as Pat Ass DN 
Ver3. 
 
 
THE DOCUMENTS AND DATE INFORMATION IS STILL REQUIRED 
 

112. As you claim that there have been formatting errors with the documents 
you have sent to me, and as you have separated the documents from 
their source code (date validation data) please get me the original Word 
documents in electronics form without further delay – and as I originally 
requested. 
 

113. You could ring Mrs. Cooke right now, ask her to click “return” on your last 
email to her and attach the word documents. It took her under two minutes to 
convert all four documents on 20-05-09, so there is no excuse. 
 

114. It’s as simple as that. 
 

115. By doing this simple task, you can save the cost to the Police of 
mounting a forensic investigation – which is wholly justifiable by the 
evidence and the “serious commercial consequences” of what the 
Comptroller has done (as suspected of others and referred to in Coflexip 
Stena Offshore Ltd’s Patent [1997] RPC 179). 
 

116. Everyone has a duty to keep costs to a minimum. Please do what you can. 
 
Yours sincerely,        Andrew Hall.  
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Patent Pl'actice Meeting 

24 January 2001 at 10.30am, Concellt HQu§e. 
Newport 

Summary Record ;-1comptroller 

Present : Ron Marchant Andrew Serjeant 
Sean Dennehey Alan White 
Mike Richardson Richard Gallafellt 
[nUlla Tonner Luc Vandamme r See example from 

the Register for the 
Patent GB2267412 
below 

Rob Crowshaw 

Eileen Tonie 

ASSIG~:\'IE1\T RECORDAL 

1. CIP A have reservations about the word "supporting" appeanng on the Register and 
said it CQuid be misinterpreted as meaning the docwnents have been examined. or at 
least susses!s that the documents have the effect of supporting the validity of the 
transaction. "FornI 21177 and documents filed" was the wording CIPA preferred . 

2. Since the meeting Ron has instmete t the necessary change be made to remove 
the word "supporting". However, due to the eavy workload of the Office's IT 
Directorate it ma be some months before it is ' 1 lemented. 

~EW CO~SOLIDA TED PA T El'IT S R ULES 
See example from a patent 
register administered on 
20-09-04 

09.07 .200 1 S::NsE>sm:lc LIMITED, Incorpo=aceo. 1n t he Unit~d Ki !1Sdom, 3rd Floor , 
Kin; £d .... a r o. House , Jon l a nga te , Macc l es fie ld , Chesh i z;-e , SKI 0 11:2, 
United Ki ngdom (ALlP NO. OS H 26 7 900l) 

r e ; Lscered a; Appl i c ant/Pr opr i etor in plac~ o f 
SELECT HEARI NG SYST EMS LoI MITE:O, Incorporated i n t h!! Ol"lited ~in9dom , 
Aud io Hous e , Gr i :lole ton, CL ITHE;".OE . Lanc a s hi re , ES7 4.RL. t),uted 

{A!H' 110 . 06 3B r. OS SQOlj Kingtlom 
b y vi r t u ,," or a"" ign",e,,- t d",.::ed OS. Oi.20 0 1 . Fo r m 21 / 77 lind Guppcr: irJ.9 

docu~~nt5 r iled on Ga22 67 ~ 12. 
:: a t ry Type , .. S tart !D . TS A ... th 10 . F21 

20.09.2004 LISCO INC, 
BouLevard, 

Incorporated in USA - Delaware, 601 S Harbour Island 
Sui te 200, Tampa, Fl orida 33602-3141, Unite d Sta tes o f 

[ADP No. ()6047849004) America 
registered a s Applicant(propri e tor i n p l ace o f 
BEN HOGl\N co, Incorpora~ed in USA _ Texa". ~912 I-l .. " t Pafford 
Street, For t Worth, Texa s 76110, United Sta tes of America 

[ADP No. 06113702001] 

by v i r tue of assignment dated 26 . 11 .1 997 . Form 21(77 and documents 
f i led on G822 62241 . 

Entry Type B. 4 Staf f ID. PTB2 Auth ID . F21 
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Office

e
Assistant Director
Inland Revenue Stamp Office
15th Floor
Cale Cross House
156 Pilgrim Street
Newcastle upon Tyne
NEl 6TF

The Patent Ofrce

Concept House
Cardiff Road
Newport
South Wales NP9 lRH
http:/,4rev*parent. govuk

Switchboard
o1633-8r4000

Direct Line: F
Fax: In

E-Mail: (G@patent.gov.uk
Our Ref: FMlll9/Iegl3

Date: 24 December 1998

Dear!f

As you are aware, under The Patents Rules 1995 the signature space provided by part
7 of Form 21/77 (awlicarion to register or give notice of rights acquired in a patent or in an
application for a patent) includes the declaration "I/we hereby confirm that riglits as indicated
in part 5 above have been acquired and that any necessary stamp Duty has been paid". This
declaration can be seen to have two limbs, one to the validity of the transaction and the other
to Stamp Duty.

The validity of a transaction and of its documentatton per se are rcgulated by sections
30 and 31 of the Patents Act L977 , but these sections do not regulate either the Register of
Patents or the recording therein of transactions, which are provided for by sections 32 and 33.

Recording of a transaction is provided for by Rule 46, which gives persons applying
to register a transaction the options of either :

(a) filing a Form 21./77 which has been signed by (or on behalf of) all the parties
to the transaction: or

O) filing a Form 21177 signd by fewer than all the parties in conjunction with
supporting documentation "sufficient to establish the transaction,'.

Since the Patents Rules 1995 came into force on 4 September 1995 we have accepted
both limbs of the declaration whenever:

(1) it is signed by all the parties to the transaction; and
(ii) no supporting documentation is supplied.

If, however, both an appropiately signed form21l77 and supporting documentation
were filed, the documents have, to date, been inspected to ensure compliance with both Acts.

\n E\rrr i l rrc \grrrLr oi thr Delyrtroenr oi frrdr .rnd ln(luj, tn
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Assistant Director 
Inland Revenue Stamp Office 
15th Floor 
Cale Cross House 
156 Pilgrim Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NEI 6TF 

Direct Line: 
Fax: 

E-Mail: 
Our Ref: 

Date: 

Dear~ 

~t 
Office 

Tbe Patent Office 

Concepl House 
Cardiff Road 
Newpon 
South Wales NP9 lRH 
hnp://WWw.pacent.gov,uk 

Switchboard 
01633·81 4000 

As you are aware, under The Patents Rules 1995 the signature space provided by part 
7 of Form 21177 (application to register or give notice of rights acquired in a patent or in an 
application for a patent) includes the declaration "I/we hereby confirm that rights as indicated 
in part 5 above have been acquired and that any necessary Stamp Duty has been paid". This 
declaration can be seen to have two limbs, one to the validity of the transaction and the other 
to Stamp Duty. 

The validity of a transaction and of its documentation per se are regulated by sections 
30 and 31 of the Patents Act 1977, but these sections do not regulate either the Register of 
Patents or the recording therein of transactions, which are provided for by sections 32 and 33. 

Recording of a transaction is provided for by Rule 46, which gives persons applying 
to register a transaction the options of either: 

(a) filing a Form 21177 which has been signed by (or on behalf of) all the parties 
to the transaction: or 

(b) filing a Form 21177 signed by fewer than all the parties in conjunction with 
supporting documentation "sufficient to establish the transaction" . 

Since the Patents Rules 1995 came into force on 4 September 1995 we have accepted 
both limbs of the declaration whenever: 

(i) it is signed by all the parties to the transaction; and 
(ii) no supporting documentation is supplied. 

If, however, both an appropriately signed form 21177 and supporting documentation 
were filed , the documents have, to date, been inspected to ensure compliance with both Acts . 

An E"'{ecHtlve AgeoLY of the Oel:fLrtmenc of Trade and fnciustr)' 
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I am writing to inform you that we are now changing our practice. we win nowaccept appropriately signed declarations at their face value 1i.e. iven when unnecessaq/
supporting documentation is also submitted). To advise the public, tne attacrrJ notice wilshortly appea.r in the patents and Designs lournal.

Yours sincerelv

-
Legal Division
Patents and Designs Directorate

2
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I am writing to inform you that we are now changing our practice. We will now 

accept appropriately signed declarations at their face value (i.e. even when unnecessary 
supporting documentation is also submitted). To advise the public, the attached notice will 
shortly appear in the Patents and Designs Journal . 

Yours sincerely 

Legal Division 
Patents and Designs Directorate 
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Patents and Dcsigns Directorate
Practice in relation to assignments and Stamp Duty

This notice is to inform practitioners ofchanges in Patent Office practice when an application toregister a transaction affecting rights in a patent (or application foi a patent) is ieceivJa previous
practice was to inspect supporting documentation whenever supplied.

Part 7 ofForm 21/77 contains a declaration to the effect that details ofthe rights acquired underthe transaction are correct, and that Stamp Duty has been paid on the Tr"n.u"iion 1*t "r"appropriate).

with respect to the acquired rights, the office will without question accept the declaration at itsface value whenever it is signed by (or on beharfof) at parties to the transaction (rure 4 6(2)(a)).

with.respect to stamp Duty, the office w r accept without question that the appropriate stampduty has been paid whenever the declaration is signed by the assignee. rn cas'el w'here ttrere isno liability to Stamp Duty, practitioners may delet-e the timb or*rJaechratioi r"rJig to s,"rpDuty and substitute a statement to that efect beneath the signature(s). 
-' 1

Responsibility for determining whether or not Stamp Duty is payable on a transaction lies with
lhe 

paltes and their representatives. If there is any'doubi as io whether any Jo"u1n"n 
"tt.".t.Stamp Duty, the appropriate Inland Rwenue Stamp Office should be npp.*.f,.a fo, uaui"".

where the declaration is acce,ptabry signed, no supporting documentation w r be sought, and anydocumentation submitted will simplyle placed on the fiI" u, pu.t of the record available to thepublic.
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Patents and Designs Directorate 
Practice in relation to assignments and Stamp Duty 

This notice is to inform practitioners of changes in Patent Office practice when an application to 
register a transaction affecting rights in a patent (or application for a patent) is received. Previous 
practice was to inspect supporting documentation whenever supplied. 

Part 7 of Form 21177 contains a declaration to the effect that details of the rights acquired under 
the transaction are correct, and that Stamp Duty has been paid on the transaction (where 
appropriate). 

With respect to the acquired rights, the Office will without question accept the declaration at its 
face value whenever it is signed by (or on behalf ot) all parties to the transaction (rule 46(2)(a» . 

With respect to Stamp Duty, the Office will accept without question that the appropriate stamp 
duty has been paid whenever the declaration is signed by the assignee. In cases where there is 
no liability to Stamp Duty, practitioners may delete the limb of the declaration relating to Stamp 
Duty and substitute a statement to that effect beneath the signature(s). 

Responsibility for determining whether or not Stamp Duty is payable on a transaction lies with 
the parties and their representatives. If there is any doubt as to whether any document attracts 
Stamp Duty, the appropriate Inland Revenue Stamp Office should be approached for advice. 

Where the declaration is acceptably signed, no supporting documentation will be sought, and any 
documentation submitted will simply be placed on the file as part of the record available to the 
public. 
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By Special Delivery: ZJ 3833 8191 2GB
( )

lnfoFmation Com.niBBlonor'B Crfflce

*" -*lnol"HX; ffi T""T":g:?: i ill::il ::i:l
MrAndrew Hall
Noyna Lodge
Manor Road
COLNE
Lancashire
BBB 7AS

22 June2009

Dear Mr Hall,

Gase Reference Number FS50206398

I write in relation to your complaint submitted in to the lnformation Commissioner's
Office in correspondence dated 23 February 2009 concerning requests made to The
UK Intellectual Property Office (lPO), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport NP10
BQQ under the Freedom of lnformation Act 2000.

ln brief, you explained that you had requested copies of the Patents Register
Administration Desk Notes as at 1 August 2007 and 15 June 2005, however, having
received these documents by email in pdf format you noted that they had been
"created / modified on 0210912008 09:00:20 by D COOK" and "2310912008 13:46'.42
by Administrator" respectively. You also noted that the 1 Augusi 2007 Desk Notes
had been amended to display an instruction at paragraph 2.02 to "scan" documents
in place of the instruction at paragraph 2.02 o'f the 15 June 2005 Desk Notes to
"ignore" the documents. You subsequently requested copies of the original versions
of these desk notes but had not been given them.

At our meeting on 13 March 2009, I made you aware that my remit was to investigate
your complaint soley in relation to the desk notes that you had requested.

On 20 May 2009, I attended the IPO and discussed your complaint at length with Mr
lan Fletcher and other members of his staff.

It was learned that it is policy for all IPO documents to be sent out electronically in pdf
format and as such the dates of 0210912008 and 2310912008 as referred above are
the dates the pdf documents were created.

The files held on computer were inspected regarding the desk notes. lt was
established that only one version of the Patenis Register Administration Desk Notes
2005 was held. I have enclosed a copy of these notes for your information (Desk
notesJune05) although I understand you have already received such a copy (lPO
letter dated B October 2008 refers).

Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Waten Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SKg sAF
t: O845 630 6O60 f : O1 625 524510 er mail@ico.gsi.govuk w: ico.gov.uk
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By Special Delivery: ZJ 3833 8191 2GB 

Mr Andrew Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 
COLNE 
Lancashire 
BB87AS 

22 June 2009 

Dear Mr Hall , 

Case Reference Number FS50206398 

Information CommisslonerJa Office 

Promoting public access to official information 
and protecting your personal information 

I write in relation to your complaint submitted in to the Information Commissioner's 
Office in correspondence dated 23 February 2009 conceming requests made to The 
UK Intellectual Property Office (I PO), Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport NP1 0 
800 under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

In brief, you explained that you had requested copies of the Patents Register 
Administration Desk Notes as at 1 August 2007 and 15 June 2005, however, having 
received these documents by email in pdf format you noted that they had been 
"created / modified on 02/09/2008 09:00:20 by D COOK" and "23/09/2008 13:46:42 
by Administrator" respectively. You also noted that the 1 August 2007 Desk Notes 
had been amended to display an instruction at paragraph 2.02 to "scan" documents 
in place of the instruction at paragraph 2.02 of the 15 June 2005 Desk Notes to 
"ignore" the documents. You subsequently requested copies of the original versions 
of these desk notes but had not been given them. 

At our meeting on 13 March 2009, I made you aware that my remit was to investigate 
your complaint soley in relation to the desk notes that you had requested. 

On 20 May 2009, I attended the IPO and discussed your complaint at length with Mr 
Ian Fletcher and other members of his staff. 

It was learned that it is policy for all IPO documents to be sent out electronically in pdf 
format and as such the dates of 02/09/2008 and 23/09/2008 as referred above are 
the dates the pdf documents were created . 

The files held on computer were inspected regarding the desk notes. It was 
established that only one version of the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 
2005 was held . . 1 have enclosed a copy of these notes for your information (Desk 
notesJune05) although I understand you have already received such a copy (IPO 
letter dated 8 October 2008 refers). 

Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
t:0845 6306060 f:01625 524510 e:mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk w:ico.gov.uk 

mailto:ail@ico.gsi.govuwk:
mailto:mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk
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lnfoF]nation Go1YrrnissioneF!3 clffice

With regard to the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007, I discovered
that three versions are held by the IPO:

1. DESK NOTES 1 - created in Word on 16 May 2007.
2. Pat Ass DN Ver2 - created in Word on 28 July 2007.
3. Pat Ass DN Ver3 - created in Word on 16 August 2007.

A copy of each of these three versions is enclosed.

It was noted that paragraph 2.02 of DESK NOTES 1 and Pat ASS DN Ver2 states
"ignore" whereas paragraph 2.02 of Pat Ass DN Ver3 states "scan".

I obviously questioned this change of instruction and a reasonable and acceptable
explanation was given. I am also content ihat the apparent gaps within the
documents which you also highlighted are purely a formatting issue.

In view of the foregoing, I am of the opinion that there is insufficient evidence to
prove, beyond reasonable doubt, the intention of any member of the IPO to prevent
the desk notes you requested being disclosed.

Finally, in your letter dated 23 February 2009 you state 'Please in the first instance
write to the Comptroller and ask him to immediately email to me the original yerslons
of the 15-06-05 Desk Nofes and the 01-08-07 Desk Nofes" and "l am clearly entitled
to the original version and look to you to get it (and the 2005 version) for me." Even
in youremail dated B June 2009 you have stated 'Please getthe dated documents I
asked for''. I believe that I have now achieved what you wanted to me to do and as
such this case, which includes your referenced requests 8004, 8021, P022 and
8023, is now closed.

Please note that information provided to and supplied by the Information
Commissioners Regulatory Action Division may be exempt from disclosure by virtue
of Section 30 (1 ) (a) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.

Yours sincerely,

srn
Stephen Flack
Investigating Officer
for I nformation Commissioner
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In f o rmatio n C o mmissioner's Offic e 

With regard to the Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007, I discovered 
that three versions are held by the IPO: 

1. DESK NOTES 1 - created in Word on 16 May 2007. 
2. Pat Ass DN Ver2 - created in Word on 28 July 2007. 
3. Pat Ass DN Ver3 - created in Word on 16 August 2007. 

A copy of each of these three versions is enclosed. 

It was noted that paragraph 2.02 of DESK NOTES 1 and Pat ASS DN Ver2 states 
"ignore" whereas paragraph 2.02 of Pat Ass DN Ver3 states "scan". 

I obviously questioned this change of instruction and a reasonable and acceptable 
explanation was given. I am also content that the apparent gaps within the 
documents which you also highlighted are purely a formatting issue. 

In view of the foregoing, I am of the opinion that there is insufficient evidence to 
prove, beyond reasonable doubt, the intention of any member of the IPO to prevent 
the desk notes you requested being disclosed. 

Finally, in your letter dated 23 February 2009 you state "Please in the first instance 
write to the Comptroller and ask him to immediately email to me the original versions 
of the 15-06-05 Desk Notes and the 01-08-07 Desk Notes" and "I am clearly entitled 
to the original version and look to you to get it (and the 2005 version) for me. " Even 
in your email dated 8 June 2009 you have stated "Please get the dated documents I 
asked for". I believe that I have now achieved what you wanted to me to do and as 
such this case, which includes your referenced requests 8004, 8021 , 8022 and 
8023, is now closed . 

Please note that information provided to and supplied by the Information 
Commissioners Regulatory Action Division may be exempt from disclosure by virtue 
of Section 30 (1) (a) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

Yours sincerely, 

Stephen Flack 
Investigating Officer 
for Information Commissioner 
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Enclosures:

1. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2005 (Desk notes JuneO5).
2. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (DESK NOTES 1).
3. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver2).
4. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver3).
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Info rmation Commissioner's Office 

Enclosures: 

1. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2005 (Desk notes June05). 
2. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (DESK NOTES 1). 
3. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver2). 
4. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 2007 (Pat Ass DN Ver3). 
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The Compholler-,
The Patent Offlce,
Concept House,
CardiffRoad,
Nenpoii,
South Wa1es.
vPl0 EQQ.

Dear Sir,

Re: UK Patent No 2267412
Acquired by Tonewea.. Limited
From Sense-Soaic Limited

We enclose]rcrewith an applicatioo to ,ecord a transfer of ownership ofthe above UK patent
support of this application we enclose herewru;-

1. Patents Fornt No, 2ll77:

2. A certified copy of an extract of a certiied copy of the ageement dated 15Scptellber 2003.

I
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Youm faitbfully

Wilson Gunn M'Caw
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OJ'Ref: JER/DSILJSI 
You, Ref: 

Dale 9 September 2004 

The ComptroHer, 
The Patent Office, 
Concept House, 
C<:!.rdiff Road , 
Newport, 
South Wales, 
NPIO SQQ. 

Dear Sir, 

( 
1'1 ) \ , ! 
lj 

Re: UK Patent No 2267412 
Acquired by Tonewear Limi ted 
From Sense-Sonic Limited 

A +-1 15 
2.. , 

t"T>J 
Wilson Gunn M'Caw 

Also at Birmingham, Cheste~fie!d, london 

5th Floor 
Slackfriars House 

The Parsonage 
Manchester M3 2JA 

Englanq 

BY FAX 
CONFIRMATION BY POST 

• We enclose herewith an application to record a transfer of ownership of the above UK Patent. 1n 
support of this application we enclose herewith:-

Patents Form No. 21177; 

A certified copy of an extract of a certified copy of the agreement dated 15 
September 2003. 

Yours faithfu lly 

Wilson Gunn M'Caw 

Ene 
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ti=yiFcnTApplication to register or give notiee of
rights acquired in a patent or itr arr
applicalion for a patent
(s4 .re nea oa th. ha.\ ot &i: rodl

N?1O8QQ

7

JER/DSil.JS/

2. Patet{ application o. parenr nmb€rfi, GB 22614r2

3. FUI nane ard addrs of the or of each parenl
appX.mt or prop.ietor (as curenul on the
regnter or applicarion f.t

PaGnr! AnP nulrbc. arry,u i'ok r,

SENSE SONIC LMITED
3RD FLOO& KITIG EDTSARD HOUSE,
JORDANGATE,
MACCLESFIELD, SKiO iEE

?'i .1 Frrl rree ud address oI

ca-" 6 e1@ t' pzn 3 abort)

:"-';4";:: i:;* ts*+++P- |maling dris applcation d€ te btz'k if.hit ts thc J7 WARRXN STREET
LOI{DON
WlT 6AD

Patetus AnP nub.r Aro'*,,yr,

5. Giv€ details of the EaNctio!, instr-rm..t
or event winch affecB tire.ights in rhe o. each
parenr applicaooD o. patent identined h pan
2 above, ircluding itl date ud the ndes of a]l
the parils lnvolved, inchding for @.ponte
bodi6 the .outry dd, f appropriate, state

Trusfer of oy&e6hip ofthe Patent fiom Serse-Sonic Ltd (a
tIK Company) to Tone Wear Ltd (a UK Company) by
vktrc of an Assignmetrt datcd 15 SepteBber2003.

6- Nme of you sgenr rltod raE ae,

-Address for seMce' rn the United f\hgdom to
which aI o.responddce should be sed
(iDctudins d. p6bode)

MLSON GI,\l{ MCAW

5TH FLOO&
BLACKFRIARS HOUSE,
THE PARSONAGq
4,tr{NCJ]ESTE&
M3 2JA.

7lr9naa|

I "D-

latenB A.DP nMbq (rryo( r,a, jt,
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Patents Form 21177 

P:lI=ts Ad 1977 
(Rule 46) 

?-~,~, 

J 
F 
&i 

Application to register or give notice of 
rights acquired in a patent or in an 
application for a patent 

'j:-i/,I"-'R- ~e P;ttentOmce 
I' C "t;:-U 1._

0

_ I 
-- Cardiff Ro~d 

Newport 
South Wales 

NPI08QQ (S~e /IJe ""'os on u.e /Me'" of.his Form} 

L Your reference 

2. Patent applicaUon or patent number{s) 
(.su rlDlCS (e) & (I)) 

3. Full name and address of the or of each patent 
applicant or proprietor (as currently on the 
regi'iter or application(s)) 

Patents ADP number (if you know II) 

4. Full name and address of the or of each person 
makL.'3 this application (ka''e bliJr.Jc t{(hls a tire 

s;Jme as pven In parr 3 alxwe) 

Patents ADP number (if you know it) 

5. Give details of the trmsactlon, instrument 
or event which affc!:ts L~e rights in the or eilch 
patent application or patent Ide.ntified in part 
2 above. including its date and the. names of all 
the partles Involved. including for corporate 
bodies the country and, if appropriate. state 
of incorporation. 
{~" note (d)) 

6. Name of yoW" agent (lfyou haveofle) 

-Address for servlee~ in the United Kingdom to 
which all correspondence should be sent 
(indudiJlg die pasrcr:xk) 

Patents ADP numbe!- {if you .know it} 

lERlDSILJSI 

GB 2267412 

SENSE SONIC LIMITED 
3RD FLOOR, KING EDWARD HOUSE, 
JORDANGATE, 
MACCLESFIELD, SKIO lEE 

TONEWEAR LIMITED • 
37 WARREN STREET 
LONDON 
WIT 6AD 

Transfer of ownershio of the Patent from Sense-Sonic Ltd (a 
UK. Company) to Tone Wear Ltd (a UK Company) by 
virtue of an Assignment dated 15 September 2003. 

WILSON GUNN M'CAW 

5TH FLOOR, 
BLACKFRlARS HOUSE, 
THE PARSONAGE, 
MANCHESTER, 
M32Jk 

7153927001 

• ~I)\I 
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Vwe hereby conffm rhatighb 6 indi€ted in part 5 above have
bed a€qui.ed ad that uy necdary stmp duty hd ben paid.

"(, firu^ (n^ ML^ "nk,,ooo

8. Nee ad daltiine relephone nuber of
pe6on to conract in the Udred KnSdom

JA-I€S EDWARD ROBEY - 0161 827 9400

a) ffyou need herp n2 frli rn thrs farm or you have ey quesuors, piease contacr the patent ofrce an oa4s9 500s05.
b.) Write yow atsweE iD capital letteT using btack ink or rou nay Ope then.

c) you na,u Be Lhis tom far ma.e than ane application o. patent if the same tratlsactio4 irsttume o. evelt Bi,avalvetl

d) SdiM fi (q,of the Patetts Act j g77 specifres the,Etevant tra'}lactloDs lnslruments &d eeents (tt41ich j cludeartgnme'ts, ticenc$ and Droftgases)4

and datgd by ar on behalf of the
_.. -- ^. -*,.q., n,w @rcu Nt u n rMacpon,hotxd a.. amouv his t F it.

: 44!!F^:4ln assternuL pt T n no+!=!g:!g, or on unrorke oker pant$ parpd tn pan s. or- n me ca:e at a na'1Basp at the sran! ot a brcftF ot n""a,y. i, t ,_t ut oiis"d6 o;on b"affifrr k'=; 
"

morqaAo. or g.anto! of he ticenG or sp(viq (iI not rt e pefiaa naed in p* nj' 
-

t Ifthere is Eot enough space lor aI the relevart derajh an arypafi of dlis fatm, ptease calltinue o, a sepamreshret.otp;pe. and wrlte \,"2 tun.nuador sh... L1th.;";.;;;;i;";; f;.;;:;",_"",,",r*"thoLtld be b\a.hed to this fom

d For detaibibf the fee and vlats ta pay, ptease coatact the fatetu Afrce.
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7 . (Nam~ of each S($liltOry should ab<J ~ 

emu«/. and stlmn if refevarrr) 

I1we hereby confinn that rights as indicated in part 5 above have 
been acquired and that any necessary stamp duty has been paid . 

Date 

9/0912004 

8. Name and daytime telephone number of 
per.;on to contaclin the United Kingdom 

Noles 

JAMES EDWARD ROBEY - 01618279400 

a) If you need help to!iU In this form or y ou have any questions, please contact the Patent omcc on 08459 500505. 

b) Wrile your answers in capital letters using black ink or you may type them. 

c) You may use this form for more than one application or parent lithe same transaction, instrument or event ts 
involved. 

d) Section 33 (3) of the Patents Act 1977 specif1es the relevant transactions, instruments iJIJd events (which indude 
assignments, licences and mortgages). 

e) Part 7 should be signed and dated by or on behalf of the person{s) making this 8pplication. Documentary 
evidence sufflcient to establish the transaction should accompanr, this fonn if: 

• in the case of an assignment, par! 7 is not also signed by or on behalf of the other parties named in part 5, or 
• in the case of a m ortgage or the grant of a licence or security. it is not also signed by or on behaU of the 

mortgagor or grantor of the licence or security (if not the person named in part 4). 

I) If there is 1(ot enough space for aD the relevant details on any part of this form. please continue on a separate 
sheet ofpdper a.nd write ·see continu&lion sheet" in the releyantpart{s) of the [onn. Any continualicm sheets 
should be htrc.ched to this form. 

g) For detailS!O( the fee and ways to pay. please contact the Patent Office. , 
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REGISTER ENTRY FOR C8225?412

F o m  N P I  A p P I i c a E i o n  N o  G B 9 l L 2 7 9 8 . l  t j l j n g  d a E e

T I M E D : 2 0 1 0 9 / 0 {
' PAGE:

- _  
2 1 . 1 2  -  1 9 9 0  i n

PC"I NATIONAI PIIASE

gniEed Kinqalod -  doc:  902??84

PCT Appl icar iod PqI /cB199L/002316 i i led on

- -  P u b l i c a E i o o  N o  w o 1 9 9 2 / 0 1 1 7 3 8  o n  0 9 . 0 ? . 1 9 9 2

TitIC RADIO.BASED HEARING AlD SYSTEM

. Appl icant /Plopr teEor

r -  ' - - 1  r  a h
i ^  F n d l  i  c h

(secl i .oo 25 (1)  )  wl th L iEle

ilr the glrited Kilrgdom, Audio
4RL, Uniled Kingdom

( A D P  N o .  0 6 3 8 4 0 8 5 0 0 1 1

SELECT I iEARINC SYSTLi IS LTI4TTED. Incorpo:dted
t{ouse,  Gr iod}eEon,  c t  ITHdRoE, Lancashi le .  BB7

aNDREw JAMts dlMIEsoN HAt!. 398 Gisburn Road, Blacko. NELsoN, l,ancashire,
-  899 6!5,  goiEed Kingdom [A.DP No.  063e409]0011

Classi f ied co
H4ir
!104R t!048

Addiess for serwtce
I'|ILSON, GUNN & EiLIS, 41-51

Publ icaElon No G8225?412 daled 01.12.1991

Exaf l inal ion requestsed 19.0s.1993

PatenE G.anEed ei th effecr frod 12.10.1994
RADIO.BASED T{EARING AID SYSTEM

Royal Exchange, Cross Slre€E, MANCHESTER, M2

IADP No.  000377700011

Not i f icaEion of  change of  Address For  serv ice narne o l

l,lrlsoN, GuNN a EILIS, 41-51 Royal Exchange, closs slreelr

MANCHESTER. M2 ?BD, Uni.Led Kingdon (ADP No. ooo3?7?oooll
co
WMON GSNN. M,CAW & CO., 4l-5i Royal. Exchange; Closs Street.

MANCi{ESTER, M2 ?aD, united Ki.rgdod IADP No' 000081440011
_daced 

01.05.L994.  ot f ic ia l  ev ldence i i led on 9219583'3

. Erltry Tvpe ?.2 Slaff I!'' SADI lulh ID' AO

28.02.199? Noclflca!.lon of, change of Address Fo! Service aame and ad'lress of
'  'qr l ,soN GUl i {N M'cAw & co. ,  41-5L Royal  Exchange,  c loss sEreel ,

ur$lcnestee, M2 ?BD, uoiEed Kirgiton IADP No'. oooo8144001l

tso-
irII,SON GENN M,CAW, 41-51 RoyaL gxchange, Cross Stree!, M.ANCIIESTER,

Mi 7BD, Uni ted Kinqdom [ADP No:  o715392t00r ]

dJ led 28.02.199?.  of f lc ia l  ev ldence f i led on GE?34?51
E:nrru Twe ?.1 staf f  ID.  PJ Auth ID.  AO

482846

I 
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.. 
TIMED: 20/09/04 14: 58:59 

PAGE: 1 

. REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2267412 
~ 

Form NPl Application No G89312798.3 filing date 23.12.1991 

r _ Lodged on 21.06.1993 

Priority claimed: 
21.12.1990 in 

PCT NATIONAL PHASE 

United Kingdom - doc: 9027784 

peT Application PCT/GB1991/0023 16 filed on 23.12.1991 in English 
Publication No W01992/0117J8 on 09 . 07.1992 in English 

Title RADIO-BASED HEARING AID SYSTEM 

~ Applicant/P~oprietor 

L 

L 

L 

L .. , 

L 
L 

L 

L 

L 

SELECT EEk~ING SYST~~S LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom. Audio 
Hous e , Grindleton. CLITHSROE. Lancashire. E57 4RL. United Kingdom 

(AD!? No . 06384085001] 

Inventor 
ANDREW JAMES Jk~IESON HALL, 
BB9 6LS, United Kingdom 

398 Gisburn Road, Blacko. NELSON, Lan~ashire. 

. (.II.DP No • . 06384093001J 

Classified to 
H4J 
H04R H04B 

Address for Service 
WILSON, GUNN & ELLIS, 
7~D. United Kingdom 

41 - 51 Royal Exchange, Cross Street, MANCHESTER, M2 
iMP' No. 00037770001J 

Publication .No GB~267412 dated 01.12.19 93 

Examination requested 19.08.1993 

Patent Granted with effect from 12.10.1994 (Section 2S(l}) with title 
RADIO-BASED HEARING AID SYSTEM 

1].06.1994 Not ification ot " chang~ of Address For Service name of 
WILSON, GUNN & ELLIS, 41-51 Royal Exchange. Cross Street, 
MANCHESTER. M2 7BD, United Kingdom (ADP No. · 00037770001J 
to 
IiILSON GUNN. WCAN "CO •• 41-51 Royal 
MANCHESTER", M2 7BD, United Kingdom 
"dated 01.05.1994. Official evidence 

Entry Type 7.2 

Exchange; . Cross Street, 
(ADP No. 00008144001] 

tiled on 92 19583 .3 
Staf f 10" SADI .Auth 10 . A!J 

28.02.1997 Notificat.ion of chang.e of Mdress For Service nam~ and address of 
· Wl:-SON GUNN H.' CAW & CO., -'\;1 - 51 Royal . Exchange, Cross Street:, 
~CHESTER, M2 750, United Ki.ngdom [ADP No , . . 0000814-4001} 

WIlLSON GONN M'CAW, 41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross Street. MANCHESTER, 
Mt 7BD, United Kingdom [ADP No; .07153927001] 
dated 28 . 02.1997. Official evidence filed on GB230761 

~n!" rv 'l'vnP. 7.1 Staff 10. PJ Aut.h ID. AD 

-
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TIMED: 20/09/04 14:58:59 -REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2257412 (Cone ,J PAGE: 2 

~ 12.06.2001 Application under Section 32 filed on 30.05.2001 
Entry Type 8.1 Scaff 10. HHIS Auth rD. F21 

~ 09.07.2001 SENSE-SONIC LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 3rd Floor, 
( King Edward House, Jordangate, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKIO lEE, 

I 
~ 

, -

.3.10.2001 

United Kingdom (ADP No. 08162679001] 
registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
SELECT HEARING SYSTEMS LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 
Audio House, Grindleton, CLITHEROE, Lancashire, SB7 4RL, United 
Kingdom (MP No. 06384085001J 
by virtu~ of assignment dated 06.04.2001 . Form 21/77 and supporting 
documents filed on G32267'i12. 

Encry Type S .• Staff ID. TS Auth ID. '21 

A~plication co amend spec i f ica"t ion under Sect ion 27 filed on 
11.l0.2001 

Entry Type 13 .1 Staff rD . SAL! Auth ID. ,11 

18.06.2002 Sgecification amended under Section 27 on 18 . 06.2002 

29.12.2003 

Encry Type 13.3 Staff ID. KLLE Auth 10. AJ 

Notification of change of Address For Service address of 
~IILSON GUNN M' CAW, '11- 51 Royal Exchange. Cross Street. MANCHESTER, 
1-12 7SD. United Kingdom (AD? No. 07153 927001J 
CO 

"WILSON GUNN M' CAW. Sth flOOr, Blackfriars House, The Parsonage, 
MA-~CHESTER, M3 2JA, United Kingdom {ADP No. 07153927001J 
dated 29.12.2003. Written notification fil ed on GB2357~4S 

Entry Type 7.3 Staff 10. LDAV Auth 10. 83 

08.09.2004 A?plication under Section 32 filed on 03.09.2004 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff 10. SAl Auth 10. F21 

13.09.2004 Applica tion under Section 32 filed 
Entry Type '.1 

on 09.09 . 2004 
Staff 1D • . JH"UR Auth 10. nl 

L. 
' . .. ,, 20.09.2004 ',('D_ 

L 

On the 18.12.1991 Northern Light Music Limited of ·Au.rora Studios, 
Grindleton. Clitheroe, Lancashire assigned the rights of priority 
application GB902778 ~. 9 to Select Hearing Systems Limited of Audio 
house, Grindleton, Clicheroe, Lancashire. Official evidence filed 
on GB2267412. 

L 

L 

Encry Type 10.1 Staff ID. SAl Auth 10 . f21 

20.09.2004 TONEWEAR LIMITED. Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 37 Warren 
F Street., LONDON, W1T 6AD, United Kingdom (ADP No. 08948580001] 

registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
SENSE-SONIC LIMITED, Incorporated in the Uniced Kingdom, 3rd floor, 
King Edward House, Jardangate, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 lEE, 
United Kingdom (ADP No. 08162679001] 
by virtue of assignment. dated 15.09.2004. form 21/77 filed on 
GB2267412. 

Entry Type 8.4. Staff ID. SAl Auth 10 . F21 , 
•••• END Of REGISTER ENTRY .**. 
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HMRevenue
&Customs

MrAndrew Hall
Sense Sonic Limited

Date
Our ref
Your ref

Dear Mr Hall

Stamp Act 1891 , S 14(4) and 17

I have now received our Solicitors advice on your question of stamp duty
Chargeable on the Sale Agreement and whether the registering the assignment by the
Patent Office without the sale agreement having been stamped is liable to a penalty under
s .17

Our Solicitor agrces with our view that the Sale purchase agreemenl is chargeable to stamp
duty and the agreement is liable to stamp duty in respect the inter company debl of
e350,000. The onus is on the buyers group to show the inter company debt was loan capital
as defined by S 78 FA 1986 .The information shown in the financial statements for the years
2OO2 and 2003 and the board minutes dated 19s June 2OO2 point to the inter company loan
being a trade debt arising from an overdraft facility granted to Sense Sonic. In the absence
of a loan agreement along with inter company accounts showing the movement of such loan
funds we are entitled 1o view the debt of 9350,000 as a trade debt and chargeable to stamp
duty. The Sale Agreemenl should be presented to the stamp office along wilh payment of
the duty penalty and penalty inlerest if formal adjudication is to be completed.

Our Solicitor also considers the Patent Office is in breach of Section 14 and is liable to
penalty under s 17 of the stamp act 1891. HMRC are now considering whether a penalty is
to be imposed for this infringement.

Yours sincerely

Les Hanratly
Higher Otficer

Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses
Edinburgh Stamp Offtce
Grayfield House
Bankhead Avenue
Edinburgh
Lolhian
EH1'1 4BF

Tel 0131 442 3192

Fax

www. nm rc.gov. u K

29 October 2008

Information is available in large print, audio and Braille formats.
Type Talk service prefix number - 18001

'irt
*o.*-.*'o''{}[i$A848

@HMRevenue 
& Customs 

Mr Andrew Hall 
Sense Sonic Limited 

Date 29 October 2008 
Our ref 
Your ref 

Dear Mr Hall 

Stamp Act 1891 , S 14(4) and 17 

Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
Edinburgh Stamp Office 
Grayfield House 
Bankhead Avenue 
Edinburgh 
Lothian 
EH114BF 

Tel 01314423192 

Fax 

www.hmrc.gov.uk 

I have now received our Solicitors advice on your question of stamp duty 
Chargeable on the Sale Agreement and whether the registering the assignment by the 
Patent Office without the sale agreement having been stamped is liable to a penalty under 
s.17 

Our Solicitor agrees with our view that the Sale purchase agreement is chargeable to stamp 
duty and the agreement is liable to stamp duty in respect the inter company debt of 
£350,000. The onus is on the buyers group to show the inter company debt was loan capital 
as defined by S 78 FA 1986 .The information shown in the financial statements for the years 
2002 and 2003 and the board minutes dated 19th June 2002 point to the inter company loan 
being a trade debt arising from an overdraft facility granted to Sense Sonic. In the absence 
of a loan agreement along with inter company accounts showing the movement of such loan 
funds we are entitled to view the debt of £350,000 as a trade debt and chargeable to stamp 
duty. The SaJe Agreement should be presented to the stamp office along with payment of 
the duty penalty and penalty interest if formal adjudication is to be completed. 

Our Solicitor also considers the Patent Office is in breach of Section 14 and is liable to 
penalty under s 17 of the stamp act 1891. HMRC are now considering whether a penalty is 
to be imposed for this infringement. 

Yours sincerely 

Les Hanratty 
Higher Officer 

Information is available in large print, audio and Braille formats. 
Type Talk service prefix number - 18001 

Letterto mr ha,129.1o·356 a 
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4.01 REGISTRATION OF TRANSACTIONS “VEB” TO “GMBH” 
 

Following the unification of Germany and the adoption by the former 
East Germany of a new constitution, requests are made by agents to 
reflect this on the Patent Register for those patent proprietors so 
affected.  The method by which this was to be effected was established 
following an enquiry by an agent. 
 
Minute  This unification has required companies to 
13/8/91  incorporate under the unified German constitution, 
such an action involves a reconstruction under German Federal Law,  
and is  
Section  effectively, an order or direction from a 
33(3)E  competent authority. 
 
Rule 46(1) This requires evidencing via a Form 21/77. 
Practice  Evidence may vary, acceptable evidence is: 
1) An extract from the Handels Register 
2) A document purporting to be an assignment stating, it is 
transferring to a successor following the unification requirements. 
 
Procedure  Documentation should be correctly translated 
Rule 46(2) and certified together with, certified copies if appropriate. 
 
 

4.02 DOCUMENTS NOT OPEN TO INSPECTION/ASSGN 3 
 
All documents are inspected by the A1s on being booked in. 
 
Documents requiring confidentiality fall into two categories: 
 
Rule 93(4)c A) Any document to be treated as “for inspection and 
return only” such documents may be marked or, the request may be 
made in the accompanying letter. 
 
Practice  The Office also treats as “inspection and return 
only” those documents that are full agreements or licences and are 
accompanies by a “short-form” documents even though a specific 
request has not been made. 
 
Rule 94(1) B) Documents that bear a confidential marking or, for 
which a confidential request has been made. 
 
Rule 93(5)Ai) Documents that contain disparaging comments about 
named persons 
 
Procedure  All such documents are to be placed on a Not 
Open to Public Inspection (N.O.P.I.) file and attached to the green 
jacket externally, the case then to be passed to the EO: 
 
Procedure  A) On completion of the case or, as soon as a 
letter has to be sent to the applicant, the N.O.P.I. document is returned 
and the report sheet marked accordingly. 
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The N.O.P.I. folder is returned to the A1 for re-use. 
 
Practice  B) On a request for confidentiality being made, 
a letter is sent asking for reasons for the request for confidentiality.  A 
period of 14 days from the date of the letter is allowed, at which point 
the documents will go O.P.I.  The file should be called after one month 
and if no interim reply has been received the documents placed on 
open file. 
 
Procedure On receipt of a reasoned request the documents are sent 

to the C2 for consideration. 
 
Please note reference should be made to the Freedom of Information 
Act.  It will be harder for us to keep something confidential if placed on 
a NOPI jacket, if someone then requests a copy of it. 

 
 
4.03 REGISTRATION OF UNDATED ASSIGNMENTS 
 

As a general rule, documents submitted for registration are dated.  All 
standard register entries relating to assignments work require the 
insertion of a date or, the system will reject the entry. 

 
Occasionally a document is received that does not bear a date.  This is 
almost certainly an 
 
Procedure oversight and should be drawn to the attention of the 

person who has filed the documents.  The wording for the 
letter is attached.   

 
Practice The date thus obtained is used.  

 
The effort must be made to get a date in writing.  The Officer actioning 
the case must not allocate a date other than on this basis.  

 
It is in the best interest of all concerned that a date be given on the 
Register.  However, though the date that person assumed right or title  
may be significant in proceedings, neither the Patents Act 1977 nor the  
Rules made there under specify the requirement for the supply of a 
 date.  It follows that the Office cannot refuse to register because a date 
 is not given.  If the above procedure is followed and the person who 
 filed the document declines to give a date, 
Procedure: The case must be referred to the B2 for consideration of a 
suitable free-test entry on the Register to cover the particulars of the 
case. 
 

 
4.04 CAVEATS 
 

A caveat is a request for information relating to a patent application 
which may ask for information on work undertaken by Assignments 
Section. 
 
A caveat file is recognised by a red sticker on the front of the file, the 
caveat is stated on a red card, placed at the end of the minutes. 
 
The caveat clerk is notified when a register entry has been completed. 
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4.12 Effective Dates 
  

Requests for registration of a transaction (usually an assignment) 
sometimes refer to an “effective date” of the transaction, asserting that 
an earlier (un-exhibited) document transferred title.  It is usually part of 
the registration request that this earlier date is the date accorded to the 
change of ownership on the Register. 
 
Before such a registration can be made there are objections to be 
overcome, eg. consideration of the potential Stamp Duty liability of that 
earlier document and it meeting the requirement to be signed by all 
parties, together with all other technical requirements.  Unless these 
considerations can be satisfied registration should not be made quoting 
that earlier date. 
 
While an appropriate signed Form 21/77 will be accepted at face value, 
registration based on an assessment of the evidence should reflect that 
evidence and not documents which are unseen and not available for 
inspection. 
 
(3) Coflexip Stena Offshore Limited‟s patent RPC No. 6  1997 refers 

 
 

 
4.13    Miscellaneous 

 
Partnerships & LLP 

 
Consideration will be given to other foreign firms if it is affirmed by the 
applicant or agent, that under the laws of the foreign state in question, 
such firms can acquire title to land and property in their own name, 
such title being wholly unaffected by changes in the personnel of the 
members.  A Scottish partnership firm may apply in its own name, the 
partners' names being given.  Applications may also proceed in the 
name of a limited partnership organised under the laws of the American 
state of California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, 
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas or Wyoming.  In Canada, limited 
partnerships may be incorporated either federally or provincially.  In the 
latter case, the name of the province (e.g. Quebec, Ontario) should be 
given as the state or incorporation. (MOPP 7.05) 

 
Trading as 

 
An applicant who is an individual should apply in his true name.  
Exceptionally, a pseudonym may be used if it is well established and is 
customarily used by the individual for banking and other business 
purposes.  The name must be given in full, the surname or family name 
being underlined.  Letters or statements denoting academic or 
professional qualifications may appear after the name. A statement of 
nationality or occupation is not required and should not be given.  Once 
a particular established name and signature has been used 
subsequent business should not be effected by the same individual 
using a different name or signature unless the name has changed, eg 
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due to marriage.  A corporate body should be designated by its 
legal name and the country of incorporation and, where 
appropriate, the state of incorporation within that country should 
be given.  In the case of either an individual or a corporate body, a 
business name or trading style, eg "trading as XYZ", or a former 
name is not required and should not be given. (MOPP 14.04.05) 

 
C/O address 

 
Each applicant must give, in full, a permanent address, which may be 
either a private or a business address.  A c/o is not acceptable unless it 
can be shown that it is a permanent address for the applicant which the 
Office can rely on for communicating with the applicant, e.g. if, in the 
case of a company, it is registered with Companies House as the 
company‟s address.  It is in the applicant‟s best interests to provide the 
Office with a secure and reliable address.   Standard abbreviations, 
e.g. Rd, USA, are allowable. (MOPP 14.04.07) 
 
Trusts 

 
We have to check to see whether trusts can hold property in 
there own right. e.g. National Health Trust. (Section 32(3) of the 
Act) 

 
Court Orders 
 
We should now recognise court judgments made in other EU member 
states.  Under the Brussels convention, we should be giving recognition 
to judgments made in another EU member state without further 
proceedings unless the foreign judgment is irreconcilable with a 
judgment in the UK or an earlier foreign judgment that should be given 
recognition. 

 
 
 

Cancelling Exclusive licence 
 
If an exclusive licencee becomes the proprietor of the patent, we 
automatically cancel the licence as the new proprietor cannot be 
recorded as both roles. 
 
 
. 
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COFLEXIP AND NUTRINOVA CASE STUDIES 
 
 
1. I do not want to be shot as the messenger, when it is HMRC’s conduct, the 

Comptroller’s conduct and Mr. Brassington et al’s conduct which has led to 
the exposure of the long-running fraud. 

 
2. It therefore remains for me to pacify and assist (with a tax-free solution to re-

registration where appropriate) the tens of thousands of patentees affected by 
my exposure of the fraudulent practices at the Patent Office by which many of 
them have been trapped, just as Jacob J warned in conclusion of Coflexip 
Stena Offshore Ltd’s Patent [1997] RPC 179 (i), and just as one of the parties 
in those proceedings suggested might be the case (ii): 
 

i. “I reach my conclusion without intellectual satisfaction. But there is some rough 
justice. It was an attempt to comply with the Stamp Act which caused the 
trouble and it is the Stamp Act which saves the position. I get no satisfaction 
because, apart from the Stamp Act, section 68 sets a trap for a patentee who 
registers a short form assignment following a much longer agreement which is 
expressed to be an assignment”.  
  

ii. “Before turning to these I must mention a general observation made by Mr. 
Miller Q.C. for Stena. He submitted that if McDermotts were right, there could 
be very serious commercial consequences arising under section 68. He said it 
frequently happens that there are global sale and purchase agreements which 
happen to include British Patents. Such agreements may include not only 
intellectual property of all kinds in many countries but also physical assets. 
Moreover many (probably most) such agreements are entered into by foreign 
companies, generally on both sides and indeed very often the agreement will 
not even be governed by English law. The authors would be unaware of the 
trap laid for them by section 68. So if any such agreement was followed by a 
short form of assignment, only the latter being submitted for stamping and then 
registration at the Patent Office then the patentee would be caught by the 
arguments he had to meet”. 

 
3. There are indeed very serious commercial consequences arising under s.68 

Patents Act 1891. But that is the tip of the iceberg. 
  
4. Now that the cat is out of the bag, no registered IPR owner with a short form 

assignment executed before 01-12-03 can be sure that his or her registration 
is sound, and will need to examine the documentation to see whether the 
Comptroller employed any of his unlawful practices. 
 

5. Solicitors’ and patent agent’s conduct in procuring short form assignments to 
cover up negligent advice on their clients’  procurement of assets by way of 
hybrid documents, instead of by way of separate documents (as was the 
intention in the case which affects me),  will now be called into question. 
 

6. The legitimate was to avoid paying Stamp Duty on property which should 
never have been included in a transfer document together with IPR was kept 
secret by HMRC in the hopes that people would pay Stamp Duty where they 
did not in fact have to do so. 
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7. Hybrid documents should have been rescinded and the property assigned 
back to the sellers so that it could be transferred in the proper way, by 
separate documents. 
 

8. This does not evade Stamp Duty, it simply enables a person to register 
property by only paying Stamp Duty in respect of that property. 
 

9. If infringement proceedings are brought at some time in the future, the 
patentee might need the main agreement as evidence to prove the terms and 
conditions, and that is when Stamp Duty will need to be paid on the main 
agreement. 
 

10. Those who do not envisage proceedings will often decide not to pay Stamp 
Duty unless and until they need the document. However, to register a patent 
assignment, there must be no unpaid Stamp Duty liability relating to its 
assignment.  
 

11. Jacob J explained the method for unravelling a hybrid document so that 
Stamp Duty would only be payable in respect of the property being registered: 

 
12. Nutrinova v Arnold Suhr [2001] WL 1676817 refers: “What happened was the 

patentees, when they were considering suing another party in 1998, looked at 
their title. They were not quite sure which of the two effects the document had, 
so they decided to enter into an Assignment Back and then a formal 
assignment which could be registered at the Patent Office”. 
 

13. The Comptroller established his own way around the problems referred to in 
HMRC’s letter of 23-03-00 (below), and so did Solicitors and patent agents. 
 

14. Most patentees are oblivious to the illegality of their registrations – but Mr. 
Brassington does not fit into this category as he has no assignment of my IPR 
and he most certainly is not oblivious to his fraud – he was clearly told that 
Stamp Duty was chargeable, but lied to the High Court in the absence of the 
evidence. That evidence is not privileged and is attached hereto, after 
HMRC’s letter. 
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MCSTLE s.O. Fax:|III 23 |{ar '00 13:07 p.A2

evenue
THE STAMP OFFICE

I
Legal Division pDD/H

'ThePetentOffice

Cardifr Road
Newport
GWENT NP9 IRH

F\,t1173

NENQ 159/99/ADB

23 Match2000

DearI

Ir-r
A5rlstant plrcctor
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Abolltion,ot.Stqmp Dutv on Documents Retrtins tp lttellccfurl propcrtv

Thaak you for your two rctters datc d22 Mwch.I note you agrec we no longcr need
tolnCCL

Y_ou askcd mc, whcn you telephonod, how thc abolition has statutory effect ftom 2g
March even though the Finance Act is still not raw Thc meas'rc has statutory effect
by virtue ofa Commong Resolution and undcr the provisiins ofSeotion 50 oithoFinance Art 1973, I athoh, foLvour gfgryation, u-oopy Jiuotion SO *Ju 

"opy 
ofthc part of the Resolution relating to this abolitior.

Tuming now to lour draff Notise. I have a few suggestions for you to considcr. [nt'' Iirs{.line cad I suggestyou say ",..will no tonlIiul-tiviea on aocu,,,rnt 
-.r".ting

transactions in intellectual ploperty.".

Pl"jrqe.see sub-paragraph (r3) ofthe attached Reeolution which sets out thcoerhrrron ot "lntellectusl propeny" so fr as this eXemptiqn iS cOnCemed. There is nodoubt that the proposedexcmption is.very wide ranging anA Ur, *qjorit oi 
- -

documents your office dears with will no longer be iiab-t, to sta*p iuty.'au flrere
may still be a few which are dutiaUe. you qiil be able to say, certainly with morespeclallst knowrodge rhan I, which categories orpropenv iaii ousioe rhe defidtion
ofIP in the Resolution,

I think it is tlrcrefore important to incrude the definition oflp covered by the
exemptiou as the second senteuce.of yout Notico, so that patcnt BgonG arc oot undcr
the impression that this is an absolute blanket exemption.'

You will also know from the press Release that hybrid documeuts nay stiil be liabloto- stanp duty in respect of aon-Ip and in fact I mintioned this in my retter of 21
March 1o you. Again you will know better than t whether G maioirty or aooumentsyou register relatE exclusively to Ip or whcthcr they cover other property too, Mort
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OX 61021 Newcastle upon Tyne 
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Abolition of Stamp Duty on Documents Relatinl! to Intellectual Property 

Thank you for your two letters dated 22 March. I note you agree we no longer need 
to meet. 

You II:Ik«i me, when you telephoned, how the abolition has statutory effect from 28 
March even though the Finance Act is still not law. The mell8ure hll8 statutory effect 
by virtue of a Commons Resolution and under the provisions of Section 50 of the 
Finance Act 1973. I attach, for your information, a copy of Section SO and a copy of 
the part of the Resolution relating to this abolition. 

Turning now to your draft Notice, I have a few sU2eestions for you to consider. In 
the fust line can I suggest you say" ... will no longer be levied on documents effecting . 
transactions in intelIectual property.". 

Plell8e see sub-paragraph (13) of the attached Resolution which sets out the 
defmition of "intellectual property" so far as this exemption is concerned. There is no 
doubt that the proposed exemption is very wide ranging and the majority of 
documents your office deals with will no longer be liable to stamp duty. But there 
may still be a few which are dutiable. You will be able to say, certainly with more 
specialist knowledge than I, which categories of property fall outside the definition 
ofIP in the Resolution. 

I think it is therefore important to include the definition of IP covered by the 
exemption as the second sentence of your Notice, so that patent zagents are Dot under 
the impression that this is an absolute blanket exemption. 

You will also know from the Press Release that hybrid documents may still be liable 
to stamp duty in respect of non-IP and in fact I mentioned this in my letter of21 
March to you. Again, you will know better than I whether the majority of documents 
you register relate exclusively to lP or whether they cover other property too. More 
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astute practitioners should quickly appreciate that preparing separate documents 
relating to the IP will ensure they can be registered without any stamp duty problems. 

I feel a line or two in the Notice, reminding them that documents which do not relate 
exclusively to IF may need to be stamped in respect of other elements of the 
transaction, would help to clarify the position. 

I hope these observations help. 

Yours sincerely --
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MCHOI,SON GRAIIAM & JONES TO: Jeremy Brassington
John Moulton
Clive Richards

Robin Tutty

8112

11 September 2003

RBT/LeafMEMORANDT]M

FROM:

EXT:

DATE:

REF:

PROJECT LEAF

1. Purchase Agreement

Attached to this memorandum is the draft purchase agreement with the Receivers of
Sense-Sonic Limited. This document is now in agreed form (subject only to minor
amendments) and is in the normal form for a sale by administrative receivers.

2. Structure

As reflected in the purchase agreement it is proposed that the purchase will be effected
by 3 new companies ("Newco 1", "Newco 2",and "Newco 3"). Newco 1 will acquire
the only issued share in the share capital of Leaf Technologies Limited ("kaf'), the
inter-company debt due from Leaf to Sense-Sonic Limited and the goodwill associated
with the Sense-Sonic/Leaf business. Newco 2 will acquire the intellectual propeny
rights and Newco 3 will acquire the tooling. It may be desirable for planr and
equipment currently owned by Leaf to be transferred to Newco 3 following the
acquisition so as to leave Leaf as a trading entity using the intellectual properfy, tooling
and plant and equipment on licences from Newco 2 and Newco 3.

Assignment of Debt

Under the purchase agreement the inter-company debt from Leaf to Sense-Sonic
Limited will be assigned to Newco 1. The assignment will attract ad valorem stamp
duty at 3Vo anthe amount of the debt.

The Debentures

It is envisaged that the investor group will provide funds by way of subscription for
ordinary shares and loans to Newco 1 which will be the holding company for Leaf,
Newco 2 and Newco 3.

Funds provided to Newco 1 will be on-lent as required to Newco 2 and Newco 3 for the
purposes of the acquisition and Newco 2 and Newco 3 will grant debentures as security
for the repayment of such loans.

Following the assignment of the inter-company debt to Newco 1 it will require
repayment of such debt from Leaf but will then re-lend the sum repaid on the security
of a debenture.

3.

4.
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NICHOLSON GRAHAM & JONES TO: Jerell1yBrassington 
John Moulton 
Clive Richards 

FROM: Robin Tutty 

EXT: 8112 

DATE: 11 Septell1ber 2003 

MEMORANDUM REF: RBTlLeaf 

PROJECT LEAF 

1. Purchase Agreement 

Attached to this ll1ell1orandull1 is the draft purchase agreell1ent with the Receivers of 
Sense-Sonic Lilllited. This docull1ent is now in agreed fOflll (subject only to lllinor 
alllendll1ents) and is in the nOflllal fOflll for a sale by adlllinistrative receivers. 

2. Structure 

As reflected in the purchase agreell1ent it is proposed that the purchase will be effected 
by 3 new cOll1panies ("Newco I", "Newco 2", and "Newco 3"). Newco 1 will acquire 
the only issued share in the share capital of Leaf Technologies Lilllited ("Leaf'), the 
inter-coll1pany debt due frOll1 Leaf to Sense-Sonic Lilllited and the goodwill associated 
with the Sense-SoniclLeaf business. Newco 2 will acquire the intellectual property 
rights and Newco 3 will acquire the tooling. It ll1ay be desirable for plant and 
equipll1ent currently owned by Leaf to be transferred to Newco 3 following the 
acquisition so as to leave Leaf as a trading entity using the intellectual property, tooling 
and plant and equipment on licences frOll1 Newco 2 and Newco 3. 

3. Assignment of Debt 

Under the purchase agreement the inter--coll1pany debt from Leaf to Sense-Sonic 
Lilllited will be assigned to Newco 1. The assignll1ent will attract ad valorell1 stall1p 
duty at 3% on the alllount of the debt. 

4. The Debentures 

It is envisaged that the investor group will provide funds by way of subscription for 
ordinary shares and loans to Newco 1 which will be the holding cOll1pany for Leaf, 
Newco 2 and Newco 3. 

Funds provided to Newco 1 will be on-lent as required to Newco 2 and Newco 3 for the 
purposes of the acquisition and Newco 2 and Newco 3 will grant debentures as security 
for the repayll1ent of such loans. 

Following the assignment of the inter-coll1pany debt to Newco 1 it will require 
repaYll1ent of such debt frOll1 Leaf but will then re-Iend the sum repaid on the security 
of a debenture. 
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FROtf,:

Jeremy Brassington, John Moulton, Clive
Richards
Robin Tutty

DATE:

PAGE:

11 September 2003

2

The investor loans to Newco 1 will also be secured by a debenture in favour of Bulldog
Partners Limited as trustee for the individual investors.

A form of the debenture to be given by Leaf is attached to this memorandum- The
other debentures will be in similar form but will not include provisions relating to
charges on freehold or leasehold property.

5. Investor Agreement

Bulldog Parhrers and the investors will enter into an investor agreement a draft of
which will be circulated shortlv.

RBT
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TO: 

FROM: 

Jeremy Brassington, John Moulton, Clive 
Richards 
Robin Tutty 

DATE: 

PAGE: 

11 September 2003 

2 

The investor loans to Newco 1 will also be secured by a debenture in favour of Bulldog 
Partners Limited as trustee for the individual investors. 

A form of the debenture to be given by Leaf is attached to this memorandum. The 
other debentures will be in similar form but will not include provisions relating to 
charges on freehold or leasehold property. 

5. Investor Agreement 

RBT 

Bulldog Partners and the investors will enter into an investor agreement a draft of 
which will be circulated shortly. 
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DATED September 2003

(r) SENSE-SOHTCLTMTTED
(in Administrative Receiverchip)

(2) STEpHEfi LEO$|ARD Cor{il AHD ANDREW DICK

(3) ELITESOUNDLIITTITEtr
TONEWEAR LIT{ITED
WEBSOUilD LIMITED

AGREEMENT
relating to the sale and purchase

of certain assets

turner parkinson
Solicitors

Hollins Chambers
64a Bridge Street

Manchester
M3 3BA

Ref: JOB/SI-A
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DATED September 2003 

(1) SENSE-SONIC UMITED 
(in Administrative Receivership) 

(2) STEPHEN LEONARD CONN AND ANDREW DICK 

(3) EUTESOUND UNITED 
TONEWEAR UMITED 
WEBSOUND UMITED 

AGREEMENT 
relating to the sale and purchase 

of certain assets 

turner parkinson 
Solicitors 

Hollins Chambers 
64a Bridge Street 

Manchester 
M33BA 

Ref: JOB/SLA 
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(d) r€ference to "a person" shall be construed so as to include any individual, firm,
colrlpany or partnership (whether or not having a separate legal personality and whether
incorporated or not);

(e) references to any enactment shall be deemed to include references to such
enactment as re-enacted, amended or extended;

(f,) words incorporating the masculine gender only shall include the feminine and neuter
genders and words incorporating the singular number only include the plural and vice versa.

2, SALE AND PURCHASE

2.1 Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement the Seller shall sell and the
Buyers Group shall buy whatever right, title or interest (if any) the Seller may have in the
following Assets as follows:

(a)

(i) the Tooling;

(ii) the Intellectual Property Rights;

(iii) the Goodwill;

(iv) the Share; and

(v) the Inter-Company Debt.

(b) The Assets shall be transferred to the Buyers Group as follows

(i) the Share the Inter-Company Debt and the Goodwill to Elitesound Limited;

(ii) the Intellectual Property Rights to Tonewear Limited

(iii) the Tooling to Websound Limited

to the intent that the Buyers Group (or any member of it) shall from the Transfer
Date carry on the Business as a going concern.

2.2 Nothing in this Agreement shall operate to transfer the Excluded Asseb and without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing the following items are expressly excluded from
this sale and purchase:

(a) all and any cash in hand or at a bank or other financial institution save for Debtor
Realisations and any deposits or pre-payments made to any third pafi in connection with
goods or services supplied prior to the Transfer Date and all cheques, bills or other
negotiable instruments received by the Transfer Date;

(b) the Excluded Records;

(c) any real propefi owned or leased or used by the Seller including the
Premises;
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(d) ,eference to "a person" shall be construed so as to include any individual, firm, 
company or partnership (whether or not having a separate legal personality and whether 
incorporated or not); 

(e) references to any enactment shall be deemed to include references to such 
enactment as re-enacted, amended or extended; 

(f) words incorporating the masculine gender only shall include the feminine and neuter 
genders and words incorporating the singular number only include the plural and vice versa. 

2. SALE AND PURCHASE 

2.1 Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement the Seller shall sell and the 
Buyers Group shall buy whatever right, title or interest (if any) the Seller may have in the 
following Assets as follows: 

(a) 

(i) the Tooling; 

(ii) the Intellectual Property Rights; 

(iii) the Goodwill; 

(iv) the Share; and 

(v) the Inter-Company Debt. 

(b) The Assets shall be transferred to the Buyers Group as follows 

(i) the Share the Inter-Company Debt and the Goodwill to Elitesound Limited; 

(ii) the Intellectual Property Rights to Tonewear Limited 

(iii) the Tooling to Websound Limited 

to the intent that the Buyers Group (or any member of it) shall from the Transfer 
Date carry on the Business as a going concern. 

2.2 Nothing in this Agreement shall operate to transfer the Excluded Assets and without 
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing the following items are expressly excluded from 
this sale and purchase: 

(a) all and any cash in hand or at a bank or other financial institution save for Debtor 
Realisations and any deposits or pre-payments made to any third party in connection with 
goods or services supplied prior to the Transfer Date and all cheques, bills or other 
negotiable instruments received by the Transfer Date; 

(b) the Excluded Records; 

(c) any real property owned or leased or used by the Seller including the 
Premises; 
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(d) any actual or potential claim under any insurance or similar contract or in
damages against any third pafi and any claim against an Employee or
Former Employee;

(g) the benefit of any claim made or capable of being made by the Seller or the
office Holder for repayment of any tax or tax allowances;

(h) the rights of the Seller in respect of any pension trust or fund established by
or for it affecting the Employees or any former employees of the Seller;

(i) the benefit of any claim made or to be made by the Seller or the Office Holder
for grants from any government rocar or pubric authority;

0) the Debts.

(k) the Vehicles.

3, CONSIDERATION

The consideration for the sale and purchase referred to in Sub-Clause 2.1 shall be as
follows:

Asset Consideration (€)

The Tooling € 25,000.00

The Intellectual property Rights € 30.000.00

The Goodwill f 10,000.00

The Share E 10,000.00

The Inter-Company Debt ff50,000.00

Total €425,000.00

4" PAYMENT, COMPLETION AND FURTf|ER ASSURANCE

4.t The Buyers shall on the Transfer Date pay to the Seller the sum of f425,000.

4.2 The Seller's Solicitors shall be entitled to account immediately to the Office Holders
for the consideration as it is received.

4-3 Completion of the sale and purchase shall take place on the Transfer Date at the
offices of the Seller's Solicitors or at such other place as the Office Holder may direct.

4.4 On the Transfer Date the Seller shall:

(a) allow the Buyers to take possession of such of the Assets as are transferable by
delivery;
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(d) any actual or potential claim under any insurance or similar contract or in 
damages against any third party and any claim against an Employee or 
Former Employee; 

(g) the benefit of any claim made or capable of being made by the Seller or the 
Office Holder for repayment of any tax or tax allowances; 

(h) the rights of the Seller in respect of any pension trust or fund established by 
or for it affecting the Employees or any former employees of the Seller; 

(i) the benefit of any claim made or to be made by the Seller or the Office Holder 
for grants from any government local or public authority; 

(j) the Debts. 

(k) the Vehicles. 

3. CONSIDERATION 

The consideration for the sale and purchase referred to in Sub-Clause 2.1 shall be as 
follows: 

Asset 

The Tooling 

The Intellectual Property Rights 

The Goodwill 

The Share 

The Inter-Company Debt 

Total 

Consideration (£) 

£ 25,000.00 

£ 30,000.00 

£ 10,000.00 

£ 10,000.00 

£350,000.00 

£425,000.00 

4. PAYMENT, COMPLETION AND FURTHER ASSURANCE 

4.1 The Buyers shall on the Transfer Date pay to the Seller the sum of £425,000. 

4.2 The Seller's Solicitors shall be entitled to account immediately to the Office Holders 
for the consideration as it is received. 

4.3 Completion of the sale and purchase shall take place on the Transfer Date at the 
offices of the Seller's Solicitors or at such other place as the Office Holder may direct. 

4.4 On the Transfer Date the Seller shall: 

(a) allow the Buyers to take possession of such of the Assets as are transferable by 
delivery; 
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(b)

(i)

( i i )

(iii)

(c)

deliver to Elitesound Limited a duly executed stock transfer form in respect of the
Share and a valid written resolution of the sole director of Leaf Technologies

approving the transfer of the Share to Elitesound Limited (subject to the
stocktransfer form therefor being duly stamped);

approving the appointment of peremy ErassingtonJ as an additional director of Leaf
Technologies Limited; and

resigning as director.;

hold all other Assets on trust for the Buyers absolutely pending assignment;

Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, following completion of this
Agreement the Seller and/or the Office Holder (but only so long as he retains his
office in relation to the Seller and provided that all and any personal liability of the
office Holder is expressly excluded) shall at the Buyer's expense:

(a) execute and deliver such documents (in such form as the Seller's Solicitors
shall approve) in particular

an assignment of the Inter-Company Debt and the Goodwill to Elitesound Limited;

4.5

(i)
and

(ii) an assignment to Tonewear Limited of the Intellectual property Rights; and

(b) do such further acts

as shall be reasonably necessary to vest in the Buyers such right, title and interest as
the Seller may have to the Assets transferred to the Buyers-in accordance with the
terms of this Agreement at the cost of the Buyer.

5. PASSING OF PROPERWAND RISK

5.1 Such right title or interest in the Assets as is agreed to be transferred by this
Agreement shall pass to the Buyers on completion. Until title passes the Buyers shall keep
the Assets free from any charge, lien or other encumbrance.

5.2 Sole risk ln all the Assets shall pass to the Buyers immediately after execution of this
Agreement.

6. THIRD PARTY ASSETS

6-1 Unless agreed othenruise on the Transfer Date possession of the Third party Assets
shall be delivered up to the Buyers as bailees of the Seller and the Seller shal not object to
or hinder any arrangement which the Buyers may wish to make with the owners of the fhird
Party Assets.

6.2 The Seller shall at the Buyers' request and expense (on a full indemnity basis) enter
into novations of some or all agreements (as the Buyers may determine save in relation to
any obligations in relation to any Third Pafi Assets where a bank or any associated
company are the financiers in which case the Buyers will honour such obligations) relating to
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deliver to Elitesound Limited a duly executed stock transfer form in respect of the 
Share and a valid written resolution of the sole director of Leaf Technologies 

(i) approving the transfer of the Share to Elitesound Limited (subject to the 
stocktransfer form therefor being duly stamped); 

(ii) approving the appointment of [Jeremy Brassington] as an additional director of Leaf 
Technologies Limited; and 

(iii) resigning as director.; 

(c) hold all other Assets on trust for the Buyers absolutely pending assignment; 

4.5 Without prejudice to the generality of the foregOing, following completion of this 
Agreement the Seller and/or the Office Holder (but only so long as he retains his 
office in relation to the Seller and proVided that all and any personal liability of the 
Office Holder is expressly excluded) shall at the Buyer's expense: 

(a) execute and deliver such documents (in such form as the Seiler'S Solicitors 
shall approve) in particular 

(i) an assignment of the Inter-Company Debt and the Goodwill to Elitesound Limited; 
and 

(ii) an assignment to Tonewear Limited of the Intellectual Property Rights; and 

(b) do such further acts 

as shall be reasonably necessary to vest in the Buyers such right, title and interest as 
the Seller may have to the Assets transferred to the Buyers in accordance with the 
terms of this Agreement at the cost of the Buyer. 

5. PASSING OF PROPERTY AND RISK 

5.1 Such right, title or interest in the Assets as is agreed to be transferred by this 
Agreement shall pass to the Buyers on completion. Until title passes the Buyers shall keep 
the Assets free from any charge, lien or other encumbrance. 

5.2 Sole risk in all the Assets shall pass to the Buyers immediately after execution of this 
Agreement. 

6. THIRD PARTY ASSETS 

6.1 Unless agreed otherwise on the Transfer Date possession of the Third Party Assets 
shall be delivered up to the Buyers as bailees of the Seller and the Seller shall not object to 
or hinder any arrangement which the Buyers may wish to make with the owners of the Third 
Party Assets. 

6.2 The Seller shall at the Buyers' request and expense (on a full indemnity basis) enter 
into novations of some or all agreements (as the Buyers may determine save in relation to 
any obligations in relation to any Third Party Assets where a bank or any associated 
company are the financiers in which case the Buyers will honour such obligations) relating to 
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cakulated to take into account amongst other things the risk to it represented by the fact
that the Pafties believe that all the exclusions and limitations set out in this Agreement
would be recognised as being fully effective by the cour6, the Seller making it clear that it
would not have agreed to sell the Assets on any other basis except for a higher
consideration;

(c) the Buyers, their servants, employees, agenb, representatives and advisers have
been given every opportunity which might reasonably be opected to examine and inspect
the Assets, to interuiew all or any of the Employees and to obtain information from the Seller
relating to the Assets;

(d) the Seller is an insolvent compafly, itS affairs are consequently disorganised and
uncertain, and the Office Holder has only very limited knowledge of its affairs; and

10.3 The Buyers acknowledge that the consideration agreed for the sale and purchase
under this Agreement reflects the Pafties' belief that these terms are valid and binding in
their entirety.

10.4 The Buyers acknowledge that:

(a) notwithstanding any other provision contained in this Agreement all the Assets sold
shall be purchased on the basis that risk of good title to all or any of them passing to the
Buyers is at the Buyers' sole risk and without limitation the Assets sold in this Agreement are
sold subject to any claims, liens, distraint and execution and subject to all leasing, hire or
hire purchase agreements and reseryation of title claims (if any) in respect of them; and

(b) if it shall be found that the Seller does not have title to any or all of the Assets the
Buyers shall not have the right to rescind, avoid or vary this Agreement or to claim damages
or a reduction in the consideration paid or payable under the terms of this Agreement other
than in accordance with the provisions of clause 4.

10.5 The Buyers, having been afforded an opportunity to inspect the Assets any right, title
or interest in which is sold by this Agreement as and where they lie, shall be deemed to buy
with full knowledge of their state and condition and shall take them in their present
condition. No warranty, condition, representation, statement or assurance is given or implied
as to their condition, quality, fitness for any particular or any purpose, pedormance or
functionality.

10.6 Subject to any provisions in this Agreement to the contrary the Buyers undertake:

(a) that they shall make available for collection all and any Assets as are subject to any
valid claims to the ffice Holder or to the owner of those Assets immediately on demand or
othenruise as the Office Holder directs unless the Buyers have settled such claims in full; and

(b) to indemnify the Seller and the Office Holder on a full indemnity basis in respect of all
and any Liabilities arising from all and any third party claims, as specified in clause 10.6(a)
above.

The Buyers shall not be entitled to any compensation in respect of any Assets so
returned other than as provided for in clause 4.

LA.7 The Buyers warrant that:
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calrulated to take into account amongst other things the risk to it represented by the fact 
that the Parties believe that all the exclusions and limitations set out in this Agreement 
would be recognised as being fully effective by the courts, the Seller making it clear that it 
would not have agreed to sell the Assets on any other basis except for a higher 
consideration; 

(c) the Buyers, their servants, employees, agents, representatives and advisers have 
been given every opportunity which might reasonably be expected to examine and inspect 
the Assets, to interview all or any of the Employees and to obtain information from the Seller 
relating to the Assets; 

(d) the Seller is an insolvent company, its affairs are consequently disorganised and 
uncertain, and the Office Holder has only very limited knowledge of its affairs; and 

10.3 The Buyers acknowledge that the consideration agreed for the sale and purchase 
under this Agreement reflects the Parties' belief that these terms are valid and binding in 
their entirety. 

10.4 The Buyers acknowledge that: 

(a) notwithstanding any other provision contained in this Agreement all the Assets sold 
shall be purchased on the basis that risk of good title to all or any of them passing to the 
Buyers is at the Buyers' sole risk and without limitation the Assets sold in this Agreement are 
sold subject to any claims, liens, distraint and execution and subject to all leaSing, hire or 
hire purchase agreements and reservation of title claims (if any) in respect of them; and 

(b) if it shall be found that the Seller does not have title to any or all of the Assets the 
Buyers shall not have the right to rescind, avoid or vary this Agreement or to claim damages 
or a reduction in the consideration paid or payable under the terms of this Agreement other 
than in accordance with the provisions of clause 4. 

10.5 The Buyers, having been afforded an opportunity to inspect the Assets any right, title 
or interest in which is sold by this Agreement as and where they lie, shall be deemed to buy 
with full knowledge of their state and condition and shall take them in their present 
condition. No warranty, condition, representation, statement or assurance is given or implied 
as to their condition, quality, fitness for any particular or any purpose, performance or 
functionality . 

10.6 Subject to any provisions in this Agreement to the contrary the Buyers undertake: 

(a) that they shall make available for collection all and any Assets as are subject to any 
valid claims to the Office Holder or to the owner of those Assets immediately on demand or 
otherwise as the Office Holder directs unless the Buyers have settled such claims in full; and 

(b) to indemnify the Seller and the Office Holder on a full indemnity basis in respect of all 
and any Liabilities arising from all and any third party claims, as specified in clause 10.6(a) 
above. 

The Buyers shall not be entitled to any compensation in respect of any Assets so 
returned other than as provided for in clause 4. 

10.7 The Buyers warrant that: 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 08 July 2009 10:31
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398 - REPORT
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Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
Please forward this email to the Information Commissioner. 
  
You visited the IPO on 20-05-09 for the purpose of discovering the true creation date of "Pat Ass DN 
Ver3.doc" (Desk Notes with the front cover page Reg Admin Desk Notes reviewed by Steve Adkins Accepted 
by Debbie Cooke on 1st August 2007). 
  
I had alleged that the documents sent to me in part (four printed pages) on 25-07-08, and in full (a pdf version 
of Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc) on 02-09-08, were forgeries intended to deceive me and the courts (to which I would 
present the documents). 
  
I had repeatedly asked for the Desk Notes since 2007, and you make no reference to this whatsoever in your 
letter to me of 22-06-09. 
  
The Comptroller did not want me to see the true Desk Notes because they contradict his repeated claims 
about practice and procedure in his letters to me in 2007. 
  
You failed to get me the information I sought and so now rely on Mr. Fletcher's (the Comptroller's) word that 
although he lied for 20 months he is telling the truth about the creation dates and the reasons why the 
documents you discovered are different. 
  
I gather that when you close an inquiry you issue a report and publish it on your website. 
  
I am writing to warn the ICO not to publish the false claims and to consider the facts. 
  
1. The Comptroller wrote to me on 12-11-07 stating that he had checked practice in "section instructions" and 
that, according to "standard procedure" staff should have inspected the 15-09-03 sale agreement on 20-09-04 
prior to making any registration. 
  
2. I made repeated requests under the FOIA to get these instructions. The matter became even more serious 
when I discovered that: 
  
3 At a Patent Practice Meeting on 14-01-01, CIPA, had raised objections to the standard register entry "Form 
21/77 and supporting documents filed on ....(patent no.).." because it implied that the Comptroller inspected 
documents sent to him as evidence of assignment of patents, when he did not. The Comptroller agreed to 
remove the word "supporting" from the automated entry and did so later in 2001. 
  
4. This practice of ignoring documents - but only if the accompanying application Form 21/77 was signed by 
both the buyer and the seller of the patent - was introduced by a Patents Directorate Instruction published in 
the Patents & Designs Journal on 27-01-99. 
  
5 HMRC disapproved of the practice and published a booklet in 1999 which was re-published in the CIPA 
Journal in September 1999 in which HMRC stated that it had asked the Comptroller not to accept the 
declarations on his Forms, but rather to inspect the actual documents of assignment for evidence of the 
payment of all necessary Stamp Duty. 
  
6.The Desk Notes which were eventually disclosed to me in part (just four pages) on 25-07-08 supported Mr, 
Fletcher's claims of 12-11-07 that staff inspected all documents - but as this was a false claim, I challenged 
the disclosure and asked for the Desk Notes as created on or before 01-08-07 and no later. 
  
7. On 02-09-08, Mr. Fletcher made a set of Desk Notes called Pat Ass DN ver3.pdf which he has repeatedly 
claimed was created from an original file which was reviewed by Steve Adkins and accepted by Debbie 
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Cooke on 01-08-07. 
  
8. You were asked by me to establish whether this was true, for if it was not, there would be another set of 
Desk Notes on the two computers used to create the Word and pdf documents. 
  
9. The Comptroller made various claims to the High Court on 09-08-07 with regard to practice in this specific 
area, so it is important for many reasons to establish whether the Desk Notes AT THAT TIME conflicted with 
his claims on 12-11-07 or supported them. 
  
10. You had every opportunity to secure evidence of the creation dates of the four versions of desk notes but 
you did not do so. 
  
11. You had pdf copies made of DESK NOTES 1.doc, Pat Ass DN Ver2.doc and the 2005 Desk Notes and 
had Mrs. Cooke email them to you together with the Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf file she had created especially for 
me on 02-09-08. 
  
12. As I required the dates of creation and as you had not secured that information, you asked Mr. Fletcher to 
send you some dates. 
  
13. The dates show that Mr. Fletcher has been lying all along and that on 01-08-07 there was no Pat Ass DN 
ver3. 
  
14. You claim that Pat Ass DN Ver3 was created on 16-08-07, and that, if true, proves the Comptroller to have 
forged the Desk Notes, as it was clear to Mrs. Cooke on 25-07-08 and on 02-09-08 that she was printing and 
creating copies from a document created on 16-08-07 (after the high Court case) and not on 01-08-07 as 
repeatedly claimed. 
  
15. The Comptroller did therefore withhold the information I sought - and he did so in order to cover up a 
number of lies in his letter of 12-11-07 which set the course for further legal proceedings on an entirely false 
footing. 
  
16. But the letter of 12-11-07 itself was a cover up for a serious and long-running fraud - hiding unstamped 
hybrid documents (documents which settle and/or transfer more than just UK-registered IPR and therefore 
have potentially large Stamp Duty liabilities). 
  
17. The "ignore" and "scan" alteration was a red herring. The practice could not have applied in the case of 
my patent, because the Form had only one signature. Mr. Fletcher was therefore also lying in his letter of 12-
11-07 about the acceptability of applications forms signed by a mere address for service. 
  
18. Mr. Fletcher knew full well that the sale agreement was unregistrable and so he wanted to fabricate a 
scenario by which it could have slipped through the system and apologise for a lesser failing. 
  
19. However, it is a fact that the unstamped sale agreement was excluded from the Register and that the 
standard wording was altered so as to give the impression that no document was received. 
  
20. Note that if a document is "ignored" in accordance with the practice you came face to face with in DESK 
NOTES 1.doc and Pat Ass DN ver2.doc, CIPA's suggested wording will appear on the Register "Form 21/77 
and documents filed on..." because the document was still registered and filed, even though the Comptroller 
did not take its content into consideration - having seen the signatures of both the buyer and the seller on the 
Form. 
  
21. I used the evidence of alteration to get the ICO to dig around for the actual document I had repeatedly 
asked for - even though it is September 2004 that matters in my case (so 2007 Desk Notes are not directly 
relevant to the fraud in 2004). 
  
22. However, I now have the Desk Notes from 1992-2005 and can see that the fraud by which I became a 
victim runs through all Desk Notes. 
  
23. The 2007 Desk Notes are relevant to a criminal investigation into the cover up instigated by the 
Comptroller to prevent me and others from discovering what really happened on 20-09-04. 
  
24. I have presented evidence to the Police to show that the (very few) changes to the 2007 Desk Notes and 
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the creation dates you have provided are suspicious. 
  
25. You have not bothered to look at the documents to see why the headings slipped back a page later 
in ver2 and ver3, but the Police have. 
  
26. We have identified the text alteration which caused the headings to drop back a page and prove your 
claims of "formatting" to be false. 
  
27. We have looked at the alterations themselves and wondered at why they should have been made on the 
dates you have provided. 
  
28. We have referenced the change at 2.02(5) to my case. There has to be a reason why staff would be told 
as of 16-08-07 to inspect all documents when for 8 years the Comptroller has defied HMRC and 
concerned CIPA over the practice of ignoring documents and registering them regardless. 
  
29. We have referenced the other change, made (you say), on 28-07-07, to a change in the law. That change 
took place in December 2007.  
  
30. We have also established that DESK NOTES 1.doc (which you say was created on 16-05-07 - with front 
cover details stating 1st August 2007?) introduced a reference to the most relevant court case to my claim 
that there has ever been. This reference has been placed directly below the instruction by which I was 
defrauded - and it is not s.2.02 (5). 
  
31. The judge in that case (who was not aware that the Comptroller was encouraging fraud) warned against 
the practice which can be seen at s.4.12. However, the case also ruled that an unstamped document cannot 
be used in evidence to expose a bogus document on the Register. 
  
32. The reference was therefore inserted to provide a defence in the event that a bogus registration was 
discovered. 
  
33. The problem now facing Mr. Fletcher et al is that an unstamped document can be used in evidence in 
criminal proceedings. 
  
34. Your failure to properly investigate the allegations of document forgery for the purposes of hiding the 
existence of the true document can be described in one of two ways. 
  
35. So blindingly obvious was it to you that the creation dates of the 2007 Desk Notes and the FULL EXTENT 
of any changes therein were core evidence, that to ignore such evidence is indefensible. 
  
36. if you publish a report without considering these facts, and/or produce a false report in order to 
give the false impression that the Comptroller has not spent the last 20 months avoiding handing over 
the Desk Notes  - a false set, upon which he has based his decisions in proceedings as a referee, and 
the true set, upon which he has based thousands of false registrations, there will be serious 
consequences. 
  
PLEASE INFORM ME OF YOUR INTENTIONS WITH REGARD TO CLOSING YOUR OWN 
INVESTIGATION (just because the Police are involved, it does not mean that you can walk away from 
your own responsibilities) AND PUBLISHING THE I.C.'s DECISION. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall.  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Stephen Flack  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2009 11:03 AM 
Subject: RE: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 16 July 2009 07:29
Attach: Desk notesJune05.pdf
Subject: Fw: Case Reference Number FS50206398
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Dear Mr. Flack, 
  
This is your email to me of 24-06-09. The attached pdf is not created from the same Word document that was 
used to create the pdf I sent to you in February 2009. 
  
This, together with other evidence, proves that the four pdfs which you say were created before your eyes on 
20-06-09 were made from different Word documents to those which IPO used on 02-09-08 and 23-09-08 to 
create the Desknotes.pdf (2005) and Pat Ass DN ver3.pdf (2007) which I emailed to you in February 2009. 
  
The bottom line is that what you sent me on 27-05-09 by way of pdfs is not what you used to print the four 
sets of Desk Notes which you later posted to me together with a letter claiming that the three 2007 Word 
versions of the pdfs were created on certain dates. 
  
(The Police have noted that you will not say who discovered these dates). 
  
You have therefore provided me with a date (16-08-07) which is not the date of creation of the Word 
document from which IPO made Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf on 02-09-08 and which you emailed to me on 27-05-09 
as being a file you discovered at IPO on 20-05-09. 
  
You have provided a date (16-08-07) which IPO claims applies to the Word document Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc 
which you saw at IPO on 20-05-09 and had copied to pdf format by Mrs. Cooke at around 11:13am - 11:16am 
on 20-05-09. 
  
I know that you have a file called Pat Ass DN ver3.pdf which was created on 20-05-09, because you printed it 
out and sent the print out to me (now with the Police, who made a copy for me to keep). 
  
However, I too have a file called Pat Ass DN ver3.pdf, but it was created (as you know) on 02-09-08. 
Furthermore, I have a print out of that file which was made by IPO in September 2008 - and it is not the same 
as your print-out. 
  
IPO’s printouts correspond to the pdfs they sent to me in 2008, but two of your printouts do not correspond to 
the pdfs IPO sent to me. Fact. 
  
In short, you have done two things: 
  
1) You have had IPO copy to pdf the wrong files, from a different computer; 
  
2) You have sent me one of your two versions of Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf whilst printing from the other. 
  
I am forwarding to you your own email to me of 27-05-09 and its attachments so that you can see what you 
sent to me. 
  
As I have all but completed the hand-over of evidence to the Police, save for this last piece of evidence (the 
Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf from which you printed "PAT ASS DN VER 3"), the matter is almost out of my hands - 
but not quite. 
  
You can save Police time by forwarding to me what IPO emailed to you on 20-05-09. It is the attachments I 
want, so if you feel that you must hide any accompanying text from the IPO's email, feel free to do so (it won't 
stay secret for long). 
  
I appreciate that it is possible that IPO emailed you the existing (02-09-08) pdf of Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf on 20-
05-09 (as that is what you sent to me on 27-05-09) together with newly created pdf versions of DESK NOTES 
1.doc and Pat Ass DN ver2.doc; but as you could not print what you printed from the 27-05-09 attachments 867
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you sent to me, you must have received the specially-created 20-05-09 Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf from IPO on or 
after 20-05-09. 
  
As you say that you received the 2005 Desk Notes (omitted from your email to me of 27-05-09) together with 
the other three Desk Notes on 20-05-09, and as the 2005 Desk Notes you later sent to me in pdf format were 
indeed created in pdf on 20-05-09 and (like Pat Ass DN Ver3) are not made from the same Word document 
that IPO used in 2008 to create the Desk Notes (both pdf and printed) already in my possession, I will believe 
you on that point and hold the line that on 27-05-09 you selected files from the folder on your computer which 
is allocated to my case and sent me the old pdf of Pat Ass DN ver3 (which I sent to you in February 2009) 
instead of the new one sent to you by IPO on 20-05-09. 
  
It is an inescapable fact that you have two versions of Pat Ass DN Ver3 in pdf format - one created on 02-09-
08 (126KB) and one created on  20-05-09 (c. 330KB). 
  
Rather than send me the pdf which you had made on 20-05-09 on its own, I believe that the circumstances 
demand more openness and that you forward the email which you received from IPO bearing the files you say 
were created in pdf on 20-05-09. 
  
Please do this by return. I have another interview with the Police on Saturday and we intend to wrap up the 
Officer's statement (he is presenting the evidence to Gwent Police). 
  
Your resistance to answering straightforward questions has been noted. 
  
There is nothing the IC can now do to help the Comptroller, so I hope you will now provide me with the 
documents you claimed you were sending to me. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Stephen Flack  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2009 12:22 PM 
Subject: RE: Case Reference Number FS50206398 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
As requested. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Steve Flack 
Investigating Officer 
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545884 
Fax: 01625 545738 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
www.ico.gov.uk 
  

-----Original Message----- 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 24 June 2009 12:12 
To: Stephen Flack 

Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
Importance: High 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Flack" <Stephen.Flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 19 July 2009 21:28
Attach: word format desk notes 19-07-09.doc
Subject: Case Reference Number FS50206398
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25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Flack, 
 
A lot has happened since we spoke on Friday. 
 
I attach my email in word format. 
 
I wrote the content today (19-07-09) but if you click properties  -  
general - you will see that the file was created on 16th May 2009. 
 
I simply altered the entire content of an existing file and changed the file  
name in explorer so as not to save the file under a new name and thereby  
lose the creation date. 
 
The point I make is that the "document", as the law sees it, is created on  
the last modified date. The file which houses the document can be 20 years  
old. 
 
You have sent me printed documents which are different from the printed  
documents sent to me by IPO last year. This has led me to discover that you  
have the Word documents after all. 
 
You appear to have given me the dates upon which the files housing the Desk  
Notes were created. This is not the information I sought. 
 
The modification dates are the relevant dates. 
 
You now tell me that you have altered the word documents' modification dates  
by saving them. However, your IT Section will have backups. Even if there is  
resistance to that end, it is of no help to the Comptroller: 
 
Fortunately there is software to rip a word document to shreds (the high  
level properties data is easy to alter anyway, which is why £175 to a  
Forensic Expert gets the definitive data). 
 
Your re-saving of the word documents has done no damage to the low level  
binary code, you have merely added some more metadata, part of which has  
overwritten some duplicated data - the high level visible properties data,  
which is unreliable in any event (as it can be altered with freely  
available, legitimate software). 
 
Highly sophisticated software can filter binary code and pull out even  
alterations to and deletions of the metadata. I provide an example in my  
attached document. 
 
My attached email (word) explains why you must send me the Word documents  
(which are the "information" held by the Comptroller). Neither you nor he  869
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has the right to alter that information (by conversion to another format). 
 
One Crown Office Row Chambers have given me permission to quote from one of  
their papers on FOIA. It clearly explains that I am entitled to those word  
documents. 
 
I am entitled to the documents in Word format because that is the format  
they existed in and it was not inconvenient for me to have the information  
in its actual format - the format of my preference (and to which I am  
therefore entitled). 
 
The fact that the IPO is deeply concerned about the information in the word  
documents is their problem, not mine - they shouldn't have created the  
information in the first place if they didn't want it to be exposed. 
 
(In 2000, the Parliamentary Select Committee for Public Administration  
("PASC") discussed the problems FOIA would present to civil servants  
advising Ministers, as there was a threat that Ministers would be advised  
verbally so as to avoid having to disclose documents - but, as you know,  
FOIA deals with "information" and it does not have to be in written form). 
 
You must understand that a "document" is defined in law (my email explains).  
A Word document is printable in many ways, and is essentially a document  
with visible deletions and additions (dated too), the deletions are not seen  
when opened in Word, but they are when opened in certain binary/hex  
analysers. 
 
I am well up to speed on this and I make it clear that I have my own civil  
proceedings to deal with, irrespective of the Police inquiry. 
 
The Police will doubtless go to source, but I am looking to you to hand over  
what I need for my own proceedings - the standard of evidence is lower for  
civil proceedings. 
 
If you do as I ask, the Police may not head your way. But as things stand,  
you are obstructing me and risk allegations of perverting the course of  
justice. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Andrew Hall 
.  
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EMAIL TO THE INFORMATION COMMISSIONER  
FROM ANDREW HALL 
 
19-07-09 
 
 
 
 

Dear Mr. Flack, 
 

1. In addition to making the case for disclosure of Word documents in your 
possession (which I should not have to make, as I am entitled to such electronic 
documents without having to say why I want them) this email (word document) of 
itself proves a point I shall make later below. 

  
2. I have not altered my computer’s clock, but put it to you that I created the high 

level visible content of this Word document on 19-07-09. 
 

3. The question as to when I made this document is not answered by looking at the 
“created” date in the properties (see “File” tab, “properties”, “General”), it is 
answered by looking at the “Modified” date: 
 

 
 

4. More on this later, below. 
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5. I rang your direct line on Friday 18th July 2009 to see if you had received my two 

recent emails. 
 

6. I expected that the content might worry the Information Commissioner, but I can 
now see that it is more serious – you don’t have two pdf versions of the Pat Ass 
DN Ver3 – you have original documents in the original format in which I am clearly 
entitled to receive them:  
 

i. Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc; 
ii. Pat Ass DN Ver2.doc; 
iii. DESK NOTES 1.doc 
iv. Desk noteJune2005.doc 

 
albeit that you altered the metadata on 22-05-09 re: date last “Modified”. 
 

7. Before continuing, I make it clear to you that there are two ongoing inquiries - one 
civil and one criminal. 
 

8. I am writing to you in connection with my own inquiry with respect to civil 
proceedings. 
 
 
Desk Notes – Word, pdf and printed 
 

9. Documentary evidence shows that you gave me the clear impression on 22-05-09 
that you only procured pdfs on 20-05-09. 
 

10. My communications thereafter state that I was distressed by the lack of care taken 
in the securing of evidence and that you allowed IPO to make filtered pdf copies of 
the information I specifically sought (so as to specifically exclude that information) 
instead of taking away with you electronic images of the Word 
documents themselves. 
 

11. As you will see later below, there is a saying "the whole truth", and I did not get the 
whole truth to which I was entitled. 
 

12. My emails to you in May 2009 made it clear that I have a mass of evidence to 
bring a prosecution once you had recovered the Word document Pat Ass DN 
Ver3.doc, but your directors closed their eyes to this. 
 

13. The IPO did not want you to let on that you did in fact procure some of the specific 
information/evidence to which I am entitled under the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 – the information in the Word document Pat Ass DN ver3.doc (the format in 
which the information was stored by IPO, in which it was disseminated to staff, and 
in which it should have been disclosed  - and must now be disclosed - to me). 

  
14. Contrary to what you say in your letter to me of 22-06-09, IPO has sent me 

documents in Excel, Word and pdf. In fact, Word is the standard format for the 
Litigation Section’s communications, so I have plenty of examples. 
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15. Your withholding of the fact that you did procure the Word documents is a matter 
for the Police inquiry and there is nothing I can do about it.  
 

16. The Police (whom I am still briefing) and I knew from the evidence witnessed by 
the appointed Officer that you must have two versions of the false Desk Notes, but 
we took it that they must be in pdf format since you told me things on 22-06-09 in 
such a way that I would believe you to have only pdf copies of the Word 
documents. 
 

17. You have been wound round their little finger. I have asked for information as it is 
held by them. It is irrelevant that they now claim to send out all documents in pdf 
format. The information in question is not “sent out” and most certainly cannot be 
filtered and mutilated in the way you have permitted.  
 

18. You must drop this protective attitude towards the Comptroller, he is up to his neck 
in this and is beyond your help.  
 

19. I, on the other hand, have done a great deal of research in recent weeks and I 
have offers of help from the World’s leading experts in this area - one US-based 
international company checked me out (they found some documents on the 
internet) and wrote on Friday night to say that the group CEO will be contacting 
me. This is what we can do:  
 

 
 
  

20. As a witness, I will have to tell the whole truth as I know it and I want you to know 
that I did not want it to come to this.  
 

21. However, I am seeking damages in excess of £500,000 and civil proceedings are 
the reason why I approached you in the first place – for evidence to which I am 
entitled, without having to explain why I require the evidence. 
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22. I have followed the correct procedures for procuring evidence for proceedings 

against a public body, and the Desk Notes are electronic documents which must 
be disclosed in their original form and not filtered in some copying process. 
 

23. The following links show that I am fully entitled to the Word documents in 
your possession: 
 
http://www.ssrltd.com/WhitePapers/Legal%20Admissibility%20of%20Documentary
%20Evidence%20in%20Civil%20and%20Criminal%20Proceedings.pdf 
 
" "There is a document whenever there is writing or printing capable of being read, 
no matter what the material may be upon which it is impressed or inscribed". R -v- 
Daye (1908) 77LJK8 659. 

This description illustrates that documents cover any record of evidence or 
information and are not limited to pieces of paper." 

24. http://www.1cor.com/1158/?form_1105.replyids=,9,1,&form_1195.replyids=2&form
_1186.replyids=0&form_1195.userid=55&form_1195.replyids=2&form_1155.userid
=3&form_1155.replyids=13 

(Extracts reproduced below with consent of the authors): 

R (Wandsworth LBC) v Secretary of State for Transport: 

"the Administrative Court relies upon such witnesses, especially those representing 
government departments, to present the background facts in a comprehensive and 
dispassionate manner. . . It is most important that officials providing witness statements 
on behalf of public bodies, in particular government departments, in judicial review 
proceedings, should remember that their obligation to tell the truth to the court does not 
mean that the court need only be told so much of the truth as suits the department's case, 
and that inconvenient parts of the truth may be omitted from their evidence. In Court, a 
witness is not merely obliged to tell the truth and nothing but the truth, but also to tell the 
whole truth. A statement that is only partially true is as capable of being misleading as a 
statement that is untrue." 

…… 

3.3 The general right - section 1 

Section 1 of FOIA provides a general right of access to information held by public 
authorities.  
 
Section 1(1) entitles any person making a request for information to a public authority: 

(a) to be informed in writing by the public authority whether it holds information of the 
description specified in the request, and 

(b) if that is the case, to have that information communicated to him. 

Any person can make a request for information held by a public authority regardless of 
when that information was recorded or how long it has been held by the public authority. 
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3.4 Form of requests under FOIA 

Requests for information under FOIA must be made in writing, describe the information 
requested, state the name of the applicant and provide an address for correspondence.  
This includes e-mail & fax. There is no need to specify that the request is made under 
FOIA. This suggests that public authorities must treat all requests for information as 
requests under FOIA and deal with them under the FOIA regime.  

3.5 Requests are "applicant blind" 

The broad, general entitlement under section 1 of FOIA is "applicant blind" in that any 
person can make a request without the need to demonstrate any interest in or motive for 
making the request.  There is no need for proceedings to have been issued or indeed 
contemplated before a request for information can be made. Any person, anywhere in the 
world can make a request for information held by a UK public authority. Journalists, 
commercial bodies (particularly those seeking information about public procurement 
grants), pressure groups, persons involved in the political process are but a few "persons" 
who may find FOIA of use.  

3.6 Definition of "public authorities" 

"Public authorities" are given a wide meaning in the Act.  However, unlike the Human 
Rights Act 1998, Schedule 1 to FOIA sets out a list of public authorities to which the Act 
applies. The list is long. It starts with "any government department" in Part 1 and 
concludes with "The Youth Council for Northern Ireland" in Part VII.  

3.7  Duty to confirm or deny promptly and in any event within 20 days 

Once a request is made, the public authority in question is under a "duty to confirm or 
deny whether the requested information exists and to communicate the information to the 
person making the request within 20 working days.  A decision in relation to a request 
which involves one of the qualified exemptions may take longer than 20 days.   

3.8 Means by which the information is to be communicated 

A person making a request can express a preference for (a) a copy of the information, (b) 
a reasonable opportunity to inspect a record containing the information, and (c) a digest or 
summary of the information. So far as reasonably practicable, the public authority should 
give effect to the preference expressed.  

 

25. I started the FOI requests in 2007 to establish practice in 2004, but I was 
obstructed severely and side-tracked by false claims and forged desk notes. 
 

26. You procured electronic information on 20-05-09 to which you were entitled under 
FoIA 2000 and I am entitled to that information too. 
 

27. Indeed you procured the information on the grounds that it ought to have been 
disclosed to me in response to my many requests for the “original” 2005 Desk 
Notes, the “original” 2007 Desk Notes and the “current” 2007 Desk Notes – “in 
their original electronic form” (which, as you know, is Microsoft Word). 
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28. It stands to reason that with significant changes with respect to Supplementary 

Protection Certificates Statutory Regulations in December 2007 that practice in 
respect of their registration would change in 2007 also – and I see that, according 
to your letter of 22-06-09 and enclosures it did (but are you sure it changed on 16th 
August 2007 – three months before the regulations were even made, let alone in 
force?):  

 

 
 

  
Desk Notes 2005 as first created, in their electronic form   

 
29. Desk notesJune05.doc is what you were shown by IPO in respect of the 2005 

Desk Notes and you must get your IT Section to email me the back-up Word file 
on the Information Commissioner’s Office Server, as you have interfered with the 
file forwarded to your account. I also want you to send me your altered file in the 
meantime. 

  
Desk Notes 2007 as first created, in their electronic form 

 
30. DESK NOTES 1.doc is what you were shown by IPO in respect of the original 

2007 Desk Notes and you must get your IT Section to email me the back-up Word 
file on the Information Commissioner’s Office Email Server, as you have interfered 
with the file forwarded to your account. I also want you to send me your altered file 
in the meantime. 
 
Desk Notes 2007 in their original electronic form as at 01-08-07 
 

31. Pat Ass DN Ver2.doc is what you claimed on 22-06-09 were shown to you in 
respect of the 2007 Desk Notes as at 01-08-07 and you must get your IT Section 
to email me the back-up Word file on the Information Commissioner’s Office Email 
Server, as you have interfered with the file forwarded to your account. I also want 
you to send me your altered file in the meantime. 
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Desk Notes 2007 in their original electronic form as at 02-02-09 

 
32.  Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc is what you claimed on 22-06-09 were shown to you in 

respect of the current 2007 Desk Notes as between 16-08-07 and 20-05-09 and 
you must get your IT Section to email me the back-up Word file on the Information 
Commissioner’s Office’s Email Server, as you have interfered with the file 
forwarded to your account. I also want you to send me your altered file in the 
meantime. 

 
 
33. Once in your custody, neither you nor IPO has the right to destroy or withhold 

information (such as dates upon which changes in practice were made to the 
documents you procured). 
 

34. Filtering out information by making a copy of the information into a different format, 
such as pdf, is tampering with the information to which I am entitled. 
 

35. Resaving a Word document such that the date upon which its content was last 
altered no longer appears in the file properties is tampering with the information. 
 
 
Document creation dates 
 

36. You are aware that I know a thing or two about software. 
 
37. I have made it clear to you that I know enough to utterly destroy your argument 

that the “last modified” date of a Word document has nothing to do with the date 
upon which the information was created. 
  

38. Word file creation dates (see “properties”) are not “document” creation dates, as 
you must surely know (as an information investigator). 
 

39. The printable “document” resides within a file and can be moved from one file to 
another without the file creation date being affected. 
 

40. To prove the point, this Word document has been created by writing a new 
document into an old file. 
 

41. When was this document created? 
 

42. Now that I know you have them, after all, please email the Word documents by 
return. I need them for my civil proceedings. 
 

43. The Police will make their own arrangements.   
 

44. The Patent Office has no right to alter the information which was held on its 
computers. The reason that Mr. Fletcher et al do not want you to release the Word 
documents is because they have been altered after the event. They cannot sue. 
 
Yours sincerely,             Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "David Clancy" <David.Clancy@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 20 July 2009 10:31
Attach: word format desk notes 19-07-09.doc
Subject: FW: Case Reference Number FS50206398
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-----Original Message----- 
From: David Clancy  
Sent: 20 July 2009 11:20 
To: 'andrew.hall@btconnect.com' 
Subject: FW: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
I am emailing this response to you as I have instructed Mr Flack not to communicate further with 
you on this matter. The information you requested has been provided to the Commissioners office as 
a part of his investigation as a regulator and is therefore exempt from disclosure under the Freedom 
of Information Act 2000 by virtue of section 30 of that Act. 
 
In light of this I suggest that you make a request to the IPO for the information that you seek. The 
only alternative would be to seek a court order instructing the Commissioner to disclose the 
information. 
 
I will engage in no further communication in relation to this matter. 
 
If you are dissatisfied with this outcome I refer you to our complaints procedure which can be found 
on our website at http://www.ico.gov.uk/complaints.aspx  
 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Stephen Flack  
Sent: 20 July 2009 10:42 
To: David Clancy 
Subject: FW: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
Importance: High 
 
Dave, 
 
As discussed, herewith latest email from Mr Hall for your further action as necessary. 
 
Steve 
 
Stephen Flack 
 
Investigating Officer 
 
Information Commissioner's Office 878
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Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
 
Tel: 01625 545884 
 
Fax: 01625 545738 
 
Email : stephen.flack@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
 
www.ico.gov.uk 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 19 July 2009 22:28 
To: Stephen Flack 
Cc: andrew Hall 
Subject: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Mr. Flack, 
 
A lot has happened since we spoke on Friday. 
 
I attach my email in word format. 
 
I wrote the content today (19-07-09) but if you click properties  -  
general - you will see that the file was created on 16th May 2009. 
 
I simply altered the entire content of an existing file and changed the file  
name in explorer so as not to save the file under a new name and thereby  
lose the creation date. 
 
The point I make is that the "document", as the law sees it, is created on  
the last modified date. The file which houses the document can be 20 years  
old. 
 
You have sent me printed documents which are different from the printed  
documents sent to me by IPO last year. This has led me to discover that you  
have the Word documents after all. 
 
You appear to have given me the dates upon which the files housing the Desk  
Notes were created. This is not the information I sought. 
 
The modification dates are the relevant dates. 
 
You now tell me that you have altered the word documents' modification dates  
by saving them. However, your IT Section will have backups. Even if there is  
resistance to that end, it is of no help to the Comptroller: 
 
Fortunately there is software to rip a word document to shreds (the high  
level properties data is easy to alter anyway, which is why £175 to a  
Forensic Expert gets the definitive data). 
 
Your re-saving of the word documents has done no damage to the low level  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "David Clancy" <David.Clancy@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <prenticeg@parliament.uk>
Sent: 20 July 2009 14:53
Subject: Re: Complicit - FRAUD

Page 1 of 7

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Clancy, 

  
There is an overriding public interest to disclose the word documents sent to you by the IPO on 20-05-
09.  
  
You hold the answer to the question "did the Comptroller alter the 01-08-07 Desk Notes at page 14, 
s.2.02(5) after I made my request for disclosure?" 
  
You have shut your eyes to the evidence and have kept from me the fact that you had it. 

  
I asked repeatedly under FOIA 2000 for information relating to a document I was sent by IPO on 02-09-08 - in 
particular, the date upon which it was altered. 

  
I have followed procedure to the letter - for almost two years (that's a  bit more than 20 days in anyone's 
book). 

  
You have denied securing and holding the information I requested, (hence my claims of incompetence going 
back to 22-05-09) but I recently discovered that you printed documents from that information and sent them to 
me on 22-06-09. 

  
You emailed me three of the four documents in pdf form on 27-05-09 which could not produce the printed 
documents you sent me on 22-06-09. 
  
I naturally assumed that you had more pdf documents than you had sent to me, but I now find that you had 
four pdfs and FOUR WORD DOCUMENTS. 
  
I made it clear that it is the Word documents which must be procured, not pdf copies, as the pdf copies 
do not show any relevant date information.  
  
Under the FOIA 2002, I am entitled to information in the format of my preference, particularly if it is the format 
in which IPO kept the information - Word format. 

  
You refuse to inspect the information and you refuse to hand it over, and you now tell me to ask the IPO to 
give me this very information which I have been asking for for up to 20 months – and which you already have 
in your possession. 

  
Are you serious? 

  
You said you would go to IPO and try to get me the information I had requested. You asked me if I would be 
happy if you got me the information I had requested, and I said yes.  
  
You got it, kept quiet about it, and have not provided me with what I asked for. 
  
You fobbed me off with pdf copies which did not contain the information I requested.  

  
Indeed the dates of creation of the information which you gave me on 22-06-09 are false. The files may 
have been first created on the dates you claim, but the content of Pat Ass DN Ver3 was not created on 
the date you claim, it was created later. 

  
You, personally, are perverting the course of justice. 

  
This is not a matter for your time-wasting, rubber-stamping complaints procedure, it is fraud, you know it and 
you have the evidence to prove it. 
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I was with the Police Officer when Mr. Flack (investigating officer) rang this morning and I am going back to 
make a statement and add your email in evidence if you do not change your tune. 

  
You can take it that I allege collusion at your end. You are closing your eyes to fraud and forgery. The 
evidence is right before your very eyes, and if you consider that you are out of time to investigate, you 
should refer the matter to the Police yourselves, as witnesses to forgery and fraud. (see definition 
of "complicit"). 

  
You have evidence to secure a conviction under s.77 FOIA for use of a forgery (the most recent use being 
12-05-09) and you have been covering it up. 

  
I want the information for civil proceedings, (see your own guidance re; public interest, below) but you give me 
no choice but to report your obstruction and interference to the Police. I have just spoken the the 
Officer involved and have booked a couple of hours tomorrow morning to discuss the matter and add it to the 
Officer's statement. 

  
You know full well that you should be getting the word documents scanned (£175 tops) for the date upon 
which s.2.02(5) was altered - the date being "The Information". 

  
You already know that the Comptroller's FOI Review of 12-05-09 (a new matter which you are supposed to be 
dealing with) falsely claims Pat Ass DN Ver3 to have been created before I faced the Comptroller in the High 
Court on 09-08-07 and yet you tell me that it was created on 16-08-07 and still say that there is a reasonable 
explanation. 

  
The Police already have your letter of 22-06-09 in which you make your claims and will look forward to 
hearing your "reasonable explanation" for the differences in the documents. 
  
On account of your obstruction, I am going to replace the copy of your letter in the Police evidence bundle 
with the original and retain the copy. 

  
I take it that you stand by your decision that the Comptroller was right to hold out for 20 months and not give 
me the true desk notes. 

  
I suggest that you read my communications. 

  
You are holding evidence of forgery and fraud and you have tried to cover up that fact. 

  
The printed documents gave you away. 

  
You will not have the opportunity to delay me further by reviewing your decision under your complaints 
procedure, and I have spoken with the Ombudsman's office to let them know that this matter will go straight to 
court - criminal or civil - depending on your considered response to my email (word document) of 19-07-09, 
which I do not believe you read before writing to me this morning. 
  
So, bottom line – the information you gave me was false – PLEASE INSPECT Pat Ass DN ver3.doc AND 
CORRECT THAT INFORMATION. 
  
Any forensic services company will be able to get the dates upon which Pat Ass DN Ver3 had each of its four 
alterations. Indeed as an Information Commissioner, you ought to have the facility in house. 
  
Even you, yourself, can click on the properties of Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc and see how many times it was re-
saved, and the amount of time spent editing. 
  
Setting aside Mr. Flack’s re-saving of the word documents, you should find that Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc was not 
saved only once, and the reason for this is that the four changes were not all made at the same time. Each 
alteration had a purpose, which can be linked to an external historical event, and your claims fail the test. 
  
As a backstop, I have spoken to my MP about dropping a line to the IC with regard to the public interest 
angle. My MP has already made sure that the CEO of HMRC is aware of what has happened, and this at 
least ensures that no one at the top can claim that they were not aware of my claims and the evidence of 
fraud in their possession. 
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Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall  
  
  
FROM YOUR OWN GUIDANCE PUBLICATION:  
  
D The public interest test 

Section 30 is a qualified exemption. This means that even if the information 

requested is exempt, the public authority must decide whether the public interest in 

maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosing it. 

For this exemption, it will involve weighing the harm that may be caused to an 

investigation against the wider public interest in disclosure. 

A critical issue is likely to be the timing of disclosure. The public interest in the 

disclosure of information is likely to be weaker while an investigation is being carried 

out. However, once an investigation is completed, the public interest in 

understanding why an investigation reached a particular conclusion, or in seeing that 

the investigation had been properly carried out, could well outweigh the public 

interest in maintaining the exemption. 

Similarly, the public interest is likely to outweigh the disclosure of most information 

about investigations which, having been suspended, may be reopened. 

There tends to be considerable public interest in criminal cases and in seeing that 

justice is done. There will be occasions when this factor favours disclosure, for 

instance where there is a well reported suspicion that justice was not done either to 

an accused person or a victim. In some cases, this may shift the balance of public 

interest in favour of the disclosure of information about completed cases or those 

which have been abandoned with no reasonable prospect of being reopened. 

However, there will be other cases where disclosure should not take place because 

it could prejudice the right to a fair trial. 

Public authorities should not assume that they should not release all information 

relating to ongoing investigations. Much will depend on the effect of disclosure. 

There will be a stronger case for maintaining the exemption where the confidentiality 
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of the information is critical to the success of the investigation. In cases where a 

prosecution has collapsed for reasons of procedural failure or mismanagement on 

the part of the investigating or prosecuting authority, there will be a stronger public 

interest argument in favour of the disclosure of information about this and other, 

similar investigations. 

Applying the public interest test in relation to this exemption is likely to involve a 

number of considerations including human rights issues and an assessment of the 

impact of disclosure on the success of an investigation or potential prosecution. We 

strongly advise public authorities to put procedures in place for identifying the 

difficult cases and for taking appropriate legal advice. 

For further information on the public interest test please refer to Awareness 

Guidance 3 on our website. 

  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "David Clancy" <David.Clancy@ico.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2009 11:31 AM 
Subject: FW: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: David Clancy  
Sent: 20 July 2009 11:20 
To: 'andrew.hall@btconnect.com' 
Subject: FW: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
I am emailing this response to you as I have instructed Mr Flack not to communicate further with you on this 
matter. The information you requested has been provided to the Commissioners office as a part of his 
investigation as a regulator and is therefore exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 
2000 by virtue of section 30 of that Act. 
 
In light of this I suggest that you make a request to the IPO for the information that you seek. The only 
alternative would be to seek a court order instructing the Commissioner to disclose the information. 
 
I will engage in no further communication in relation to this matter. 
 
If you are dissatisfied with this outcome I refer you to our complaints procedure which can be found on our 
website at http://www.ico.gov.uk/complaints.aspx  
 
 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <jackie.struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 21 July 2009 07:52
Attach: word format desk notes 19-07-09.doc
Subject: Fw: Complicit Acts - FRAUD
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Dear Mr. Entwisle, 

  
It is my view that allegations of fraud should reach the CEO of any organisation withholding evidence that a 
fraud has taken place. 

  
You are CEO of just such an organisation. 

  
The Summary 

  
I have already spent 24 hours with the Police since your investigators visited the Patent Office on 20-05-09 
and made out that there was nothing untoward and that they gathered only pdf copies of four documents - 
Patent Office staff instructions called "Desk Notes", each one slightly different from the next. 

  
I have lately discovered that you have more than just pdf copies of the documents, one of which is a forgery 
for the purposes of steering me away from exposing a massive Stamp Duty fraud conducted by the Patent 
Office (hiding unstamped documents and registering patent transfers regardless of the lack of evidence of 
change of ownership) and that your Officers have been deceiving me (and therefore the Police). 

  
This letter makes it clear to you that four Word documents, to which I am entitled in their actual form (Word), 
but which have been kept from me by deception and replaced with pdf copies which have removed the very 
information that I have been seeking under the FOI for over a year - the dates upon which the changes in 
these documents were made - must be sent to me. 

  
I have an interview with the Police from 9.30 to 11.30 today. If your officers had released the Word documents 
(which they could have and should have released to me on 27-05-09 under the same terms under which they 
released to bogus pdf documents) I would have been able to show the Police the actual dates upon which the 
Comptroller of the IPO altered the Desk Notes (which he then used to cover up a very serious fraud). 
However, your Officers kept the Word documents a secret (in spite of my repeated claims since 22-05-09 that 
they should have procured the Word documents) and later provided false dates on 22-06-09. Upon 
questioning, your Officers refused to say whether the dates were discovered by them or had been provided at 
a later date by the Comptroller. 

  
Given that your Officers knew, prior to visiting the Patent Office on 20-05-09, that the Desk Notes had been 
altered, all they had to get was evidence of the date upon which they were altered. That date is in the binary 
code of the Word document Pat Ass DN ver3.doc and your Officers have been burying that evidence and 

fobbing me off with the very pdf which I sent to you in February 2009.   
  
File creation dates are not the same as document creation dates, as one can alter the text content of a file 
and re-save it (and then change the filename if need be).It is the date of the modifications (and there are four 
alterations in Pat Ass DN ver3) which determine when a document (as opposed to the "digital envelope") was 
created. 
  
I am making a statement to the Police today so that the Officer can add the facts of your cover-up to his own 
statement and evidence bundle.  
  
You have been perverting the course of justice by withholding evidence of fraud, sending me Pat Ass DN 
Ver3.pdf which I already had, sending me false dates without any validation, and claiming that the Comptroller 
has doing nothing untoward. 
  
If you call me between 9.30 and 11.30am today on 07532 348913 with your agreement to email me that to 
which I was entitled all along, I will not press for action against you.  
  
You cannot rely on s.30 to justify sending me altered information (pdfs) whilst withholding the Information 
(dates extractable from the Word documents) I specifically requested under FOIA. 884
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I require the information for concurrent civil proceedings, so there is no point arguing that the Police will get 
the Word documents in due course. 
  
I look forward to receiving your call. 
  
The Detail 
  
You are in possession four Word documents (Patent Office staff instructions known as Desk Notes) which 
were gathered during an ICO s.77 fishing trip to the Patent Office on 20-05-09. 

  
I am the complainant. I predicted precisely what your investigators would find and I was proved right. 

  
How odd that the matter should then be slammed shut by your Officers and I should be fobbed off with what I 
already had - pdf documents with no information as to true creation dates of the content. 

  
The Comptroller of the Patent Office has blocked disclosure of his staff instructions and the dates upon which 
they changed for 20 months. 

  
I have been given false dates and the wrong documents by your Office. You have the information I sought for 
20 months, but your Officers chose to hide it from me. 

  
I discovered on Friday 17th July 2009 that your Office had been withholding that fact that Word documents 
were gathered on 20-05-09 (Information in its original form as held by the Patent Office). I was deceived into 
thinking your Officers to be incompetent for not seizing this essential evidence (Information) when it was right 
in front of them.  

  
Your Officers let me continue down that path knowing full well that the alternative - telling me that they had in 
fact gathered the Word documents proving that a serious fraud had taken place - could result in a very high 
profile conviction indeed. 

  
The Police are investigating the forgery of Patent Office Desk Notes, but I have my own civil proceedings and 
I am entitled to the Desk Notes and the dates upon which they were altered - and I do not have to justify my 
FOI requirement (although I most certainly can). 

  
You have this information and are doing the Comptroller's bidding by keeping it from me and fobbing me off 
with false dates and pdf documents which are irrelevant and which have been intentionally stripped of the 
information I specifically requested. 

  
Since November 2007, I asked, time and time again under FOIA, for the specific Information you now hold, 
and was fobbed off with a forgery which was not created on or before 01-08-07as otherwise repeatedly 
claimed by the Comptroller. 

  
Your officers are determined to close a case which must either be resolved by you or by the Police before you 
can publish any statement with regard to closure. To claim that you have dealt with the matter is a fraudulent 
claim, so blatant is the evidence of fraud in your hands. 

  
I meet the Police again tomorrow and I am adding Mr. Clancy's email below to the evidence of your officers' 
obstruction already held by the Police. 

  
I am asking the Police to extend the investigation to establish why your Office has buried evidence of fraud 
and has refused to answer my questions honestly. 

  
There is a mass of evidence to show that I was not to be told that you had the Word documents. 

  
The Comptroller lied about not releasing documents in Word form, and, in any event, he has no say in the 
matter - he holds information in Word format and I asked for it in its original format. 

  
Your officers have helped the Comptroller filter the information out of the disclosure by converting the Word 
documents to pdf. 

  
In the circumstances, that is fraud too.  
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I am writing to you so that I can be sure that you are aware of what your Office has done.  

  
You cannot stop the Comptroller's fraud being exposed by the Police and my hope was that your Officers 
would see sense and send me what I clearly requested and what I am entitled to receive. 

  
I was asked before the fishing trip if I would be happy to receive the information I had requested and leave it 
at that (i.e. no prosecution by your Office) and I said I would. 

  
Emailing me the same pdf on 27-05-09 that I emailed to your Office in February 2009 was not what I had in 
mind - but that is what I got. 

  
Nor was printing out Desk Notes from Word documents which are not the same word documents which the 
Patent Office used on 02-09-08 and 23-09-08 to create the two pdfs I sent to you in February 2009. 

  
Please consider the public interest and your future credibility and call me between 9.30am and 11.30am on 
Tuesday 21-07-09 if you do not want the Police Officer to sign off his statement with you set alongside the 
Comptroller - which is how things currently stand. 

  
You handed over pdfs (which were not what I asked for and do not contain the information I sought - the dates 
upon which practice changed) and you are more than capable of handing over the Word documents (which 
are specifically what I asked for, as they contain the information in the binary code). 

  
I look to you, personally, to put an end to this ridiculous situation and get me the Information - the 
Word documents - I asked for, without further ado. 

  
Mr. Clancy advised me below to make a request to the Comptroller for the information. 

  
Isn't 20 months of requests under FOIA enough to qualify for disclosure of non-exempt information via your 
intervention? 

  
You might ask yourself why it is that the Comptroller is so averse to the information being disclosed if, as your 
Officers claim, there is a reasonable explanation. 

  
What is that "reasonable" explanation? The true explanation is fully evidenced and is understood by the 
Police Officer I have been reporting to. The Comptroller has been hiding unstamped documents since 1992 
and issued a warning to staff after the FOIA 2000 came into force that it may be difficult to keep them out of 
sight if someone asks to see them under the FOIA. 

  
As the Comptroller lied to me extensively in his letter of 12-11-07 with regard to "standard practice", the Desk 
Notes (which instruct standard practice) were that last thing he wanted me to see. 

  
He is therefore personally involved in the matter of the Stamp Duty fraud and the attempts to cover it up, and 
as you are now personally involved, and cannot with impunity shut your eyes for fear of what you might see, 
you might consider giving him a ring and asking him for a reason as to why you should try to protect him 
(when he is beyond protecting) and why information now in your hands, which is not exempt from disclosure 
and should have been freely sent to me over a year ago, should be buried by you such that I cannot get it for 
my own proceedings or show it to the Police so that they know that this is a no brainer. 

  
I fail to see why the Word documents (Information) cannot be sent to me under the same ridiculous 
caveat that was in the letter to me dated 22-06-09 - after all, other than the unlawful removal of 
information by conversion to pdf, what is the difference between the various information (8 files) you 
gathered on 20-05-09 that means that you can send me the rubbish I don't need, didn't ask for and/or 
already have, whilst holding back the information that I do need, did ask for and do not yet have? 

  
Please correct the situation forthwith.  

  
I can live with a caveat in respect of the files you send me, as long as you adhere to a preservation notice to 
keep the evidence secure. 

  
Yours sincerely, 
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Andrew Hall 

  
01282 864384 

  
07532 384913 
   

  
  
  
----- Original Message -----  
From: Andrew Hall  
To: David Clancy  
Cc: prenticeg@parliament.uk  
Sent: Monday, July 20, 2009 3:53 PM 
Subject: Re: Complicit - FRAUD 

 
Dear Mr. Clancy, 

  
There is an overriding public interest to disclose the word documents sent to you by the IPO on 20-05-
09.  
  
You hold the answer to the question "did the Comptroller alter the 01-08-07 Desk Notes at page 14, 
s.2.02(5) after I made my request for disclosure?" 
  
You have shut your eyes to the evidence and have kept from me the fact that you had it. 

  
I asked repeatedly under FOIA 2000 for information relating to a document I was sent by IPO on 02-09-08 - in 
particular, the date upon which it was altered. 

  
I have followed procedure to the letter - for almost two years (that's a  bit more than 20 days in anyone's 
book). 

  
You have denied securing and holding the information I requested, (hence my claims of incompetence going 
back to 22-05-09) but I recently discovered that you printed documents from that information and sent them to 
me on 22-06-09. 

  
You emailed me three of the four documents in pdf form on 27-05-09 which could not produce the printed 
documents you sent me on 22-06-09. 
  
I naturally assumed that you had more pdf documents than you had sent to me, but I now find that you had 
four pdfs and FOUR WORD DOCUMENTS. 
  
I made it clear that it is the Word documents which must be procured, not pdf copies, as the pdf copies 
do not show any relevant date information.  
  
Under the FOIA 2002, I am entitled to information in the format of my preference, particularly if it is the format 
in which IPO kept the information - Word format. 

  
You refuse to inspect the information and you refuse to hand it over, and you now tell me to ask the IPO to 
give me this very information which I have been asking for for up to 20 months – and which you already have 
in your possession. 

  
Are you serious? 

  
You said you would go to IPO and try to get me the information I had requested. You asked me if I would be 
happy if you got me the information I had requested, and I said yes.  
  
You got it, kept quiet about it, and have not provided me with what I asked for. 
  
You fobbed me off with pdf copies which did not contain the information I requested.  
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Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

Colne 
Lancashire 
BB8 7AS 

 
21 July 2009 
 
Christopher Graham Esq., 
Information Commissioner's Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane  
Wilmslow  SK9 5AF 
 
 
Dear Mr. Graham, 
 
Patent Office  - Fraudulent use of documents 
 
Since November 2007 I have been trying to get hold of Patent Office staff 
instructions known as Patents Register Administration Desk Notes. 
 
I believed that they would hold the answer to the question as to why the 
Comptroller of the Patent Office registered an asset-stripper’s sham (a falsely-
named, intentionally insolvent company) as owner of my company’s patent on 20-
09-04 and obstructed all my efforts to get it removed.  
 
The Comptroller claimed on 12-11-07 that staff were instructed to inspect all 
documents sent for registration and claimed that in my case they failed to look 
closely at what was quite clearly a defective document.  In fact they hid it. Fact. 
 
It turns out that the Desk Notes instruct staff to hide “full agreements” which are 
potentially chargeable with Stamp Duty in Not Open to Public Inspection folders 
and to keep an eye on FOIA 2000, as requests could expose such documents. 
 
Other published evidence shows that staff were instructed to ignore documents, so 
I suspected that the Desk Notes would have the word “ignore”.  
 
There was therefore great resistance to sending me the Desk Notes. 
 
When I received just four pages on 25-07-08 I saw that staff were instructed to 
inspect all documents and that each page had “August 2007” in the footer. 
 
I therefore made repeated requests for the full document and for the date upon 
which the Desk Notes were created in that form. 
 
I wanted to know when the practice of ignoring documents (which was established 
on 24-12-98 and published as a change to practice on 27-01-99 in the Patents & 
Designs Journal) had changed back to inspecting all documents. 
 
The Comptroller has withheld this information by disclosing false information. 
 
Your investigator wrote to me on 22-06-09 to say that the Desk Notes which were 
sent to me in part (four printed pages) on 25-07-08 were created on 16-08-07. 
 888
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That’s 16 days after the date claimed by the Comptroller and 7 days after I faced 
the Comptroller in the High Court. I was right, the Comptroller had lied. 
 
On 20-05-09, your investigators found at the Patent Office two earlier versions of 
the 01-08-07 Desk Notes (in Microsoft Word format) which are in fact identical 
save that Ver2 has a footer “August 2007” which has resulted in page alignment 
problems arising from the loss of a line on each page to the footer. 
 
Your investigators claim that Ver1 and Ver2 were created on 14-05-07 and 28-07-
07 respectively, and yet they both state on their first pages that they were 
reviewed and accepted on 01-08-07. 
 
I accept that the files may have been first created on those dates, but the content 
was most definitely not finalised on those dates.  
 
The Comptroller eventually sent me a pdf copy of the purported 01-08-07 Desk 
Notes on 02-09-08. It was created from a Word document at 9:06am on 02-09-08. 
 
From that day on, I fired in FOI requests for the 2007 Desk Notes in their original 
electronic form as at 01-08-07 AND their present form at the time of asking. 
 
I clearly asked for the original file from which the pdf Ver3 was made, so that I 
could see when it was changed from “ignore” documents to “scan” documents. 
 
You have the full details of my FOI requests made during 2009, which are 
sufficient for the purposes of determining exactly what I asked for. 
 
You have in your possession the information I asked for, albeit that your 
Officers kept this secret (as it has very serious consequences). I discovered this 
on 17-07-09 after spotting a defect in the printed Desk Notes you sent to me on 
22-06-09. It was clear to me that you did not print from the pdfs you had sent to 
me on 27-05-09. I confronted Mr. Flack on Friday and, knowing that the Police are 
investigating the forgery of Desk Notes, he admitted to having the Word versions. 
 
By email, your Officer, Mr. Clancy, has refused to give me the Word documents. 
 
Mr. Clancy has not followed proper procedure, so I request that you review his 
decision not to give me the information I asked for and your Officers recovered. 
 
Mr. Clancy fobbed me off with pdf documents which are not the information I 
asked for – as I already had all the pdf documents I needed to make the case for 
disclosure of the Information - actual Word documents held by the Patent Office. 
 
You have those Word documents in your possession. 
 
The terms under which Mr. Clancy released the pdfs must equally apply to the 
Word documents, and I maintain that you must release the information to me. 
 
Although you have interfered with the information by re-saving it on your email 
server, it now contains additional information, rather than different information, so 
it is still of use to me as evidence. YOU MUST PRESERVE THIS INFORMATION 
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REVIEW 
 
I hereby request a review of Mr. Clancy’s improperly administered decision 
not to provide me with the information which I requested and you hold. 
 
In conducting the review, which should be completed in no more than 20 days, 
(one day preferably) you should also apply the public interest test. 
 
What you hold is what I asked for – the four Word documents of Desk Notes. 
 
The Information is already in the form in which I preferred and requested it. 
 
It is not exempt information and should have been sent to me by the Comptroller. 
 
It is exposes fraud, and your officers have been asked by the Comptroller not to 
release it for that very reason. Your officers obliged – to my serious prejudice. 
 
Instead of giving me what I asked for, you have sent what I had repeatedly 
rejected – the Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf created on 02-09-04 - and you have furnished 
me with a false date (16-08-07) which is intended to make the World believe that 
the text of the Desk Notes in that pdf Ver3 was created on or before 16-08-07. 
 
You have the information at your fingertips which proves that the document and 
the date are false. A Statutory Instrument exposes the date as premature also. 
 
I want the true information and it is in the public interest that I get it from you 
without further ado. 
 
A court order is not the appropriate way to get the information from you (as Mr. 
Clancy otherwise claimed in his email of 20-07-09). 
 
A request to the Comptroller for the information is not the way to get the 
information I have been seeking for 20 months and which you already have (and 
yet Mr. Clancy advises me in his email to make a fresh request for the same 
information you recovered after 17 months of obstructed FOI requests for it).   
 
But for the Comptroller’s Registers Manager’s interference on 20-05-04 (the date 
of your investigators’ visit to the Patent Office) you would have received the Word 
documents only. It was she who insisted that you keep the Word documents away 
from me and fob me off with pdfs which do not identify the dates upon which she 
altered Ver3 to state “scan” and therefore are not the Information I sought. 
 
You cannot save the Comptroller from prosecution by continuing to withhold the 
Information from me, so you would be best advised to abandon him to his fate 
and save yourself from prosecution for hiding evidence of fraud to protect him.  
 
If you can release deceptive information gathered “during the course of [your] 
investigation”, as you have, you can surely release the true information 
gathered in the same fashion.  
 
Please do so right now. 
 
Yours sincerely,                             Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 24 July 2009 15:37
Attach: Review 2 24-07-09.pdf
Subject: withholding of information by ICO

Page 1 of 1

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle. 
  
Irrespective of any Reviews that may be necessary, there is the outstanding matter of defining what you have 
been authorised to disclose to me and what you have been told not to disclose to me. 
  
If we are to go head to head in Court (which I now expect we will) you need to appreciate that you have either 
been authorised to disclose the true dates of creation of Desk Notes or you have been authorised only to 
disclose the false dates as set out in your letter of 22-06-09. 
  
It would be to your advantage to interpret whatever authorisation you received as being authorisation to tell 
me when the Desk Notes were created (i.e. altered).  
  
My letter points out that you have the evidence from which to determine when the Desk Notes were altered.  
  
You have provided template dates (file creation dates), and passed them off as document creation dates. 
  
My attached letter sets out the facts and the solution. 
  
I have contacted the Guardian because this is relevant to an article which was published earlier this year. It is 
essential reading in the circumstances.  
  
http://www.guardian.co.uk/media/2009/feb/15/facebook-microsoft-naughton 
  
I look forward to receiving from you the true creation dates forthwith.  
  
The actual word documents can follow after you have told the Comptroller that he must disclose the 
information in the form it was held and that if he does not do so, further action will be take by the ICO. 
  
We do not need a review to tell us all that I did not get the information I sought. I got the same pdf back that I 
sent to you + a false date. I asked for neither. 
  
I am writing to the Comptroller to warn him against opposing a disclosure order against the ICO. 
  
You have a duty to establish what is in the Word documents your officers tried to bury, irrespective of your 
views as to whether I should be told of the content. The Court will certainly consider it relevant and you should 
prepare for that eventuality and not waste any more time and money by stalling the disclosure of what you 
know is not barred by the FOIA 2000 - the true creation dates. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall   
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Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

Colne 
Lancashire 
BB8 7AS 

 
24 July 2009 
 
Christopher Graham Esq., 
Information Commissioner's Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane  
Wilmslow  SK9 5AF 
 
 
Dear Mr. Graham, 
 
Patent Office  - Fraudulent use of documents 
 
I have just received your letter dated 23-07-09. 
 
It is important that in looking to delay me in my efforts to get the Comptroller into 
Court by a further 28 days (£7,050 in lost royalty terms) you consider the relevant 
facts, particularly as I know that without further word from me your system will 
seek to add three months or more - which is simply not going to be allowed to 
happen.  
 
It seems that your officers, in fobbing me off with information I did not ask for, 
whilst withholding the information I did ask for, are now hiding behind legislation in 
an attempt to justify sending me essentially what I already had and setting false 
dates against three of the documents you sent to me on 22-06-09. 
 
I have communicated with various people about this matter and I wish you to 
consider the following: 
 
It is now argued that you released the pdfs (which were not what I asked for) with 
the consent of the Comptroller. You obliged the Comptroller with regard to burying 
the Word documents, and you clearly know why he did not want me to get the 
information in its actual form (Word) – the creation dates are false. 
 
It follows that you have the consent of the Comptroller to release the dates upon 
which the documents were created, as your letter of 22-06-09 presented three 
“creation” dates against three printed documents. 
 
These dates are not the creation dates of those printed documents. You hold 
evidence to verify this fact – the Word documents themselves. 
 
I have evidence that the document which your officer identified in red biro as being 
PAT ASS DN VER3 (now in the Police’s evidence bundle) as printed by you and 
sent to me on 22-06-09 was not created on 16-08-07 as you otherwise claimed in 
your letter of 22-06-09. 
 
As you have the Comptroller’s consent to tell me when the documents were 
created (but were told to tell me that they were created on 14-05-07, 28-07-07 and 
16-08-07) I require you to tell me when they were created. 892
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I am not asking for the dates upon which the files were first created, I am asking 
for the dates upon which the final text as displayed in the documents was created. 
 
To focus your attention on this requirement for immediate disclosure 
(irrespective of the review of your recent decision) I write as follows: 
 
Pat Ass DN ver3.doc has four alterations.  
 
They were not made in the same sitting. 
 
You can establish this from the properties window under Statistics. 
 
Once you have seen that I am right about this, you should act immediately to 
establish what was altered and when. 
 
I know what was altered, and I have established the historical events which are 
associated with the changes. 
 
You have re-saved the word documents, so a forensic examination is now 
required in order that you can fulfil the obligation to tell me when the documents 
were created. 
 
If you do not have the wherewithal to forensically examine the word documents in-
house, you should make amends by emailing them to a forensic specialist for 
analysis of the revision history. I have a company waiting to do this work, and it is 
the very least you can do to arrange analysis and a report. One hour is all it should 
take. 
 
As regards your duty to get information for people who are obstructed by public 
bodies, you have not merely failed me, you have deceived me, and you must 
express all remedies and provide me with that to which I am clearly entitled. 
 
The Comptroller has to release the Word documents to me and you have to 
pursue him through the Courts if he will not do so. 
 
We can all save a great deal of time and money by facing the facts and accepting 
that coming up behind my civil action is a criminal action which will surely bare all. 
 
I am emailing a link to you which you will find of relevance. The Guardian has 
contacted the author and I expect a call shortly. 
 
Please confirm by 5pm on Monday 27th July 2009 that you will make the 
necessary arrangements for inspection of the Word documents and send me the 
true dates of creation of the Desk Notes text in the form as represented by the 
printed copies you sent to me on 22-06-09. I particularly require you to tell me 
when the word “ignore” was changed to “scan”, as it was not changed on 16-08-
07. 
 
If you argue that you only have the Comptroller’s consent to deceive me with pdfs 
and false dates, then we shall argue disclosure before the Court on short notice. 
 
You must not close your eyes to the evidence before you. 
 
Yours sincerely,                             Andrew Hall 893



 

Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 27 July 2009 08:10
Attach: ICO EVIDENCE EXTRACT 08-06-09 + notes.pdf; Fraud 1 27-07-09.pdf; p101 comptroller 12-

11-07.PDF
Subject: Fw: Case Reference Number FS50206398

Page 1 of 5

25/11/2009

This is a forwarded email for the personal attention of Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle. The 4.02MB pdf 
was attached to the email at the time.  
  
I attach my letter of 27-07-09 to Mr. Graham & Mr. Entwisle. My letter, which is also for their personal 
attention, refers to this forwarded email. 
  
ALL INVESTIGATIONS ARE BROUGHT INTO QUESTION AS A RESULT OF THE ICO'S AND PUBLIC 
BODIES' USE OF DIGITAL FILTERING OF INFORMATION TO EVADE FULL DISCLOSURE.  
  
Dear Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle, 
  
This matter exposes fraud in my case and potential fraud in respect of "born digital" information 
in previous investigations carried out by ICO.  
  
This is not a matter to be bundled off to Mrs. Poole for a 28-day ponder, it is a very serious matter of very 
significant public concern and should be understood and dealt with at the highest level - for that is where the 
responsibility for such fraudulent actions lies. 
  
Among other things, this submission makes a clear case for immediate disclosure of information for which 
you have the Comptroller's consent - i.e. disclosure of the dates upon which the information in 
DOCUMENTS 1, Pat Ass DN Ver2 and Pat Ass DN Ver3 was created (you gave me template creation dates). 
  
The dates you gave me on 22-06-09 are false. The true dates are contained within the Word documents in 
your possession. 
  
By your own fraudulent acts you are assisting public bodies in the removal of information during the copying 
process so as to withhold documents' dates of completion and issue (if indeed such a forgery as is Pat Ass 
DN Ver3.pdf was ever issued as Desk Notes in 2007, or at all). 
  
This is little different from Geoffrey Archer making up a new diary in place of the original. 
  
You know full well that information can be meaningless or useless without a corresponding date and you 
know full well just how important the date of the change of s.2.02(5) Desk Notes is to my case. 
  
I have received an offer which ensures that you have the wherewithal to furnish me with the true dates upon 
which the documents you printed were created. The template creation dates which you fobbed me off with are 
clearly unacceptable. 
  
You cannot hold out that a document with a reviewed and accepted date of 1st August 2007 on its first page 
was created on 14th May 2007. 
  
You will have to disclose to me the Word documents, come hell or high water, because the Comptroller has 
no right to withhold them. 
  
You have a duty to study information procured during an investigation into the forgery of documents. The 
information in your possession contains the dates I asked for, and my attached letter makes it clear that you 
can and must act immediately to give me the true dates which correspond with the printed documents you 
sent to me on 22-06-09. 
  
My attached letter also makes it clear that time is of the essence, shows you how to get the information, and 
makes it clear that there is no justification for spinning things out for a further 28 days. 
  894
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This is a no brainer: Desk Notes are issued to Patent Office staff in Word, and that's how they should be 
issued to me. The Word documents which you printed were not the same as Mr. Cooke printed in September 
and October 2008 and were not issued to staff. Nevertheless, the Word documents contain their revision 
histories, and I am entitled to that information. 
  
In any event, the information I sought was required to validate or disprove the Comptroller's and Mrs. Cooke's 
written claims in October and November 2007 that it was standard, unchanged practice since 2003 to check 
all documentary evidence for evidence of assignment and the payment of any and all necessary Stamp Duty.  
  
You know this to be utterly false. According to your letter of 22-06-09, a long-standing standard practice of 
ignoring (but still registering) documentary evidence was changed on 16-08-07 and you claim to have a 
reasonable and acceptable explanation for this. (I ask you for this explanation in my attached letter). 
  
According to your letter of 22-06-09, the practice as at 01-08-07 - the date I was interested in - was to ignore 
documents. So why are you defending the Comptroller's disclosure of the forgery (which you say was created 
on 16-08-07) as being not only in effect on 01-08-07, but also being representative of unchanged practice 

since 2003?  
  
There is nothing complicated about the decision you have to make. The Comptroller has given you mis-
matching Word and pdf documents and false dates. It is your duty to get me the true dates and it is for me to 
make of them what I will. 
  
You should have checked to see if the forged Desk Notes were ever issued to staff - but that is now a matter 
for the Police to deal with (and is therefore a line of investigation which you must not convey in any way shape 
or form to the Comptroller, directly or indirectly).  
  
In fact, you have no idea what was issued to staff, how it was issued or when it was issued. 
  
Was the Comptroller lying in his letter of 12-11-07 (attached)? You know full well that he was. 
  
Are the forged Desk Notes relevant to that letter of 12-11-07? You know full well that they are. 
  
Was Pat Ass DN Ver3 the embodiment of the 01-08-07 Deak Notes as at 01-08-07, as repeatedly claimed by 
the Comptroller and Mrs. Cooke under FOIA 2000? You know full well that it was not. You know full well that I 
should have been sent Pat Ass DN Ver2 (DESK NOTES 1 with an added footer "August 2007"). 
  
The case is made against the Comptroller whether or not the Forged Desk Notes were created after 12-11-07. 
  
The Police have the wherewithal to determine when the forgery was made and if and when Desk Notes were 
issued to staff. 
  
I allege that Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc was altered after 12-11-07 and that the alteration was made to deceive me 
and the courts. 
  
Having the advantage of possession of the Word documents, what do you think know?  
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
PLEASE SEE THE FORWARDED EMAIL BELOW (AND THE ATTACHMENT- ICO EVIDENCE EXTRACT 
08-06-09...) AFTER READING FRAUD 1 27-07-09.PDF 
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew Hall  
To: Stephen Flack  
Cc: PRENTICE, Gordon  
Sent: Monday, June 08, 2009 7:39 PM 
Subject: Re: Case Reference Number FS50206398 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 27 July 2009 19:41
Subject: Patent Office issues Word document

Page 1 of 2

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle, 

  
It is essential that you see the latest Consultation Notice (a Word document, no less) which has been 
issued by the Patent Office on its website today. (link below) 

  
Debbie Cooke - of Desk Notes responsibility -  is the responsible person for this highly relevant Consultation 
(I forward the automatic email to interested parties). 

  
As Registers Manager (a section of the Finance Directorate) she wants to increase annual patent renewal 
fees on tens of thousands of mature patents - i.e. the ones which are most likely to be subject to the Stamp 
Duty fraud and malpractices (invalid registrations) I have exposed. 

  
I would like you to look at the link, where you will instantly see that, contrary to your and the Comptroller's 
(Mrs. Cooke's) claims, he and Mrs Cooke most certainly do send out documents in Word form - they 
give people the choice of pdf or Word (I go for Word, every time): 

  
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/pro-policy/consult/consult-live/consult-fees.htm 

  
The Word document has been sent to the US for analysis in preparation for your delivering up the Desk Notes 
Word documents to which I am clearly entitled.  

  
Missing Decision Notice 

  
As there is no doubt in this matter, please hurry up and issue a decision that the Comptroller has not fulfilled 
his obligations with regard to my requests for disclosure of 01-08-07 Desk Notes (i) in their original electronic 
form,  (ii) in their original electronic form as at 01-08-07, and in their original electronic form as currently 
circulated. 

  
You will note from the Comptroller's 12-05-09 Review of my 2009 requests under FOIA 2000 that I asked him 
to give me the dates upon which he made alterations to the 2007 Desk Notes and that on 12-05-09, at 
Review, he claimed this to be a vexatious request. 

  
Requests for information do not have to be justified, and certainly not in respect of this kind of vital 
information. 

  
Such a request cannot possibly be vexatious - I appreciate that it is quite simply terrifying for the 
offenders, but this is why we have a FOIA, to make such people realise that they are not above the 
law. 

  
I am now rallying the various journalists who have special interests in FOIA and your practices. You will know 
them well. 

  
You should see significant benefits all round once you have properly dealt with this matter. Your workload 
should drop like a brick once there have been some convictions. Civil servants might think twice about FOI 

requests if the public are aware that there is a more appropriate way to deal with their fraudulent conduct.   
  
This particular Consultation could not have arisen at a more poignant time. I will be publishing my response to 
the Consultation as it is highly relevant to the surviving patent owners from the c. 46,000 patent owners who 
applied for registrations during the critical Stamp Duty era. 

  
It is not essential that you read the Consultation, but a quick click on the link will at least show you that not 
only the Comptroller, but Mrs Cooke herself (who you will see from the forwarded email awaits responses) 
sends out documents in Word form. 
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It will be interesting to see whether this particular Word document throws up metadata like the Downing Street 
download in John Naughton's article. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
  
Andrew Hall.  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 27 July 2009 19:41
Subject: Fw: Consultation on proposed Intellectual Property Office Fee changes
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----- Original Message -----  
From: "Policy" <Policy@ipo.gov.uk> 
To: "Policy" <Policy@ipo.gov.uk> 
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2009 4:03 PM 
Subject: Consultation on proposed Intellectual Property Office Fee changes 
 
 
Dear interest, 
 
A consultation was launched on Monday 20th July which seeks views on  
proposed changes to fees for patent applications, renewals, litigation  
proceedings and for recording transactions on IP rights. I apologise for the  
delay in sending you this notification. 
 
The consultation document is located at: 
 
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/pro-policy/consult/consult-live.htm 
 
The main proposals include some increases to patent renewal fees, chiefly  
for mature patents; an increase in patent search and examination fees but  
with a larger discount for e-filed search and examination requests; the  
introduction of an excess claims fee and the introduction of a litigation  
fee for contested patent proceedings at Office. Other minor fee changes for  
international patent processing and for recording transactions on IP rights  
are also discussed. 
 
The proposals would bring some patent fees closer to Office processing  
costs; introduce more consistency; encourage the use of e-business and would  
also ensure a sustainable and sufficient income, to allow the Intellectual  
Property Office to continue to provide services as part of a functioning and  
value-generating IP system for UK businesses. 
 
Please send your responses by Monday 12 October 2009 to: 
 
Debbie Cooke 
Intellectual Property Office 
Concept House 
Cardiff Road 
Newport NP10 8QQ 
 
Fax: 01633 817777 
Email: consultation@ipo.gov.uk 
 
Best regards, 
 
Debbie Cooke 
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Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

Colne 
Lancashire 
BB8 7AS 

 
27 July 2009 
 
Christopher Graham Esq., 
Simon Entwisle Esq., 
Information Commissioner's Office 
Wycliffe House 
Water Lane  
Wilmslow  SK9 5AF 
 
 
Dear Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle, 
 
Patent Office  - Fraudulent use of documents 
 
I continue to investigate this matter. In its wake is my formal complaint to you in 
respect of the Comptroller's Review of 12-05-09 of his decisions not to hand over 
the information I have requested of him under FOIA 2000 this year. 
  
I may well be angry and distressed about the way the Comptroller, HMRC and ICO 
have acted, but that does not make my requests for information vexatious. 
  
I know full well, as does the Comptroller, the Chief Executive of HMRC and the 
Attorney General, that the other information he is withholding will expose all of the 
false registrations of patent ownership he has made in breach of the Stamp Act 
1891.  
  
Thousands of patent owners are unaware that their advisors' use of, and the 
Comptroller’s registration of "short form assignments" is unlawful. s.4.02 and 
s.4.12 Desk Notes make it clear that the Comptroller and his advisors know that 
they are ripping off patent owners, to the tune of up to £6,000 each and, 
furthermore, to the tune of any and all infringement damages and the costs of 
litigation scuppered by such false registrations. (Coflexip Stena [1997] refers). 
  
As a referee with the powers of a High Court Judge (save with respect to matters 
of perjury and contempt) the Comptroller has further breached the Stamp Act 1891 
(s.14) in covering up his knowledge of the inadmissibility of evidence of 
proprietorship in cases where Stamp Duty has not been duly paid.  
  
This prejudices the public and it prejudices those involved in legal proceedings 
which relate to patents that have a secret history in breach of the Stamp Act 1891. 
 
The Comptroller has been trying to cover up this wide-spread fraud, and you have 
helped him by interfering with evidence and providing false information.   
  
You will see from the forwarded email (to which this letter is attached) that I 
made a very clear case for disclosure of the Word document Pat Ass DN 
ver3.doc and that I was placed under the ultra-clear impression that you had 
not secured it during your visit to the Patent Office on 20-05-09. 899
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I contend that this matter - your deceitful and fraudulent handling of the recovery of 
disclosable non-confidential information in its original (my preferred) form - is 
unlike any previous matter that has been subject to Review and Tribunal. 
  
I am accusing you of fraudulently withholding information about the Information I 
had requested of the Comptroller and to which I was and am clearly entitled.  
 
This may not be the first time that the ICO has removed information by digital 
conversion, but I expect that I am the first to expose such fraud. 
  
I am accusing you of wilfully deceiving me and of taking my accusations of 
incompetence on the chin in order that I should not find out that you had 
possession of evidence of fraud (the dated Word documents) which you ought to 
have been handed to me and to the Police on account of your 6 month time 
restriction. 
  
If you are anything like HMRC’s directors, you cannot yourselves investigate 
complaints such as mine, and must either put matters right (immediately) or call in 
an appropriate authority to deal with it (IPCC, in the case of HMRC). If you do not, 
I am entitled to do so. I have rightly reported the matter to the Police. 
  
The ICO has been over-confident in its ability to protect the Comptroller and has 
been caught out burying evidence of fraud, evidence to which I am clearly entitled 
under FOIA and which I clearly identified to you in February 2009 as being 
evidence of fraud to which I and all other members of the general public are 
entitled. 
  
The Comptroller does not have a leg to stand on. He has no right to block 
release of the Word documents and you have a statutory duty to uphold the 
law and ensure that I get that to which I am clearly entitled.  
 
You say that the Comptroller gave consent for the dates of creation of the 
documents to be disclosed to me. However you provided false dates. The 
documents could not have been created on the dates you provided. 
 
You must therefore provide me with the true dates immediately. This is not a 
matter which can be delayed by 28 days, this is a matter which falls outside your 
standard practice, because such fraud should not be part of your standard 
practice.  
  
You cannot justify putting such a blatantly fraudulent matter through the review 
and tribunal system – Firstly, you will be wasting time and money on an issue 
which is a no brainer: the Desk Notes are Crown Copyright, I have an OPSI 
Licence in respect thereof, and the Comptroller does not have the right to 
exchange the information (Word documents) for false information (Pat Ass DN 
ver3.pdf, which I already possessed); Secondly, you cannot decide matters in 
respect of allegations of fraud against the ICO. 
 
Anyone who creates and uses "born digital" documents (like the 2005 and 2007 
Desk Notes) has to live with the fact that such digital document are “the 
Information”, and it must be fully disclosed within 20 days of request under FOIA. 
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It does not take 28 days to come to a decision that you have made a very big 
mistake in thinking that you could deceive me and the World over the Word 
documents and the dates upon which their content was finalised – “the 
Information”.  
 
It took Mr. Clancy just a few minutes to react to the news reported to him by Mr. 
Flack on the morning of 22-07-09 (that your holding and withholding of the Word 
documents had been rumbled) and send that email to me on 22-07-09 - it should 
not therefore take Mrs. Poole more than 5 minutes to apologise for Mr. Clancy’s 
obstructive reaction and take the necessary steps to correct the false information 
you passed to me on 22-06-09 and which I passed to the Police for their own 
investigation. 
  
This is a special case and it requires your personal, special and urgent 
attention. 
  
You must furnish me forthwith with the true dates upon which the content of 
the Word documents was finalised.  
 
You have the Comptroller’s consent to do this, albeit that his intention was 
that you would fob me off with the false dates of 14-05-07, 28-07-07 and 16-
08-07 and not do you job properly – i.e. evade your duty to study the 
evidence you recovered on 20-05-09 and extract the dates and check the 
altered information yourself. 
 
The President of a leading electronic evidence processing organisation has now 
invited me to email, or have you email, the Word documents to the US for analysis 
free of charge. 
 
I suggest that you consider taking advantage of this offer so that you can make 
amends, to a degree, for providing false dates on 22-06-09 which you should have 
checked and, I now discover, did check against the Word documents’ properties – 
before deleting the last modified dates of the Word documents by re-saving them.  
  
I think that this is a very generous offer on his and my part and is something that 
you should consider, since the longer you take to release the Word document to 
me (which you will surely have to do, in addition to releasing it to the Police) the 
more damage you are doing to me and my family. 
  
Like HMRC and the Comptroller, you have done things which you should not have 
done, and this makes you liable to pay damages for breach of statutory duty by 
positive wrongdoing. 
  
Please ask yourselves these questions and forward your answers to me:  
  
1) for what purposes did you procure both Word documents and pdf 
documents? investigative? or for disclosure to me? (Bear in mind that you 
and I already had the pdf of the critical document [Ver3] and that I wanted and 
asked for the Word document of Ver3 and the date upon which s.2.02(5) was 
altered). 
  
2) If you procured the Word documents for an “investigation” rather than for 
delivery to me (which is what Mr. Clancy is claiming), what investigative use 
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have you made of the Word documents before closing "the case", other than 
looking at the last modified dates and then overwriting them with 22-06-09? 
 
3) How do you justify sending me what I already had (Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf) 
whilst withholding what I had asked for (Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc)? Information 
has to be disclosed as it is held and must not be interfered with. You are in 
serious trouble for allowing the Comptroller to interfere with information in this way, 
and when I go public, this will put all of your previously scuppered inquiries 
involving “born digital” information into question.  
 
4) Given that Pat Ass DN Ver3’s misaligned headings are due to text alterations 
and not to “formatting”, that Pat Ass DN Ver2 is the document I requested, that 
DESK NOTES 1 was not established on 14-04-07 and s.2.02(5) was not altered 
on 16-08-07 (as you otherwise claim), what are the “reasonable and acceptable 
explanations” which led you to close the case without checking any of the 
Information for compliance with my requests under the FOIA 2000?  
  
 
I know from your letter of 22-06-09 that you have tried to bury this case without 
making any formal investigation whatsoever into determining whether the 
statements in your letter of 22-06-09 were true - you simply passed on the 
Comptroller's claims and did his bidding absolutely and without question.  
 
Mr. Flack was told, I guess by Mr. Clancy, to bury the Word documents and make 
no mention of, nor admission to, their being held by you. 
 
However, out of curiosity, after speaking to me on 22-05-09 and getting a 
justifiable rollicking for (i) not securing the Word document(s) which he had 
previously said he would seek to procure for me, and for (ii) not procuring all the 
essential dates, he opened the 20-05-09 emails from the Patent Office, had a peak 
at the attached Word documents and re-saved them upon closing them (which 
you should never do).  
 
Having been told not to make any investigation into the sincerity of the documents 
and dates (information) he had gathered, Mr. Flack didn’t realise that Pat Ass DN 
ver3.pdf was made from a different Word document to that which was sent to him 
by email on 20-05-09 and he did not therefore consider that printing from your 
secret Word documents would expose the fact that you had possession after all. 
 
When confronted about this on 17-07-09, Mr. Flack did the right thing and 
eventually admitted to me that he had not printed the documents (which I told him 
were with the Police) from the pdfs he had sent to me (which I told him the Police 
Officer had long-since studied, noting the differences and changes). 
 
Mr. Flack did the right thing and admitted, in that telephone conversation, that he 
had the Word documents and had printed from them. 
 
When asked about the modification dates, he said that he had re-saved the Word 
documents upon closing them and did not mean to destroy visible “properties” 
data, adding that he did not understand these aspects of IT. I guess that this is just 
the sort of person the Government wants you to employ – a highly capable person, 
but not trained for the work that is required to be done (just like the director in 
charge of accounting for MP’s expenses – no previous experience of 
accountancy). 902
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It is not therefore surprising that I accuse you of collusion, complicity and fraud. 
  
You must surely know where this is all leading, so a letter from you 
declaring that you will deal with this matter immediately and as top priority 
is essential and appropriate in the circumstances.  
 
All others’ cases being handled by Mrs. Poole can be put to one side, as all cases 
will benefit from your addressing this matter and putting an immediate stop to the 
practices which I have exposed. 
  
It is now clear that you have acted similarly to the Comptroller and HMRC.  
 
When news of this reaches the public, which it surely will, you can expect a deluge 
of requests from past complainants for information as to whether you did in fact 
recover the information they specifically requested - and in their preferred digital 
form. 
  
You might not have to hand over their requested information, but you must 
admit to having it. You may well hold admissible digital copies of evidence 
which has been destroyed by public bodies in their attempts to prevent 
disclosure, and therefore be holding information which should be in Police 
hands – such as is the case with these Desk Notes. 
  
You are doubtless uncomfortable and unsure as to how to deal with a composer-
turned-inventor-turned-fraud-investigator, but setting any such thoughts to one 
side, you should consider what I have managed to expose and ask yourself 
whether you really think that you can put a lid on this so late in the day. 
 
You are involved in this matter because the Comptroller tried, by letter of 12-11-
07, to cover up his own fraudulent practices with false claims of having made 
simple mistakes – and you can see where this has left him …. looking to you to 
cover up for him. 
  
To destroy any such hopes that you can pervert the course of justice, I would like 
you to know that that the Comptroller needs to create evidence rather than 
destroy it if he is to cover up the further extent of his fraud. The Police are fully 
aware of the evidence that needs to be present on Patent Office computers for 
his claims to changing practice on 01-08-07 to stand up.  
  
You have already tried to gloss over the fact that his claims do not stand up, as 
you have declared that Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc was created on 16-08-07. 
  
And yet you declared (on 22-06-09) that there is no evidence to suggest that the 
Comptroller did not want me to see the Desk Notes as at 01-08-07. 
  
You were very well informed by me. This is fraud, not "error". 
  
Please effect a remedy forthwith, and tell me precisely what it is that Mrs. 
Poole is considering and what possible decisions she can deliver. 
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You went to the Patent Office to get me the information I sought. I therefore fail to 
see why you would be required and authorised under the Act to procure that 
information (Word documents) on condition that I should not know about it.  
  
Should we not therefore add conspiracy to the list of offences too? or do 
you believe that you have such a right of procurement and duty of secrecy 
with regard to clearly requested and disclosable information? 
  
I think not, but early receipt of you answers would be appreciated and is 
indeed required. 
 
Please also be sure to tell me precisely, and by return, the terms of 
disclosure and non-disclosure which have been imposed on you by the 
Comptroller with respect to: 
 

(i)   the four pdf documents (which are not what I requested),  
  
(ii)   the four Word documents (which I specifically requested), and  
 
(iii) the dates upon which the information contained in the Word 
documents was created (which I specifically requested). 

 
I contend that you have consent to tell me when the documents were created 
and as you have given me false information to that end I require that you 
agree to this information being recovered forthwith from the Word 
documents by an appropriate forensic expert. 
 
Please show me evidence that you procured the Word documents for the 
purposes of an investigation. 
 
Please tell me what part the Word documents played in your investigation 
into when Pat Ass DN ver3 was altered from “ignore” to “scan” and whether 
it was ever issued to the Register Administration staff. 
 
 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL  
 
There is a distinct possibility that Pat Ass DN ver3 was simply an out and 
out forgery for my benefit, distributed to staff after the event. 
 
WARNING: Do not communicate any of this to the Comptroller. There is a 
Police inquiry and you must not further pervert the course of justice. 
 
This is an urgent matter. I am subject to time restrictions with respect to civil 
proceedings and have a Claim Form to file. 
 
I urgently require the information to which I am entitled. I will apply to the 
Courts if you do not treat this as the special, urgent case that it clearly is. 
 
Time is of the essence. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
 
Andrew Hall.  904
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 11 August 2009 13:46
Subject: RE: PRE ACTION PROTOCOL - WORD DOCUMENTS - IPO
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Mr Hall 
  
Thank you for your recent email. 
  
I have passed the email to the ICO’s Internal Compliance Team.  The reason I have done 
this is because I believe that you have made some specific requests for particular 
information from the ICO and we should look at treating these as a request under the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000.  That team deals with FOI requests. 
  
You also make a number of points concerning the investigation that we have conducted 
into this matter. I believe that the ICO has already responded to you on these points.  The 
matter is being reviewed in line with the ICO’s procedures on dealing with complaints.  I can 
confirm that this response is appropriate in the circumstances, and that we will get back to 
you once we have completed this internal review. 
  
In the meantime, the Internal Compliance Team will consider your email and respond to 
any Freedom of Information Request raised by it. 
  
Just to confirm, the ICO does have a policy and a procedure for dealing with complaints 
and this does not involve the matter being subject to an intervention by myself or the 
Commissioner. 
  
Simon Entwisle 
Chief Operating Officer 
  
  
Jackie Struthers  
Executive Assistant 
  
Information Commissioner’s Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF 
  
t:   01625 545784 
e:  jackie.struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
w: www.ico.gov.uk 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 10 August 2009 22:07 
To: Jane Dawson; Jackie Struthers 

Cc: Murrell Claire (LEGAL B); James Porter; Andrew Prior; ian.fletcher@ipo.gov.uk; debbie.cooke@ipo.gov.uk 

Subject: PRE ACTION PROTOCOL - WORD DOCUMENTS - IPO 
Importance: High 
  
Dear Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle,  
  
PATENT OFFICE DESK NOTES FRAUD AND FORGERY - TRUE DATES REQUIRED, TO REPLACE THE 
FALSE DATES DISCLOSED BY YOU ON 22-06-09 
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You have been given false creation dates by the Comptroller of Patents for the Word documents you 
recovered from the Patent Office on 20-05-09 (2007 Desk Notes - staff instructions). 
  
This is a breach of s.77 FOIA 2000 and you must look to the Word documents (the original electronic 
documents) in your possession to check this allegation immediately and prepare to take action against those 
responsible as soon as you have the true dates. 
  
I am handing you the wherewithal on a plate, and if you do not act immediately, I shall take it that you are 
protecting the Comptroller and I will apply to the Court for disclosure of the dates (which you could get for me 
by emailing the Word document to Prof. Tony Sammes at Cranfield University, by prior arrangement, of 
course). 
  
There is a lot to read, below, but protocol requires it in the event that neither you nor the other 
recipients will agree by 5pm on Friday 14th August 2009 to disclose the date upon which s.2.02(5) of 
Pat Ass DN ver 3.doc was altered by Mrs. Cooke - i.e. the true creation date of Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc 
  
However, everyone receiving this email has the ability to look at the Word document Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc 
and decide whether it is a good idea to add more offences to an ever-growing list or just bin this email and say 
"give him the bloody word document and be done with it". 
  
As the other recipients know only too well, the Desk Notes "Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc" were not last saved in their 
current form on 16-08-07 as you claim, they were altered and re-saved much later. 
  
You made no effort whatsoever to check this out. Mr. Clancey cannot have his cake and eat it - if he got the 
documents for an investigation into when s.2.02(5) was altered, why has he not looked for himslef? 
  
And Mrs. Poole can save a great deal of time and money by getting straight to the point and emailing the 
Word document Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc to a forensic expert. 
  
It does not take 28 days for Mrs Poole to determine whether Mr. Clancey should have made his own inquiry 
into the date upon which s.2.02(5) was altered. 
  
I give recipients of this email the opportunity to save themselves a long, but very informative pre-action 
protocol read and do so by advising you and them that as the Comptroller gave consent for you to tell me 
when Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc was created, he would be a fool to challenge you for now inspecting the Word 
document (via Prof. Sammes if need be) and telling me the true date. 
  
Maybe I have this all wrong, and that Mr. Fletcher, who in trying to hide what really happened with my 
company’s patent on 20-09-04 came up with a fictitious "standard practice" together with Mrs. Cooke and Mr. 
Twyman in November 2007 so that they could then apologise for not adhering closely enough to it, has only 
given you consent to disclose false dates - 14-05-07, 28-07-07 and 16-08-07? 
  
It therefore makes sense for me to ask you and him, and those who have advised him in this long-running 
fraud and cover up, whether there is such a restriction on his agreement to your disclosure of 
document creation dates – i.e. that you can pass on the false dates to me, but that you must not yourselves 
look at the Word documents to get the true dates and disclose them to me.  
  
We all know that the disclosed dates are, at best, template file creation dates and certainly are not document 
creation dates in the case of DESK NOTES 1.doc and Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc, so we should drop the play on 
words right now. 
  
It is my understanding that such a practice of looking at a document to see when it was created is called 
“investigation”, which I gather from Mr. Clancey was the purpose for which you procured the Word documents 
in the first place. This contradicts the purpose presented to me by Mr. Flack, which was to “get me what I 
wanted” and forget going down the s.77 route as we were “out of time”. 
  
It will save a long read and trip to Courts if you would take the minimal trouble to look at the Word document 
through a forensic expert’s eyes and provide the true dates. 
  
I must therefore ask you the following question, which I reasonably request that you answer by 5pm 

on Friday 14th August 2009: 
  
Does the Comptroller’s consent cover this or do you need to go back to him? i.e. can you withdraw 
the false dates he gave you and which you passed on to me, and provide me with true dates based on 
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an examination of the information you say you recovered for investigative purposes (the Word 
documents)? 
  
To save time I ask Mr. Fletcher right now whether he objects to your adjusting his consent from being 
consent only to disclose false dates with respect to document creation dates, to consent to disclose 
the true dates of creation by studying the revision history.  
  
I want to know when Mrs. Cooke altered s.2.02(5) of Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc and when practice changed 
– i.e. when staff re-started inspecting documents in accordance with the new practice (following an 8-
year break from doing so). 
   
I believe that he has a problem with this, and all he can do is stall. He cannot stop the information coming out. 
I am entitled to it. 
  
So, to save time and cost, I have some straight questions for you and Mr. Fletcher: 
  
1) Mr. Fletcher and Mr. Graham, please can I have the Word documents DESK NOTES 1.doc, Pat Ass 
DN Ver 2.doc, Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc, and Desk notesjune05.doc emailed to me by Mr. Flack, 
Investigating Officer at the ICO?  
  
Please answer yes or no by 5pm on Friday 14th August 2009 
  
2) Mr. Fletcher, please can the Information Commissioner have the four aforementioned electronic 
Word documents in his possession examined to see when the four documents (Desk Notes) he 
printed therefrom were created electronically (not that you have any say in that part of the question) 
and then disclose those dates to me?  
  
Please answer yes or no by 5pm on Friday 14th August 2009 
  
  
3) Mr. Fletcher, when was s.2.02(5) altered in Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc from the previous wording as seen 
in Pat Ass DN Ver 2.doc? Mr. Graham claimed it was 16-08-07, but you, Mrs. Cooke et al know 
different. 
  
Please answer this question by 5pm on Friday 14th August 2009 
  
At least I have made the effort, and you and he can be in no doubt as to what I want, why I want it and when I 
want it. 
  
I hope he will give consent for the truth to come out. 
  
Reading on will inform everyone of the alternative routes to disclosure. 
  
Here we go: 
  
I have continued to investigate the matter of the Comptroller's forged Desk Notes, Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf 
and .doc. 
  
The Comptroller claimed that he only ever had one version of the 01-08-07 Desk and he claimed in October 
2007 that “our practices in this area have not changed in recent years”. 
  
He was therefore claiming that the practice at s.2.02(5) in the 01-08-07 Desk Notes was his standard practice 
on 20-09-04. 
  
I repeatedly asked for the true Desk Notes as at 01-08-07 and he repeatedly claimed that Pat Ass DN 

Ver3.pdf was those Desk Notes.  
  
You have three versions of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes in the form I requested them (Word), but you will not 
give them to me. 
  
Two of those versions have the opposite instruction to Ver 3 at s.2.02(5), but by the time you got around to 
visiting the Comptroller I had evidence from various sources proving that the s.2.02(5) practice in Ver2 had 
been established on 24-12-98. 
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It stands to reason that I require to know why you claimed that the Comptroller has not done anything wrong 
and why there was deemed to be insufficient evidence for you to do anything about it if he had done 
something wrong. 
  
For a start, I repeatedly asked for the Desk Notes which would tell me whether the Comptroller was lying on 
12-11-07 about very specific current and past practice, and I have since asked if he has changed practice 
since. He claimed repeatedly that he has not. 
  
However, the Desk Notes in your possession prove that he lied on 12-11-07 and that he has lied ever since. 
  
I knew this for an evidenced fact before I reported the matter to you in February 2009. I just wanted to know 
when he altered Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc at s.2.02(5). 
  
Now why should that be such a difficult question to get answered? 
  
The reason is that I am a victim of two frauds, one committed by the people who applied for a sham to be 
registered as owner of my company’s IP and the other committed by a Comptroller who could not care less 
how he got his customers onto the registers, so long as he could do so without leaving a trail back to his 
own door. 
  
In his letter to me of 12-11-07 he made the stupid mistake of referring to a completely fictitious “standard 
practice” in order to cover up what he did to me on 20-09-04.  
  
Being a fictitious practice, he could then make a false apology for "unfortunately, in this case..", not following 
that practice as closely as he should. 
  
And sure enough, he went on to apologise in his letter (and later letters) that staff did not follow this (fictitious) 
standard practice and so let a defective document slip through the system by not looking closely enough at it.  
  
The problem heated up for him as I pressed harder and harder for his Desk Notes, because he knew full well 
that his fictitious “standard practice” had not existed since 23-12-98 and so did not apply on 20-09-04 nor on 
12-11-07, nor at any time between. 
  
He also knew that staff: 
  
1)had a good look at the defective document, 
  
2) hid it,  
  
3)overrode the standard register wording to enter “Form 21/77 filed” and thereby give the impression that no 
accompanying documentary evidence was filed by the applicant. 
  
Note: the standard automatic register entry, by the way, is used whether or not staff “ignore” the 
accompanying documents under the true, unaltered instruction at s.2.02(5), so if staff really had failed to look 
closely enough at the documentary evidence on 20-09-04, the register entry for GB2267412 would be like the 
others that week – “Form 21/77 and documents filed”. 
  
4) registered only the Form 21/77 (which bore only one, invalid signature) and  
  
5) altered the standard confirmatory letter to disguise his knowledge of this defective signature. 
  
No wonder he would not correct the register when I instantly complained on 23-09-04. And it is no wonder that 
he opposed Police investigations into the false applications – because he knows they were blatantly false and 
he knows that his unlawful registration practices filtered the application in a traceable way (to the trained eye, 
that it). 
  
You can see from s.4.12 and s.4.02 (Desk Notes) that there has been a long-standing practice of hiding 
documents and not asking to see documents which staff suspect could be chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
  
It does not matter whether you understand this or not. The bottom line is that there is a motive for lying about 
practice and there is a motive for altering Desk Notes to make it look like the Comptroller was telling the truth 
on 12-11-07 when clearly he was not. 
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I am telling you that the Comptroller not only sent me a different document to that which he should have sent 
me (and you know this to be fact), I am telling you that he created the document specially to deceive me and 
did not issue the document to staff – to change practice – until later.  
  
The ver 3 practice is expensive and introducing it has nothing whatever to do with stopping what happened to 
me happening again.  
  
There was no mistake in my case, it was instructed and absolutely intentional and the application was known 
to be dubious with respect to both assignment and Stamp Duty. I even have documentary evidence proving 
that those involved at the time were in doubt as to who the solitary signatory was working for - BEFORE they 
even received the application bearing his wholly invalid, solitary signature. 
  
The DISPUTE MANAGEMENT section of the Desk Notes shows that registration mistakes can be corrected 
very easily on the basis of a quick review of the prima facie evidence in the event that staff have mis-read a 
document. Applicants are invited to notify the Comptroller of any such mistakes, and as I had a register entry 
on the same day, I complained by invitation. 
  
A review of the prima facie evidence would have removed the asset-strippers' sham instantly. The mutilated 
unstamped sale agreement (documentary evidence) had been hidden and not registered and the patent agent 
would have had to admit that his solitary signature on the only registered "evidence" (the Form 21/77) had 
nothing to do with my company - Sense-Sonic Ltd, the owner of the Patent - and so could not legitimately 
result in a registration of change of proprietorship. 
  
According to the DISPUTE MANAGEMENT procedure, the Comptroller’s knowledge of a dispute should have 
prevented any change of proprietorship going through without a thorough inspection and re-inspection. 
  
The Comptroller told Parliament on 29-11-99 that the risk of registering a fictitious assignment on the basis of 
a single signature was outweighed by the benefit to customers – which Parliament was falsely led to believe 
was the benefit of being able to procure registration of an assignment on the basis of just one signature. 
  
He knows where I’m driving here – there was only one signature on the Form 21/77 he registered on 20-09-
04, having hidden the defective documentary evidence, and he registered a fictitious assignment. 
  
The owner had not assigned the patent, so there was no signature of the owner on the Form 21/77, meaning 
that documentary evidence of an assignment would have to be filed and registered. The owner, in 
administrative receivership, had agreed to assign the patent subject to terms and conditions, but the asset-
strippers did not like the terms and conditions, so they let the dust settle, chopped up the sale agreement, 
pretended it was an assignment, and put forward a falsely-named sham as applicant for registration as owner, 
to act as a shield whilst their factory exploited my invention. My royalty claim was therefore against the true 
owner, the company in administrative receivership, but the Comptroller put the sham in the way, kept it in the 
way, and cost me dearly. 
  
It is a fact that the Comptroller could not legitimately register any assignment executed before 01-12-03 on the 
basis of one signature and no documentary evidence for the simple reason that an assignor’s solitary 
signature is not sufficient to ensure that Stamp Duty has been paid by the assignee, and for the simple reason 
that an assignee’s solitary signature is not sufficient evidence of an assignment having been executed. 
  
The registration on 20-09-04 was no slip, and that’s why the Comptroller would never correct it. 
  
It really is that cut and dried.  
  
But it has taken five years to discover the evidence to show, without any doubt whatsoever, how and why the 
document was excluded and how and why the standard register entry and standard confirmatory letter were 
altered. 
  
Practice is at the centre of the matter, and you are sitting on information which shows just how far Mr. Fletcher 
at al have been prepared to go to stop me from discovering and exposing what really happened to me on 20-
09-04. 
  
I tend to believe the Comptroller’s statement of October 2007 that "our practices in this area has not changed 
in recent years". 
  
This means that as I have documentary evidence showing what s.2.02(5) practice was on 24-12-98, 27-01-
99, 15-06-05, 14-05-07, and 28-07-07, it had not changed as at 19-10-07 - according to the Comptroller. 
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And given that I complained to him on 29-10-07 about training, practice and procedure with respect to 
document inspections (without being aware of the significance of the register entry “Form 21/77 filed” [i.e. 
hiding and excluding unstamped and otherwise defective documents] or being aware of s.2.02(5) Desk Notes 
practices) it would be a bit rich to tell me on 12-11-07 that it was “standard practice” to look closely at all 
documents when as at 19-10-07 it would appear that there had been no change to the practice you and I 
know to have been to ignore documents accompanying properly signed Forms (bearing two signatures). 
  
However, in the light of all of the above, you expect me to now accept 16-08-07 as being the date upon which 
the Comptroller changed practice in respect of Supplementary Protection Certificates (p29). The law on SPSs 
changed on 17-12-07 and no one knew what to until 19-11-07. 
  
You also expect me to accept 16-08-07 as being the date upon which Mrs. Cooke altered s.2.02(5) in Pat Ass 
DN Ver 3.doc and issued this amended practice to her staff. 
  
If I were to accept that date (and pigs might fly), you are still looking at complete evidence of fraud - the use 
of a true document (presenting a current practice) to deceive a person into accepting it as being evidence of 
past practice which was in truth quite the opposite. 
  
I repeatedly asked for evidence of practice (issued Desk Notes) as at 01-08-07 in relation specifically to 
s.2.02(5). 
  
I was given a document with an entirely opposite instruction at 2.02(5) and was told that it was created on or 
before 01-08-07 and was representative of practice from 01-08-07 at least to 12-05-09 (the date of the 
Comptroller’s Decision on Review of my FOI complain). 
  
According to your excuses for the Comptroller and the dates you have been given by the Comptroller 
(because you cannot be bothered to check the Word documents yourselves, for fear of discovering what you 
suspect - that the Comptroller has forged the Desk Notes in 2008 so as to cover up his lies on 12-11-07) the 
Comptroller has fraudulently used later Desk Notes (after changing practice) -  Ver 3 - and presented 
them to me as being his "standard practice" both in the present and in the relevant past. 
  
However, according to my evidenced research, the Ver3 was not, on 16-08-07, in the form you claim. It 
was altered at s.2.02(5) and at page 29 much later and on two separate occasions and for two specific 
reasons, before be re-saved in the form as you have it. 
  
By the time you got hold of the Word documents on 20-05-09 you had no jurisdiction to investigate the 25-07-
08 and 02-09-08 forgeries and so s.30 FOIA does not apply as you claim. 
  
Your visit to IPO on 20-05-09 was informal and was intended to get me what I asked for - the information as 
to WHEN SECTION 2.02(5) WAS ALTERED. 
  
I identified the information as being the Word document Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc itself - which I had asked for, 
but had not received. 
  
You have that information but will not give it to me. 
  
You have given me what you claim is the information I sought, but it is not. 
  
You say that DESK NOTES 1.doc was created on 14-05-07.  
  
You cannot be serious.  
  
It has a declaration on the first page stating that Steve Adkins reviewed the document and that Debbie Cooke 
accepted the document on "1st August 2007".  
  
The last modified date (and I can get the last ten from a Word document with the software I have here, 
together with change history and where the file is on each computer that has ever edited and saved the 
document) is most certainly NOT 14-05-07. 
  
The same goes for Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc. It was created as a "save as" from Pat Ass DN Ver 2.doc on 16-08-
07 after page numbers were added. 
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You now claim to have recovered the Word documents for your "investigation", but you did not investigate 
them at all. 
  
In fact Mr. Flack asked for the Word documents on 20-05-09 with the intention of giving them to me and 
leaving me to my own devices, as you were out of time to do anything under s.77. 
  
However, it was the IPO who asked him not to hand them over, as they knew full well that Pat Ass DN ver 3 
was a forgery (i.e. created to deceived me, before it was ever introduced to staff as being "practice"). 
  
This is why I have ended up with the very same pdf that I gave to Mr. Flack, which is not representative of 
what he saw on screen at the IPO on 20-05-09 and is not therefore what he agreed with IPO that I should 
receive.  
  
Mr. Flack asked IPO to create pdfs of what he saw and email them to him with the Word documents. He 
saw four Word documents, but IPO converted only three. 
  
IPO did not convert Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc to pdf on 20-05-09 – to do so would be to create yet another 
forgery.  
  
Mr. Flack was sent the 02-09-08 pdf of Pat Ass DN Ver 3, which is very slightly different from the Pat Ass DN 
Ver 3.doc in your care and possession. 
  
It was this defect with led me to expose you as having had the Word documents all along; news which I 
reported to the Police after we were some 18 hours into interviews on account of your supposedly not having 
procured Word documents.  
  
Given the specific purpose of the visit to IPO it is understandable that I should accuse you of either 
incompetence or collusion. However, I did not find Mr. Flack incompetent at all. I believe he was sat on and 
did not himself make the decisions to deceive me and bury the Word documents. 
  
Were you to now create a pdf of the Word document Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc which was not converted to 
pdf on 20-05-09 by Mrs. Cooke, so as to claim to me that it is the Comptroller's Desk Notes as at 16-07-
08 I would pursue you for forgery and fraud also, for you have all the evidence you need to prove that 
I am absolutely right in all that I claim. 
  
I therefore now set out, in bullet point fashion, the relevant facts and how this matter 
is to be resolved, by immediate action on your part: 
  
YOU HAVE THE WORD DOCUMENT PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC. 
  
YOU WILL NOT SEND IT TO ME. 
  
YOU ADVISE ME TO ASK THE COMPTROLLER TO HAND IT OVER (A REQUEST WHICH HE HAS 
IGNORED), OR APPLY FOR AN ORDER AGAINST YOU. 
  
PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC WAS EMAILED TO YOU BY THE COMPTROLLER ON 20-05-09, AFTER YOU 
HAD ALREADY TOLD ME THAT YOU COULD NOT INVESTIGATE UNDER S.77. 
  
THE COMPTROLLER CLAIMED PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC TO BE HIS ADOPTED PRACTICE AS AT 12-05-
09 AND AS AT 01-08-07 AND AT ALL TIMES INBETWEEN. 
  
ON 27-05-09 YOU EMAILED ME THE VERY SAME PDF OF VER 3 THAT I HAD SENT TO YOU IN 
FEBRUARY 2009. 
  
THE OTHER PDFS WHICH YOU EMAILED TO ME WERE OF NO CONSEQUENCE AS I ALREADY HAD 
EVIDENCE OF THE ALTERATION OF S.2.02(5) AND SIMPLY WANTED TO KNOW THE DATE UPON 
WHICH S.2.02(5) WAS ALTERED. 
  
AS YOU HAD NOT TOLD ME ANYTHING OF CONSEQUENCE THAT I DID NOT ALREADY KNOW, I 
ASKED YOU AGAIN FOR THE DATE UPON WHICH S.2.02(5) WAS ALTERED. 
  
ON 22-06-09 YOU SENT A PRINTED COPY OF THE WORD DOCUMENT VER 3 AND CLAIMED THAT 
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YOU HAD ACCEPTABLE AND REASONABLE EXPLANATIONS AS TO WHY I HAD BEEN SENT PAT ASS 
DN VER 3.PDF IN PLACE OF THE TRUE VERSION WHICH WAS PUT INTO PRACTICE ON 01-08-07 
(VER 2). 
  
(I look forward to hearing those acceptable and reasonable explanations being read out in Court) 
  
ALSO ON 22-06-09 YOU TRIED TO FOB ME OFF WITH THREE DATES WHICH YOU WOULD KNOW 
WERE NOT THE CREATION DATES OF THE CONTENT OF THE THREE 2007 DESK NOTES YOU HAD 
PRINTED AND ENCLOSED WITH YOUR LETTER OF 22-06-09. 
  
IF YOU RECEIVED THOSE (FALSE) DATES FROM THE COMPTROLLER, AND NOT FROM YOUR 
OFFICERS, THEN YOU MOST CERTAINLY HAVE A NEW S.77 INQUIRY ON YOUR HANDS 
  
AS MR. FLACK RECEIVED THE WORD DOCUMENTS BY EMAIL ON 20-05-09 AND AS HE RE-SAVED 
THEM AFTER VIEWING THEM ON 22-05-09, HE COULD NOT HAVE PROVIDED THOSE DATES TO YOU 
FOR YOUR LETTER OF 22-06-09, SO I CONTEND THAT YOU RECEIVED THE DATES IN A LATER 
RESPONSE FROM THE COMPTROLLER (I.E. FROM MRS COOKE OR JAMES PORTER) SOME TIME 
BETWEEN 27-05-09 AND 22-06-09. 
  
I CONTEND THAT, IN ORDER TO GET THOSE DATES, YOU ASKED THE COMPTROLLER TO TELL 
YOU WHEN HE (I.E. MRS. COOKE) CREATED PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC AND THE TWO EARLIER 
VERSIONS 
  
I CONTEND THAT YOU AND THE COMPTROLLER (FLACK, COOKE & PORTER INCLUDED) KNOW THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A "CREATED" DATE AND A "LAST MODIFIED DATE" AND THAT THE DATE 
BEING REQUESTED OF BOTH YOU AND THE COMPTROLLER WAS THE EARLIEST DATE UPON 
WHICH A PERSON COULD PRINT OUT EXACTLY THAT WHICH YOU PRINTED OUT BY WAY OF PAT 
ASS DN VER 3 AND SENT TO ME ON 22-06-09. 
  
I CONTEND THAT THE COMPTROLLER KNEW, AND THAT YOU KNOW, THAT THE DATES HE 
PROVIDED TO YOU IN MAY/JUNE 2009 AND WHICH YOU PASSED ON TO ME ON 22-06-09 WERE 
FALSE. 
  
THOSE DATES MAY HAVE BEEN THE FIRST “CREATED” DATES OF THE TEMPLATE FILES, BUT THEY 
SURE AS HELL WERE NOT AND ARE NOT THE DATES YOU AND I WERE ASKING FOR. 
  
SECTION 109.03 OF THE CIPA GUIDE CLEARLY SPELLS OUT THE MEANING OF "FALSE", BY 
REFERENCE ALSO TO HELPFUL AUTHORITIES.  
  
IT IS A REMINDER TO THE COMPTROLLER THAT A STATEMENT WHICH IS FACTUALLY TRUE MAY BE 
FALSE IF IT IS MADE WITH THE PURSPOSE OF GIVING FALSE MEANING. 
  
THE COMPTROLLER'S STAMP DUTY STATEMENT IS JUST SUCH A FALSEHOOD, AND I HAVE JUST 
DEALT WITH YET ANOTHER PUBLISHED STATEMENT TO THAT END WITH THE EUROPEAN PATENT 
OFFICE. HE STATES THAT STAMP DUTY MAY BE CHARGEABLE IN RESPECT OF TRANSACTIONS 
BEFORE 28-03-00, KNOWING FULL WELL THAT THIS WILL BE INTERPRETED AS MEANING THAT 
STAMP DUTY DID NOT APPLY IN RESPECT OF TRANSACTIONS EFFECTED ON OR AFTER 28-03-00. 
HYBRID DOCUMENTS REMAINED CHARGEABLE, AND THERE WERE THOUSANDS OF THEM FLYING 
AROUND IN THE 1990s (BUT STRANGELY ABSENT FROM THE REGISTER, I NOTE - WHICH IS WHERE 
THE DESK NOTES COME IN TO EXPLAIN). 
  
JUST AS PASSING OFF ONE DOCUMENT (VER 3) SO AS NOT TO DISCLOSE THE DOCUMENT (VER 2) 
WHICH TRULY CORRESPONDS TO MY REQUEST FOR DISCLOSURE IS FRAUDULENT, SO PASSING 
OFF "CREATED" DATES AS BEING THE "DOCUMENT CREATION" DATES IS FRAUDULENT.  
  
THE DATES YOU GAVE ME ARE CLEARLY FALSE, AND YOU, MRS. POOLE, MR. GORRILL, 
MR.CLANCEY, MR. FLACK, MR. FLETCHER, MR. ADKINS, MRS. COOKE, MR. PORTER, MR.TWYMAN 
(WHEREVER HE IS), MR. PRIOR AND MRS.MURRELL ALL KNOW, OR HAVE INSTANT ACCESS TO 
EVIDENCE (THE ACTUAL WORD DOCUMENT PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC) TO TELL THEM, THAT THEY 
ARE FALSE. 
  
YOU HAVE A STATUTORY DUTY TO DETERMINE, FROM THE EVIDENCE BEFORE YOU, WHETHER 
THE COMPTROLLER LIED TO YOU IN MAY/JUNE 2009 AND PROVIDED FALSE DATES IN RESPECT 
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OF THE CHANGES MADE TO THE THREE WORD DOCUMENTS. 
  
A TELEPHONE CALL AND AN EMAIL ATTACHING THE WORD DOCUMENTS VER 2 AND VER 3 FROM 
YOU TO PROF. TONY SAMMES' P.A. LINDY SHEPPARD AT CRANFIELD UNIVERSITY IS ALL IT WILL 
TAKE TO GET THIS MATTER INTO THE CRIMINAL COURTS WITHIN YOUR SIX-MONTH DEADLINE 
FROM WHATEVER DAY IT WAS IN MAY/JUNE 2009 THAT YOU RECEIVED THE FALSE DATES FROM 
THE COMPTROLLER: 
  
Lindy C Sheppard 

Manager, The Centre for Forensic Computing 

Cranfield University 

DCMT 
Shrivenham 

Swindon SN6 8LA 

Tel: 01793 785270 

Fax: 01793 784229€ 

  
IN ANY EVENT, YOU OWE ME TRUE DATES IN PLACE OF THE FALSE DATES YOU GAVE ME ON 22-
06-09. 
  
AND IF YOU WILL NOT IMMEDIATELY CONTACT PROF. TONY SAMMES, THEN YOU SHOULD DELIVER 
UP THE WORD DOCUMENTS TO ME ON THE BASIS THAT YOU ALREADY HAVE THE 
COMPTROLLER'S CONSENT TO GIVE ME THE DATES BUT ARE UNWILLING TO PAY A THIRD PARTY 
TO RETRIEVE THEM. 
  
THIS IS THEREFORE A NEW MATTER FOR YOU (AND OTHERS) TO QUICKLY 
CONSIDER. 
  
I AM ACCUSING THE COMPTROLLER OF: 
  
PROVIDING YOU WITH FALSE DATES IN BREACH OF S.77 FOIA 2000 AND OF GIVING YOU CONSENT 
TO PASS THOSE DATES TO ME AS BEING THE DATES UPON WHICH HE: 
  
(1) CREATED AND SAVED DESK NOTES 1.DOC,  
  
(2) CREATED AND SAVED PAT ASS DN VER 2.DOC (IDENTICAL TO DESK NOTES 1.DOC, BUT WITH 
FOOTNOTE DATE "AUGUST 2007" ON EACH PAGE) AND  
  
(3) ALTERED S.2.02(5) OF PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC AND SAVED THE FILE AS PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC. 
  
MR. FLETCHER KNOWS THAT TO CHANGE SUCH A PRACTICE (WHICH HAS COST IMPLICATIONS) 
REQUIRES A BIT MORE THAN A DELETE, TYPE AND SAVE ON MRS. COOKE'S PART, SO HE IS 
PUSHING HIS LUCK BY THINKING HE CAN LIE HIS WAY OUT OF THIS ONE. 
  
LET'S JUST GET THE WORD DOCUMENT EXAMINED AND PUT EVERYONE OUT OF THEIR MISERY. 
  
IF MR. FLETCHER, MR.TWYMAN AND MRS. COOKE ARE SO SURE THAT THEY DID NOT CREATE A 
FICTITIOUS "STANDARD PRACTICE" ON 12-11-07, SO AS TO BE ABLE TO APOLOGISE FOR NOT 
ADHERING TO IT IN MY CASE, AND THEREAFTER FORGE THE VER 3 DESK NOTES TO REALISE 
THAT FICTITIOUS PRACTICE - AND I SAY THEY DID, THEY NOW HAVE EVERY REASON TO 
ENCOURAGE YOU TO EMAIL THE WORD DOCUMENTS TO ME AND A FEW FORENSIC EXPERTS WHO 
ARE WAITING TO RECEIVE THEM. 
  
IF S.2.02(5) WAS ALTERED LATER THAN 16-08-07 .... WHY AM I SAYING IF?  I SHALL REPHRASE 
THAT.  
  
AS S.2.02(5) WAS ALTERED LATER THAN 16-08-07 MR. FLETCHER ET AL HAVE THEIR REASONS FOR 
OPPOSING DISCLOSURE. 
  
AS WE ALL HAVE THE PDFS AND YOU ALL HAVE THE WORD DOCUMENTS, THERE CAN BE NO 
ARGUMENT OVER THE TEXT CONTENT, SO IF THE COMPTROLLER IS HOLDING OUT THAT HE 
WON'T GIVE CONSENT BECAUSE I WILL ALTER THE CODE, I AM MORE THAN HAPPY FOR YOU TO 
SEND IT TO GWENT HI-TECH CRIMES UNIT, CRANFIELD, AND ANYWHERE ELSE YOU SEE FIT TO 
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SEND IT, BECAUSE ONE THING IS FOR CERTAIN: 
  
IF ANYONE IS GOING TO ALTER ANY DOCUMENT IN AN UNLAWFUL MANNER, IT WILL BE THE 
COMPTROLLER - JUST LOOK AT HIS TRACK RECORD. 
   
RATHER THAN APPLY TO THE COURTS TO GET A PRE-DISCOLOSURE ORDER AGAINST YOU FOR 
RELEASE OF THE ELECTRONIC WORD DOCUMENT, I WOULD BE BETTER OFF SEEKING AN ORDER 
AGAINST YOU TO WITHDRAW THE FALSE DATES AND PROVIDE, BY FORENSIC EXAMINATION, THE 
TRUE DATES TO THE COURT. 
  
I WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS THIS VERY SIMPLE MATTER WITH YOU IMMEDIATELY –
IT’S JUST A DATE, AFTER ALL.   
  
IF YOU WILL NOT ACT WITH URGENCY, THEN I WILL DO SO UNILATERALLY. 
  
IT IS UNCLEAR TO ME AS TO WHAT MRS POOLE IS ACTUALLY DOING AND WHAT ARE THE 
POSSIBLE OUTCOMES. 
  
I DO NOT SEE WHY I SHOULD WAIT TO FIND OUT. 
  
IT IS NOT FOR ME TO LEAD YOU OR HER BY THE NOSE TO SORT THIS OUT, BUT NOW THAT I HAVE 
DONE SO, MAYBE YOU CAN TELL MRS POOLE THAT ALL THAT IS NEEDED HERE IS THE TRUE DATE 
OF ALTERATION OF S.2.02(5) IN THE WORD DOCUMENT PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC. 
  
IF, UPON FORENSIC INSPECTION OF THE WORD DOCUMENT, IT IS NOT 16-08-07 THEN YOU HAVE A 
S.77 ACTION ON YOUR HANDS. 
  
IF THE ALTERATION DATE IS AFTER 29-10-07 (THE DATE UPON WHICH I COMPLAINED), THE 
COMPTOLLER IS IN VERY SERIOUS TROUBLE. 
  
IF THE DATE IS MUCH LATER, AS I HAVE VERY GOOD REASON TO HOLD OUT (IT BEING A VERY 
COSTLY PRACTICE AND ONE WHICH THE COMPTROLLER REFUSED TO REVERSE IN 1999 AND 
WOULD NEED GOOD REASON TO REVERSE 8 YEARS LATER) IT WILL BE EVEN WORSE FOR HIM.  
  
I AM OWED OVER £500,000 IN UNPAID ROYALTIES (INTEREST TAKES IT TO AROUND £3/4m) AND 
THE COMPTROLLER HAS BEEN HELL-BENT TO ENSURE THAT THE WELL-USED PRACTICE BY 
WHICH ASSET-STRIPPERS GOT A FALSELY-NAMED SHAM ONTO THE REGISTER ON 20-09-04 IS NOT 
EXPOSED. HE COULD HAVE PUT A STOP TO THIS  WHEN I ASKED HIM TO – BEFORE REGISTERING 
THE SHAM. 
  
MR. FLETCHER IS DONE FOR AND IS NOT WORTHY OF YOUR PROTECTION. 
  
YOU MUST ACT TO GET THE CORRECT DATES IMMEDIATELY. 
  
YOU CANNOT SHUT YOUR EYES FOR FEAR OF WHAT YOU MIGHT SEE. 
  
THE WORD DOCUMENT PAT ASS DN VER 3.DOC MUST BE INSPECTED IMMEDIATELY 
  
TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE. 
  
  
THIS IS A VERY SERIOUS MATTER INDEED AND IT IS ONE WHICH CAN BE DETERMINED IN AN 
INSTANT, PROVIDED THE WORD DOCUMENTS ARE NOT DESTROYED BY FREAK HAPPENINGS AS 
OCCURRED AT IPO ON 18-06-08 OVER THEIR STAMP DUTY WEBPAGE JUST AS HMRC SOLICIORS 
WERE ABOUT TO DOWNLOAD IT. 
  
THE EVIDENCE IS ALSO ON COMPUTERS AT IPO, BUT THE RISK OF DAMAGE TO THAT EVIDENCE IS 
ASSESSED AS BEING HIGH. 
  
PLEASE PUT A HOLD ON THIS NONSENSE OF A REVIEW AND SIMPLY GET ME THE TRUE DATES BY 
EXAMINIATION OF THE WORD DOCUMENTS. 
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HAVE A REVIEW LATER, BY ALL MEANS, BUT IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOU GET 
THESE WORD DOCUMENTS TO A FORENSIC EXPERT BEFORE ANY HARM COMES 
TO THEM.  
  
  
SUMMARY 
  
The Comptroller gave you three false dates for three word documents 
  
He gave consent for you to give me information. 
  
You passed on the three false dates on 22-06-09 without checking them yourself. 
  
I want you to do what you should have done and check the revision dates within the 
Word documents. 
  
If you don’t have the capability, please get in touch with Cranfield University. 
  
If you have consent to tell me when the Word documents were created, please give 
me the true dates, not the dates upon which the templates were made. 
  
If you only have consent to give me dates which are quite clearly false and you are 
prohibited by the Comptroller from giving me the true dates, you must consider s.77 
and take action against him for wilfully sending false information in May/June 2009 
(you know the precise date). 
  
Mrs. Cooke, Mr. Fletcher and Mr. Porter (for Mr. Twyman) know when they altered 
s.2.02(5) and know when they told staff about the change, and they most certainly 
knew when they answered Mr. Flack’s questions after his visit (the questions he 
referred to in his email to me of 27-05-09) that Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc was not created 
on 16-08-07. 
  
I just wanted you to get me a date for a document I already had. 
  
It's not a lot to ask of an Information Commissioner, is it? 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO�s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by someone 
else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to unrelated 
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third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature please 
provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you want us 
to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 03 September 2009 10:27
Subject: Police Investigation - Patent Office Desk Notes

Page 1 of 2

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Graham and Mr. Entwisle, 
  
I am about to file a claim in the High Court and have you down as obstructing me. 
  
DI Watts from the Gwent Police tells me that he was told that he should wait to speak to Stephen Flack (on 
holiday until earlier this week) to get voluntary disclosure to the Police of the altered Word Document Pat Ass 
DN Ver3.doc which you would not question, in spite of the conflicting dates supplied by the Comptroller and 
his repeated denials of the existence of any earlier version or change in practice. 
  
You know as well as I that David Clancy pulled Mr. Flack off the case long ago, and blocked release of the 
Word Documents. 
  
You also know that Mr. Flack is not the person to be dealing with such a request from the Police.  
  
The Gwent Police have therefore been delayed by you for no reason other than to obstruct me.  
  
I have taken this up with the Lancashire Police. 
  
As for Mr. Clancy's decision to block release of the very information I have been seeking all along - the date 
up which the Comptroller changed a very significant procedure to conform with his proved-false claims in his 
letter to me of 12-11-07 - your Decision on Review of his decision is overdue (and Mrs. Poole's absence is 
not an acceptable excuse, since she was fully aware in advance and left the matter unattended for several 
weeks). 
  
Please issue your Decision on the release of the Word Documents to me forthwith  
  
and provide me with the "reasonable and acceptable" explanations you claim to have received from the 
Comptroller as to:  
  
(1) why I received evidence of a procedure on 27-05-09 which should have been sent to me in December 
2007, and  
  
(2) why I received on 25-07-08 and on 02-09-08 a document which was altered to show quite the opposite 
procedure, such altered procedure, however, being in keeping with the Comptroller's claims of 12-11-07 now 
proved to be opposite to the procedure announced to HMRC on 24-12-98, disapproved of by HMRC publicly 
in September 1999, and discussed with CIPA at the Patent Practice Meeting at the IPO on 24-01-01 with the 
effect of changing register entries as of 01-10-01 and operating as "standard procedure" until whatever date - 
certainly later than the date you gave me of 16-08-07 - is discovered to be the date of alteration. 
  
The date of issue of Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc to administrative staff is another matter entirely and is one which 
will require the Comptroller to produce evidence thereof. 
  
Note that such a costly change in procedure, so costly that it was worth defying HMRC for 8 years, doesn't 
change with the mere click of a mouse. You are looking at about 7,000 patents per annum affected -
 hundreds of millions of pounds worth of property, subject to the most perverse administrative and litigation-
scuppering practices imaginable. 
  
Jacob J warned of the consequences in 1997 but never imagined that the Comptroller was actively hiding, 
excluding and ignoring unstamped documents and registering invalid Forms and fake assignment 
documentation. Indeed, Jacob J stated that any person can see the documents on the public file! - not 
according to the complainants I have communicated with, and not according to the Desk Notes in your 
possession. 
  
As the Information Commissioner, please ask yourself what the hell the Comptroller thinks he is playing at by 
hiding people's documents without telling them (Desk Notes s.4.02, para 4), and then warning staff at the end 
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of s.4.02 (in later Desk Notes) that they may have difficulty keeping such documents confidential as a result of 
the FIOA 2000. 
  
I received an email from a person this morning who is adamant that his document has been spirited away. 
  
The Comptroller has the excel lists to enable me to find all such victims, but he claims not to have such lists 
(even though they are referred to in the Desk Notes - Booking In) and now claims my requests "vexatious". 
  
I may well be distressed, furious and ready to nail all those who have tried to cover this up, but that does not 
make me vexatious. 
  
I will shortly send you the Particulars of Claim, Index and Extracts from Exhibits so that you can see that this 
matter is now fully addressed and ready for the High Court. 
  
A disclosure order for your release of the Word Documents, and/or proof of dates of alteration by independent 
forensic analysts, should not be necessary given that your withholding of the Word Documents cannot survive 
the public interest test. 
  
You could save the public hundreds of thousands of pounds in court costs alone by calling time on the 
Comptroller and his perverse team right now, by doing what you should have done at the outset - establish 
and disclose the date upon which s.2.02(5) was altered. 
  
As time is of the essence, I look forward to hearing from you by return. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
  
Andrew Hall.  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sally Anne Poole" <SallyAnne.Poole@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: <simon_hall@uk.ibm.com>
Sent: 04 September 2009 15:58
Subject: Ref FS 50206398

Page 1 of 2

25/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall 
  
Further to Mr Entwisle’s letter dated 1 September 2009 regarding a review of a decision 
relating to your request for electronic word documents under the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000. Mr Entwisle in his letter gave you details of how to appeal that decision. I have 
now also completed a review of the investigation undertaken by Mr Flack in relation to an 
alleged breach of Section 77 of the Freedom of information Act 2000. This section states as 
follows, 
  
77 (1) Where – 
(a) a request for information has been made to a public authority, and 
(b) under section 1 of this Act or section 7 of the Data Protection Act 1998, the applicant 
would have been entitled (subject to payment of any fee) to communication of any 
information in accordance with that section, 
any person to whom this subsection applies is guilty of an offence if he alters erases, 
destroys or conceals any record held by the public authority, with the intention of preventing 
the disclosure by that authority of all, or any part, of the information to the communication of 
which the applicant would have been entitled. 
  
I am satisfied that Mr Flack conducted a thorough investigation into the alleged Section 77 
offence and was unable to gather sufficient evidence to prove, beyond reasonable doubt, 
the intention of any member of the IPO to alter, erase, destroy or conceal desk notes 
requested by you in accordance with section 1 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. As 
such, the investigation was closed and remains so. 
  
Please take this letter as our final response. We will not review this case again. 

  
If you remain dissatisfied with this result or you think we have not acted properly or fairly, 
you can take the matter to the Parliamentary and Health Service Ombudsman. Complaints 
to the Ombudsman must be made through your MP. For further information about the 
Ombudsman’s service you visit their website (www.ombudsman.org.uk ) or call their 
Helpline on 0845 015 4033. However, if your complaint relates to the way in which we have 
interpreted the law then the Ombudsman cannot help you. If you want to challenge our 
interpretation of the law, you should consider seeking legal advice. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
  
Mrs Sally-anne Poole 
Head of Enforcement & Investigations 
Information Commissioner's Office 
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545700 
www.ico.gov.uk 
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____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender by 
return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is not 
permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by someone 
else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to unrelated 
third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature please 
provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you want us 
to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
use. Email monitoring or blocking software may also be used. Please be aware that you have a 
responsibility to ensure that any email you write or forward is within the bounds of the law. 
The Information Commissioner's Office cannot guarantee that this message or any attachment is 
virus free or has not been intercepted and amended. You should perform your own virus checks. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
http://www.ico.gov.uk or email: mail@ico.gsi.gov.uk 
Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF 
Tel: 01625 545 700 Fax: 01625 524 510 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Sally Anne Poole" <SallyAnne.Poole@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; "Jackie Struthers" 

<Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 08 September 2009 12:30
Subject: Re: Ref FS 50206398

Page 1 of 3

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Graham & Mr. Entwisle, 
  
I had not received the letter dated 01-09-09. 
  
As discussed on the telephone with Mrs. Struthers, it has just now been emailed to me. 
  
I am delayed by this matter and should be with the Lancashire Police right now, but fortunately they are 
flexible and will wait until I have sent this email. 
  
I am taking your letter with me, of course. 
  
I am treating your handling of the inquiry as being complicit and I am pursuing matters through the Police 
rather than your own corrupt procedures. 
  
However, without prejudice, I now take your letter of 01-09-09 at face value and inform you that whilst you 
have printed and sent me four copies of the Word Documents (with three false dates which I asked you to 
check on Review, but you have not), you have not sent me four electronic copies thereof. 
  
You have instead sent me three pdf copies of three of the word documents (to strip them of the date 
information) and a pdf of a different word document to that which you hold and printed from (Ver 3). 
  
So, taking you at your word, I am entitled to electronic documents of all that you printed. 
  
Since you have no pdf copy of the word document Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc in your possession (you have a pdf 
copy called Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf  - created 02-09-08 - but it was not created from the Word Document in your 
possession),  you must send me the electronic document as you have it – in Word format, the only 
format in which it exists. 
  
You must not interfere with it or convert it. You can simply email it to me right away and without further ado. 
The Comptroller won't sue you if you do, but I will see you brought to justice if you do not. 
  
I asked you to review matters - in particular the three false dates which you gave me on 22-06-09. You have 
not done so. This is not an error, is a criminal act of complicity - for you know the dates cannot be true.  
  
I asked for the electronic versions of the four printed desks notes. You claim that the four pdfs meet the 
requirements of the Act. But they do not, for I have no electronic version of the printed document Pat Ass 
DN Ver 3. 
  
Please remedy this forthwith by emailing me the Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver 3. 
  
You know that the pdf and word document are not the same - it is how I discovered that you were lying about 
not having procured the Word Documents which you went to the IPO to recover (in order to get the date of 
alteration of Ver 3). 
  
What were you investigating? It certainly wasn’t what I asked you to investigate. 
  
What have you been reviewing? Certainly not what I asked you to review. 
  
I look forward to receiving the Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver 3 from you by email within 24 hours in 
order to complete the electronic disclosure to match the printed documents. 
  
I am treating you conduct as complicit, and therefore criminal. 
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If you need to do this through the Case Reception Team, I suggest that you clear disclosure instantly as time 
is of the essence.  
  
However, this is not a matter of reviewing your decision, it is a matter of you overlooking the fact that you 
have not sent me the electronic version of the printed document Pat Ass DN Ver 3. 
  
The Act does not provide for you to go out of your way to alter an electronic document which is already posted 
on your server ready to email.  
  
Your interpretation of electronic, by the way, is bollocks. The way you spin it, a request for an electronic 
document could be satisfied by disclosure of a serect-coded binary/hexadecimal mush. 
  
A requested electronic document must be sent in a designated electronic format, designated by the 
person making the request. If it is not techincally difficult to provide the document in such a 
designated format, it must be disclosed in that format. 
  
You do not have Pat Ass DN Ver 3 (as printed) in any electronic format other than Microsoft Word. 
  
Please do as I ask and send me that electronic document in its one and only format - Word - without 
interference, and right away. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall.   
  
  
  
  
--- Original Message -----  

From: Sally Anne Poole  
To: andrew.hall2@btconnect.com  
Cc: simon_hall@uk.ibm.com  
Sent: Friday, September 04, 2009 4:58 PM 
Subject: Ref FS 50206398 

 
Dear Mr Hall 
  
Further to Mr Entwisle’s letter dated 1 September 2009 regarding a review of a decision 
relating to your request for electronic word documents under the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000. Mr Entwisle in his letter gave you details of how to appeal that decision. I have 
now also completed a review of the investigation undertaken by Mr Flack in relation to an 
alleged breach of Section 77 of the Freedom of information Act 2000. This section states 
as follows, 
  
77 (1) Where – 
(a) a request for information has been made to a public authority, and 
(b) under section 1 of this Act or section 7 of the Data Protection Act 1998, the applicant 
would have been entitled (subject to payment of any fee) to communication of any 
information in accordance with that section, 
any person to whom this subsection applies is guilty of an offence if he alters erases, 
destroys or conceals any record held by the public authority, with the intention of 
preventing the disclosure by that authority of all, or any part, of the information to the 
communication of which the applicant would have been entitled. 
  
I am satisfied that Mr Flack conducted a thorough investigation into the alleged Section 77 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; "Jackie Struthers" <Jackie.Struthers@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; 

<jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 29 September 2009 21:02
Attach: CRN RCC0263520 - ANDREW HALL.pdf
Subject: Re: Copy of letter[Ref. RCC0263520]

Page 1 of 3

25/11/2009

Dear Mrs Powell, 
  
The blatant covering up of evidence of fraud by Mr. Entwisle et al (misrepresenting my 19-07-09 request for 
information and misrepresenting what the ICO has sent to me) is on the verge of becoming the focus of the 
criminal investigation in its own right, now that the Deputy Chief Constable of the Gwent Police has been 
asked by the Police Authority to explain why the evidence you and the Comptroller are withholding has not 
been requested by the DI at Newport (where the Comptroller employs the best part of his 1200 employees 
and will not make for a pretty sight when the local Police do what they know they ought to do). 
  
Everything is ready for the filing of my claim in the High Court and the evidence Mr. Entwisle is withholding will 
make a big difference as far as settling this matter before it is too late. 
  
I wish to send in my complaint (attached), which is the back-stop, but will nevertheless pursue Mr. Entwisle by 
all parallel means in order to overcome his corrupt handling of my simple request for Information which exists 
only on one electronic format at the ICO. (Note that the pdf he palmed me off with is the same pdf I sent to the 
ICO on 23-02-09 and 04-02-09 and is not a conversion of the printed Word document Pat Ass DN ver3 which 
the ICO sent to me on 22-06-09, as he well knows. Nor is it a pdf representative of the Word document seen 
by Mr. Flack on the IPO computer on 20-05-09, as he well knows). 
  
Mr. Entwisle has the choice of spinning this matter out (putting my complaint in "the queue"), only to be 
charged at the end of it, or to admit to fobbing me off with my own pdf in place of the actual Information I 
requested in its only electronic form. 
  
Why should I wait months for some low-level employee to make the simple deduction that the pdf the ICO 
sent back to me on 27-05-09 and the printed word document sent to me by the ICO on 22-06-09 did not 
originate from the same Word Document as seen on the IPO computer by Mr. Flack on 20-05-09?  
  
And why should I wait months for such a person to shy away from challenging Mr. Entwisle (not a good career 
move, in anyone's book) by determining that I did not ask the ICO on 19-07-09 for documents I already had, 
but rather asked for the true date of alteration of s.2.02(5) of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes and told him (in Exhibit 
1) how to get it for me. 
  
The Matter is all about a DATE. I never wanted anything more than proof of the date of alteration of s.2.02(5) 
of the 01-08-07 Desk Notes - and that was even before I approached the ICO on 23-02-09. It just happens 
that the only place where that information is held is in the Word Document on the IPO computers and on the 

ICO's email server. There is no pdf conversion of the Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver 
3.doc in the ICO's possession. 
  
There is no truth in or justification for what Mr. Entwisle claims with regard to my request. Furthermore, he 
knows full well that if the Comptroller altered the Desk Notes after I asked for them, he will be arrested. 
  
Please tell me to what email address I can send my pdf (compilation on the Complaint Form and Exhibits in 
one pdf document, attached). Alternatively, please confirm by return that this email is sufficient to transmit my 
attached complaint to the correct destination at the ICO. 
  
I have sent the ICO other documents in the past using your on-line system and they have not been 
processed. 
  
I am copying in Mr. Entwisle so that he can see what awaits him if he does not put a stop to this ridiculous 
charade. The Police have sent me a long letter setting out what he and the Comptroller have claimed, and the 
consequences of the falsehoods therein are very serious. There is a limit to the number of people who are 
willing to risk their jobs to cover up this matter and I do not believe that the Deputy Chief Constable of the 
Gwent Police is willing to accept that Mr. Entwisle and the DI at Newport need take no interest in establishing 
when the Word Document was altered. The DI took Mr. Entwisle's claims hook, line and sinker, and relayed 923
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them to me instead of simply asking for the Word document and establishing the true date of alteration, as 
requested by the Lancashire Constabulary (a request ignored, I see). 
  
Please remember that the Information Commissioner is on Notice to Preserve the Information. The 
Comptroller still has to prove that he issued the Desk Notes (and when) and thereby prove that he didn't alter 
them with the primary intention of deceiving me (and issue them thereafter); so destroying the evidence in 
your possession will not help him, it will merely fuel the fire. 
  
Please also tell me what is happening with my complaint filed in May 2009 regarding the Comptroller's 
accusation that my requests for information which exposes hundreds of millions of pounds in tax 
fraud are vexatious. That information serves to further show that I am a victim of standard procedure 
for the avoidance of questioning unstamped documents, and was not singled out for extraordinary 
treatment. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
cc. Simon Entwisle and Christopher Graham 
  
  
----- Original Message -----  

From: casework@ico.gsi.gov.uk  
To: andrew.hall2@btconnect.com  
Sent: Tuesday, September 08, 2009 10:06 AM 
Subject: Copy of letter[Ref. RCC0263520] 

 
8th September 2009 
  

Case Reference Number RCC0263520 
  
Dear Mr Hall 
  
Please find attached a copy of the letter sent to you by Mr Simon Entwisle on 1 
September 2009.  Whilst it is named as draft response letter – not sent I can assure you 
that it was sent to you on the dated specified. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Charlotte Powell 
Internal Compliance Manager 
 
____________________________________________________________________  
 
 
The ICO’s vision is a society where information rights and responsibilities are respected by all. 
 
If you are not the intended recipient of this email (and any attachment), please inform the sender 
by return email and destroy all copies. Unauthorised access, use, disclosure, storage or copying is 
not permitted. 
Communication by internet email is not secure as messages can be intercepted and read by 
someone else. Therefore we strongly advise you not to email any information, which if disclosed to 
unrelated third parties would be likely to cause you distress. If you have an enquiry of this nature 
please provide a postal address to allow us to communicate with you in a more secure way. If you 
want us to respond by email you must realise that there can be no guarantee of privacy. 
Any email including its content may be monitored and used by the Information Commissioner's 
Office for reasons of security and for monitoring internal compliance with the office policy on staff 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 13 October 2009 17:54
Attach: p536 s109 cipa guide.PDF
Subject: FOI request & NOTICE

Page 1 of 2

25/11/2009

Dear Mr. Graham,  
  
FOI REQUEST AND NOTICE (REMINDER) TO PRESERVE EVIDENCE REQUIRED FOR PROCEEDINGS 
  
My particulars of claim are now ready to file in the High Court and I am still shy of the Information I have 
requested. 
  
It appears that your COO has been reviewing a request for a document and that my complaint in that respect 
will now be buried. 
  
Given that I sent you an electronic document in February 2009 and again in March 2009 and told you that it 
had been stripped of the information I was seeking (the date upon which the Word document from which it 
was generated was altered at s.2.02(5)) it is a bit rich that you should send it back to me on 27-05-09 as being 
the information I requested. 
  
I made it clear to you on 17-07-09 that the pdf which I sent to you and which you sent back to me is NOT an 
electronic copy of the Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc which your investigators led me, and therefore 
the Police, to believe was only held by the IPO. 
  
My request of the Comptroller in 2007 and 2008 was for a document, and thereafter for the date upon which 
the eventually disclosed document was altered and put into practice. 
  
I made FOI to you and to the Comptroller and neither of you will give me the date. 
  
This is blatant fraud on your part and I cite various decisions by the House of Lords in my Particulars to back 
this up.  
  
As you are acting as though I have not asked you for date information in the Word Document, I will ask you 
one more time to give me the information that I seek. 
  
Please send me the full properties of the Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc. This is the information 
concerning the creation, alteration, saving and printing of the Word Document in your possession - Pat Ass 
DN Ver3.doc, for which there is no corresponding pdf. 
  
You do not have this document, or the requested information, in any electronic format other than Word. 
  
The pdf of the same name is not created from the Word Document in your possession. 
  
I would like you to send me the properties in electronic form and in printed form, without converting it into 
another electronic format. 
  
To send the properties information in electronic form, you will need to email the only electronic file you 
possess in respect of the Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver 3.doc emailed to you by the IPO on or after 20-05-
09. 
  
By far the most convenient and efficient way for you to do this is to email me the Word document already on 
your server. 
  
One way or another you are going to have to give up the information, so I require that you continue to keep 
the evidence secure. If you destroy it, your reason for doing so will be clear to the Courts and there will be 
more pressure on the Comptroller to prove that he issued Ver 3 to staff before I asked for the Desk Notes. 
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Of course, if he did issue them to staff before I asked for them in November 2007, why did the person who 
altered them in respect of the very point we had been arguing in the High Court on 09-08-07 advise the 
Comptroller to claim to me on 12-11-07 that staff were instructed to inspect all document - knowing full well 
that they had just reversed that instruction? 
  
Please confirm by return that you have the information I seek. 
  
Please confirm by return that you will keep it safe pending the issue of a disclosure order from the 
Court. 
  
Please give me the information I seek of you. 
  
Your have been helped tremendously by the Newport Police asking all but the one question the Lancashire 
Police put to them. 
  
As a result of this, the matter is to return to the Lancashire Police and to focus on you and your cover-
up exclusively. 
  
The Gwent Police had the opportunity conduct a bona fide informal review of their own refusal to ask for the 
evidence, but this has served only to take them out of the investigative loop, which is clearly a necessary step. 
  
You have a duty to look at all evidence and you have shut your eyes to the Word document - the very 
evidence I asked you to recover from the IPO. 
  
I refer you and your Solicitors to the attachment for the House of Lords' rulings with regard to conduct which I 
claim you have replicated. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>; 

<jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; "Andrew Prior" <Andrew.Prior@TSOL.GSI.GOV.UK>; "John, 
Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 10 November 2009 09:01
Attach: law society email p296.pdf; part 36 offer 9-11-09.pdf
Subject: PART 36 OFFER 

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

This email is sent also to the Information Commissioner, HMRC and the Attorney General as Notice of 
my intention to apply for Judicial Review in 21 days time. I shall be seeking declarations in respect of 
their actions and decisions. They are not in a position to reverse what they have done, and cannot 
challenge each other's decisions, or go behind them. 
  
Dear All, 
  
Please find my letter attached. 
  
It is a Part 36 Offer Letter addressed to the Comptroller, via his Solicitor Andrew Prior, and is of relevance to 
all recipients. 
  
I have uncovered and suffered so much deceit since discovering the Stamp Duty liability on 13-07-07 of a 
document I later discovered in September 2008 had been spirited away from the Register of Patents by the 
Comptroller on 20-09-04 that I have had to postpone commencement of proceedings several times. 
  
Both the Comptroller and HMRC have received letters before Claim and are therefore in no doubt as to 
why I am putting matters before the Courts. 
  
As for the Information Commissioner, he too is expectant of legal action since his decision of 22-06-09 and 
his Final Decision on Review of that decision on 04-09-09 left unaddressed the matters of his concealment of 
the central evidence and his substitution of an electronic document which was not derived from the concealed 
electronic document (though it was claimed otherwise). It stands to reason that I should want the 
Administrative Court to declare whether the Comptroller disclosed his Desk Notes as at 01-08-07 or whether 
he breached s.77 FOIA 2000 and substituted altered Desk Notes so as to conceal falsehoods in his letter to 
me of 12-11-07 concerning his standard procedures. The evidence shows that the disclosed Desk Notes did 
not exist on 01-08-07 and that there was a substitution. The ICO's concealment of evidence from which a true 
decision could have been derived is a matter for the Police. I will be seeking Judicial Review of the 
Information Commissioner's decision that he was unable to discover sufficient evidence to determine that 
there had been a breach of s.77 FOIA 2000.   
  
As for the Attorney General, she has repeatedly failed to pass on a final decision of HMRC, in the full 
knowledge of the urgency with which such a decision was required to be passed on, and in the full knowledge 
that HMRC's decision goes against the evidence of fraud by both the Comptroller and by those involved in the 
making of false applications. The Attorney General cannot challenge or go behind HMRC's decision 
and is interfering with the process by which HMRC's decision should be challenged. 
  
The Information Commissioner and the Attorney General know what they should have done, and they know 
that they have not done what they should have done. The consequences of their actions are that they are to 
be subject to Judicial Review also.  
  
Declarations are necessary to prevent repeat performances, and it is absolutely right that such matters should 
be put before the Administrative Court. 
  
For the avoidance of doubt, the Part 36 Offer is not sent without prejudice save as to costs. 
  
I refer all recipients' Solicitors to the attached email from the Law Society. The Bar Standards Board, 
in consultation with the Chancellor of the High Court, has taken a view on how Counsel should 
approach the subject of Stamp Duty.  
  
If any recipient intends to challenge the sufficiency of my interest to apply for Judicial Review of how he or she 
has conducted his or her business and wants to challenge my right to apply for Judicial Review, I suggest that 
he or she makes his or her reasons for any such challenge known to me within 14 days in order that it may be 
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addressed in the Statement of Grounds and Facts. 
Draft documents from the pending application will be forwarded to you shortly. 
  
I have complied with pre-action protocol and I await acknowledgement and response. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <correspondenceunit@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 15 April 2009 11:06
Subject: Breach of s.17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Madam/Sir, 
  
FRAUD - STAMP ACT 1891 
  
I am an inventor of a successful radio hearing aid. I have been defrauded of my entitlement to the tune of over 
£500,000. Public Bodies have caused four and half years of otherwise avoidable dispute and litigation.  
  
The Patent Office Registers have been falsified and I have been unlawfully obstructed in my attempts to bring 
the offenders to justice. 

After four and a half years of prejudiced proceedings (the decision-maker now being exposed as the primary 
offender in the falsification of the Registers), I have discovered over the weekend that under the Finance Act 
1999 (see below) the Attorney General has the right to bring a civil action in the High Court against a registrar 
who is liable to penalty under the Stamp Act 1891 by reason of fraud committed by the registrar and/or by a 
third party. 

I am a victim of such a fraud committed both by the people making the application to change ownership of my 
intellectual property rights and by the registrar, who has an unlawful practice to avoid raising the issues of 
Stamp Duty and the lack of evidence of assignment (the Information Commissioner and I have full written 
proof of this), and so hid the mutilated unstamped document which was sent to hoodwink him in September 
2004, and registered a fictitious assignment on the basis of Forms which were not duly signed and which bore 
a false applicant name not registered at Companies House. 

On 29-10-08, HMRC confirmed that offences under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 had been committed and that the 
registrar in question is liable to penalty - but HMRC has colluded with the registrar in order to obstruct me (it 
turns out that HMRC knew that as of 28-03-00 the registrar was ignoring the Stamp Act 1891 with respect to 
all transactions affecting intellectual property rights, whether or not other chargeable property was involved in 
the transaction). 

Whilst HMRC knew that transactions were being registered by the Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs & 
Trade Marks without ensuring that Stamp Duty had been paid where it was due, HMRC did not know that the 
Comptroller had been hiding unstamped documents since 1992 - main agreements which generally have 
large liabilities which the customer might decide not to pay. 

Jacob J suspected that customers were sending short form assignments to hide main agreements which were 
the actual documents of transfer (and therefore chargeable with Stamp Duty) and I have proof that the 
Comptroller was instructing staff (in defiance of Jacob J's warning) to register short form assignments knowing 
full well that they were not the effective assignments and that under the Stamp Act 1891 and Rule 41(3) Trade 
Marks Rules (prior to unannounced deletion thereof on 01-10-08) he should have been calling for the main 
agreements to ensure that Stamp Duty had been paid.  

I have all the documentary evidence to prove what I claim and I was about to sue HMRC, the Comptroller 
and the people who sent false applications to the Comptroller in September 2004. 

Now I see that victims of such fraud are supposed to be assisted by HMRC and the Attorney General and that 
pledges have been issued to that end. 

I should have benefitted from such justice, but HMRC chose to obstruct me instead. 

I would like to benefit from such justice, but fear that such a course of justice does not exist when "the family" 
is involved (public bodies). 

The Police have been sent packing several times, accepting the Comptroller's lies and ignoring the evidence 
which proves that he is lying. 
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I hope that the Attorney General is above all this and can act to rid the system of such devious people (even 
though the first defendant is the Comptroller) - or at least confirm that I, as a victim, have the right to bring a 
civil action in the High Court in respect of fraud which has given rise to the registrar's liability to penalty under 
the Stamp Act 1891. 

An urgent response is respectfully requested as to whether the Attorney General can bring such an 
action against the Comptroller if he is presented with full evidence of fraud of a standard capable of 
achieving summary judgement. 

My evidence not only shows what the Comptroller did, it shows how he did it and why he did it. It includes 
deceiving Parliament to change the Patents Rules in 1999 at the stated risk of registering fictitious 
assignments (which is what has happened here). It also shows that the people involved in making the 
applications knew that they had no assignment and that they were falsifying the Registers. HMRC has sat on 
my statement and evidence (core bundle) and has not taken the action that its duty of care and 
management of Stamp Duty requires.  

HMRC has deceived me repeatedly over the past 19 months, trying to prevent me from applying for 
Adjudication of the unstamped document under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 by falsely claiming that applicants for 
Adjudication must pay the Duty up-front. HMRC relented (there is a penalty for not paying the duty within 30 
days of issuing the Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication) and spent three months pretending to 
undertake Adjudication (I desperately needed a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication for proceedings in 
which the document was being used in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891, and I chased HMRC repeatedly).  

HMRC deceived me into believing that I received a Formal Notice on 05-02-08 and has since issued false and 
contradictory claims (at Director level) as to why I did not receive what I had asked for. They even blamed me 
(again by lying about what is required of the applicant for Adjudication). The latest claim, on review by a 
Director ,is that HMRC was "trying to help [me]"  by not giving me the Formal Notice of Decision on 
Adjudication I so clearly applied for and so clearly desperately sought. The penalty is not imposed on the 
applicant at all - it is not enforceable and is merely added to the duty payable if and when a person needs to 
get it Stamped. That person is the asset-stripping fraudster who incorporated a sham to claim ownership of 
my IPR whilst using other companies to exploit it to make a few million. 

I have exposed that HMRC has been avoiding taking a formal position, as they knew what was going on and 
knew that if they brought an action, HMRC would be judged to have been complicit in the acts which 
defrauded HM Treasury of Stamp Duty, as it should have taken a stronger stand in its care and management 
of Stamp Duty, rather than issue the occasional sarcastic comment, as was the case in 1999. 

HMRC has now gone behind my back to try to get information about me from the Comptroller in an attempt to 
undermine me at a meeting with senior officers on 16-02-09.  

HMRC has lied in Freedom of Information responses in order to prevent me from seeing documents which I 
know exist (and they say they don't) and should be disclosed (I have since got them from the other party).  

The Comptroller has altered documents requested under FoIA and a criminal investigation is under way under 
s.77 FOIA 2000 on grounds that I have been denied access to the actual documents issued to Assignments 
Staff on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07.  

The Comptroller is represented by TSol. The Law Society has taken the view that any Solicitor who deceives 
a Court with respect to an unstamped document is in serious breach of its Code of Conduct. TSol will 
therefore think twice before deceiving the High Court for a second time, and the asset-stripper will find it 
impossible to get a Solicitor or Counsel to issue the same lies that were put before the High Court on 09-08-
07 when I tried to force the Comptroller to take the Stamp Point at a forthcoming Hearing (which he was 
refusing, in advance, to do). 

I trust that I have provided sufficient information for you to simply tell me whether or not the Attorney 
General can use his right of action against a person such as the Comptroller, or whether the 
Comptroller is "family" and is therefore above the law created by the Finance Act 1999 - in which case 
I would like permission to bring just such a civil action for fraud in the High Court myself. 
  
Please don't tell me to seek legal advice - I have been ruined by this and am a litigant in person. I 
simply want to know, from the Attorney General, whether the Attorney General will do what HMRC 
ought to have done under paragraph 13 s.114 Sch.17 FA 1999 (below). 
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Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall   (see below) 
Noyna Lodge, Manor Road, Colne, Lancashire, BB8 7AS  01282 864384   mobile 07532 384913. Wherever 
possible please send letters via email. 
  
RIGHT OF ACTION FOR FRAUD IN THE HIGH COURT - STAMP DUTY 
  
Finance Act 1999 
  
Section 114, Schedule 17 
  
Penalty proceedings before the court  
 
13 (1) Where in the opinion of the Commissioners the liability of a person for a penalty arises by reason of his 
fraud or the fraud of another person, proceedings for the penalty may be brought—  
(a) in the High Court, or  
(b) in Scotland, in the Court of Session sitting as the Court of Exchequer.  
(2) Proceedings under this paragraph in England and Wales shall be brought—  
(a) by and in the name of the Commissioners as an authorised department for  
      the purposes of the [1947 c. 44.] Crown Proceedings Act 1947, or  
(b) in the name of the Attorney General.  
Any such proceedings shall be deemed to be civil proceedings by the Crown within the meaning of Part II of 
the Crown Proceedings Act 1947. 
  

  
Please also see your Pledges with respect to helping victims. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Jeffrey Care" <Jeffrey.Care@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 16 April 2009 11:12
Subject: Re: Breach of s.17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud

Page 1 of 5

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Care, 
  
Thank you very much for confirming receipt of my email and for telling me that it is being considered. 
  
I have an electronic statement with hyperlinks to evidence on my server which proves that all I claim is true. 
  
HMRC should be bringing the action, irrespective of its complicit role, but if the Attorney General and/or I can 
bring the action there would be no risk of a counterclaim from the Comptroller in respect of that complicit role. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 

----- Original Message -----  
From: Jeffrey Care  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: Correspondence Unit  
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 10:07 AM 
Subject: RE: Breach of s.17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud 

 
Dear Andrew 
  
This is to confirm that your email has been received 
and is being considered. 
  
Best Wishes 
  

Jeffrey Care  
Correspondence Unit  
Attorney General's Office  

 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 15 April 2009 12:07 

To: Correspondence Unit 
Subject: Breach of s.17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud 

Importance: High 

 
Dear Madam/Sir, 
  
FRAUD - STAMP ACT 1891 
  
I am an inventor of a successful radio hearing aid. I have been defrauded of my entitlement to the tune of 
over £500,000. Public Bodies have caused four and half years of otherwise avoidable dispute and litigation.  
  
The Patent Office Registers have been falsified and I have been unlawfully obstructed in my attempts to 
bring the offenders to justice. 

After four and a half years of prejudiced proceedings (the decision-maker now being exposed as the 
primary offender in the falsification of the Registers), I have discovered over the weekend that under the 932
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 16 April 2009 15:08
Subject: Fraud - Stamp Act 1891

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall  
 
Thank you for your email of 15 April which has been forwarded to me for 
reply. 
 
At this stage I am not asking for all the documentary evidence that you 
have, but I'm afraid that the information set out in your email does not 
give me a terribly clear idea about what has happened in your case, and 
what it is you are alleging against whom.  As you will appreciate I need 
to be clear about that before I can attempt to answer your question.  
 
I should therefore be grateful if you would kindly provide me with as 
succinct as possible an account of your case, of the allegations that 
you are making, and the remedy that you are seeking.   
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Stephen Deutz  
 
_____________________________________ 
 
Stephen Deutz 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street  
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
T.: 020.7271 2502 
 
 
 
 
 
************************************************************************ 
The Attorney General's Office is located at 20 Victoria  
Street, London SW1H 0NF 
 
Please visit our new website www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk. 
 
All communications sent to or from the Attorney General's  
Office may be subject to recording and/or monitoring in  
accordance with relevant legislation. 
 
The information included in this email is of a confidential  
nature and is intended only for the addressee. If you are  
not the intended addressee, any disclosure, copying or  
distribution by you is prohibited and may be unlawful. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 20 April 2009 15:32
Subject: Re: Fraud - Stamp Act 1891

Page 1 of 4

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Deutz, 
 
I am working on my claim proper, but can outline the matter in general terms  
as follows: 
 
The Comptroller-General of Patents Designs & Trade Marks is authorised and  
required under the Acts and Rules to maintain three Registers. 
 
He records document, events and transactions on the Registers. 
 
He has to check about 7,000 assignments pa and tried to turn this into a  
rubber stamping process in  1998 by lying to Parliament in order to procure  
a change to the Patents Rules, and by misleading HMRC. 
 
I have the documentary evidence to prove this conclusively. 
 
I have also exposed documentary evidence to show that the Comptroller has  
been instructing staff since 1992 to hide main agreements and full  
agreements in Not Open to Public Inspection pink jacket because such  
documents can have significant Stamp Duty liabilities. He is not authorised  
to hide the documents and warns staff that the FoIA could expose them. 
 
The Comptroller has a statutory duty not to record, file or register any  
unstamped document or transaction effected by an unstamped document. 
 
By hiding the unstamped documents which are sent to him as evidence of  
assignment, he continues with the registration process unlawfully and saves  
turning away paying customers who might otherwise decide not to register  
proprietorship. 
 
When he hides a document, he deletes the words "and documents" from the  
default wording entered on the Register so that it appears to the world that  
he received only a Form and that the Form was signed by all the necessary  
parties. 
 
The documents are most often sent because the Forms do not have the  
necessary signatures, so register entries which show no registered document  
are the prime targets for investigation. 
 
The Comptroller hid an unstamped document relating to my IPR on 20-09-04 and  
registered an asset-stripper's sham as the owner. 
 
Every detail of the applications and registrations is fraudulent. 
 
HMRC's Solicitor stated that the Comptroller is in breach of the Stamp Act  
1891 and is liable to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 
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I have this in writing. 
 
As the penalty arises from fraud, the matter should be dealt with under para  
13, s.114 sch17 Finance Act 1999. 
 
There were procedures for instantly removing the sham from the registers  
when  I complained on 24-09-04, and in fact the applications should not have  
been allowed, as there was a dispute at the time. 
 
I was not aware of these procedures as they are internal and are not  
published. I got the information under the FoIA 2000. Nor was I aware of the  
hiding of the document - the significance only became clear when other  
evidence surfaced and the full picture emerged as to what had been going on. 
 
I have letters showing that HMRC turned a blind eye since 28-03-00. 
 
HMRC has deceived me repeatedly over the past 19 months in its attempts to  
avoid taking a formal position. 
 
My efforts to get the unstamped document adjudicated under s.12 Stamp Act  
1891 were obstructed by HMRC who claimed I must pay up-front and provide the  
original document (which I did not have). None of this was true. 
 
The Adjudication was faked - I did not get a genuine Formal Notice of  
Decision on Adjudication. 
 
HMRC has been lying to me for over a year about the action it is taking in  
respect of the offences. 
 
All efforts are to stop me exposing the fraud and getting into court. 
 
There is no dispute over the invalidity of the registers - hiding an  
unstamped document which is not an assignment anyway, and registering forms  
signed by a mere address for service and bearing only the one, invalid  
signature, makes these registrations utterly indefensible. Even the letter  
confirming registration was mutialted so as not to draw attention to the  
invalidity of the signature. 
 
In 2007, before I had all my evidence, the Comptroller claimed that he had  
simply made some mistakes. He refused to correct the registers, claiming  
that he did not know what they would now say if he had not made the mistakes  
and had sent the document back to the asset-strippers who already owed me  
£120,000 if they had an assignment (which they did not). 
 
(I should have been suing the legal owner for royalties, not the sham - but  
the Comptroller trapped me in proceedings against the sham and would not  
join the legal owner). 
 
I pressed on and proved the Comptroller to be a fraudster. 
 
I am seeking damages for breach of statutory duty. He pitched me against the  
wrong party for four years and perverted the course of justice. 
 
It is my hope that you can help me get closure. 
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Yours sincerely, 
 
Andrew Hall 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 4:08 PM 
Subject: Fraud - Stamp Act 1891 
 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
Thank you for your email of 15 April which has been forwarded to me for 
reply. 
 
At this stage I am not asking for all the documentary evidence that you 
have, but I'm afraid that the information set out in your email does not 
give me a terribly clear idea about what has happened in your case, and 
what it is you are alleging against whom.  As you will appreciate I need 
to be clear about that before I can attempt to answer your question. 
 
I should therefore be grateful if you would kindly provide me with as 
succinct as possible an account of your case, of the allegations that 
you are making, and the remedy that you are seeking. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Stephen Deutz 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
Stephen Deutz 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
T.: 020.7271 2502 
 
 
 
 
 
************************************************************************ 
The Attorney General's Office is located at 20 Victoria 
Street, London SW1H 0NF 
 
Please visit our new website www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk. 
 
All communications sent to or from the Attorney General's 
Office may be subject to recording and/or monitoring in 
accordance with relevant legislation. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 30 April 2009 15:41
Subject: Breach of section 17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

 
Dear Mr Hall 
In your email of 15th April you say that on 29 October 2008, HMRC 
confirmed that offences under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 had been committed and 
that the registrar in question is liable to penalty and you ask whether 
"the Attorney General will do what HMRC ought to have done under 
paragraph 13 s.114 Sch.17 FA 1999 ..." 
Paragraph 13(1) of Schedule 17 to the 1999 Finance Act provides that 
"Where in the opinion of the Commissioners the liability of a person for 
a penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the fraud of another persons, 
proceedings for the penalty may be brought in the High Court." 
Paragraph 13(2) provides that such proceedings may be brought by and in 
the name of the Commissioners or in the name of the Attorney, but it is 
not possible for proceedings under this provision to be brought by 
anyone until the Commissioners have decided that the liability of the 
person concerned for a penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the 
fraud of another.  
I therefore need to find out whether the Commissioners have considered 
this point in your case, and if they have, what their opinion was and 
the reasons for reaching it. So I would be grateful if you would kindly 
let me have the name and contact details of the person at HMRC who you 
have been dealing with so that I may explore this matter further.  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours faithfully 
Stephen  
 
_____________________________________ 
 
Stephen Deutz 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street  
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
T.: 020.7271 2502 
 
 
 
 
 
************************************************************************ 
The Attorney General's Office is located at 20 Victoria  
Street, London SW1H 0NF 
 
Please visit our new website www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk. 
 
All communications sent to or from the Attorney General's  
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EMAIL FROM ANDREW HALL TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE 
01-05-09 
 
 
Dear Mr. Deutz, 
  

1. Many thanks for taking my calls, for discussing my problem and for your email of 30-
04-09. 
 

2. Here is the link to the letter which declares that the Comptroller has breached the 
Stamp Act 1891 and that he is liable to penalty. 
 

3.  http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/hmrc_penalty.htm 
 

4. I provide the names of those responsible at HMRC later below. 
 

5. Senior employees at HMRC have perverted the course of justice by trying to stop me 
from exposing the Comptroller's widespread fraud. 
 

6. They have breached their statutory duties under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 and have 
repeatedly deceived me with respect to what they were doing about the Comptroller's 
breaches. 
 

7. HMRC is also in breach of s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000 - denying the 
existence of documents which exist (because I now have them from another source), 
and withholding documents which should be made public upon demand but which 
they say they neither admit nor deny exist. 
 

8. In short, HMRC knew in March 2000 that the Comptroller was going to breach the 
Stamp Act 1891 in respect of transactions effected on or after 28-03-00 and stated in 
a letter at the time that the Comptroller would have a better idea than HMRC as to 
how many chargeable transactions were likely to arise. 
 

9. HMRC has been protecting the Comptroller and obstructing me ever since I took the 
Comptroller to the High Court on 09-08-07 for refusing, in advance, to allow me to 
raise a Stamp Point at an impending hearing in proceedings at the Patent Office. 
 

10. There is no escaping the documentary evidence of fraud - HMRC has been in 
possession of such evidence for well over a year. I provide a link to the evidence 
later in this email. 
 

11. The bottom line here is that the application for registration of change of proprietorship 
of my company's patent consisted of a Patents Form 21/77 signed by a mere 
practitioner (and not by the persons required under the Act and Rules), and a 
mutilated unstamped sale agreement which affected various types of property and 
was chargeable with Stamp Duty (as a settlement, not as an assignment - for it was 
not an assignment). 
 

12. A practitioner, instructed by the owner of the sham applicant, sent the mutilated 
document as purported evidence of assignment because my company had not 
signed the Form 21/77. It was a statutory requirement at the time that accompanying 
documentary evidence of assignment be registered together with the Form if the 
Form has not been signed by the parties in accordance with the requirements set out 
on the statutory Form. 
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13. Furthermore, if a person sends a registrable document for registration, the 

Comptroller is under a statutory duty to register it - he does not have discretion to 
hide it and register only the Form 21/77. 
 

14. It should be noted that practitioners almost always send a copy of the purported 
assignment for registration together with the Forms, whether the Forms are signed by 
all necessary parties or not. Very few Forms are signed in accordance with the true 
requirements (the Comptroller has been citing false requirements in order to defend 
his registrations and hide his fraud), so documentary evidence has to be registered. 
 

15. Furthermore, if a document is surplus to the meeting of the statutory requirements for 
evidence of assignment and evidence of the payment of Stamp Duty, this does not 
mean that the Comptroller can hide and exclude the document from the Register (as 
is otherwise instructed in his secret Desk Notes now exposed) – the applicant will 
have sent it for safe-keeping and registration and if it is prima facie registrable, it 
must be registered. 
 

16. However, it is highly unlikely than an applicant (and a falsely-named applicant at that) 
would send a mutilated document (bearing the right signatures but the wrong 
transaction) which he knows is not an assignment and knows would be chargeable 
with Stamp Duty were it to be an assignment.  
 

17. In any event, a Form bearing only one signature is not registrable on its own unless 
the Stamp Duty declaration is deleted. And the signature must be that of the assignor 
himself – since in this case the owner of the patent, Sense-Sonic Ltd, did not have an 
Agent, as the Comptroller well knew from the lack of a registered Form 51/77 
(Appointment of Agent). 
 

18. In this case, the application was wholly defective - a falsely-named applicant, a 
mutilated document which was not an assignment but was chargeable with Stamp 
Duty for other reasons, and the solitary signature of a person not authorised to sign 
the Form 21/77.  
 

19. Most importantly, when one looks at the Register for the patent GB2267412 one sees 
no registration of the document. Only the Form 21/77 has been registered. 
 

20. Patents Register Administration Desk Notes instructed staff to remove such 
documents (main agreements) from applications as they could be chargeable with 
Stamp Duty, but to carry on with registration. 
 

21. Such instructions are fraudulent. And this registration was clearly fraudulent. 
 

22. The liability to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 has not therefore arisen from the 
offence of registering a transaction effected by an unstamped document (the 
Comptroller has registered a fictitious assignment and has excluded an unstamped 
document which if duly Stamped would prove that no assignment had taken place – 
and if left unstamped cannot be used in evidence even as a pretence of an 
assignment. 
 

23. The liability to penalty has arisen from the offence of putting an application 
comprising an unstamped document on a record (in-house record and file) so as not 
to put it on the Register and from recording on the Register (on 13-09-04) receipt of 
an application comprising an unstamped document. (I contend that the Comptroller 
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should reject unstamped documents before registered receipt of applications 
containing them – but he registers receipt regardless).  
 

24. No other applicant for registration had his/her accompanying documentary evidence 
excluded from registration together with the Patents Form 21/77 that week (of 20-09-
04) - their documents were recorded on the Register using the automatically entered 
wording "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ... (patent number).." and they received 
standard confirmatory letters upon registration. 
 

25. But in the case of GB2267412 not only were the words "and documents" deleted 
from the default register entry (a wilful act which could not be made in error), the 
standard confirmatory letter was also mutilated by the Assignments Officer, for the 
following sinister reason: 
 

26. I mentioned (above) that the practitioner was not authorised to sign the Form 21/77 
as he was not a registered Agent for Sense-Sonic Ltd nor for the applicant. The 
standard confirmatory letter alerts practitioners to the need to take further action if 
they believe that they are more than a mere address for service (i.e. that they believe 
themselves to be Agent for the applicant as entered at Box 6 on the Form 21/77). To 
be an Agent, and provide a signature in place of an assignor or assignee who was 
not the original applicant for patent, a Patents Form 51/77 must be registered as 
evidence of appointment – the standard confirmatory letter makes it clear that 
claiming to be an Agent in Box 6 of a Form 21/77 does not make one an agent.  
 

27. To defend his fraudulent registration, the Comptroller needed to misrepresent the 
solitary, invalid signature at Box 7 of the Patents Form 21/77 as being sufficient 
evidence for registration without accompanying documentary evidence, having 
hidden the defective evidence, so he did not want the signature to be subsequently 
validated as being that of an Agent for the applicant. 
 

28. Had the standard letter gone out (unmutilated), the practitioner might have 
responded with a Form 51/77 and made it even more obvious (as if it was not already 
so) that he had not signed the Form on behalf of "the assignor". 
 

29. In any event, if the Stamp Duty declaration on the Form 21/77 is not deleted, a 
signature of the assignee is required to confirm that Stamp Duty has been paid. This 
is confirmed in the documentary evidence linked below (in particular in Patents 
Directorate Instruction 99/3). 
 

30. If the declaration is signed, the Comptroller told HMRC (on 24-12-1998) and the 
world (on 27-01-1999) that this means that Stamp Duty has been paid. This explains 
why HMRC stated in a publication in September 1999 that it had asked the 
Comptroller not to accept a signed declaration without checking the document for a 
Stamp. 
 

31. All that said, it was not only the Comptroller who falsified the Register - the owner of 
the falsely-named sham (registered by the Comptroller on 20-09-04) was trying to 
avoid paying me royalties and did this by not executing an assignment (leaving legal 
ownership of the IPR with the ousted registered proprietor Sense-Sonic Ltd - which I 
have saved from dissolution and now control as a dormant company in order to 
preserve a right of action). 
 

32. Mr. Brassington, an asset-stripper of over forty companies, set up the fraud. He lied 
to HMRC, the High Court and the Comptroller about what his original Solicitors had 
told him with regard to Stamp Duty - he claimed that they advised him that a debt 
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which he claims he bought from Sense-Sonic Ltd was a capital loan and was 
therefore exempt from Stamp Duty. Not only was the claim of a capital loan utterly 
false, his Solicitors (it was later disclosed) had advised him and two potential 
investors that Ad Valorem Stamp Duty would be chargeable at 3% on the assignment 
of the debt. (I expect this to be dealt with as contempt of court when Brassington 
faces criminal proceedings for falsification of the register under s.109 patents Act 
1977. 
 

33. HMRC can be in no doubt whatsoever that this is a fraud on both sides of the Patent 
Office counter and I have repeatedly told HMRC that they should have referred the 
matter to the Police (I was unaware of the right of action under FA1999). 
 

34. HMRC has been complicit and has colluded with the Comptroller in an attempt to 
stop me exposing not only the fraud, but HMRC's long-standing knowledge that 
breaches were occurring. 
 

35. I intend to sue HMRC for breach of statutory duty (faking an Adjudication of the 
unstamped document and lying about why and how they deceived me) and I am 
calling upon the Information Commissioner to start a criminal investigation under s.77 
FoIA 2000 with respect to HMRC's unlawful responses under FoIA. 
 

36. Next week, the Comptroller, his senior legal advisor, his registers manager and his 
assignments officer (who made the fraudulent registration) will be individually 
interviewed by the Information Commissioner's Investigators over the matter of 
altering a document which they had repeatedly withheld in breach of FoIA 2000 on 
account of its damaging content. The Comptroller and his registers manager 
refuse to hand over the original electronic file of Patents Register Administration 
Desk Notes as they stood on the day of creation (01-08-07). The version they 
eventually disclosed was created on 02-09-08, especially for me. 
 

37. I have uncovered and presented conclusive evidence of fraud to HMRC, and HMRC 
has tried to bury this matter. 
 

38. The responsible people at HMRC are Ms. Yasmin Ali (Senior Stamp Duty Technical 
Officer), Mr. Mark De-Brunner (Business Director, Excise, Stamps & Money 
Business) and Mr. Paul Kreiling (Legal Officer). Mr. Nick John, (Deputy Director, 
Customer Liaison) had the job of trying to undermine my complaints against HMRC 
by rewording them and conducting a bogus complaints procedure on the basis of his 
misrepresentation of my complaints. He ignored my repeated objections to carrying 
out such a bogus investigation of a complaint which was not how I had made it at all. 
 

39. I rightly complained of corruption at HMRC and insisted that HMRC cannot deal with 
such complaints itself. I repeatedly told HMRC that this is fraud and that the Police 
should be called in. 
 

40. I now discover that they had a right of action all along - and one which could get me 
compensation (as a victim of fraud) under the RC Prosecutors' Pledge. 
 

41. I contend that HMRC has perverted the course of justice and has worked only 
towards covering up the fraud and not towards  just outcome. 
 

42. Clearly, under the Prosecutors’ Pledge, as a victim, I was entitled to know what 
HMRC was doing. For a year they have spun me along with lies about their decision-
making efforts. 
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43. When I get HMRC into the High Court, they will have to disclose all internal 
documents to show how they have dealt with my case since 13-07-07 and in 
particular what they did upon receipt of my formal statement of claim of fraud and 
electronic evidence bundle on 05-11-08 (a link to which I provide below). 
 

44. I am considering writing to the Right Honourable Stephen Timms MP (Financial 
Secretary and Treasury Minister responsible for HMRC) with a view to asking HM 
Treasury to bring the action in the Attorney General's name, if I cannot do so myself. 
 

45. You can see the statement and evidence I sent HMRC on 05-11-08 at 
http://www.theinventivesteps.co.uk/hmrc_05-11-08.htm 
 

46. It is my belief that HMRC will try to pervert the course of justice when you contact 
them and claim that they are uncertain. 
 

47. I downloaded 5,900 patent registers over the Christmas period in order to identify to 
HMRC that there were hundreds of millions of pounds in unpaid Stamp Duty up for 
grabs and that all they had to do was use s.16 Stamp Act 1891 to gain access to the 
patent files which I could identify, and apply for the registrations to be struck off 
unless Stamp Duty was paid by the registered proprietors. 
 

48. Ms. Ali pretended to be interested, but she was hell-bent on burying the matter and 
delaying me such that I might never be able to expose the fraud and HMRC complicit 
stance to the courts. 
 

49. I hope that this information and the linked statement and evidence enables the 
Attorney General to force HMRC to declare whether or not in its opinion the penalty 
arises from fraud by the Comptroller, fraud by the applicant team, or both. 
 

50. In the face of a non-standard register entry, a non-standard confirmatory letter, a 
wholly defective Form 21/77, a mutilated unstamped document which is not an 
assignment, and Desk Notes instructions to Staff to hide such documents because 
they might be chargeable with Stamp Duty, I fail to see how HMRC can claim to you 
that there is insufficient evidence of fraud to put the matter before the High Court so 
that a Judge can decide whether or not a fraud has given rise to the liability to 
penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 
 

51. There really is no doubt that HMRC had written off the Stamp Duty which was due in 
respect of transactions effected between 28-03-00 and 31-11-03 (27,000 
registrations, and number of which could have potential Stamp Duty liabilities) and 
did not want the breaches to be exposed. 
 

52. HMRC’s legal officer’s (Mr. Kreiling’s) contact with the Comptroller has been for the 
purposes of getting information about me, to undermine my claims against HMRC, 
and not for the purposes of dealing with the Comptroller’s offences (other than 
burying them). 
 

53. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any difficulties with the statement 
and evidence. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Andrew Hall.   
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 15 May 2009 21:07
Subject: Re: HMRC & Patent Office FA1999

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Deutz, 
 
Thank you for your email. 
 
I had a long chat with Nick Sheppard this afternoon. He says he has spoken  
to you. 
 
Mr. Sheppard wants 45 days to consider my letters which I sent one month  
ago. His wanted his 45 days to start from 29-04-09 and has not done anything  
yet. 
 
He is instructed only to deal with my claim that HMRC has breached its  
statutory duty under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 and has obstructed me in my efforts  
to expose the Comptroller's breaches of the Stamp Act and his fraudulent  
practices. 
 
He is not dealing with the matter in respect of which I contacted you. 
 
He tells me that others make the decisions, so as far as procuring the  
answer to the question "does HMRC suspect that the penalties under s.17  
Stamp Act 1891 arise from fraud" I believe that you should be talking to  
Mark De Brunner and Ms. Ali. 
 
I have referred Mr. Sheppard to my letter to HMRC of 05-11-07 and the  
documentary evidence attached thereto (I sent you a copy recently). 
 
I have informed him that the evidence leaves no doubt as to the reason why  
the Comptroller excluded the unstamped sale agreement from the Register on  
20-09-04 and that he should start his reading with my letter. 
 
I have explained to him that HMRC's obstructive conduct over the past 20  
months and their denial of letters between themselves and the Comptroller  
which exist and which are now in my possession it is unlikely that HMRC  
would dare to bring an action against the Comptroller for fear that he will  
throw mud back (not that it will excuse the fraud). 
 
Furthermore, it seems that the only contact between HMRC and the Comptroller  
in recent months has been for the purposes of obstructing me and not for the  
purposes of dealing with the extensive fraud. 
 
You will no doubt appreciate the problem I have: the Comptroller would not  
take action against the asset-strippers who made false applications, because  
his unlawful practices got their sham onto the Registers, and HMRC will not  
take action against the Comptroller because they knew that he was  
registering transactions without ensuring that Stamp Duty had been paid. 
 
Falsification of the register is a criminal offence and I had hoped that  
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HMRC would be a supportive witness - but far from it. 
 
I hope that you can get HMRC to commit to stating whether they are on-side  
with the Comptroller or in agreement with me that his instructions to staff  
and their following of those instructions in my case are indicative of  
fraud. If they have no answer, it begs the question as to what they have  
been doing for the past 20 months since I first took the Comptroller to  
Court. 
 
HMRC have had evidence of the fraudulent instructions for near on a year and  
have had my statement and full supporting evidence since 05-11-07. 
 
HMRC declared that the Comptroller was in breach of the Stamp Act in  
February 2007 and pretended for nine months to be deciding about fining him  
before writing to me on 29-10-08 to say that they were now going to decide  
the matter of penalties. 
 
And here we are in May 2009. 
 
I hope that you are able to draw something out of them. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Andrew Hall. 
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com> 
Sent: Friday, May 15, 2009 6:08 PM 
 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
When we spoke yesterday I promised that I would get back to you today. 
 
Unfortunately I am not yet able to answer your question but will be in a 
position to do so early next week. 
 
Yours 
 
Stephen 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
Stephen Deutz 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
T.: 020.7271 2502 
 

Page 2 of 3

26/11/2009
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 15 May 2009 17:08

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall 
 
When we spoke yesterday I promised that I would get back to you today. 
 
Unfortunately I am not yet able to answer your question but will be in a 
position to do so early next week. 
 
Yours  
 
Stephen  
 
_____________________________________ 
 
Stephen Deutz 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street  
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
T.: 020.7271 2502 
 
 
 
 
 
************************************************************************ 
The Attorney General's Office is located at 20 Victoria  
Street, London SW1H 0NF 
 
Please visit our new website www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk. 
 
All communications sent to or from the Attorney General's  
Office may be subject to recording and/or monitoring in  
accordance with relevant legislation. 
 
The information included in this email is of a confidential  
nature and is intended only for the addressee. If you are  
not the intended addressee, any disclosure, copying or  
distribution by you is prohibited and may be unlawful. 
Disclosure to any party other than the addressee,  
whether inadvertent or otherwise is not intended to  
waive privilege or confidentiality. If you are not the  
intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately 
 by reply email and delete this message and any attachments  
without retaining a copy. 
 
Within the UK, this material may be exempt from disclosure  
under the relevant Freedom of Information Act.  It may also  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 31 July 2009 16:14
Subject: Re: HMRC Fraud

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Deutz, 

  
Would you please be so kind as to drop me a line with regard to what steps you think HMRC has actually 
taken in the matter of the Comptroller of Patents' fraudulent registration of transactions? 

  
It is my view that HMRC are doing nothing.  

  
They may claim that they are awaiting a civil claim against them from me, but as I have accused them of 
being complicit and of perverting the course of justice, they can expect to hear from the Police first. 

  
This matter is now well advanced with the Police (I have had over 24hrs of interviews and even today I have 
record of the involvement of a DI, and have been in communications throughout the day with a DS, DC and 
PC). 

  
All evidence has been booked in by Lancashire Police and submitted with their statement to Gwent Police for 
action. 

  
The Information Commissioner's efforts to protect the Comptroller have been exposed and the Police are 
dealing with that matter too. 

  
HMRC has no intention of pursuing the Comptroller, having turned a blind eye to the Comptroller's published 
statement of 24-03-00 that he would not ensure that Stamp Duty had been paid on chargeable documents 
executed on or after 28-03-00. 

  
Between them, they have wilfully caused immense damage. 

  
As HMRC has a prosecutor's pledge to ensure that victims of fraud are kept informed, it is clear that they are 
doing absolutely nothing. 

  
They are, however, complicit and are perverting the course of justice. 

  
I am therefore looking to the Police to deal with the Comptroller and HMRC. 

  
Would you please ask HMRC why you have not received a response to your questions and why it has not 
been possible to take any steps at all with regard to bringing an action for fraud in the Attorney Generals' 
name? 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <correspondenceunit@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <foi@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 26 October 2009 15:27
Attach: FOI REQUEST & COMPLAINT TO AG 26-10-09.pdf
Subject: Re: FAO The Attorney General, a personal request for Information under FOIA 2000

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Please find my letter attached. 
  
As it is not every day that the Attorney General receives a responsive statement from HM Revenue & 
Customs on a matter of a billion pound fraud, knowing that statement to be false, or having good reason to 
suspect that statement to be false (were eyes not closed to the evidence), I would like the Attorney General, 
as guardian of the rule of law and of the public interest, to read the attached FOI request - particularly as it is 
a request of her for information relating to her own recent instructions to her employee to question the 
sincerity of HMRC's denial of evidence of fraud in the matter of the Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs & 
Trade Marks' instructions to staff to hide unstamped documents and register transactions in breach of s.14 
Stamp Act 1891. 
  
I should point out that an altered set of the instructions themselves has been concealed by the Information 
Commissioner and that the matter of his concealment thereof (perverting the course of justice and wasting 
Police time) is subject to criminal investigation. 
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

COLNE 
Lancashire 
BB8 7AS 

 
 
26 October 2009 
 
 

The Attorney General 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
 
 
Dear Baroness Scotland, 
  
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 
  
I am entitled to information held by the you, the Attorney General, in respect 
of which your Solicitor Mr. Stephen Deutz says he has been tardy. 
  
The main Information is contained in a letter from HM Revenue & Customs to 
Mr. Deutz and was received by Mr. Deutz earlier this year (around July 2009) 
in response to his request/s of HMRC for an opinion as to whether a notice of 
penalty under the Stamp Act 1891 has arisen by reason of fraud. 
  
I gather from telephone conversations with Mr. Deutz going back to April 2009 
that HMRC has told you that they do not consider that fraud gave rise to the 
liability to penalty.  
 
The alternative is a liability to penalty by reason of breach of the Stamp Act 
1891 by unintentional means. 
  
I have produced evidence showing intent and defiance of s.14 Stamp Act 
1891 by the person who is liable to penalty - the Comptroller of Patents, 
Designs & Trade Marks. 
 
I have produced evidence of contempt of Court by the person who procured 
registration at the Patent Office in September 2004 in breach of the Stamp Act 
1891 and using fraudulently mutilated documents. 
  
I contend that tardiness has nothing to do with your spinning out of this 
matter, but rather that there is a reluctance on the part of the Attorney 
General's Office to formally acknowledge that you have received a formal 
opinion from HM Revenue & Customs which the documentary evidence 
clearly shows to be false.  
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Your name may used to bring proceedings under s.114 FA1999 in the event 
that, in the opinion of HMRC, a penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 has arisen 
by reason of fraud. 
  
I have provided both HMRC and you with clear statements, which are 
supported with evidence, proving fraud and proving HMRC’s knowledge of the 
existence of what is in fact a wide-spread and long-running fraud. 
  
I have written to you several times since 15-04-09 to that end and I have 
received numerous broken promises from Mr. Deutz with regard to receiving 
an imminent, definitive and formal response. 
  
Mr. Deutz's excuses for not writing to me thus far to decline my requests on 
grounds of the (false) response you have long ago received from HMRC - 
such as having other things to do - will not stand up to scrutiny. 
 
The House of Lords have ruled in matters of deliberately ignoring one’s 
suspicions that a statement may be false, and of closing ones eyes in order to 
avoid seeing what one suspects might be false, and I contend that your 
administration of my request presents such actions and suspicions. 
  
Mr. Deutz is aware that the Comptroller of the Patent Office has been 
instructing staff to hide unstamped dutiable documents and to register 
transactions in breach of the Stamp Act 1891. 
 
Mr. Deutz is aware that HMRC have been aware of the Comptroller’s unlawful 
practices for many years and are therefore presented with a conflict of 
interests when it comes to declaring an opinion that what the Comptroller has 
done is fraudulent. 
 
Mr. Deutz is aware that I allege that the Comptroller has caused me 
significant loss by unlawful means and that I am suing the Comptroller in the 
High Court for breach of statutory duty by positive wrongdoing. 
  
HM Revenue & Customs, who should be on my side, have been in 
possession of the evidence of the Comptroller's unlawful instructions (to hide 
unstamped documents) for over a year and have denied the existence of 
certain documents in breach of s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000.  
  
I now have those certain documents. They show that, as of 23-03-
00, HMRC's Assistant Director was aware that the Comptroller was going to 
register transactions in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 - and show that HMRC 
let him (Comptroller) get away with publishing on 24-03-00 a change in 
published practice in order to prevent a person’s failure to pay Stamp Duty 
from standing in the way of his getting up to £6,000 from a new customer in 
annual registration renewal fees (by unlawful means). 
  
I contend that you know how serious a matter this is. 
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I contend that you know that when I prove in the High Court that HMRC was 
fully aware of the fraud and lied to you in the letter to which this FOI 
requests relates, your acceptance of HMRC’s statement – in the face of 
evidence capable of proving that statement to be false - will have further 
serious consequences. 
  
I contend that Mr. Deutz has avoided taking the many-times promised step of 
writing to me to confirm that HMRC has written to you long ago to claim that 
its Directors do not consider that a fraud has taken place. 
  
And I contend that you and Mr. Deutz have good reason to suspect, and 
indeed to know, that the statement in HMRC's letter is false, and that this is 
why Mr. Deutz has avoided committing himself, you and HMRC to that 
statement and enabling me to move forward on the basis of your response. 
  
I contend that as Mr. Deutz claimed that you have no power to challenge 
HMRC's statement, you had a duty to inform me of that statement at the 
earliest possible opportunity so that I might challenge it, get HMRC to correct 
the statement and return to you with a request that you consider lending your 
name to proceedings or providing a clear reason in the alternative. 
  
The unlawful instructions to Patent Office staff are at the centre of a Police 
investigation into the perversion of the course of justice by the Information 
Commissioner, who discovered, but then concealed, the evidence of 
fraudulent substitution of altered instructions from his own investigation under 
s.77 FOIA.  
  
With such corruption exposed, my FOI request of you will not go down the 
usual route if you refuse to give me the Information - the matter will go straight 
to the Police on account of the corruption at the ICO already evidenced in 
Police files. 
  
UNDER THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000: 
  
1) I ask you to send me all information upon which Mr. Deutz made the 
preliminary (or indeed final) decision that the matter of my request of April 
2009 cannot be met. 
  
2) I request that you send me copies of Mr. Deutz's correspondence with 
HMRC (between 15-04-09 and 31-10-09) for the purpose of 
establishing HMRC's opinion as to whether a fraud has taken place. 
  
3) I request that you send me copies of HMRC's responses to Mr. Deutz's 
communications (between 15-04-09 and 31-10-09), in particular those 
containing the Information upon which Mr. Deutz determined that he should 
write to me to tell me that you cannot consider lending your name to 
proceedings. 
  
4) I request that you tell me what Information you, personally, have now 
instructed Mr. Deutz to further request of HMRC. 
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5) I request that you tell me what relevance the sought-after responses to 
your further request for Information from HMRC (now to be made to HMRC 
via Mr. Deutz) could have to my original request of April 2009 and to your 
view that there is nothing you can do to assist me in respect of §114 Finance 
Act 1999. 
  
6) I request that you tell me whether or not the purpose of your recent 
instruction to Mr. Deutz is to give HMRC the opportunity to (1) reinforce its 
Directors' opinion or (2) change its Directors’ opinion.   
  
7) I request that you tell me why you, as Attorney General, have decided not 
to report to me HMRC's opinion, but rather to continue to withhold it from me 
pending some further inquiry, the purpose of which Mr. Deutz refuses to 
clarify. 
  
8) I request that you tell me why you, as Attorney General, have decided that 
Mr. Deutz should re-open the matter and contact HMRC after Mr. Deutz has 
stated that you cannot challenge HMRC’s stated opinion. 
 
I contend that further contact between Mr. Deutz and HMRC can only be 
either for the purpose of further delaying me in getting a formal statement 
from you which you have reason to suspect to be false, or for the purposes of 
giving HMRC’s Directors an opportunity to withdraw the false statement and 
admit that they have a conflict of interests on account of the Draft Notice 
dated 23-03-00 which they approved for publication by the Comptroller on 24-
03-00.  
  
Please acknowledge receipt of my request for Information and deal with it 
within 20 days. 
 
Please provide the Information in both printed and electronic form, without 
conversion from one electronic form to another. 
  
Please note that this FOI Request is a backstop, and that I reserve the right to 
deal with the conduct which has given rise to this request as perversion of the 
course of justice and to report it to the Police.  
 
The Law Society has considered what has happened to me in the Courts and 
has issued a view on the matter of Solicitors’ conduct with regard to this 
Stamp Duty issue. Such falsehood as has arisen from communications 
between your Solicitor and HMRC’s Solicitor will not be tolerated by the Law 
Society. 
  
Yours faithfully,  
  
 
 
Andrew Hall 
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Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

COLNE 
Lancashire 
BB8 7AS 

 
 
27 October 2009 
 
 

Mr. T. Strevens 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
 
Dear Mr. Strevens, 
  
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 2000 
  
  
Thank you for confirming receipt of my FOI request of 26-10-09. 
  
I attach, at Annex1 hereto, a copy of an email from Stephen Deutz to me 
dated 30-04-09 in which he stated the following: "I therefore need to find out 
whether the Commissioners have considered this point in your case, and if 
they have, what their opinion was and the reasons for reaching it." 
  
For the purposes of clarity, and with Mr. Deutz's email in mind, I wish it to be 
known by you that my request for Information should result in the Attorney 
General telling me:  
 
(9) whether the Commissioners (HM Revenue & Customs) have 
considered whether or not the liability to penalty referred to in their 
letter to me of 29-10-08 arose by reason of fraud (excluding/hiding an 
unstamped document from the registration process by unlawful instruction of 
the Comptroller of Patents) or by innocent error (a one-off mistake made 
contrary to instruction of the Comptroller), and if they have,  
 
(10) what their opinion was, and  
 
(11) the reasons for reaching it. 
  
I should point out that on 20-05-09 the Information Commissioner's 
Investigators discovered Patent Office instructions dated 01-08-07 telling 
Patent Office staff to ignore documentary evidence of change of ownership of 
patents, whereas I had been sent instructions under the FOIA dated 01-08-07 
telling staff to inspect all documents - i.e. altered instructions. Needles to say, 
the date of alteration should have been central to a §77 FOI investigation.   
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However, I should also point out that the IC's Investigators concealed the 
evidence - but I exposed the concealment following an unwitting error (the 
investigators printed from concealed Word documents without realising that 
one of them was not identical to the substituted pdf document which had been 
used to deceive me). The matter of the IC's concealment is subject to criminal 
investigation by the Police. 
  
It is important that you appreciate that this is no run-of-the-mill matter and that 
the Attorney General must rise above this wide-spread fraud and stop 
protecting HMRC from the fate that befalls those who can be shown to have 
lied to her.  
  
It is difficult for the Attorney General to pass on to me HMRC's statement that 
there is no evidence of fraud, knowing or suspecting that statement to be 
proved false by the documentary evidence, and to reject my request that she 
help me deal with that serious fraud. 
  
However, that is what she must do. 
  
I should also point out that HMRC is fully aware that the asset-stripper who 
procured the false registrations of my company’s property in September 
2004 deceived the High Court by written statements on 09-08-07 when he 
repeatedly claimed that his Solicitors had advised him that only a share was 
liable to Stamp Duty - when in fact his Solicitors wrote to him at 7pm on 11-
09-03 to tell him that there was a significant Stamp Duty liability. (contempt). 
  
Please factor in this information to my existing request for Information and 
bear in mind that as I am a victim of the fraud and as the Information has 
been collected by the Attorney General as a preliminary step to my initiating 
proceedings in the Attorney Generals' name, the Prosecutor's Pledge should 
be considered as giving me the right to be kept informed of these 
preliminary investigative steps and achievements, even if her inquiries of 
HMRC do not lead to the Attorney General lending her name or taking action 
herself. In short, I therefore claim that the information sought and gathered by 
Mr. Deutz is not confidential and that I am entitled to receive that information. 
  
I appreciate that it is difficult for HMRC to accuse the asset-strippers of fraud 
without also accusing the Comptroller who instructed staff to breach the 
Stamp Act 1891, but HMRC's main problem is that they knew that the 
Comptroller was going to act in this way and turned a blind eye. I have copies 
of communications between HMRC and the Comptroller from 1998-2000 to 
prove this (documents which HMRC denied existed). 
  
Please do not join these people in the firing line, but rather send me that 
which I have asked for and that to which I am clearly entitled. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall.    
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 30 April 2009 15:41
Subject: Breach of section 17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud
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27/10/2009

 
Dear Mr Hall 
In your email of 15th April you say that on 29 October 2008, HMRC 
confirmed that offences under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 had been committed and 
that the registrar in question is liable to penalty and you ask whether 
"the Attorney General will do what HMRC ought to have done under 
paragraph 13 s.114 Sch.17 FA 1999 ..." 
Paragraph 13(1) of Schedule 17 to the 1999 Finance Act provides that 
"Where in the opinion of the Commissioners the liability of a person for 
a penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the fraud of another persons, 
proceedings for the penalty may be brought in the High Court." 
Paragraph 13(2) provides that such proceedings may be brought by and in 
the name of the Commissioners or in the name of the Attorney, but it is 
not possible for proceedings under this provision to be brought by 
anyone until the Commissioners have decided that the liability of the 
person concerned for a penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the 
fraud of another.  
I therefore need to find out whether the Commissioners have considered 
this point in your case, and if they have, what their opinion was and 
the reasons for reaching it. So I would be grateful if you would kindly 
let me have the name and contact details of the person at HMRC who you 
have been dealing with so that I may explore this matter further.  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours faithfully 
Stephen  
 
_____________________________________ 
 
Stephen Deutz 
Attorney General's Office 
20 Victoria Street  
London 
SW1H 0NF 
 
T.: 020.7271 2502 
 
 
 
 
 
************************************************************************ 
The Attorney General's Office is located at 20 Victoria  
Street, London SW1H 0NF 
 
Please visit our new website www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk. 
 
All communications sent to or from the Attorney General's  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Tim Strevens" <Tim.Strevens@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "FOI" <foi@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 27 October 2009 14:57
Subject: RE: FAO The Attorney General, a personal request for Information under FOIA 2000
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26/11/2009

Thank you for your email of 26 October requesting information under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  
Specifically you asked for: 

1. I ask you to send me all information upon which Mr. Deutz made the preliminary (or indeed final) 
decision that the matter of my request of April 2009 cannot be met. 

2. I request that you send me copies of Mr. Deutz's correspondence with HMRC (between 15-04-09 and 
31-10-09) for the purpose of establishing HMRC's opinion as to whether a fraud has taken place. 

3. I request that you send me copies of HMRC's responses to Mr. Deutz's communications (between 15-
04-09 and 31-10-09), in particular those containing the Information upon which Mr. Deutz determined 
that he should write to me to tell me that you cannot consider lending your name to proceedings. 

4. I request that you tell me what Information you, personally, have now instructed Mr. Deutz to further 
request of HMRC. 

5. I request that you tell me what relevance the sought-after responses to your further request for 
Information from HMRC (now to be made to HMRC via Mr. Deutz) could have to my original request of 
April 2009 and to your view that there is nothing you can do to assist me in respect of §114 Finance 
Act 1999. 

6. I request that you tell me whether or not the purpose of your recent instruction to Mr. Deutz is to give 
HMRC the opportunity to (1) reinforce its Directors' opinion or (2) change its Directors’ opinion. 

7. I request that you tell me why you, as Attorney General, have decided not to report to me HMRC's 
opinion, but rather to continue to withhold it from me pending some further inquiry, the purpose of 
which Mr. Deutz refuses to clarify. 

8. I request that you tell me why you, as Attorney General, have decided that Mr. Deutz should re-open 
the matter and contact HMRC after Mr. Deutz has stated that you cannot challenge HMRC’s stated 
opinion. 

I will contact you again once your request has been considered.  I am aiming to send a response to you by 24 
November i.e. 20 working days from the day after we received your request.  If possible, I will of course reply 
sooner.  
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Tim Strevens 

FOI TeamFOI TeamFOI TeamFOI Team 

Attorney General's OfficeAttorney General's OfficeAttorney General's OfficeAttorney General's Office 
(020) 7271 2492(020) 7271 2492(020) 7271 2492(020) 7271 2492 

 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 26 October 2009 15:27 
To: Correspondence Unit 

Cc: FOI 
Subject: Re: FAO The Attorney General, a personal request for Information under FOIA 2000 

 
Please find my letter attached. 
  
As it is not every day that the Attorney General receives a responsive statement from HM Revenue & 
Customs on a matter of a billion pound fraud, knowing that statement to be false, or having good reason to 
suspect that statement to be false (were eyes not closed to the evidence), I would like the Attorney General, 
as guardian of the rule of law and of the public interest, to read the attached FOI request - particularly as it is 
a request of her for information relating to her own recent instructions to her employee to question the 
sincerity of HMRC's denial of evidence of fraud in the matter of the Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs & 956
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <fraud@sra.org.uk>
Sent: 28 October 2009 17:40
Attach: p536 s109 cipa guide.PDF
Subject: Re: Breach of section 17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud
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26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Deutz, 

  
Like blood form a stone I have drawn from you some information to which I am entitled and which you have 
refused thus far to divulge. 

  
It has always been my understanding (from your email below) that you had written to Nick Sheppard, Solicitor 
at HMRC, in May 2009 as follows: "[I therefore need] to find out whether the Commissioners have considered 
this point in your case, and if they have, what their opinion was and the reasons for reaching it." 

  
Only by heated argument was I able to draw from you today an admission that the Attorney General has 
asked you to return to HMRC and ask them how they came to the decision that there has been no fraud 
committed in respect of the false registrations of change of proprietorship of my company's patent, designs 
and trade mark by the Comptroller of the Patent Office in September 2004. 

  
You have been sitting on HMRC's bogus decision for many months, without just reason and in the full 
knowledge of the urgency of my situation. 

  
All the evidence clearly shows that HMRC holds the Comptroller liable to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891, 
that he instructed staff to hide unstamped documents, and that they did so in my case on 20-09-04. 

  
The Information Commissioner is under investigation by the Police for concealing evidence (Patent Office 
instructions which the comptroller altered before disclosing them to me nine months after making my FOI 
request). That evidence is known by HMRC to have been altered and HMRC knows that it strongly opposed 
the instruction was altered. 

  
There can be no doubt whatsoever that HMRC knows that fraud gave rise to the liability to penalty under s.17 
Stamp Act 1891. 

  
However, HMRC told you that it did not consider that there is fraud. Given that the unstamped document was 
excluded from the register entry on 20-09-04 this is an extraordinary position to attempt to hold. 

  
You have broken every promise to write to me to inform me of that decision and decline to consider lending 
the Attorney General's name to proceedings against the Comptroller et al for fraud. 

  
Your excuses are ridiculous and insult even my damaged intelligence. 

  
I know how HMRC came to present their opinion - they did so by ignoring the documentary evidence of fraud 
and the fact that the Comptroller's Senior Legal Advisor told HMRC's Assistant Director on 23-03-00 that the 
Comptroller was no longer going to ensure that Stamp Duty had been paid on mixed-property documents if 
they were executed on or after 28-03-00. This defies s.14 and s.17 Stamp Act 1891. And the letters between 
them (the existence of which HMRC unlawfully denied under FOIA) show that they knew this only to well. 

  
Bearing in mind that HMRC wrote to the Comptroller on 21-03-00 and 23-03-00 to make it clear that he must 
ensure that Stamp Duty has been paid on documents affecting mixed property executed on or after 28-03-00 
it is clear that all concerned knew that the Comptroller was going to breach s14 Stamp Act 1891 and be liable 
to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 

  
The Comptroller had a special, unlawful agreement with HMRC (going back to 1996) excusing him payment 
of penalties (£10) for unlawfully registering a new customer who will pay £6,000 in registration renewal fees to 
the Comptroller over the life of a patent. 

  
The Comptroller was clearly obsessed with the procurement of renewal fees, even if it meant breaking the law 
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to get them. 

  
I am a victim of his unlawful practices as he registered a fictitious assignment of my company's property by 
hiding a mutilated agreement which was chargeable with Stamp Duty in respect of other property. The 
Comptroller has fought me tooth and nail to prevent me from removing the falsely-named, sham company 
from the Registers. 

  
Had HMRC not turned a blind eye to what the Comptroller was doing, and had the Comptroller not bee a 
public servant, HMRC would most likely have taken action under s.114 Finance Act 1999, but as HMRC has 
been complicit, there is no way that HMRC will challenge the Comptroller. 

  
Clearly HMRC is prepared to lie to the Attorney General too and prevent me, or some other person (such as 
my damaged companies, for example), from bringing an action under s.114 in her name. 

  
You have not been honest with me and have not told me the true status of your enquiry of HMRC. 

  
I should have received a letter from you closing this matter at least three months ago. 

  
However, you have referred to the Attorney General herself and it is clear to me that the Attorney General has 
essentially asked you to question HMRC's decision.  

  
However, as you have repeatedly told me that the Attorney General cannot "go behind HMRC's decision", it 
begs the question as to why the Attorney General wants to know how HMRC comes to the opinion that no 
fraud has taken place. 

  
In the face of the documentary evidence which is destined for the High Court, HMRC cannot answer your 
"how" question truthfully and yet still hold out that no fraud has taken place. 

  
My understanding from our heated conversations is that you consider your instructions from the Attorney 
General to be of no consequence to me, as you claim that the instructions have not been issued to you for the 
purposes of challenging, whether formally or informally, directly or indirectly, the decision of HMRC. 

  
I therefore ask you to confirm to me in writing that which you have promised me for at least three 
months -  a letter telling me that HMRC is of the opinion that there has been no fraud giving rise to the 
liability to penalty. There is no need to go any further than that, as s.114 FA 1999 (see your email 
below) is clear about the consequences of such an opinion. 

  
Irrespective of my FOI requests to the Attorney General, please confirm by return that HMRC is of the 
opinion that the Comptroller's liability to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 has not arisen by reason 
of fraud by the registrar or any other person. 

  
Please also tell me when that opinion was issued to you. 

  
From what you have now told me, very much against your intention, you did not do what you told me you 
would do (see your email below) - i.e. you did not ask HMRC to explain how they came to the decision. 

  
You are deceiving me over your current instruction to refer to HMRC. If it is of no consequence to the 
Attorney General's decision not to consider lending her name, you are simply trying to waste my time, delay 
me, and protect HMRC and the Comptroller from litigation and criminal investigation. If it is of consequence 
to her decision, you should be telling me so. 

  
If the Attorney General wants to establish whether HMRC can substantiate their claim or whether HMRC has 
lied to her, that is for her to do in her own time.   

  
Clearly, there is doubt in her mind, and she is reluctant to deny me my rights on the basis of a response from 
HMRC which I have repeatedly told you is proved by the documentary evidence to be false. 

  
I have so much evidence against so many civil servants that I am not going to let another civil servant run my 
litigation (i.e. HMRC under s.114) and I am not going to going to keep my family in this dreadful state whilst 
you continue to dangle us on a thread for no just reason whatsoever. 

  
If you do not issue me with HMRC's decision by return I shall report you to the SRA.  
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You clearly have new instructions in respect of that decision, the true purpose of which you will not divulge to 
me. 

  
I can move on if only you would do as you promised, and send me HMRC's decision so that I can challenge it. 

  
I cannot and will not wait for you to deal with any further matters; and given that you have broken every 
promise you have made to me over the past three months, I have no faith whatsoever in you ever returning to 
me with any information of assistance to me. 

  
Your present conduct is not for my benefit, it is for HMRC's and the Attorney General's protection. Neither of 
them wants to be exposed for giving or acting on a false statement, knowing or suspecting * it to be false. ( * 
see attached reference to rulings to that end).   

  
Whatever you do now, I will see HMRC's Solicitor and officers prosecuted for what they have done. 

  
If you were truly helping me, you would have given me the information I need to make the decision to either 
stop you going any further with this matter, or await the outcome of whatever it is that you are really doing. 

  
What is it that you are making me wait for? and why should I wait?  

  
These are questions you have refused to answer. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall.  
  
  
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: <Andrew.Hall2@btconnect.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 30, 2009 3:41 PM 
Subject: Breach of section 17 Stamp Act 1891 by fraud 
 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
In your email of 15th April you say that on 29 October 2008, HMRC 
confirmed that offences under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 had been committed and 
that the registrar in question is liable to penalty and you ask whether 
"the Attorney General will do what HMRC ought to have done under 
paragraph 13 s.114 Sch.17 FA 1999 ..." 
Paragraph 13(1) of Schedule 17 to the 1999 Finance Act provides that 
"Where in the opinion of the Commissioners the liability of a person for 
a penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the fraud of another persons, 
proceedings for the penalty may be brought in the High Court." 
Paragraph 13(2) provides that such proceedings may be brought by and in 
the name of the Commissioners or in the name of the Attorney, but it is 
not possible for proceedings under this provision to be brought by 
anyone until the Commissioners have decided that the liability of the 
person concerned for a penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the 
fraud of another.  
I therefore need to find out whether the Commissioners have considered 
this point in your case, and if they have, what their opinion was and 
the reasons for reaching it. So I would be grateful if you would kindly 
let me have the name and contact details of the person at HMRC who you 
have been dealing with so that I may explore this matter further.  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours faithfully 
Stephen  
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SECTION 109 

·Falsification of register etc. 

109. If a person makes or causes to be made a false enrry in any register kept 
uoder this Act. or a writing falsely purporting to be a copy or reproduction of an 
entry ·in any -such register, or produees or· tenders or cauSeS to be produced or 

tendered in evidence any such writing, knowing.. the entry or writing to be false, 
lie shall be liable- . 

(a) On summary conviction to a .fine not ex.ceeding the prescribed sum 
[£1,000), 

(b) on conviction .on indictment [informatio.n in the Isle of Manj. to 
imprisonment for a term D.ot exceeding two years or a fine, or b.oth. 

Note. Subsection (a) w~ amended by the ~gistrates' Courts ~ct 1980 (c. 43. s. 32(2» 
and subsection (b) by S.~ 1978 No .. 621). . 

CoMMENrARY ON SECTION 109 

Scope of the seFtion 

The offences under section 109 COncern false entries iII the register of patents :md f.we 
copies thereof. Such an ~ffeDce has eristed since 1883, but no case appears to have been 
DroUght 

The offence is one triable "either way", i.e. by summary conviction or on indictment. 
In the sWDmary jurisdiction me ma.timum fine is the "prescribed sum", a term which has 
tJ:een equated with the term ' ''statutory ma.timum fine" used: in other statutes (Criminal 
Justice Act 1982, c. 48, s. 7~). This latter term is now defined (variously for England and 
Wales. Scotland and Northern Ireland) in the Interpretation Act 1978 (c. 30. Sched. I." as 
amended by the Criminal Justice Act 1988, c. 33, Sched. 15, para. 58), It presently stands 
at £5,000 (Cri,minal Justice Act 1991, c. 53, 5. 17). Allbough there is no limit specified for 
a fine On indictment, this must not be excessive (Bill of Rights 1688, c.2, s. 1) and must 
be within the offender'S capacity to pay (R. v. Clum:hill (No.2) (1967) 1 QB 190 (CCA); 
andR. v. Gam<r(1986] 1 WLR 73; (i986] 1 All ER 78 (CA)). Where a company commiis 
the offence, itS officers may be liable under section 113, see § 113.02. 

109.01 

109.02 

KnoWing the en.try or ~rin·ng to be.false 109.03 

The offences under section 109 require the offender to have knowledge that the regist~r 
entry or copy is false. A statement which is literally true may be false if an omission 

. creates .clearly and intentionally a belief which is wrong (R. v. Bishirgian. [1936] 1 All ER 
586 (CCA». 'iVb.ether the penon responsible for the falsehood gains .by it. is not relevant 
(Ban-ass v. Reeve [1980] 3 All ER 705). 

PA!cr m, SECTION 109) 

Proof .of a person:s knowledge can. be based on evidence that he "deliberatay shut his 
eyes to the obvious or refrained from inquiry because he suspected the truth but did 'not 
wis!). to have his suspicions c;onfi...-med" (Westminster City Council v. Croyalgrange. [1986] 
2 All ER 353; (1986]1 WLR 674 (HL) per Lord Bridge). The lmowledge of an employee 
or agent may be imputed to his employer or principal where con.trol of the work: was 
delegated to him (lobne v. YWItIlOpoullos (1965] AC 486; (1964]3 All ER 820 (HL)), but, 
ip the absen~ of coIitrol or delegation, criminal acts by an employee are not imputed to 

his employer (Tuco v. Norcross (1972] AC 153; [1971] 2 All ER 127 (HL)). I 

SECTION 110 

Unauthorised claim of patent rights 

110.-(1) If a person falsely represents that anything .disposed of by bi,m for 
value is a patented product he shall, subject to the fallowing provisions of this 
section, be liable on summary conviction to a :fine not exceeding level 3 on the 

standard scale [£200]. 
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1) above a person who for value disposes 

of an article haVing stamped, ~ngraved or impressed on it or 0therwise applied to 
it the word patent or '''patented'' or anything expressing or implying that the 

article is a patented product. shall be titleen to represent that the article is a 
patented prqducl. 

(3) 'Subsection (1) above does not apply where the representation is made in 
respect of·a product after the patent for that product or, as the case may be, the . 

process in question has expired. or been rev.oked and before the end of a period . 

which is reasOnably sufficient to enable the accused to take steps to ensure that 
:- - _. - .... ...:1 .. (,...,yo rlrv><l n(\~ r.nnrinue to be· made). 

, 
i 
1 

(S.1. 1981 No_ 161 I 

s.2(l)(b»). 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <fraud@sra.org.uk>
Sent: 03 November 2009 18:29
Subject: Fraud at HMRC, the Patent Office and the ICO

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Deutz, 

  
I have sought further advice in the light of what has happened around the country this week. 

  
I have also had a run-in with HMRC's litigation solicitors' dept today. They are trying to distance themselves 
from the decision, claiming the case to be closed and claiming that some other part of HMRC is dealing with 
your questions. 

  
You have re-opened a matter for which the next proper step is Judicial Review.  
  
I was similarly deceived by the Patent Office in 2008 when they issued a bogus decision upon which I then 
sought a review. The review started, but was secretly aborted and replaced with a second decision from 
the same person who issued the first decision - a second bite of the cherry. 

  
The Patent Office then told all and sundry that they had issued a decision and I had not sought a review. 

  
HMRC have long-since issued their decision, and that is an end to the matter as far as you and I are 
concerned (subject to you diligently passing on the decision in the knowledge that Judicial Review should be 
applied for within three months). 

  
If you want to query that decision because you suspect it to be false, that's your call, but it has nothing to do 
with me, and you have no right to go behind or challenge HMRC's decision.  

  
If you are simply entering into correspondence with HMRC for no consequence to my request - which is what 
you were claiming earlier this week - you are simply delaying me in bringing my own proceedings.  

  
You had no right to sit on HMRC's decision for three months before deciding to raise concerns with the 
Attorney General herself. You will have to explain yourself if I have to request an extension of time from the 
Administrative Court and all hell will be let loose if it is denied to me. 

  
I am entitled to question HMRC's decision, whereas you repeatedly told me that you were not. 

  
I want to see HMRC's decision before the three-month time limit so that I can challenge it in the Administrative 
Court.  

  
My FOI request of the Attorney General is a back-stop. 

  
Please inform me of HMRC's decision (which they are not entitled to withdraw or change) by return so 
that I can prepare my challenge in time. All you need do is send me an email stating that in HMRC's 
opinion the penalty under s.17 has not arisen by reason of fraud.  

  
There is no option to state that in the opinion of HMRC there is insufficient evidence of fraud to get a 
prosecution.   

  
Hiding documents can get the Comptroller up to £6,000 which he might not receive if he challenges them. 
That's fraud.   

  
The Attorney General has instructed you on the basis of what you have told her. 

  
Clearly you are both concerned that my challenging of HMRC's decision, which you have sat on for some 
three months or so, will open a can of worms. 
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I can explain how HMRC arrived at the decision - fear of exposure of their own role in the fraud. HMRC did 
not know that I was going to get hold of their repeated warnings to the Comptroller, hammering home his 
statutory obligations and the unsatisfactory measures taken to ensure compliance with the Stamp Act 1891. In 
fact HMRC denied that such documents existed when I asked for them under the FOIA 2000. 

  
As I understand it (from HMRC), HMRC has issued you with both an informal decision and a formal decision. 

  
You cannot go behind this and make me wait for ever for HMRC to have a second bite of the cherry, now that 
they know that I have documentary evidence which proves that they knew what the Comptroller of the Patemt 
Office was doing with unstamped documents. 

  
The Information Commissioner's appointee tried a similar stunt with the Cheshire Police last week. He 
claimed that the matter of the fraudulently substituted, altered Patent Office instructions was not closed, in an 
attempt to stop the Police from investigating his concealment of the evidence of the instructions. I have 
therefore sent the Police the Information Commissioner's letter of 04-09-9 closing the matter for all time 
following his whitewash review. 

  
Everyone wants a second bite once they see the evidence I have against them and realise that their lies are 
exposed thereby. Everyone then claims to have ongoing business which they must conclude before anyone 
else can investigate them. 
  
There is a clear common behavioural pattern.  

  
There is no ongoing business here. Please stop acting as though this matter is still running its course. If the 
Attorney General has doubts about HMRC's decision by all means send me HMRC's decision together with a 
declaration that your hands are tied such that you cannot challenge the decision but must merely pass it on 
and leave it to me to get it reversed if I am dissatisfied. 

  
Please issue HMRC's decision to me forthwith. You have insisted that you do not expect it to change 
as a result of what the Attorney General has asked you to do. 
  
HMRC is trapped by its own complicity. And I am entitled to know your purpose if it is to affect me. 
  
I complained to you over six months ago and to HMRC nearly two and half years ago and to the Comptroller 
over five years ago. 
  
I am entitled to know what is going on. 
  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>; 

<jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; "Andrew Prior" <Andrew.Prior@TSOL.GSI.GOV.UK>; "John, 
Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 10 November 2009 09:01
Attach: law society email p296.pdf; part 36 offer 9-11-09.pdf
Subject: PART 36 OFFER 

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

This email is sent also to the Information Commissioner, HMRC and the Attorney General as Notice of 
my intention to apply for Judicial Review in 21 days time. I shall be seeking declarations in respect of 
their actions and decisions. They are not in a position to reverse what they have done, and cannot 
challenge each other's decisions, or go behind them. 
  
Dear All, 
  
Please find my letter attached. 
  
It is a Part 36 Offer Letter addressed to the Comptroller, via his Solicitor Andrew Prior, and is of relevance to 
all recipients. 
  
I have uncovered and suffered so much deceit since discovering the Stamp Duty liability on 13-07-07 of a 
document I later discovered in September 2008 had been spirited away from the Register of Patents by the 
Comptroller on 20-09-04 that I have had to postpone commencement of proceedings several times. 
  
Both the Comptroller and HMRC have received letters before Claim and are therefore in no doubt as to 
why I am putting matters before the Courts. 
  
As for the Information Commissioner, he too is expectant of legal action since his decision of 22-06-09 and 
his Final Decision on Review of that decision on 04-09-09 left unaddressed the matters of his concealment of 
the central evidence and his substitution of an electronic document which was not derived from the concealed 
electronic document (though it was claimed otherwise). It stands to reason that I should want the 
Administrative Court to declare whether the Comptroller disclosed his Desk Notes as at 01-08-07 or whether 
he breached s.77 FOIA 2000 and substituted altered Desk Notes so as to conceal falsehoods in his letter to 
me of 12-11-07 concerning his standard procedures. The evidence shows that the disclosed Desk Notes did 
not exist on 01-08-07 and that there was a substitution. The ICO's concealment of evidence from which a true 
decision could have been derived is a matter for the Police. I will be seeking Judicial Review of the 
Information Commissioner's decision that he was unable to discover sufficient evidence to determine that 
there had been a breach of s.77 FOIA 2000.   
  
As for the Attorney General, she has repeatedly failed to pass on a final decision of HMRC, in the full 
knowledge of the urgency with which such a decision was required to be passed on, and in the full knowledge 
that HMRC's decision goes against the evidence of fraud by both the Comptroller and by those involved in the 
making of false applications. The Attorney General cannot challenge or go behind HMRC's decision 
and is interfering with the process by which HMRC's decision should be challenged. 
  
The Information Commissioner and the Attorney General know what they should have done, and they know 
that they have not done what they should have done. The consequences of their actions are that they are to 
be subject to Judicial Review also.  
  
Declarations are necessary to prevent repeat performances, and it is absolutely right that such matters should 
be put before the Administrative Court. 
  
For the avoidance of doubt, the Part 36 Offer is not sent without prejudice save as to costs. 
  
I refer all recipients' Solicitors to the attached email from the Law Society. The Bar Standards Board, 
in consultation with the Chancellor of the High Court, has taken a view on how Counsel should 
approach the subject of Stamp Duty.  
  
If any recipient intends to challenge the sufficiency of my interest to apply for Judicial Review of how he or she 
has conducted his or her business and wants to challenge my right to apply for Judicial Review, I suggest that 
he or she makes his or her reasons for any such challenge known to me within 14 days in order that it may be 
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addressed in the Statement of Grounds and Facts. 
Draft documents from the pending application will be forwarded to you shortly. 
  
I have complied with pre-action protocol and I await acknowledgement and response. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
. 
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From: Bob Stanley  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2009 6:07 PM 
Subject: Freedom of Information request Ref: FOI/BS/170 
  

Dear Mr Hall  

Further to my email of 3rd March please find below the response to your request for information under the Law 
Society's Freedom of Information Code of Practice. 

Your request was as follows:  
"I have a question for the Law Society with respect to a Solicitor's duty to inform the Courts of any failure to pay the 
full Stamp Duty due on any documents presented in evidence - by either side." 

Rule 1 of the Solicitors’ Code of Conduct 2007 provides that a solicitor must uphold the rule of law and proper 
administration of justice (1.01) and must act with integrity (1.02).  These are some of the core duties which are the 
standards we expect of solicitors.  In the scenario you describe a solicitor must consider whether they are acting 
professionally and in accordance with the core duties if they decide to adopt a particular course of action.  More 
specifically rule 11.01 provides that a solicitor must not “deceive or knowingly or recklessly mislead the court”.  In our 
view the issue therefore is whether the court would be misled if a solicitor did not themselves, or alternatively did not 
instruct counsel, that stamp duty had not been paid.  The solicitor may also breach rule 10.01 if they fail to disclose 
material information to the court or to a third party and thereby take unfair advantage for their client’s benefit.  If a 
client does not agree to disclosure of the information, however, the only course of action open to the solicitor may be 
to cease to act because of their duty of confidentiality to the client. 

I hope that this information is of assistance to you.  

Yours sincerely  

  

Bob Stanley  
Information Compliance Manager - Legal Services  
The Law Society, 113 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1PL  
t: 020 7242 1222  (x4117)  
f: 020 7320 5685  
www.lawsociety.org.uk 
 Go green – keep it on screen  

 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
This e-mail is confidential. If you are not the intended recipient then you must not copy it, forward it, use it 
for any purpose, or disclose it to another person. Instead please return it to the sender immediately and 
copy your communication to Postmaster@lawsociety.org.uk. Please then delete your copy from your 
system. Please also note that the author of this e-mail is not authorised to conclude any contract on behalf 
of the Law Society by e-mail. 
 
Stay up to date by registering for the Society’s e-newsletters at www.lawsociety.org.uk/newsletters. 
 
To help us improve our service, calls may be monitored or recorded for quality and training purposes. 
 
Thank you. 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Bramble Croft 
Grindleton 
Clitheroe 

Lancashire 
BB7 4RL 

 

 
9 November 2009 
 
Our Ref: P36-C1 
 
The Comptroller-General of Patents, Design & Trade Marks 
The Patent Office 
T/A The UK IPO 
Concept House 
Cardiff Road 
NEWPORT 
Gwent   
 
 
Dear Sir, 
 
PART 36 OFFER PURSUANT TO PART 36 CIVIL PROCEDURE RULES 
 

1. As you have caused me serious loss by unlawful means (such means including 

wilful breach of statutory duty by positive wrongdoing) I shall be taking steps to 

issue proceedings against you out of the High Court upon the expiry of 21 days 

from the serving of this offer letter by email. 

 

2. I am applying for Judicial Review of: 

 

i. the failure of the Attorney General to pass on a final decision issued by HM 

Revenue & Customs’ Solicitors with regard to §114 Finance Act 1999; 

  

ii. the final decision of HMRC that your liability to penalty under §17 Stamp Act 

1891 did not arise by reason of fraud, in defiance of the documentary 

evidence of the fact that IPO staff were instructed by you to hide unstamped 

documents and register transactions without ensuring that a document which 

should have been stamped actually had been stamped, and in spite of the 

documentary evidence of your altered register entry, altered confirmation 

letter, false claims of 12-11-07, incompatible claims of 18-10-07 and 

contradictory (altered) Desk Notes;  
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iii. the final decision on Review issued by the Information Commissioner with 

regard to his investigation of your disclosure to me of altered Desk Notes in 

breach of §77 Freedom of Information Act 2000, his officers’ concealment of 

evidence of your fraudulent substitution of altered Desk Notes which you 

repeatedly falsely claimed were not altered and were in force on 01-08-07, 

and his claim that he was unable to procure evidence of breach under §77 

when that evidence was concealed and in his possession; 

 

and, subject to an application for an extension: 

 

iv. your instructions to staff to hide unstamped documents to prevent them from 

obstructing the registration process by which you derive significant renewal 

fee revenue (up to around £6,000 for a patent) only by accepting applications; 

  

v. your decision to defy the Stamp Act 1891 and seek short and rapid approval 

of an unlawful practice to register transactions without ensuring that dutiable 

documents have been duly Stamped; 

  

vi. your procurement of the amendment of rule 46 Patents Rules 1995 by deceit; 

 

vii. your procedural change notified to HMRC on 24-12-98 with respect to 

ignoring evidence accompanying “appropriately-signed” Forms (without 

informing HMRC of your concurrent deceitful attempt to change the meaning 

of “appropriately-signed” by amendment to Rule 46); 

 

viii. your decision on 20-09-04 to alter the standard register entry and alter the 

standard confirmatory letter so as to (1) give the false impression that only a 

Form 21/77 was filed and (2) cover up the obvious and prima facie 

presumption that the designation of the only signature on the Form 21/77 was  

that of “the person making this application”, by deleting the reference to “the 

entry at box 6” from the confirmation letter dated 20-09-04; 
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ix. your decision to hold out on 12-11-07 that the Form 21/77 was “properly 

completed and signed”, when you knew that not was not; and your combined 

claims of 18-10-07 and 12-11-97 that (1) “our practices  in this area have not 

changed in recent years”, and (2) it was “normal procedure” and “standard 

procedure” for staff to inspect all documents filed with Forms 21/77, and (3) 

this [staff training] “is confirmed in section instructions”; 

 

x. your decision, after nine years in operation, to alter your Desk Notes (“section 

instructions”) at §2.02(5) so as to give the impression of confirming what was 

claimed by you on 12-11-07 with respect to “normal procedure” and “standard 

procedure”, when, in fact, what you claimed to me on 18-10-07 and 12-11-07 

was collectively incompatible with the truth;  

 

3. I see no reason to believe that an extension will not be granted by the 

Administrative Court, since you are still refusing to disclose truthfully the date upon 

which you altered section instructions at §2.02(5) prior to disclosing them to me as 

being representative of long-established, unchanged procedure. 

  

4. But for your falsification of the Register by excluding an unstamped document, 

altering the register entry, altering the confirmation letter, and refusing me the 

corrective remedies set out in a Dispute Management procedure (which you 

established on account of not vastly dissimilar registrations in the past), I would 

not have suffered the loss that I have. 

 

5. You and your Solicitors are fully aware of what you have done, and you have 

relied heavily on other public servants to help you cover it up. 

 

6. Those public servants have now been exposed also. 

 

7. You and your Solicitors are also fully aware of the documentary evidence going 

back to 1992 which shows that your deceitful attacks on what was once a safe 

registration procedure under the Acts and Rules were deliberate and entirely for 

your own financial benefit. 
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8. Your addition of the Coflexip reference to §4.14 of section instructions “Pat Ass 

DN Ver2.doc” within 15 days of my first raising of the Stamp Point for the first time 

on 13-07-07, and your alteration of §2.02(5) in a copy of Ver2 (saved as Pat Ass 

DN Ver3.doc) either before or after making certain claims to me on 18-10-07 and 

12-11-07, show that you knew that you were operating unlawfully and were 

seeking to blame front-line staff on 12-11-07 for fictitious human errors when in 

fact you and your senior executives had established the unlawful procedures by 

which they have falsified the Register for your financial gain. 

 

9. Your addition of the rider to §4.02 of your Desk Notes upon the introduction of the 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 to the effect that staff might “find it harder” to 

keep from enquirers the main agreements and licences which you have instructed 

them therein to hide in Not Open to Public Inspection pink jackets, without the 

knowledge of the applicants, shows that you have known all along that what you 

have been doing is wrong.    

   

10. Telling HMRC on 24-12-98 that you were going to ignore and register documents 

which you considered to be superfluous has utterly transparent meaning in the 

light of the documentary evidence, but in my case (and others) there was no 

ignoring and registering of documents, as there was no “properly completed and 

signed Form 21/77” to trigger such a procedure. 

 

11. In short, the matter is now fully exposed and it remains to be seen whether you will 

be held to have fraudulently substituted existing section instructions as at 18-10-07 

in place of those which you ought to have sent to me (Ver2) (in which case you 

lied on 18-10-07, or to have altered them after I made it clear that I wanted to see 

your section instruction and check out your claims of 18-10-07 and 12-11-07 (in 

which case Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf is both a forgery and fraudulent substitute). 

 

12. What you claimed to me on 12-11-07 was known to you to be false. And if you did 

alter §2.02(5) before 18-10-07, what you claimed on 18-11-07 was false also. 
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13. This is not a mere allegation: 

 

14. The evidence, now exposed, proves your claims to have been false and to have 

been known by you to be false. 

 

15. Everything which followed on from your letter of 12-11-07 was contaminated by 

your renewed deceit and was deliberately done to harm me and cause me loss. 

 

16. Had you corrected the Register for want of an assignment, for want of a Form 

21/77 signed by or on behalf of Sense-Sonic Ltd, and for want of the payment of 

Stamp Duty, the 15-09-03 sale agreement would have become enforceable and 

Mr. Brassington’s company Conversor Ltd – which, as you know, advised and 

induced the sham Conversor Products Ltd to apply for the revocation of the Patent 

GB2267412 - would be an accessory to the breach of contract which such an 

application for revocation constituted. 

 

17. With regard to the Register of Designs, full details of the transactions – not an 

extract – must be filed, and by your registrations, you interfered with my National 

Design Rights and caused other manufacturers to hold that the sham Conversor 

Products Ltd owned those rights also.  

 

18. I will forward draft documentation to you to help you in the decision you must now 

make.  

 

19. You will see therefrom that the case is made against you and your colleagues and 

that the paperwork is ready for filing at the High Court in 21 days time. 

  

20. The Cheshire Police are investigating allegations of concealment of evidence – the 

Word Document Pat Ass DN Ver3.doc.  

 

21. Judicial Review does not turn on the outcome of such an investigation. The 

question of perverting the course of justice is answered by looking at the 

concealed document, which was suspected to be falsely presented (which it was), 

to see if it contradicts what you first claimed with respect to standard procedure 
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(which it does), to see if it existed on 01-08-07 as you repeatedly claimed (which it 

did not), to see if it was in its final form on 16-08-07 (which you later claimed upon 

questioning – falsely, I allege), and to see if it was altered after you had decided to 

lie to me about standard procedure in your letter of 12-11-07. 

 

22. Clearly, you need a reason to make such a costly procedural change, and there is 

a limit to the number of times you can change your story and get away with it.  

 

23. I contend that there was every reason for a bona fide investigator to study that 

Word Document, and every reason for a mal fide investigator (with your interests 

in mind) to conceal it.  

 

24. This explains why the Gwent Police defied the Lancashire Constabulary for five 

months, whereas the Cheshire Police acted instantly and requested the evidence.  

 

25. The Police Authority have been dealing with the Gwent Police’s bogus inquiry, the 

Cheshire Police are dealing with the Information Commissioner’s Investigations 

Officers’ concealment of evidence, the Solicitors’ Regulatory Authority Fraud Unit 

is monitoring my communications with the Attorney General, my MP is taking up 

matters with the Attorney General, and HMRC have re-instructed Solicitors in 

anticipation of the proceedings. 

 

26. Your advisors at DIUS should not therefore be in any doubt as to what I am going 

to do next.  

 

PART 36 OFFER, CIVIL PROCEDURE RULES 

 

27. You will recall refusing to compensate me last year, falsely claiming that you had 

properly dealt with my claim of 24-09-04 that there was no evidence of assignment 

of the Invention and Patent GB2267412, and stating that the issues were statutory 

issues and not subject to your compensation policy. 

  

28. You were clearly determined that I should have to fight tooth and nail to procure 

relief in respect of the consequential and deliberate damage that you have done to 

me. 
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29. I say deliberate, because there is no doubt that your efforts in recent years have 

been to destroy me, my property (which you knew full well was mine) and block 

my paths to justice. 

 

30. There were many things which you could and should have done to enable me to 

make my claims against the correct persons and indeed recover money due to me 

from private individuals on account of their having committed offences of 

falsification by their use of false documents and an intentionally-insolvent sham, 

distancing the sham (registered proprietor) from the multimillion-pound activity and 

benefits derived from my invention and IPR.   

 

31. I am willing to make an offer of settlement pursuant to Part 36 of the Civil 

Procedure Rules. 

 

32. If you do not accept this offer within 21 days you will face the consequences as 

provided by Part 36 of the Civil Procedure Rules. 

 

33. My offer is to accept from you an intermediate sum, in settlement of my claim 

against you for damages, based on the alternative outcomes had your employees 

acted lawfully in September 2004, from which I am willing to deduct 25% for 

prompt settlement. 

 

34. The resulting settlement figure is £2,381,647.88. 

  

35. In the event that you do not accept this offer of settlement within 21 days of 

serving this letter, or submit a reasonable counterproposal resulting in mutual 

acceptance of settlement within 21 days of serving this letter, proceedings will be 

issued out of the High Court upon expiry of the 21 days hereinbefore referred to. 

 

36. I have today discussed with HMRC’s deputy director, among other things, your 

catalogue of false registrations, and I have made it clear that although I am willing 

to settle out of Court, I will not be complicit in covering up that catalogue whilst you 

continue to take money from falsely-registered proprietors, increase renewal fees 

and prejudice proceedings which are affected by your long-running and wide-

spread fraud. 
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37. I offer only that I will not issue proceedings against you in respect of the matters 

raised to date on condition that you settle my claim under the provisions of Part 36 

of the Civil Procedure Rules. 

 

38. You should bear in mind the following: 

 

39. Having advised me to initiate civil proceedings to deal with a criminal matter, you 

later tried to bring them to an end by predicting an “ugly result”. That result was the 

consequence of your concealed falsification of the Register and was as obvious to 

you in September 2004 as it was in June 2007; 

  

40. You foresaw in 1998 and 1999 the risk of registering fictitious assignments on the 

basis of only one signature and yet you knew that, in spite of what you told the 

Secretary of State in order to procure amendment to Rule 46, you could not make 

a registration on the basis of only a Form 21/77 signed by only one person – 

irrespective of the designation of that signature. 

 

41. You stated in 1998 and 1999 that the “benefit to customers” of reducing the 

number of necessary signatures to one signature outweighed the risk to the likes 

of me. There was no benefit to any bona fide customer from your proposal. 

 

42. Jeremy Guy Brassington, who procured the false registrations using a false 

company name, an intentionally insolvent (sham) company, and false, unstamped 

documents, certainly benefitted – by a few million pounds – and all thanks to you. 

 

43. In fact, only bogus customers benefitted from the rule change, as its only purpose 

was to get all-comers onto the Register without any checks. 

 

44. You benefitted significantly from registrations which you should not have made. 

 

45. Buy the falsely-registered proprietor was not your “customer” – you were paid by a 

company called Glentronics Ltd, laundering the payments through Wilson Gunn 

M’Caw (who invoiced Glentronics Ltd, not the falsely-registered proprietor).  

 

46. Your collusion with HMRC has resulted in HMRC refusing to adjudicate or stamp 

anything but the original agreement, only one of which exists; and it is held by the 

person you have been protecting for over five years – Jeremy Guy Brassington. 
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47. It was your statutory duty to see that he did not benefit from registration without 

executing an assignment and paying all and any necessary Stamp Duty. 

 

48. Because you deliberately breached your statutory duties, you would not correct 

the situation and this has resulted in there being no enforceable agreement by 

which Sense-Sonic Ltd (“SSL”) or I can challenge the person on the registers or 

the company, Conversor Ltd, which induced that person to apply for the Patent 

GB2267412 to be revoked, in breach of the terms of the unstamped, and therefore 

unenforceable, agreement. SSL cannot even sue for breach of contract, because 

you and HMRC have seen to it that the agreement (contract) will never be 

Stamped. 

 

49. The Acts and Rules were created so as to prevent such fraud and yet you 

have deliberately undermined (by deceitful amendment) and breached (by 

positive wrongdoing) those Acts and Rules in order to derive revenue which 

you should not otherwise not have received. 

 

50. I know that you had great confidence that the Gwent Police, the Information 

Commissioner, HMRC and the Attorney General would help you escape 

unscathed, but they cannot help you in the face of the documentary evidence they 

shut their minds to. 

  

51. It is noted that all of your apologies to date have been false apologies aimed at 

covering up your fraud; 

 

52. You have made no effort whatsoever to save the Court the trouble of dealing with 

your indefensible actions and declaring to the World what you, I, HMRC, the 

Information Commissioner and the Attorney General already know – that you 

deliberately undermined the statutory safeguards by deceit, falsified the Register 

by deliberate means, and spent five years trying to cover it up. 

 

53. I look forward to hearing from you with regard to this offer of settlement, failing 

which I will file my application for Judicial Review and relief upon the expiry of 21 

days. 

 

Yours faithfully,               Andrew Hall 
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.AGO 
Attorney General's Office 

Andrew Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 
Colne 
Lancashire 
BB87AS 
andrew.haI12@btconnect.com 

Dear Mr Hall , 

20 Victoria Street 
London 

SW1H ONF 

General enquiries: 0207271 2400 
020 7271 2492 
020 7271 2434 

Direct line: 
Fax: 
Your Ref: 
Our Ref: 
Date: 

FOl1100109 
24 November 2009 

tim.strevens@attorneyaeneral.gsi.gov.uk 
www.attorneygeneral.gov.uk 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST 

Thank you for your email of 26 October requesting information under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000. I have been asked to reply. Specifically you asked for: 

1. All information upon which Me. Deutz made the preliminary (or indeed final) decision 
that the matter of my request of April 2009 cannot be met. 

2. Copies of Me. Deutz's correspondence with HMRC (between 15-04-09 and 31 -10-09) 
for the purpose of establishing HMRC's opinion as to whether a fraud has taken 
place. 

3. Copies of HMRC's responses to Mr. Deutz's communications (between 15-04-09 and 
31 -10-09), in particular those containing the Information upon which Me. Deutz 
determined that he should write to me to tell me that Attorney General cannot 
consider lending her name to proceedings. 

4. What Information the Attorney General, personally, has now instructed Me. Deutz to 
further request of HMRC. 

5. What relevance the sought-after responses to our further request for Information from 
HMRC (now to be made to HMRC via Me. Deutz) could have to my original request of 
April 2009 and to the Attorney General's view that there is nothing she can do to 
assist me in respect of §1 14 Finance Act 1999. 

6. Whether or not the purpose of the Attorney General 's recent instruction to Mr. Deutz 
is to give HMRC the opportunity to (1) reinforce its Directors' opinion or (2) change its 
Directors' opinion. 

7. Why the Attorney General has decided not to report to me HMRC's opinion, but 
rather to continue to withhold it from me pending some further inquiry, the purpose of 
which Mr. Deutz refuses to clarify. 
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8. Why the Attorney General has decided that Mr. Deutz should re-open the matter and 
contact HMRC after Mr. Deutz has stated that she cannot challenge HMRC's stated 
opinion. 

I can confirm that the department holds information in relation to questions 1 to 3, namely 
your correspondence with us and material you have provided to us and correspondence 
with HMRC. 

The information in the correspondence between the AGO and HMRC is information that is 
exempt under section 31 (1)(g) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. Section 31 (1)(g) 
(taken together with section 31 (2)(a)) provides that information is exempt if its disclosure 
would , or would be likely to, prejudice the exercise by any public authority of its functions for 
the purpose of ascertaining whether any person has failed to comply with the law. 

Your letter of 15 April requested that proceedings be brought in the Attorney General's 
name under paragraph 13 of Schedule 17 to the Finance Act 1999 against the Comptroller 
General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks for a penalty arising by reason of fraud . In 
exercising this function it is necessary for the Attorney General to establish whether it is the 
opinion of the Revenue and Customs Commissioners that the liability for the penalty arises 
by reason of fraud . This requires confidential discussions between the AGO and HMRC. I 
consider that disclosure of the correspondence between AGO and HMRC would prejudice 
the ability of this department to exercise these functions in that its disclosure would inhibit 
officials from providing free and frank advice, engaging in free and frank discussions and 
make it less likely that information was shared on this case and similar cases in the future. 

This exemption is subject to a public interest test. There is a very strong public interest in 
ensuring that people comply with the law and it is important that this department's ability to 
consider what action should be taken under the above provision is not prejudiced. At the 
same time, there is a public interest in the public being aware about how this department 
carries out such functions. I consider that, in the circumstances of this case, the balance of 
public interest favours withholding th is information. 

In relation to question 4, the information you requested follows: the Attorney General has 
asked for a further explanation from HMRC as to how they reached their opinion under 
paragraph 13 of Schedule 17 to the Finance Act 1999 that any liability for a penalty arose by 
reason of fraud . 

Questions 5 to 8 do not constitute requests for information and therefore do not fall to be 
dealt with under the Freedom of Information Act 2000. However, I can inform you that the 
purpose of seeking further information from HMRC is to get a clearer idea as to how HMRC 
arrived at its opinion. 

If you are dissatisfied with the handling of your request, you have the right to ask for an 
internal review. Internal review requests should be submitted within two months of the date 
of receipt of the response to your original letter and should be addressed to: Peter Fish , 
Director General , at the above address. Please remember to quote the reference number 
above in any future communications. 
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If you are not content with the outcome of the internal review, you have the right to apply 
directly to the Information Commissioner for a decision. The Information Commissioner can 
be contacted at: Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, 
Cheshire, SK9 SAF. 

Yours sincerely 

TIM STREVENS 
Freedom of Information Officer 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Tim Strevens" <Tim.Strevens@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>; 

<peter.fish@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 25 November 2009 13:35
Subject: Re: FAO The Attorney General, a personal request for Information under FOIA 2000

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

  
For the attention also of Mr. Peter Fish, Director General 

  
Dear Mr. Strevens, 

  
Thank you for your letter of 24-11-09. 

  
It is not possible for me to challenge your decision to withhold information because it will lead me to 
the Information Commissioner, who has a conflict of interests, having been caught concealing evidence of 
fraudulent substitution of Patent Office section instructions (the section instructions themselves) in an 
investigation under s.77 FOIA. The matter was improperly dealt with by the Gwent Police, but the Cheshire 
Police, in communication with the Lancashire Police, have visited the Information Commissioner, been 
obstructed, and now want me to give a statement in respect of the concealment of the section instructions 
(altered Word Document).   

  
Those instructions relate to what Patent Office staff should do with documentary evidence which is filed by 
applicants for registration as proof of change of ownership of patents. I was sent altered instructions by the 
Comptroller under the FOIA (after a 7 month, unlawful delay) because the true instructions did not confirm 
what the Comptroller had declared in a decision on review of his staff training, procedure and practice of 12-
11-07 - the true, undisclosed instructions absolutely contradicted his claims. 

  
I cannot get a fair hearing in these matters through HMRC or the Information Commissioner, and must 
therefore apply for Judicial Review of the two final decisions issued by them in the past three months, and of 
the Comptroller's procedures, conduct and decisions which those decisions relate to. 

  
As the Attorney General cannot challenge or go behind HMRC's Decision further to its previous Decisions not 
to take action against the Comptroller, and as you have disclosed what I already know - that Mr. Deutz 
has been instructed by the Attorney General, long after the matter was closed between HMRC and the 
Attorney General, to ask HMRC the same question he put to HMRC in the first place - the matter between the 
Attorney General and HMRC was closed as of the date of delivery of HMRC's Decision and cannot be re-
opened. 

  
HMRC's Decision has been relayed to me verbally by Mr. Deutz together with repeatedly breached promises 
to put it in writing. 

  
As a result of that Decision, the Attorney General cannot consider lending her name to proceedings under 
s.114 Finance Act 2000 (not s.117, as you say in your emailed letter), and that is an end to the matter. 

  
Mr. Deutz insisted in recent telephone conversations that his new instructions from the Attorney General do 
not affect HMRC's Decision and do not have the intention of procuring a further decision (for such a situation 
would indicate that the questioning of HMRC is essentially a challenge to that Decision or merely a ploy to 
avoid writing to me and making a formal, dismissive statement in respect of a Decision which is clearly 
fraudulent). 

  
It is therefore clear to me that the Attorney General knows that she is neither acting fairly nor in accordance 
with my requests of her. 

  
She knows that I wish to challenge HMRC's Decision and conduct urgently and that her further questioning of 
HMRC is contrary to my requests for the Decision. 

  
In short, the Attorney General has sent Mr. Deutz back to HMRC in order to avoid writing that long-
promised and elusive letter, confirming HMRC's Decision and committing HMRC to its fate. 
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The system in which I find myself is proved by the documentary evidence to be corrupt and I am applying for 
Judicial Review. 

  
Whatever it is that the Attorney General is now doing, it cannot affect my right to challenge HMRC's final 
Decision that the Comptroller's liability to penalty under s17 Stamp Act 1891 arose other than by reason of 
fraud. 

  
The Attorney General should take note that, after making my application to her on 15-04-09, I discovered 

evidence that HMRC knew that the Comptroller was going to breach the Stamp Act 1891 in respect of 
transactions effected on or after 28-03-00 (HMRC had denied the existence of any such evidence). This 
meant that there was no way that HMRC was going to pursue the Comptroller for fraud, nor tell the truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth to the Attorney General. I should point out that the evidence also shows 
that both HMRC and the Comptroller were fully aware on 28-03-00 that what the Comptroller was doing 
was unlawful and damaging to others (including the public revenue). 

  
On account of what has happened since 15-04-09, I consider the Attorney General to be more than merely an 
interested party and so I name her as a defendant in my application for Judicial Review. 

  
I do not believe that it is in the public interest that she should cover up the corrupt workings of the Civil 
Service on grounds that it should be able to go about its business without the public knowing how such 
fraudulent business is conducted or procuring the bogus Decisions in a formal manner. 

  
I appreciate that it was hoped that I would abandon this matter on the basis of a verbally transmitted Decision, 
and that the return to HMRC is a further attempt to avoid putting HMRC's Decision to me in writing and 
thereby into the public domain. 

  
I will forward links to the draft statement of grounds and facts, evidence and declarations and orders to be 
sought, in respect of the proposed application for Judicial Review, to Mr. Fish shortly. 
  
I refer the Attorney General to my email of 10-11-09 and to the suggestion therein with regard to a response. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 

  
  
  
   

----- Original Message -----  
From: Tim Strevens  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: FOI  
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 4:19 PM 
Subject: RE: FAO The Attorney General, a personal request for Information under FOIA 2000 

 
Mr Hall 
  
Please find attached reply to your FOI request of 26 October. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Tim Strevens 

FOI TeamFOI TeamFOI TeamFOI Team 

Attorney General's OfficeAttorney General's OfficeAttorney General's OfficeAttorney General's Office 
(020) 7271 2492(020) 7271 2492(020) 7271 2492(020) 7271 2492 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Gair, John (ESM)" <john.gair@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 18 August 2008 08:31
Subject: RE: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall 
  
Thank you for letting me see the letter. Section 12 Stamp Act 1891 is the primary legislation which covers the 
Adjudication process. At subsection 1 it states “…the Commissioners may be required by any person to 
adjudicate with reference to any executed instrument…” . Our interpretation of this passage is, and has 
always been, that Adjudication can only be carried out on the original document. In this case we have never 
had possession of the original document and it must follow that our letter to you, firm in its’ conclusions 
though it is, cannot be regarded as a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication. The question of whether or 
not appeal has been made is not relevant. 
  
In my researches on the subject I have come across a case which bears certain similarities to your own (on 
my limited understanding of same); Re McDermott’s Application [1996] STC 483. In that case it was sought to 
have a patent registration set aside by virtue of having been made on the basis of an unstamped document. 
The application failed. Nor, to the best of my knowledge, was any remedy under the provisions of Section 17 
Stamp Act 1891 sought. 
  
I appreciate that you will find this disappointing. I have copied Mr Hanratty who will, no doubt, be happy to 
assist in the future. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
John Gair 
Stamp Taxes 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 07 August 2008 13:36 
To: Gair, John (ESM) 

Subject: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments 
  
Dear Mr. Gair, 
  
Many thanks for discussing my situtation and that of HMRC with respect to the Comptroller-General of 
Patents, Designs & Trade Marks' registration of transactions without checking the Stamp Duty liabilities. 
  
Mr. Hanratty, who has been passing on evidence to HMRC policy/compliance is away until a week on Monday 
and I have to file proceedings in the High Court for a Judicial Review. 
  
I am seeking information on HMRC's timescale for dealing with the Comptroller under s.17 StampAct 1891 - 
i.e. when can I expect to hear what HMRC is going to do about the registration of the unstamped instrument? 
  
I am also seeking confirmation that the attached letter complies with the law in respect of Formal Notices of 
Decision on Adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
Having had assessments since 13th July 2007, I was most definitely requesting formal adjudication. 
  
Would you please see if you can get me answers?  
  
It would greatly help me to have confirmation from HMRC that there was no appeal lodged in response to the 
Formal Notice and that the matter is not disputable.  
  
I am not well up on estoppel, but I expect that I can ask the court to have the Comptroller estopped from 
claiming that the chargeable nature of the instrument is in doubt. 980
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
To: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 20 August 2008 13:31
Subject: formal adjudication

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
I am having difficulty laying my hands on a template assignment of debt and so continue to be reliant on the 
formal decision issued with regard to the sale agreement on 5th February 2008 in response to my request and 
compliant application for formal adjudication in October 2007. 
  
The decision should have gone through your Solicitor, and as it took four months to deliver, I am deeply 
concerned as to what went on during that time and I am deeply concerned about the current situation and the 
prejudice it threatens with regard to my own proceedings. 
  
I rely entirely on that decision for my claim that the Comptroller, when issuing his decision not to correct the 
Registers on 30.06.08, was in no doubt that he had registered an unstamped instrument and was relying on 
an unstamped instrument to defend his registrations and position, and if, for want of your Solicitor's 
involvement, I discover that the Comptroller is aware of the format that you now say a formal notice should 
take, I have a very serious problem for which I am not responsible but for which I will pay heavily with the loss 
of all that have left in the World (having lost £400,000 to date, I would prefer to see things going the other 
way). 
  
Would you please have a think about what has been done here. It certainly was not an informal assessment 
and it does not appear to conflict with what is set out in the Act or the Manual.  
  
My initial suggestion would be that you write to me to apologise for not including a formal declaration with 
respect to the 30-day limit for appeal and put this omission down to the circumstances of requesting formal 
adjudication in order to show the other party responsible for payment that the agreement is chargeable with 
duty and in order to show the Comptroller that he has indeed registered an unstamped document, rather than 
for the purposes of paying the duty myself (SSL). 
  
Please tell me what you can do about the formal decision to ensure that it is made to represent what I applied 
for, with retrospective effect. 
  
Please also tell me if you still have the document sent to you by Turner Parkinson? 
  
Please also write to me to tell me precisely what your compliance dept has been doing with my four month old 
complaint about the Comptroller's registration of a mutilated copy of the sale agreement. 
  
HMRC's delay in acting in accordance with the law has caused me serious damage and I ask you to take this 
into consideration. 
  
I have reported an offence which has prejudiced me, and continues to prejudice me. You have the powers 
and the duty to put that suffering to an end, by invoking s.17. 
  
Time is of the essence, please take the necessary action. 
  
Would you please also tell me why it should be that the Comptroller considers that there is no sanction upon 
the person whose unstamped agreement he registers. The Comptroller claims that, fined or not, the register 
stays put. To my means that means that an unstamped instrument can be registered, there is simply a risk of 
a fine for the registrar. But what is a £300 fine, when the annual income from a registration rises to £350 per 
annum. 
  
Of course, I disagree entirely with the Comptroller's view. Such a registration is in breach of s.14(4) and to my 
mind it should be struck off. Even his in-house documents say that he can be fined and that the entry can be 
struck off, but he claims to have discretion.  
  
Maybe compliance can put him right on that? 981
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Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall.  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
To: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 19 September 2008 20:23
Attach: K%2018[1] - ukipo skeleton.pdf
Subject: Re: Stamping of Duplicate Documents

Page 1 of 4

26/11/2009

  
Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
Stamping of seller's document for use in evidence in the absence of the buyer's stamped document 
  
Thank you for your email. I guess the Solicitor must have been ill for a very long time. Do you have a date for 
her/his return? 
  
It is my understanding that Mr. Jeremy Brassington of Elitesound Ltd was in disagreement with you from 
August 2007 until at least December 2007 over the chargeable status of a sale agreement dated 15-09-03, a 
certified copy of which I sent to you for formal adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 in November 2007. 
  
He claimed that his solicitors had advised him that the intercompany debt, which was settled for £350,000 was 
a capital loan, but I produced a memorandum showing that his Solicitors advised that ad valorem stamp duty 
would be chargeable on the assignment of the debt. 
  
I provided accounting evidence to prove that the debt accumulated on a daily basis as a trade debt. 
  
It is my understanding that Mr. Brassington appointed his accountants Silver Levine to continue his dispute and 
try to persuade you to accept payment at 0.5% (£1,750 plus penalty plus interest). 
  
It is my understanding from a conversation with one of your colleagues a few months ago that Stamp Duty was 
paid by Mr. Brassington. 
  
It is extraordinary that a seller can never enforce his unstamped agreement against a buyer (who is required to 
pay any and all Stamp Duty) and must pay Stamp Duty irrespective of whether the buyer has paid the duty and 
had his own document stamped. There are many cases where buyer and seller fall out. In such cases it can be 
in the buyer's interest not to assist the seller with any Stamp Duty matter. 
  
Furthermore it does not seem right to me that my company should face a £30,750 charge to use the document 
whilst Mr. Brassington negotiated a sum nearer £4,000. 
  
I cannot present Mr. Brassington's document to prove that he has had it stamped, but you will see below that 
the Patent Register is evidence in Scotland, and prima facie evidence in England and Wales of anything 
required and authorised by the Patents Act and the Patents Rules: 
  
Patents Act 1977  
  
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/patentsact1977.pdf 
  
section 32(9): 
  
(9) Subject to subsection (12) below, the register shall be prima facie evidence of anything required or 
authorised by this Act or rules to be registered and in Scotland shall be sufficient evidence of any such thing. 

(12) [repealed] 

  

The Patents Rules sate that certain forms must be used. The Form 21/77 contains a declaration with respect to 
Stamp Duty. If the Comptroller is satisfied that any necessary Stamp Duty has been paid, and he registers a 
transaction, the registration is prima facie evidence of the payment of Stamp Duty in England and Wales, and 983
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evidence of payment in Scotland. 

  

Patents Rules 1995 

http://web.archive.org/web/20030416202328/www.patent.gov.uk/patent/legal/patrules.htm 

Rule 4: 

Forms 

4.-(1) The forms of which the use is required by these Rules (except the forms mentioned in rule 121(1)) are 
those set out in Schedule 1. 

(2) A requirement under these Rules to use such a form is satisfied by the use either of a replica of that form or 
of a form which is acceptable to the comptroller and contains the information required by the form set out in 
that Schedule. 

(3) A requirement under these Rules to use a form shall not apply if the comptroller, in directions made under 
section 124A, directs that the information required may be presented in some other manner. 

  

The Form 21/77 and the guidance on completion of the Form can be accessed here 
http://web.archive.org/web/20030202221947/www.patent.gov.uk/patent/forms/ukpatsupp.htm 

Box 7 of the Form has a stamp duty declaration. The attached skeleton argument presented to the High Court 
explains in paragraphs 1-11 the Patent Office's view of the registration process and Stamp Duty. 

The Form 21/77 registered on 20-09-04 and referred to on that date in the Register for 
GB2267412   http://www.ipo.gov.uk/patent/p-find/p-find-number.htm  (enter that number in the publication box 
and click "full details") 

TRADE MARK 
  
Under the trade marks act, http://www.ipo.gov.uk/tmact94.pdf the Register is prima facie evidence of a valid 
registration: 
  
section 72. In all legal proceedings relating to a registered trade mark (including proceedings for rectification 

of the register) the registration of a person as proprietor of a trade mark shall be prima facie evidence of the 

validity of the original registration and of any subsequent assignment or other transmission of it. 

  
Under the Trade Marks Rules: 
  
Rule 41(3): 
  
(3) Where the transaction is effected by an instrument chargeable with duty, the application shall be subject to 
the registrar being satisfied that the instrument has been duly stamped. 
  
  
Here is the record of the registration of a trade mark assignment dated 15-09-03, registered on 27-09-04 
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/tm/t-find/t-find-number?detailsrequested=H&trademark=1488225 which relied on the 15-
09-03 sale agreement. 
  
  
Under the Patents Act 1977 and under the Trade Marks Act 1994 I am compelled to accept the prima facie 
evidence of these registrations as being validly made (with any necessary Stamp Duty paid). In Scotland, I 
would be compelled to accept the registration of the Patent as evidence of the payment of Stamp Duty. 
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The Comptroller has his evidence of the Register and does not need to call upon the document now that the 
registrations are made, yet I am denied the right to use my counterpart of the document in evidence to show 
that it is not an assignment - because my counterpart is not stamped. 
  
Given that you too have to accept (or otherwise directly contest) the prima facie evidence, and evidence, of the 
validity of the registrations, the only way I can see you contesting my claim that, as a result of what your 
colleague said and what I have heard elsewhere, duty has been paid on Mr. Brassington's counterpart, the 
proper course of action would be to stamp my counterpart of the agreement with £5 duty paid or show me 
evidence that duty has not been paid by Mr. Brassington  - to counter the Comptroller's evidence that it has.  
  
HMRC does not appear to have any intention of contesting the Comptroller's evidence under s.17 Stamp Act 
1891, so, on  that basis also, I contend that you should stamp my counterpart. 
  
Please consider the evidence and tell me whether I can send you my copy of the agreement. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall 
  
Sense-Sonic Ltd 
  
  
  
  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
To: Sense-Sonic Ltd  
Sent: Friday, September 19, 2008 4:27 PM 
Subject: Stamping of Duplicate Documents 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Since our telephone conversation earlier today I have been advised that the delay is due to the solicitor 
being off ill. I know this is not what you wish to hear and  I can only apologise for the delay.  
  
With regard to your question on the stamping of a duplicate document. I can advise you that duplicate 
documents can be stamped under the provisions of Section 11 SA 1891 and stamped with duty under the 
provisions of  Para 19 of Schedule 13 FA 1999 The duplicate document under hand only of an instrument 
under seal is regarded as chargeable under Para 19 . Provided the original has been fully stamped the 
duplicate is chargeable with £5 fixed duty and denoted with the “Duplicate Denoting Stamp . It is important to 
note that where the provisions of Section 11apply evidence showing proof the original document has been 
stamped before the duplicate can be stamped. Under normal circumstances production of the original 
stamped document or a copy of the document showing duty paid would be expected. If that was not possible 
details of when the payment was made or a photocopy of the cashed cheque would be considered 
acceptable.  
  
Please feel free to contact me if you wish any further assistance 
  
Les Hanratty 
Operations Manager 
Tel 0131 442 3192 
Email leshanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 
  
  

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 08 October 2008 13:44
Subject: Patent Office - stamp duty - sense-sonic

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Hanratty, 

Here is just one of several examples of how the Patent Office registered transactions without 
Stamp Duty being paid. The Comptoller would ignore the earlier effective transaction and 
register a later, fake transaction. 

Please let me know if you get the gist of the following instruction to his staff: 

Requests for registration of a transaction (usually an assignment) sometimes refer to an "effective date" of the 
transaction, asserting that an earlier (un-exhibited) document transferred title. 

 It is usually part of the registration request that this earlier date is the date accorded to the change of ownership 
on the Register.  

Before such a registration can be made there are objections to be overcome, eg. consideration of the potential 
Stamp Duty liability of that earlier document and it meeting the requirement to be signed by all parties, together 
with all other technical requirements.  

Unless these considerations can be satisfied registration should not be made quoting that earlier date.  

While an appropriate signed Form 21/77 will be accepted at face value, registration based on an assessment of 
the evidence should reflect that evidence and not documents which are unseen and not available for inspection. 

  

Please make enquiries within HMRC to find out why the Comptroller considered that he could 
register chargeable transactions effected on or after 28th March 2000 without establishing 
that Stamp Duty had been paid. Did HMRC strike a deal to turn a blind eye, as long as the 
document itself was not registered as documentary evidence? 

“For transactions effected on or after that date (28th March 2000) it will no longer be necessary to 

establish that any instrument that should have been stamped actually has been stamped before the 

transaction can be registered in any of the patents, designs or trade marks registers. 

“Consequently the declarations relating to stamp duty on patents Form 27177, registered designs 

Form 12A and trade marks Form TM16 will not serve any legal purpose for transactions effected on or 

after 28 March 2000, and, accordingly they no longer need to be completed for such transactions". 

  

Yours sincerely 

  

Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 21 October 2008 13:50
Attach: A1 draft reg impact 1998.PDF; A2 regulatory impact.PDF; A3 patents directorate instruction 

'99.PDF; SACIP comments 1999.PDF; stamp declaration 1999.PDF; ultra vires agent's 
comments im.PDF; stamp duty - D Young & Co 20081016140902.pdf

Subject: Re: Patent Office - stamp duty - sense-sonic

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 I require that your policy department sends me a detailed 
summary of the work it has carried out in the matter of the Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs and 
Trade Marks' registration of transactions effected by unstamped documents, when that work was carried out 
and why there has been no response whatsoever. 
  
I also require a formal response to my complaint within 7 days of this email. 
  
I made my complaint in April 2008 and have heard absolutely nothing save an excuse that the solicitor has 
been ill. 
  
I now have documentary evidence of an unlawful and deceitful attempt to change the Patents Rules 1995 to 
stem the flow of documents into the Patent Office so that the Comptroller could claim to rely only on a 
declaration that Stamp Duty had been paid instead of examining the documents. 
  
The attempt was unwittingly thwarted and the unintended rule-change option was passed by Parliament. 
  
The regulatory impact assessment stated that there was a risk that fictitious assignment could be registered. 
The benefits of the rule change to the customer were subject to false claims and deception - there was no 
benefit to the customer at all. the aim was to cut 3,750 documents out of the officers' work-load and enable 
them to rubber stamp applications. 
  
Not that I expect HMRC will do anything about this fraud (I shall have to deal with it myself through the Courts 
and with the Police) I attach some documents which HMRC should examine. I am not wasting time handing it 
to policy on a plate, they can read the documents, find the relevant sections and draw from them what they 
will.  
  
Because the Comptroller's officers did not get the rule change they wanted, the Comptroller thereafter issued 
instructions that documents should be ignored wherever possible. They acted unlawfully in their exclusion of 
documents which were clearly unregistrable and yet went ahead and registered fictitious transactions based 
on what was claimed on the application forms. 
  
The Chartered Institute of Patent Agents has been extremely helpful and has provided evidence that Stamp 
Taxes told the Comptroller in 1999 that a signed declaration with respect to Stamp Duty was not sufficient and 
that she must inspect the documents themselves. 
  
I will get the HMRC communications from the Comptroller under the FoIA 2000. 
  
HMRC appears to have turned a blind eye to this, so I am going ahead on that basis. 
  
If policy has a different view I suggest that it is expressed with 7 days as I am not going to be silenced simply 
because HMRC and the Comptroller would like this matter to go away. 
  
The Courts have already issued a warning in 1997 to all those who register short form assignments and do 
not disclose the true document of transfer: if the Stamp Act does not trap them, s.68 Patents Act 1977 does. 
  
However, it is clear that the Comptroller actively sought to prevent the true documents being registered, 
simply because it was considered to be to much like "work" to establish whether Stamp Duty had been paid. 
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Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
5 Enclosures relate to the 1999 rule change. Policy will need to read the emails in "stamp declaration 
1999.PDF" in the order of the times thereon (they were all sent on 21/12/1999 - they day before the rules 
changed). The sixth "stamp duty - D Young & Co refers to HMRC disapproval of the use of mere declarations. 

  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Friday, October 10, 2008 1:55 PM 
Subject: RE: Patent Office - stamp duty - sense-sonic 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
I have passed your email to our policy team to consider. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Les Hanratty 
  
  
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 08 October 2008 14:45 

To: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes) 
Subject: Patent Office - stamp duty - sense-sonic 
  

Dear Mr. Hanratty, 

Here is just one of several examples of how the Patent Office registered transactions 
without Stamp Duty being paid. The Comptoller would ignore the earlier effective 
transaction and register a later, fake transaction. 

Please let me know if you get the gist of the following instruction to his staff: 

Requests for registration of a transaction (usually an assignment) sometimes refer to an "effective date" of 
the transaction, asserting that an earlier (un-exhibited) document transferred title. 

 It is usually part of the registration request that this earlier date is the date accorded to the change of 
ownership on the Register.  

Before such a registration can be made there are objections to be overcome, eg. consideration of the 
potential Stamp Duty liability of that earlier document and it meeting the requirement to be signed by all 
parties, together with all other technical requirements.  

Unless these considerations can be satisfied registration should not be made quoting that earlier date.  

While an appropriate signed Form 21/77 will be accepted at face value, registration based on an 
assessment of the evidence should reflect that evidence and not documents which are unseen and not 
available for inspection.  
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Please make enquiries within HMRC to find out why the Comptroller considered that he 
could register chargeable transactions effected on or after 28th March 2000 without 
establishing that Stamp Duty had been paid. Did HMRC strike a deal to turn a blind eye, 
as long as the document itself was not registered as documentary evidence? 

“For transactions effected on or after that date (28th March 2000) it will no longer be necessary to 
establish that any instrument that should have been stamped actually has been stamped before 
the transaction can be registered in any of the patents, designs or trade marks registers. 

“Consequently the declarations relating to stamp duty on patents Form 27177, registered designs 
Form 12A and trade marks Form TM16 will not serve any legal purpose for transactions effected 
on or after 28 March 2000, and, accordingly they no longer need to be completed for such 
transactions". 

  

Yours sincerely 

  

Andrew Hall 

  

  

 
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet 
anti-virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM 
Certificate Number 2007/11/0032.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT 
Helpdesk.  
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately. 

  

HM Revenue & Customs computer systems will be monitored and communications carried on them 
recorded, to secure the effective operation of the system and for lawful purposes. 

  

The Commissioners for HM Revenue and Customs are not liable for any personal views of the sender. 

  

This e-mail may have been intercepted and its information altered. 

 
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus 
scanning service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM 
Certificate Number 2007/11/0032.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free. 
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 
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As agreed, I attach my first draft of a Regulatory Impact Assess-ment (RIA) for the package of Sft" '*"^

derelulatory rule amendments I submitted to under cover of my minute of 20 July

In preparing the draft I have followed the advice given in the "Better Regulation Guide" (BRG)

a copy of wnicn I believe has been sent to you. Bearing in mind that the amendments are designed

to reduce unnecessary burdens, including costs, that the current rules place on our customers, not

all the headings described in Part 2 of the BRG are appropriate, eg the Compliance Cost for

Business of the revised rules. In selecting those headings that I consider appropriate I have

followed the format that;' adopted for the amendments to the Fees Rules which also

benefit our customers without imposing additional costs'

The BRG indicates that the RIA should be concise, ie no more than two or three pages, but where

the regulations are complex a detailed analysis should be attached as a separate annex (paragraph

l.Z. Part 2). With this in mind, and given the fact that the SI covers amendments to numerous

rules. I have described the benefits of each amendment and the options that were considered in

a separate annex. Apart from the recommended amendment, in most cases the only other option

I have considered is the "do nothing option, which the BRG suggests can provide a useful base

case against which other options may be compared (paragraph 2.14. Part2).

The BRG recommends quanti$/ing any benefits in monetary terms. Where possible I have

attempted to include some indication of the cost savings though in most case I have yet to carry

out a full assessment of the likely savings and so have not inserted all the figures at this stage.

Subject to any revisions you wish me to make to the draft, I propose seeking advice from
, (Competitiveness Unit) on whether he considers the draft suitable.
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Concept House 
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Draft Regulatory Impact Assessme"lrn--~~~d ~ "..k ' . 

As agreed, I attach my first draft of a Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) for the package of -~(~ ,--
deregulatory rule amendments I submitted to under cover of my minute of20 July . 

In preparing the draft I have followed the advice given in the "Better Regulation Guide" (BRG) 
a copy of which I believe has been sent to you. Bearing in mind that the amendments are designed 
to reduce unnecessary burdens, including costs, that the current rules place on our customers, not 
all the headings described in Part 2 of the BRG are appropriate, eg the Compliance Cost for 
Business of the revised rules. In selecting those headings that I consider appropriate I have 
followed the format that l,- adopted for the amendments to the Fees Rules which also 
benefit our customers without imposing additional costs. 

The BRG indicates that the RIA should be concise, ie no more than two or three pages, but where 
the regulations are complex a detailed analysis should be attached as a separate annex (paragraph 
1.2. Part 2) . With this in mind, and given the fact that the SI covers amendments to numerous 
rules, I have described the benefits of each amendment and the options that were considered in 
a separate annex. Apart from the recommended amendment, in most cases the only other option 
I have considered is the "do nothing option" which the BRG suggests can provide a useful base 
case against which other options may be compared (paragraph 2.14 . Part2). 

The BRG recommends quantifying any benefits in monetary terms. Where possible I have 
attempted to include some indication of the cost savings though in most case I have yet to carry 
out a full assessment of the likely savings and so have not inserted all the figures at this stage. 

Subject to any revisions you wish me to make to the draft, I propose seeking advice from 
! (Competitiveness Unit) on whether he considers the draft suitable. 
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ffir^u*requires a patent proprietor, who wishes to surrender his patent, to file a Patents Form

2177 together with u ,t.t...nt setting out the reasons for surrendering the patent'

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current requirement to file a form and give reasons.for surrendering

a patent puts an u*r!.rrury burden on a;;il proprietor,. It also deters proprietors from filing

such requests preferring instead to 1..u" i, ,o r"pr. naturally by not paying the next renewal fee'

This is a disadvant"g; i-nauu.y and the putrir i*.tally as ihe-technorogy covered by the patent

continues to be prjected from use by otherr for a longer period.

option 2 - Amend the rule by replacing the requirement ! llt 
a Patents Form2177 and reasons

with a simple written request ,o ,ur."nJit iftt p"t"t' This would remove the current burden

placed on propriet"i, 
"f 

having to file a form and accompanying reasons' Moreover' it should

benefit industry and the public generally as it should help encourafe proprietors to surrender their

patents at the earliest possibiliiy rather tian utlow them to lapse naiurally so that the technology

protected by the patent will be made available for general exploitation sooner'

ln view of the clear advantages to proprietors, industry and the public Option 2 is recommended'

Rule 46

Under this rule a request to register an assignment of a patent or patent applicant must be signed

by or on behalf of all parties to the assignment'

Option I - Do nothing. The current requirement places a burden on the person filing the request

to register.fiassignment as he has to obtain botir signatu'"'6 t" n ' t+*6 ^".r ^** c'll^ y-rr )

opt ion2-Amendtheruletomakei tanopt ionthata.requesttoregisteranassignmentcanbe
signed by or on behalf of the ur*igr,r" oirty. 

'it 
it would reduce the burden placed on the person
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ioutJu, difficult in certain circumstances, particularlv if the assignor resides in

another country. However, it would b; 
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to abuse.in that anyone cluld file a request to have

a patent or parenr application recorded as assigned to them without any actual assignment having

taken Place
I 
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QJ2tion 2 - Remove the requirement to file a Patents Form 53177 and fee. There seems to be no 
'ustification for requiring Ii . ccessful applicant for restoration to file any more forms or pay any 
~ore fees than an ;]Pls ., sful.applicant bearing in mind that there is little difference in the 
administrative cost' Orr . Li, "" the Office in processing either case. This would save successful 
applicants the expe ling the Patents Form 53/77 and the fee which currently stands at £\35. 

Option 2 is,> .. rf , .' nded for the obvious benefits, notably the cost saving it will bring to 
.j.:~';' ,if ;~:: . 

successfu .... u'~~vts for restoration. 
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rule requires a patent proprietor, who wishes to surrender his patent, to file a Patents Form 
2177 together with a statement setting out the reasons for surrendering the patent. 

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current requirement to file a form and give reasons for surrendering 
a patent puts an unnecessary burden on a patent proprietor. It also deters proprietors from filing 
such requests preferring instead to leave it to lapse naturally by not paying the next renewal fee . 
This is a disadvantage to industry and the public generally as the technology covered by the patent 
continues to be protected from use by others for a longer period . 

Option 2 - Amend the rule by replacing the requirement to file a Patents Form 2177 and reasons 
with a simple written request to surrender the patent. This would remove the current burden 
placed on proprietors of having to file a form and accompanying reasons. Moreover, it should 
benefit industry and the public generally as it should help encourage proprietors to surrender their 
patents at the earliest possibility rather than allow them to lapse naturally so that the technology 
protected by the patent will be made available for general exploitation sooner. 

In view of the clear advantages to proprietors, industry and the public Option 2 is recommended . 

Rule 46 

Under this rule a request to register an assignment of a patent or patent applicant must be signed 
by or on behalf of all parties to the assignment. 

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current requirement places a burden on the person filing the request 
~ to register)6assignment as he has to obtain both signatures( "q., f-tl-l.·~ v........J. ",a",'~) 

I 

Option 2 - Amend the rule to make it an option that a request to register an assignment can be 
signed by or on behalf of the assignee only. This would reduce the burden placed on the person 
filing a request to register an assignment as they would not have to obtain the signature of the 
assign~ which could be difficult in certain circumstances, particularly if the assignor resides in 
anoth~ountry. However, it would be open to abuse in that anyone could file a request to have 
a patent or patent application recorded as assigned to them without any actual assignment having 
taken place. 
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Although it is applicant for or proprietor of a patent could file a request to

register a fictitious
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This rule requires international applications (patent applications filed under the Patenty'

cooperation treaty) i;;;;' the naiiona' *"'^'ii *" KllTlSt^::::nT:5,5i::'::'
ilruit"Jo ir;J;;;;;'*iti ch;;r.' il orth" rreaty and 30 months irit has been elected

Option I - Do nothing. The curlllt time limits places applicants at affidisadvantage when

entering the national phase in the UK compared with other countries where the time rimits are one

month longer.

option 2 _ Amend the rule to extend the time limits to 2l and 3l months respectivery so bringing

rhem into line with the time limits that apply in other member states. This provides a(gligfrobenefit

il; ;pd,rrrts by giving them an additionat month in which their international application can enter

the t"JK national Phase.

ln view of the[lligl@enefit to applicants Option 2 is recommended for adoption'

Rule 110

If the comptroller decides that an application under this rule to extend a prescribed period should

be allowed, the applicant is required to file a Patents Form 53177 and fee of tl35'

opt ionl-Donothing'Thepresentruleeffect ivelypenal isesandanappl icantwhoissuccessful
in convincing the comptroiler that a prescribed p.riod should be extended by requiring him to file

an additional form und f.. which an unsuccessful applicant is not required to do'

op t ion2-Removetherequ i rement to f i le thePatentsForm53 lTTandfee .Thereseemsno
justification in requiring a successful applicant to file any more forms or fees than an unsuccessful

applicant bearing in riino that there is little difference in the administrative costs to the Patent

offrce in processing either case. This would save successful applicants the expense of filing a

Parents Form 5317i and the associated fee which currently stands at f 135'

option 2 is recommended for the obvious benefits, notably the cost saving for successful

applicants for.extensions of time limits under this rule'

Qption 3 - Amend the rule to make it an option that a request to register an assignment can be 
j signed by or on behalf ofth~assignor only. This would reduce the burden placed on the person 

~~~v4q (;. 

filing the request as he . not.have to obtain the assignee's signature which could be difficult. 
Although it is pos }{ .1 ,"'applicant for or proprietor of a patent could file a request to 
register a fictitious . ent of his patent or application to another person the likelihood of this 

. . e minimal and outweighed by the benefit of the proposed amendment. 

ended in view of the reduced burden placed on the person filing the 
reg! 

., 

~1!i?IB ' 
This rule requires international applications (patent applications filed under the Patent{ 
Cooperation Treaty) to enter the national phase in the UK within 20 months if the UK has not 
been "elected" in accordance with Chapter II of the Treaty and 30 months ifit has been elected. 

Option I - Do nothing. The current time limits places applicants at a ~ disadvantage when 
entering the national phase in the UK compared with other countries where the time limits are one 
month longer. 

Option 2 - Amend the rule to extend the time limits to 21 and 3 I months respectively so bringing 
them into line with the time limits that apply in other member states. This provides a~benefit 
for applicants by giving them an additional month in which their international application can enter 
the UK national phase. 

~.~ , In view of the~enefit to applicants Option 2is recommended for adoption. 
v-fWv "," 

~ . 

Rule 110 

If the Comptroller decides that an application under this rule to extend a prescribed period should 
be allowed, the applicant is required to file a Patents Form 53/77 and fee of £135. 

Option I - Do nothing. The present rule effectively penalises and an applicant who is successful 
in convincing the Comptroller that a prescribed period should be extended by requiring him to file 
an additional form and fee which an unsuccessful applicant is not required to do. 

Option 2 - Remove the requirement to file the Patents Form 53/77 and fee. There seems no 
justification in requiring a successful applicant to file any more forms or fees than an unsuccessful 
applicant bearing in mind that there is little difference in the administrative costs to the Patent 
Office in processing either case. This would save successful applicants the expense of filing a 
Patents Form 53/77 and the associated fee which currently stands at £135 . 

Option 2 is recommended for the obvious benefits, notably the cost saving for successful 
applicants for \extensions of time limits under this rule . 
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REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT

TEE PATENTS (AMENDMENT) (No.2) RULES teee

FINAL YERSION

The Issue and Objective

rtn" r";hfi::"ffiffi1ffiflff::s are the resurt of two extensive reviews undertaken bv

Dereculation Review

2' This was a review of the Patents Rules 1995 carried out by a team comprising officialsfrom the Patent office and represe't'otiu* rrom the fbil;i"g interested organisations;

The Chartered Institute of patent Agents (CIPA)The Institute of Trade M1k ettornJys fiir"rnlThe International Federation of Int.ri.rtu"i property Attorneys (FIcpDThe Federation of Small Busin.rr., ifsg)' 
'

3' The objective of the review was to challenge the need for the existing rules with a viewto deleting or simpli$ing those for which u prou.rib"nrdi 
"oura 

not be established,particularly those that impose an unnecessary burden on patent office customers.

4' This review was. prompted by Lord woolfs report Access to Justice,which madeextensive recommend:t::-"1for impiovements to the administration of civil justice in thecourts of England and wales' rhose recommendations have since been implemented by theLord chance'or through the civ, procedure Rures 1999.

5' The office's review was estabtished with a view to seeing what lessons could belearned from Lord woolfs work andapplied to the pru.iiru, and procedures invorved in theoffice's operation as tribunal hearing "with notic"" (fo;;;iy known as inter partes) and"without notice" (formerly known i ex parte)..proceedings. It was undertaken by a cross-directorate team of Pat.ni offi., ,tutruna, i"ii". ritffi! prin.iple, set by Lord wool{ theaim of the review was-to simprify and improve the speed of proceedings before thecomptroller and thereby reduceihe cost to the parties. iliry of the proposals that emerged
ff *:T.:il:T# i,:'l,*,'il1:: il:* 3i,il$ffi ;'il ff 

pract i c e N"G b"; so me req uire
6' The rule amendments described in this paper do not dear with any perceived risks and
;;;.tttu 

assessment is not appropriate. This tu, u..n rur*a with the oirt g"tirr Regulation

t . L. \ e 

tt .. 
REGULATORY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

THE PATENTS (AMENDMENT) (No.2) RULES 1999 

FINAL VERSION 

The Issue and Objective 

I~ .,~ ~ ... n~. 

1. The proposed rule amendments are the result of two extensive reviews undertaken by 
the Patent Office on its own initiative. 

Deregulation Review 

2. This was a review of the Patents Rules 1995 carried out by a team comprising officials 
from the Patent Office and representatives from the following interested organisations: 

The Chartered Institute of Patent Agents (CIP A) 
The Institute of Trade Mark Attorneys (ITMA) 
The International Federation ofIntellectual Property Attorneys (FICPI) 
The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) 

3. The objective of the review was to challenge the need for the existing rules with a view 
to deleting or simplifying those for which a proven benefit could not be established, 
particularly those that impose an unnecessary burden on Patent Office customers. 

Review of Hearings and Related Proceedings 

4. This review was prompted by Lord Woolfs report Access to Justice, which made 
extensive recommendations for improvements to the administration of civil justice in the 
Courts of England and Wales. Those recommendations have since been implemented by the 
Lord Chancellor through the Civil Procedure Rules 1999. 

5. The Office's review was established with a view to seeing what lessons could be 
learned from Lord Woolfs work and applied to the practices and procedures involved in the 
Office's operation as tribunal hearing "with notice" (formerly known as inter partes) and 
"without notice" (formerly known as ex parte) proceedings. It was undertaken by a cross
directorate team of Patent Office staff and, in line with the principles set by Lord Woolf, the 
aim of the review was to simplify and improve the speed of proceedings before the 
Comptroller and thereby reduce the cost to the parties. Many of the proposals that emerged 
from the review are being introduced administratively or by Practice Notice, but some require 
amendment to the Patents Rules themselves. 

6. The rule amendments described in this paper do not deal with any perceived risks and 
so a risk assessment is not appropriate. This has been agreed with the DTI's Better Regulation 
Unit. 
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imposed by the existing rules, the proposed amendments should be of particular benefit to

small firms which are an important source of innovation in the uK and are most sensitive to

the burden of complying wiifr regulatory requirements and the associated costs' The

Federation of sma[ 
-Burin.rr., 

was repres"ntrd on the team that carried out the deregulation

review and so was actively involved in proposing the-rule changes that emerged from that

review. The Federation is'also a membir oi'ttre Standing Advisory committee on Industrial

ftop"tty (SACIP) which has welcomed the proposals'

Extent of Consultation

14. The deregulation amendments were developed in consultation with represontatives of

the organisations mentioned in paragraph I above. Those rule amendments and the

amendments proposed by the woolf review team have been discussed and endorsed by the

Standing Advisory Committee on Industrial Property (SACIP)' A full list of the members of

SACIP at that time is attaohed as annex B'

SummalY and Recommendations

15. The net result of the rule amendments will be to reduce or remove unnecessary

burdens which the current rules impose on Patent office customers and simplify and speed up

proceedings before the comptro[ei and in so doing herp reduce the cost to the parties. It is

therefore recommended that the statutory instrument be approved and implemented'

Monitoring and Review

16, No specific steps are considered necessary to monitor and review the rule amendments

after they are introduced though the Patent Offlce will, of course' reconsider the changes

should it becorne aware of any problems that may be brought to its attention either directly by

customers or through their representative organisations. The office is also committed to a

process of continuJrs improvement and will-therefore be vigilant to opportunities for further

improvement.

Declaration:

I have read the Regulatory Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that the balance

between cost and benefit is the right one in the circumstances'

Signed by resPonsible Minister

Date ........ ......?1. /t

Contact Point: , Patent Office, Concept House, CardiffRoad, Newport, South

Wales, NP9 lRH. Tel No: 01633

@Patent.gov.uk.

Date:

Fax 01633 814347. E-Mail:

imposed by the existing rules, the proposed amendments should be of particular benefit to 
small firms which are an important source of innovation in the UK and are most sensitive to 
the burden of complying with regulatory requirements and the associated costs. The 
Federation of Small Businesses was represented on the team that carried out the deregulation 
review and so was actively involved in proposing the rule changes that emerged from that 
review. The Federation is also a member of the Standing Advisory Committee on Industrial 
Property (SACIP) which has welcomed the proposals. 

Extent of Consultation 

14. The deregulation amendments were developed in consultation with representatives of 
the organisations mentioned in paragraph 1 above. Those rule amendments and the 
amendments proposed by the Woolf review team have been discussed and endorsed by the 
Standing Advisory Committee on Industrial Property (SACIP). A full list of the members of 
SACIP at that time is attached as annex B. 

Summary and Recommendations 

15 . . The net result of the rule amendments will be to reduce or remove unnecessary 
burdens which the current rules impose on Patent Office customers and simplify and speed up 
proceedings before the Comptroller and in so doing help reduce the cost to the parties. It is 
therefore recommended that the statutory instrument be approved and implemented. 

Monitoring and Review 

16. No specific steps are considered necessary to monitor and review the rule amendments 
after they are introduced though the Patent Office will, of course, reconsider the changes 
should it become aware of any problems that may be brought to its attention either directly by 
customers or through their representative organisations. The Office is also committed to a 
process of continuous improvement and will therefore be vigilant to opportunities for further 
improvement. 

Declaration: 

I have read the Regulatory Impact Assessment and I am satisfied that the balance 
between cost and benefit is the right one in the circumstances. 

Signed by responsible Minister ............ K-______ _ 

Date .............. ~1. ......... (!. ...... L1. ............................................. . 
Contact point: _ , Patent Office, Concept House, Cardiff Road, Newport, South 
Wales, NP9 lRH. Tel No: 01633 Fax 01633 814347. E-Mail: 

~patent.gov . uk. 

Date: 
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optionr:Do.ol!,j1,l:'^:Tfi::::l#'f, :fii:l'liitili.,ifu::;;.i"1il3oB1!eg! - Do nothing. The current requirement fo tus .*"'n 
fignit":L.t-t^tl1; 

deters

ilrrenderinr.n.,;i'n:'ll":*:::T:3.H*#:'li:TJ'#iryi:f *::lll,T;1:#P,'*o*ilo,".1".iig':*:il.U:::T:3.l[l]H,:'1t';:il#;'i; p"i'" i" rapse naturauv bv
proprietors^TlTjl'";,ewar ree rhis rs a disadvantT:-::jii:1**tf:ruiff::"1ffi:
rurrendertng o P':::;Jr"rr, i.q".rts. preferring insteao t" 'Til.ro 

IiJ*,r public generally as

[:H,ff ff :T#?3"'.:;;i::.'l-T;:il,fl ::ti:t?lli;l;;*u"bvo'lhers-roraronge:roprietors tioln nrtrtEn"*" 
fll, fnii is a disadvantage to 'Hil;il;. 

Uy otttrru for a longer
not paying the next tt"::-1::ot'..rt 

continues to be protec

it. i.Jr,";rogy covered by the patent corrllrusr rv vr r-

'#,,il:?*'r*ir:ifffii],ffi 
fifi*ffih*:ififi'':ii;g"ff

burden placed "" o;;p;;;i{iqy::lfin o, it shourd n.rp .n"ourue. p'"lilf:"o surrender

trff T j,:xH,#,n:*ii;qq'ry;6:*r:;};,il j['il',;Ii5:xT'Tlr;'"'r::::
,"tit"Li"gv protected by the patent wtt

rn view of the crear advantages to proprietors, industry and the pubric option 2 is

recommended'

il::1. amends rule 44 of the po::r,, Rures lee5rli.l requires the comptro'er to enter

thenameuna"oa']"oftheinutnto'JniheRegisterofPatents'

*ffi1;3J,il:''*-,"ilF#i'.,'l*.1[]il!,3$*:#'J*-"!f:"'J*xl'il'Ll'"'l*-
m:::r",'r"":J;r:: 

the inventor's address to be omitted rrom the Register ir

ffitca by the aPPlicant'

ootion 2 is preferred as it.redu.r:rh, chances of third parties sending unsolicited mail to

inventors if they do not wish to receive such mail'

Rule 15

This rule amends rure 46 of the.pltents Rules r99J ulder which a request to register an

assignment or a patent or patent #;l#;;Luu 
u. #J;;;r on ilehatf of all parties to tne

ffi - Do nothing rhe cu13nt requirem*1g,1':t a burden o1.tl:::T|j#:1t'tr

request.o,.gi,..,anassignm*.,, ' lJnastoobtainbothsignatures(vlz
assignee)' , ̂ ;.^+^e dn qq,(isnment can be

option 2 - Amend the rure.to mlke it an option.that a request to register an assignment can

signedor",""o;'.ir"rry#iJy-:h:f :il'$"#"ifi i:,'li:il,l?;L.1;;*""
i;i': ; iy.*5Xffi' J;fiH :lffi '; ii .. n uin c ir cum st anc e s, p arti cu
of the asslgr

resides in u*it * country. 
""*.*" 

ii *"uro o" 
"ol" 

i";; ii tttut unyont could {ile a

\

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current requirement to file a form and give reasons for 
surrendering a patent puts an unnecessary burden on a patent proprietor. It also deters 
proprietors from filing such requests preferring instead to leave the patent to lapse naturally by 
not paying the next renewal fee. This is a disadvantage to industry and the public generally as 
the technology covered by the patent continues to be protected from use by others for a longer 
period. 

Option 2 - Amend the rule by replacing the requirement to file a Patents Form 2177 and 
reasons with a simple written request to surrender the patent. This would remove the current 
burden placed on proprietors of having to file a form and give reasons. Moreover, it should 
benefit industry and the public generally as it should help encourage proprietors to surrender 
their patents at the earliest possibility rather than allow them to lapse naturally so that the 
technology protected by the patent will be made available for general exploitation sooner. 

In view of the clear advantages to proprietors, industry and the public option 2 is 
recommended. 

Rule 14 

This rule amends rule 44 of the Patents Rules 1995 which requires the Comptroller to enter 
the name and address of the inventor on the Register of Patents. 

Option 1 - Do nothing. Entering the inventor's address on the Register, which is now 
accessible on the Internet, means that third parties can send unsolicited mail direct to that 
person. This has recently given rise to difficulties to some inventors. 

Option 2 - Amend the rule to allow the inventor's address to be omitted from the Register if 
requested by the applicant. 

Option 2 is preferred as it reduces the chances of third parties sending unsolicited mail to 
inventors if they do not wish to receive such mail. 

Rule 15 

This rule amends rule 46 of the Patents Rules 1995 under which a request to register an 
assignment of a patent or patent application must be signed by or on behalf of all parties to the 
assignment. 

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current requirement places a burden on the person filing the 
request to register an assignment as he has to obtain both signatures (viz - assignor and 
assignee). 

Option 2 - Amend the rule to make it an option that a request to register an assignment can be 
signed by or on behalf of the assignee only. This would reduce the burden placed on the 
person filing a request to register an assignment as they would not have to obtain the signature 
of the assignor which could be difficult in certain circumstances, particularly if the assignor 
resides in another country. However, it would be open to abuse in that anyone could file a 
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request to have a patent or patent application recorded as assigned to them without any aotual
assignment having taken Place,

Option 3 - Amend the rule to make it an option that a request to register an assignment can be
signed by or on behalf of the assicnor only. This would reduce the burden placed on the
person filing the request as he would not have to obtain the assignee's signature which could
be difficutt. Although it is possible that an applicant for or proprietor of a patent could file a
request to register a fictitious assignment of his patent or application to another person the
likelihood of this occurring is considered to be minimal and outweighed by the benefit of the
proposed amendment.

Option 3 is recommended in view of the reduced burden placed on the person filing the
registration request.

Rule 17(a)

This rule amends rule 85 of the Patents Rules 1995 which requires international applications
(patent applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty) to enter the national phase in
the UK within 20 months if the UK has not been o'elected" in accordance with Chapter II of
the Treaty and 30 months if it has been elected.

Option I - Do nothing. The current time limits place applicants at a disadvantage when
entering the national phase in the UK compared with other countries where the time limits are
one month longer.

Option 2 - Amend the rule to extend the time limits to 2l and 3l months respectively so
bringing them into line with the time limits that apply in other member states, This provides a
benefit for applicants by giving them an additional month in which their international
application can enter the UK national phase.

In view of the benefit to applicants option 2 is recommended for adoption.

Rule l7(b)

This rule amends rule 85(2)(a) which prescribes a period of two months for filing a translation
of information supplied in accordance in respect to the deposit of microorganisms in
accordance with paragraph I of Schedule 2 to the Rules.

Option I - Do nothing. The current time period puts pressure on the applicant to produce and
file a verified translation within two months,

Option 2 - Extend the period to three months so reducing the pressure on applicants.

Option 2 is recommended as it benefits applicants by reducing the pressure placed on them.

request to have a patent or patent application recorded as assigned to them without any actual 
assignment having taken place. 

Option 3 - Amend the rule to make it an option that a request to register an assignment can be 
signed by or on behalf of the assignor only. This would reduce the burden placed on the 
person filing the request as he would not have to obtain the assignee's signature which could 
be difficult. Although it is possible that an applicant for or proprietor of a patent could file a 
request to register a fictitious assignment of his patent or application to another person the 
likelihood of this occurring is considered to be minimal and outweighed by the benefit of the 
proposed amendment. 

Option 3 is recommended in view of the reduced burden placed on the person filing the 
registration request. 

Rule 17(a) 

This rule amends rule 85 of the Patents Rules 1995 which requires international applications 
(patent applications filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty) to enter the national phase in 
the UK within 20 months if the UK has not been "elected" in accordance with Chapter II of 
the Treaty and 30 months if it has been elected. 

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current time limits place applicants at a disadvantage when 
entering the national phase in the UK compared with other countries where the time limits are 
one month longer. 

Option 2 - Amend the rule to extend the time limits to 21 and 3 1 months respectively so 
bringing them into line with the time limits that apply in other member states. This provides a 
benefit for applicants by giving them an additional month in which their international 
application can enter the UK national phase. 

In view of the benefit to applicants option 2 is recommended for adoption. 

Rule 17(b) 

This rule amends rule 85(2)(a) which prescribes a period of two months for filing a translation 
of information supplied in accordance in respect to the deposit of microorganisms in 
accordance with paragraph 1 of Schedule 2 to the Rules. 

Option 1 - Do nothing. The current time period puts pressure on the applicant to produce and 
file a verified translation within two months. 

Option 2 - Extend the period to three months so reducing the pressure on applicants. 

Option 2 is recommended as it benefits applicants by reducing the pressure placed on them. 996
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PATENT DIRECTORATE INSTRUCTION 
3 lee

The Patents (Amendment) (No'2) Rules 1999 (SI No' 3197)

The Registered D;s* li1*OtntnO Rules 199?' lft 
No' 3196)

The Designs Right (froceeding, u.ioiu -otpt'o'"tili'endment) Rules 1999 (sr

No.3195)

Background

These Rules, which come into force ?lzzDeoember 
19.99' g.eeffect to a broad paokage of

amendment, to rt 
" 

in'i.n'r, n rt., 1995,-R;i;;.4 O"'ign iules 1995 and Design Right

ffiilh* before Comptroller) Rules 1989'

Most of the amendments arise from two extensive reviews initiated by the Patent of'ce'

Dereeulation Review

This review was carried out by a small team jointly comprising ofticialstom the 
Patent office

and representatives oiits main users, 
""JV 

tnt Cf'u'ttttJfniitute of Patent Agents' the

Institute ortraoe iltirt ,tirornrvr, tt.in#nuiionot Federation of Intellectual Property

Auorneys and the^il.r"ii"i "isrd;ilil;;.r, 
rt. 

"i- 
*u, to challengerobustlv the need

for a* the existing patents and de*gn, *i.r *irt a view.to dri.ting or simprifying those for

which a proven uenefit could not be ;u;il;, particularly thosJthat imposed a burden on

Patent Office customers'

Lord woorf s report Access to Justicemade extensive recommendations for improvements to

the administration of civil justigg in trrr'court, of EngbnJ and wales' The Patent offrce was

keen to *r. *r,uiirrsons could u. r.u*JJn'orn r'o'o w*rrt *otrt and to apply them to the

practice una prorriur.. in""p.d i"i1';fn"'-*p"u'ion u"u tribunal wheleby it acts in a

quasi-judiciur ..puritv settling oirpui., u-.t*..n purtitt.. A fundamental review was

undertaken uno,'ii-rin" with i'rincrpr.r"ri."in.a fv r.ora *oo* its aim was to simpliff and

improve ttre speei #;;ra;Fr'#"rr;itr-i.*proller 
and thereby reduce the cost to users'

Most of the ,."o',n,ndations .t,.. .,",. no*tt,i, ,"ui.* 'un be introduced by changing

established practice without havingi" '*t"O the rules' .These 
non-statutory changes will be

explained in u r.p-urute pDI. r{"*..dil;; i;; t itpti"rsignificant 
recomrnendations

that require #il;;;;1o ,r,. *b;;d i;;;; Le"n inrruded in tte above statutory instruments'

Taken as a whole, the implementation of the recommendations that emerged from the review

complete the derivery of the^commitr.nt of the corprtitiu.n.* white paper's Intellectual

properry Actd;il to ,.r.fo.* til;;ii law system ior IPR litigation ''

copies of the statutory instruments have been distributed within pDD. Further copies may be

obtained from I (Tel ext: )'

The following summarises the amendments introduced by the statutory instruments and the

consequential changes to proceduoJ' H;ilerlined *it' u" the ru'es in the statutory

instruments'

PATENT DIRECTORATE INSTRUCTION l/99 

The Patents (Amendment) (No.2) Rules 1999 (SI No. 3197) 
The Registered Designs (Amendment) Rules 1999 (SI No. 3196) 
The Designs Right (Proceedings before Comptroller) (Amendment) Rules 1999 (SI 
No. 3195) 

Background 

These Rules, which come into force on 22 December 1999, give effect to a broad package of 
amendments to the Patents Rules 1995, Registered Design Rules 1995 and Design Right 
(Proceedings before Comptroller) Rules 1989. 

Most of the amendments arise from two extensive reviews initiated by the Patent Office. 

Deregulation Review 

This review was carried out by a small team jointly comprising officials from the Patent Office 
and representatives of its main users, namely the Chartered Institute of Patent Agents, the 
Institute of Trade Mark Attorneys, the International Federation oflntellectual Property 
Attorneys and the Federation of Small Businesses. The aim was to challenge robustly the need 
for all the existing patents and designs rules with a view to deleting or simplifying those for 
which a proven benefit could not be established, particularly those that imposed a burden on 
Patent Office customers. 

Review of Hearings and Related Proceedings 

Lord Woolf s report Access to Justice made extensive recommendations for improvements to 
the administration of civil justice in the Courts of England and Wales. The Patent Office was 
keen to see what lessons could be learned from Lord Woolf s work and to apply them to the 
practice and procedures involved in the Office's operation as a tribunal whereby it acts in a 
quasi-judicial capacity settling disputes between parties. A fundamental review was 
undertaken and, in line with principles identified by Lord Woolf, its aim was to simplify and 
improve the speed of proceedings before the Comptroller and thereby reduce the cost to users. 
Most of the recommendations that arose from this review can be introduced by changing 
established practice without having to amend the rules. These non-statutory changes will be 
explained in a separate POI. However, there are a number of significant recommendations 
that require amendments to the rule and have been included in the above statutory instruments. 
Taken as a whole, the implementation of the recommendations that emerged from the review 
complete the delivery of the commitment of the Competitiveness White Paper's Intellectual 
Property, Action Plan to "reform the civil law system for IPR litigation". 

Copies of the statutory instruments have been distributed within PDD. Further copies may be 
obtained from ' : (Tel ext: - '). 

The following summarises the amendments introduced by the statutory instruments and the 
consequential changes to procedures. The underlined rules are the rules iR the statutory 
instruments. 
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ilRule 13

This rule amends rule 43 of the patents Rules 1995 which required a ?rtent.ploprietor' 
who

wishes to surrender his patent, ro fil? . ttit"t 1 
ornzt!-loither with a statement setting

out the reasons ro, t# J;;;;.r. The rure has been amendei so that the proprietor no longer

has to file a paten u'i.i^itil andsi";;;;;;;, uut ,irnptv has to submit a wriuen request to

surrender the Patent'

Rule 14

This rule amends rule 44 0f the patents Rules lgg5 whi^ch requires the comptroller to enter

the name and address of the inventor;;;R;gister of?ateils' The rule as been amended to

allow the inventor,i'idlr;;; b" 
""ri;;;;;;"rh. 

Register if requested bv the applicant'

Rule 15

This rure amends rure 46 of the patents Rules 1995 under which a request to regtster an

assignment oru p"Lit * p*"rup.prrcuii* must be 'igntJ;y o' on btholf of all parties to the

assignment. The;;;J;i;r" riri., i'an option that a request to register an assignment can

be signed by or 
"il;;lf;f 

the assignor onry. fn' Patents FormZtli' is to be amended by

splitting box 7 
"iil.1;;ro 

tr,uutGrigntr signs'o tonro* that the assignment has taken

place and the assignee signs to confrniir"-i 
""ti 

Outy f"t Uttn paid' In the meantime' if

Assignments Sect-ion ,.r'.i'tn", tttt 'u"tnifo'* *ittt tt't o"ignor's signaturlont' they should

write to tt. uoorrr-r i", **ir. *kt;; f* ;;ttt.i tol1*attn from the assignee that stamp

duty has u.rn puiJ. The office does iot anticipate runv p"li.i ior*, zrr'Tisbeing filed with

onlY the assignor's signature'

Rule l7(.a)

This ru'e amends rure g5 0f the patents Rules rgg5 which requires international applications

(uK) to .nt., tn, Julioiut pt ur. in trr. ur within zo rn"nttt*'if th. LJK has not been "elected"

in accordance with chapter II ofthe ireaty and:o *ont[r1rit nas been elected. The rure has

been amended by extending the time ri,nii, ," 21 andl r montrtr respectively so bringing them

into line with the time limiG that apply in other member states'

Rule l7(b)

This rure amends rure g5(2)(a) by extending the period for filing a translation of information

supplied in rrrp".t,o tne Aeposit ;ffi;ffigrni,*', inaccordince with paragraph I of

Schedule 2 to the Rules' from two months to three months'

Rule 17(c)

This rule amends rules g5(3)(c) and (d) which, in referring to rule_6(6), requires an applicant

for an internationar patent tuq *t ii'claims u, it, oui. o'rfiling (the prioritv date) the filing

date of an earlier application' no' puLiiJeC in engtith';" il;ittinta English translation of

that earlier application within t, #""inJ;ffi;;'ity autt' The rulehas been amended to

allow translations to be filed up to tt'e date of grant 'J b'inging the rule into line with the

amendment to rule 6(6)'

Rule 13 

This rule amends rule 43 of the Patents Rules 1995 which required a patent proprietor, who 
wishes to surrender his patent, to file a Patents Form 2177 together with a statement setting 
out the reasons for the surrender. The rule has been amended so that the proprietor no longer 
has to file a Patents Form 2177 and give reasons but simply has to submit a written request to 
surrender the patent. 

Rule 14 

This rule amends rule 44 of the Patents Rules 1995 which requires the Comptroller to enter 
the name and address of the inventor on the Register of Patents. The rule as been amended to 
allow the inventor's address to be omitted from the Register if requested by the applicant. 

Rule 15 

This rule amends rule 46 of the Patents Rules 1995 under which a request to register an 
assignment of a patent or patent application must be signed by or on behalf of all parties to the 
assignment. The amended rule makes it an option that a request to register an assignment can 
be signed by or on behalf of the assignor only. The Patents Form 21177 is to be amended by 
splitting box 7 of the form so that the assignor signs to confirm that the assignment has taken 
place and the assignee signs to confirm that stamp duty has been paid. In the meantime, if 
Assignments Section receives the current form with the assignor's signature only they should 
write to the address for service asking for written confirmation from the assignee that stamp 
duty has been paid. The Office does not anticipate many Patent Forms 21177's being filed with 
only the assignor' s signature. 

Rule 17(a) 

This rule amends rule 85 of the Patents Rules 1995 which requires international applications 
(UK) to enter the national phase in the UK within 20 months if the UK has not been "elected" 
in accordance with Chapter II of the Treaty and 30 months ifit has been elected. The rule has 
been amended by extending the time limits to 21 and 31 months respectively so bringing them 
into line with the time limits that apply in other member states. 

Rule 17(b) 

This rule amends rule 85(2)(a) by extending the period for filing a translation of information 
supplied in respect to the deposit of microorganisms, in accordance with paragraph 1 of 
Schedule 2 to the Rules, from two months to three months. 

Rule 17(c) 

This rule amends rules 85(3)(c) and (d) which, in referring to rule 6(6), requires an applicant 
for an international patent (UK) which claims as its date of filing (the priority date) the filing 
date of an earlier application, not published in English, to file a verified English translation of 
that earlier application within 22 months of the priority date. The rule has been amended to 
allow translations to be filed up to the date of grant so bringing the rule into line with the 
amendment to rule 6(6). 

I 

I 
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Chairman, SACIP

IJ

Direct line
Facsimile
E-mail:
Our Ref.
Date

r-\\.J
INVESTOR L{ PSOPLE

t4r

G *-r. at{ /,)tc, /lrArzL,
@.y'2-. The Patent Office

Conccpt Houso
Cardiff Road
Newport NP9 IRH

switchboard
01633 814000

01633-)
0t633-814922

. r@patent.gov.uk
sAcrP 6/00
27 lanuary 20Co

Dear

The Patents (Amendment) (No.2) Rules 1999
The Rcgistered Designs (Amendment) Rules 1999
The Design Right (Proceedings before Comptroller) (Amendment) Rules 1999

The Patent Offrce is, as always, very grateful for the comments received from SACIP
members on the drafts of these Statutory Instruments which were enclosed with Sean
Dennehey's letter of 5 August (SACIP 74199). The comments were given very careful

consideration in finalising the SIs, which were laid before Parliament on 30
November and are expected to come into force on22 December 1999.

I attach for your information a summary of all the comments received on the drafts,
together with the Offrce's responses, Any detailed questions on this should be
diiected to at the Patent O{fice address above, by telephone to 01633
81, / -\r by e-mail to - .@patent.gov.uk.

You will be interested to know that we shall be assisting our users in getting to grips

with the new Rules by means of notices, Practice Notices and seminars which we
shalt be running. We shall of course also be giving users individual advice on
procedures as they need it.

Chairman, SACIP 

Direct line 
Facsimile 
E-mail: 
OUf Ref. 
Date 

Dear 

INVESTOR L'l PEOPLE 

~ 

,,-;;; I-u ~ 1A(.. ;' ~. 

01633-~ . 
01633-814922 

. I@patent.gov.uk 
SACIP 6/00 

nrE7. :J.f'-. The Patent Office 
Concept House 
Cardiff Road 
Newport NP9 tRH 

Switchboard 
01633814000 

27 January 2000 

The Patents (Amendment) (No.2) Rules 1999 
The Registered Designs (Amendment) Rules 1999 
The Design Right (Proceedings before Comptroller) (Amendment) Rules 1999 . 

The Patent Office is, as always, very grateful for the comments received from SACIP 
members on the drafts of these Statutory Instruments which were enclosed with Sean 
Dennehey's letter of 5 August (SACIP 74/99). The comments were given very careful 
consideration in finalising the SIs, which were laid before Parliament on 30 
November and are expected to come into force on 22 December 1999. 

I attach for your information a summary of all the comments received on the drafts, 
together with the Office's responses. Any detailed questions on this should be 
directed to I at the Patent Office address above, by telephone to 01633 
8 I· .'r bye-mai l to _ .@patent.gov.uk. 

You will be interested to know that we shall be assisting our users in getting to grips 
with the new Rules by means of notices, Practice Notices and seminars which we 
shall be running. We shall of course also be giving users individual advice on 
procedures as they need it. 
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Yours sincerelY

Secretary SACIP

;:~~.------
/ ,1" 

~ (J 
~ 

Office INVESTOR IN PEOPLE 

I regret that we had intended that this letter and summary should have been sent out 
just before Christmas but due to an oversight it has been delayed. I apologise for any 

inconvenience caused. 

Yours sincerely 

Secretary SAClP 

:\ 
I, 

. , 
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The pkase "question of entitlement by the inventot" is considered to be too narrow' A

challenge to the inu.ni--rrr,ip t"qu"ntiy io*, part of an entitlement dispute, but that does not

necessarily ',,r.n tfr.-rlf.rr., believes ih" p,',on they assert was the inventor was entitled to

the patent. The words "question of entitlernent by the inventor"have therefore been replaced

with "question of inventorship"'

Rule t

Comment

The relaxation of the time limits, etc, for filing divi-sional.patents gives rise to the potential for

some companies seeking to abuse the possibiity of divisional patents to allow them to try to

modify existing.r"i*r i?*ry .r, -ted invalid iittttt by the court or the EPO' Some

companies file three o, fou, diuisionals at diflerent times to delay final revocation of what can

be a dubious patent. it 
" 

gnMA *outJ u" uery unhappy if any easing of uK regulations

"i"our.g"d 
tltiht problems in the t'JK' IBGMA]

Reply

whire the amendment to rure24will provide appricants with a further three months to file a

divisional application the applicant wilinevertheiess be subject to section 20 and rule 34 which

requires a divisional application to.be pui in order. for.grani within four years and six months

of the filing date of the parent appticaiion. This should prevent applicants from engaging in

delaying tactics by repeatedfV lfing-Alvisionals 
if claims do not meit ttre requirements of the

Act.ThisisnotthecasewiththeEPoastheEuropeanPatentConventiondoesnotrequire
opftications to be put in order for grant within a specified period.

Rule 14

To better achieve the objective of this amendment rule 44(2)(b) remains unchanged but an

additional pur.gr;i1i;i., U..n addeJ to the end of the rule to make it clear that the

comptrollermaywittrrroluaninventor'saddressfromappearingontheregisteriftheinventor
so requests.

Rule 15

Comment

Is not rhe proposed amendment of rule 46(2) urtra vir.eswith regard to section 30(6)' which

requires an assignment, etc. of a patent to te "signed by or on behalf of the parties"? [

(cIPA)l

Reply

n--t^ Atl.\/^\ ro ̂ ^nao*od rvirh annlications to register or give notice of an assignment or

/ 

r / 

"..., .... .- - . 

The phrase "question of entitlement by the inventor" is considered to be too narrow. A 
challenge to the inventorship frequently fonns part of an entitlement dispute, but that does not 
necessarily mean the referrer believes the person they assert was the inventor was entitled to 
the patent. The words "question of entitlement by the inventor"have therefore been replaced 
with "question of inventorship". 

Rule 8 

Comment 

The relaxation of the time limits, etc. for filing divisional patents gives rise to the potential for 
some companies seeking to abuse the possibility of divisional patents to allow them to try to 
modify existing claims if they are ruled invalid either by the court or the EPO. Some 
companies file three or four divisionals at different times to delay final revocation of what can 
be a dubious patent. The BDMA would be very unhappy if any easing of UK regulations 
encouraged similar problems in the UK. [BGMA] 

While the amendment to rule 24 will provide applicants with a further three months to file a 
divisional application the applicant will nevertheless be subject to section 20 and rule 34 which 
requires a divisional application to be put in order for grant within four years and six months 
of the filing date of the parent application. This should prevent applicants from engaging in 
delaying tactics by repeatedly filing divisionals if claims do not meet the requirements of the 
Act. This is not the case with the EPO as the European Patent Convention does not require 
applications to be put in order for grant within a specified period. 

Rule 14 

To better achieve the objective of this amendment rule 44(2)(b) remains unchanged but an 
additional paragraph (5) has been added to the end of the rule to make it clear that the 
Comptroller may withhold an inventor's address from appearing on the register if the inventor 
so requests. 

Rule 15 

Comment 

Is not the proposed amendment of rule 46(2) ultra vires with regard to section 30(6), which 
requires an assignment, etc. of a patent to be "signed by or on behalf of the parties"? [. 

(CIPA)] 

n .. I_ A£J"\{~\;" """""'l"1"Ipn ,.vith ::mnlications to register or give notice of an assignment or 
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r' ^,.*-*"-ffi,JHf'ul*'i**i$if.Ijf,lt"'i

rr*tt-il{:rft {}l:}[}}ndru.*;:l,wT"l':n
Rdc lt 

- r. ,L-.., ieheS

ffi-ffil*$,gtrHffffli
within whicn a

wherebY anY t

The 14 daYs r

'"*'ttsllr
ler

Comment

T"nTilg*i.i*l;:#ni!{:fi i}il$iffi{ir,qffi fi iffi
circumstan
for a heant
clarificatto
the agreemslrL 

vr -'- r 

. ^ La oiven to

RePIY,h]il,$fi{lf$#$'fit;fi,$,*H:ff*frifd*-*
the Parti
appropr',il$:
Rule 20

comrnent ' ---ant that "witness statements"' be dated' including the

-..H:lHJ:ff,l,ffi inTl:il:x'iH*'n
Reply 

... . - -^.,icert to require the witness staternent to be dated as well as

New rule 104(AXl) will be revised t

signed'

Qomment

i '

< F  r l '

assignation. The change to the rule will allow the assignor only to sign the Patents Form 
21/77 to apply to register the assignment or assignation. This does not conflict with section 
30(6) which requires the actual written assignment of a patent or patent application to be 
signed by or on behalf of the parties, ie the assignor and assignee. 

Rule 18 

Comment 

The proposal to give the Comptroller unlimited power to set whatever time limit she wishes 
within which a hearing can be requested seems to be inimical to the concept of natural justice 
whereby any litigant is entitled to be heard, for which reasonable notice should be available. 
The 14 days minimum notice has been included in proposed new rules 88(IA) and (IB) and, 
on this ground also, it seems anomalous that rule 88(1) should omit this notice period. [ 

(CIPA)] 

Comment 

The Council [Council on Tribunals] are uneasy about the provisions allowing the Comptroller 
to give a shorter notice of hearings than 14 days. This does seem capable in some 
circumstances of leading to unfairness, eg by leaving a party with too short a time to prepare 
for a hearing or assembling evidence and/or witnesses. The Council would appreciate 
clarification of the circumstances in which the power to shorten the notice of hearing without 
the agreement of all parties might be used. [Council on Tribunals] 

In the overwhelming number of cases the standard 14 days' notice will continue be given to 
the parties. However, there may be occasions when a Hearing Officer may consider it 
appropriate to set a shorter period, eg if a preliminary matter needs to be dealt with urgently 
prior to the substantive hearing. Under no circumstances will the Comptroller refuse a litigant 
the basic right to be heard. A Practice Notice will explain the position to users. 

Rule 20 

Comment 

Should there not be a requirement that "witness statements", be dated, including the 
"statement of truth"? [Council on Tribunals] 

New rule 104(A)(1) will be revised to require the witness statement to be dated as well as 
signed. 

Comment 

4 

, io 
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Draft Patenrs rrrrv-'-'

'.*il[%[riHliiiltJn"oon'''""'rattach 

conrirmationormv

From:
To:
Datc:
SubPct:

I 
From: 
jo: 
Date: 
subject: 

21 December 1999 4:32pm 
Draft patents Directorate Instruction 

Further to my recent e-mail, I attach 

interpretation of the situation. 

11 

confirmation of my 

9 
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Uhit: pa
oo n4-O6:O1

21 De0ember 1999 4:29pm

Pag T

I agree that the stamp duly aspecl 0f the cunent declarailon is whollyindependent of any requirement of the petents Act ano nups, and that, whenit becomes e.separate declarailon, it wifl be a declarailon made-ror thepurposes of the Stamp act and not for the patents Act.

n'l .1 CC nit-OR -01 Pag T 

21 December 1999 4:29pm 

I agree that the stamp duty aspect of the current declaration is wholly 
independent of any requirement of the Patents Act and Rules, and that, when 
it becomes a separate declaration, it will be a declaration made for the 
purposes of the Stamp act and not for the Patents Act. 

Unit: pa 
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'Fromz

To:
Datez
Subject:
- RePIY

21 December 1999 4:26Pm
Drafi Patents Directorate Instruclion - Reply - RePIY 'RePIY

I do not believe that this is a problem because the requirement on the

pF21t77 to confirm th;i;ianip Juty nas been paid does not, as I understand

it. ;;i; to rute 46(4 ;;ii; the seneral provision in the stamp Ac{

which places an oOtigation-on tni Comptroller to ensure that stamp duty has

been paid before ,*"iiinglhe iranstei of property, such as th.e assignment

of patent rights. rneieiori, requiring a separite signature on the PF21l77

confirming that stamp'diiy'n.J U""n'paid should not conflict with the

amendment to rule 46(2r'

I am checking this reasoning with
a definitive response'

and will get back to You with

.t 21lDecember/1 999 1 1 :51 am >>>

Sorrytobeawkward,butlfyourre-v.ised.Formwil lrequiresignaturesfrom
both parties to ."p.rriJin, r.gr of the declaration, and we will be asking

for those signatures, 
',"" 

1n"v i,.t be acting in accordance with the new Rule

you have just introduced'

I 

~:om: 
To: 
Date: 
subject: 
- Reply 

21 December 1999 4:26pm 
Draft Patents Directorate Instruction 

_ Reply - Reply - Reply 

I do not believe that this is a problem because the requirement on the 
PF21/77 to confirm that stamp duty has been paid does not, as I understand 
it. relate to rule 46(2) but to the general provision in the Stamp Act 
which places an obligation on the Comptroller to ensure that stamp duty has 
been paid before recording the transfer of property, such as the assignment 
of patent rights. Therefore, requiring a separate signature on the PF21/77 
confirming that stamp duty has been paid should not conflict with the 

amendment to rule 46(2). 

I am checking this reasoning with 
a definitive response . 

and will get back to you with 

»> 
r 

. t 21/December/1999 11 :51 am »> 

Sorry to be awkward, but If your revised Form will require signatures from 
both parties to separate the legs of the declaration , and we will be asking 
for those signatures, we may not be acting in accordance with the new Rule 

you have just introduced. 

i 
1 
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To:
Date:
Subject:
- Forwarded

21 December 1999 4:16pm
Drafi Patents Dlrectorate lnstruction - Reply - Repty - Repty

Please see attached.

I think the answer to ' point is that the requirement in box 7of the cunentpF2llrT for confirmation that stamp duty has been paid doesnot rerate to rule 46(2) gr any other provision in the patents Act or Rules
11 ll^I"*g:,?:j?lT:q:i.gT:Ig mi 9tt'.p Acr which ;rr;;iiery requires,  '  v Y s t t  e -

l*,:**:1'A "T_.-T y t:. .rls!:t:., p d uty h as bee n pa ld before' reco ro i n g
$:^:lli:lr l{.l1?!_" ly: su ch es th e' assis n m e nt of pite nt rig hts.Thqrfo.n' req ui rrns a sepa rare sis n atu r; clffi ; iffi;' iiJY'Fit n tcgnn1nr10 that stamp duty has bein paid does not ionnia wiirr the amendedrule 46(2).

Do you agree with this interpretaflon?

L-
r
I
fi
i t l
u l
i l t
i i l
i ! l

i
$
il
i '

...... , 
l 

I 
) 

rom: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject: 
- Forwarded 

21 December 1999 4: 16pm 
Draft Patents Directorate Instruction 

Please see attached. 

- Reply • Reply - Reply 

I think the answer to .. pOint is that the requirement in box 7 
of the current PF21/77 for confirmation that stamp duty has been paid does 
not relate to rule 46(2) or any other provision in the Patents Act or Rules 
but to the general requirement in the Stamp Act which effectively requires 
the Comptroller to ensure that stamp duty has been paid before recording 
the transfer of property, such as the assignment of patent rights. 
Therefore, requiring a separate Signature confirming on the PF21/77 
confirming that stamp duty has been paid does not conflict with the amended 
rule 46(2) . 

Do you agree with this interpretation? 
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loz
Date|
Subiect:

PatentOfflce-PDD.PDD
21 December 1999 11:37am
Drafl Patents Directorate lnstruction - Reply Reply

As you know, I am waiting lol lgyi"? ItSt {DTl Sols) on a

rrori.?;ir',iil .n.tg" tt'przrnt which -will split.box.? t9-T:!::l-?t11"-
iil;iffi;;";i;il iiouio"o; 9"" 99lli1Til9lH *::':gl3f:: H:
i;'d ;i Ii'' G d' orl ; no n " bt h e r co.nri rm i $ tl'j ̂ 'iiT t i ljll "li,'.:" "'
;il'i;;;ig;J"1. ini""nould address the probtem you have identified.

21 /December/1 999 1 0:42am >>>

|nthemeant ime, i funder theamendedru|ewereceiveaPF2l lTTwi thone
,ig;rtri., i". tne assignofs, we should write to the agent who has filed

the form asking for wr;ilen confirmation from the assiqnee that stamp duty

fras Ueen paid. t have discussed this with 'vho agrees that we

areunl ike|y togetmanyPF2l lTT 'ss igned.bytheassignoronlyas i t is the
,r.igr", *no ii most li-kely to apply to register the assignment.

I shall reflect this advice in an amendment to the PDI'

Rule 14.
inis Ooesn't present a problem. We have spoken with Formalities (

)andhaveagreedaprocedureforspot t ingandhigh| ight ingcases
where the inventor's address needs to be suppressed'

Rule 15.
in prin"ipf" no objections, However, as the Form21l77 presently stands the

one signature (the assignor) which cou|d, underthe new arrangements, now

;il#,i ;;ction 7 of t-he Form wiil took as if it is covering both the

transfer of rights in the property and confirmation that stamp duty has

been paid. At present, 
'tor 

ine iatter, the office has always sought the

assignee,s signature. Un|ess, therefore, amendments to the Form are made

pOq.-t can foresee confusion arising' I . ,---,-- !- .h^ *.-f 
liio* that the whole question of Jtamp duty remains in the melting pot

and that is attempting to bring the interested parties together

for a-meeting in the New Year bui in the meantime we may have difficulties

in nisignments in ascertaining just who is signing for what at section 7.

21 December 1999.

CC: PatentOffice-PDD'PDD'

Patent Office _POD. POD' 
21 December 1999 11 :37am 
Draft Patents Directorate Instruction • Reply • Reply 

As you know, I am waiting for advice from _ ~DTI Sols) on a 
non· statutory change to PF21/77 which will split box 7 so that separate 
signatures have to be provided; one confirming that the assignment has 
taken place (assignor) and the other .confirming that stamp duty has been 
paid (assignee). This should address the problem you have identified. 

In the meantime, if under the amended rule we receive a PF21/77 with one 
signature, ie. the aSSignor's, we should write to the agent who has filed 
the form asking for written confirmation from the assionee that stamp duty 
has been paid. I have discussed this with '.vho agrees that we 
are unlikely to get many PF21/77's signed by the assignor only as it is the 
assignee who is most likely to apply to register the assignment. 

I shall reflect this advice in an amendment to the POI. 

>">'> 21/December/1999 1 0:42am »> 

Rule 14. 
This doesn't present a problem. We have spoken with Formalities ( 

) and have agreed a procedure for spotting and highlighting cases 
where the inventor's address needs to be suppressed. 

Rule 15. 
In principle no objections. However, as the Form 21/77 presently stands the 
one signature (the assignor) which could, under the new arrangements, now 
appear at section 7 of the Form will look as if it is covering both the 
transfer of rights in the property and confirmation that stamp duty has 
been paid. At present, for the latter, the Office has always sought the 
aSSignee's signature. Unless, therefore, amendments to the Form are made 
pdq. I can foresee confusion ariSing. 
I know that the whole question of stamp duty remains in the melting pot 

and that is attempting to bring the interested parties together 
for a meeting in the New Year but in the meantime we may have difficulties 
in Assignments in ascertaining just who is signing for what at section 7. 

21 December 1999. 

cc: P atentOffice _POD .POOl 

I 
• I 

I 
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Flofii
loz
Date:
Subiect:

GG:

21 December 1999 10:55am
Sl 3197 PAts amend Rules (2)'99

These Rufes come into force on22December 1999. Please COnflrm whether

forms filed before that date, but not considered until on, or after, should

oe suojea to the existing or replacement Rule 46(2) ie; transitional
provisions,

f

I 
from: 
10: 
Date: 
subject: 

21 December 1999 10:55am 
513197 PAts amend Rules (2) '99 

These Rules come into force on 22 December 1999. Please confirm whether 
Forms filed before that date, but not considered until on, or after, should 
be subject to the existing or replacement Rule 46(2) ie; transitional 
provisions. 

cc: 
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Letters to the Editor 
<>- Stamp Duty 

From: Mr. M. Haines 

Dear Sir, _ In'the Stamp Office notes, reproduced at September [1999] 
770-775, it is stated: liThe Stamp Office has asked the Patent Office 
accept the statement on their form that the proper stamp duty has 
paid without seeing the duly stamped document concerned". Of 
the Patent Office mercifully removed this requirement some time 
provided that the form is signed by, or on behalf of, all parties to 
transaction (see the Manual of Practice at 32.09). 

As an aside, the text entry in the official register always indicates tha~ 
certified copy has been filed, whether or not this is the case. I am advi 
that the software is designed to enter such wording regardless. In 
same vein, every assignment is stated to be a deed. 

Yours faithfully, 
MILES HAINES, D. Young &Co,21 London Road, Southampton, S0152AD 

<>- EPA FelJows 
From: Mr. N. Marlow 

Dear Sir/_ I disagree strongly with the sentiments expressed by Mr Farwell 
in his letter (September [1999] CIPA 836) suggesting that EPAs who are nqt 
qualified as CP As should be admitted to the Institute as Fellows. . 

I that the UK patent profession enjoys a reputation worldwide 
as a well qualified and knowledgeable profession, to our benefit. One 
reason for this is the ability and breadth of knowledge needed to the 
UK qualifying examination. In future, with the inevitable further 
Lt::::IUri:lllli::ii:Hl(.JI\ of patent application this good reputation will 

important to us. 

The EPA qualifying examination is much narrower in, 
UK examination, and that alone is sufficient for us to 
qualification of EPA as of lower standard than that of CP A. From my own 
eX~)erJlen(:e and observation of others' I have no doubt that in 
some areas at least the EP A examination is easier to than the UK 

934 CIPA October 1999i 

examination. Anecdotally, one knows of far more candidates 
in the EPA examination who have failed to pass the UK 

;a,mination than the converse. 

acceptance of a pass in some EPA examination papers as justifying 
tion from the corresponding UK paper erodes the standing of the 

qualification and thus of Fellowship of the Institute; the UK 
roression might come to regret allowing Fellowship to be further eroded 

accepting as Fellows significantly less well qualified EP As. I do not 
. ve that Mr Farwell's suggestion of retaining the distinction of 

te titles for differently qualified Fellows is a sufficient safeguard. If 
EPA wishes to become a Fellow, the UK examination is there to be 

faithfully, 
MARLOW, Reddie & Grose, 16 Theobalds Road, London, WC1X BPL 

Sir, _ YES. In reply to the letter from I.M. Johnson on this subject 
[1999] CIPA 837)/ I am "old", and I am a European Patent 

by virtue of that age and the initiating 1/ grandfather" clause. 

However, I value my Fellowship of the Chartered Institute by virtue of 
being obtained during the days when the Institute Examination 

'embodied the very useful and far-reaching Manufactures Paper and even 
Papers. 

I similarly value my European qualification, particularly as I was the 
Member of the Group of Four who originally drafted the 

..,,\;;:-, .... ..,""tions for establishing the European Examination including its form 
composition. I well remember the difficulty encountered in 

'oersuading our German colleagues to include an element of drafting in 
European Examination their position being that "by the time a 

...... ..,' ........ , .... was entitled to sit the Examination, he/she should be 
in drafting and it was unnecessary to examine in that skill"! 

involvement in the European Examination was emphasized in that I 
to invigilate at the first examination in Munich, follOWing 

lengthy discussions to establish the C.'U<~TO'n'l 

Mr. W.R. Farwell expresses the wish (presumably on behalf of 
Council) to 1/ cover all UK practitioners" I but the 
proposal is to extend Fellowship to all European Patent Attorneys who 

elP A October 1999 935 
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Extract from comments made by chartered Patent Attorney dated 3 october 1ggg.

7 . Ir not thc proposcd amcndmart of rulc 46Q) ulta vircS thc provisionr of scction 30(6)'

inaccordanccwithNt,TznPi,.*trictricquircanassignm!41'.of.apatcrrttobe
.,dgnod by oron behalf of thc pJlo, iyhile a" ascgnmettt signed onfv bv the arrignor

may be effective in equity r* * G-t"*:ntto assignLcordinito section 30(6)' section

32(3) precludes the entry on ,|".-r*ster of norige of ani trust, and an equitsblc

assignment of the natura propor.l *o"fO seem to have efrest ai a constructive trust'

tlowever, perhrpr your solicitool.n" advised tt'"t, i" view of the decisions noted in

pttc- t'.2oof tfil ith saition Jt:i; aJf," A' Cniic, tho registratign of an equitablo

sssignrncd oi*i, ,rrn r. ir p"tttti"lu-i. ihc troubtc auout tttb is that thc registcr is prima

facic e'idenco oftho tnrs poOUori[-t*O"n-32(9)...Pertupr thereforo ruIe a6(2) should

bo turther expurded by thc 
"ddiii;;;itir, 

*orir "but in ih. l"tt.t casc thc regirtration

shall have effect only in.q"io/". ;;gg; tft"t n4fto thought be gv*n to these poin6

if thig has not already been done. liJt"gratory Impact Astts"*ettt is silerrt on them'

Extract from comments made b 
Y Chartered Patent Attorney dated 3 October 1999. 

7. Is not the proposed amendment of rule 46(2) ultra vires the provisions of section 30(6). 
in accordance with Art. 72 EPC, which require an assignment, etc. of a patcot to be 
"signed by or on behalf' of the parties"? While an assignment signed only by the assignor 
may be effective in equity as an agreement to assign according to section 30(6), section 
32(3) precludes the entty on the register of notice of any trust. and an equitable 
assignment of the nature proposed would seem to have effect as a constructive trust. 
However, perhaps your solicitors have advised that, in view of the decisions noted in 
para. 32.20 of the 4th Edition of the C.l.P.A. GuitM. the registration of an equitable 
assignmcot of this nature is permissible. The trouble about this is that the register is prima 
facie evidence ofthc true position. sec section 32(9}. Perhaps therefore rule 46(2} should 
be further expanded by the addition of the words "but in the latter case the registration 
shall have effect only in equity". I suggest that further thought be given to these points 
if this has not already been done. The Regulatory Impact Assessment is silent on them. 
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Information is available in large print, audio and Braille formats. 
Type Talk service prefix number – 18001   

   Letterto mr hall29.10.08
 

 

 Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
Edinburgh Stamp Office 

  Grayfield House 
Bankhead Avenue 
Edinburgh 
Lothian 
EH11 4BF 

 
Tel 0131 442 3192 

  

Fax  

  

 

www.hmrc.gov.uk 

 

Mr Andrew Hall  
Sense Sonic Limited 

 
 

  

    

 Date 29 October 2008   

 Our ref    
 Your ref    

 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
Stamp Act 1891 , S 14(4) and 17 
 
I have now received our Solicitors advice on your question of stamp duty 
Chargeable on the Sale Agreement and whether the registering the assignment by the 
Patent Office without the sale agreement having been stamped is liable to a penalty under 
s.17 
 
Our Solicitor agrees with our view that the Sale purchase agreement is chargeable to stamp 
duty and the agreement is liable to stamp duty in respect the inter company debt of 
£350,000. The onus is on the buyers group to show the inter company debt was loan capital 
as defined by S 78 FA 1986 .The information shown in the financial statements for the years 
2002 and 2003 and the board minutes dated 19th June 2002 point to the inter company loan 
being a trade debt arising from an overdraft facility granted to Sense Sonic. In the absence 
of a loan agreement along with inter company accounts showing the movement of such loan 
funds we are entitled to view the debt of £350,000 as a trade debt and chargeable to stamp 
duty. The Sale Agreement should be presented to the stamp office along with payment of 
the duty penalty and penalty interest if formal adjudication is to be completed. 
 
Our Solicitor also considers the Patent Office is in breach of Section 14 and is liable to 
penalty under s 17 of the stamp act 1891. HMRC are now considering whether a penalty is 
to be imposed for this infringement. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Les Hanratty 
Higher Officer 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 05 November 2008 13:37
Attach: Evidence Index for HM Revenue & Customs 31-10-08.zip; HMRC Comptroller-General of 

Patents - Stamp Duty 05-11-08.zip
Subject: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
Please ensure that your Solicitor gets that attached letter and index. 
  
It ensures that the Comptroller cannot sustain a claim that he acted in good faith in making the falsified 
registrations of change of proprietorship in September 2004. 
  
Copies have gone to 8 New Square Chambers and to my Solicitor with a view to challenging the Comptroller 
in the High Court. 
  
HMRC must consider this evidence before issuing a decision on fining the Comptroller, not to do so and not 
to fine the Comptroller will have serious consequences. 
  
Please confirm receipt of my letter and tell me where I can send a hard copy. 
  
Please also ensure that receipt is confirmed by those dealing directly with the matter at HMRC and that I am 
informed immediately of such confirmation. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall 
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Andrew J.J. Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

Colne 
Lancashire BB8 7AS 

 
 
5 November  2008 
 
 
Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
Edinburgh Stamp Office 
Grayfield House 
Bankhead Avenue 
Edinburgh 
Lothian 
EH11 4BF 
 
 
Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
 
s.17 Stamp Act 1891 – Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs & Trade Marks 
 

1. HM Revenue & Custom’s Solicitor has confirmed that the Comptroller is in breach of s.14 Stamp 

Act 1891 and that a decision, which I sought over six months ago, is to be issued with respect to 

fining the Comptroller under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 for registering, on the following dates, changes 

of proprietorship of the following IPR belonging to Sense-Sonic Limited, (which IPR Sense-Sonic 

Limited had not in fact assigned): 

i. Patent No. GB2267412;  20-09-04; 
ii. Design No. 2027609;  24-09-04; 
iii. Design No. 2022759;   24-09-04; 
iv. Trade Mark No. 1488225;  27-09-04. 

  

2. Given that the Comptroller has just told the Surrey Police that no offences have been committed 

(in an attempt to terminate a criminal investigation into the applicant’s falsification of the 

Registers), I fully expect that he will attempt to deceive HM Revenue & Customs in the meeting 

your Solicitor is proposing to set up with him and claim that he acted in good faith, took the 

applications at face value, and took all appropriate steps to investigate my complaints and 

allegations. 

 

3. Nothing could be further from the truth, as the documentary evidence hereto, supported if 

necessary by an extensive Master Bundle, clearly proves.   

 

4. I contend that there could not be more appropriate circumstances for imposing fines on a 

registrar, and I am writing to make this absolutely clear. 
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5. The Comptroller has received, on average, 3,000 applications per annum (AH1 1 ) for registration 

of transactions affecting patents and is aware that he can be fined for registering an unstamped 

document, for his Desk Notes (AH2 2 ) and (AH3 3 at “A”) declare it to be so. 

 

6. However, he believes that he will not be fined if he acts in good faith (AH4A 4  at “B”). 

 

7. But I can prove that he did not act, and has not acted, in good faith, and I provide documentary 

evidence to that end. 

 

8. It appears from certain documents hereto that the Comptroller believes that if he does not see 

(AH5 5 at “BBB”, extract from Desk Notes) or if he ignores (AH6 6 at “D”, extract from Desk 

Notes) the unstamped document upon mention or presentation to him, and registers a 

transaction on the basis only of a Patent Office Form (or Form and confirmatory assignment, in 

the case of AH5) which tells him that there has been an assignment, and the Form bears a 

signed declaration with respect to the payment of Stamp Duty, he can validly register the 

transaction. 

 

9. I contend that such conduct is unlawful. I also contend that, in the absence of the signatures of 

the actual parties to the claimed transaction on an accompanying, registered document, the 

Comptroller must have their signatures on the Form, as AH12B (“Rule 15”) will make clear.  

 

10. In any event, the Patent Office Application Forms which the Comptroller registered in September 

2004, and upon which he relies to oppose me, were not duly signed and were not therefore 

evidence of the transaction or of the payment of all and any necessary Stamp Duty, as I prove 

below. (Neither party signed the Forms, and neither party had a duly authorised and registered 

Agent to sign in their stead – the solitary signatory was a mere Address for Service). 

 

11. HMRC’s booklet (AH7 7, at “M”) makes it clear that a mere declaration is not sufficient to ensure 

that Stamp Duty has been paid. After all, HMRC produced the booklet because so many people 

signed Patent Office Application Forms (which included a declaration with respect to Stamp 

Duty) without paying the necessary Stamp Duty and had to be referred to “the Stamp Office”. 

                                                 
1
 H1-A/p109, Comptroller’s figures on applications received per annum.   

2
 H5-R/p.487 “A” to “L” (in particular “K” & “L”), Designs Desk Notes 

3
 H5-O/p.444 “A”, Patents Desk Notes  

4
 H3-JK/p.336 “B”, Coflexip Stena Offshore Limited’s Patent [1997] RPC 179) 

5
 H5-O/p.469-470 “BB”, Patents Desk Notes 

6
 H5-O/p.445 “D”, Patents Desk Notes 

7
 H1-A/p.100a “M” (HMRC Booklet for Patent Office customers) 1014
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12. My own thorough investigations have thrown up documentary evidence of a deceitful attempt by 

officers at the Patent Office in 1998 to stop the flow of 3,000 assignment, agreement, licence and 

mortgage documents per annum entering the Patent Office for inspection with regard to the legal 

effect of the document and with regard to the payment of Stamp Duty.  

 

13. The Comptroller’s officers put forward a recommendation for a change to Rule 46(2) Patents 

Rules 1995 on 17-09-1998 (AH8 8 ) in which they deceived readers unfamiliar with registration 

formalities (such as the Responsible Minister who signed the Final Version AH9, yet to be cited 

below) into believing that the purported difficult-to-get signatures had to be procured, when they 

did not.  

 

14. I contend that, in the case of the registration of assignments, there was a much-used statutory 

alternative already available to customers under Rule 4 (use of Forms at Schedule 1) and Rule 

46 (Registration) of the Patents Rules 1995, as clearly set out in “note e” of the Form 21/77 itself 

(AH10) and as demonstrated below – but this alternative required the Comptroller’s officers to 

inspect and register both Forms 21/77 and accompanying assignments, a statutory formality and 

work-load which they were desirous to evade by changing Rule 46(2) to remove the statutory 

requirement for a Form 21/77 to bear the signatures of both parties to an assignment or 

otherwise be accompanied by “documentary evidence sufficient to establish the transaction”. The 

extraordinary thing here was that, as the assignee’s signature was required for Stamp Duty 

purposes, and as it was the absence of the assignors’ signatures from Forms which resulted in 

the officers having to frequently inspect supporting documentary evidence, the officers sought to 

change the Patents Rules 1995 to remove the need for the assignor to provide a signature on 

the Form 21/77.  

 

15. Even though the Comptroller of the time was all for “sexing up” the application to Parliament for 

rule changes (see the manuscript annotations to Rule 85, re: “slight” benefit – AH8C, Rule 85), 

she (like any other person with a modicum of commons sense) thought the officers’ 

recommended change (Option 2) to Rule 46 to allow the Comptroller to register an assignment 

without seeing any supporting evidence thereof and with only the signature of a purported 

assignee on a Form 21/77 must be a misprint (see manuscript annotations “? ? 3”- AH8C), and 

Option 3 was sent forward in the Final Version signed by the responsible Minister Mr. Kevin 

Howells on 19-11-1999 (AH9D 9 ). 

 

                                                 
8
 H1-A/p.79, Draft Regulatory Impact Assessment, 17-09-1998.  

9
  H1-A/p.91, Regulatory Impact Assessment, Final Version, 19-11-1999. 1015
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16. Option 3 was for the “assignor only” to sign the Form 21/77. This left the unmentioned Stamp 

Duty declaration unaccounted for, as is shown by the documentary evidence referred to below, 

and I contend that Option 2 was the sole raison d’etre for the officers proposed change to Rule 

46 and that they were fully aware that Option 3 would have no benefit and would have little or no 

take up by customers. 

 

17. This (Option 3) was a wholly pointless change, as the officers’ sole purpose for seeking a change 

to Rule 46(2) was to remove the requirement for the assignor to sign the Form 21/77 – because 

assignors rarely did so, hence the vast number of assignment documents being sent to the 

Patents Assignments Section each year under the alternative provisions set out on the Statutory 

Form 21/77 – see “note e” of,  AH10B 10 ). 

 

18. Note that neither the Comptroller nor the officers mentioned in the Impact Assessment the fact 

that applicants could send a copy of the assignment in accompaniment to a Form 21/77 and not 

have to procure any other person’s signature on the Form 21/77. 

 

19. Note also that Option 3 suggests, ridiculously, that it might be difficult to procure the signature of 

the new owner (who would be the beneficiary of the registration). 

 

20. I contend that this perverse and deceitful application for a change to Rule 46(2) was, in its 

original form (Option 2), a ridiculously naïve attempt by the Comptroller’s officers to get around 

the Stamp Act 1891 so as to enable them to register assignments on the basis of a solitary 

signature of the assignee only on a Form 21/77 and thereby enable them rubber stamp 

applications without ever receiving an assignment - so naïve, in fact, that the Comptroller thought 

that their recommendation of “Option 2” must be a misprint, and suggesting Option 3 without 

realising how utterly pointless and unworkable was Option 3 – a Form 21/77 signed by the 

assignor only. 

 

21. I attach 6 emails (AH11 11 ), procured under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, which show 

that the officers knew how pointless the rule change was going to be, once the Comptroller had 

unwittingly altered it to Option 3, her officers not having dared to withdraw their request for a 

change and explain that their recommendation of Option 2 was not a misprint but was in fact the 

only way in which a change to Rule 46 would have any purpose, albeit wholly sinister. The 

emails were all sent on 21-12-1999, the day before the new Rules were to come into force on 22-

12-1999. 

 

                                                 
10

 H5-PQ/p.479 “G”, Patents Form 21/77 

11
 H1-A/p.88-90, Patent Office internal emails, concern about Stamp Duty. 1016
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22. I contend that the emails and the Patent Directorate Instruction 3/99 (AH12B 12 “Rule 15”, 

marked) show that the eventual rule-change created more work for any customer who chose to 

take advantage of it and have a Form 21/77 signed “by the assignor only” – note that (as a result 

of the unintended but imposed change from Option 2 to Option 3) the Instruction 3/99 states that 

few if any such applications of such a nature were to be anticipated, further demonstrating my 

point that this rule change was a bogus, botched application from start to finish. 

 

23. I refer you to Option 3 (AH9E) and to the acknowledgement that a “fictitious assignment” could 

be registered and to the wholly false claim that the benefit to customers outweighs this downside, 

and I refer you to AH9B, paragraph 10, and contend that as the Comptroller has used the 

excuse that the “assignor only” signed the Form 21/77 he registered on 20-09-04 (see AH19 

“D”), the rule change assisted the owners of the falsely-registered proprietor and complicated 

proceedings, increasing costs to the parties and leading the Comptroller to decline to deal with 

Entitlement Proceedings just two weeks before the appointed trial date. 

 

24. I refer you to the Register for GB2267412 (AH13 13 at “E”) (which patent the Comptroller has 

revoked, hoping that it would terminate my royalty claim and stop me digging into his past) where 

you will see such a “fictitious assignment” recorded on 20-09-04 in the false applicant name 

Tonewear Limited (there being no company of that name in 2004, (AH14A 14 “C”). 

 

25. What is strange is that the Register states “Form 21/77 filed on GB2267412” ( AH13 at “F” ) and 

yet the patent agents sent a mutilated copy of the unstamped 15-09-03 agreement to support the 

application (AH15 15 ), and it was a standard automatic process for the OPTICS database 

system to record also the documents received, as follows: “Form 21/77 and documents filed on 

GB2267412” (H18), as proved as follows: 

 

26. AH16 16 at “B” is a letter to the Editor of the CIPA Journal confirming that the phrase “and 

documents” is an automatic entry; and AH17 17 at s.2.03 is an extract from Patents Register 

Administration Desk Notes instructions for entering a “straight forward assignment” on OPTICS, 

and shows that the officer does not himself or herself enter the words “Form 21/77 and 

documents filed on GBxxxxxxx” or the words “by virtue of an assignment”,  he/she merely keys in 

data as guided on screen (as exhibited in AH17). The officer would have to override the system 

                                                 
12

 H1-A/p.96-97 “Rule 15, Patent Directorate Instruction. 

13
 H5-PQ/p.483 “E” & “F”, Register of Patents for GB2267412. 

14
 H5-N/p.412, owner of Conversor Products Ltd’s (formerly Tonewear Ltd) email 31-12-03. 

15
 H5-PQ/p.477, Wilson Gunn M’Caw’s request for registration of a fictitious assignment. 

16
 H1-A/p.100 “B”, letter to CIPA Journal Editor, October 1999. 

17
 H5-O/p.446, s.2.03, instructions on how to input data into the OPTIC register database. 1017
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in order to remove the words “and documents” – such an action is called a “free text entry”. In 

fact, the earlier entry on 20-09-04 for Northern Light Music Limited was made as a free text entry; 

and the OPTICS system was overridden on 23-09-04 to enable a free text entry to be 

retrospectively inserted on 19-09-04 which is not shown on AH5 (which was printed on 20-09-

04). 

  

27. I therefore contend that the Comptroller’s officers deliberately removed the words “and 

documents” from the OPTICS register entry before completing the remainder of the procedure as 

set out in AH17 (s.2.03), so as to exclude the mutilated, unstamped mixed-property settlement 

agreement from the registration process. 

 

28. I contend that, having myself made a three-day inspection of Files at the Patent Office (under 

supervision), no other applicant of any of the registrations recorded in the Patents & Designs 

Journal along with that of GB2267412 (AH18 18 ) (i.e. the registrations made between 16-09-04 

and 22-09-04) had their documents excluded, irrespective of whether the Form 21/77 was signed 

by all parties to the transaction. All of those registrations stated “Form 21/77 and documents filed 

on GBxxxxxxx”. 

 

29. I contend that the Comptroller is required under the Acts and Rules to enter all submitted 

documents in the Register – or make no registration at all.  

 

30. I contend that the Comptroller is not authorised or required under the Act and Rules to exclude 

a document sent to him in support of an application (note AH15 specifically) in this manner. 

 

31. Unaware that I would go on to expose his falsifications as I have, the Comptroller claimed that 

the unstamped, mutilated document was not inspected (AH19 19 “J”), but my exposure herein of 

the purposeful, unlawful exclusion of that document from the Register shows otherwise, as does 

the fact that his Senior Legal Officer, Mr. Paul Twyman, knew the three names of the “buyers 

group” (buyers in the unstamped 15-09-03 agreement) and mentioned them in passing in an in-

house email (AH20 20 at “B”), showing that he was aware of the document and must have been 

sent it by the Assignments Section for advice on what to do. 

 

 

                                                 
18

 H1-D/p.150, just one example of the standard entry with respect to an assignment which is  

    wholly representative of all such registrations (save that for GB2267412) in that period. 

19
 H1-A/p.101 “J”, Comptroller’s sham apology, pretending that the agreement was not studied. 

20
 H2-G/p.226 “B”, Senior Legal Officer’s internal email, 28-09-04 1018
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32. The Comptroller’s advice to staff to ignore documents if possible has already been 

referenced/exhibited above (AH6 at “D”), but I contend that the Comptroller has the strangest 

idea that if he looks the other way and can argue that he has merely registered a Form 21/77 

serving notice of a transaction, bearing a signed declaration with respect to Stamp Duty, he can 

register a transaction which relies on a document which should have been Stamped, but which 

has not actually been Stamped. 

 

33. I contend that such a perverse practice constitutes an unlawful attempt by the Comptroller to 

use a Form 21/77 as secondary evidence of a transaction in place of unstamped inadmissible, 

unregistrable evidence, and illegitimately use his Registers to compel others, including his own 

Hearing Officers who act as referees in his name, to rely on and accept transactions effected by 

unstamped documents. 

 

34. In fact such a claim that the Comptroller could and would register transactions effected by 

unstamped documents was announced on 24-03-00 (AH21 21 ) and repeated verbatim on 18-04-

00 in his Journals (AH22 22 ) and (AH23 23 ). 

 

35. Thereafter, the following false statement was entered in the Manual of Patent Practice (“MOPP”), 

s.126.01 (AH24 24 ): 
 

“The requirement for stamp duty to be paid on any instrument for the sale, transfer or other 

disposition of intellectual property was removed with effect from 28 March 2000 by s.129 of the 

Finance Act 2000”. [emphasis added] 

 

36. I have managed to get this statement removed from the MOPP as of 01-07-08 (AH25 25 ) (i.e. 

after the Comptroller had scuppered all proceedings, and therefore too late to help me achieve 

very different, just outcomes), and I have managed to get s.32.09 MOPP significantly amended 

from AH26 26 at “E”, (before amendment on 01-07-08), to AH27 27 at “I”, (after amendment on 

01-07-08) to reflect the true meaning of s.129, c.17, sch.34 Finance Act 2000 (AH28 28 ). 

 

                                                 
21

 H3-JK/p.298, Notice published by the Comptroller, re: Abolition of Stamp Duty 24-03-00. 

22
 H3-JK/p.300, Notice in Patents & Designs Journal, 19-04-00. 

23
 H3-JK/p.301, Notice in Trade Marks Journal, 19-04-00.  

24
 H3-JK/p.324, MOPP s.126 as amended 23-05-01. 

25
 H3-JK/p.325, s.126.01 MOPP amended 01-07-08. 

26
 H3-JK/p.327, s.32.09 MOPP as amended 23-05-01. 

27
 H3-JK/p.328, s.32.09 MOPP as amended 01-07-08. 

28
 H3-JK/p.303, s.129, c.17, sch.43 Finance Act 2000. 1019
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37. I contend that all of my proceedings before the Comptroller have been prejudiced by the 

Comptroller suppressing his falsification of the Register and suppressing his clear understanding 

of his responsibilities under the Stamp Act 1891 whilst evading them. 

 

38. I contend that the documentary evidence hereto and in my Master Bundle (to which the large 

page numbers relate) proves that the Comptroller has been looking for ways to evade his 

statutory duty to ensure that any and all necessary Stamp Duty has been paid in respect of 

transactions entered in his Registers. 

 

39. I contend that the documentation produced by the Comptroller in respect of the registration of 

change of proprietorship of the Patent GB2267412 (AH13 and AH29) is far from “standard”, and 

the documentary evidence hereto answers the otherwise begging questions as to why the Form 

21/77 and the unstamped mutilated agreement, sent to him for entry in the Register (AH15), are 

not recorded on the Register as “Form 21/77 and documents filed on GB2267412”, and why the 

Comptroller’s letter of 20-09-04 (AH29 29 ) confirming registration was mutilated at “B” to remove 

part of the mandated question (AH30 30 at “A”) with the aim of not drawing attention to the fact 

that the Comptroller knew (from inspection of the Register and there being no Form 51/77 – 

“appointment of Agent”) that the patent agent who signed the Form 21/77 was not an Agent 

(authorised signatory), but was merely the Address for Service; 

 

40. I contend that a comparison of AH29 at “B” with an earlier standard letter (AH31 31 at “A”) and a 

later standard letter (AH32 32 at “A”) clearly expose the aforementioned mutilation of the standard 

letter (AH29), and I refer also to the words “PAA1 SINGLE PUBLISHED” below the signature on 

AH29 denoting that the letter deviates from the standard form. 

 

41. By way of proving that Mr. Robey of the patent agents Wilson Gunn M’Caw was aware of his 

status as a mere Address For Service, I refer to his application to register an assignment of my 

company’s Trade Mark in 2001 (AH33 33 ), where it can be seen from the Trade Marks Form 

TM16 that he signed it only as “the person completing these forms” and did not attempt to sign 

the Form as an Agent for either party to the assignment, for he was neither Agent nor Address 

for Service at the time (as can be seen from the Register (AH34C 34 at “I”)), and it can be seen 

                                                 
29

 H5-PQ/p.481, Comptroller’s letter of 20-09-04 confirming registration (“Tonewear Ltd”). 

30
 H5-O/p.442 “A”, Patents Desk Notes. 

31
 H2-F/p.194 “A”, Comptroller’s standard letter confirming registration, 09-07-01. 

32
 H6-W/p.532 “B”, Comptroller’s standard letter confirming registration, 16-12-04. 

33
 H2-F/p.194A-194-B “B”,  Trade Marks Form TM16, 31-05-01. 

34
 H1-C/p.144-149, Trade Marks case details (OPTICS Register) for No. 1488225.  1020
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from box 7 of the Form TM16 that he wished to be registered as Address for Service only, and 

not as an Agent; 

 

a. Note that I was Address For Service for the Trade Mark from grant (see AH34C at “I”) and 

that the entry at “E” was an error, there being no Form TM33 registered (see Rule 52 

(AH35 35 ) and see later entries in the Register showing the later appointments of other 

Agents who did file Forms TM33). 

 

42. I contend that the Comptroller was fully aware, and is fully aware that Wilson Gunn M’Caw were 

not authorised to sign any Patent Office Forms in September 2004 and that he has made false 

claims in his Decisions with respect to correction of the Registers (which necessary corrections 

he has unlawfully declined to make) in order to cover up his unlawful and perverse acts, not only 

in respect of my IPR, but in respect of other people’s IPR also (i.e. in cases where, for example, 

he ignored the know existence of certain transactions, AH5, registered short form assignments, 

and thereby put such customers in the “trap” identified by Jacob J in the final sentence of 

Coflexip Stena Offshore Ltd’s Patent [1997] RPC 179, AH4B). 

 

 

 

 

 

REQUEST OF HM REVENUE & CUSTOMS 

 

43. I ask you to consider this evidence of unlawful enactments, falsification and malfeasance and to 

consider your own duties to uphold the Law with respect to s.14 (AH36 36 ) and s.17 (AH37 37 ) 

Stamp Act 1891. 

 

44. You must by now be fully aware that I have not pursued this matter for such a length of time only 

to walk away from it. 

 

45. I will have my days in one Court or another, and I fully expect HM Revenue & Customs to deal 

with this matter promptly, after such needless delay, and on the basis of the documentary 

evidence, and to treat any hearsay claims from the Comptroller that he has acted in good faith 

with the contempt they deserve, should he have the audacity to do so. 

 

                                                 
35

 H7-6/p.673, Trade Marks Rule 52, appointment of Agents. 

36
 H3-JK/p.295, s.14 Stamp Act 1891. 

37
 H3-JK/p.297, s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 1021
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46. I contend that the documentary evidence proves that good faith played no part in the 

registrations which have affected me so badly, as I further demonstrate with a focus, hereafter 

below, on the applicant for registrations of change of proprietorship.   

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Andrew Hall. 

 

P.S. My letter continues below, setting out reference to compelling documentary evidence of Mr. 

Brassington et al’s falsified applications for registration of change of proprietorship of Sense-

Sonic Limited’s IPR, which would never have succeeded had the Comptroller not been operating 

an unlawful and perverse practice for excluding dubious documents and registering invalidly 

signed Forms.  

 

 

 

Falsification of the Patent Office Registers by the Applicant 

 

47. The applicant for registration was a falsely-named company (sham) owned by Jeremy Guy 

Brassington and Howard Adrian Mundy, two habitual asset-strippers. 

  

48. I contend that they and their Solicitors were aware of the prescribed need for separate 

assignments under clause 4.5 of the sale and purchase agreement to effect legal transfer of an 

intercompany debt, goodwill and IPR (having themselves made provision in the draft sale 

agreement on 11-09-03 for such separate assignments) and that they and their Solicitors were 

aware of the Stamp Duty liability, as is now proven by the documentary evidence referenced 

below: 

 

49. Mr. Brassington’s Solicitors sent a Memorandum (AH38 38 ) to prospective investors Mr. Jon 

Moulton, Managing Partner of Alchemy Partners, and Sir Clive Richards and also to Mr. 

Brassington on 11-09-03 advising that ad valorem Stamp Duty would be chargeable on the 

assignment of the intercompany debt owing to Sense-Sonic Ltd by its subsidiary, Leaf 

Technologies Ltd. 

 

 

 

                                                 
38

 H3-L/p.347 “A”, “B” & “C”, Memorandum from Nicholson Graham & Jones dated 11-09-03. 1022
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50. Mr. Moulton has sent a copy of the Memorandum to me. It exposes as utterly false the claims 

with respect to Stamp Duty made by Mr. Brassington in: 

 

i. his email to HM Revenue & Customs (AH39 39 ) dated 31-07-07 “M” to “S” (note, in particular, 

such wild claims as at “O”, which were made not because Mr. Brassington had any 

knowledge of the existence of such a capital loan (for there was none), but rather because 

his new Solicitors, Charles Russell, had directed him to one of the very few exemptions cited 

in the Stamp Taxes Manual (as amended March 2002) – capital loans - which exemption 

required a capital loan to be made on such specified terms (at “O”) for a debt to be exempt 

from Stamp Duty; 

  

ii. his email to HM Revenue & Customs (AH40 40 ) dated 13-08-07 “B” to “D”; he proved nothing 

of the sort, because the accounting evidence proved the debt to be a cumulative trade debt. 

 

iii. his skeleton argument before the High Court (AH41 41 ) on 09-08-07 “B” to “F”; 

 

iv. his Witness Statement before the High Court (AH42 42 ) on 09-08-07 “A” to “E”; 

 

51. The Memorandum also refers to a separate assignment of the intercompany debt. The draft 

agreement was amended by Nicholson Graham & Jones immediately prior to sending the 

Memorandum on 11-09-03 to provide for such separate assignment at clause 4.5(a) (AH43 43 ). 

  

52. The CIPA Guide (“Black Book”, legal reference) recommends such separate assignment as 

being best practice (AH44 44D  “D”) in order that instruments of settlement and/or assignment of 

IPR do not become chargeable with Stamp Duty on account of other property settled or 

transferred thereby. 

  

53. In fact, “agreements to assign” are well-known to the Comptroller and are referred to in the 

MOPP at s.32.08 (see AH26, referred to in paragraph 36, above) and are anticipated and 

recognisable documents as far as the Comptroller’s Assignments Section is concerned (see 

AH19 “K”, “L” & “M”, referred to in paragraph 31, above). 

 

                                                 
39

 H4-M/p.392 “M” to “S”, Brassington’s email to HM Revenue & Customs dated 21-07-07. 

40
 H4-M/p.390 “B” to “D”, Brassington’s email to HM Revenue & Customs dated 13-08-07. 

41
 H4-M/p.396 “B” to “F”, Brassington’s skeleton argument, High Court, 09-08-07. 

42
 H4-M/p.402-403 “A” to “E”, Brassington’s Witness Statement, High Court, 09-08-07. 

43
 H3-L/p.354 “B”, draft sale agreement amended at noon on 11-09-03. 

44
  H3-JK/p.330 “D”, CIPA Guide s.32.10, “Stamp Duty”. 1023
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Lack of Assignment 

 

54. Sense-Sonic Limited’s ex-administrative receivers confirmed that they did not instruct the patent 

agents Wilson Gunn M’Caw to act for Sense-Sonic Limited (AH45 45 ), and confirmed that an 

assignment would have been necessary to transfer Sense-Sonic Limited’s IPR and stated that 

they did not think that as assignment had been executed (AH46 46 ). 

  

55. Upon disclosure of the complete agreement for the first time on 18-05-2006 (in Entitlement 

Proceedings) I saw that separate assignments were prescribed in clause 4.5 and that all of 

Sense-Sonic Limited’s intangible assets would be held on trust by Sense-Sonic Limited pending 

assignment (clause 4.4c), so, naturally, I sought disclosure of the assignments. 

 

56. Mr. Brassington opposed my attempts to secure disclosure and eventually claimed to the 

Comptroller on 05-10-06 (AH47 47) and on 10-10-06 (AH48 48 ) that he had executed such 

assignments, had registered them around the World, and did not need to disclose them. 

 

57. Realising, that his arguments were not going to be sustainable under the developing 

circumstances (my persistent demands for disclosure of the claimed assignments), Mr. 

Brassington later claimed that what he meant to say was that the agreement itself was “The 

Assignment” (having only an assignment of two registered designs in Singapore to disclose on 

23-03-07 in response to the Comptroller’s published Disclosure Order BLO 060/07). 

 

58. In fact, the Disclosure Order resulted in the disclosure of a letter which showed that a week 

before applying for registration, Mr. Brassington’s Solicitor, Mr. Robin Tutty, wrote to Sense-

Sonic Ltd’s administrative receivers on 02-09-04 (AH49 49 ) to ask them not to close the 

administrative receivership without giving 28 days’ notice thereof, as the patent agents had 

considered that they might need further documentation executing prior to registration. 

 

59. I contend that such documentation would necessarily be in the form of assignments and that 

Mr. Tutty’s use of “…..” at “A” of AH49 served to avoid making the lack of assignments obvious 

to the administrative receivers (see AH43 for the omitted text). 

 

                                                 
45

 H4-N/p.421 “B” & “C” Letter  of 07-05-08 from Mr. Mark Lund, of the Solicitors Turner   

    Parkinson, who acted for Sense-Sonic Ltd’s administrative receivers. 

46
 H4-M/p.383 “B”, email from Sense-Sonic Ltd’s administrative receivers dated 06-10-06. 

47
 H4-M/p.386, Brassington’s claims to the Comptroller of 05-10-06 with respect to assignments. 

48
 H4-M/p.388, Brassington’s claims to the Comptroller of 10-10-06 with respect to assignments. 

49
 H4-M/p.385 “A”, “B” & “C” letter of 02-09-04 to Sense-Sonic Ltd’s administrative receivers. 1024
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60. I also contend that Mr. Tutty selectively quoted from Clause 4.5 in order to provide what he 

hoped was just enough information for the administrative receivers not to resort to the actual 

agreement to see what Clause 4.5 actually stated, but not enough information to remind them 

that he (Tutty) had amended Clause 4.5 on 11-09-03 to prescribe separate assignments, which 

had not been executed.  

 

61. I contend that Mr. Tutty’s letter (AH43) was a veiled document whose message could have 

been more directly made had there not been an intention to falsify the Registers.  

 

62. I contend that the letter would not have been written if there had not been a document in mind. 

 

63. I contend that if the mutilated sale agreement was really so convincing as evidence of 

assignment as Mr. Brassington claimed in AH55 “A”, there would not have been any conceivable 

need to write the letter.  

 

64. I also contend that clause 4.5 was a clause of relevance to Mr. Robey of Wilson Gunn M’Caw 

and that he should have been shown the entire sale and purchase agreement and not a 

mutilated copy thereof.  

 

65. In fact, Mr. Robey claims (AH50 50 at “B”) never to have seen the complete agreement (no doubt 

preferring to be accused of negligence for illegitimately signing away his client Sense-Sonic Ltd’s 

registered proprietorship of its IPR to being accused of fraudulently doing so, not that the 

documentary evidence hereto assists him to such an end). 

 

66. I also contend that the letter of 02-09-04 (AH49) would not have been written had Mr. Robey 

not suggested to Mr. Brassington, and doubtless not for the first time, that he might have 

difficulty passing off the mutilated sale agreement (sent to him way back on 23-01-04, AH51 51) 

as being evidence of the assignment of Sense-Sonic Ltd’s IPR.  

  

67. As for the legal effect of the sale agreement, the Comptroller insisted on 12-02-08 that he 

considered it to be a mere “agreement to assign” and not an assignment (AH52 52 ) and 

                                                 
50

 H4-M/p.384”B” Wilson Gunn M’Caw’s email of 26-06-07 claiming never to have seen the  

    complete sale agreement. 

51
 H4-N/p.414, Nicholson Graham & Jones send Wilson Gunn M’Caw a mutilated sale agreement  

    in place of “the original assignment documentation they requested on 14-01-04 (H4-N/p.413) 

52
 H4-M/P.382, Comptroller’s email of 12-02-08 confirming his acceptance that the agreement is  

    no an assignment. 1025
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confirmed (AH53A 53 ) that the agreement was sent to him as evidence of the assignment of 

Sense-Sonic Ltd’s Patent, Designs and Trade Mark. He did not mention that he had in fact 

excluded the agreement from the Register, hoping that I would continue not to notice that fact.  

 

68. I contend that HM Revenue & Customs also consider that the agreement is not effective as an 

assignment (AH53B). 

 

69. I contend that Mr. Brassington’s current position is that the agreement is chargeable with Stamp 

Duty and cannot be used as evidence in civil proceedings unless he pays the Stamp Duty, late 

penalties and interest (AH54 54 ). 

 

70. I contend that his claims of knowing that the intercompany debt was a capital loan are wholly 

fraudulent and that he has no basis whatsoever for any claim that the intercompany debt was 

assigned to Elitesound Limited or that it was a capital loan. 

 

71. I contend that Mr. Brassington’s claims to Richards J. in the High Court under statement of truth 

on 09-08-07 (AH41 and AH42) were made in contempt of Court and are proven so by the 

Memorandum, and I contend that his claims under statement of truth in his Trade Marks 

Rectification Counterstatement (AH55) and his claims to the Comptroller in AH54 are wholly 

incompatible with his claims to HM Revenue & Customs (AH39 and AH40) and Richards J.  

 

72. However, I also contend that the Comptroller’s aforementioned false statements in s.32.09 and 

s126.01 MOPP (corrected on 1st July 2008), his aforementioned Notices of 24-03-00 and 19-04-

00, and his own falsification of the Register (by excluding the mutilated unstamped agreement 

from the Register and unlawfully pretending and claiming to have a validly signed Form 21/77 for 

registration purposes when clearly he did not), assisted Mr. Brassington in sustaining a further 

false claim - that an unstamped, chargeable document affecting mixed property (i.e. both 

property which is IPR and property which is not) may be relied upon for registration of change of 

proprietorship of IPR without be duly Stamped (AH55 55 “A”).  

 

                                                 
53

 H4-M/p.381, Comptroller’s email of 03-04-08 confirming the use of the agreement as evidence  

    of assignment. 

54
 H4-M/p.405 “B” & “C”, Brassington’s email of 16-10-07 changing his claim as to what his  

    Solicitors told him in September 2003. 

55
 H4-M/p.406 “A”, Brassington’s counterstatement in proceedings for the rectification of the  

    Trade Marks Register which the Comptroller claims he referred to the High Court (declined to      

    deal) in April 2008.                                                                                                                  1026
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73. I contend that were Mr. Brassington’s statement in AH55 “A” true – i.e. that there was sufficient 

evidence of assignment in the mutilated sale agreement and that his expert Solicitors were in 

agreement with him, there would have been no call or requirement to write to Sense-Sonic 

Limited’s administrative receivers on 02-09-04 as they did (AH49), for they would not have any 

reason to doubt that Mr. Robey already had all that he needed to procure registrations of change 

of proprietorship.  

 

74. I contend that were Mr. Brassington to hold out that the sale agreement is effective as an 

assignment of the IPR (and therefore also of the intercompany debt referred to in the 

Memorandum AH38) and that clause 4.5 provided for the execution of mere “confirmatory 

assignments”, his use of any such confirmatory assignment for registration purposes would have 

sailed through the registration process on account of the Comptroller’s unlawful practice (set out 

in AH5 “BBB”) of ignoring the actual document of transfer (for the evasion of the work-load 

associated with any Stamp Duty liability); however, as mentioned above, such a registration 

would effect a trap (be an invalid registration) as referred to by Jacob J. in AH4b “A”, above. That 

said, I contend that in the instant case, the agreement is not “expressed to be an assignment”, 

and in the instant case there is no “short form assignment” of the abovementioned IPR, nor 

indeed any assignment whatsoever. 

 

75. I contend that the effect of the agreement, although clearly not what Mr. Brassington claims, is 

secondary to the fact that it is chargeable with Stamp Duty and is not duly Stamped, rendering 

any use of the agreement unlawful, save its use for evaluation of the Stamp Duty liability under 

s.14(1) Stamp Act 1891 (AH36) and its use in criminal proceedings. Therefore, unless and until it 

is duly Stamped, its effect is irrelevant and the Comptroller’s registrations are void for want of 

any evidence of a transaction whatsoever. 

 

76. Therefore, based on Mr. Brassington’s claims referred to in paragraph 73 above, I contend that 

it was Mr. Robey (who had a duty of care to Sense-Sonic Limited and to me) who raised concern 

over the lack of necessary documentation for bona fide registration purposes, having asked for 

the original assignment documentation on 14-01-04 (AH14B) but having been denied sight of 

important clauses which actually confirmed that the agreement was not effective as an 

assignment.  

 

77. I contend that rather than procure an assignment of Sense-Sonic Ltd’s IPR and become directly 

liable to pay my company Northern Light Music Limited royalties in respect of its registered 

assignments (AH13B at “D”), Mr. Brassington gave instruction for the letter of 02-09-04 (AH49) 

as comfort to Mr. Robey that an assignment could be procured if things went badly wrong with 

the intended applications for registration, and that he instructed Mr. Robey to attempt registration 

on the basis of the mutilated sale agreement and to apply in the former name Tonewear Limited 
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rather than in the designated legal name Conversor Products Limited, to further frustrate my 

efforts to enforce my rights. 

  

78. Ultimately I contend that it was the Comptroller’s own unlawful enactments (falsification of the 

Register and four years of obstruction thereafter) which enabled Mr. Brassington’s et al’s falsified 

applications to make it onto the Registers and enable him to keep an intentionally insolvent sham 

on the Register. 

 

79. I contend that the Comptroller has blocked all my efforts to have Mr. Brassington’s falsification 

of the Registers properly investigated and rectified under the appropriate sections of the Acts, 

because such a proper, independent investigation would most likely have exposed the unlawful 

process by which the Form 21/77 and the mutilated copy of the unstamped mixed-property 

settlement agreement came to be separated and a fictitious assignment registered on the basis 

of only the solitary signature of a mere Address For Service on Patent Office Forms. 

 

80. I contend that the Comptroller registered a fictitious assignment as forewarned in the 17-11-

1999 Regulatory Impact Assessment, that the OPTICS system was overridden to exclude the 

defective, mutilated agreement from the Register and that the standard letter confirming 

registration was mutilated so as to give the false impression that Wilson Gunn M’Caw were 

thought to have been a duly authorised signatory, when clearly they were not. 

 

81. I contend that I cannot get a fair hearing in any Court until the matter of the Comptroller’s 

falsification of the Registers is dealt with.  

 

82. I contend that I have not had any fair hearings and do not therefore accept that any matters 

which I have raised over the last four years are closed. 

 

83. I contend that the Comptroller claims otherwise because he and his officers stand to be 

exposed for their own falsifications. 

 

 

 

 

See next page for Internet Evidence Index 
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Internet Evidence Index 

 

     

SACIP – 1999 Rule change is ULTRA 

VIRES (page 3, “rule 15”)    A5 

      

AGENT  - 1999 Rule change is ULTRA 

VIRES    A6 

 

Mutilated sale agreement as sent to Patent Office on 09-09-04 (see pages 7-20) 

 

Complete sale agreement 

 

HMRC decision on formal adjudication 05-02-08 
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Evidence Index for HM Revenue & Customs 31-10-08 

Notes: 

Documents herein are copied from a more extensive Master Bundle and bear the page 

numbers of the Master Bundle in the bottom right corner of each page. 

 

To navigate this bundle, use the “AH” reference in the top right corner of each page, 

which runs in order from AH1 to AH55.  AH1-AH37 relate predominantly to the 

Comptroller’s falsification of the Register, and AH38-AH55 relate predominantly to the 

owners of the current registered proprietor’s falsification.  

 

Master Bundle references (such as H1-A/p.109) are included for those who have them. 

 

 AH   Master No.                  Description 

 

1. H1-A/p.109, Comptroller’s figures on applications received per annum.   

 

2. H5-R/p.487 “A” to “L” (in particular “K” & “L”), Designs Desk Notes. 

 

3. H5-O/p.444 “A”, Patents Desk Notes. 

  

4. H3-JK/p.336 “B”, Coflexip Stena Offshore Limited’s Patent [1997] RPC 179). 

 

5. H5-O/p.469-470 “BBB”, Patents Desk Notes. 

 

6. H5-O/p.445 “D”, Patents Desk Notes. 

 

7. H1-A/p100a “M” (HMRC Booklet for Patent Office customers). 

 

8. H1-A/p.79, Draft Regulatory Impact Assessment, 17-09-1998.  

 

9. H1-A/p.91, Regulatory Impact Assessment, Final Version, 19-11-1999. 

 

10. H5-PQ/p.479 “G”, falsely completed Patents Form 21/77 registered on 20-09-04. 
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11. H1-A/p.88-90, Patent Office internal emails - concern about Stamp Duty declaration. 

 

12. H1-A/p.96-97 “Rule 15”, Patent Directorate Instruction 3/99. 

 

13. H5-PQ/p.483 “E” & “F”, Register of Patents for GB2267412 as at 14:58hrs on 20-09-04. 

 

14. [AH14A] H5-N/p.412, owner of Conversor Products Ltd’s (formerly Tonewear Ltd) email 

31-12-03.  [AH14B] Wilson Gunn M’Caw’s response of 14-01-04. 

 

15. H5-PQ/p.477, Wilson Gunn M’Caw’s request for registration of a fictitious assignment. 

 

16. H1-A/p.100 “B”, D. Young & Co.’s letter to the Editor, CIPA Journal October 1999. 

 

17. H5-O/p.446, s.2.03, instructions on how to input data into the OPTIC register database. 

 

18. H1-D/p.150, just one of many examples of the standard entry for an assignment. 

 

19. H1-A/p.101 “J”, Comptroller’s sham apology, pretending that the agreement was not 

studied, when in fact it was studied and was thereupon excluded from the registration. 

 

20. H2-G/p.226 “B”, Senior Legal Officer’s internal email, 28-09-04, naming the “buyers”. 

 

21. H3-JK/p.298, Notice published by the Comptroller, re: Abolition of Stamp Duty 24-03-00. 

 

22. H3-JK/p.300, Notice repeated verbatim in Patents & Designs Journal, 19-04-00. 

 

23. H3-JK/p.301, Notice repeated verbatim in Trade Marks Journal, 19-04-00.  

 

24. H3-JK/p.324, MOPP s.126 as amended 23-05-01. 

 

25. H3-JK/p.325, s.126.01 MOPP as amended 01-07-08. 

 

26. H3-JK/p.327, s.32.09 MOPP as amended 23-05-01. 
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27. H3-JK/p.328, s.32.09 MOPP as amended 01-07-08. 

 

28. H3-JK/p.303, s.129, c.17, sch.43 Finance Act 2000, Stamp Duty re: mixed property. 

 

29. H5-PQ/p.481, Comptroller’s letter of 20-09-04 confirming registration (“Tonewear Ltd”). 

 

30. H5-O/p.442 “A”, Patents Desk Notes. 

 

31. H2-F/p.194 “A”, Comptroller’s standard letter confirming registration, 09-07-01. 

 

32. H6-W/p.532 “B”, Comptroller’s standard letter confirming registration, 16-12-04. 

 

33. H2-F/p.194A-194-B “B”, Trade Marks Form TM16 for No. 1488225 filed on 31-05-01. 

 

34. H1-C/p.144-149, Trade Marks case details (OPTICS Register).  

 

35. H7-6/p.673, Trade Marks Rule 52, appointment of Agents using the Form TM33. 

 

36. H3-JK/p.295, s.14 Stamp Act 1891. 

 

37. H3-JK/p.297, s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 

 

38. H3-L/p.347 “A”, “B” & “C”, Memorandum from Nicholson Graham & Jones,11-09-03. 

 

39. H4-M/p.392 “M” to “S”, Brassington’s email to HM Revenue & Customs dated 21-07-07. 

 

40. H4-M/p.390 “B” to “D”, Brassington’s email to HM Revenue & Customs dated 13-08-07. 

 

41. H4-M/p.396 “B” to “F”, Brassington’s skeleton argument, High Court, 09-08-07. 

 

42. H4-M/p.402-403 “A” to “E”, Brassington’s Witness Statement, High Court, 09-08-07. 

 

43. H3-L/p.354 “B”, draft sale agreement amended at noon on 11-09-03. 
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44. H3-JK/p.330 “D”, CIPA Guide s.32.10, “Stamp Duty”. 

 

45. H4-N/p.421 “B” & “C” Letter of 07-05-08 from Mr. Mark Lund, of the Solicitors Turner   

     Parkinson, who acted for Sense-Sonic Ltd’s administrative receivers. 

 

46. H4-M/p.383 “B”, email from Sense-Sonic Ltd’s administrative receivers dated 06-10-06. 

 

47. H4-M/p.386, Brassington’s claims to the Comptroller of 05-10-06 re: assignments. 

 

48. H4-M/p.388, Brassington’s claims to the Comptroller of 10-10-06 with respect to 

assignments. 

 

49. H4-M/p.385 “A”, “B” & “C” letter of 02-09-04 to Sense-Sonic Ltd’s administrative 

receivers. 

 

50. H4-M/p.384”B” Wilson Gunn M’Caw’s email of 26-06-07 claiming never to have seen the  

      complete sale agreement. 

 

51. H4-N/p.414, Nicholson Graham & Jones send Wilson Gunn M’Caw a mutilated sale 

agreement in place of “the original assignment documentation they requested on 14-01-

04 (H4-N/p.413). 

 

52. H4-M/P.382, Comptroller’s email of 12-02-08 confirming his acceptance that the 

agreement is not an assignment. 

 

53.  [AH53A] H4-M/p.381, Comptroller’s email of 03-04-08 confirming the use of the 

agreement as evidence of assignment.  [AH53B] shows HMRC’s view of the agreement. 

 

54. H4-M/p.405 “B” & “C”, Brassington’s email of 16-10-07 changing his claim as to what his 

Solicitors told him in September 2003. 

 

55. H4-M/p.406 “A”, Brassington’s counterstatement in proceedings for the rectification of 

the Trade Marks Register which the Comptroller claims he referred to the High Court 

(declined to deal) in April 2008. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 05 November 2008 15:35
Subject: RE: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall , 
  
I can confirm that your letter has been forwarded on our Policy Team to consider. 
  
I have also looked at my letter issued to you and must advise you that I am happy to leave the letter in it’s 
present form. The issues in question have been covered and I can see no reason to amend the letter. 
  
I am happy to deal with your concerns you have under separate  correspondence. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Les Hanratty 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 05 November 2008 13:38 

To: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes) 

Subject: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences 
  
Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
Please ensure that your Solicitor gets that attached letter and index. 
  
It ensures that the Comptroller cannot sustain a claim that he acted in good faith in making the falsified 
registrations of change of proprietorship in September 2004. 
  
Copies have gone to 8 New Square Chambers and to my Solicitor with a view to challenging the Comptroller 
in the High Court. 
  
HMRC must consider this evidence before issuing a decision on fining the Comptroller, not to do so and not 
to fine the Comptroller will have serious consequences. 
  
Please confirm receipt of my letter and tell me where I can send a hard copy. 
  
Please also ensure that receipt is confirmed by those dealing directly with the matter at HMRC and that I am 
informed immediately of such confirmation. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall 
  
 
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-
virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate 
Number 2007/11/0032.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.  
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately. 1034
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 November 2008 07:10
Subject: Re: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences

Page 1 of 6

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
I am deeply concerned about the way in which this matter has been handled. 
  
Your letter is a sham. It bears no news. 
  
I did not put such matters in question. They were answered on 05-02-08 under s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
At no time did you say that you had asked your Solicitor to review the Decision issued on 05-02-08 and take 8 
months to do it, and nothing more. I certainly made no such request. 
  
You have simply been instructed to fob me off with a pointless letter to give the false impression that HMRC 
has achieved something in the last 8 months. 
  
You know full well that the decision being made by HMRC's Solicitor in June 2008 reported to me by you as 
being imminent (within days) and thence by me to the Comptroller was that of whether HMRC was now going 
to impose a penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. There was no question as to the chargeable status of the 
document, and no question that there were registrations in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891, and well you know 
it. 
  
Under the Freedom of Information  Act 2000 I require you to provide full information and documents to 
justify why it took you 5 months to issue a response to my formal and fully compliant application under 
s.12 Stamp Act 1891 for Notice of Decision on Formal Adjudication and to confirm whether or not 
HMRC's Solicitor was consulted, and if not, why not. I require you to provide full details of when the 
work was carried out and the reasons for it being so unreasonably delayed. I also require copies of the 
correspondence between you and those who carried out the work so that I can establish why you now 
claim that you issued a mere assessment (of which I already had a plentiful supply).  
  
Under the Freedom of Information  Act 2000 I require you to provide full information and documents to 
justify why it has taken you a further 8  months to issue what is quite clearly a bogus, padded-out letter 
to cover up the fact that HMRC has not done any of the work which you repeatedly told me in June 
2008 was just about to result in a decision as to whether or not the Comptroller was to be fined. I 
require you to tell me how may hours it took for the Solicitor to agree with your "view", when those 
hours were spent, and how many hours it took your Solicitor to consider that the Patent Office is in 
breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 and when those hours were spent. I require you to tell me when the 
Solicitor first looked into this matter and to send me a copy of the instruction. 
  
Your wholly unreasonable delays have caused me considerable loss, as your inaction has given the 
Comptroller the time he needed to destroy my property- something he would not have been able to do if you 
had not so unnecessarily delayed taking action.  
  
Your letter of 29th October 2008 makes out that I asked you for a second opinion of a decision issued on 05-
02-08 which ridiculously took you 5 months to issue. 
  
I did not. 
  
You had a regulatory obligation (below) to involve HMRC's Solicitor in my formal application for adjudication 
under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 in September 2007. 
  
I complied with the formalities to the letter. It is you who did not: 
  

The Mechanics of Adjudication  
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6.17 Customers lodging a document for Adjudication should send their documents in a particular way, as 
detailed in the following paragraphs.  

6.18 Section 12(2) of the Stamp Act 1891 requires everyone who sends us a document for adjudication to let 
us have a complete and accurate abstract of the document. We encourage all customers to provide a 
photocopy since this is the most convenient way to do so for everyone involved. Applicants should 
provide as much information about the transaction as possible when lodging the document(s) and draw our 
attention to any particular points of contention.  

6.19 Customers sending adjudication applications can send them to any of our Stamp Offices located at 
Birmingham, Bristol, Edinburgh, Manchester, Newcastle and Worthing. Any adjudication application received at 
the Bush House London Counter should be referred to Worthing. If you receive an application which originates 
in Scotland you should send it to the Technical Adviser in Edinburgh. Likewise, applications which originate in 
Northern Ireland should be sent to the Belfast Stamp Office if received in any other Stamp Office.  

Stamp Act 1891 

Adjudication Stamps 

 
12. Adjudication by Commissioners. 
  
(1)   Subject to such regulations as the Commissioners may think fit to make, the Commissioners may be 

required by any person to adjudicate with reference to any executed instrument upon the questions—  
  

(a)     whether it is chargeable with duty; 

(b)     with what amount of duty it is chargeable; 

(c)     whether any penalty is payable under section 15B (penalty on late stamping); 

(d)     what penalty is in their opinion correct and appropriate. 

(2) The Commissioners may require to be furnished with an abstract of the instrument and with such 
evidence as they may require as to the facts and circumstances relevant to those questions.  

  
(3)   The Commissioners shall give notice of their decision upon those questions to the person by 

whom the adjudication was required.  
  
(4)   If the Commissioners decide that the instrument is not chargeable with any duty, it may be stamped 

with a particular stamp denoting that it has been the subject of adjudication and is not chargeable with 
any duty.  

  
(5)   If the Commissioners decide that the instrument is chargeable with duty and assess the amount of duty 

chargeable, the instrument when stamped in accordance with their decision may be stamped with a 
particular stamp denoting that it has been the subject of adjudication and is duly stamped. 

  
(6)   Every instrument stamped in accordance with subsection (4) or (5) shall be admissible in evidence and 

available for all purposes notwithstanding any objection relating to duty.  
  
  

Stamp Act 1891 

Adjudication Stamps 

 
12A.  Adjudication: supplementary provisions. 
  
(1)   An instrument which has been the subject of adjudication by the Commissioners under section 12 shall 

not, if it is unstamped or insufficiently stamped, be stamped otherwise than in accordance with the 
Commissioners’ decision on the adjudication.  

  
(2)   If without reasonable excuse any such instrument is not duly stamped within 30 days after the date on 

which the Commissioners gave notice of their decision, or such longer period as the 
Commissioners may allow, the person by whom the adjudication was required is liable to a penalty 
not exceeding £300.  
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(3)   A statutory declaration made for the purposes of section 12 shall not be used against the person 

making it in any proceedings whatever, except in an inquiry as to the duty with which the instrument to 
which it relates is chargeable or as to the penalty payable on stamping that instrument.  

  
(4)   Every person by whom any such declaration is made shall, on payment of the duty chargeable upon 

the instrument to which it relates, and any interest or penalty payable on stamping, be relieved from 
any penalty to which he may be liable by reason of the omission to state truly in the instrument any fact 
or circumstance required by this Act to be so stated. 

  
  
I specifically asked you to issue a Notice of Decision on Formal Adjudication and to waive or impose the 
absolute minimum fine and to give me the maximum time allowable to enable me to get Brassington to pay the 
duty he had agreed to pay under clause 13.2 of the agreement.  
  
You have deceived me. 
  
You claim that Turner Parkinson should have sent you the original document, but it is clear from the Manual 
and the Act that the original document is not sought by HMRC and that it is you, not me who has erred: 
  
  
The Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication  

6.15 Under Section 13 of the Stamp Act any person who is dissatisfied with our decision on an adjudication 
under Section 12 of the Stamp Act 1891 may appeal against it. For an appeal to be lodged, however, Stamp 
Taxes must first have issued a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication within the meaning of Section 12 
of the Stamp Act. An informal statement of duty, which should be typed on plain paper, is not a Formal Notice 
of Decision on Adjudication.  

6.16 In each case, it is important to make clear to the customer the difference between an informal statement 
of duty and a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication. Any informal statement of duty is to be typed on plain 
paper headed in bold type - "Informal Statement of Duty - Note this is NOT a Formal Notice of Decision 
on Adjudication". A Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication is prepared in a particular format designed 
specifically for that purpose. A Formal Notice should not be issued without the prior approval of the Solicitor of 
Inland Revenue. 

  

On the basis of the above, you can be estopped from claiming that you issued an informal assessment on 05-
02-08, and it may be necessary for the matter to be dealt with by the Courts, as the Comptroller claimed in his 
decision of 30-06-08 (not to correct the Registers) that he is in doubt as to whether you are correct. I should tell 
you that he claims that if you are right, he could ignore the document and register the transaction on the basis 
of the Patents Form 21/77 alone. The odd thing is, he did just that - register only the Form 21/77 (which is 
invalidly signed, and well he knows it). There are no prizes for guessing why the document does not appear on 
the Register whilst all other applicants with bona fide assignments do have their documents registered. The 
documentary evidence I have sent to HMRC leaves no need for any guesswork and HMRC must act on it. 

HMRC must also determine whether the registrations must be struck off - the Comptroller contradicts his own 
literature and now claims that they survive and that he is right to claim that he can register transactions 
effected by documents which should be Stamped but which have not been Stamped: 

"For transactions effected on or after that date (28th March 2000) it will no longer be 

necessary to establish that any instrument that should have been stamped actually has been 

stamped before the transaction can be registered in any of the patents, designs or trade 

marks registers. 

  

“Consequently the declarations relating to stamp duty on patents Form 27177, registered 

designs Form 12A and trade marks Form TM16 will not serve any legal purpose for 
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transactions effected on or after 28 March 2000, and, accordingly they no longer need to 

be completed for such transactions".   Patents & Designs Journal 19-04-2000 

  

HMRC must ask the Comptroller (as I did under the Freedom of Information Act 2000) whether he stands by 
the above, and how come.  

HMRC must ask the Comptroller why the unstamped document is not recorded on the Register for GB2267412 
on 20-09-04 and whether it was examined. His answers can be compared to the documentary evidence which 
shows that the OPTICS system was overridden in order to remove the words "and documents" and shows that 
the document, which was clearly excluded from the Register by the Comptroller and therefore cannot support 
the registration, was examined by his Senior Legal Officer having been sent to him by the Assignments 
Section. 

HMRC must ask Brassington whether, in the light of the accounting evidence and the Memorandum AH38 he 
still stands by his claim that he knows the debt to be a capital loan and, if he does, to ask him what he saw that 

made him "know" the things he claimed in detail in his emails and High Court Statements AH39   AH40 
   AH41   AH42. I can tell you what he saw - he saw a Stamp Duty liability, as advised by his Solicitor at the 
outset, and he resorted to the Stamp Taxes Manual in July 2007 when I raised the matter with HMRC and he 
decided that a capital loan was just the ticket. But how could he know that Sense-Sonic Ltd and Leaf had a 
capital loan agreement on the terms he described to you?  

I can tell you a little more on that matter - due diligence was carried out just before Sense-Sonic Ltd ceased 
trading in February 2003 and the Solicitors pointed out that the debt was repayable on demand as there was 

no formal agreement p367.  

As your letter tells me that HMRC has not actually achieved anything at all in the last 8 months (except 
undermine the result of the previous 5 months) and now tells me what I already knew on 05-02-08 I suggest 
that time is allocated to deal with this matter immediately - it cannot possibly be in a queue after such a length 
of time. 

So, in closing let me remind you one more time that I did not ask you for a second opinion of HMRC's decision 
of 05-02-08 and I did not ask you if the Comptroller is in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 these matters were 
established long ago. 

I have handed this matter to you on a plate - the Comptroller's own literature declares that he can be fined and 
he corrected his manual of patent practice on 01-07-08 to take Stamp Duty on mixed property transactions into 
account. 

There is therefore nothing to argue about. 

I require that this matter be properly managed from here on and that I be told precisely what is to be done and 
by when it will be done. This is my property, what is left of it, and if you will not let me use the unstamped 
document to get it back you should not be letting the Comptroller use it to keep things as they are and destroy 
my property by denying me my true status.  

You should not be pussy-footing about and considering meeting the Comptroller to see if he has any objection 
to your fining him. It is your decision and you made that decision long ago. He is in breach of s14 Stamp Act 
1891 and the evidence shows that he had been advising staff in his Desk Notes to evade their responsibilities 
under the Stamp Act 1891 and shut their eyes to potential breaches. He relies on outright lies to wriggle out of 
situations and claims that he was acting within his rights, but he has been well and truly exposed and there is 
no doubt whatsoever that were he running a limited company HMRC would be screaming "fraud". 

Please tell me precisely what is now being done, why the Comptroller should have a say in the matter 
prior to the imposition of the penalties, and what grounds you have for there being any doubt as to 
whether penalties for each of the four registrations are to be imposed.   

You know full well that if you are to put this to a meeting he will schedule it for 2010. 
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Please stop this unnecessary delay, impose the penalties unilaterally as the law prescribes and let me get on 
with my litigation without further prejudice. 

Yours sincerely, 

  

Andrew Hall. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
To: Andrew Hall  
Sent: Wednesday, November 05, 2008 3:35 PM 
Subject: RE: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences 

 
Dear Mr Hall , 
  
I can confirm that your letter has been forwarded on our Policy Team to consider. 
  
I have also looked at my letter issued to you and must advise you that I am happy to leave the letter in it’s 
present form. The issues in question have been covered and I can see no reason to amend the letter. 
  
I am happy to deal with your concerns you have under separate  correspondence. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Les Hanratty 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 05 November 2008 13:38 

To: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes) 

Subject: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences 
  
Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
Please ensure that your Solicitor gets that attached letter and index. 
  
It ensures that the Comptroller cannot sustain a claim that he acted in good faith in making the falsified 
registrations of change of proprietorship in September 2004. 
  
Copies have gone to 8 New Square Chambers and to my Solicitor with a view to challenging the Comptroller 
in the High Court. 
  
HMRC must consider this evidence before issuing a decision on fining the Comptroller, not to do so and not 
to fine the Comptroller will have serious consequences. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 06 November 2008 16:57
Subject: RE: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences

Page 1 of 7

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall, 
  
I have passed your letter to the appropriate person in our Policy team who will write directly to you by 14th 
November 2008. 
  
Your request under the Freedom of Information Act will be dealt with separately. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
Les Hanratty    
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 06 November 2008 07:10 

To: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes) 

Subject: Re: s.17 - Comptroller, Patent Office - Evidence of Offences 
  
Dear Mr. Hanratty, 
  
I am deeply concerned about the way in which this matter has been handled. 
  
Your letter is a sham. It bears no news. 
  
I did not put such matters in question. They were answered on 05-02-08 under s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
At no time did you say that you had asked your Solicitor to review the Decision issued on 05-02-08 and take 8 
months to do it, and nothing more. I certainly made no such request. 
  
You have simply been instructed to fob me off with a pointless letter to give the false impression that HMRC 
has achieved something in the last 8 months. 
  
You know full well that the decision being made by HMRC's Solicitor in June 2008 reported to me by you as 
being imminent (within days) and thence by me to the Comptroller was that of whether HMRC was now going 
to impose a penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. There was no question as to the chargeable status of the 
document, and no question that there were registrations in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891, and well you know 
it. 
  
Under the Freedom of Information  Act 2000 I require you to provide full information and documents to 
justify why it took you 5 months to issue a response to my formal and fully compliant application under 
s.12 Stamp Act 1891 for Notice of Decision on Formal Adjudication and to confirm whether or not 
HMRC's Solicitor was consulted, and if not, why not. I require you to provide full details of when the 
work was carried out and the reasons for it being so unreasonably delayed. I also require copies of the 
correspondence between you and those who carried out the work so that I can establish why you now 
claim that you issued a mere assessment (of which I already had a plentiful supply).  
  
Under the Freedom of Information  Act 2000 I require you to provide full information and documents to 
justify why it has taken you a further 8  months to issue what is quite clearly a bogus, padded-out letter 
to cover up the fact that HMRC has not done any of the work which you repeatedly told me in June 
2008 was just about to result in a decision as to whether or not the Comptroller was to be fined. I 
require you to tell me how may hours it took for the Solicitor to agree with your "view", when those 
hours were spent, and how many hours it took your Solicitor to consider that the Patent Office is in 
breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 and when those hours were spent. I require you to tell me when the 
Solicitor first looked into this matter and to send me a copy of the instruction. 
  
Your wholly unreasonable delays have caused me considerable loss, as your inaction has given the 1040
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@) HM Revenue 
. & Customs 

Andrew Hall 
Sense-Sonic Limited 
Colne Commercial Centre 
Exchange Street 
Colne 
BB80SQ 

Date 
Our ref 
Your ref 

Dear Mr Hall 

12 November 2008 
F012139/:2008 

Excise Stamps & Money Businesses 

Stamp Taxes Policy 
Room 1/38 
100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 

Tel 020 7147 2790 

Fax 02071472748 

Email keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 

www.hmrc.gov.uk 

Request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 

I am writing In response to your email of 22nd October to my colleague Les Hanratty of the 
Edinburgh Stamp Office about work which HMRC may have carried out in the matter of the 
Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks' registration of transactions 
effected by unstamped documents. 

HMRC neither confirms nor denies that it holds information falling within the description 
specified in your request. The duty in section 1 (1 )(a) of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
(FOI) does not apply, by virtue of section 44(2) of that Act, which prevents disclosure of 
information where anothel" rule of law or Community obligation requires us not to disclose. 
This should not be taken as an indication that the information you requested is or is not held 
by the Department. 

Information of this kind is neld in the exercise of the Department's tax functions - specifically 
the operation of Stamp Duty - and relates to identifiable persons. As such, it is protected by 
the Department's statutory duty of confidentiality under section 18 of the Commissioners for 
Revenue and Customs Act 2005 (CRCA). 

By virtue of section 23 of the 2005 Act, our information relating to a person, the disclosure of 
Wllich is prohibited by section 18(1), is exempt information under section 44(1 )(a) FOI if its 
disclosure would specify the identity of the person to whom the information relates, or would 
enable the identity of such a person to be deduced. 

Information is available in large print, audio tape and Braille formats. 
Type Talk service prefix number - 18001 

DIrector Mikl~ Nor-grove (-) 
"" 

Awarded Cor cncU~nC'(\ INVESTOR IN PEOPLE 1041
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The exemption at section 44 is an absolute exemption and the Department is not required to 
consider whether there may be public interest in disclosure. 

If )IOU have allY queries about this letter, please contact me. Please remember to quote the 
reference number above in any future communications. 

If fall are not happy with tllis reply you may request a review by writing to HMRC FOI Team, 
Room 4 /52, 100 Parliament Street London SWIA 280. You must request a review within 2 
months of the date of this letter. It would assist our review if you set out which aspects of the 
reply concern you and why you are dissatisfied. 

If fOU are not content with the outcome of your complaint, you may apply directly to the 
Information Commissioner for a deCision. Generally, the Information Commissioner cannot 
make a decision unless you have exhausted the complaints procedure provided by HMRC. 
He can be contacted at: T1e Information Commissioner's Office, Wycliffe House, Water 
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF. 

Yours sincerel'! 

Keith Brown 
Policy AdViser 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
To: <ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 19 November 2008 12:14
Subject: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office
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Dear Mrs. Ali, 

  
Your letter of 14th November does not address my complaint. 

  
I sought a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication in September 2007 and I met the requirements to the 
letter. 

  
You should have involved the Solicitor in that process and in 2007, and you should have dealt with the matter 
long before 05-02-08. 

  
To tell me that it has taken 9 months to get around to having the Solicitor state the obvious - that the 
Comptroller, having registered a transaction (although falsely described as an  assignment) which is 
chargeable with Stamp Duty, is liable to penalty under s.17 just adds insult to injury. 

  
Mr. Hanratty is well aware that the decision I was awaiting was that of a decision to issue a penalty. Such 
action would then put an end the Comptroller's obstruction. 

  
However, he languishes in your indecision. 

  
It is my document, my property and my family which are being affected by these wholly unnecessary delays. I 
am entitled to know what is required for that document to be admissible and I am entitled to know whose 
responsibility it is to take action to remove registrations made in breach of s.14. 

  
I have an inspection of Patent Office files booked for this week. I now find that the Comptroller is removing 
documents which he claims are NOT OPEN TO PUBLIC INSPECTION. 

  
I should tell you that I have found even more evidence of evasion. The Comptroller told staff to put main 
agreements (primary evidence) in NOPI folders and to register transactions on the basis of short forms. His 
instruction stated that this should be done whether or not the applicant sought such treatment. I have also 
found evidence that the Comptroller told the public that everything they send in will be open to public 
inspection - which begs the question as to why he should want to hide main agreements. That is answered by 
desk notes instructions I have included in my evidence bundle - which advise staff that main agreements 
might have Stamp Duty complications and should not be subject to requests for submission. 

  
You can be in no doubt that the evidence I have provided shows that the Comptroller is in breach of his 
statutory duties and has acted unlawfully in order to speed up the registration process and register transaction 
irrespective of the Stamp Duty liabilities. 

  
Maybe you can establish why he told the World that as of 28-03-00 he no longer had to be satisfied that a 
chargeable document executed on or after 28-03-00 had been stamped before registering a transaction. 
Could this be because he was satisfied that he had a way around the issue - excluding the unstamped 
primary evidence and pretending that he made the registration on the basis on hearsay evidence (a Form or a 
short form assignment/licence and a Stamp Duty declaration)? It is immaterial as to what he may now claim - 
the evidence of unlawful practices is bountiful. 

  
I am proposing to take a Notary with me to the Patent Office to inspect the Files. 

  
Given the logistical aspects of what I have managed to arrange, it would make sense for you to send 
someone to inspect these files under s.16 Stamp Act 1891. You are not "the public", and I know where to look 
in the Files for the documents that are of interest to you. 

  
There will be a few hundred million pounds owing in all. The inspection of documents for September 2004 will 
at least throw up £30,000 and serve to prove that the Comptroller has a practice by which he ensures that you 
do not get to know about his invalid registrations and that the Treasury does not get its dues. 1043
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Please take a look at the latest evidence summarised here. The only link you do not need to click on is the 
first link - my statement to HMRC (as you already have that document). 

  
That said, the link above (including all the links in the page it leads to, and all the links thereafter) provides all 
you need to support a decision to fine the Comptroller. 

  
I am entitled to a prompt service and I ask you to make up for lost time (not that it is possible to turn back the 
clock to September 2007) and issue your decision. 

  
You have no reason to interview the Comptroller. The facts are before you. It is for him to file an appeal if he 
refuses to pay the penalty. I have provided you with all the necessary documentary evidence to destroy any 
arguments he may present by way of appeal. 

  
I have been deceived by the Comptroller for over four years; I would like that deception to stop. 

  
Please do not try to make out that major decisions have been arrived at over the past nine months and that 
great thought has gone into making the statement that the Solicitor agrees with HMRC. Of course he does.  

  
You know that Brassington's Solicitor told him that Stamp Duty was chargeable and that Brassington told you 
that his Solicitor had told him that the debt was a capital loan, rattling off the exemption details.  
  
You know that these claims are incompatible and that Brassington has simply been trying to defraud HMRC. 
He is required under that agreement to pay the Stamp Duty so that Sense-Sonic Ltd can use the agreement 
and any prescribed assignments (once they are executed). 
  
You know that the Comptroller and his staff are aware that a fine can be imposed when a transaction is 
registered in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
Please deal with the matter right away and put an end to this unnecessary delay. 
  
There is nothing further that you can do or need to do, other than issue a penalty notice. 
  
An inspection of files will enable you to determine whether you want to pursue other cases.  
  
Yours sincerely,  
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
Sent: 21 November 2008 16:36
Subject: RE: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office
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Dear Mr Hall 
  
Noted with thanks.  
  
Kind regards,  
  
Yasmin Ali  
  

From: Sense-Sonic Ltd [mailto:contact@sense-sonic.net]  

Sent: 19 November 2008 12:26 

To: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 
Subject: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office 
  
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
Your letter of 14th November does not address my complaint. 
  
I sought a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication in September 2007 and I met the requirements to the 
letter. 
  
You should have involved the Solicitor in that process and in 2007, and you should have dealt with the matter 
long before 05-02-08. 
  
To tell me that it has taken 9 months to get around to having the Solicitor state the obvious - that the 
Comptroller, having registered a transaction (although falsely described as an  assignment) which is 
chargeable with Stamp Duty, is liable to penalty under s.17 just adds insult to injury. 
  
Mr. Hanratty is well aware that the decision I was awaiting was that of a decision to issue a penalty. Such 
action would then put an end the Comptroller's obstruction. 
  
However, he languishes in your indecision. 
  
It is my document, my property and my family which are being affected by these wholly unnecessary delays. I 
am entitled to know what is required for that document to be admissible and I am entitled to know whose 
responsibility it is to take action to remove registrations made in breach of s.14. 
  
I have an inspection of Patent Office files booked for this week. I now find that the Comptroller is removing 
documents which he claims are NOT OPEN TO PUBLIC INSPECTION. 
  
I should tell you that I have found even more evidence of evasion. The Comptroller told staff to put main 
agreements (primary evidence) in NOPI folders and to register transactions on the basis of short forms. His 
instruction stated that this should be done whether or not the applicant sought such treatment. I have also 
found evidence that the Comptroller told the public that everything they send in will be open to public 
inspection - which begs the question as to why he should want to hide main agreements. That is answered by 
desk notes instructions I have included in my evidence bundle - which advise staff that main agreements 
might have Stamp Duty complications and should not be subject to requests for submission. 
  
You can be in no doubt that the evidence I have provided shows that the Comptroller is in breach of his 
statutory duties and has acted unlawfully in order to speed up the registration process and register transaction 
irrespective of the Stamp Duty liabilities. 
  
Maybe you can establish why he told the World that as of 28-03-00 he no longer had to be satisfied that a 
chargeable document executed on or after 28-03-00 had been stamped before registering a transaction. 1045
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
To: <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 21 November 2008 12:53
Subject: Fw: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office
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Dear Mrs. Ali, 

  
Thank you for speaking to me this morning. 

  
I have just found that a link on my email to you of 19-11-08 had "/http" stuck on the end of it (a cut and 
paste error). 

  
The section of that email read as follows (with the link now corrected): 

  
"Please take a look at the latest evidence summarised here. The only link you do not need to click on is the 
first link - my statement to HMRC (as you already have that document).  

  
"That said, the link above (including all the links in the page it leads to, and all the links thereafter) provides all 
you need to support a decision to fine the Comptroller". 

  
  
The docmentary evidence, drawn almost page-by page from a very reluctant Comptroller under the Freedom 
of Information Act 2000, shows blatantly unlawful instructions to staff to remove and/or keep away documents 
from the registration process which would otherwise prohibit registration. 

  
I have informed industry groups (as their members' IPR registrations could well be invalid without them 
knowing it) and all the evidence is going before the High Court, as I am applying for a Judicial Review of the 
Comptroller's unlawful decisions and enactments (which decisions not to correct the Registers relied heavily 
on an inadmissible unstamped document which it turns out he actually excluded from the Register and, 
irrespective of the Stamp Duty aspects, cannot therefore form part of the prima facie evidence to justify 
registration). 

  
Mr. Hanratty has written to me to say that the past 8 months has resulted in the policy department confirming 
that HMRC's Solicitor agrees with HMRC that the registered transaction is chargeable with Stamp Duty and 
that the registrations are in breach of s.14 and that the Comptroller is liable to penalty under s.17. 
  
In the circumstances of such a clear breach, any other public body would simply issue a penalty notice and 
leave it to the recipient to prove that he is not liable to penalty. I am therefore at a loss as to why there has to 
be a "review" (a costly process which will prove to have been wholly unnecessary if the Comptroller simply 
pays the penalty on receipt of Notice). I do not see that the Comptroller would have to agree to be penalised 
before you could issue a penalty notice. I am therefore lost on the purpose of the two months' effort/delay. 
  
The Comptroller may decide to admit that he has offended and promise to put matters right. The issuing of a 
Penalty Notice will determine whether an investigation is necessary. You are within your rights to issue a 
Notice and cannot be sued for doing so. 

  
As I understand it, you are not conducting a review of any decision, you are conducting an investigation into 
whether the Comptroller deliberately excluded the unstamped document and continued with the 
registration on the basis of a Form 21/77 signed by a mere address for service.  
  
The Comptroller claims that he did not look at the document (at "J") and claims his practice was to look at the 
document (but compare "J" with AH6 at "D" for contradictory instruction). 
  
However, the documentary evidence (set out in my letter of 05-11-08 shows that he did examine the 
document and that he overrode the OPTICS register database system in order to exclude the document from 
the Register. He is also shown to have issued a non-standard letter to confirm registration. My Counsel will be 
seeking a Notice to Admit with respect to these deviations from standard bone fide practice, failing which a 
month's worth of Patent Register Files will be put before the Court to prove that the instant case was treated 
differently from all bone fide applications. 
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For a Form 2177 and document sent to the Comptroller not to appear on the Register  (see "F") as "Form 
21/77 and documents filed on GBxxxxxxx" (see example of standard entry, as "A"), there has to be an 
explanation, and the Comptroller's own in-house documents provide that explanation - intentional exclusion. 

  
It is impossible to justify the in-house instructions I have highlighted for you. Under s.109 Patents Act 1977 
such actions - closing one's eyes for fear of what one might see - constitute falsification of the Register 
according to judgements cited in the Black Book (the CIPA Guide). Part III s.109 in particular covers precisely 
what the Comptroller's officers have done in the instant case. They were instructed not to make enquiries, 
even though the Rule 46(3) provides for the Comptroller to call for whatever documents he considers are 
necessary for him to fulfil his statutory obligations: 
  
Excluding primary evidence and registering a transaction effected by an unstamped document is not one of 
his statutory obligations; and claiming that he made the registration on the basis on secondary evidence (a 
Form 21/77 only - in my case; and/or a short form assignment - in other cases) in the intentional absence or 
exclusion of primary evidence is no excuse. 

  
The "here" link above (repeated here) provides access to the documentary evidence exposing the 
Comptroller's intentional breaches of statutory duty, including breaches of s.14 Stamp Act 1891. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 

  
     
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Sense-Sonic Ltd  
To: yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk  
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 12:26 PM 
Subject: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office 

 
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
Your letter of 14th November does not address my complaint. 

  
I sought a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication in September 2007 and I met the requirements to the 
letter. 

  
You should have involved the Solicitor in that process and in 2007, and you should have dealt with the matter 
long before 05-02-08. 

  
To tell me that it has taken 9 months to get around to having the Solicitor state the obvious - that the 
Comptroller, having registered a transaction (although falsely described as an  assignment) which is 
chargeable with Stamp Duty, is liable to penalty under s.17 just adds insult to injury. 

  
Mr. Hanratty is well aware that the decision I was awaiting was that of a decision to issue a penalty. Such 
action would then put an end the Comptroller's obstruction. 

  
However, he languishes in your indecision. 

  
It is my document, my property and my family which are being affected by these wholly unnecessary delays. I 
am entitled to know what is required for that document to be admissible and I am entitled to know whose 
responsibility it is to take action to remove registrations made in breach of s.14. 

  
I have an inspection of Patent Office files booked for this week. I now find that the Comptroller is removing 
documents which he claims are NOT OPEN TO PUBLIC INSPECTION. 

  
I should tell you that I have found even more evidence of evasion. The Comptroller told staff to put main 
agreements (primary evidence) in NOPI folders and to register transactions on the basis of short forms. His 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
Sent: 21 November 2008 16:37
Subject: RE: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office
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Dear Mr Hall,  
  
Noted with thanks.  
  
Kind regards 
  
Yasmin Ali  
  

From: Sense-Sonic Ltd [mailto:contact@sense-sonic.net]  

Sent: 21 November 2008 12:54 

To: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 
Subject: Fw: Stamp Duty - Sense-Sonic Ltd - Comptroller, Patent Office 

Importance: High 
  
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
Thank you for speaking to me this morning. 
  
I have just found that a link on my email to you of 19-11-08 had "/http" stuck on the end of it (a cut and 
paste error). 
  
The section of that email read as follows (with the link now corrected): 
  
"Please take a look at the latest evidence summarised here. The only link you do not need to click on is the 
first link - my statement to HMRC (as you already have that document).  
  
"That said, the link above (including all the links in the page it leads to, and all the links thereafter) provides all 
you need to support a decision to fine the Comptroller". 
  
  
The docmentary evidence, drawn almost page-by page from a very reluctant Comptroller under the Freedom 
of Information Act 2000, shows blatantly unlawful instructions to staff to remove and/or keep away documents 
from the registration process which would otherwise prohibit registration. 
  
I have informed industry groups (as their members' IPR registrations could well be invalid without them 
knowing it) and all the evidence is going before the High Court, as I am applying for a Judicial Review of the 
Comptroller's unlawful decisions and enactments (which decisions not to correct the Registers relied heavily 
on an inadmissible unstamped document which it turns out he actually excluded from the Register and, 
irrespective of the Stamp Duty aspects, cannot therefore form part of the prima facie evidence to justify 
registration). 
  
Mr. Hanratty has written to me to say that the past 8 months has resulted in the policy department confirming 
that HMRC's Solicitor agrees with HMRC that the registered transaction is chargeable with Stamp Duty and 
that the registrations are in breach of s.14 and that the Comptroller is liable to penalty under s.17. 
  
In the circumstances of such a clear breach, any other public body would simply issue a penalty notice and 
leave it to the recipient to prove that he is not liable to penalty. I am therefore at a loss as to why there has to 
be a "review" (a costly process which will prove to have been wholly unnecessary if the Comptroller simply 
pays the penalty on receipt of Notice). I do not see that the Comptroller would have to agree to be penalised 
before you could issue a penalty notice. I am therefore lost on the purpose of the two months' effort/delay. 
  
The Comptroller may decide to admit that he has offended and promise to put matters right. The issuing of a 
Penalty Notice will determine whether an investigation is necessary. You are within your rights to issue a 1048
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Corporate Governance 
Freedom of Information Unit 
Room BP5001, Dunstanburgh House 
Benton Park View 
Longbenton 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE98 1ZZ  
 
Tel   0191 2253065 
 
Fax  0191 2253098 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Mr Andrew Hall 
 
By e-mail: 
andrew.hall2@btconnect.com 

 
www.hmrc.gov.uk 

   
 Date 26 November 2009  

 Our Ref FOI 2139/08  

 Your Ref   
  

Dear Mr Hall 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 

Thank you for your request for information regarding Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs and Trade 

Marks' registration of transactions. Your request was received on 22 October 2008 and I am dealing with 

it under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 

 

In some circumstances a fee may be payable and if that is the case, I will let you know.   A fees notice 

will be issued to you, and you will be required to pay before we will proceed to deal with your request.  

 

If you have any queries about this letter, please contact me. Please remember to quote the reference 

number above in any future communications. 

 

Yours sincerely 

pp Lucy Howe (by e-mail) 
 
Michael Armstrong 
Freedom of Information Unit 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
To: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 02 December 2008 19:23
Subject: Re: Request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
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26/11/2009

Mr. Brown, 

  
Are you seriously trying to tell me that you are exempt from explaining why HMRC has not dealt with my 
company's application for adjudication of its own document? 

  
HMRC has a statutory duty to conduct adjudication upon request and to issue a formal notice of decision on 
adjudication in reasonable time. Fifteen months, and still waiting, is not a reasonable time. 

  
HMRC misled me. I thought I received a formal notice of decision on adjudication on 05-02-08, but HMRC 
knew otherwise. I chased up the decision countless times and received email confirmation that adjudication 
was under way. Clearly it was not. 

  
Stuff the FoIA and forward my complaint to the person responsible for dealing with complaints 
against HMRC with respect to breach of statutory duty. 

  
You seek to deceive me by claiming that I am not entitled to any information held by HMRC. 
  
Sense-Sonic Ltd is my company. The document sent for adjudication is my company's document. The request 
for adjudication was made by my company. The application under s.12 complied with the Act and the Manual 
TO THE LETTER. The Manual specifically requires a certified copy to be submitted for adjudication in place of 
the original document. HMRC contacted the Solicitors who hold the original document and a copy, certified on 
every page, was sent to HMRC by return. 

  
HMRC did not put the matter before its Solicitor, even though HMRC officers knew that I had already been 
to the High Court facing another person who has breached his statutory duties - the Comptroller-General of 
Patents, Designs & Trade Marks (who has cheated HM Treasury out of a fortune through his unlawful 
instructions to staff to exclude, to ignore and not to ask for sight of documents which might be chargeable with 
Stamp Duty). 

  
If HMRC is going to tax me (to the tune of 30 grand), it owes it to me to treat me with some respect (it being a 
voluntary tax) and to deal with my questions on taxation with due consideration for the damaging effects that 
delaying its decisions will impose. 
  
HMRC has known since July 2007 that the Comptroller registered a transaction falsely purported to be 
effected by the unstamped document and yet it made no effort whatsoever to contact the Comptroller to see 
why he had done so. I have handed the answer to HMRC on plate - and it has cost me over £420,000 to do 
so (quite possibly 1,000th of the amount of tax outstanding on registered patents, trade marks and designs).  

  
This is not a matter for the Information Commissioner - my complaint with respect to HMRC's failure to issue a 
formal notice of decision on adjudication has not been dealt with. 

  
I, as managing director of Sense-Sonic Ltd, the applicant and customer under s.12, am entitled to an 
explanation as to why HMRC has not fulfilled its statutory duties under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 and has not 
followed procedure set out in the Stamp Taxes Manual. 

  
The letter I received on 05-02-08 is on HMRC headed paper, acknowledges my application under s.12 and 
yet your Solicitor had no knowledge of it. It does not bear the words "this is not a formal decision", and it is not 
on plain paper. I have not seen the format for a formal decision and it is about time that you enlightened me to 
that end. It has taken a further nine months to tell me that your Solicitor agrees with "the decision". It would be 
impossible for him/her to declare otherwise, the documentary evidence with respect to the trade debt is 
beyond challenge and the Solicitor for the buyers confirmed that ad valorem Stamp Duty was chargeable.    

  
I do not need to involve the Information Commissioners to get an explanation. I require you to exhaust you 
complaints procedure (which you have not done), and if the failure to deal with this serious matter is not 
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explained, I shall raise the matter in the Administrative Court. 
  
My dealings with the Patent Office and HMRC (the Circumlocution Office) are living proof that Little Dorrit is 
indeed a story of OUR times. 
  
Please ensure that my complaint is dealt with by HMRC and make an effort to recover, for the tax-paying 
public, the vast amount of money which the Comptroller has "gifted" to his customers (who hold the public to 
ransom by way of their ill-gotten registered patents and trade marks).  

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall. 

  
Sense-Sonic Limited 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2008 4:55 PM 
Subject: Request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 
Mr Hall - please see attached response. 
 
Keith Brown 
Policy Adviser 
HM Revenue & Customs 
Excise, Stamp Taxes & Money Businesses 
100 Parliament Street 
London SW1A 2BQ. 
Tel. 020-7147 2790. 
 
The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately. 
 
HM Revenue & Customs computer systems will be monitored and communications carried on them recorded, 
to secure the effective operation of the system and for lawful purposes. 
 
The Commissioners for HM Revenue and Customs are not liable for any personal views of the sender.  
 
This e-mail may have been intercepted and its information altered. 
 
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service 
supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 2007/11/0032.) On 
leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free. 

Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes. 
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Excise Stamps & Money Businesses 
 
Stamp Taxes Policy 
Room 1/38 
100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 

 
Tel 020 7147 2790 
 
Fax 020 7147 2748 

 Andrew Hall 
Sense-Sonic Limited 
Colne Commercial Centre 
Exchange Street 
Colne           BB8 0SQ 
 
By email 

  

  Email keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 

   
 Date 2 December 2008  
 Our ref FOI 2208/2008 www.hmrc.gov.uk 
 Your ref    

 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
 
Request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 
 
I refer to your email of 6th November to my colleague Les Hanratty of the Edinburgh Stamp 
Office in which, inter alia, you make the following requests for information. 
 

“Under the Freedom of Information  Act 2000 I require you to provide full information 
and documents to justify why it took you 5 months to issue a response to my formal 
and fully compliant application under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 for Notice of Decision on 
Formal Adjudication and to confirm whether or not HMRC's Solicitor was consulted, 
and if not, why not. I require you to provide full details of when the work was carried 
out and the reasons for it being so unreasonably delayed. I also require copies of the 
correspondence between you and those who carried out the work so that I can 
establish why you now claim that you issued a mere assessment (of which I already 
had a plentiful supply).  
  
Under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 I require you to provide full information 
and documents to justify why it has taken you a further 8 months to issue what is 
quite clearly a bogus, padded-out letter to cover up the fact that HMRC has not done 
any of the work which you repeatedly told me in June 2008 was just about to result in 
a decision as to whether or not the Comptroller was to be fined. I require you to tell 
me how may hours it took for the Solicitor to agree with your "view", when those 
hours were spent, and how many hours it took your Solicitor to consider that the 
Patent Office is in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 and when those hours were spent. 
I require you to tell me when the Solicitor first looked into this matter and to send me 
a copy of the instruction.” 

 

Information is available in large print, audio tape and Braille formats. 
Type Talk service prefix number – 18001  

Director: Mike Norgrove 
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2 
 
 

 
I confirm that we hold information within the scope of your request, but this information is 
exempt from disclosure by virtue of section 44 of the FOI Act, which exempts information if 
its disclosure is prohibited by any enactment. In this instance, the relevant enactment is the 
Commissioners for Revenue and Customs Act (CRCA) 2005. The effect of sections 18(1) 
and 23 of CRCA is that information we hold in connection with one of our functions, and 
which identifies a person or enables their identity to be deduced, is exempt from disclosure 
under FOI. In this context a “person” includes both natural and legal persons, and, for 
example, limited companies. 
  
The exemption at section 44 of the FOI Act is an absolute exemption and the Department is 
not required to consider whether there is an overriding public interest in disclosure. 
 
If you have any queries about this letter, please contact me. Please remember to quote the 
reference number above in any future communications. 
 
If you are not happy with this reply you may request a review, either by emailing 
foi.review@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk or by writing to the HMRC FOI Team, Room 4/52, 100 
Parliament Street London SWIA 2BQ. You must request a review within 2 months of the 
date of this letter. It would assist our review if you set out which aspects of the reply concern 
you and why you are dissatisfied. 
 
If you are not content with the outcome of your complaint, you may apply directly to the 
Information Commissioner for a decision. Generally, the Information Commissioner cannot 
make a decision unless you have exhausted the complaints procedure provided by HMRC. 
He can be contacted at: The Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water 
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Keith Brown 
Policy Adviser 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
To: <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov>
Sent: 12 December 2008 16:30
Subject: FAO SARBJIT KAUR - CUSTOMER CARE TEAM 
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YOUR REF: COM 2008/12 000003 

  
YOUR LETTER: 04/12/2008 

  
SENSE-SONIC LIMITED 

  
  
Dear Ms. Kaur, 

  
Yesterday I received your letter dated 04-/12/2008 which has been sitting in the wrong pigeon hole in the post 
room where I am based.  

  
I called you yesterday afternoon to discuss its contents. 

  
Whilst I am aware of some of the points you raise in the letter, HMRC has never received any 
"document transferring patent rights from my company to another". 

  
The document which I sent to HMRC 18 months ago was dated 15-09-03. It did not transfer any patent rights, 
design rights, trade mark rights, goodwill or debt.  

  
It was a settlement agreement. It was intentionally couched in terms of an agreement rather than an 
assignment - for Stamp Duty purposes. 

  
HMRC knows this, and knows that there was no transfer. 

  
The person who is obliged to pay the Stamp Duty under clause 13.2 of the agreement has tried every trick in 
the book to deceive HMRC and the High Court into believing that there is no Stamp Duty liability. His lies have 
served him well. 

  
HMRC knows that there is no basis whatsoever for the liar's claim that a fully accounted trade debt was a 
capital loan (exempt from Stamp Duty). 

  
The liar first claimed that he had the assignments which were prescribed in the agreement, but this was 
proved by a disclosure order to be false. 

  
Nevertheless, the liar took the £1,333,558.30 (debt) for himself (without transfer) and for this reason, the 
document is chargeable with Stamp Duty under paragraph 19, sch.13 FA 1999. 

  
The document cannot be used for registration of a settlement: 

  
1) it refers to a mixture of property, including IPR and a trade debt, meaning that s.129, c.17 sch.34 FA 2000 
applies; 

  
The document cannot be relied upon for registration of an assignment: 

  
2) it is not an assignment.  

  
The Comptroller (Patent Office) knew that the document, sent to him in mutilated form on 09-09-04, was not 
registrable evidence of an assignment so he pretended that he had never received it, deleted the words "and 
documents" from the Register of Patents (standard wording which is automatically entered by his OIPTICS 
computer system) and pretended that the Patents Form 21/77 which accompanied the mutilated unstamped 
document was sufficient evidence of assignment for him to register a change of ownership. 
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I have provided documentary evidence to show that this unlawful act was standard practice in such 
circumstances. 

  
I and my family are in a desperate state and have been prevented from recovering our livelihood by the wholly 
unacceptable delays in dealing with this matter. 

  
Until HMRC acts, as must do, the Comptroller will continue to claim that there is doubt about the Stamp Duty 
position - which is an utter lie. 

  
I have yet to receive a letter from HMRC which presents the true facts. There is always some incorrect 
comment which prejudices me and prevents me from presenting the letter for the purpose it was sought. 

  
You cannot start a review by a director with a letter such as you have sent to me.  

  
It clearly states that the IPR was transferred - and the whole point here is that not only was it not transferred, I 
am not allowed to use the document to prove this, because it is not Stamped. 

  
In other words, the offenders have no further need for the document, as they got what they wanted. It is me 
who is prejudiced, because not only can I not use it in a civil court to expose them, I can't get the Police to act 
because the Comptroller keeps telling them that there are no offences to investigate. 

  
You know different, and I need you to be more considerate when writing letters, as a properly drawn up letter 
or notice would have enabled me to deal with these matters effectively. 

  
Please withdraw you letter and write again. 

  
I do not want any reference to the withdrawal in the replacement letter. You may write separately, if you must 
explain why you have withdrawn the letter. 

  
To be stating that I have raised a complaint about a document transferring my IPR at this stage is utterly 
distressing. 

  
Please correct this immediately. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 

  
SENSE-SONIC LTD 
  

01282 864384 
  

07532 384913 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
Cc: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp 

Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 23 December 2008 13:10
Subject: RE: FAO SARBJIT KAUR - CUSTOMER CARE TEAM 
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Dear Mr Hall 
  
Thank you for your e-mail sent on 12 December 2008. I am sorry for not acknowledging this sooner. I note 
that you are unhappy with the wording of Ms Kaur’s letter. This is to confirm that we are looking into your 
concerns and that I will be responding to you early in the New Year.  
  
Yours sincerely  
  
Yasmin Ali   
  

From: Sense-Sonic Ltd [mailto:contact@sense-sonic.net]  

Sent: 12 December 2008 17:19 
To: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 

Subject: Fw: FAO SARBJIT KAUR - CUSTOMER CARE TEAM  
  
YOUR REF: COM 2008/12 000003 
  
YOUR LETTER: 04/12/2008 
  
SENSE-SONIC LIMITED 
  
  
Dear Ms. Kaur, 
  
Yesterday I received your letter dated 04-/12/2008 which has been sitting in the wrong pigeon hole in the post 
room where I am based.  
  
I called you yesterday afternoon to discuss its contents. 
  
Whilst I am aware of some of the points you raise in the letter, HMRC has never received any 
"document transferring patent rights from my company to another". 
  
The document which I sent to HMRC 18 months ago was dated 15-09-03. It did not transfer any patent rights, 
design rights, trade mark rights, goodwill or debt.  
  
It was a settlement agreement. It was intentionally couched in terms of an agreement rather than an 
assignment - for Stamp Duty purposes. 
  
HMRC knows this, and knows that there was no transfer. 
  
The person who is obliged to pay the Stamp Duty under clause 13.2 of the agreement has tried every trick in 
the book to deceive HMRC and the High Court into believing that there is no Stamp Duty liability. His lies have 
served him well. 
  
HMRC knows that there is no basis whatsoever for the liar's claim that a fully accounted trade debt was a 
capital loan (exempt from Stamp Duty). 
  
The liar first claimed that he had the assignments which were prescribed in the agreement, but this was 
proved by a disclosure order to be false. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 23 December 2008 20:07
Subject: Re: Letter to Mr Hall
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Dear Mr. Brunner, 
  
Your letter does not deal with my complaint. 
  
The matter was not extraordinary. 
  
The document is in a standard format and was even acknowledged as such by the buyers' Solicitors prior to 
signature on 11-09-04. 
  
I reported the Patent Office breach in July 2007 and HMRC made no effort whatsoever to raise the matter 
with the Comptroller. 
  
It is now December 2008, if you had not noticed. 
  
I requested formal adjudication and specifically asked that the penalty, which is discretionary, be set to the 
minimum and be postponed for long as possible. 
  
HMRC was at all times aware that I needed a formal decision - I already have numerous informal 
assessments, and the Comptroller still opposed me in the High Court. 
  
HMRC should have taken action with respect to the Comptroller's breach back in July 2007 - this would have 
prevented me from having him oppose me on the matter. 
  
Prior to 28th March 2000 the Comptroller would always tell the Court that unstamped documents must be 
ignored. 
  
I have now provided evidence to show that he instructed staff to ignore them too - and register transactions 
without them. 
  
HMRC did not involve the Solicitor, and should have done so when the matter arose. 
  
Your letter avoids mention of dates and makes false claims in order to explain away the disgraceful and 
damaging wasy in which this matter has been handled. 
  
I have now produced a computrer programme to automatically pull out registrations which are potentially 
subject to Stamp Duty. 
  
I have already proved that the Comptroller actually excluded the document from the Register and pretended 
that the accompanying Form 21/77 was duly signed and was not accompanied by any documents, 
  
These are very serious matters indeed, and your letter does not even come close to a bone fide response to 
my complaint. 
  
Please look at my complaint and answer it. 
  
I fully appreciate that your letter is written for the benefit of others (Ombudsman etc.) and that there is no bone 
fide attempt on your part to deal with the truth of the matter. 
  
You have no excuse for the amount of time you have wasted in dealing with matters.  
  
I want to know why you have not taken any action and why you have hung me out to dry. 
  
Yours sincerely, 1057
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Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: de Brunner, Mark (ESM)  
To: contact@sense-sonic.net  
Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM)  
Sent: Tuesday, December 23, 2008 4:12 PM 
Subject: Letter to Mr Hall 

 

Dear Mr Hall 

Please see attached file. 

 
<<Mr Hall's letter.doc>>  

 
Mark de Brunner 

Business Director, Stamps Taxes 

Excise Stamps & Money businesses 

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and 
must not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately. 

  

HM Revenue & Customs computer systems will be monitored and communications carried on them 
recorded, to secure the effective operation of the system and for lawful purposes. 

  

The Commissioners for HM Revenue and Customs are not liable for any personal views of the sender. 

  

This e-mail may have been intercepted and its information altered. 

 
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus 
scanning service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM 
Certificate Number 2007/11/0032.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free. 
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 
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Information is available in large print, audio tape and Braille formats. 
Type Talk service prefix number – 18001  

 

   
 

 

 
 
Mark de Brunner  
Business Director Stamp Taxes 
Excise, Stamps and Money businesses 
 
 
 

 

 

  

100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 
 

 

  

 
 

  

 Mr Hall  
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 
Colne 
Lancashire 
BB8 OSQ 

  

   

  www.hmrc.gov.uk 

 Date 7 Jan 2009  

 Our ref Com 2008/12 000003    

 Your ref    

 

 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
Thank you for your email of 23 December, responding to my letter of the same date. 
 
I understand from what you say that you still want a formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication and I 
will therefore arrange one. 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mark de Brunner 
Business Director, Stamp Taxes 
Excise Stamps & Money businesses 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 07 January 2009 14:47
Subject: Re: Reply to email of 23 Dec 2008

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. de Brunner, 

  
I do not understand your email. 

  
The damage is done and I am complaining about not getting what I sought at the right time (during 
proceedings). 

  
A Formal Notice is no good to me now. It will simply add insult to injury. 

  
I thought that Formal Notice would make the Comptroller ignore the document in proceedings for the 
correction of the registers (he had registered a fictitious assignment and excluded the mutilated "evidence of 
assignment" because it stood in the way of registration). 

  
However, the scale of his Stamp Duty evasion is so massive that he has been determined to hide what he did 
and will not take heed of HMRC.  

  
I did not ask you to send me a Formal Notice now, and it seems to me that your email is mischievous. 

  
If you send it, I suggest that you withdraw it, as I will not pay the fine or the duty. 

  
I made it clear to HMRC that the circumstances were unusual in that the document had already been used to 
get hold of and register my property in a false limited company name, so the person who took it was 
determined not to pay Stamp Duty in order to enable the document to be seen for what it really was - a 
settlement agreement prescribing separate assignments, one of which he was told by his Solicitors at the time 
would be chargeable with ad valorem Stamp Duty. HMRC has this evidence. 

  
When requesting adjudication in September 2007 I asked that the discretionary fine be set to a minimum and 
that I be given maximum possible time to pay. I now have no money whatsoever. Not even to live. 

  
The Comptroller has used the complete document to defend his false registrations, even though it turns out 
that he actually excluded a mutilated copy of it from the register when registering the fictitious assignment. 

  
In excluding the document, the Comptroller falsely claims that the Form itself was signed by my company and 
did not need accompanying evidence - a claim which is blatantly false. 

  
I have documentary proof that the Comptroller instructed staff to hide main agreements in not open to public 
inspection folders, telling staff that they might have Stamp Duty and other complications. He also warned 
them that it might be difficult to keep them secret if a request was made under the freedom of information act. 
HMRC has the evidence. 

  
I was to inspect 352 patent files (administered in the same month as the false registration) to assess how 
many other patentees have been cheated by the Comptroller's false registrations. 

  
However, the Comptroller has been removing the files in which he hides potentially chargeable documents, so 
I am still waiting for him to confirm that he has put them back. I doubt he will. 

  
I therefore spent the holiday downloading 5,600 patent registers into two 5,000 page word documents to 
enable me to instantly access all patent registers where the Comptroller claims he registered a transaction on 
the basis of only a Form. This will flush out some of the registrations where he hid documents. My intention is 
the HMRC inspects the files I have identified as suspect under s.16 - and does not let the Comptroller call 
them from storage and interfere with them, as he has done with the 352 I sought to inspect. 

  
I have a Solicitor, two QCs and three juniors working on my case to sue the Comptroller for damages. I meet 
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two of them tomorrow with a view to formalising our relationship through CFAs. Thus far they have all worked 
for nothing, so significant is this case. 

  
I reasonably expected HMRC to get onto the Comptroller at the outset (in July 2007) to ask him why he was 
not accepting your assessment. I note that HMRC told the Comptroller in 1999 that a signed declaration on an 
application Form that Stamp Duty had been paid was not good enough and that he should ask for and inspect 
the actual documents. Within a few months of receiving HMRC's advice, the Comptroller was sitting at 
minuted meetings with the Chartered Institute of Patent Agent discussing his new default wording for register 
entries ("Form 21/77 and supporting documents filed on xxxxxxx") and being asked to remove the word 
"supporting" as it implied that he inspected the documents. Instead of telling CIPA that he did inspect the 
documents, he agreed to remove the word and adopted the words "Form 21/77 and supporting documents 
filed on xxxxxxx" as the default wording. 

  
However, if he did not receive documents, but instead received only a form signed by the buyer and the seller, 

he considered that Stamp Duty matters were dealt with by the Form and was supposed to override the default 
wording and record that only a Form was received. I can see that he did do this from time to time, but I also 
note that some people complained that he had recorded that documents were sent in when they had not been 
sent in (so he made excuses and recorded an amending entry to that effect). 

  
I am seeking such an amendment - to say that he did in fact receive a document. The problem is, that 
document is neither an assignment nor duly Stamped. 

  
I can lead HMRC to millions of pounds in unpaid Stamp Duty by the use of my programmes and that last thing 
I need at this time is a fine. 

  
Please consider helping me out of this terrible mess, caused by the Comptroller’s malfeasance in public 
office, rather than adding insult to injury. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall 

  
  
  
  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: de Brunner, Mark (ESM)  
To: andrew.hall2@btconnect.com  
Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM)  
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2009 1:01 PM 
Subject: Reply to email of 23 Dec 2008 

 

Dear Mr Hall  

Please see attached file below. 

 
<<Mr Hall's letter 7 Jan 2009.doc>>  

Mark de Brunner 

Business Director, Stamp Taxes 

Excise Stamps & Money businesses 
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Information is available in large print, audio tape and 
Braille.   

 

Type Talk service prefix number  - 18001 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Excise Stamps & Money Businesses 

  

 

Room 1/38 

100 Parliament Street 

London 

SW1A 2BQ 

  

 Tel 020 7147 2804   
  

 Fax 020 7147 2748 
  

 

 

Mr Andrew Hall 

Noyna Lodge 

Manor Road  

Colne 

Lancashire 

BB8 0SQ  e-mail: yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk      
 
 
    

 Date 26 January 2009    www.hmrc.gov.uk 
 Our Ref COM 2008/12 000003  

 Your Ref     

 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
 
I refer to your e-mail of the 12 December 2008, addressed to my colleague Ms Sarbjit Kaur, 
which has been passed to me to consider.  
 
I note that you have expressed concern with Ms Kaur’s letter, specifically the phrase 
‘document transferring patent rights from your company to another ‘. Whilst this statement 
may be correct in that the document was used to transfer patent rights.  I accept that as this 
issue is the subject of ongoing dispute it may have been more appropriate to refer to the 
document as ‘a sale agreement’.  
 
I appreciate that you have asked for this letter be withdrawn and a new one substituted in its 
place deleting any reference to document transferring patent rights. I regret that it is not 
possible to simply withdraw the earlier letter.  However, I am willing to issue a letter of 
clarification confirming that that the adjudication relates to the sale agreement rather any 
other document. Please let me know if you wish to me to forward a letter of clarification.    
 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Yasmin Ali  
Policy Adviser  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 26 January 2009 17:04
Subject: Re: Complaint

Page 1 of 5

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
I have read your letter. 
  
I do not understand why it has taken so long to arrive. And now that it has, I am very disappointed with its 
extraordinary content. 
  
You are entirely wrong to say that the sale agreement was used "to transfer IPR". 
  
There have been registrations of change of ownership; but there has been no transfer. The sale agreement 
has not therefore been used to transfer the IPR. Mr. Brassington et al mutilated it to create what my regional 
Police Force called a forgery. The Comptroller's officers didn't like the look of it, as it fell into the catogory of 
"documents to be excluded, hidden and ignored". 
  
The registration of an "assignment" was not made on the basis of the sale agreement, for one can see that it 
was excluded from the Register (the Comptroller having instructed staff to hide full agreements on account of 
the Stamp Duty and assignment issues that they raise). 
  
The Comptroller claims that he made the registration on the basis of a solitary signature of a patent agent on 
a Form 21/77 and overlooked the document. However, his OPTICS system doesn't "overlook" documents, it 
automatically uses the words "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ....".  
  
So there we have it; Fraud. And the instructions are an incitement to defraus HMRC. 
  
You should write to me to say that the sale agreement is chargeable with Stamp Duty under para 19, sch 13 
FA 1999 because there has been no transfer of the IPR, Debt or goodwill. 
  
You should comment on the fact that the Comptroller has excluded the unstamped document from the 
Register and that the Desk Notes instructions I have sent to you provide a full explanation as to how and why 
he has done this. 
  
I have sent a formal Notice of Complaint to the Public Administration Select Committee in respect of the 
Comptroller's many unlawful instructions to staff to hide, to exclude, to ignore and not to ask for main 
agreements on account of Stamp Duty and other complications. 
  
I have also provided full evidence of the bogus rule change on 22-12-1999 by which it was attempted to 
prevent documents entering the Patent Office for inspection. 
  
Inspection of Patent Files 
  
I believe that you are aware that I made a formal request to inspect 352 patent files under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000 and that I wanted to see the main agreements which staff had been told to (unlawfully) 
hide in Not Open to Public Inspection folders. The Comptroller was not aware of my knowledge that staff had 
been instructed to hide the documents and that they had also been warned (also in writing) that it would be 
difficult to keep the documents secret if a request was made under the FoIA. Therefore, when his deputy 
finance director wrote to say that inspection was delayed as they had to remove NOPI folders, alarm bells 
rang. 
  
The evidence is so damning that the PASC will, I am sure, see this through to its obvious conclusion. 
  
In the light of that evidence and of the offences I fail to see that you have any option but to fine the 
Comptroller.  
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I have already filed a request under the FoIA 2000 to be informed by the Patent Office of your action, as the 
public has a right to know whether or not you are fining the Comptroller. 
  
The press is having a field day with civil servants at present, and my case is ready to be featured. 
  
Use of unstamped documents in proceedings 
  
Please be sure to establish what action HMRC can take to ensure that Courts, referees and arbitrators are 
aware of the statutory duties under s.14(1) and 14(4). 
  
Not only has the Stamp Duty evaded you at the time of registration, both the Comptroller and the High Court 
have used that document against me in proceedings instead of ensuring that it was first duly Stamped. 
  
It seems strange that HMRC will pursue people like me to their graves with the utmost urgency and yet let 
such matters as these drag on quite unnecessarily. 
  
I put my faith in MPs, the press and the PASC to get this matter resolved. 
  
Please try to get to grips with the basic facts: 
  
1 there was no transfer 
  
2 there have been registrations claiming that there has been a transfer 
  
3 the Comptroller did not dare to register the sale agreement 
  
Please write to me confirm that you understand what has happened here and that you accept that the 
instructions given to Patent Office staff in the Desk Notes are unlawful and are clearly made for the avoidance 
of referring customers to HMRC. 
  
Please remember that full agreements can be chargeable such large amounts of Stamp Duty that the 
Comptroller would lose many customers if he insisted on registering the actual transfer, duly Stamped, and 
nothing else. 
  
I must say that I still suspect that HMRC struck some kind of deal with the Comptroller to turn a blind eye to all 
of this after the Abolition of Stamp Duty on transactions affecting only IPR on 28-03-00. Full 
agreements which also operated as assignments have continued to be regularly used to date and yet he 
stated in his journals that he would not have to ensure that they were stamped before registering the 
transactions. 
  
where would he get that idea from? 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  
  
----- Original Message -----  
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Information is available in large print, audio tape and 
Braille.   

 

Type Talk service prefix number  - 18001 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Excise Stamps & Money Businesses 

  

 

Room 1/38 

100 Parliament Street 

London 

SW1A 2BQ 

  

 Tel 020 7147 2804   
  

 Fax 020 7147 2748 
  

 

Mr Andrew Hall 

Noyna Lodge 

Manor Road  

Colne 

Lancashire 

BB8 0SQ   

e-mail: yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk      
 
 
    

 
Date 29 January 2009 www.hmrc.gov.uk 

 Our Ref   

 Your Ref   

 
 
 
Dear Hall,  
 
Thank you for your e-mail of the 27 January 2009.   
 
I note your comments in respect of my letter of the 26 January and more generally the 
Patent Office. Rather than deal with the issues you have raised through correspondence. I 
wonder whether it would be of assistance if we met so that we might discuss your concerns 
more fully? 
 
If you think this would be useful then Nick John, our Deputy Director Customer Relations 
and Technical, and I would be happy to meet you at an HMRC office local to your home 
address, or main stamp office in Birmingham or a mutually convenient location you might 
want to suggest.  
 
We have provisionally set aside the week commencing the 9 February for a possible 
meeting. Please let me know if this suitable? Alternatively if you do not wish to meet then 
please let me know and I will respond to your email of the 27 January 2009 in due course.  
 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Yasmin Ali  
Policy Adviser  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 29 January 2009 19:18
Attach: AH DOCUMENT 2 comptroller's unlawful instructions 27-01-09.zip
Subject: Re: Complaint

Page 1 of 7

26/11/2009

  
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
Thank you for your email below. 
  
These matters have utterly ruined my life and that of my wife and children (who face being thrown out of their 
schools, mid GCSE in my daughter's case). 
  
I had long-since hoped that some harsh words in the Comptroller's direction from HMRC would knock him off 
his high horse and realise that he would do better to rise above the fraud committed by his officers (the 
instructions to hide unstamped main agreements etc.), but absolutely nothing has been done. 
  
If it was so important to me that I should take the Comptroller to the High Court in August 2007, surely HMRC 
should have taken some notice of what was going on? 
  
That said, I have no money at all and my wife is over her overdraft limit, so I will not be able to visit you. 
  
However, as I want to get to the bottom of what HMRC and the Comptroller got up to in 2000, which led to 
him publishing a statement that he no longer needed to check that a chargeable document had been stamped 
before registering the transaction, and as I want to know what HMRC has been doing over the last 18 months 
to put a stop to the Comptroller's use of unstamped documents, I would like to meet you and your deputy 
director to establish why I am in this position and what is going to be done about it. 
  
My nearest office is Nelson or Burnley (if Nelson is not available). 
  
Please write to me to outline the issues which you wish to discuss with me, so that I can prepare. 
  
Please also give some thought to the attached instructions (page 2 and on) which I consider to be fraudulent, 
it being quite clear to the Comptroller that the purpose of hiding, excluding and ignoring the documents is to 
avoid raising the issue of non-payment of Stamp Duty. I see this as defrauding HM Treasury, but I have a 
terrible feeling that HMRC may have agreed in 2000 to turn a blind eye. 
  
This is not the same as "registering an unstamped document", so please also give some thought to the twist 
in the tale with respect to the Patent registration (which excluded the document - fraud). As for the two 
designs registrations and the Trade Mark registration (which I will be challenging in the High Court), these use 
different wording on the Registers, so there is no outward sign of exclusion, but at least the Comptroller has 
admitted in writing that none of these registrations could be made on the basis of a Form alone and would 
therefore require the document to be part of the registration. In these cases, he claims that staff didn't look 
closely enough. 
  
The sooner you wipe the smug smiles off those that oppose me at the Patent Office, the better. 
  
Since creating those instructions, they have amended only the instruction to "ignore" documents (the 2007 
version states instead that they should "scan" the document to see that it agrees with the Form).  
  
All other instructions still apply and it is my view that you have all the evidence you need to drag the 
Comptroller into Court, and most certainly you have the ability to get him to withdraw the instructions 
immediately and admit that they are unlawful. 
  
My situation simply worsens by the hour as HMRC does nothing to stop the Comptroller in his tracks and 
cause him to face the reality of the situation. 
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I look forward to hearing from you. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
07532 384913  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2009 11:33 AM 
Subject: RE: Complaint 

 
Dear Mr Hall,  
  
Thank you for your e- mail. Please see attached letter. 
  
Kind Regards,   
  
Yasmin Ali 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 26 January 2009 17:04 
To: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 

Subject: Re: Complaint 
  
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
I have read your letter. 
  
I do not understand why it has taken so long to arrive. And now that it has, I am very disappointed with its 
extraordinary content. 
  
You are entirely wrong to say that the sale agreement was used "to transfer IPR". 
  
There have been registrations of change of ownership; but there has been no transfer. The sale 
agreement has not therefore been used to transfer the IPR. Mr. Brassington et al mutilated it to create what 
my regional Police Force called a forgery. The Comptroller's officers didn't like the look of it, as it fell into the 
catogory of "documents to be excluded, hidden and ignored". 
  
The registration of an "assignment" was not made on the basis of the sale agreement, for one can see that 
it was excluded from the Register (the Comptroller having instructed staff to hide full agreements on 
account of the Stamp Duty and assignment issues that they raise). 
  
The Comptroller claims that he made the registration on the basis of a solitary signature of a patent agent 
on a Form 21/77 and overlooked the document. However, his OPTICS system doesn't "overlook" 
documents, it automatically uses the words "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ....".  
  
So there we have it; Fraud. And the instructions are an incitement to defraus HMRC. 
  
You should write to me to say that the sale agreement is chargeable with Stamp Duty under para 19, sch 13 
FA 1999 because there has been no transfer of the IPR, Debt or goodwill. 
  
You should comment on the fact that the Comptroller has excluded the unstamped document from the 
Register and that the Desk Notes instructions I have sent to you provide a full explanation as to how and 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 02 February 2009 18:28
Attach: AH7.PDF; AH DOCUMENT 2 comptroller's unlawful instructions 27-01-09.zip; AH19.PDF; 

p481-483 register & 20-09-04 letter.PDF; UK IPO website - complaints - download Nos 1-5 
(2006-2008) 01-02-09.zip

Subject: Re: Complaint & issues for resolution at meeting 9th-13th February 20098

Page 1 of 9

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
I am preparing for our meeting. 
  
My email is in two parts - setting out my grievances and requirements to be compensated and showing you 
how HM Treasury can benefit from my unique experience and knoweldge to an extent far greater than the 
cost of compenstaing me or opposing a claim for damages for breach of statutory duty. 
  
It will be necessary for decision-makers to be present at the forthcoming meeting, as this matter is not going 
to run on any longer or be dealt with by some letter to be issued by you months hence - if the matter is not 
closed at the meeting in the week commencing 09-02-08, HMRC will be added as a defendant in litigation that 
I am bringing in the High Court against everyone else who has acted unlawfully and to my prejudice. 
  
Please send me the latest version of your compensation scheme by return and tell me who is the 
ultimate decision-maker in matters of compensation under the scheme. 
  
Please bear in mind that my complaint is not the same as Mr. Martin's of Neil Martin Ltd. In his case, the 
Judge's hands were tied because HMRC was not under a legal duty (nevertheless, Mr. Martin was given 
leave to appeal, which he did). 
  
However, HMRC was under a legal duty - to provide me with that for which I had properly applied. 
  
HMRC knew that I needed to show the Comptroller that the document he was unlawfully using was an 
unstamped, chargeable document. 
  
Furthermore, given that HMRC had raised concerns with the Comptroller in the past, such as those over his 
use of declarations on Patent Office Forms (see attached document AH7 at "N") it is wholly unacceptable that 
HMRC should have stood by without asking the Comptroller why he, as a public servant, was not willing to 
accept your assessments and comply with s.14(1) Stamp Act 1891 and exclude the document from 
proceedings. 
  
It is also wholly unacceptable that HMRC did not involve its Solicitor in the matter until October 2008. 
  
It does not take eight months for your Solicitor to agree with you that a document of that nature is chargeable 
with Stamp Duty. Nor does it take five months to produce what HMRC sent to me on 05-02-08 as being a 
Decision in accordance with s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
Nevertheless, those are the timescales to which you operated. 
  
It is not that you took longer to do things than is reasonably necessary - it is that HMRC told me that you were 
working to meet my specific requirements (1) for Adjudication and (2) for a decision on fining the Comptroller. 
  
In spite of my complaints at the length of time being taken, and the importance of timely delivery to decisions 
being made by the Comptroller, HMRC was not doing what it claimed it was doing. 
  
Excuses in respect of your failure to issue a Formal Notice were made that I should have submitted the 
original agreement. However, the Act does not say this, and the Manual specifically states that original 
documents should not be sent for adjudiciation and that certified copies should be sent. Mr. Hanratty procured 
such a document directly from the Solicitors who drew it up. I made it clear that I was aware of the throidty 
day time limit and the penalty and specifically asked that the discretionary penalty be kept to a minimum and 1068
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that I be given the maximum possibloe time to pay it (it being my intention to use the Formal Notice to get the 
buyers to pay the £30,765 Stamp Duty in accordance with the terms and conditions of sale). 
  
Inaction 
  
HMRC has a duty to act immediately upon the evidence of fraud. In particular to prevent further frauds being 
committed. 11,000 registrations have taken place since HMRC became aware of the bogus registrations in 
breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891.  
  
The fact that the Comptroller was opposing the truth is even better reason for HMRC to act immediately to 
establish why the Comptroller should hold an opposing position to that of HMRC, given that in all past 
proceedings in the Courts the Comptroller has expressed the HMRC view on documents. 
  
To focus on the core issues, I attach some examples of the evidence of fraudulent instructions which I sent to 
you many months ago. 
  
The PASC will want to know what you made of these instructions, what you have done and when. 
  
It is clear that you have not taken the necessary steps at the necessary time, as the Comptroller has yet to 
reach the point when his story suddeny changes and he claims to be a victim of his senior officer's 
malfeasance.  
  
Rest assured that his story will change - in order to give the impression to PASC that he is worthy of the 
challenge to clean up Patent Office Register Maintenance (which has been corrupted over the years on 
advice from the legal, patents directorate and formalities divisions). 
  
Further matters have come to my attention which add to the Comptroller's woes. The Manchester Library had 
today downloaded and saved copies of Patent Office webpages containing references to formal complaints 
from customers (this is a necessary measure, as the Comptoller has deleted a webpage - "Stamp Duty" - 
before, to prevent you seeing it). I attach five word documentsof the saved webpages in a zip file which have 
convenient links to the relevant complaint summaries. You will see that within five months of claiming that 
Register Administration Staff Training, Instructions, Practice and Procedures were correct (in his letter to me 
of 12-11-07, attached, AH19) the Comptroller set up a "project" to review the functions of the Adminstration 
Section "to see if any improvements could be made" (this is reported in complaints- download No5 in the 
attached zip file). Six complaints are relevant to my situation - only two appear to be from me, albeit that both 
the complaints and the repsonses have been sanitised. Having made sure that these complaints cannot be 
deleted from the website to evade response, I have made six detailed, formal requests under the FoIA 2000 
for full details of the complaints. I can then check the details with the patent owners to ensure that the truth in 
each case is fully exposed. 
  
The Comptroller is in breach of s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000 for witholding copies of his 
communications and dealings with HMRC in 1999 and 2000 over the matter of declarations and the abolition 
of Stamp Duty on documents affecting only IPR and its effect on Register Maintenance. The Comptroller 
falsely claims that he does not have any documents to disclose, but these communications and meetings are 
referred to in other documents and in minutes of other Patent Office meetings, so PASC will get them one 
way or another- quite possibly from HMRC. 
  
As for HMRC, you have a duty to collect Stamp Duty (i.e. make an effort to encourage payments where 
payment is due) and you have powers under s.16 Stamp Act 1891 to inspect the Comptroller's files in order to 
"recover" unpaid Stamp Duty. I have made it clear to you that the Comptroller is obstructing inspection and 
that he will do the same with HMRC. I have told you that I know how to track down the fraudulent registrations 
and that I am willing to accept a commission from you to deliver to you the list of live patents which are 
affected in order that you can go to the storage depot and inspect the files before the Comptroller gets a 
chance to remove the unstamped documents and/or remove the evidence of their return to customers (which 
he has done with the 352 files I requested to inspect). I have taken steps under the Freedom of Information 
Act 2000 to ensure that I can correlate all files removed from storage on instruction from the Comptroller with 
all files administered in accordance with the Act and rules - therefore, any files which are listed as having 
been removed from storage which do not appear on my list of administered patents will then be automatically 
checked against the list of suspect patents and treated as having possibly been removed in order to remove 
evidence of malfeasance. 
  
I know what I am dealing with. I have been in daily opposition with the Comptroller since 22-09-04. 
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The problem that the Comptroller faces is that many of the documents he has hidden and/or returned to 
customers are the only evidence of assignment/exclusive licence, so even if he removes these documents 
now, he is left with registrations relying on whatever is left on the Register (possibly only a Form 21/77, not 
duly signed) (note that he lied in his letter to me of 12-11-07 and actually excluded the unstamped document 
from the register - see p.481-483, attached). And given that documents are sent in order to ensure that there 
is evidence from the assignor/licensor (which is seldom on the Form 21/77), many registrations will be shown 
not to have any evidence signed by the assignor and will therefore be invalid. To re-register, those customers 
will need to produce their documents of transfer, and this time all and any necessary Stamp Duty will have to 
be paid before registration. 
  
There is however a loophole which you should know about (as customers will use it to "partly register" second 
time around, without paying Stamp Duty). Firstly, it should be noted that the bogus rule change in 1999, which 
allows the Comptroller to accept an application signed only by the assignor, did not mean that he could 
register the transaction. However, Parliament was not told of this. As far as Parliament was made aware, the 
rule-change was made in order to make life easier for customers and remove the need for two signatures on 
the application.  
  
However, before the Comptroller could register such an application he had to have the signature of the 
assignee (also) on a separate document which would enable him to ensure that the registration was not in 
breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891.  
  
In order to cover up the fact that the rule change should never have been sought, senior officers prepared an 
argument (just in case), and discussed it in internal emails (in my evidence bundle). In short, the rule change 
enabled them to register receipt of the application (note that all registers have a s.32 entry a week or so prior 
to the actual registration of a transaction - on the attached "page 483", for example). HMRC will soon find that 
affected customers, returning to the Register, will brazenly apply for re-registration simply to procure a s.32 
entry. This puts a peg in the ground and allows them to back-date any eventual registration to the date of that 
application. As the Compotroller does not care who pays the renewal fees, so long as they are paid, the 
customers can maintain their patents and only pay Stamp Duty in the event that they ever need to enforce 
them - backdating registration in order to claim retrospective damages for infringement. This is achieved by 
citing s.33(4) Patents Act 1977 which gives legal effect to a mere s.32 entry as a full registration if no earlier 
registration contradicts it. 
  
The way to obstruct this, to a degree, is to have the bogus, deceitful rule-change reversed by Parliament, a 
process which I have started in your interests. This will then mean that applications will have to bear the 
signature of the assignee also, thereby directly linking the person responsible for the payment of Stamp Duty 
to the application. If that person can be held to have signed the Form 21/77 in addition to the assignor, HMRC 
will have a declaration that Stamp Duty has been paid, when it has not - and this will make the application 
false. However, if that person cannot be held to have signed the declaration but it can be shown that he 
agreed to the application being made, the person who signed the declaration could reasonably be held liable 
for any false declaration with respect to the payment of Stamp Duty. 
  
Few patent agents are duly authorised signatories and yet thay regularly sign the Forms 21/77. With no 
signature of the assignor or the assignee, these registrations do not comply with the anything authorised or 
requried under the Act and rules (s.32(9) Patents Act 1977) and so are not prima facie evidence of ownership. 
This means that HMRC can call upon the Comptroller to strike off the registrations and only re-register the 
transactions if the customers produce documentary evidence sufficient to establish the transactions and 
evidence that Stamp Duty has been paid on those transactions (where necessary). 
  
My programmes can find all of these patents. 
  
What I am offering is of great value to HM Treasury, and all I ask is that you compensate me for the loss, 
suffering and immense effort I have put in in order to get HMRC to perform its statutory duties and other 
fiduciary duties. 
  
Failing this, I must turn to HMRC's breach of statutory duty, an area in which I am well read and well advised. 
  
As mentioned, I require the forthcoming meeting to determine, by agreement (hence the need for decision-
makers to attend), which way HMRC and I are to go immediately thereafter - in accord, for the significant 
public good, or in opposition, at further cost to the tax payer. 
  
HMRC and HM Treasury can only gain by doing as I ask. The benefits will far outstrip the burden of paying 
just compensation. 
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And it goes without saying that I will never assist HMRC in the event that I have to sue for damages. 
  
Yours sencerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2009 11:33 AM 
Subject: RE: Complaint 

 
Dear Mr Hall,  
  
Thank you for your e- mail. Please see attached letter. 
  
Kind Regards,   
  
Yasmin Ali 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 26 January 2009 17:04 
To: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 

Subject: Re: Complaint 
  
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
I have read your letter. 
  
I do not understand why it has taken so long to arrive. And now that it has, I am very disappointed with its 
extraordinary content. 
  
You are entirely wrong to say that the sale agreement was used "to transfer IPR". 
  
There have been registrations of change of ownership; but there has been no transfer. The sale 
agreement has not therefore been used to transfer the IPR. Mr. Brassington et al mutilated it to create what 
my regional Police Force called a forgery. The Comptroller's officers didn't like the look of it, as it fell into the 
catogory of "documents to be excluded, hidden and ignored". 
  
The registration of an "assignment" was not made on the basis of the sale agreement, for one can see that 
it was excluded from the Register (the Comptroller having instructed staff to hide full agreements on 
account of the Stamp Duty and assignment issues that they raise). 
  
The Comptroller claims that he made the registration on the basis of a solitary signature of a patent agent 
on a Form 21/77 and overlooked the document. However, his OPTICS system doesn't "overlook" 
documents, it automatically uses the words "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ....".  
  
So there we have it; Fraud. And the instructions are an incitement to defraus HMRC. 
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Wiisoo Gudo M'Caw
lJlaclclrlars t10u5e
The Parsonage
MANCHESTER
M3 2IA.

The ?atent Oftice
Patentc Dircdor3te

ca.difRo.d, Nwtori
southwales l{P10 6QQ
Uniled KingdoE

01633 814630
stle-a&iu@patea!.gov-Dk

01633 814000
oE45g 2E)50
0163 814J63

7n34\i4l cLpptPai(3
hnpr/*ew,patenr. gw,u:k

'lI-haill

Yor::' ref$.-en€e: JL&DS/IJS/
Our reference 5/38.04

Pareds Acr 1t7: Pateots Rules 1995
Patert No(s) : G82267 4 l)

r nariK you ror L8e appltcaton 1or regjsfrafioa made on Forrn 2llTI a-l1d for the aceompaaying
docunentary evidence which js filed on ti€ above.

Sieve Adkins
Patent Assignments
PAA1 SINGLE PUBLISHED

In conJjrmation I €nclose a copy of an exkact from the Register of patents chowing that the - ,,
recordal requesred has been nade and showins tbe name of the oresent propriepr and $e address JC"
lof seryice. Please notiry oe by rerurn if an)thingis not- correcl I f the ResisLef already rellecs taft
$e correcL address for servige, no F.rrrher action is necessa4,.
lrrnory arso DoE lfiat rcnewat tees ne€d ro be paid annuatiy by rhe ainiversary of$e applicarjon
dare in order ro kecp the parenL in force

Yours fair,b fully

h*

-r Tse o{ E;(lbil: H€nse lote rtai e-oa;i sro'_:U te rselE nteEnespGifrl

481

rNVES10R IN PEOPLE 

Wllson Guno M'Caw 
Blackfriars House 
The Parsonage 
MANCHESTER 
M32JA 

Your reference: JERIDS/USI 
Our reference: 5/38.04 

20 September 2004 

Dear Sir(s) 

Patents Act 1977: Patents Rules 1995 
Patent No(s): GB2267412 

The Patent Office 
Patents Dir:d:orate 

Concept House 
Cardiff Rood. Ntwpor.: 
South Wales NPI0 8QQ 
United Kingdom 

Diret.'t line: 01633 814630 
tE-mail: steve.adkins@patem.gov.uk 
Switchboafd: 01633814000 
Miuicom: 
Fax: 
DX 

08459222250 
01633814563 

T2254(),1-l- ] ClepIB Park. 3 
bup:llwww.patenLgov.uk 

l1mnk you for the application for registration made on Form 21177 and for the accompanying 'A t{ 
documentary evidence which is filed on the above. 

In confirmation I enclose a copy of an extract from the Register of Patents showing that the. 't 
recordal requested has been made and showing: the name of the present oroprietor and the address ...... C 
for service. Please notify me by return if anything is not correct. If the Register already reflects \\ &,. 
the correct address for service, no further action is necessary .. 
Kindly also note that renewal fees need to be paid annually by the anniversary of the application 
date in order to keep the patent in force. 

Yours fairhfully 

Q -l'\ (I \~ , 
("". V-- - \.)-",I)i.~. 

Steve Adkins 
Parent Assignments 
PAA! SlNGLE PUBLlSHED 

tUse of E-ma.H: Ple~e DOte that e~ill.2Jl should be used to file correspondence only. 
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RECISTER ENIRA FOR G8226?412

Fornl  NPl  Appl icaEioo No G89112798.3

f .  L o a s u o  o n  2 1 . c 5 . 1 9 9 3

P. ior i ty  cLaimed:
21. !2.1990 in Uni led Ringdom -

PgI NATIONA! P!LqSE
PCT Appl icaEion PCI/G81991/002:15 f i . led on
P u b l i c a E i o n  N o  W o l 9 9 2 / 0 1 1 7 1 8  o n  0 9 - 0 7 . 1 9 9 2

TiILE RADIO.BASED HEARING AID SYSTEM

'--Applicant /P!oprieEor

'  T I M E D : 2 0 1 0 9 / 0 4  1 4 : 5 8 : 5 9
'  PAGE: 1

d o c : 9 0 2 7 7 8 4

-

23 . !2 -L99\  in  Engl ish
in English

SELECT EEARING SYSTEI4S LIMITSD, IncorporaEed
'  H o u 6 e ,  c r i n d l e E o n ,  C L I T H E R O E ,  L d n c c s h ' c e ,  B a ?

ANDREW JIMcS JAI'IIESON !{A!1, 398 Gisburn Road,
EE9 5LS, qniced Kinqdon

CLassl i ied to
H4J
f lo4R H04B

Adalless for Serwice

in rhe Oniced Kingdom, Audio
4R1,, Unlted (lngdom

[ADp No.  063 84085001]

Blacko,  NELSON, Lancashi ie ,
[ A ! P  N o .  0 6 3 8 4 0 9 ] 0 0 1 1

wIl,SON, GUIIN & EI,LIS, 41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross slreet, MANC!{ISTER, M2

[-aDP No- OOO3??7OOO1]7BD, UniLed Kingdom

Publ lcaEion No G8226?412 daled 01.12.1993

Exarnlnat ion requested 19 -  0g .199l

r i -  Patenr  Gradted wi th ef fecE f !o6 12.10-1994
\.. RADIo.BASED HE-ARING AID SYSTEM

(secEion 25 (1)  )  { lEb t i l le

13.06.1994 Nol i f icat ion of  change of  Address For  Selv lce nanre of

wrLsQN, GUNN 6.  ELLIS,  41-51 loyai  exctrange,  Cross sEreeL
IADP No. 00037?70001]MANCHESTER, M2 ?AD, UniEed Kingdom

t o
wILsON G[ 'NN. M'CAW & CO.,  41-51 RoYaI  Exchange. .Cross Streel '

MANCI{ESTE{, M2 ?BD, Onileil Kingdom
daeed 01.05'1994. of i ic ial  evldence f i . led on 9219583'3

Entry Type '7.2 SEalf ID' 8eD1 Auth ID' AO

28.02.t991 Notificatlon of charg€ ot address Fo! se*ice natne and adalress of
WI'JSON GUNN M'CAW & Co., 41_5r Royal Exchange. cross Scree!,

. ta.qirclresree, M2 ?BD, unired Kingalom tlDP No.. 000081440011

oiasolr ernm t"t'CAl,r, 4l-5r Eoyaf Exchange, cross slreeE' MAITCHESTE!,
M21 ?BD, gni led Kingdom IADP No: 0?15392?0011
dJced 2s.02-1997. otf i .c ial  ewidence f i led on G8230?51

.Fnrla lvde 7-1 SEaf!  ID. PJ Auth ID. AO

IADP No- 000081{40011

482

• • 

r 

TIMED: 20/09/04 14 :58:59 
PAGE: 1 

REGISTER ENTRY FOR GB2267412 

Form NPl Application No GB9312798.3 filing date 23.12.1991 

Lodged on 21.06.1993 

Priority claimed: 
21.12.1990 in United Kingdom - doc: 9027784 

PCT NATIONAL PHASE 
peT Application PCT/GB1991/002316 filed on 23.12 . 1991 in English 
Publication No W01992!Ol1738 on 09 . 07.1992 in English 

Title RADIO-BASED HEARING AID SYSTEM 

~pplicant/P~oprietor 
SELECT HEARING SYSTEMS LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom. Audio 
House, Grindleton, CLITHEROE, Lanc~shire, BS7 4RL. United Kingdom 

(ADI? No. 06384085001] 

Inventor 
ANDREW JAMES JAMIESON HALL, 398 Gisburn Road, Blacko. NELSON, Lancashire, 
Ba9 6LS, United Kingdom . (ADI? No . . 0638405)001] 

Class ified to 
H4J 
H04R H048 

Address for Service 
WILSON. GUNN & ELLIS, 
7BO, United Kingdom 

41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross Str~et, MANCHESTER, M2 
(AD? No. 00037770001] 

Publication .No GB2267412 dated 01.12.1993 

o Examination requested 19.08.1993 

rr- Patent Granted with effect from 12.10.1994 (Section 25(1)) with title 
\. RADIO-BASED HEARING AID SYSTEM 

13.06.1994 Notification of change" of Address For Service name of 
WILSON, GUNN & ELLIS, 41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross Street, 
MANCHESTER, M2 7Bo, United Kingdom [AD? No . 00037770001] 
to 
WILSON GUNN M'CAW & CO., 41-51 Royal 
MANC~~STER, M2 7Bo, United Kingdom 
'dated 01.05.1994. Official evidence 

Entry Type 7 . 2 

Exchange .. Cross Street, 
[ADP No. 0000S144001j 

filed on 9219583.3 
Staff ID. SADl Auth 10. AD 

28.02.1997 Notification of change of Address For Service name and address of 
' W~LSON GUNN M'CAW & CO., 41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross Street, 
MANCHESTER, M2 7BD, United Kingdom [ADP No., .oOOOS144001j 
tol 
WILSON GUNN M'CAw, 41-51 Royal Exchange, Cross Street, MANCHESTER, 
M2 7BD, United Kingdom [ADP No . .07153927001] 
dated 28.02.1997. Official evidence filed on GB230761 

~n!'rv 'T'vnP. 7.1 Staff ro. PJ Auth ID. AO 
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T a M E D : 2 0 / o 9 / 0 4 14:58,se I t

PAGE: 2
REG1STER EI I IP 'Y FOR GB?26?412

12.  06.2Oo1 APP} icaEion uf ,der

0 9 . 0 7 . 2 0 0 1

(conE .  )

S e c t i € r  3 2  f i l e d  o n  3 0 - 0 5 . 2 0 0 1
Entry T-r ipe 8.1 SEaf f  ID-  I IHIS ArLh ID'  F2L

sENse-soNic LIMITED, Incorporared in lhe uniEed Ki l rgdofr '  3rd Floor '

K ing Ed,ard l louse.  , ro.dansaie,  Mac' lesf ie ld '  Cheshi te '  SK10 lEE'

qoiEed Kingdorn tADp No- 081526?90011

regisEered as Appl icanE/Pr:opr ietor  in  p lace of

i"i"at *"o*t*o iisre*s r,rutteo, rflcolporated in Ehe uniled-KinEdon'

Addi)  i louce,  Gr indleEon,  CLTTH:RoE, ldncosnrre

Kangoom IADP No 063840850011

t1,  i i . " , . r "  o f  assrgnf ,enl  dated 06 04 '2001'  For ' t '1  2\ / ' t ' t  and sugporr ing

docunenEs tiled on G82267412
EnEry T]4)e 8 4 Slaff ID' TS Aulh ID F21

AppLicaElon ro ameed speci t icaeion under secr ion 27 i i led on

1 r . 1 0 - 2 0 0 r
EnrrY T"?e 13 1 staf i  ID_ SAI ' I  Auth ID'  FI l

amendeai  under Sect ion 27 on 18_06 2002

Enlry T\ .pe 11.3 SLaf f  ID Kr ' r 'E Auih ID A3

*1**  END OP REGISIER E l l - tBY * r * r '

On Ehe 1S.12.1991 Nor lhern L lght  Mlrs ic  L imi led of  Aurora Siudios '

Gr lndleEon,  Cl lcheroe,  Lancdshire assigned che r rgnls  
-ot  .pr ior icv

a p p l i c a L i o n  G g 9 o 2 ? ? € 4 . 9  L o  s e l e c E  H e a r i n g  s y s L e a s  l J l h i l e o  o l  A u o r o

r , t , . . " " ,  e . i . tOruro" ,  cr i lheroe '  la f ,cashi re '  o l f  ic ia l  ev idence f  i led

o n  G B 2 2 6  l  4 \ 2  .
Encry ' !ype 1O'1 scaf f  ID SAT AuEh ID'  F21

TQNEWEAR LIMITEO, IncocPoraced in Ehe Uniced Kingclom'  l?  Harren

sl leeE,  !oNDON, W1T 5AD, Oni ted Klngdof l  [ADP No'  08948590001]

reglsEered as ApPl i .anr /Propr ieEor in  p l_ace of

sENsg-soNrc lrMrTED, lncolporaceo in Ehe uniEed Kingdom' 3rd Floor'

^ i "g 
"o* . "a 

Eouse,  oora langaEe,  Macclesf ie ld '  cheshi re '  sK10 LEE'

uni red Kiogalom IADP No 0€1526?900r]

uy wir rue oE assLgnnenL ctaced ls  nc tnn4 Forn 2\ /77 f i led an 
-  J" f  "

- Fnrw rwe 8.4 ...rrffi' .,

! s  .  o 6  . 2 0 0 2  s P e c i f i c a r i o n

29.r2-2aoJ NoEi f icat ion of  change of  Addless Por serv ice address o!

llILSoN cuNN MtCl\w, 41-51 RoYal Exchange Ctoss slreeE/ IIANCHESTER

M2 ?BD. Uni ted Klngdom tAtP No 0?15192?0011

l{ ILsON GUNN M'CA\ ' i ,  5ch Floor ,  Blackfr iars House'  The Parsonaqe'

MANCH4STER, M3 2JA,  Uniced Kingdom {ADP No 0?15192?0011

d a E e d  2 9 . L 2 . 2 0 0 3 .  W r i E t e o  n o L i f i c a t i o f ,  i i l e d  o n  G 8 2 3 5 7 4 4 s

Encry ' r !?e ? 3 sEat f  lD '  ! 'DAv Auih rD ES

o s . 0 9 . 2 O O 4  A p p l i c a t i o n  u d e r  S e c t i o n  3 ?  f l l e d  o n  0 l ' 0 9  2 0 0 4

Enrry \pe 8 1 slafi ID sAl Auth ID r21

1 3 . 0 9 . 2 0 0 4  A p p l i c a r i o n  u n d e r  S e c l i o n  3 2  f i l e d  o n  0 9 ' 0 9  2 0 0 4

EnEry .frce 8 r staif rD' J!{JR Aurh ID' 821

.N

I t 2 0 - 0 9 . 2 0 0 4
-

2 0 . 0 9 . 2 0 0 4

F

r

483

( 

· " C 
TIMED : 20/09/04 14:58:59_ 

REGISTER E~RY fOR G82267412 (ConI: .) PAGE: 2 

12.06.2001 AppliCdl:ion under Section 32 filed on 30.05.2001 
Entry Type 8.1 Staff 10. MHIS Auth 10. F21 

09 . 07.2001 SENSE~SONIC LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 3rd Floor, 
King Ed',o/ard House, Jordangate, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SKIO lEE, 

'-- ] .10.2001 

19.06.2002 

United Kingdom {ADP No. 08162679001J 

registered as Applicant/Proprietor in place of 
SELECT HEARING SYSTEMS LIMITED, Incorporated i n the United Kingdom, 
Audio House. Grindleton, CLITHEROE. Lancashire, BS? 4RL, United 
Kingdom (AD? No. 06384.0850011 
by virtue of assignment dated 06.04 .2 001. Form 21/77 and supporting 
documents filed on G82267412. 

Encry Type 8.4 Staff ID. TS Auth ID. F21 

A9plication co ,,-mend speci f ica't ion under Section 27 filed on 
11.10.2001 

Entry Type l3 .1 Staff ID. SALI Auth ID. Fll 

specificat ion amended under Section 27 on 1B .06.2002 
Ent ry Type l3.3 St.a! f !D. KLLE Aut.h ID. A) 

29.12.2003 Not.ification of change of Address For Service address of , 
WILSON GUNN M'CAW, 41 - 51 Royal Exchange. Cross Street, MANCHESTER, 
M2 780, United Kingdom (AD? No . 07153927001) 
co 

.\iILSON GUNN M'CAW, 5th Floor, Blackfriars House, The Parsonage , 
1>1ANCH~STER, M3 2JA, United Kingdom (AD? No . 07153927001] 
dated 29.12.2003. Written notification filed on GB2357~4S 

Entry Type 7 . 3 Staff 10 . LDAV Auth 10. 83 

08 .09.20 04 Application under Section 32 fi led on 03.09.2004 
Entry Type 8.1 Staft 10. SAl Auth 10. F21 

13.09.2004 Application under Section 32 filed 
Entry Type 8.1 

on 09.09.20 04 
Staff 10 . . Jlf"UR 

20.09 . 2004 -
Auth 10. F21 

On the 18.12.1991 Northern Light Music Limited of ·Aurora Studios , 
Grindleton. Clitheroe, Lancashire aSSigned the rights of priority 
application G89027784.9 t.o Select Hearing Systems Limited of Audio 
house, Grindleton, Clitheroe, Lancashire. Official evidence filed 
on G82267412. 

Entry Type 10.1 Staff 10. SA). Auth 10. F21 

20.09.2004 TQNEWEAR LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 37 Warren 
F Street., LONDON, W1T 6AD, United Kingdom (ADP No. 08948580001J 

reg ist.ered as Applicant./proprietor in place of 
SENSE- SONIC LIMITED, Incorporated in the United Kingdom, 3rd Floor, 
Ki ng Edwa rd House, Jordangate, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 lEE, 
United Kingdom (ADP No. 081626790011 
by virtue of assignment. dat.ed 15.09.2004. Form 21/77 tiled on 
G82267412. 

Entry Type a .4. Staff 10. SAl Auth 10. F21 

•• *~ END OF REGISTER ENTRy·.·· 
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Stamp Duty 
It has (orne to my attention that the Stamp Office has available II detailed. Dote on .st~p 
duty ply~ble on intellectual property assignments.. This note Is «produced below with 
their permission. 

Assignment of UK Intellectual Property Rights 
The Stamp Office regularly receives enquiries from Patent Agents and 1\ (' 

Solicitors concerning the stamp duty payable on the transfer or C 
assignment of UK intellectual property. This leaflet has been produced in. 
an effort to answer the more common enquiries we receive. U you are 
unsure of anything in the advice which follows please do no t hesitate to 
telephone your local stamp office to discuss the details of the transaction 
you are dealing with. (Ed.o for details See page 775) 

"f 

I 
, It is, however, important that you please note the following. Under 

Section 12 of the Stamp Act you can ask us for a binding opinion of the 
stamp duty due on a document if you send us the actual Signed document 
and tell us everything we need to know about the transaction . IT you need 
our advice when your document is unsigned or in draft or if you only send 
us a photocopy, we will assist you as far as is reasonable but our opinion 
will be an informal one. Accordingly, it 'will n'ot bind us to assess the 
document to that amount when it has been signed and sent to us. Any 
advice we give over the telephone and the advice which follows in this 
leaflet are given on that basis. We have done everything we can to ensure 
the accuracy of the information in this leaflet at the time it was printed. 

I 'H" 
Common Questions and our Answers 

I have to complete a box on a UK Patent Office form which reqhires me to 
confirm that the appropriate stamp duty has been paid or that there is no 
stamp duty to pay on the transaction I need registered. The Patent Office 
staff have referred me to you. What do I need to do next? 

Stamp duty is a tax on documents and, if,forexample, you want an assignment o/a 
trade mark or some other intellectual property registered, you will need to have the ,( V II 

document whereby that assignment was effected stamped witll 111e praper stamp t--
duty it should bear. The Patent Office, the Trade Marks Registry and all other. l ' 

770 CIPA September 1999 
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such bodies are under a statutory obUgation under Section 17 of the Stamp Act 
1891 to ensure that a document lIas been stamped before registering the chan.ge. 
The Stamp Office have asked the Patent Office not to accept the statement on their 
form tllat the proper stamp duty Jzas been paid without seeing the duly stamped ~'N" 
doel/ment cOl1cemcd. Section 14 of the Stamp Act prohibits the lise of an. 
1l1tstamped doctJnrcnl for registm/-ian purposes. 

1 do not have the document because it was executed abroad and has 
never been brought into the UK. It would be very diffi cult to arrange for 
it to be sent here, so how can I have it stamped? 

Stamp duty is a taxon documen ts and we 'formally insist lllat the requirement in 
the Stamp Act that the actual document be sen t to liS jor stamping is stn'ctIy 
adhered to. However, we make one exception to that rule. TIrol exception relates to 
patent, trade mark, licence and similar dOOlrnents which have been executed 
a/)rood, !V/lere tllere would be commercial problems in bringing them into the UK. 
111 tltosecircumstances we are prepared to stamp a certified copy of the document so 
~hat you may tllen register it in ,the UK. 

My document relates to an assignment of rights in several countries, not 
jus t the UK. Do I have to pay stamp duty on the whole transaction or just 
the UK pact? 

If the docwnent was executed abroad you will only have to pay stamp duty on the 
certified copy in respect of the UK dement of the transaction. You would have to 
pay duty on the full vallie of the transaction if the document was executed, wholly 
or partly, within the UK. 

How then do 1 calculate the proper apportionment of the consideration 
for the whole transaction so as to w,ork out the amount which relates to 
the UK element and what evidence of this does the Stamp Office need? 

The parties to the document must decide how to apportion the consideration and 
provide sllch evidence of this as is reasonable, tTllthjul and accurate. Provided this 
is done the Stamp Office will n~t generally chizlIengea fair apportionment but we 
reserve the right to do so if we consider it necessary. 

How is the stamp duty calculated? 

The stamp duty payable depends upon the amount or value of the consideration 
paid for the assignment or transfer. Considerafion for stamp duty purposes 
doesn't just mean cash. It can also include shares in a company issued as 
consideration, or debt released or to payment of which the transfer was made 
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From the Chief Executive Officer

Mr A Hall by e-mail

The UK lntellectual Property Office
Concept House
Cardiff Road
NEWPORT
South Wales
NPlO 8QQ
UK

Tel:01633 814000
Fax:01633 814504
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Direct line:+44 (0)1633 814500
Email: lan.Fletcher@ioo.qov.uk
Our ref:
Your ref:
Date: 12 November 2007

Dear Mr Hall,

Sense-Sonic Limited - Patent G82267412

I am writing in reply to your e-mail of 29 October which we have treated as a formal.
complaint about our procedures for registering assignments, particulariy the
registration of the transaction between Sense-Sonic Limited and Tonewear Limited.

As you know, our procedures are that we accept a properly completed and signed
form 21177 as sufficient evidence of an assignment. Patent attomeys and others are I i' 

'

not required to send any supporting documents, but may choose to do so. In this I L
case, we received a fotm 21n7 which referred to "an Assignment dated 15
September 2003" and which was duly signed by Wibon Gunn M'caw who were the
registered address for service for Sense-Sonic. lf thiswasatl we had received, then lrgr
we would have been conect to register the assignment. However, we also received | "
an extract of the full 'agreement relating to the sale and purchase of certain assets'
which, if we had checked more carefully would have raised a question as to whether
this was an assignment or a sale agreement. Having identified that there was some 1 

'p

doubt we should then have written to Wilson Gunn M'caw asking for clarification. lf I 
-1

they had not satisfled us that the transaction was an assignment as described on the
form 21177, then we would still have registered the transaction, but as a sale
agreement not an assignment.

I therefore offer my apologies that we did not follow our standard procedures, and so
did not identify that there was some doubt as to the nature of the transaction and did , ,.
not pursue it fufiher when the application was made. We simply took the form 21t7 a T "
at face value and did not follow our normal procedure of looking at all the evidence t "
which had,been oresented to us.

ti
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From the Chief El{ecutive Officer 

Mr A Hall bye-mail 

Direct line:+44 (0)1633814500 
Email: lan.Fletcher@ipo.gov.uk 
Our ref: 
Your ref: 
Date: 12 November 2007 

Dear Mr Hall, 

Sense-Sonic Limited - Patent GB2267412 

The UK Intellectual Property Office 
Concept House 
Cardiff Road 
NEWPORT 
South Wales 
NP108QQ 
UK 

Tel:01633814000 
Fax:01633814'so4 

I am writing in reply to your e~mail of 29 October which we have treated as a formal . 
complaint about our procedures for registering aSSignments, particularly the 
registration of the transaction between Sense-Sonic Limited and Tonewear Limited. 

As you know, our procedures are that we accept a properly ccmpleted and signed 

c,1 
form 21f77 as sufficient evidence of an assignment. Patent attomeys and others are . t' 
not required to send any supporting documents, but may choose to do so. In this 
case, we received a fonm 21f77 which referred to "an Assignment dated 15 
September 2003" and which was duly signed by Wilson Gunn M'caw who were the 
registered address for seNice for Sense-Sonic. If this was all we had received, then •• ~ 
we would have been correct to register the assignment. However, we also received " I an extract of the full "agreement relating to the sale and purchase of certain assets" 

~ / which, if we had checked more carefully would have raised a question as to whether 
"""-: f this was an assignment or a sale agreement. Having identified that there was some • v (l • 

doubt we should then have written to Wilson Gunn M'caw asking for clarification. If '0. " I they had not satisfied us that the transaction was an assignment as described on the 
form 21f77, then we would still have registered the transaction, but as a sale 
agreement not an assignment. 

I therefore offer my apologies that we did not follow our standard procedures, and so 
did not identify that there was some doubt as to the nature of the transaction and did ~ h 

not pursue it further when the application was made. We simply took the form 21f77 • J 
at face value and did not follow our normal procedure of looking at all the evidence 
which hadlr een presented to us. 

II 
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A Fl19 s
You asked about our training to ensure that staff are aware of the different types oftransaction and register them correc{y. All staff are trained to identify the various r
types of transaction that can take ptace, and to seek further 

""iO"n.i- 

-ii 
*nll ,r" l^i "

initially receive is not sufficienL The training is confimed i" 
"""fion 

in"tr""tion;'";; I 
-

in our Manual of Paient Practice, which, as you know, stales at paraqraph 3Z.0g.An
agreement to assign, which operates in English law to create and v;st in the buyer
an immediate equitable interest, may also be entered in the register as a transaction
arecflng ngnrs In a patent but this is not itself an assignment or any of the other
transactions, inst.uments or events specified in s.33". Aiihough we mide a mistake
in the present case, having made appropriate investigations, J am satisfied that staff
are suitably trained to identify the different types of transaction and the tevel of
evidence that is appropriate.

Finally, you asked about changing the entry on the register. As you know, things
have moved on considerably since the traosaction was registered in Septemb"er

, 2004. You frred a refefence under section 37 of the patents Act 1977 on beharf of
Northern Ljght Music Limited in March 2006. In August 2007 you atso sought an
order from the High Coud. During the coutse of these proceedings you raised the

",., 
validity of the registered transaction. Many issues were broughi up during these'Y proceedings but it is clear that the other pafties argued strongly that thers was a

I vatrd asstgnment. I make no comment at all on which view is conect. but any change
l'_ I to the register would require the evidence provided by all parties to be consider;dI E ano a formal decision reacled.

,,^,, The oPtions open to you are:

"(_"1 :1,,"J:"*":J;s;;J:"d;:1:; 
*'" 47 of the patents Rures to request the

b) _ to pursue the orjginal proceedings (which the Ofitce declined to deal with)
before the cou.t if you a.e able to get an extension of time;
c) to stad an before the courts for rectmcafion ofthe register under section 34 of
ihe Patents Act: or
d) to start a new action before the Office or the Courts under section 37 of the

_ Act.

I undestand that you have pursued the last option and have filed an applicaiion
under section 37 in the name of Sense-Sonic Limited, and that the Case Officer has' 

d0o akeady been in touch with you about this.

" {-ll

i0\"

f"o"

"LIg:lili;xx"iJ""ili?xi33?"1%illli"J:'5TJ_3:"','"t,Hi:J::ff 
J:"li""',"'

! | iilr'"i,*ou[,fl'JtTr:##""||i;i:;llsr.ecordins 
the iransaction as an assisnment

Yours sincerely

g.- (l-,-.----.._
' 4 4 . . : . ' . . . - ' . . . .

lan Fletcher
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You asked about our training to ensure that staff are aware of the different types of 
transaction and register them correctly. All staff are trained to identify the various I" v 
types of transaction that can take place, and to seek further evidence if what we L 
initially receive is not sufficient. The training is confirmed in section instructions and 
in our Manual of Patent Practice, which, as you know, states at paragraph 32.08 "An 
agreement to assign, which operates in English law to create and vest in the buyer 
an immediate equitable interest, may also be entered in the register as a transaction 
affecting rights in a patent but this is not itself an assignment or any of the other 
transactions, instruments or events specified in s.33 ~. Although we made a mistake I 
in the present case, having made appropriate investigations, I am satisfied that staff \J N:t 
are suitably trained to identify the different types of transaction and the level of 
evidence that is appropriate. 

Finally, you asked about changing the entry on the register. As you know, things 
have moved on considerably since the transaction was registered in September 
2004. You filed a reference under section 37 of the Patents Act 1977 on behalf of 
Northern Light Music Limited in March 2006. In August 2007 you also sought an 
order from the High Court. During the course of these proceedings you raised the 
validity of the registered transaction. Many issues were brought up during these I 
proceedings but it is clear that the other parties argued strongly that there was a 
valid assignment. I make no comment at all on which view is correct, but any change 
to the register would require the evidence provided by all parties to be considered 
and a formal decision reached. 

"0' 

"cL." Q" :~e op:~0:~eop:nf~~:0:1:::: under rule 47 of the Patents Rules to request the 

• correction of an error in the register; 
~ b) to pursue the original proceedings (which the Office declined to deal with) 

before the court if you are able to get an extension of time; 

- v.. ell 

I 

) 

c) to start an before the courts for rectification of the register under section 34 of 
the Patents Act; or 
d) to start a new action before the Office or the Courts under section 37 of the 
Act. 

I understand that you have pursued the last option and have filed an application 
under section 37 in the name of Sense-Sonic Limited, and that the Case Officer has 
already been in touch with you about this. 

We have, as requested, recorded on the register the fact that you have filed a 21n7 
seeking to assign patent GB2267412 from Sense-Sonic Limited to yourself. 

I must apologise again for our error in recording the transaction as an assignment 
without seeking confirmation of its status. 

Yours sincerely 

Ian Fletcher 

102 
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Information is available in large print, audio tape and 
Braille.   

 

Type Talk service prefix number  - 18001 

   
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Excise Stamps & Money Businesses 

  

 

Room 1/38 

100 Parliament Street 

London 

SW1A 2BQ 

  

 Tel 020 7147 2804   
  

 Fax 020 7147 2748 
  

 

Mr Andrew Hall 

Noyna Lodge 

Manor Road  

Colne 

Lancashire 

BB8 0SQ   

e-mail: yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk      
 
 
    

 Date 5 February 2009 www.hmrc.gov.uk 
 Our Ref   

 Your Ref   

 
Dear Hall,  
 
Thank you for your e-mails of 2 February 2009.  
 
Please accept my apologies for not responding to you earlier caused by my absence from 
the office due to adverse weather conditions.  
 
You appear to suggest in your first e-mail (timed at 17.34), that our proposed meeting be 
held at the offices of the DTE Group in Bury. Is this correct? If so, please could you explain 
your relationship with DTE and what you would expect their role to be at any meeting?  
 
Turning to your second e-mail (timed at 18.38), we do not feel that your setting preconditions 
is helpful to creating an open forum for discussion, which was our purpose in suggesting a 
meeting. I would like to assure you that both Mr John and I are senior officers, assigned to 
look into this matter and we are both able to make recommendations/decisions as 
appropriate in order to resolve things. However, it is not always appropriate to do so at a 
meeting, as we may, for instance, require time to reflect before reaching a decision.  
 
I appreciate, and indeed share, your desire to move matters forward and if you agree that a 
meeting would assist in this then please let me know. Unfortunately, as a result of 
unavoidable rescheduling due to the adverse weather conditions mentioned above, I am 
afraid that we cannot now meet you in the week beginning on 9th of February, but have put 
aside Monday 16th of February instead. Can you please let me know if this suitable (and that 
the meeting would be without preconditions as discussed above), or propose alternative 
possible dates? 
 
Yours sincerely  
 
 
Yasmin Ali  
Policy Adviser  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 February 2009 18:55
Subject: Re: Complaint & issues for resolution at meeting 9th-13th February 20098

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
I am disappointed at the set back of the meeting, particularly as there cannot be a more important matter to 
be dealt with by HMRC at this time. 
  
I do want a meeting. And I see no reason why you cannot outline the topics for discussion in advance, as 
opposed to busking it. 
  
I am stuck in the midst of a massive fraud where others have statutory duties to deal with it - but, having 
caused it and allowed it to go unchecked, have been very reluctant to act in the way that they must. 
  
As time is of the essence, I still want to meet you next week. Monday 16th is firm-fixed for a meeting at DTE 
as a back-stop as far as I am concerned. 
  
The meeting is part of a programme of meetings at my end: 
  
My MP is on the Public Administration Select Committee. We meet tomorrow (again). 
  
I have a meeting with the Director of Tax at DTE on Monday. 
  
You can look up DTE Group on the internet if you want to know what they do. 
  
As it was you who decided not to issue what I had specifically requested, and as it was you who decided not 
to involve the Solicitor, and as it was you who instructed Mr. Hanratty to tell me (for nine months) that the 
Solicitor's decisions with respect to fining the Comptroller was imminent, it makes sense to have experts 
present in order to ensure that conflicts of interests do not stand in the way of resolving the grievances I have 

- particularly as those grievances provide me with a clear cause for action and claim for damages.   
  
Just to re-cap, the situation is this: 
  
The patent agents, solicitors and asset-strippers who made falsified applications to register change of 
ownership of my IPR at the UK Patent Office in September 2004 have falsely declared that the mutilated 
unstamped sale ("main") agreement they sent to the Comptroller as "evidence" is an assignment of the IPR 
and that all necessary Stamp Duty had been paid.  
  
The Comptroller, having established through instructions in his Patents Register Administration Desk Notes a 
number of fraudulent practices to remove main agreements from the registration process (further aided by a 
fraudulent change to the Patents Rules 1995 on 22-12-1999 for his exclusive, sinister benefit), removed the 
unstamped document, falsified the Register, mutilated the standard confirmatory letter (so as not to draw 
attention to the lack of a valid signature on the only registered document - a bogus Form 21/77) and 
pretended that he had registered sufficient evidence of an assignment. 
  
From that day (20-09-04) forward, the Comptroller has obstructed all efforts to remove the falsely-named 
sham company from the Registers, to have the Secretary of State strike off the chartered patent agents, to 
have the Police investigate the fraudulent applications, to have the asset strippers prosecuted for falsification 
of the Registers, to recover royalties from the assignee of the patent and invention, to stop the asset- strippers 
continuing publishing false claims of registered trade marks rights and false claims of patent rights in respect 
of my unregistered trade marks and products, to remove the unstamped document from proceedings, to 
procure documents and information to which I am entitled under the Freedom of Information Act 2000, to 
inspect all documents received by him in respect of all applications for registration of transactions 
administered in September 2004, to have the Patent Office turn away from its fraudulent activity and present a 
true account of Register Administration practice (including the requirements under the Stamp Act 1891) to the 
public, and so on. 
  1079
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HMRC became aware of the registration of an unstamped document in July 2007 and failed to act to deter the 
Comptroller from breaking the law. HMRC sat back as the Comptroller opposed HMRC's assessments in the 
High Court and in his own court (where he has the powers of a High Court Judge, save in respect of perjury 
and contempt [I gather]) and made no effort to establish why the Comptroller was allowing the asset-strippers 
to escape payment of Stamp Duty for a second time (first at the time of registration[s.14(4)], and thereafter in 
various proceedings [s.14(1)]. 
  
HMRC has a duty to inform and remind registrars and referees (i.e. the likes of the Comptroller) of their 
statutory duties and to address issues where the performance of those statutory duties, relied upon to ensure 
payment of Stamp Duty before use is made of chargeable documents, are breached. Indeed, in 1999 HMRC 
expressed dissatisfaction with the Comptroller's use of mere declarations with respect to the payment of 
Stamp Duty and asked the Comptroller to examine the actual documents before registering transactions. 
  
The Comptroller has continued to obstruct the course of justice and HMRC has not acted to even show 
disapproval of his conduct. The documentary evidence shows that the Comptroller relied on an unstamped 
document for registration of change of proprietorship of a trade mark and two registered designs; he was 
unable to make any excuse whatsoever to suggest that the Trade Marks Form TM16 and the Designs Form 
DF12A were evidence of assignment, as they both required two clear signatures in order to be registrable 
without accompanying documentary evidence of assignment. Therefore, in these instances, HMRC is correct 
to pursue the Comptroller for registration of transactions in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 and should 
consider the evidence in order to establish whether the registrations were made erroneously or whether the 
defects in the document were ignored. In particular, the Trade Marks Rules (Rule 41(3)) required the 
Comptroller to ensure that Stamp Duty has been paid. However, as the Comptroller had removed the 
declaration with respect to Stamp Duty from the Form TM16 in October 2001, the only way he could comply 
with Rule 41(3) and s.14 Stamp Act 1891 was to inspect the document of transfer (sent to him with the 
invalidly signed Form TM16). There was mention of Stamp Duty in the document and reference to chargeable 
property, but no evidence of assignment and no certificate of value or Stamp; nevertheless, the Comptroller 
registered the unstamped document as evidence of assignment and as evidence that Stamp Duty had been 
paid. HMRC's course of action is therefore clearly set out, and cannot result in no action being taken against 
the Comptroller. 
  
However, the registration of the change of ownership of the Patent GB2267412 (later unlawfully revoked by 
the Comptroller in a futile attempt to take away the cause of action against him) was blatantly fraudulent, as 
the Comptroller took specific steps to cover up the defects in the application by overriding the standard 
register entry (so as not to register the defective document) and by deleting a mandated warning from his 
standard confirmatory letter after registration (which would undermine the solitary signature on the registered 
Form 21/77).  Therefore, in the case of the registration of change of proprietorship of the Patent GB2267412 
there is clear evidence of fraud. The defective document fits the description of the very documents which the 
Comptroller instructs staff to exclude and hide, and, accordingly, staff excluded it. 
  
Further matter 
  
You are aware that I have dragged out of the Comptroller three versions of his Desk Notes - going back to 
1992, (what was claimed to be) as at 15-06-05 and (what was claimed to be) as at 01-08-07. 
  
I have already shown you that the instruction to "ignore" documents, which was present in the 2005 edition, 
was amended to "scan" documents in the 2007 edition. But there is a problem. 
  
Before getting these documents (which have been subject to strenuous obstruction in breach of FoIA 2000), I 
complained to the Comptroller on 29-10-07 that his staff training, practice and procedure must be defective. 
He treated the complaint as a formal complaint and responded on 12-11-07. He denied that there were any 
defects in the aforementioned. 
  
I have long been complaining that the 2007 .pdf version of the Desk Notes sent to me in September 2008 was 
not created on 01-08-07, but was in fact created as a .pdf just days before being sent to me (i.e. the pdf 
creation date is 02-09-08). This strongly suggests that the document has been altered by the Comptroller. 
  
I now know why. 
  
Buried in the bowels of the Patent Office website is a list of compliments from customers, at the bottom of 
which are some sanitised summaries of formal complaints. The Manchester Library has made copies of these 
webpages to ensure that we do not have a repeat of the Comptroller's deletion of the Stamp Duty page in 
June 2008. The following summary appeared in the April-June 2008 complaints section and is extraordinary in 
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its content given the facts that Register Admin was revised on 01-08-07, reviewed by the Comptroller in 
November 2007 and claimed to be in order, and yet here he is just a few months later telling a complainant 
that he has a project under way: 
  

 Webpage link   (penultimate complaint, bottom of web page) 
  
This cannot be one of my complaints, as I never received such a response. 
  
I have fired in FoIA requests for full details of this and five other complaints, going back to 2006.  
  
You will therefore appreciate that such a "review", in the light of what I was complaining about - non-payment 
of Stamp Duty and lack of evidence of assignment - should have resulted in changes to the Desk Notes. 
  
I therefore suspect that the word "ignore" was still in place on 01-08-07 and that is was changed to "scan" 
after the Comptroller made enquiries of his officers upon receipt of my complaint of 29-10-07. 
  
As I have long-since asked for the original 2007 desk notes .pdf under the FoIA 2000 and the Comptroller will 
not release them, the Information Commissioner has offered to fast-track an investigation in respect of s.77 
FoIA 2000. With this weapon to hand I have given the Registers Manager until 5pm on 09-02-09 to email both 
sets of desk notes as they stood on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07. 
  
With the quality of documentary evidence I already have of fraud going back to 1992, and the quality of the 
documentary evidence I already have of the Comptroller's cover-up, I fail to see how HMRC can justify 
standing by all this time without taking any steps to put the Comptroller in his place and release me and my 
family from this hell. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall 

You said you were 
unhappy with some 
of our official letters. 

We thanked you for your feedback in relation to names and assignments letters. We have 
recently made slight amendments to our letters. A project had just begun to look at all the 
functions of the Register Administration Team to see if any improvements can be made. Your 
feedback will be considered as part of this review. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 10 February 2009 17:08
Subject: Re: Re: Complaint & issues for resolution at meeting 9th-13th February 2009

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
Thank you for your email. 
  
I confirm that we shall meet at DTE House on 16th February 2009 at 11am. 
  
My relationship with DTE Group has only recently been agreed with DTE Group so it was not appropriate for 
me to provide you with details of my relationship. 
  
I referred you to their website so that you could see the services they provide and assess from that the 
sensible approach I was taking. 
  
Their Director of Tax, Mr. Alan McCann CTA ATT, had studied my papers and had made a proposal which 
involved us in a meeting at DTE House yesterday. 
  
The letter of engagement is on its way to me, so I can tell you about my relationship. 
  
At the meeting we agreed terms under which DTE Group will advise me on taxation matters in which they are 
experienced, with a view to resolving my grievances with respect to Stamp Duty and HMRC's breaches of 
statutory and other duties. 
  
I am not aware that anyone with such serious concerns and grievances as mine would consider meeting 
HMRC without appropriate professional support. 
  
You write as though you consider my relationship with DTE might be to your disadvantage. My view is that 
DTE will assist in reaching an alternative solution to resolving the matters in the High Court as part of my 
claim against all those who have caused me harm and loss. 
  
HMRC has stood by as I have been ruined by fraudsters (the Comptroller included), so I feel it is important 
that we know where we all stand before I issue a letter before claim and start proceedings. 
  
I do not use the word fraud lightly. 
  
My MP has confirmed this morning that he is on my case. The Information Commissioner has confirmed that 
a fast track investigation can be commenced in respect of the Comptroller's hiding and deletion of documents 
and parts thereof. And I have every reason to believe that the PASC will take the matter up. Once you have 
made contact with the Comptroller he will have to change his tune with the Police and assist in the 
investigation he has twice tried to scupper. 
  
As for the agenda, I have already set out in my emails what I will discuss with you.  
  
Please be sure to talk to the Directors to whom you have passed my complaints and ask them if they think 
that they dealt fairly with me and still stand by their responses and actioned threats.  
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall 
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 
Cc: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 1082
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Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2009 3:13 PM 
Subject: RE: Re: Complaint & issues for resolution at meeting 9th-13th February 2009 
 
Dear Mr Hall,  
 
Please see attached letter in response to your recent e-mails.  
 
Regards,  
 
Yasmin Ali 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 09 February 2009 16:50 
To: Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 
Subject: Re: Re: Complaint & issues for resolution at meeting 9th-13th 
February 2009 
Importance: High 
 
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
 
I have just returned from a meeting at DTE Group and have agreed terms 
of  
engagement of the purposes of settling outstanding matters. 
 
We are available this week, but, as a back stop, have Monday 16th 
February  
2009 set aside, from 10.30am (or earlier if you wish). 
 
As there are only two of you attending, would you please now tell me 
when  
you are coming? 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Andrew Hall. 
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: "andrew hall" <reg0206@theinventivesteps.co.uk> 
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2009 9:02 AM 
Subject: Read: Re: Complaint & issues for resolution at meeting 9th-13th 
 
February 20098 
 
 
Your message 
 
  To:       yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 
 
was read on Mon, 9 Feb 2009 09:02:56 -0000 
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Andrew J.J. Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 

Colne 
Lancashire BB8 7AS 

 
 
19 February 2009 
 
The Director c/o Ms. Y. Ali 
Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
Room 1/38 
100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 
 
 
Dear Mrs. Ali, 
 
Re: Meeting on 16th February 2009-02-19 
 

1. Before going into detail, let me assure you that I know what you were sent to achieve on 
16th February 2009 and for what purpose Mr. Kreiling discussed my case with the Patent 
Office. 
 

2. I also know what went on between HMRC Stamp Taxes and the Patent Office in 2000 
and why you will not act to expose the Comptroller. 
 

3. Mr. Kreiling made a number of comments which were not noted by Mr. John, all of which 
demonstrate that HMRC too had written off Stamp Duty in respect of any transaction 
affecting IPR executed on or after 28-03-00 with respect to registration. 
 

4. It was your comment in respect of the 19-04-00 Patents Journal which showed me that 
you too knew what the Patent Office and HMRC had agreed in 2000. The Journal’s rider 
which you pointed out – which I know only too well, since it was I who uncovered that 
document through my own research – was a way of subtly (albeit wrongly) putting the 
onus on the customer to pay Stamp Duty if some other person (with whom you had not 
reached a secret agreement – a referee, court or arbitrator, for example) acted out his 
duties under s.14(1) Stamp Act 1891 and refused to accept an unstamped document 
after it had been relied upon for registration purposes. 
 

5. It was Mr. Kreiling’s extraordinary comment about Barristers having an agreement not to 
raise Stamp points (i.e. an agreement not to blow an opponent out of the water by 
introducing a cost [Stamp Duty] to continuing litigation – a cost too high to pay in many 
cases) which further alerted me to the sinister background to the meeting. 
 

6. I have spoken about this to the most senior executive at the Bar Council. 
 

7. The fact that HMRC is and was aware that Barristers had (in the past) been keeping their 
mouths shut when unstamped documents appeared, because they feared that they 
would be deprived of attendance fees upon the collapse of cases for non-payment of 
Stamp Duty, further supports my claim that HMRC has been complicit in mass-evasion 
of Stamp Duty. 1084
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8. Barristers have a first duty to the Court, and the Court has a statutory duty under s.14(1) 

which Barristers should carefully consider when keeping from the Court information 
which they know they have a duty to disclose. 
 

9. Clearly, if what Mr. Kreiling says is true – and he will be asked to admit and explain this 
before the Court in due course – Barristers were cheating their clients by depriving them 
of an instant defence or victory, simply to extend proceedings on the basis of unstamped 
documents. 
 

10. HMRC has been complicit in the registration of rights which are unenforceable in Court 
and which cannot be fairly disputed in court once it has been made clear that a 
document is inadmissible unless duty is paid. 
 

11. HMRC has put me in this position and HMRC has caused me extensive damage by your 
decision to keep things under your own control by not to issue a Formal Notice of 
Decision on Adjudication and then, from the highest level (by letter of 23-12-08) trying to 
blame me for not sending an original document and making a false apology for a 
fictitious error (you claim that your only error was not to write on 05-02-08 on plain paper 
and add that the letter was merely an assessment. 
 

12. Your intentional error was to breach your statutory duty to provide me with what I 
legitimately requested and to mislead me into believing that you had followed procedure 
and involved your Solicitor in the process – making it an instant decision thereupon as to 
whether or not the Comptroller was liable to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 18911. 
 

13. It is absolutely clear from the Stamp Taxes Manual that originals must not be sent for 
adjudication. It is absolutely clear from the Manual that certified copies should be sent. 
 

14. I had made it clear that I was not ultimately liable for the payment of Stamp Duty and that 
I was trying to get it paid by the liable person with HMRC’s assistance. I made it clear 
that I would like any penalty to be kept to the minimum. 
 

15. Your and your Director’s claim that you were trying to assist me by not giving me what I 
had clearly asked for is bogus.  

                                                 
1
 You have a dilemma. In 1997, HMRC wrote to the Comptroller agreeing not to fine him under 

s.17 Stamp Act 1891 if he acted in good faith (see Stena Coflexip Offshore Limited’s Patent 

[1997] RPC 179). But you know that in this case he did not act in good faith, so a penalty would 

be issued on the basis that he falsified the Register – an offence which, as I pointed out by reading 

s.109 Patents Act 1977 to you at the meeting, carries up to two years imprisonment. That said, 

HMRC was already aware that, as of 28-03-00, the Comptroller was going to register transactions 

effected on or after that date without Stamp Duty having been paid, (which is not acting in good 

faith towards those with rights under patents, designs or trade marks). Both HMRC and the 

Comptroller knew and know that registering transactions effected by unstamped documents 

would cause problems in any later proceedings, having discussed this in 2000 when it became 

clear that s.129 would leave a large number of transactions liable to Stamp Duty on registration 

on account of the common use of full agreements to transfer IPR and other property which was 

not exempt. The solution was to ignore Stamp Duty altogether on transactions effected on or after 

28-03-00, and HMRC was instrumental in that unlawful decision. However, as the Comptroller 

has jurisdiction to deal with disputes affecting rights under patents etc, he can sweep such matters 

under the carpet and pretend that he does not understand the Stamp Duty point when, if ever, 

raised. Now that a very serious consequence has arisen, you have a duty to effect a remedy, and 

right away. 1085
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16. You, Mr. Kreiling and Mr. John all agreed that the penalty is unenforceable in any event, 
so there are no grounds for your Director’s claim of 23-12-08 that you were trying to help 
me. 
 

17. It was you who instructed Mr. Hanratty (who, until you told him otherwise, was expecting 
you to send him a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication). He had had to respond to 
my many requests for HMRC to hurry up and issue the Formal Notice (as it was needed 
in order to ensure that ongoing proceedings respected the Stamp Duty position), so 
there was no doubt in his mind that I was expecting your Solicitor to be behind the 
Adjudication and he was therefore in no doubt that I was being deceived by HMRC on 
instruction from you. 
 

18. Now that you have discussed my case with the Patent Office (which you are not allowed 
to do), it is clear to me that you are trying to undermine me in my plight for justice. Mr. 
Kreiling discussed matters with the Patent Office which are not his business to discuss. 
 

19. The Comptroller and certain of his officers are fraudsters, depriving me of fair hearings, 
falsifying and deleting documents, and depriving me of my property and entitlements – 
all because they are desperate to cover up the unlawful activity in which HMRC had an 
approving part. 
 

20. It is absolutely clear that as of 28-03-00 HMRC has written off Stamp Duty on any 
transaction affecting IPR executed on or after 28-03-00. 
 

21. Prior this, HMRC would prod the Comptroller and encourage him to stay and/or reject 
applications for registration when Stamp Duty was in question, but this practice has 
clearly not been evident since 28-03-00. 
 

22. It is therefore clear to me that you stand in my way and are not the independent body 
which I had hoped and expected you to be. 
 

23. You are in bed with the Comptroller as a result of your arrangement in 2000 and your 
actions and failure to act have caused me very significant damage. 
 

24. You have seen how the Comptroller’s procedure has been corrupted and how a review 
of one of his decisions by a senior officer (for which I required the Formal Notice of 
Decision on Adjudication) was interfered with by the Comptroller to the extent that it was 
eventually secretly aborted and a second, different decision was issued in an attempt to 
prevent the truth from being exposed. 
 

25. I am not therefore prepared to go through any similar procedure with HMRC. I have 
enough evidence to put before the Court to show why I should not be obliged to let you 
have a third, fourth and fifth toss of the coin in the hopes that I will die before the 
procedure is complete. 
 

26. You have dealt with my complaints at the highest level and have lied to me in the 
responses. 
 

27. You have now sent a mission to meet me whom you claimed were the decision makers, 
only to thereupon tell me that another person has to wade through the pointless 
background notes to make any decision. 
 
 

1086
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28. The notes Mr. John took did not contain any of the key points which I required to be 
made, and I am certainly not going through the notes or paying anyone to go through 
them, in order to correct any errors therein with respect to what I related by way of 
background. It is the key points which determine how your Director will react, and unless 
he reads this letter, he is not going to know that is letter of 23-12-09 was exposed as lies. 
 

29. The only decision your Director needs to make is whether he is going to come clean on 
his long-standing arrangements with the Comptroller, distance himself from the false 
claims in his letter to me of 23-12-08, and accept that I am fully aware of the false points 
which the mission of 16th February 2009 was required to impress upon me as being true. 
 

30. I now realise that you have no interest whatsoever in making use of s.16 Stamp Act 1891 
nor of alerting patentees who have invalid registrations of the importance of re-
registration as soon as possible, in order to be “insured against infringement” from the 
earliest possible date. 
 

31. You should bear in mind that IPR is registered for one purpose only – to demonstrate an 
enforceable right. The Comptroller charges patentees for this on an annual basis, 
knowing full well that his registrations are, in many cases, legally ineffective. He relies on 
his senior officers and HMRC to keep their mouths shut – and they and you have done 
so. 
 

32. However, between you and the Comptroller, you have seen to it that thousands of IPR 
owners do not have enforceable registered rights and are, as Jacob J warned in 
conclusion of Coflexip Stena Offshore Limited’s Patent [1997] RPC 179, trapped with 
respect to bringing infringement proceedings for damages. 
 

33. I require HMRC to compensate me financially for the damage that has been done to me 
by virtue of its relationship with the Comptroller and for its breach of statutory duty in 
deceiving me over the matter of Formal Adjudication, and I require, in addition, financial 
assistance in order to enable me to get the document Stamped and bring an action 
against the buyers group for breach of contract – failure to pay any and all necessary 
Stamp Duty – and procure an Order that the buyers group reimburse the cost of getting 
the document Stamped. 
 

34. There is no doubt whatsoever that you have a responsibility to take steps to encourage 
public bodies, courts, referees and arbitrators to comply with the Stamp Act 1891. 
 

35. Instead, you have been helping the Comptroller to evade his statutory duties to the 
prejudice of his customers, some of whom were oblivious to his unlawful actions of 
hiding main agreements sent to him in order that he could establish whether they were 
sufficient evidence of assignment and whether any Stamp Duty was due. 
 

36. As you well know, a main agreement which does not effect an assignment of IPR should 
be returned to the customer by the Comptroller with advice that a separate assignment 
of only the IPR should be submitted as evidence of assignment for registration. There 
would be no need for the main (unstamped) agreement.  
 

37. However, the Comptroller’s practice has been to register an assignment as having taken 
place irrespective of the effect of the submitted or withheld document and irrespective of 
any Stamp Duty liability. 
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38. You have chosen to side with the Comptroller, and Mr. Kreiling’s discussions with his 
senior legal officer make it absolutely clear to me that Mr. Kreiling in under instruction to 
undermine my case. 
 

39. Mr. Kreiling’s actions have sent a clear message to the Comptroller that HMRC is not 
going to be doing anything to expose his offences. 
 

40. Clearly, you all need to be hauled before the High Court to sort this out. 
 

41. I strongly suggest that you preface your copious notes with the points that actually matter 
– the points which Mr. John refused to write down on the occasions that I asked him to 
do so.  
 

42. This will make it clear to the Director who lied to me in his letter of 23-12-08 that those 
lies were well and truly exposed by the documentary evidence and that Mr. Hanratty has 
nothing whatsoever to do with the decision to derail my formal request for a Formal 
Notice of Decision on Adjudication. Mr. Hanratty was merely the address for service – he 
referred everything to you for administration of the statutory requirement. 
 

43. Just because you wrote off Stamp Duty in 2000 does not mean that everyone else did – 
and the legacy of your unlawful decisions in 2000 to turn a blind eye to the Comptroller’s 
registration of transactions effected by unstamped documents is plain to see in the 
impasse your malpractice has created for me. 
 

44. My offer to assist with the recovery of unpaid Stamp Duty clearly no longer has the effect 
that I first thought. You don’t want the money, you don’t want courts to exclude 
unstamped documents and you simply want me to fade away and let things be. 
 

45. As you did not bring the decision-maker to the meeting as required and as promised, and 
as you came with the purpose of presenting the deceitful letter of 23-12-08 as being fact 
and would not make any notes to show that I proved the letter to be deceitful, and as you 
instructed Mr. Kreiling to see what undermining information he could procure from the 
fraudsters at the Patent Office (I do not use the word lightly, as you know full well that 
this is not defamatory), and as I am not prepared to waste my time or anyone else’s time 
reading notes which do not contain the points I made, I suggest that you face the facts 
and deal with this matter as having been through the complaints procedure right to the 
top, twice. 
 

46. I have made my point. You came to the meeting to make false points (as set out in your 
Director’s letter of 23-12-08) and did not succeed in the face of documentary evidence. 
 

47. Prove to me that you are independent of the Comptroller’s malpractice and unlawful 
procedures over the past nine years, and I will show you an invention which causes pigs 
to fly. 
 

48. Based on my assessment of the meeting, I cannot accept that you have a fair procedure 
waiting for me.  
 

49. I therefore suggest that you take this as my letter before claim and use the remain days 
of decision-making to reflect on the truth, the facts and the documentary evidence, rather 
than on what you thought you could get away with. 
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50. I therefore expect you to write to me no later than 2nd March 2009 either to agree to 
compensate me or to confirm that you intend to contest my claims of breach of statutory 
duty and misfeasance with respect to you dealings with the Comptroller and with my 
case, and my claim for damages arising therefrom. 
 

51. I am deeply offended by the way you and Mr. Kreiling have prepared for the meeting, by 
the false points you tried to make at my expense (as set out in your Director’s letter of 
23-12-08), and by Mr. John’s refusal to note the points I specifically asked him to note in 
defiance of your false points. 
 

52. This is not the time for pussy-footing about. A lie is a lie. A lie is not courteously made, 
and you ask too much to expect me to expose and respond to such lies with courtesy. 
 

53. It would be better for HMRC to admit to the lies now rather than in response to a Notice 
to Admit. 
 

54. Please tell Mr. Kreiling not to discuss my case with the Patent Office and explain to me 
why it was deemed necessary for the purposes of the meeting from him to discuss me 
and my case with such fraudsters. Furthermore, please explain why it was necessary fro 
him to contact them first.  
 

55. I now realise that I should have had him removed from the meeting for deceitful conduct. 
 

56. Certainly, his actions were not in keeping with your representation of the purpose of the 
meeting. 
 

57. Mr. McCann didn’t ring around trying to dig up dirt on you, so please explain why it was 
necessary for you to prepare for the meeting in this way and then not bring the decision-
maker.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 19 February 2009 13:47
Attach: HMRC - Stamp Duty 19-02-09.zip
Subject: andrew hall

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 

  
I have considered what was said at the meeting on Monday and have made further investigations. 

  
As there was no decision-maker at the meeting and as the key points were not noted, I have no confidence in 
process which you proposed. 

  
In order that the decision-maker can see how I addressed the key points he sent you to make (all of which 
were false) I set them out in the attached letter before claim. 

  
This letter will assist the Director (who should have attended the meeting) in his decision as to whether to 
contest the claims I made and have the matter dealt with by the High Court (on account of his having too 
close an involvement with the establishment of Comptroller's malpractice and its covering-up) or to 
compensate me financially and forthwith for the damage that has been done to me by HMRC's failure to 
maintain the role it played prior to 2000 to keep the Comptroller from breaching the Stamp Act 1891, for 
HMRC's role in the Comptroller’s establishment of a new and unlawful practice as set out in the Patents 
Journal of 19th April 2000, for breach of statutory duty to provide me with a Formal Notice of Decision on 
Adjudication, and for deceiving me in matters of administration and statutory requirements and in matters of 
the administration of my complaints.  

  
You know full well that if the Patent Office had a complaints procedure, I would not be expected by the Courts 
to submit to it after such high level fraud and falsification. 

  
I am not going to submit to a further procedure with HMRC, on account of the conflict off interests which has 
arisen from HMRC's involvement in the formulation of the Comptroller's malpractice back in 2000. 

  
You have dealt with my complaints at the highest level and the final response of 23-12-08 was knowingly 
false, as proved by the documentary evidence and by your unanimous, but un-noted comments at the 
meeting with respect to the enforcement of penalties. 

  
I will not be spending any time on your notes and any errors therein will simply be left as they are.  

  
As far as I am concerned, your Director can make his decision on the basis of my "notes" (the attached letter) 
and he can ask the mission whether any of you have documentary evidence to contest what I claim. 

  
Jacob J ended his intended last stamp Duty case (in 2001) by stating that Stamp Duty caused the problem 
and Stamp Duty saved the day. This pretty much sums it up for me - the Comptroller cheated me by his 
efforts to avoid dealing with Stamp Duty, felt safe in his position on account of HMRC's knowledge of what he 
was doing, but until HMRC acts to address this malfeasance Stamp Duty is saving the day for the fraudsters - 
who got what they wanted (false registrations to misdirect proceedings against a sham and away from the 
legal owner their trading companies had indemnified). 

  
You will see from my letter as to why you have difficulty imposing a penalty on the Comptroller under s.17 
Stamp Act 1891 - HMRC Stamp Taxes has an agreement with him which he reported to the Courts in 1997 
and HMRC met with the Comptroller in 2000 to work a way around the problems caused by patentees' 
continued use of mixed property documents (chargeable documents), which did not benefit so fully from s.129 
FA 2000 as the Comptroller would have liked i.e. he should still have continued checking all transactions for 
Stamp Duty in order to catch such documents... but HMRC said enough to give the Comptroller the green flag 
to issue instructions to ignore Stamp Duty on all transactions effected on or after 20-03-00. 

  
Please include this email with my letter before claim. It gives you a clear understanding of what I claim HMRC 
has been doing, that it was wrong and that it has caused me damage which I require your Director to repair 

(voluntarily) by way of compensation, or (through the Courts) by way of damages.  1090
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I can certainly now see that you have no interest whatsoever in recovering unpaid Stamp Duty and that you 
and the Comptroller are in cahoots (thanks to Mr. Kreiling's comments to that end) and want this matter to 
sink without trace.  

  
The Comptroller and certain officers have committed offences of falsification of the Register for which the 
penalty can be up to two years imprisonment. HMRC has turned a blind eye. Mr. Kreiling should read s.109 of 
the CIPA Guide ("Black Book") on turning a blind eye. 

  
This is not going to sink without trace. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 23 February 2009 17:45
Subject: Re: andrew hall

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 

  
Mr. Kreiling - data privacy 

  
I discussed the current situation with my brother yesterday. I believe I have mentioned before that he is a 
barrister and is IBM's data privacy officer for the UK and few other countries. 

  
I have also discussed the matter with the Office of the Information Commissioner and am to be contacted 
tomorrow by the Bar Standards Board with regard to other disturbing comments made by Mr. Kreiling. 

  
As you well know, Mr. Kreiling had no right to discuss my case with Mr. Twyman or other at the Patent Office, 
nor to make the Patent Office aware that I am in dispute with your Director. 

  
Mr. Kreiling certainly was not calling the Patent Office to ask them what they proposed to do about all the 
documents they have hidden since 1992.  

  
He simply wanted ammunition to hurl at me. And the Patent Office know this. 

  
Mr. Kreiling lobbed one particular shell at me - the lie that I did not seek a review of the Comptroller's decision. 
Mr. Kreiling was trying to make out that the situation was my fault because I have not followed procedure. 
This approach falls in line with your Director's equally false claims of 23-12-08. 

  
Clearly what was said in discussion between Mr. Kreiling and the Patent Office was defamatory and was 
intended to result in further damage to me, and Mr. Kreiling's discussion and revelation to the Patent Office 
that a dispute was in progress was in breach of the Data Protection Act and your claimed code of practice (not 
to discuss one person's case with another). 

  
I require you to tell me by return what Mr. Kreiling's role is in HMRC and his relevant qualifications. 

  
I require you to send me a copy of the notes he took whilst fishing for information about me from the 
Patent Office. 

  
I require you to tell me the name of the Solicitor whom you claim agreed with your decision of 05-02-
08 and to tell me how and when that Solicitor (if indeed there was such a Solicitor at all) informed you 
of his/her agreement with your decision. 

  
You will be making a very big mistake if you continue covering up for the Comptroller as you clearly are. 

  
It is time for him and his officers to swing for what they have done - falsification of the Register and the 
ensuing cover-up. 

  
The fact that HMRC is caught between a rock and a hard place is its officers own fault for considering it 
irrelevant as to whether registered proprietors paid Stamp Duty. 

  
Let me remind you that Stamp Duty did work - it was HMRC that did not. 

  
A Stamp is simply a ticket - if you don't have one, you cannot join in. All HMRC had to do was remind 
registrars and the Courts to check people's tickets. You couldn't be bothered even to do that. 

  
As mentioned before, you have until Monday to deal with my claims and agree to put things right. 

  
Please ensure that you provide the above information by return. 

  1092
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I shall be filing a complaint against you and Mr. Kreiling with the Information Commissioner with respect to 
your breach. 

  
Your contact with the Patent Office starts and ends with their falsification of the Register to avoid Stamp Duty 
- and as you have no interest whatsoever in dealing with that, I fail to see why you seek information from the 

Patent Office about me, other than for the purposes of doing me further harm.   
  
Please ensure that you deal with all matters raised in my letter before claim and the associated email by the 
appointed date. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall 
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From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 26 February 2009 07:31
Subject: Re: Re: andrew hall - Taking Stamp Duty Objections
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26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
For your information I refer you to the following request for clarifaction of the Solicitors Code of Conduct sent 
to SRA by LSLA in 2007: 
  
  
12. Procedural irregularities 
   
12.1 Whilst commenting on Rule 11.01 we would also query whether paragraph 11.01(2)(c) should be 
clarified. 
   
12.2 Rule 11.01(2)(c) provides that a solicitor must draw to the court's attention "any procedural irregularity". 
No guidance is given on what amounts to a "procedural irregularity". 
   
12.3 The Guide (paragraph 7.1(c) of Annex 21A) provided as follows: 
   
"Advocates when conducting proceedings at court … 
  
 (c) must ensure that the court is informed of all relevant decisions and legislative provisions of which 
they are aware whether the effect is favourable or unfavourable towards the contention for which they 
argue and must bring any procedural irregularity to the attention of the court during the hearing and 
not reserve such matter to be raised on appeal". 
   
12.4 The context in which procedural irregularity was referred to in the Guide suggested that the rule was 
aimed at serious or material irregularities which could affect the outcome of the proceedings. The LSLA's 
concern is that the new rule, without this context, could be given a much wider interpretation. 
   
12.5 We anticipate that the SRA did not intend to increase the ambit of the procedural irregularities which 
should be drawn to the Court's attention and, if this is the case, would welcome clarification in the rule or 
guidance. 
  
  
It seems to me that, post 2001, everyone but HMRC and the Comptroller was doing their best to ensure that 
Stamp Duty was paid where due. 
  
Please be sure to provide me with evidence of the efforts made by HMRC Stamp Taxes to achieve 
such aims. 
  
Please also note 12.3 above and note that the High Court sent me back to the Comptroller with the obiter 
advice that I could always appeal if the Comptroller refused to exclude the unstamped document from the 
imminent hearing to decide whether or not my case was too complicated for him to deal with. Of course his 
own offences created the complications. In the light of 12.3, above, it appears to me that the Solicitors and 
counsel I faced are likely to face disciplinary proceedings for lying to the Court over their client's and his 
former Solicitors' understanding of the Stamp Duty status - which as you well know is set out in the 
Memorandum of 12-09-03. 
  
Both the Bar Council and SRA are now shown to have considered the same issue and I am awaiting receipt 
of the decisions which were made. 
  
HMRC should be very interested indeed in such matters, since a decision to inform the Courts of unstamped 
documents ensures that Stamp Duty is paid  - in spite of your agreement with the Comptroller to let him 
register transactions without Stamp Duty having been paid. 
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I look forward to hearing from you by Monday as to whether you intend to compensate me or attempt to 
defend your actions and relationship with the Comptroller in the High Court. 
  
I also require you to send me Mr. Kreiling's notes from his communications with the Patent Office. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 27 February 2009 15:07
Subject: Re: Re: andrew hall - Taking Stamp Duty Objections
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26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 
  
FAO The Director, Stamp Taxes and Money Business and HMRC Officers present at the meeting on 
16-02-09 

  
Now that it has been established that Barristers, Solicitors and Courts have clearly-defined duties (under Act 
of Parliament and Code of Conduct) to speak out (even against their own clients' documents) and ensure that 
unstamped documents are either duly Stamped or excluded from proceedings it begs the question as to why 
you and your colleagues claim that there has always been a problem collecting the Stamp Duty tax. 

  
Certainly, parties to agreements know that payment is the responsibility of the buyer and the amount of duty is 
taken into consideration when negotiating the consideration. 

  
Furthermore, it matters not whether separate assignments are drawn up in order to reduce or negate the 
amount of tax payable for the purposes of registration of change of ownership of property - the terms and 
conditions of such assignment, set out in the main agreement, will be relevant to any attempt to enforce 
registered rights in Court and the full agreement will therefore need to be Stamped in accordance with the 
agreement between the parties. 

  
Therefore, if a person pays £100,000,000 for a business and agrees to pay all necessary Stamp Duty, he will 
have to pay all necessary Stamp Duty if the worst comes to the worst and he has to fully demonstrate 
ownership. Registration of change of ownership is only prima facie, so it stands to reason that Stamp Duty 
might be paid only in relation to the Statutory requirements for registration. 

  
It is only when litigation arises that HMRC has the opportunity to encourage payment of the full duty relating to 
all documents necessary to prove change of ownership. And you are fully aware that the Comptroller has 
been hiding and returning such documents in order to relieve the customer of the burden of Stamp Duty at the 
time of registration. 

  
You are also fully aware that the Comptroller, as a referee with the powers of a High Court Judge, has a 
conflict of interests when it comes to dealing with documents in litigious proceedings in respect of transactions 

he has registered in breach of the Stamp Act 1891. 

  
Patents Court Judges and High Court Judges should not have such a conflict of interests, as they do not 
come to the courtroom as persons who have committed offences (falsification of the Register) for which two-
year custodial sentences may be dealt out. 

  
Many Judges, however, are familiar with the Bar's Code of Conduct and know that they faced a wall of silence 
from 1956 to 2001, and it will be interesting to see what efforts the likes of Mr. Kreiling (who clearly knew of 
this wall of silence) made to ensure that Judges were aware of their statutory duties under the Stamp Act 
1891. 

  
Clearly, there is no reason why Stamp Duty should have been difficult to collect. 

  
This is what the Council of Mortgage Lenders has to say: 

  
"Brief overview 

  
Stamp duty has a long history. As a tax it has existed for over 300 years. As this might suggest, it has been 
an easy and profitable tax to collect. The "take" on residential stamp duty in 2003/04 was £3.8 billion".  

  
With such a band of courtroom champions for the payment of Stamp Duty at your disposal, Stamp Duty must 
surely have been an easy and profitable tax to collect? 1096
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HMRC Stamp Taxes falsely claims that an inability to enforce payment results in wide-spread non-payment. 

  
Clearly HMRC's apathy and its arrangements with the likes of the Comptroller, to turn a blind eye, result in 
wide-spread non-payment. 

  
You, at HMRC Stamp Taxes, are no different from box office staff acting for a promoter or theatre company.  
  
In the real world, box office staff are not authorised to let people pass the turn-style unless they have a fully 
paid- up ticket.  

  
They cannot enforce the purchase of a ticket, but they can certainly exclude anyone who does not have one. 

  
The Bar Council defends the 45-year gagging order as being solely for the purpose of avoiding the 
inconvenience of raising a Stamp point. However, there is only inconvenience if the person who must pay the 
Duty (or risk forfeiting the case) is indecisive as to whether he will instruct his Solicitor, as an Officer of the 
Court, to give his word to the Court that the duty will be paid - in which case the Court will either stay the 
proceedings whilst the document is assessed/adjudicated or make its ruling conditional on the payment of 
Stamp Duty. The Bar Council was concerned that documents might never return to the Court, resulting in the 
collapse of proceedings and loss of potential earnings to the Barrister. 

  
It is clear to me that I have been prejudiced because you have been restricted by your improper historical 
relationship with the Comptroller and by your failure to keep on top of Judges, Solicitors and Barristers upon 
whom you could clearly depend for regular payment of Stamp Duty in full (and not merely on fake 
assignments). 

  
I believe that you are fully aware of my claims against HMRC and that it was well within your powers or 
persuasion to deal with the Comptroller had you not already made arrangements with him. 

  
You certainly had no right to talk to the Patent Office about me. Nothing I have said or done has any effect 
whatsoever upon the facts which define the action you should have taken. All I have done is expose those 
facts. 

  
I would like you to know that the 2005 and 2007 Desk Notes are now subject to full investigation by the 
Information Commissioner under s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000 on account of them being forgeries. 
The documents were modified in 2008 in order to give the impression that the Comptroller's letter to me of 12-
11-07 presented a true account of staff training, practice and procedures. It is now clear from documentary 
evidence being protected by the Manchester Library that after claiming to me on 12-11-07 that all was in order 
in the Register Administration Section, the Comptroller ordered a full review of the "functions" of that Section 
"to see if any improvements could be made". 

  
I suggest that you do as the Bar Council did, and draw a line under a wholly unlawful practice of supporting 
the non-payment of Stamp Duty. 

  
Unless you disassociate yourselves from the Comptroller forthwith you will continue to be seen to be 
complicit, and more. 

  
You cannot possibly hold out that Mr. Kreiling contacted the Patent Office for any other reason than to 
prejudice me and prevent your loyalty to HMRC's improper relationship with the Comptroller being put to the 
test. 

  
Writing to me to offer me a complaints procedure is not the outcome for which I agreed to meet you.  

  
I agreed to meet decision-makers at HMRC with a view to agreeing compensation, but clearly the things you 
said as the meeting (but did no write down for presentation to the absent decision-maker) have required me to 
investigate new matters. 

  
You may prefer to ignore such matters, but I consider them relevant to the way ahead and I see HMRC as 
being complicit in the Comptroller's crimes and offences and that Mr. Kreiling's discussion with the Patent 
Office was conspiratorial, there being no truth in the points you were sent to make on 16-02-09 with respect to 
the adjudication and therefore no bone fide attempt on your part to address the prejudice I have suffered. 
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I look forward to receiving your decision on Monday 2nd March 2009. 
  
If your decision is such that you now intend to defend your actions, your inactions, your breach of statutory 
duty, your deceptions and your relationship with the Comptroller in the High Court, please send me details of 
your Solicitors. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 03 March 2009 00:54
Subject: Re: Promised reply - what reply?
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Dear Mr. John, 
  
You have not kept your promise to set out the manner in which my valid complaints are to be settled by 
HMRC. 
  
Instead you have tried the old chestnut of a stalling tactic and trickery, just to see if you can get away with 
brushing my many and detailed complaints under the carpet and leave just two reworded and diluted 
statements which you have so worded in an attempt prejudice me even further. 
  
As you are now going back on you parting words and are pretending that this is early days and you need to 
establish my complaint before considering it, here are my evening's thoughts as provoked by your insulting 
letter. 
  
1)HMRC lied about the Formal Notice, deceiving me into believing that HMRC had issued such a Notice on 
05-02-08 in accordance with s.12 Stamp Act 1891. You insult me with such re-wording of my complaint, and I 
have made my complaint to that end very clear, many times since your director lied to me in his letter of 23-
12-08. The point you are avoiding here is WHY HMRC lied. Mrs. Ali clearly did not want to deal with the 
matter formally - but didn't want me to know that - and now we all know why.  
  
2) You talk of "the transfer of rights". Go and ask Mrs. Ali what my last complaints were about which led to her 
offering a meeting. There has been no transfer of rights. You are all fully aware of this and yet every letter you 
or your colleagues write contains some statement to give the false impression that HMRC considers there to 
have been an assignment.  
  
And to cap it all, you now want me to confirm that I claim that the Comptroller registered a transfer of rights 
(which you say took place, but know full well did not) based on (plural?) instruments and that one of them 
transferred rights which MAY (?) have been chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
  
What's with the "may"? "documents"? and "transferring"?  These are not my words. Surely the document IS 
chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
  
If you are now suggesting that it is not, I could use it to enforce the terms and conditions therein; but you are 
simply looking to wind me up. 
  
If you truthfully wish to resolve this matter, why don't you simply tell me what HMRC did in your own words 
instead of putting words into my mouth? but do so without repeating the lies I have already exposed. 
  
You certainly have troubled me, and I am not confirming that you have accurately summarised my 
complaints, because you know full well that you have not. 
  
There is no need for me to summarise my complaints nor for you to do so either. You were supposed to be a 
decision-maker and I contracted with DTE Group on that basis. Mrs. Ali lied. The meeting was quite pointless 
and you did not come in good faith - Mr. Kreiling made that perfectly clear. 
  
So here are my final words before suing HMRC (save for any requests for you answer my as yet 
unanswered questions with respect to Mr. Kreiling's spying mission etc.). 
  
You are fully aware of my very serious complaints. 
  
You are also fully aware of what HMRC has been up to.  
  
All you need to do is wonder whether I will expose HMRC as comprehensively as I have exposed the 
Comptroller, and decide whether you want to close this matter now or in Court. 1099
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You would not have travelled to Bury unless you knew full well that HMRC is up to its neck in this and that I 
tick every box with respect to compensation. I also tick all the boxes for being able to sue HMRC and call in 
the IPCC.  
  
Your Director responded to some of my complaints on 23-12-08 and lied to me in the process. I proved this to 
you at the meeting, but you were averse to writing anything down to that effect and indeed would not do so 
when asked. 
  
You came to the meeting under false pretences and with the intention of sustaining the false claims in that 
letter of 23-12-08, and you failed to do so. 
  
I then find that Mr. Kreiling has been trying to procure information about me from the Patent Office in an 
attempt to undermine my claims. I require you to answer all my questions in relation to that matter. 
  
You are fully aware that the Comptroller has defrauded HM Treasury and you have done nothing about it, 
other than try to undermine me. 
  
Your colleagues' actions are conspiratorial, given that they are fully aware of the offences. Mr. Kreiling 
has been in discussion with the Comptroller for no reason other than to prejudice me and he has boosted the 
Comptroller's morale in the process. How happy the Comptroller must be to have you "on side" and that you 
are not doing what I had expected of you. 
  
If you are powerless, as you claimed, you have no valid reason to contact the Comptroller.  
  
You know what he has done and he should be reported to the appropriate authorities.  
  
If he has given you reasons why his offences should not be reported, they must surely conflict with the 
documentary evidence. Furthermore, if HMRC claims that it had no powers, then it owes it to me and to all 
others who are affected by hidden unstamped documents to call in the appropriate authorities to deal with the 
matter. 
  
Let me remind you that HMRC publicly announced in 1999 that it had asked the Comptroller not to accept 
mere declarations that Stamp Duty had been paid, but rather that he must see the actual documents. This 
announcement was not a breach of confidence, I gather, so why has HMRC not made any effort whatsoever 
in the last 19 months to ensure that the Comptroller, as a referee, does not accept in evidence the very 
unstamped documents he has previously hidden in order to register transactions without raising the Stamp 
Duty liability with the applicant? 
  
Furthermore, the Comptroller told CIPA in 2001 that he didn't even look at the documents and so agreed to 
remove the word "supporting" from the standard register entry "Form 21/77 and supporting documentary 
evidence filed on GBxxxxxxx". This is all minuted by CIPA. 
  
The Comptroller's meetings with HMRC in 2000 must have given the Comptroller carte blanche - and well 
your colleagues know it. 
  
It is clear to me from your letter that you are setting out to deceive. It does not look like two weeks' work to 
me. 
  
How well an outsider would think you have done by summarising a lever arch file full of complaints and 
evidence, and a 6.5 hour meeting, in just five lines. Now why do you suppose I was unable to set out my 
complaint in five lines? Quite possibly because your five lines are an entirely bogus representation of my 
complaints. 
  
If you are going to play games and pretend that you haven't got the gist of things at this stage  - 19 months 

down the line - then I am not going to waste any more time with you, other than to polish of this response.  
  
I therefore suggest that you start making preparations to show the Court the efforts HMRC has made 
to deal with this matter. No shredder or file deletion (favourites of the Comptroller) will assist you in 
such disclosure, and rest assured I shall be seeking full disclosure of all the steps you have taken to 
deal with these serious offences, or to have them dealt with by the appropriate authorities. 
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I have complained about HMRC's repeated references to "the transfer of rights". Mrs. Ali's last letters were on 
that subject.  
  
THERE HAS BEEN NO TRANSFER OF RIGHTS. The Registers were knowingly falsified. Such falsification 
carries up to two years imprisonment. The reason the Comptroller kept sending the Police away was that he 
too falsified the Register - hiding the unstamped forgery. That's where you come in. But for Stamp Duty, the 
false registration would have been dealt with. But once the Comptroller had deleted those words "and 
documents" from the Register and issued the mutilated letter of confirmation, it was too late to back-track. He 
risked exposing the reason why the registration was made and thereby blowing open the full extent of his 
malpractice, in which HMRC was complicit. In short, he falsified the Register because the document fell into 
the category of documents to be excluded (hidden) by reason of potential Stamp Duty liabilities. Had the 
Comptroller not committed offences, I have no doubt that the procedures for removing the false applicant from 
the Register would have been implemented upon my immediate complaint about the lack of evidence of 
assignment. But offences had been committed by the Comptroller, and it was too late to change the Register 
and the confirmatory letter to cover up the exclusion. I was doomed, and the Comptroller knew it. 
  
HMRC dearly wanted to make out that the registration was a mere one-off oversight and that no penalty 
would need to be issued. But this fallacy prejudices my own proceedings to recover my property and money. 
  
HMRC knows full well that there has been no transfer of rights or debt, and told me that the document is 
chargeable as a settlement under paragraph 19, s.13 Finance Act 1999 because there was no transfer. 
  
HMRC told the Comptroller in 1997 that he would never be fined for registering a transaction effected by an 
unstamped document if he acted in good faith. What a stupid thing to put in writing. The Judge even made a 
joke about the £10 fine (as it was at that time). 
  
HMRC is in possession of a mass of documentary evidence proving that the Comptroller has not acted in 
good faith, but rather has acted unlawfully and has instructed staff to act unlawfully. 
  
HMRC has acted to protect the Comptroller to my prejudice. 
  
I have made my complaints clear in my letters and emails. You should have read them and acted on 
them. 
  
As you have not kept your word and are now trying to undermine me further, I suggest we deal with this 
matter in the Courts and that the IPPC (whom I discussed the matter with today) deals with any criminal 
issues which come to the Court's attention during the proceedings. 
  
You have seen the evidence; you know that offences have been committed; you know that you should report 
such offences when they come to your notice; but you have not done so. 
  
I therefore look to litigation to focus HMRC on the efforts you know it should have made in the circumstances, 
but did not.  
  
I see no sign that you have made any efforts to investigate, deal with or report the crimes. 
  
I put this down to your meetings with the Comptroller in 2000 when it became clear that he was still going to 
receive many applications based on mixed-property transactions which were chargeable with Stamp Duty and 
HMRC agreed to turn a blind eye, letting him register transactions without ensuring that Stamp Duty had been 
paid. I refer you to the 19-04-00 Patents Journal Notice to that end. 
  
It is clear that, having most of the powers of a High Court Judge, the Comptroller would not abide by s.14(1) 
Stamp Act 1891 and pick up on unstamped documents if it would expose his own fraud. 
  
Turning back to your letter of 02-03-09, it is not the letter which Mr. McCann and I were led to believe you 
were going to write, and well you know it. 
  
I fail to see how you had the nerve to send me an email as follows, when the letter you have sent (by fax at 
my request) is not a response at all.  
  
"I promised to let you have a reply in the two weeks following our meeting on 16 February. I have put this in 
the post, First Class, this afternoon". 
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The Patent Office pulled just such an evasive stunt when trying to get out of carrying out the Review by a 
Senior Officer of its bogus decision of 05-02-08 (the same day upon which HMRC sent me the bogus Formal 
Notice of Decision on Adjudication). Mr. Kreiling claimed I never requested a review - which is a lie. The 
Review, requested and confirmed as having been requested on 03-03-08 was later confirmed to a third party 
on 06-05-08 to be under way, and was secretly aborted when it became clear that the decision was 
indefensible. The Comptroller therefore had the same officer issue a different decision on 30-06-08 
contradicting the earlier decision with respect to the effect of the document, and contradicting all previous 
claims of the Comptroller that staff could tell the difference between a settlement and an assignment. The 
second decision claimed that that the Comptroller could not correct the Registers because (1) there was 
doubt about the Stamp Duty liability (and clearly there was not), and (2) there was doubt about the effect of 
the sale agreement (which clearly there was not). At midnight on 30-06-08, the Stamp Duty references in the 
manual of patent practice were changed (by the person who issued the decision) to state that Stamp Duty is 
payable on mixed property transactions. I am sure the Mr. Kreiling was not told these facts on his spying 
mission last month. 
  
You promised to tell me, by 02-03-09, what HMRC is going to do about the situation, and you have no just 
cause to be asking me to clarify anything at this late stage, and certainly not such bogus statements.  
  
You have not kept to your word.  
  
I shall keep mine. 
  
Mrs. Ali deceived me in the setting up of the meeting. You did not bring a decision-maker to the meeting. 
  
You wasted my time and money, and that of Mr. McCann. 
  
You know what HMRC has done wrong and you are either going to compensate me or you are not. If 
you are not, I shall lay the torts before the Court and sue for damages. 
  
Please write to me by 5.30pm on 03-03-09 to say which it is to be and I will commence proceedings if 
you do not notify me of your agreement to compensate me. 
  
My complaints went to the top last year, and were dealt with falsely, so do not tell me that you need 
more time to think things over. 
  
If, having read all my letters, emails, statements and evidence, you think that your letter of 02-03-09 presents 
the full extent of my complaints against HMRC and the individual officers and directors who decided to keep 
the matter away from HMRC's Solicitors, keep the Comptroller safe from justice and lie to me (at director 
level) in response to my complaints, then I suggest that you make your decision right now on the basis 
of what you falsely claim you think I have been complaining about. 
  
If you agree to compensate me and we can agree the appropriate amount, that may be an end to the matter. 
  
If you do not agree to compensate me, and hold out that the two complaints as worded by yourself are not 
sufficient to lead you to decide to compensate me, you can kick yourself for trying it on, as there will be no 
second chance - you have shown you colours, and they match the Comptroller's. I will apply to a referee who 
is not corrupt, there being no such person at HMRC so far as I can see. 
  
In short, I have exhausted your complaints procedure and cannot get a fair or timely decision out of 
you. 
  
All you have to do is denounce the Comptroller's conduct with respect to Stamp Duty since 1992 and 
particularly since 28-03-00, call upon the appropriate authorities to deal with the matter, and compensate me. 
  
The Bar Council managed to effect an about-turn in 2001, now it's time for HMRC to decide whether it is going 
to do an about turn or continue to oppose me in my claim against the Comptroller.  
  
I suspect that it is the latter. And opposition is the word. We are not talking about mere oversights and simple 
errors here, we are talking about fully-evidenced fraud - in which HMRC was complicit but has since been 
conspiring to cover up. 
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If you do not respond by 5.30pm, you can rest assured that I will have HMRC in Court on a short 
notice application just as soon as proceeding are commenced - and then I shall get some declarations 
and notices to admit dealt with. 
  
As mentioned, you know full well what I am complaining about - HMRC has been acting to pervert the course 
of justice - and yet you never give up, and still attempt to prejudice me by rewording the two complaints you 
have selected from many for mention in your insulting letter, and dilute them and ask me to commit to them as 
being the full extent of my complaints. 
  
I am sure you do hope that your letter is an accurate summary, but doubtless you hoped to win the lottery on 
Saturday.  
  
I've made my complaints. If you won't deal with them, then I move on to someone who will; the High Court. I 
have issued the Letter before Claim, and do not see your letter reflecting its content. 
  
HMRC knowingly deceived me over the Adjudication and wanted me to think that I had reached the end of 
the line as far as HMRC was concerned. HMRC was, and is, protecting the Comptroller and its fully-
evidenced arrangement with him not to fine him. HMRC is also concerned about the exposure of its 
arrangement with the Comptroller in 2000. 
  
I claim that there are thousands of bogus registrations of change of ownership (not just "a number") - even the 
Desk Notes themselves state that it was usual for fake assignments to be submitted in place of full 
agreements.  
  
HMRC assisted with the establishment of the Comptroller's malpractice through its meetings and 
communications in 2000 (reported by the patents practice committee to CIPA). 
  
And when the predicted downside of the 1999 change to the Patents Rules 1995 happened - the registration 
of a fictitious assignment - and the forged evidence turned out to be made up of pages taken from a 
settlement agreement which was known by all concerned in its drafting to be chargeable with Stamp Duty in 
the absence of any assignments - the Comptroller followed his unlawful procedure, hid the document, falsified 
the Register, deleted a section from the standard letter confirming registration (because it related to there 
being no authorised signature on the only registered document - the Form 21/77), and relied upon HMRC to 
keep its mouth shut. He relied well. 
  
HMRC has clearly discussed my personal affairs with the Patent Office and most certainly not for the 
purposes of any lawful process. 
  
I know that you know where HMRC stands. 
  
If my complaints fitted on five lines, rest assured, you would have five lines. 
  
You have a full account of my complaints. They do not need to be summarised. They go before the Court 
verbatim. 
  
If you seriously think that there could be any doubt as to whether HMRC has done anything which could 
warrant compensating me, then just ask yourself whether HMRC has ever mounted a mission such as that of 
16-02-09, to defend a director's false claims (of 23-12-08 in this case) and gone behind the complainant's 
back, in breach of the Data Protection Act, to ask fraudsters if they have any information which might assist 
HMRC to avoid dealing justly with the complaints.   
  
HMRC will compensate me for the effects of its own malpractice, actions and inactions, which allowed 
the Comptroller to register unstamped documents free of any concern that HMRC would act against him, and 
which enabled the Comptroller to cover up his criminal offences of falsification of the Register when acting as 
a referee with obligations under s.14(1) Stamp Act 1891. 
  
If you really want to find a way forward, just tell me this.  
  
What side are you on? You say you have no powers to deal with such matters, so you must therefore report 
any offences of which you are aware - not to do so would be complicit. 
  
I am on the side which declares that unstamped documents should not be registered, nor any transaction 
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purported to be effected thereby, and that unstamped documents should be excluded from proceedings at the 
outset, unless duly stamped. 
  
I am on the side that declares the Solicitors must tell the Court if their client relies on an unstamped document 
and that Barristers must speak up in order to prevent a breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
I am on the side which declares that any registrar, who hides unstamped documents as a matter of standard 
practice, in order to procure annual registration fees which might not be paid if the documents are rejected for 
non-payment of Stamp Duty, is a fraudster. 
  
I am on the side which declares that when a person becomes aware of an offence, he or she should report it 
to the appropriate authorities, who should then take the appropriate action. 
  
You claim that you have no powers, so this is all the more reason why HMRC should have reported the matter 
to the Police. One cannot have civil servants hiding documents simply so they can get home, job done, by 
4.30pm. 
  
But then again, Mrs Ali hid my formal request for Adjudication from your Solicitors (or received their advice not 
to do as I requested). Remember, it took five months to issue and followed four earlier assessments.  
  
The matter was cut a dried - there was no capital loan and there was no assignment. HMRC even had a 
Memorandum from the Solicitors who acted for the buyers in the matter declaring that Stamp Duty would be 
payable on the assignment of the debt. How difficult is it to issue an assessment on such evidence? 
  
Your colleagues knew precisely what was going on and what has been going on. I do not need to add another 
word - nothing I say to HMRC will cause you to act in any way other than that which you have already 
decided.  
  
You have my Letter before Claim.  
  
Unless you write to me by 5.30pm on Tuesday 3rd March 2009 to apologise for deceiving me and agree to 
compensate me, the next you will hear from me is from your Solicitors, via the High Court. 
  
I leave you with the thought that surely HMRC knew that something was very wrong when the Comptroller 
opposed me in the High Court in August 2007 and thereafter would not take any notice of five assessments 
and would not even mention Stamp Duty in his first decision not to correct the Registers.  
  
The two reasons I gave for requesting correction of the Registers were (1) no assignment and (2) that Stamp 
Duty had not been paid on the forgery that had been submitted. At the time I was not aware that the 
Comptroller had hidden the forgery and registered the transaction on the basis of only a Form - which was not 
duly signed. 
  
I refer you again to the 19-04-00 Notice in the Patents Journal and ask you "what is HMRC going to do about 
it?” The Comptroller claimed, in a response to a Freedom of Information Request that the Journal statement is 
correct. 
  
Is it right that I should take a fraudster to court for stealing my property and have the Patent Office and HMRC 
lying about what procedures apply to the registration of transactions, in order to falsely decriminalise the 
fraudster's act and thereby cover up their own involvement? I think not. 
  
  
Only if there is an offence can I hold the fraudster personally liable and tear him from the protection of his 
sham (a company incorporated for the purposes of avoiding a legal agreement). 
  
HMRC has the documentary evidence proving falsification of the register by both the applicant and the 
Comptroller. You are either with them or against them.  
  
Clearly, you are with them.  
  
You do have the ability to act to bring the Comptroller to his senses, and you certainly have a duty to call in 

the authorities, but you will not do so because your colleagues have been complicit for too long.  
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Finally, Mrs. Ali claimed to Mr. Hanratty in May 2008 and throughout the summer of 2008 that your Solicitor 
was deciding whether to fine the Comptroller - even claiming at one point to Mr. Hanratty that the Solicitor had 
been sick and so had been delayed in reaching a decision. On 29-10-08 Mrs. Ali showed that all her reports 
had been lies - the Solicitor had not been considering the matter. However, four months have passed since 
Mrs. Ali wrote to say that a decision was being considered, and yet a penalty could have been issued in 2007 
had there not been an agreement between HMRC and the Comptroller. However, the Comptroller did not 
comply with the terms of the waiver - he did not act in good faith. This brings me to Mrs. Ali's declaration in 
late January 2009 that she would issue her decision on fining the Comptroller in early February 2009 and 
would tell me when that decision had been made, but not what the decision entailed. 
  
Fine. 
  
So please now tell me why Mrs. Ali has not informed me of the completion of her simple decision.  
  
Bear in mind that such a penalty does not need to be justified beyond the fact that a registration has been 
made and a document has not been Stamped. So what is the problem? and why the extraordinary delay?  
  
My situation and dispute with HMRC does not affect Mrs. Ali's decision - I have nothing to do with that 
decision other than that it was me who pointed out that a registration had been made and no Stamp Duty had 
been paid.  
  
Clearly, HMRC is trying to help the Comptroller get out of this. 
  
Let me remind you that falsification of the Register is a criminal offence and that HMRC has not only been 
complicit, it has conspired with the Comptroller to prejudice the person who has exposed the fraud. 
  
I have read your compensation guidance note. 
  
If you are trying to make out that my case is borderline and is going to require more effort from me to 
persuade the absent decision-maker to compensate me, we can call it a day right now and I shall commence 

proceedings, so clear is it that I should be compensated.  
  
Your letter shows me that you wasted my time and Mr. Cann's time on 16-02-09 and misled me over your 
intentions and powers.  
I will require you to reimburse the costs of that meeting in addition to compensating me for failing to put an 
end to this matter long ago. 
  
The cost of a further meeting will send my liability to £5,000 plus VAT. Therefore it will be cheaper for me to 
sue HMRC than to continue down the road which Mrs. Ali misled me into believing would put Mr. McCann and 
me in front of the decision-makers.  
  
Is there to be no end to HMRC's deception? 
  
Quoting from your letter "the most important single thing (you) can do is to make sure (you) have" considered 
your own mal fide actions over the past nine years. My complaints serve to point them out, so you don't 
need to summarise my complaints, you need to summarise your wrong-doings and compensate me before 
the court and the IPCC become involved in our dispute. 
  
If you are suggesting that I have to make further representations to you in order to persuade you to 
compensate me, my time would be better spent persuading the Court that HMRC has been trying to bury this 
matter in order to prevent the Comptroller's offences from being exposed, an exposure which will surely bring 
with it claims that HMRC approved of his actions.  
  
If you have spent little or no time on this matter in the past two weeks, it certainly shows. 
  
And if you have spent time on this matter in the past two weeks you should show me the results of your efforts 
by 5.30pm, or you will be receiving an additional claim so that Mr. McCann can be released from dealing with 
your charade. 
  
So, if you want to know what I am complaining about, just read my letters, emails, statements and evidence 
and ask yourself why I am here writing to you at 12:52am on 03-03-09 when HMRC first confirmed the Stamp 
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Duty position in July 2007. 
  
But it's far too late in the day to be pretending that my complaints need to be summarised and prepared for 
consideration. 
  
You know exactly where you stand and you have until 5.30pm to admit that HMRC's actions and 
inactions justify compensation, failing which I shall declare you to have an overwhelming conflict of 
interests which deprives me of fair treatment and I shall declare that I have exhausted your 
complaints procedure and must therefore put the matter before the Courts to ensure impartial 
treatment. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 04 March 2009 12:39
Subject: Re: Re: Promised reply - what reply?
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Dear Mr. John, 
  
As there was no decision-maker present at the meeting, I require you to put this email before the 
decision-maker today. 
  
Without notice, you have changed you mind with respect to that which was agreed at the meeting and you 
have chosen not to inform me of your intentions, which you could quite easily have done by 5.30pm 
yesterday. 
  
However, I owe it to Mr. McCann to make things as clear as possible before moving to a different forum, it 
being clear to him and to me that we have been deceived and that time an money has been spent for no 
genuine purpose. 

  
Mr. McCann tells me that your letter was certainly not what he expected (even allowing for his 
experience and opinion of the workings of HMRC).  

  
You promised to Mr. McCann and to me that you would send a copy of your notes within two weeks of 
16-02-09 and you have not done so. Please email them by return. 

  
You promised to me, repeatedly, that you would not start a new complaints procedure from the 
beginning, and yet you have attempted to do so, and with false representations of my claims. 
  

Whilst my claims are complete and clear and do not require summary, I can at least 
provide you with a summary of the situation, upon which I require you to comment 
by return: 
  
You and your colleagues are trying to cover up HMRC's long-standing arrangement with the Comptroller, and 
the Comptroller's criminal offences, and are therefore using exactly the same tactics as he did. 

  
Just as he aborted a Review by a Senior Officer, so Mrs. Ali was instructed not to act on my request for 
Formal Adjudication. 

  
My complaint against HMRC is a living complaint. You even acted unlawfully in preparation for the meeting. 

  
If HMRC was "trying to help" me, as you and your director falsely claimed, by wasting 5 months as I waited  
for an urgent decision  (under s.12) and then issuing a bogus Notice on the same day that the Comptroller 
issued his bogus decision (05-02-08), was HMRC also "trying to help" me by repeatedly telling me throughout 
2008 that your Solicitor was in the process of making the decision as to whether or not to fine the Comptroller 
for his offences? 

  
And has HMRC been "trying to help" me in taking from 29-10-08 until the present day to make (or rather not 
to make) that decision and at least close the matter of the registration of the trade mark and the two designs 
(which the Comptroller admits required the registration of documentary evidence accompanying the Forms 
TM16 and DF12A)? 

  
As for the clear evidence of forgery and falsification effected by the Comptroller with respect to the Register of 
Patents (from which he hid the unstamped document, and covered up the lack of the necessary signatures on 
the Form 21/77 by mutilating a standard letter) this is a matter which HMRC should have reported to the 
appropriate authorities as it is not HMRC that has been defrauded with respect to Stamp Duty, it is HM 
Treasury that has been defrauded. 

  
As you know, the Asset, Savings and Wealth Team at HM Treasury are responsible for Stamp Duty Policy 
and I am checking with them to see if HMRC has reported the offences and the potential loss of hundreds of 1107
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millions of pounds (going back at least to 1992). 

  
I will ensure that the Rt Hon Stephen Timms MP, Financial Secretary to the Treasury, is made aware of your 
actions and giving me no option but to issue proceedings in the High Court and accuse HMRC of corruption 
and conspiracy to undermine my just efforts to recover my property and money.  

  
Criminal offences were committed by the people involved in the application for registration, and the only 
reason I cannot get the authorities to do anything about it is that the Comptroller had a practice of hiding 
unstamped documents and HMRC had a practice of ignoring it.  

  
As a result, neither of you is willing to tell the truth about the practice, policy and procedures which not only 
allowed such bogus applications to make it onto the Registers, but which also served to stop me from getting 
fair hearings and to block the involvement of the authorities who would normally be expected to deal with such 
matters of Falsification of the Register under, for example s.109 Patents Act 1977.   

  
I remind you that the Patent has been unlawfully revoked, as the Register is prima facie evidence of only 
those things which are required and authorised under the Act and rules (s.32(9)) - meaning that under s.33(4) 
I was and am prima facie the owner of the invention and patent, as I have a duly registered assignment (26-
10-06) and "Tonewear Ltd" does not. 
  
You have an agreement not to fine the Comptroller if he registers a transaction effected by an unstamped 
document. You have an arrangement with the Comptroller whereby he believes himself to be safe from 
penalty if he hides documents and registers transactions rather than documents. This has a knock-on effect 
when it comes to litigation and the Comptroller has jurisdiction - he will not want to expose his own fraud. 

  
You cannot therefore fine the Comptroller for registering a transaction which never took place, particularly if 
he hid the document in order not to acknowledge it as being the document of transfer and therefore the 
document which should be duly Stamped. Instead you should have reported and referred the matter to the 
appropriate authorities as fully-evidenced acts of fraud, forgery and falsification. 

  
You know full well that you should have reported these offences to the authorities, it not being within your 
jurisdiction. 

  
It is clear from all your stalling over the last 19 months that you did not want this matter to be dealt with justly 
or at all, as it would draw HMRC's meetings and communications with the Comptroller into the fray - the 
outcome of those meetings and communications having filtered out into other areas of the profession, to be 
minuted and/or reported thereafter. 

  
Based on your letter of 02-03-09 and your actions and intentions in anticipation of the meeting, there 
is no way that I am going to get fair treatment from HMRC in such circumstances, so I require you 
now to tell me by return whether you disagree. 

  
If you do not reply to these simple requests, I am within my rights to apply to the Courts to deal with this 
matter, having exhausted all bone fide avenues. 

  
You are fully aware of the evidence of criminal offences and of my claims against HMRC, so no further 
notice is necessary. 

  
As offences have been committed and as you and your colleagues have been complicit, even turning to the 
original offender last month in an attempt to undermine the key witness, I shall name you all individually and 
identify the actions each of you has taken in your attempts to deceive me, delay me and deny me that to 
which I am entitled. 
  
You have sought to pervert the course of justice, and have done so. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 March 2009 13:14
Subject: Re: complaint resolution
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Dear Mr. John, 

  
HMRC is responsible for my situation. 

  
It saw the referral of unstamped documents by the Patent Office dive in 2000 and never received a single 
referral in respect of transactions effected on or after 28-03-00. 

  
That's 27,000 transactions and no referrals. 

  
You have seen the statement in the 19-04-00 Patents Journal which explains that unstamped documents 
would be used for registration purposes. Here is further succinct confirmation:    

  
http://web.archive.org/web/20020306072025/www.patent.gov.uk/about/groups/240101.htm 
  

  
HMRC clearly knew what was going on at the Patent Office and that unstamped documents must be floating 
about in the system, ready to emerge in the Comptroller's own proceedings and cause havoc if challenged 
and give rise to a serious conflict of interests on his part. 

  
Complicit is the word here. 

  
My complaints are confidential but Mr. Kreiling was instructed to talk to the Patent Office about me. 

  
Conspiracy is the word here. 

  
For over a year, Mrs. Ali has been pretending to make a decision to fine the Comptroller for registering an 
unstamped document, having pretended for five months to be conducting an adjudication and making me 
believe that I had received a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication. 

  
Corruption is the word here. 

  
Mrs. Ali has long-since been in possession of documentary evidence of the Comptroller's hiding of unstamped 
documents and registration of insufficient evidence. In the case of the Patent GB2267412, the offence is out 
of your jurisdiction as there was no registration of an unstamped document, there was registration of a Form 
which claimed that an assignment had been executed on 15-09-03.  

  
There was no such assignment. HMRC cannot therefore fine the Comptroller for registering an unstamped 
document when in fact the Comptroller hid the document so as not to register it.  

  
Mrs. Ali has read the Comptroller's Desk Notes and knows that the instruction to hide main agreements and 
full agreements is given with the advice that both stamp duty and other technical (ownership) issues may be 
raised by them and therefore they must be removed from sight and not registered.  

  
Nevertheless Mrs. Ali has been pretending that she has investigative jurisdiction when she does not. This is a 
Police matter. Mrs. Ali is aware of a criminal offence under s.109 Patents Act 1977 (Falsification of the 
Register) and she has failed to report it to the appropriate authorities. The reason HMRC is averse to 
reporting such an offence is that it is important for the investigators to know when HMRC first became aware 
of such offences. HMRC was aware of this in 2000 when the flow of referrals stopped. I have briefed Surrey 
Police and I now await your agreement that you will report the falsification to Guildford Police, Fraud Crime 
Ref: WK/08/4490.  

  
Complicit is the word here. 1109
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HMRC's actions are corrupt and these matters should be dealt with by the appropriate authorities. 

  
  
IPCC 

  
The IPCC has discussed the matters with me and has looked into policy matters and I am giving you 
the choice of referring my complaints with respect to HMRC's protection of the Comptroller and itself 
to the IPCC forthwith, failing which I am invited to do so. 

  
HMRC allowed the intellectual property system and the legal system to fall into disarray with respect to Stamp 
Duty. 

  
I am working to repair this with the Bar Council, the Law Society and the Chancellor of the High Court so that 
everyone in the Court system is aware of their duties with respect to unstamped documents (of which there 
are thousands in relation to registered IPR, as you well know). 

  
I want the system to be fully operational when I climb the Court steps. The unstamped document is not going 
to get a look-in unless and until it is duly Stamped. But even that will not serve to make it an assignment. 

  
Had HMRC done its duty and prepared the legal system, as I am now doing, and had HMRC made it clear to 
the Comptroller that checking documents is a vital part of the registration of enforceable rights and that 
falsification of the Register would not be tolerated, I would not be in this position now. 

  
I look to HMRC to get me out of this position immediately and restore my lost entitlement to me -  a minimum 
of £500,000. 

  
diluting my claims and complaints or slitting them into twp parts is not acceptable. I am entitled to 
full compensation because HMRC allowed this situation to develop and has spent 19 months watching me 
suffer in the midst of criminal offences which HMRC should have reported. 

  
Please set out precisely what you are prepared to do in order to put things right. 

  
Bear in mind that I have been through the full complaints system, right to the top level - which falsely claimed 
that I was in the wrong and that HMRC made mistakes, when in fact it acted with the full intention not to issue 
the clearly-requested Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication. 

  
Please provide full details of the remaining procedure - Adjudication. 

  
I am not submitting to a new set of procedures. You assured me at the meeting on 16-02-09 that I would not 
have to start at the beginning. You deceive me now by claiming that you meant that you would not make me 
queue. 

  
You know that HMRC has caused me serious loss and damage by its negligent, complicit and corrupt 
performance over the years and I quite reasonably require you to settle my grievances forthwith. 

  
HMRC's officers have caused far too much delay and it has lost me my money and my property.  

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 March 2009 15:01
Subject: Re: Data Protection Act
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Dear Mr. John, 
  
Mr. Kreiling contacted the Patent Office to procure information about me. 
  
That information is not relevant to any bone fide process undertaken by HMRC. 
  
My complaint is confidential and you are required to keep it so. 
  
The information which Mr. Kreiling divulged to me, as a put-down, was untrue and I am taking action in 
respect of this. 
  
I have already asked you for this information, but I do so again: 
  
Please tell me who Mr. Kreiling spoke to at the Patent Office; when he spoke to them; why he contacted them; 
and what information he procured in respect of me. 
  
Please tell me whether Mr. Kreiling has been contacted by the Patent Office to discuss me and/or any aspect 
of my disputes. 
  
I require you to tell me what reason Mr. Kreiling gave to the Patent Office for his approach and to tell me 
whether or not the Patent Office is aware that I have a complaint and claim against HMRC. 
  
Certainly the Patent Office is not under threat from HMRC, so I think we all know who is friend and who is foe 
-  and why. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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EMAIL TO HMRC 09-03-09 
 
Dear Mr. De Brunner, 
  
You appear to be the most senior person at HMRC to attempt to deceive me to date, 
so I am writing to you to make it absolutely clear that by continuing to protect the 
Comptroller, whom you know has committed serious offences, HMRC has acted in a 
corrupt, complicit and conspiratorial manner.  
 
This means that HMRC has no decisive role to play in my complaints or claim for 
damages. 
 
Because HMRC has acted in a corrupt manner, I do not have to follow your in-house 
complaints procedure but can instead select an appropriate civil or criminal 
procedure. 
 
Your letter to me of 23-12-08 was not truthful in its dealings with my complaints. I told 
you so at the time. 
  
There have been attempts to deceive me further and HMRC has contacted the 
Patent Office in an attempt to undermine me in anticipation of a meeting on 16-02-09. 
  
HMRC has been complicit in the Comptroller's unlawful practice of hiding unstamped 
documents and registering false short form assignments in order to avoid raising the 
matter of Stamp Duty and losing customers through non-payment thereof. 
  
Your legal officer’s recent contact with the Patent Office to discuss my case is a 
breach of confidentiality and an act of conspiracy. 
  
Criminal offences have been committed (falsification of the Patent Office Registers) 
and HMRC is fully aware of this. 
  
Mr. Kreiling's contact with the Patent Office, and the information he procured, had 
nothing whatsoever to do with following the proper course of justice - it was an 
attempt to pervert the course of justice. 
  
Instead of reporting the Comptroller's offences to the appropriate authorities, and 
owning up to HMRC's complicit role in these offences over the past nine years, 
HMRC has deceived me into believing that it was taking the necessary action to free 
me from this legal impasse. 
  
HMRC’s directors, deputy directors and senior officers have not been working to deal 
justly with this matter but instead have been colluding and conspiring to bury the 
matter. 
  
My complaints against HMRC cannot be investigated by HMRC as they are of a 
nature which falls outside your own complaints procedure. 
  
This is why Mrs. Ali ignored my request for details of your procedure. 
  
This is also why Mr. John is trying to get me to make a diluted claim against HMRC 
that it merely failed to issue a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication, and leave 
the criminal aspects for a second complaint. 
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HMRC does not want me to go the High Court with this matter and is trying every 
trick in the book to prevent this matter from being justly and promptly dealt with.  
  
HMRC will not get off so lightly. 
  
The reason HMRC deceived me for five months over the adjudication of the 
unstamped documents which obstructs me, and issued a false Notice, is that it was 
fully aware that the Comptroller had been registering transactions without 
establishing that Stamp Duty had been paid. 
  
This is quite obvious from the nose dive in referrals to HMRC from the Comptroller 
post 28-03-00. HMRC never received a single referral from the Patent Office in 
respect of transactions effected on or after 28-03-00. That's 27,000 registered 
transactions and not one referral for payment of Stamp Duty. 
  
You know full well that many transactions are mixed-property transactions and that 
out of 27,000 transactions there would be several thousand chargeable transactions. 
  
You also know that the Comptroller and HMRC came to an arrangement in respect of 
this problem in 2000. 
  
You also have comprehensive documentary evidence of the Comptroller's 
instructions to staff to register false assignments in place of chargeable main 
agreements. 
  
That documentary evidence has been tampered with by the Comptroller in breach of 
s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000, and a fast track investigation is under way by 
the Information Commissioner with respect to the Comptroller's deletion of the word 
"ignore" with respect to documents sent to him for registration. 
  
HMRC should have passed the matter to the Police long ago. 
  
However, you do not want HMRC to be tarred with the same brush and so did not 
report the offences. 
  
Both the Comptroller and HMRC were fully aware in 2000 that people who 
transferred IPR together with other property on or after 28-03-00 would find 
themselves liable to pay Stamp Duty. 
  
Such people would need to pay the Stamp Duty before registration and would not be 
able to use their documents in court if they were not duly Stamped. 
  
However, HMRC gave the Comptroller the green light to register transactions 
effected on or after 28-03-00 without establishing that Stamp Duty had been paid. 
  
HMRC had already agreed, in 1997, not to fine the Comptroller if he registered an 
unstamped document in good faith. Quite why there was a need to offer such a 
release is beyond me, but it certainly made the Comptroller's day - he could ignore 
7,000 documents per annum and simply claim that he made a mistake in respect of 
any registrations which later caused a stir. 
  
But in my case we are talking about a forgery - an unstamped document, mutilated to 
pass it off as evidence of assignment. 
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Just imagine being asked to take your motor insurance details to a Police Station, 
taking a forgery and then discovering that no one was going to look at it if there was 
a possibility that it might be a fake. What a stroke of luck.  
  
And that is precisely what has happened here. I have caught the Comptroller, hook, 
line and sinker, and yet HMRC is determined to protect him, and itself. 
  
HMRC clearly had no regard for the situation which would arise when an 
unstamped document came before the Comptroller in proceedings. Would he admit 
to having hidden the document? Of course not. 
  
After five months of deceiving me that HMRC was conducting an Adjudication under 
s.12 Stamp Act 1891 so that I could prevent the Comptroller from issuing a decision 
not to correct the Registers, Mrs. Ali of HMRC Stamp Taxes Policy Section issued an 
unlawful instruction to the Edinburgh Stamp Office to pretend that a five month 
adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 had resulted in the issue of a Formal Notice 
of Decision on Adjudication when it had not. 
  
Mrs. Ali, and her colleagues who had been involved in talks with the Comptroller in 
2000 knew that my case was going to expose the unlawful registration of change of 
proprietorship of IPR and therefore set out to deceive me and prevent me from 
getting what I was entitled to. 
  
Mrs. Ali then pretended for nine months that your Solicitor was deciding on whether 
to issue a penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
You will now wish that you had done so, for I discovered in September 2008 that the 
Comptroller had in fact hidden the unstamped document so as not to enter it on the 
Register. 
  
This is not a s.17 matter - it is fraud. HMRC cannot deal with such matters itself, 
particularly when it has been complicit therein. 
  
By written instruction to do so, the Register was falsified by the Comptroller’s 
Assignments Officer at 14:58 pm on 20-09-04 so as to show that no document was 
received. There is documentary proof that a mutilated unstamped document was 
sent for registration as evidence of an assignment because the falsely-named 
applicant could not procure a confirmatory signature from the IPR owner on the 
Patent Office Forms. Two good reasons - the owner would not confirm that the IPR 
had been assigned and that Stamp Duty had been paid because, quite clearly, there 
had been no assignment, and Stamp Duty had not been paid on the mutilated 
document.  
  
I have identified a further 338 registrations (in a four month period) where documents 
have been absent from the Register. Unless the Comptroller has all necessary valid 
signatures on the Forms 21/77, he has breached his statutory duties. You can take it 
for granted that in very many cases he does not have the signatures, so lax has he 
been in respect of the registration process. 
  
The unlawful instructions to Patent office staff which you have had in your 
possession for over five months should be in the hands of the Police, but HMRC has 
instead been complicit and has pretended that it has jurisdiction to deal with the 
Comptroller’s offence under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 
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You do not have jurisdicition to fine the Comptroller in respect of his registration of 
the falsely-named applicant Tonewear Ltd as owner of the patent GB2267412 on 20-
09-04. 
  
Firstly, it was a fraudulent registration. The Comptroller hid the unstamped document 
and overrode the default wording on the Register to remove the words "and 
documents" from the standard entry "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ....." so as 
not to draw attention to the document. The Comptroller could therefore argue that he 
did not register the unstamped document. 
  
Secondly, the Comptroller stated on the Register that an assignment had taken 
place. However, there was no assignment and the mutilated unstamped document, 
which my regional Police Force stated is a forgery, was not an assignment. The 
Comptroller has therefore disassociated the document from the Registration - which 
is what HMRC wanted in the event that the Comptroller was to receive unstamped 
evidence of transactions effected on or after 28-03-00. 
  
Thirdly, the Patents Form 21/77 was not signed by any authorised person and so did 
not meet the requirements for evidence of assignment or the payment of Stamp Duty. 
However, the Comptroller has pretended that the Form 21/77 was evidence of 
assignment (when clearly it was not) and in order to cover up the defective signature 
as best he could, he deleted a key sentence from the standard letter which confirms 
registration. There are over 100,000 of these letters on file at the Patent Office. 
Complaints levelled at the Comptroller prior to 28-03-00 brought the response that 
those letters were standard and were never altered; however, after 28-03-00, the 
Comptroller started interfering with the Register entries and documents and started 
amending the letter "to suit the circumstances". i.e. whenever the Comptroller 
falsified the Register to remove an unstamped document, he would mutilate the 
standard letter so as not to draw attention to the lack of a signature. You should bear 
in mind that documents are often sent because the Forms are not signed by the 
owner of the IPR; therefore, by excluding a document, the Comptroller is knowingly 
misrepresenting the effect of what is most often a signature of a mere address for 
service (a patent agent with no authorisation to sign declarations on behalf of any 
party to the claimed transaction). 
  
HMRC wasted my time and that of DTE Group over the meeting on 16-02-09. It 
wasted the time in the run up to the meeting and the two weeks after the meeting. 
  
HMRC is now trying to get me to follow a complaints procedure in which HMRC 
actually has no jurisdiction. 
  
Even if my complaint was of a nature that you could deal with, I have already had 
your final word and so would be moving on to an adjudicator and thereafter to the 
High Court. 
  
But my complaint is that HMRC, like the Comptroller, knew from the moment that I 
complained that this could lead to the exposure of criminal offences and complicit 
behaviour. 
  
The Comptroller knew this on 23-09-04 and HMRC knew this as soon as Mr. 
Hanratty of the Edinburgh Stamp Office referred matters to the Policy team in August 
2007. 
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I refer you to Mr. John's letter of 02-03-09 and ask you to consider whether I would 
make a complaint about documents which transferred rights and which may be 
chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
  
It is quite obvious that I would not. There is one document, it did not transfer the 
registered rights and there is no "may be chargeable with Stamp Duty" about it. 
  
DTE Group has agreed to start over if you are willing to drop this deceitful approach 
to my claim and send a team of decision-makers to make a financial settlement. DTE 
Group’s account continues to accumulate on a CFA basis. 
  
My complaint against HMRC is fully supported by evidence. I do not need an 
investigation, I need a hearing. 
  
I am therefore going to bring an action in the High Court and ask the Judge to join 
you, just as the last judge joined the sham Conversor Products Ltd. 
  
I have also spoken with a journalist who has a very special and relevant experience.  
  
This matter clearly needs media support to get the ball rolling and I have written and 
sent my piece. 
  
You do not have jurisdiction to deal with my complaint, as every aspect of my 
complaint results from HMRC being complicit in the Comptroller's offences, corrupt in 
its dealings with my requests and complaints, and conspiratorial in its recent dealings 
with the Comptroller. 
  
You therefore have only two options, agree to make a financial settlement or oppose 
me in the High Court. 
  
You have no procedure which I can follow to procure settlement - the IPCC will 
investigate matters but will not do anything for me. The High Court is therefore 
the only forum available to me if you are not willing to admit to what you have done.  
  
Whilst you ponder on this email for a day or two I shall progress matters with 
the journalist. 
  
I am sure that the general public will want to know why they could not get away with 
registering their house purchases in the same way. Few house-buyers ever need to 
present their documents in court, and so would not be "found out" either.   
  
I should tell you that the Law Society, the Bar Council and the Chancellor of the High 
Court are all aware of what has been going on and you can thank me for the manner 
in which Barristers and Solicitors are soon to be acting in Court when in possession 
of unstamped documents - keeping the mouths shut will not be the order of the day 
anymore.  
 
HMRC has been negligent in not ensuring that Solicitors’, Barristers’ and Patent 
Agents’ Codes of Conduct and/or the guides thereto make it specifically clear that all 
must raise a Stamp point and tell a referee, court or arbitrator that Stamp Duty has 
not been paid – even if the document is in their clients’ evidence bundle. I am now 
doing this in your stead to prove that it is possible, and to prove that it was HMRC 
who allowed Stamp Duty to become such an easily evable tax in the intellectual 
property system. 
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Under the Freedom of Information Act and under the Data Protection Act I 
require you to send me the entire file relating to my case. This includes your 
internal communications explaining how you have been dealing with my case 
and your dealings with the Patent Office in respect of my case, such as Mr. 
Kreiling's notes of his conversation/s. 
  
Rest assured that if you withhold any documents or alter or delete documents, as the 
Comptroller is proved to have done, action will be taken under s.77 FoIA. 
  
This really is the end of the line. You have had 19 months in which to take the proper 
action and have failed to do so. HMRC has perverted the course of justice and it is 
time to pay the price for doing so. 
  
You know precisely what you have done. You have allowed the intellectual property 
system to fall into disarray since 28-03-00 and it has led to me being unable to 
recover £500,000. 
  
The Comptroller would not have habitually falsified the Register if he didn't have 
HMRC on side. And he has acted against me ever since I complained of the lack of 
evidence of assignment on 24-09-04. 
  
Clearly, the reason the mutilated document was hidden and excluded from the 
Register was that it was a full agreement and was potentially liable to Stamp Duty; As 
such, it fell into the category of documents to be excluded by staff. 
  
As HMRC knew that no one was paying Stamp Duty on any mixed property 
transactions effected on or after 28-03-00, in spite of it being due, HMRC knew that 
cases such as mine would arise - and when one did, HMRC acted against the victim 
and conspired with the Comptroller to pervert the course of justice. 
  
If you are to oppose the matter going before the High Court, you must first explain to 
me why HMRC itself has the right to act as referee in respect of such a clearly 
evidenced claim for damages arising from its corrupt and conspiratorial acts.    
  
Certainly Mr. John wants me to submit to some indistinct procedure of decisions and 
appeals, and he and Mrs. Ali are averse to putting things in writing, ignoring my 
request for full details of the compensation scheme. 
  
I see that Mr. John has tried to put words into my mouth in order to present my claim 
in such a way that HMRC can argue that it can deal with the first part through some 
drawn out chain of decisions and appeals. Clearly, it cannot deal with the second 
part. However, in the true representation of my claim, corruption and conspiracy runs 
through all of it, such that HMRC does not have any decisive role whatsoever. 
  
I suggest that if you wish to avoid litigation in the High Court and make use of DTE 
Group's assistance in a bone fide manner, you bring a team who can settle this 
matter. 
  
I am not going to waste any more time on the bogus process organised by Mr. John. 
He can feel as insulted as he likes; nothing compares to his adding insult to injury by 
having HMRC’s Mr. Kreiling question the Patent Office in an attempt to undermine 
me in preparation for the meeting on 16-09-02. 
  
Yours sincerely,                Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 09 March 2009 18:15
Subject: Re: Letter to Mr Hall

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. De Brunner, 
 
 
They say "kick one and the other one limps". 
 
 
 
Now that I have terminated the bogus attempt by HMRC to deal with my  
complaints and claim to my prejudice, the Comptroller has just now broken  
his very long silence and wants to make out that he will comply with long  
overdue FoIA2000 requests. He has even copied in DIUS. 
 
 
 
I naively thought that you wanted to collect the unpaid Stamp Duty and I had  
asked for information to help me guide you to it. 
 
 
 
I don't need the information to sue him and HMRC, I have all the evidence I  
need. 
 
 
 
As you have been communicating with the Comptroller for reasons other than  
those I had expected, I must take you both on as one. 
 
 
 
I have contacted your data protection officer and made her aware of my  
request for a copy of the entire file relating to me, my unstamped document,  
my efforts to get HMRC to bring this matter to a just end and your efforts  
to ensure that you don't. 
 
 
 
If you wish to consider mediation before I issue proceedings to sue for  
damages, please let me know. 
 
 
 
You and the Comptroller know how the blame for my loss and injury divides  
between you, so I suggest you continue your conversations, but this time  
focus on settling the matter rather than on trying to undermine me, the  
witness and victim. 
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You know what you have done. You know what the Comptroller has done. And you  
know what you should have done when you saw the evidence of fraud and  
falsification. 
 
 
 
You simply need to decide whether you will settle or oppose me further. 
 
 
 
Until I hear from you to the contrary, I shall take it that you still plan  
to oppose me and delay the necessary outcome for as long as possible. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
Andrew Hall.  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <gail.taylor@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 09 March 2009 20:30
Subject: data protection act

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Taylor, 

  
I have asked Mr. De Brunner (Business Director, Excise, Stamps and Money Business) to send me the entire 
file relating to my Stamp Duty case. 

  
My address is Noyna Lodge, Manor Road, Colne, Lancashire, BB8 7AS. (other personal information will be 
provided in separate emails). 

  
I want to see precisely how my request for Adjudication of an agreement under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 was 
administered - I wish to see every email, memo and letter between those involved in the sham adjudication, and 
I want to see every communication between Mrs. Ali, the HMRC Solicitor and any other officer, including Mr. 
Hanratty of the Edinburgh Stamp Office. 
  
During the five month sham process I received sham updates from Mr. Hanratty. I wish to see the updates he 
received from Mrs. Ali and any other person at HMRC. 

  
After receipt of the sham Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication on 05-02-08 I then requested that HMRC 
fine the Comptroller of the Patent Office under s.17 Stamp Act 1891.  

  
I wish to see precisely how that request was administered and therefore wish to see all communications 
between Mrs. Ali, the HMRC Solicitor, Mr. Hanratty and any other officers/deputy directors/directors. 
  
I received sham updates. 

  
I then sent evidence of the Comptroller's falsification of the Register to HMRC, and provided evidence that he 
had been instructing staff to hide documents which could be chargeable with Stamp Duty. 

  
I wish to see precisely how that request was administered between September 2008 and the present day and 
therefore wish to see all communications between Mrs. Ali, the HMRC Solicitor, Mr. Hanratty and any other 
officers/deputy directors/directors. 
  
I then complained about the handling of my requests and eventually a meeting was suggested by HMRC. 
  
I asked for an agenda, but Mrs. Ali would not provide one. 
  
Please procure for me the agenda which HMRC prepared for its own attendees but would not let me see. I wish 
to see all communications between the attendees, Mr. Nick John, Mrs. Ali and Mr. Kreiling in the month prior to 
the meeting and in the month after the meeting of 16-02-09. 
  
Please procure for me the notes taken by Mr. Kreiling in his conversation/s with the Patent Office in the weeks 
running up to the aforementioned meeting. He sought information about me and tried to use some of that 
information against me at the meeting on 16-02-09. However, I am an innocent victim and witness to others' 
offences, so Mr. Kreiling could not undermine me, however hard he might try. 
  
Please provide this information under the Data Protection Act and/or the Freedom of Information Act. 
  
I shall send other personal details by separate emails. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 16 March 2009 08:54
Subject: Re: Comptroller's response, FoIA 2000

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs. Ali, 

  
For over a year you have been claiming to be deciding whether or not to fine the Comptroller under s.17 
Stamp Act 1891. 

  
The Comptroller tells me that as at 10-03-09 you had not issued any penalties. 

  
He has also disclosed (under FoIA 2000) some letters to and from the Inland Revenue going back to 1998 
with regard to Stamp Duty. 

  
I have made a similar request to HMRC. If you make any attempt to discover which documents he has sent to 
me, it will constitute a further act of conspiracy. 

  
Given the quality of the documentary evidence of fraud, you have no business talking to the Comptroller - this 
is a matter for the Police. 

  
The Information Commissioner is now on the case:  

  
The files of 15-06-05 and 01-08-07 Desk Notes which were sent to me in September and October 2008 (but 
which the Comptroller acknowledged in December 2007 had been sought by me under FoIA 2000) were 
created in September 2008 and, as you will have noticed, have been altered such that the last 20 or so pages 
of each document are out of alignment (because the text has been altered since I made my requests for these 
Desk Notes). The Information Commissioner's Investigator came to see me on Friday and is discussing 
the matter with Counsel this morning. 

  
Although the Comptroller admits that the Designs Form DF12A and Trade Marks Form TM16 were insufficient 
evidence of assignment and therefore required documentary evidence to be registered (simply lied about the 
validity of the Patent registration), it is not possible for you to fine the Comptroller under s.17 for registering a 
fictitious assignment whilst either accepting, or hiding, an unstamped document which is not an assignment. 

  
I therefore require you to tell me what you are doing about the Comptroller's unlawful acts, given that you do 
not have jurisdiction to deal with them. 

  
You stated that you would tell me when your investigation was completed, but as the evidence clearly shows 
that the Comptroller has been telling staff to hide documents which are chargeable or potentially chargeable 
with Stamp Duty in order to register assignments, you should be calling upon the Police to investigate both my 
case and the instances where assignments have actually taken place and have been registered without 
Stamp Duty having been paid (because the Comptroller has hidden, or ignored the existence of, an 
unstamped assignment). 

  
I have gone back to the Police to reopen their inquiry into falsification of the Register now that it has 
been established that the Comptroller lied to them in order to give the impression that no offences had been 
committed. 

  
You must stand on one side or the other, and I am entitled to know whether you are going to continue to cover 
up for the Comptroller or whether you will tell the truth and let the appropriate authorities and courts deal with 
the civil and criminal issues, as opposed to pretending, ad infinitum, to be making decisions and pretending 
that my complaints against HMRC can be administered under your own complaints procedure and 
compensation scheme. 

  
Given that you have been deceiving me, and given that the matters I have raised with you are not closed and 
require action to be taken in the courts, please now tell me whether HMRC claims or accepts that it has done 
all it can to address and resolve the matters or that it has done all it can towards addressing and resolving the 1121
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matters, and if not, please tell me what you claim you have yet to do before the Police and the civil courts can 
take over. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp 

Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 18 March 2009 12:55
Subject: Re: Bogus Review 

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. John, 

  
I have just received your letter dated 13-03-09 which had a first class stamp on it. 

  
It appears to have been posted on 16-03-09. 

  
You clearly do not want to accept the facts of the matter. 

  
I have not asked for a review and I fail to see what a letter in 15 days time has got to do with the serious 
nature of my claims. 

  
Last December, Mr. De Brunner went through what you claim you are now doing at a much lower level. 

  
HMRC ought to have been a witness in proceedings against the Comptroller, but instead of reporting offences 
and putting things right, you have sought to undermine me by discussing me and my affairs with the Patent 
Office. 

  
Your efforts to re-phrase my complaints are wasted and corrupt. 

  
You had my detailed complaints and you had and have an opportunity to settle the matter with me or face 
litigation. 

  
You claimed on the telephone that you must be allowed to investigate my complaint and put me through and 
review, adjudication and appeal process before I can sue HMRC. 
  
This was wholly contradictory of what you said and repeated at the meeting on 16-02-09. 

  
You are trying to trick me into letting you deal with a sanitised strand of my complaint in isolation, in the hopes 
that once you have run me through the hoops and I sue in respect of my full complaint, you will claim that you 
have yet deal with the excluded matters. 

  
I have made it absolutely clear that HMRC lied to me for 5 months, during which I was told that you were 
conducting an adjudication under s.12, and then deceived me with the bogus Formal Notice.  

  
HMRC went on to deceive me for a further 8 months over the matter of s.17 and then for a further five months 
(and counting) with respect to s.17. 

  
As I say, instead of being a witness in forthcoming proceedings, HMRC has assisted the Comptroller and 
has sought his assistance to stop me. 

  
These matters are wholly corrupt and you have no statutory right to prevent me from putting these matters 
directly before the Courts, in their full context. 

  
Breaches of statutory duty, and damages arising therefrom are determined by the Courts, not by you. 

  
Your compensation scheme is ex gratia and the complaints procedure to that end cannot deal with such 
matters of corruption. 

  
The "single most important thing you can do" is accept that the Comptroller has committed offences, fully 
evidenced, which are beyond your jurisdiction, and that you have been prejudicing me in order to 
prevent action being taken against the Comptroller and in order to prevent HMRC's incompetent and negligent 1123
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administration of Stamp Duty in relation to the IP and legal System being exposed. 

  
HMRC has seen the repeated attempts made by the Comptroller over the years to undermine Stamp Duty 
and has made no effort to ensure that Solicitors, Barristers and the Courts assist in compliance with s.14. 

  
All HMRC had to do was correlate the Stamp Act with Codes of Conduct, IP Acts and IP Rules and thereby 
make it clear that a robust system was in place to catch and expose tax evaders. 

  
Your claims that the tax is unenforceable are poor excuse. No Registrar, Barrister, Solicitor, Referee or Court 
would step out of line if all knew that HMRC had made all parties aware of what was required of them. 

  
Paying Stamp Duty is no different from buying a ticket to an event. If you don't pay, you can't attend.  

  
It was HMRC's role to identify those who could assist with collection of the tax and, quite clearly, HMRC more 
recently sought the easy life of letting those who offered to pay, pay, and those who would not pay, do as they 
please. 

  
I will soon establish what efforts HMRC made to investigate the nose-dive in referrals of unstamped 
documents post 28-03-00 from the Patent Office. Clearly, from communications of the day, HMRC was still 
expecting documents effecting mixed-property transfers to be sent for Stamping - but none of the 27,000 
registered transactions which were effected on or after 28-03-00 were referred. 

  
The damage HMRC has caused by letting the Comptroller do as he pleased is extensive and your complaints 
procedure is not the appropriate forum to deal with the matter. 

  
The Court will decide which matters and which parties should be joined or excluded from my action, and I can 
assure you that the documentary evidence will not result in the Court declaring that HMRC should deal with 
the aspect you claim is yours to deal with. 

  
You simply wish to prevent me from getting to the just end of the matter. 

  
It's generally known as perversion of the course of justice.  

  
If you feel strongly about it, you will have an opportunity to explain to the Court why an action should not be 
brought against HMRC until you have had the opportunity to cherry-pick an issue, sanitise it in order to 
squeeze it through your own procedures, and run me through the full review, adjudication and appeals 
process. 

  
Contrary to your letter of 13-03-09, all aspects of my complaint involve third parties and my complaint is to be 
dealt with as a whole and in its full context. 

  
You refuse to do this - because you know that you do not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter. 

  
Your choices are therefore to deceive me into letting you play with just one isolated, sanitised aspect through 
some undefined complaints procedure, oppose me in the Courts, or to settle the matter. 

  
Of course HMRC should be speaking out against the Comptroller in the Courts, as his actions are (as one QC 
put it) indefensible, but you clearly have different plans. 

  
I therefore require you to stop ignoring what I have been writing all along and get it into your head that 
I have not asked you to embark on the procedure you are hell-bent on applying. 

  
I have no knowledge of where your 15 day timescale comes into it, or what further pointless and inaccurate 
statement you have in mind to make. 

  
What I do know is that whenever you tell me to expect a response, it bears no resemblance to that which I 
was led to expect. 

  
Your final paragraph is utterly ridiculous. 

  
My complaint is that you have damaged me as a consequence of covering your own and the Comptroller's 
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backs. You appear to be saying that I have no say in the matter and no right to know whether you are doing 
anything about it. 

  
I suggest that you stop wasting tax-payers' money on a bogus review which was never sought and accept that 
you are not able to deal with my complaint internally because the allegations of corruption in all aspects of my 
complaint. 

  
HMRC has already "reviewed" the bogus adjudication at the highest level and lied about what happened, so 
you have long-since known precisely where you stand. For this reason you contacted the Patent Office to 
undermine me in preparation for a meeting for which you refused to set an agenda. 

  
Please confirm receipt of this letter and face the facts that you have long-since looked into the handling of the 
bogus adjudication and stalling process and therefore have no need to go to a lower level to do it all again. 

  
I have made it clear to you that your claim that you merely failed to tell me that you had issued an 
assessment is a bogus claim and was therefore presented with a bogus apology. HMRC knew full well that it 
was deceiving me for five months into thinking that I was going to receive a Formal Notice of Decision on 
Adjudication. HMRC knew full well that the Solicitor was not looking into the matter of fining the Comptroller 
and yet HMRC repeatedly reported to me that he/she was doing so. 

  
The Courts are the proper place to deal with this matter. 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Excise Stamps & Money Businesses  
 
Stamp Taxes Policy 
Room 1/38 
100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 

 

Tel 020 7147 2790 

 

Fax 020 7147 2748 

 Andrew Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 
Colne 
BB8 7AS 
 
By email 

  

  Email keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 

   

 Date 24 March 2009  

 Our ref FOI/1247/2009 www.hmrc.gov.uk 

 Your ref    

 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
 
Request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 
 
Your email of 25 February 2009 at 18:22 to my colleagues Yasmin Ali and Nick John 
included a request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) in the following terms. 
 
 
The Chancellor is not a Stamp Taxes customer and nor is the Bar Council or the Law 
Society/SRA, so, under the FoIA 2000, please send me copies of all correspondence in 
respect of any and all efforts HMRC Stamp Taxes has made in the last ten years to 
encourage registrars, courts, barristers and solicitors to declare the existence of unstamped 
documents.  
  
 
I am writing to advise you that, following a search of our paper and electronic records, I have 
established that HMRC does not hold the information you requested. 
 
If you have any queries about this letter, please contact me. Please remember to quote the 
reference number above in any future communications. 
 

If you are not happy with this reply you may request a review by writing to HMRC FOI Team, 
Room 4/52, 100 Parliament Street London SWIA 2BQ. You must request a review within 2 
months of the date of this letter. It would assist our review if you set out which aspects of the 
reply concern you and why you are dissatisfied.  
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If you are not content with the outcome of an internal review, you may apply directly to the 
Information Commissioner for a decision. The Information Commissioner will not usually 
consider a case unless you have exhausted the internal review procedure provided by 
HMRC. He can be contacted at The Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, 
Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF.  

 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
Keith Brown 
Policy Adviser 
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Excise Stamps & Money Businesses  
 
Stamp Taxes Policy 
Room 1/38 
100 Parliament Street 
London 
SW1A 2BQ 

 

Tel 020 7147 2790 

 

Fax 020 7147 2748 

 Andrew Hall 
Noyna Lodge 
Manor Road 
Colne 
BB8 7AS 
 
By email 

  

  Email keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 

   

 Date 24 March 2009  

 Our ref FOI/1297/2009 www.hmrc.gov.uk 

 Your ref    

 
 
Dear Mr Hall 
 
 
Request under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 
 
 
Your email of 12 March at 14.15, addressed to HMRC Stamp Taxes and the Comptroller-
General of Patents Trade Marks and Designs, included a request to HMRC under the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA) in the following terms. 
 
 
Please send me a copy of the entire file relating to HMRC's dealings with the Comptroller 
(UK IPO) in matters of Stamp Duty practice and policy going back from the present date to 
01-01-1999. 
  
I require copies of all faxes, letters, emails, minutes of meeting, reports, statements and 
agreements. 
  
In addition the above request, I also require HMRC to send me a copy of the document by 
which the Comptroller was able to claim to Jacob J in 1997 that he would not be fined under 
s.17 Stamp Act 1891 if he acted in good faith when registering transactions. In addition to 
that document, I also require copies of all faxes, letters, emails, minutes of meeting, 
statements and agreements relating to the agreement not to fine the Comptroller. 
 
 
HMRC neither confirms nor denies it holds the information requested, for the reasons set out 
in the attached appendix which, taken together with this letter, is also the notice required by 
section 17 of the FOIA. 
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If you can provide a written authority from the Comptroller-General, allowing HMRC to 
provide information to you, we will consider dealing with your request on a discretionary 
basis outside the terms of the FOIA.  Again, this is described in the appendix attached. 
 
If you have any queries about this letter, please contact me. Please remember to quote the 
reference number above in any future communications. 
 
If you are not happy with this reply you may request a review by writing to HMRC FOI Team, 
Room 4/52, 100 Parliament Street London SWIA 2BQ. You must request a review within 2 
months of the date of this letter. It would assist our review if you set out which aspects of the 
reply concern you and why you are dissatisfied.  
 
If you are not content with the outcome of your complaint, you may apply directly to the 
Information Commissioner for a decision. Generally, the Information Commissioner cannot 
make a decision unless you have exhausted the complaints procedure provided by HMRC. 
He can be contacted at The Information Commissioner’s Office, Wycliffe House, Water 
Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Keith Brown 
Policy Adviser 
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Appendix 
 

The FOIA Exemption 
 
Section 1(1) of the FOIA provides two rights to those who make requests for information. 
These are: 
 

(a) the right to be informed in writing by the public authority whether or not it holds the 
information sought in the request ( the duty to confirm or deny); and 

(b) if so, the right to have that information communicated. 
 
These rights may be subject to exemptions.  
 
In respect of your request I am unable to confirm whether or not HMRC holds information 
falling within the description of your request. I rely on the exemption contained in section 
44(2) of the FOIA in reaching this decision.   
 
Section 44(1)(a) exempts information from disclosure if its disclosure is prohibited by any 
other enactment or rule of law.  Section 18(1) of the Commissioners for Revenue and 
Customs Act 2005 (CRCA) provides that Revenue and Customs Officials may not disclose 
information which is held by the Revenue and Customs in connection with a function of the 
Revenue and Customs.  The information you are seeking, if held, would be held in 
connection with our function of care and management of stamp duties.   
 
Section 23(1)  of the CRCA further provides that information relating to a person, the 
disclosure of which is prohibited by section 18(1), is exempt information for the purposes of 
section 44(1)(a) of the FOIA if its disclosure would specify the identity of the person to whom 
the information relates, or would enable the identity to be deduced.  Person includes both 
natural and legal persons such as companies (see para 110 of the explanatory notes to the 
CRCA).  In this case the Comptroller General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks is  
identified and so the exemption applies.   
 
Section 44(2) of the FOIA provides that the duty to confirm or deny that the information is 
held does not apply if the confirmation or denial itself would fall within any of the provisions 
of section 44(1). If we told you whether or not we held the information we would be telling 
you something about the affairs of the named companies. This would fall within section 
44(1)(a) and hence section 44(2) exempts HMRC from the duty to confirm or deny.  
 
Section 23 CRCA makes no mention of the section 18(2) & (3) conditions which I refer to 
below and so the only questions to be considered to engage the section 44 FOIA exemption 
are ‘Is the information held by us for one of our functions?’ and ‘Does it relate to an 
identifiable person?’ If the answer to both the questions is ‘yes’ the information is exempt 
from the right to information under FOIA.  And that applies no matter whether the applicant is 
a third party, the taxpayer himself or someone acting with the taxpayer’s permission.   
 
The clear intention of Parliament was to remove information we hold about our customers 
from the right of access under FOIA as is shown by the statement made by the then 
Paymaster General, Dawn Primaralo, on the introduction of section 23 CRCA, which 
followed concerns expressed during the passage of the bill through Parliament, that our 
information about our customers might be discloseable under FOIA.  She said:-  
 
“Taxpayer confidentiality remains of paramount importance in the new department. As I have 
said, for that reason, the Bill ensures that information connected with a taxpayer is not 
discloseable under the Freedom of Information Act. That was always the intention, but the 
new clause puts that beyond doubt—that information will not be discloseable under that Act. 
However, much of the information that Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs will hold is not 
taxpayer confidential—for example, information about the department's internal processes.  
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The new clause clarifies that such information will be subject to the Freedom of Information 
Act. Therefore, if a person requests information that is not taxpayer confidential, that request 
will be considered under the Act.” 
 
If Parliament had intended that section 23 CRCA took account of the section 18(2) and 18(3) 
exceptions it would have said so.   
 
Section 44 is an absolute exemption and therefore does not require a consideration of the 
public interest. 
 
Section 18(1) CRCA says that HMRC may not disclose information it holds in connection 
with its functions.  Sections 18(2) and (3) CRCA set out circumstances where the section 
18(1) duty is set aside and that includes where the disclosure is made with consent of the 
person whom the information relates.  However if the conditions set out in. 23(1) are 
satisfied, as discussed above, none of the exceptions in section 18(2) may be relied upon for 
the purpose of disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.  The absolute 
prohibition against disclosure contained in section 18(1) is the only relevant provision.  
 
However HMRC may, on a discretionary basis and outside the terms of the FOIA,  disclose 
information where we receive the necessary consent of the customer because of the 
exception to the duty of confidentiality contained in s. 18(2) of the CRCA.  But in this case 
we will only consider such a disclosure to:- 
 

a) The Comptroller-General himself where the request is made by an appropriate officer  
or  

 
b) To a person who has provided HMRC with the Comptroller-General’s specific 

authority permitting us to disclose our information to them.   
 

Subject to a request being made by persons falling within (a) or (b) above, we consider the 
exercise of our discretion on a case by case basis.  
 
As in your case there is no proof of consent we have not been able to consider the 
disclosure on a discretionary basis of any information that we may hold. If you write to us 
with such consent then we will do so.  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "de Brunner, Mark 

(ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp 

Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 24 March 2009 22:29
Subject: Re: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Brown, 
  
Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s.77 FoIA.    
  
FOI/1297/2009  FOI/1247/2009 
  
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO THE FoI OFFICER 
  
  
I have received two letters from you by email dated 24-03-09, but not the appendix you mention. 
  
I don't think you want to appreciate the purpose of the FoIA. 
  
I am entitled to see how HMRC established Stamp Duty policy and practice with respect to the Intellectual 
Property System and to the legal system which applies when things go wrong. 
  
Having, like you, denied their existence, the Comptroller has recently sent me letters to and from HMRC 
under FoIA. 
  
Other than to be as obstructive as possible, I fail to see why you think you are exempt from the requirement to 
disclose documents relating to your activities.  
  
You have not explained why you think (pretend) you are entitled to keep secret the letters from HMRC telling 
the Comptroller to refer Stamp Duty matters to HMRC and the letters from the Comptroller to HMRC telling 
HMRC that the Comptroller was going to do the opposite of that required of him by law. 
  
In your second emailed letter of 24-03-09 you claim that no effort has been made by HMRC in the last ten 
years to encourage registrars and the legal profession to reject and report unstamped documents. 
  
This is not true.  
  
I already have certain letters to that effect. 
  
Furthermore, you have the 1999 Stamp Duty booklet which refers to HMRC's request of the Comptroller not to 
rely on declarations but rather that he should inspect documents. 
  
For an organisation charged with the duty of managing the collection of Stamp Duty you must have records of 
all the efforts made to ensure that the law is upheld.  
  
What you refuse to release under the FoIA will be sought by Disclosure Order in proceedings arising from 
HMRC's complicit relationship with the Comptroller since 28-03-00 whereby 27,000 registrations have been 
made without ensuring that Stamp Duty has been paid. 
  
Not only are you withholding documents (which clearly exist), you and your colleagues are in breach of s.77 
FoIA by claiming that they do not exist. 
  
The Information Commissioner's Investigator and Counsel are already involved in a s.77 matter with respect 
to the Comptroller's instructions to staff to hide unstamped documents, so you will suffer the same fate if you 
do not disclose the documents forthwith. 
  
I have made quite reasonable requests for information to which I am entitled. 
  
However, in my experience you obstruct all requests under the FoIA as a matter of course. 
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I shall raise the matter with the Information Commissioner, as I consider your obstruction to be a 
habitual abuse of process. 
  
I require you to pass these matters to the FoI Officer for review by an independent senior officer and I refer all 
concerned to s.77 FoIA 2000. 
  
Notwithstanding, I shall report the matter directly to the Information Commissioner as I have evidence to prove 
your responses to be in breach of s.77 FoIA 2000. 
  
You state that you will only release documents to me with the consent of the Comptroller and on condition that 
disclosure is not made under FoIA.  
  
I require you to explain, by return, why the Comptroller's consent is required for you to release to me 
documents sent to him by HMRC in 1998, 1999 and 2000. 
  
I require you to explain why you hold such letters to be exempt from disclosure under the FoIA. 
  
Bear in mind that you are all public servants and that the Comptroller is not a customer of HMRC Stamp 
Taxes. 
  
Summary 
  
In summary, you claim, in order to avoid disclosure, that documents (already in my possession) do not exist; 
that documents are exempt from disclosure under FoIA; that HMRC has made no effort whatsoever in the 
past ten years to encourage registrars and the legal profession to abide by the law as set out in the Stamp Act 
1891. 
  
Not that I will get a bona fide review, I nevertheless request one. 
  
I shall file my complaint with the Information Commissioner under s.77, so blatant is your obstruction. 
  
As a member of the "policy team" it should surely strike you as odd that in ten years of policy-making, you 
have not disseminated any of that policy to registrars, courts or the legal profession upon which HM Treasury 
wholly relies for notice of unstamped documents and the payment of Stamp Duty. 
  
The letters I now hold (and which you deny exist, and are withholding) say different.  
  
You and your colleagues will soon have the opportunity to demonstrate to the Court that you had a policy 
operating with respect to transactions effected between 28-03-00 and 30-11-03 and the 27,000 documents 
which entered the Patent Office in respect thereof - none of which were referred to HMRC.  
  
Your colleagues have all seen the Comptroller's policy - Mrs. Ali, Mr. John, Mr. De Brunner and Mr. Kreiling 
have it from the horse's mouth in the form of a Notice published on 24-03-00 and again on 19-04-00 in the 
Comptroller's Journals. HMRC commented on the draft, and I have that document too (which you claim does 
not exist). 
  
Maybe your team can start thinking up an explanation for the Court as to why HMRC received so many 
referrals from the Comptroller in 1999 (in respect of which declarations had been falsely signed regarding the 
payment of Stamp Duty) that it warranted publication of a six-page booklet aimed at applicants for registration 
of transactions, and yet not a single referral was made in respect of transactions effected on or after 28-03-00. 
  
Furthermore, I have a document stating that the Comptroller's 24-03-00 Notice was drawn up with HMRC's 
approval and that it took into account HMRC's and the Comptroller's Solicitors' comments. 
  
I therefore suggest that you have a good think about what you have written today and put things right 
before your breach lands you in the same boat as the Comptroller.  
  
You, personally, have obstructed all of my FoI requests to date and yet you are a member of the Policy Team, 
not the FoI Officer.  
  
In response to your invitation to query your letters, please explain why it is you and not the FoI Officer 
who has been dealing with (obstructing) my requests under the FoIA. 
  
Please be sure to take this as a warning in the event that you plan to hijack the data privacy matters which 
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came to light as a result of Mr. Kreiling's mal fide preparations for the meeting of 16-02-09. 
  
I am a witness to the falsification of the Register - a criminal offence carrying up to a two-year custodial 
sentence - and to the hiding of unstamped documents and blatant breaches of s14(1) and 14(4) in 
proceedings, and all you can do at HMRC is look for ways to pervert the course of justice. 
  
Please remind Mrs. Ali and Mr. De Brunner of their promises to tell me when their sham year-long 
"investigation" with respect to fining the Comptroller is over. 
  
Please also remind them, and Mr. John, that such criminal matters fall outside s.17 and HMRC's jurisdiction, 
and for those reasons - and Mr. John's admission that he cannot comment on my complaint (unless he 
misrepresents it and ignores the corruption) I am entitled to bring a civil action for damages and file evidence 
with the IPCC in respect of the corrupt conduct.  
  
Mr. John is wasting tax-payers' money and HMRC's time investigating a wholly misrepresented complaint and 
claiming to me that he will report back in 15 days. He had his chance to avoid litigation and chose to prepare 
for it by instructing Mr. Kreiling to seek out information from the Comptroller in the hopes of undermining me.  
  
You are clearly aware of what has been going on, and this prejudices your handling of my requests for 
information under the FoIA 2000. 
  
I refer you all to s.77 FoIA 2000 and, once again, to your files containing all communications with the 
Comptroller. 
  
In one of those letters, HMRC brags of 300 years experience and precedent (you know the one I refer to). 
This suggests that you have a filing system going back a bit further than ten years, so I suggest, just like the 
Comptroller had to do second time around, you hand over the documents rather than breach s.77 twice in 
respect of the same documents. 
  
As things currently stand, HMRC made no objection to the Comptroller declaring in his Notice of 24-03-00 that 
he would register transactions effected by chargeable unstamped documents so long as they were executed 
on or after 28-03-00. 
  
If HMRC intends to claim that it did not approve such wholesale breach of the Stamp Act 1891, it will need to 
disclose a letter dated after 22-03-00 to counter the earlier letters. 
  
The Comptroller also has to consider whether he can sustain his Senior Legal Advisor's circulated written 
claim of 23-03-00 that the Notice took HMRC's and his Solicitors' comments into consideration. 
  
Your colleagues conduct over the past 19 months clearly shows that HMRC had turned a blind eye to 
registrations in breach of s.14 Stamp Act 1891 and this led to mass falsification of the Registers. 
  
Letters in your files do not clear HMRC of the claims of corruption, so you have denied their existence in both 
electronic and paper form. 
  
Some denial - you have them in both forms; and my request stands. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "John, Nick (ESM Stamp 

Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 
<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 26 March 2009 16:54
Subject: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.

Page 1 of 5

26/11/2009

Mr Hall - thank you for your email of 24th March @22:30, in response to my letters of that date.  
 
You say that you have not received the appendix referred to in the reply under reference FOI 
1297/2009.  This constitutes pages 3 and 4 of the letter and is not a separate document. 
 
We do not accept the various allegations made in your email.  I have however treated your email as a 
request for a formal review of our responses to your requests and have passed this correspondence to 
HMRC's central FOI team, who will acknowledge receipt separately to you. 
 
Keith Brown 
HMRC Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
(Stamp Taxes Policy)  
100 Parliament Street 
London SW1A 2BQ. 
 
________________________________________ 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 24 March 2009 22:30 
To: Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes); de Brunner, Mark (ESM) 
Cc: John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes); Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 
Subject: Re: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 
Importance: High 
 
 
Dear Mr. Brown, 
 
Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s.77 FoIA.  
 
FOI/1297/2009 FOI/1247/2009 
 
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO THE FoI OFFICER 
 
 
I have received two letters from you by email dated 24-03-09, but not the appendix you mention. 
 
I don't think you want to appreciate the purpose of the FoIA. 
 
I am entitled to see how HMRC established Stamp Duty policy and practice with respect to the 
Intellectual Property System and to the legal system which applies when things go wrong. 
 
Having, like you, denied their existence, the Comptroller has recently sent me letters to and from 
HMRC under FoIA. 
 
Other than to be as obstructive as possible, I fail to see why you think you are exempt from the 
requirement to disclose documents relating to your activities.  1135
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp 

Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "John, Nick (ESM Stamp 

Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 26 March 2009 22:56
Subject: Re: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.

Page 1 of 7

26/11/2009

Dear Mr. Brown, 
  
FOI/1297/2009 FOI/1247/2009 
 
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO THE FoI OFFICER 
  
Thank you for your email. 
  
The reason HMRC is destined for the Courts is that it has set out to deceive and undermine me in my just 
efforts to recover my entitlement and property. You do not want me to expose fraud at the Patent Office and a 
negligent, complicit and conspiratorial HMRC - but it is HMRC's and the Comptroller's conduct which has 
prevented me from getting a fair hearing in what is in fact a clear-cut case of falsification of the Registers and 
breach of contract (set out in an unstamped document). 
  
I know of no other body which responds to information and FoI requests as you do.  
  
I now see your appendix and note that you probably use this regularly and in response to every request which 
risks exposing incompetence, negligence, corruption, conspiracy and/or bullying.  
  
It would surely save a lot of time and effort were you to simply make a statement on your website that you will 
not provide any information under the FoIA which relates to your function. 
  
Clearly, your approach to the FoIA needs to be addressed by the Information Commissioner. 
  
I refer you to your appendix and remind you that one of HMRC's letters in my possession cannot be deemed 
to be taking "care" of Stamp Duty - it undermines it and led directly to the Comptroller's instantly implemented 
disassembly of the remains of his Stamp Duty protocol. HMRC saw the immediate effect of this in the lack of 
referrals post 28-03-00.  
  
I am trying to determine what kind of person starts a response to a FoI request with a statement that the 
existence of a document is neither admitted nor denied and then sends a second letter denying its existence. 
A person on the back foot, trying to cover up malfeasance springs to mind. 
  
In contrast to your letters, I received a very helpful letter from the Chancellor of the High Court yesterday 
which took quite the opposite approach. 
  
I have just received an equally helpful letter from the Law Society which, had you had the wit to raise the point 
I raised with the Society, you would have ensured that no one trying to use an unstamped document in a 
Court, or lie about one in Court, would readily procure the services of a Solicitor to that end. 
  
Indeed, whilst others seek to be open about the way they operate, when asked to be so, you set out to seek 
any excuse to obstruct openness. Your appendix is indicative of your desire to avoid openness, even in areas 
of your business which have no justification for secrecy. 
  
By your obstruction, you are acting to protect people who have committed criminal offences. In matters where 
you have no powers you must defer to those who do and be a willing witness.   
  
Instead, you are now holding out that IPR owners have no right to know what policy you have established with 
the Comptroller, as a registrar and referee (a conflict of interests if ever there was one) with respect to the 
registration of their transactions and documents. 
  
In 1999, HMRC published its requests of the Comptroller with respect to registration of transactions, and the 
Comptroller acted in direct opposition to those requests (in respect of which I have full documentary 1136
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evidence). The public has a right to know what you did next. Your second letter claims that you did absolutely 
nothing.  
  
I am not alleging that you did in fact continue to communicate with the Comptroller into 2000, I am stating for 
fact that you did. 
  
The allegations which you say you do not accept are fully-documented facts (in respect of which I shall in due 
course issue a Notice to Admit).  
  
By not accepting the facts, you and your colleagues show yourselves to be incapable of investigating any 
aspect of my complaint.  
  
What you claimed in your letters to me is contradicted by the documents HMRC has published and by the 
documents HMRC has sent to and received from the Patent Office. 
  
You tell me that there are no such documents. I say that there are. The reviewing officer must therefore not 
only consider whether you should be disclosing the documents, he/she should also be considering whether 
you are lying about the efforts made by HMRC over the past ten years to inform and encourage those in a 
position to stop unstamped documents being used for any purpose to do so. 
  
As I now have those documents I think we can safely say that you are trying to cover up HMRC's 
initial negligence which gave the Comptroller the green light to dismantle Stamp Duty policy safe in the 
knowledge that HMRC was not going to stand in his way and deny him revenue of up to £6,000 per patent 
transferred by an unstamped document. 
  
The Land Registry does not have a vested interest in registering transactions without payment of Stamp Duty 
and would never write or receive the sort of letters (between the Patent Office and HMRC) which are now in 
my possession. 
  
You are fully aware that my loss arises from registrations which would never have been made by a bona fide 
registrar and from registrations which a bona fide referee would have struck off. 
  
Your Manual states that public servants will accept your assessments. Clearly this is not true. 
  
I am prejudiced because the Registers give the impression that the sham Conversor Products Ltd has a 
registrable legal interest in my IPR.  
  
The unstamped document proves that it does not. 
  
HMRC tells me that I cannot rely on that document to prove my point. 
  
It seems to me that I too may as well oppose what you say and hold out with the fraudsters (Comptroller and 
Jeremy Brassington et al) that the document is not chargeable with Stamp Duty; I could then present it to the 
Court together with some draft orders to enforce the terms and conditions.  
  
It matters not whether the document is chargeable - the Comptroller excluded it from the registration because 
it was a main agreement and might be chargeable with Stamp Duty. The documentary evidence is sufficient 
to prove his falsification of the Register. As described in the Desk Notes, the main agreement did indeed 
present "other technical issues"   - i.e. the lack of any assignment. 
  
The unlawful revocation of the Patent in 2008 cannot absolve the criminal offence of falsification of the 
Register in 2004.  
  
Furthermore, the Comptroller cannot register change of ownership of a trade mark without first establishing 
that Stamp Duty has been paid (for so it was written in the Trade Marks Rules - until it was secretly deleted 
last October) - and there was no declaration with respect to Stamp Duty on the Form TM16.  
  
So what exactly is your policy with regard to the Comptroller's registration of assignments when all he has is a 
Form TM16 (REV2) which is not duly signed and a mutilated mere agreement which is not duly Stamped? 
Clearly the agreement is not an assignment, so there is no evidence to meet the statutory requirement for 
registration. Furthermore, in breach of Rule 42(3) TM Rules, and the Stamp Act 1891 there is no assurance 
that Stamp Duty on any such assignment has been paid. 
  
Bearing in mind that you should be keen to demonstrate openness where a public understanding of your 
policy is necessary for the proper functioning of the Stamp Duty system, I ask you now, under FoIA 2000, to 
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tell me what action HMRC should take in the event that the Registrar of Trade Marks registers an assignment 
of a trade mark without establishing that Stamp Duty has been paid. And I ask you to tell me what action 
would be taken in the event that the document relied on was not only unstamped and chargeable with Stamp 
Duty, but was not effective as an assignment - resulting in the registration of a fictitious assignment as a result 
of the submission of a falsely represented document (unstamped) which is chargeable with Stamp Duty.   
  
Clearly such registration is unlawful, and you should have long-since established a policy to deal with such 
offences. 
  
I am sure that you will appreciate that by my issuing proceedings against both HMRC and the Comptroller you 
will not be able to hide behind your appendix. 
  
If you are so sure that you have acted properly at all times, you should be able to save the tax-payer the 
expense of litigation by disclosing evidence to that end.  
  
But, of course, you cannot. 
  
I should point out that although certain documents referred to an impending meeting between HMRC and the 
Patent Office in 2000, the documents I now have in my possession show that the meeting (which, it turns out, 
was to be focussed on the issue of overseas customers' Stamp Duty liabilities) was called off after HMRC 
wrote to the Patent Office to inform Frank Miles (Senior Legal Advisor) of the abolition of Stamp Duty on 
documents transferring only IP. 
  
Under the FoIA 2000 I would like you to tell me whether you kept records of documents affecting IPR which 
had been Stamped, and to tell me what type of information you have recorded and to tell me how many 
documents affecting IPR were Stamped in 1999 and how many were stamped in 2000, in 2001, in 2002 and 
in 2003.  
  
Please be sure to pass this email to the reviewing officer. 
  
Please explain, yourself, what you mean by "We do not accept the various allegations made in your email". 
Are you declaring that you deny what I claim? Or are you simply using the word "accept" so as to give the 
impression that you deny the allegations (which are clearly true) in such a way that you can later claim that 
you did not declare that you denied the allegations? 
  
Litigation is the result of such a stance, and you can rest assured that no argument that can be struck out on 
short notice application will be left hanging about for trial. 
  
Now that I have the Law Society's view on how a Solicitor should act when confronted with an unstamped 
document I suggest that you pull your fingers out and capitalise on the opportunity to collect Stamp Duty on all 
unstamped documents which enter the Court system. All you need to do is ask the Law Society to tell 
Solicitors that due to the Comptroller's claim that he has not checked any documents executed on or after 28-
03-00 for the payment of Stamp Duty and on account of his instructions to staff since 1992 to keep main 
agreements away from his Registers, Solicitors should be made aware of their obligations under Rule 1 and 
Rule 10.01 of their Code of Conduct to report unstamped documents to the Court, or alternatively cease to act 
(the only alternative suggested by the Law Society). 
  
It is very easy for you to do this - you simply ask the Comptroller whether or not he has checked documents 
executed on or after 28-03-00 for the payment of Stamp Duty (I have it in writing from him that he has 
not) and look to the Desk Notes for the instructions to hide main agreements; you then ask the Law Society to 
issue a notice.  
  
You would be negligent to ignore such an opportunity to recover unpaid Stamp Duty. 
  
I suggest that you also contact the Bar Council and the Chancellor of the High Court and ask them to remind 
Barristers and Judges of their duties also. 
  
With any luck you should see £35,000 wending your way in respect of the 15-09-03 sale agreement. 
  
I appreciate that you couldn't care less about the money, because it is Stamp Duty, but rest assured that the 
general public would appreciate it if you would collect it where it is due. 
  
I note that what you claimed to the Comptroller in 1999 with respect to Stamp Duty is contradicted by you in 
later years.  
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Maybe you can tell me why the Registrar of Trade Marks should be able to refer a nil-cost action (rectification 
of the Register) to the High Court on grounds that he does not understand Stamp Duty. 
  
It would certainly have helped me if you had told the Registrar (Comptroller), as you did in 1999, that he does 
not need to trouble himself with trying to understand "300 years of experience and precedent" when he can 
simply refer matters to you and rely on your decisions. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 
<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2009 4:54 PM 
Subject: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 
 
Mr Hall - thank you for your email of 24th March @22:30, in response to my letters of that date.  
 
You say that you have not received the appendix referred to in the reply under reference FOI 1297/2009.  
This constitutes pages 3 and 4 of the letter and is not a separate document. 
 
We do not accept the various allegations made in your email.  I have however treated your email as a request 
for a formal review of our responses to your requests and have passed this correspondence to HMRC's 
central FOI team, who will acknowledge receipt separately to you. 
 
Keith Brown 
HMRC Excise, Stamps and Money Businesses 
(Stamp Taxes Policy)  
100 Parliament Street 
London SW1A 2BQ. 
 
________________________________________ 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 24 March 2009 22:30 
To: Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes); de Brunner, Mark (ESM) 
Cc: John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes); Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 
Subject: Re: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 
Importance: High 
 
 
Dear Mr. Brown, 
 
Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s.77 FoIA.  
 
FOI/1297/2009 FOI/1247/2009 
 
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO THE FoI OFFICER 
 
 
I have received two letters from you by email dated 24-03-09, but not the appendix you mention. 
 
I don't think you want to appreciate the purpose of the FoIA. 
 
I am entitled to see how HMRC established Stamp Duty policy and practice with respect to the Intellectual 
Property System and to the legal system which applies when things go wrong. 
 
Having, like you, denied their existence, the Comptroller has recently sent me letters to and from HMRC 
under FoIA. 
 
Other than to be as obstructive as possible, I fail to see why you think you are exempt from the requirement to 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Chance, Teresa (G&S)" <teresa.chance@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 06 April 2009 10:59
Subject: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.

Page 1 of 5

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall,  

Your email below has been passed to me to deal with your Internal Review request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000.  This is receiving attention and I would expect that you should receive a response by 22 
April 2009. 

Yours sincerely  

Teresa Chance  

Teresa Chance  
FOI Team  
Room 4/52  
100 Parliament Street  
London  
SW1A 2BQ  

020 7147 3253  

 
 
 
From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com] 
Sent: 24 March 2009 22:30 

To: Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes); de Brunner, Mark (ESM) 
Cc: John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes); Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 

Subject: Re: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 

Importance: High  

 
Dear Mr. Brown,  
   
Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s.77 FoIA.    
   
FOI/1297/2009  FOI/1247/2009  
   
PLEASE FORWARD THIS EMAIL TO THE FoI OFFICER  

   
I have received two letters from you by email dated 24-03-09, but not the appendix you mention.  
   
I don't think you want to appreciate the purpose of the FoIA.  
   
I am entitled to see how HMRC established Stamp Duty policy and practice with respect to the Intellectual 
Property System and to the legal system which applies when things go wrong. 

   
Having, like you, denied their existence, the Comptroller has recently sent me letters to and from HMRC 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Brown, Keith D (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <keith.brown@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Chance, Teresa 

(G&S)" <teresa.chance@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 
<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 
<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 06 April 2009 12:59
Subject: Re: REVIEW - Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.
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Dear Mr. De Brunner et al, 

  
Recent events have enabled me to bring together a number of issues and parties in the one Claim Form and 
I am now preparing the letter before claim to deal with all offenders in one fell swoop. 

  
Jacob LJ saw the sense in bringing all matters together before one Judge, in one Court, rather than having a 
matter "chopped up" and dealt with by appeal processes in different jurisdictions. 

  
Add to this the fact that both HMRC and the Patent Office have conflicts of interest which have prejudiced 
their decisions and there is very good reason for putting the matter before the High Court under Part 8 CPR. 

  
I am entitled to fee remission, so you will not avoid litigation by applying for security for costs. 
  
You are not willing or authorised to deal with the entirety of my complaint and claim against HMRC and you 
acted in bad faith in respect of the meeting on16-02-09. Neither you nor the Comptroller will admit to what you 
have done, in spite of the daming documentary evidence, so this is not a good starting point for mediation. In 
fact the Comptroller has ignored all my efforts to bring in a mediator.  

  
As the Law Society has made its position clear with respect to unstamped documents, the defendants are 
going to find it difficult getting representatives who are willing to lie about the chargeable status of the 
document upon which you wasted five months of my time pretending to conduct an adjudication. The 
Solicitors' Code of Conduct also applies to lying about policy affecting the treatment of unstamped documents 
- so I shall be making this clear to your Solicitors, details of whom you will provide when responding formally 
to my impending Letter before Claim. 

  
A relevant issue has come to light, in which a person seeks to make use of the unstamped document, falsely 
presenting it, once again, as evidence of assignment: 

  
One of the defendants, Jeremy Brassington, claims that the unstamped document assigned a £1,333,558.30 
debt to one of his companies, Elitesound Ltd. This is a false claim; the debt was and still is owed to my 
company Sense-Sonic Ltd by Glentronics Ltd (in liquidation). You are in no doubt that the unstamped 
document is not an assignment. Mr. Brassington's original Solicitors advised him and informed potential 
investors on 11-09-03 that Ad Valorem Stamp Duty would be payable on any such assignment. Mr. 
Brassington was in contempt of Court when he claimed otherwise on 09-08-07. As there has been no 
assignment of the debt, my company, Sense-Sonic Ltd, is entitled to claim £1,333,558.30 from the Liquidator 
of Glentronics Ltd. Every penny taken from Glentronics Ltd by Mr. Brassington's company (Elitesound Ltd) in 
respect of the debt will have to be repaid. 

  
In order to prepare you for what is to come, I refer you to a relevant paper (below) with respect to the 
Freedom of Information Act. I have read it, and you should read it also, as doing so will save time and 
cost for all concerned.  
  
If you continue to fail to comply with the FOIA Act, I will make a further application to the Court in respect 

thereof - unless the Information Commissioner decides to pass the matter to the criminal courts under s.77.     
  
http://www.humanrights.org.uk/1158/?
form_1105.replyids=,9,1,&form_1195.replyids=2&form_1186.replyids=0&form_1195.userid=55&form_1195.replyids=2&form_1155.userid=3&form_1155.replyids=13

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
Andrew Hall 1141
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EMAIL TO HMRC   08-04-09 FROM ANDREW HALL 
 

Dear Mr. De Brunner, 
  
Having written what follows, I have spoken to a case manager at The Adjudicators 
Office. 
  
As I make clear below, this is not a matter for them at all.  
  
The next stop is most definitely the High Court, and I will be issuing the letter before 
claim to all defendants shortly. 
  
The CPR make it clear that, wherever possible (and it is possible in this case) all 
matters should be brought together on the one claim form, not separated out. 
  
You are trying to delay matters and increase costs by directing me to the 
Adjudicator's Office to deal with a bogus issue. 
  
I am not going to be side-tracked by a three month review of an issue which I did not 
ask you to review and which cannot be properly dealt with in isolation.  
  
If I were to complain about your handling of my complaint, it would be a complaint 
that what you handled was not my complaint. 
  
You have had your last word. It is clearly written to deceive others into thinking that 
you received such a complaint from me and that you have carefully considered it. 
  
You claim you have done nothing wrong and have been trying to help me. Tell Mr. 
Kreiling that. 
  
So this is what I had to say before I established that there is no role for the 
Adjudicator's Office here:  
  
You have written to me to say that you "have now arranged for a review of all the 
papers here". I do not know what you mean. I do not seek an explanation, as your 
handling of this matter is utterly corrupt. You don't mention that the communications 
and assessments (completed overnight in most cases) go back to July 2007, or how 
long we had been discussing and preparing for the Adjudication. The process and 
time wasted was far longer than you claim. 
  
You are not the appropriate jurisdiction for dealing with my complaint against you, 
and I have made this absolutely clear. 
  
You will be a defendant in the impending proceedings whether you like it or not - so 
close are you to the offences committed by the Comptroller - and the question the 
Court will be considering is why you deceived me into waiting for something you 
knew I desperately sought and which you had no intention of doing. This applies not 
only to my formal request for Adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 but also to my 
requests throughout 2008 that you take action to bring the Comptroller into line (as 
you used to attempt in the 1990's, I now see). You lied to me during both periods. 
  
Three actions were prejudiced by the time I discovered that the letter did not have 
the effect I sought and waited so long for. It would not surprise me to learn that you 
told the Comptroller that you had not made any formal decision. It would not be the 
first time you have contacted him to undermine me. 
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Your policy is to leave things as they are at the UK IPO, knowing full well that the 
Comptroller has been obsessed with avoiding his duties under the Stamp Act 1891 
for over two decades and has established his own policy to that end (see your files 
and the letters you deny exist). Fly and sarcastic comments made by your assistant 
director to the Comptroller's Senior Legal Advisor in letters in 1999 and 2000 are not 
the proper way to encourage the Comptroller to meet his statutory duties, but that's 
how you used to deal with him.  
  
You know that selective referral of unstamped documents has been going on at the 
Patent Office from the modest sums you have received over the years. The big ones 
always got away - and I can tell the court precisely where they went, and why. The 
Desk Notes provide a full explanation. 
  
You did not try to help me.  
  
You have the clout to help me, but you would not and will not use it.  
  
In fact, the discussion you have had with the Comptroller has been for the purpose of 
covering the matter up and not for the purpose of removing the prejudice which the 
Comptroller's breaches of statutory duty and offences of falsification of the Register 
have established.  
  
Your letter has no legitimate effect (other than to throw the towel in from your corner - 
the true nature of my complaint being outside your jurisdiction and that of the 
Adjudicator's Office and the Ombudsman) and it will be shown to the High Court (the 
appropriate jurisdiction for dealing with all parts of a claim involving more than one 
public body and more than one offence) as an example of how you exclude the facts 
and misrepresent every aspect of the matter in order to achieve your sinister aim. 
  
In your letter, you present a start date of 29-10-07, completely ignoring that fact that 
communication between us started in July 2007 and that you provided numerous 
assessments prior to 29-10-07, none of which had any effect upon the Comptroller. 
  
I didn't know that you had a policy to leave the Comptroller to his own devices, those 
devices having been made clear to you in his letter to you of 24 December 1998 - he 
was not going to look at another document ever again, but would instead take a 
signature on a Patents Form 21/77 and Designs Form DF12A as been evidence that 
Stamp Duty had been paid and a deleted declaration to be evidence that Stamp Duty 
was not applicable.  
  
What the Comptroller's Senior Legal Officer did not tell you was that he had 
simultaneously formulated plans to get Parliament to change the Rules so that only 
one signature (the buyer's) would be necessary on a Form 21/77 as evidence of 
assignment. As he could argue that every Form/application in his possession at that 
time was signed by the buyer, he could use his new Rule to rubber stamp 
applications, regardless of any Stamp Duty liability. 
  
However, whilst your publication in 1999 states that you asked the Comptroller to 
inspect all documents and not to rely on declarations which clearly were not reliable, 
you have now denied (under FoIA 2000) making any such requests. Minutes of a 
meeting at the Patent Office in 2001 show that the Comptroller was still ignoring 
documents. Note that he altered his 2007 Desk Notes to give me the impression that 
staff scanned documents before registration to ensure that they complied with the 
information on the Form - he claimed to me on 12-11-07 that staff were under such 
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instruction in 2004, but this has been proved to be a lie, as the 2005 Desk Notes and 
the undated Desk Notes which preceded them and applied as at 20-09-04 instructed 
staff to ignore documents.  
  
You defend your position by claiming that Stamp Duty is a voluntary tax (as far as 
transactions effected before 01-12-03 are concerned) and that there is nothing you 
can do. This is a lie. 
  
I seem to have made a great deal of progress with the Law Society, the Bar Council 
and the Chancellor of the High Court (all of which you ought to have done), so all I 
need to do now is get the Comptroller exposed as an unfit referee in matters of 
entitlement on grounds that he has made so many false registrations that such 
proceedings are bound to be prejudiced. 
  
Faced with comprehensive evidence of the fraudulent hiding of unstamped 
documents and the registration of bogus assignments you should not be siding with 
the Comptroller to exchange information to undermine me, you should be talking to 
the Police.  
  
I have asked you what steps you took to establish why the Comptroller was in 
opposition to your assessments issued in July and August 2007 and you have denied 
me that information. 
  
I have asked you what steps you have taken to encourage the Comptroller to ensure 
that Stamp Duty is paid prior to registration of transactions, and you deny having 
taken any in the last ten years. 
  
This is a lie. I have the letters to prove it. 
  
However, what I can be sure of is that you made a decision on 23-03-00 to let 
the Comptroller register all transactions effected on or after 28-03-00 without 
establishing that Stamp Duty had been paid. He informed you of his intention to 
do so, and you did not object to this statement being published. 
  
You told the Comptroller that he would have a better idea than you as to how 
many mixed-property transactions would be relied on by applicants for registration. 
The reason for this is that the Comptroller never referred any main agreements to 
you - he had been instructing staff since at least 1992 to hide them and to register 
short-form assignments or Forms in their stead; i.e. knowingly falsifying the Register. 
  
It was the ruling in Coflexip Stena [1997] which made the Comptroller realise that if 
he registered a document (a Form or short form assignment) as evidence of 
assignment, and yet an earlier unstamped document was really the document of the 
transaction, no one would be able to undermine the registration or the falsely 
registered document without first getting the earlier document stamped - and the 
likelihood of that was negligible. 
  
The Comptroller knew that patentees would keep their mouths shut if they were 
aware that they had not paid Stamp Duty on the actual assignment document and 
relied on a bogus document for registration; and although he forecast in 1998 and 
again in 1999 that he might register fictitious assignments if staff accepted a single 
signature on an application for registration, he did not fully consider the 
consequences that would arise in the event that, acting on his instructions, staff 
removed an unstamped document from an application, leaving only a Form 21/77 
bearing only one signature to be entered on the Register. 
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Clearly, the Comptroller created the fictitious assignment he had previously forecast, 
for there was no assignment in the unstamped document which he had hidden; and 
he could not register any transaction on the basis of a single signature (as evidenced 
by Patent Directorate Instruction 99/3). 
  
You have seen all the relevant documentary evidence and are fully equipped to make 
a decision as to whether you have contributed to the damage done to me; and you 
could and should have done something to put a stop to that damage. 
  
I suggest that you gather evidence of your efforts to ensure that the course of justice 
flowed in a straight line and freely. 
  
You can be in no doubt that Jacob LJ, who would doubtless decide this matter on 
appeal to the Appeals Court, would understand precisely what has gone on here. 
And if you think that you can justify your actions since being made aware of the 
registration back in July 2007, then now would be a good time to tell me what steps 
you have taken to ensure that the Comptroller did not continue to hide unstamped 
documents and did not continue to breach s.14(1) and s14(4) in his role as a referee 
in other cases thereafter. 
  
If you claim that you could not do anything whatsoever to affect the situation 
and bring about a just outcome, you should have told me who it is that brings 
proceedings against a registrar who breaches his statutory duty under the 
Stamp Act 1891 and commits further offences (hiding unstamped documents) 
in order to register fictitious assignments and thereby avoid registering the 
actual transaction in breach of the Stamp Act 1891. 
  
The fact of the matter here is that the help I sought from HMRC was for HMRC to 
dive on the Comptroller, as it used to do prior to 2000, and find out why he was so 
averse to accepting HMRC's assessments.  
  
I have had to discover this for myself. HMRC has blocked all my efforts to get the 
information I needed, claiming it to be exempt from FoIA 2000 when it is not. 
  
As I made it absolutely clear that I was not prepared to have my complaint broken up 
into separate limbs and that I wanted the matter to be dealt with in a jurisdiction 
which can deal with all aspects thereof, I do not recognise your letter as being 
anything but a further attempt on your part to bury a matter which is extremely 
damaging to both HMRC and the Patent Office (having already caused me extensive 
damage). 
  
There are offences at the centre of my complaint which deprived HM Treasury of 
Stamp Duty, and HMRC has tried to obstruct me. How helpful was Mr. Kreiling? 
  
The adjudication process that never was (your Solicitor was not involved) is just a 
part of my complaint against you. It was an assessment - you say - so it did not 
require the "considered view" of a plurality of "head office specialists", and, contrary 
to what you say in your letter, it did not get such views either (as you well know). 
  
It was a simple matter to assess (as proved at least four times). And it was a simple 
matter to adjudicate. You did not want the matter to be formalised. 
  
The application was sent to Mrs. Ali and she sat on it for a few months and 
eventually, under repeated pressure applied by me on Mr. Hanratty, the go-between, 
simply told Mr. Hanratty to write a letter to me to fob me off. 
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When a person specifically asks for something to be done in such a way that it has 
more effect than that which has already been done several times, it is not a help to 
that person to agree to do so, to pretend to do so (over a long period of time) and not 
to provide the person with that for which they asked. 
  
You should bear in mind that assessments take a day - not three months. It was quite 
clear that Mr. Brassington would have to produce a Capital Loan Agreement to 
support his utterly false claim that such an agreement applied to the trade debt he 
never actually acquired. You had evidence that he lied to you and to the High Court 
and yet you did nothing. 
  
As you know, a document is assessed and adjudicated on the form of words used. 
The provision of evidence to counter those words would be necessary to effect a 
different decision on adjudication. I sent you a comprehensive collection of 
documentary evidence to prove that the document was correctly worded - the 
debt was a trade debt which accumulated over time. Mr. Brassington, on the other 
hand, could provide no evidence to support his wild claim, in spite of the fact that he 
held all Sense-Sonic Ltd's books and records from 15-09-03 (which I proved to you 
also).  
  
You could have issued a decision on the very same day if what you claim is true. But 
what you claim is not true. The application was sent to Mrs. Ali's department and 
alarm bells rang with respect to the consequences of digging up the skeletons in the 
Comptroller's and HMRC's closet.  
  
You made a decision, without telling me, not to adjudicate, and under the 
Freedom of Information Act 2000 I require you to send me all internal 
communications in relation to my request for formal adjudication and your 
administration thereof from start to finish.  
  
If you deny that there are any such communications and/or refuse to deliver 
them up so as to prevent me from discovering how and why you came to 
deceive me and breach your statutory duty to give me what I clearly requested 
under s.12 Stamp Act 1891, I shall file a complaint against you, personally, 
under s.77 FoIA, just as I have successfully done in the matter of the 
Comptroller's Desk Notes.  
  
You know full well that my complaint is that HMRC has acted in a corrupt manner in 
order to leave things as they are at the UK Intellectual Property Officer where, since 
1992, the Comptroller has been hiding unstamped documents and registering fake 
assignments and invalidly signed Forms in their stead. 
  
In a wholly corrupt manner, you have ignored all that I have said and written since 
making my findings known to you and you have carried on regardless, picking out 
just one aspect of just one limb of my claim against HMRC in order to deal with it in 
total isolation and in a way that deceives the reader of your bogus decision. 
  
Jacob LJ expressed the view that matters such as these should not be "chopped up" 
into separate strands and dealt with in different jurisdictions - they should be brought 
together in one place (the High Court), irrespective of the review and appeals 
channels which might be available in those jurisdictions. 
  
Since I am suing the Comptroller et al for Falsification of the Register and other 
offences and breaches, HMRC must accept that its role is central to the proceedings. 
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Had you not been shown to be corrupt, you would have been cited as an expert 
witness or an interested party, but, as was the case with the Comptroller, I cannot 
depend on the directors of a public body to tell the truth, for clearly they and you will 
not tell the truth. 
  
You have made false claims in respect of FoIA requests; you have lied throughout 
the period during which I desperately needed a Formal Notice of Decision on 
Adjudication, and lied throughout the next nine months, claiming that you were 
deciding on whether or not to fine the Comptroller; you went behind my back to 
discuss me and my affairs with the Comptroller; you made no effort whatsoever to 
establish why a customer of the Comptroller was taking him to the High Court over 
an unstamped document; you have done nothing about the Comptroller's offences of 
hiding unstamped documents and registering fictitious assignments in order to get 
around the Stamp Act 1891; etc. etc. 
  
Your procedure is a sham and I will not be seeking a review of your decision in 
respect of a complaint I never made. You are to be a party to the proceedings in the 
High Court, along with the other defendants, and will receive the Letter before Claim 
in due course. 
  
If you want to claim that there is another jurisdiction which can deal with the matters I 
put before you (and not merely the fictitious complaint which you have concocted and 
reviewed) you can apply to the Court to be heard on the matter and we shall see 
whether the Court considers you and your adjudicators to be the right people to deal 
with claims of corruption and conspiracy which are wholly tied into my claims against 
the Comptroller and those who made the false applications for registration. 
  
There are going to be proceedings in the High Court anyway, so, as the matters are 
not distinct, you must accept that the High Court is the proper place to deal with my 
claims against you. 
  
You are abusing process in an attempt to put me out of time on an element of my 
claim so that it cannot be raised by the time the other elements are dealt with. 
  
I note that you have made no comment whatsoever with regard to my complaint that 
you are corrupt and that your interest and actions lie in assisting the Comptroller 
rather than exposing the offences. 
  
I therefore make it clear to you that as you did not simultaneously pass my 
complaints to the IPCC, which clearly include your conduct from first hearing of what 
the Comptroller had done to the present day, I am exercising my right to put the 
matter before the High Court. 
  
Your acts have been intentional and you have taken much time to think them out. 
Likewise, the Patent Agent sat of the forged assignment for eight months and only 
agreed to submit it on condition that he would be given evidence of assignment if his 
application was rejected. Likewise, the Comptroller has reviewed his Desk Notes and 
practice at least three times since I complained about his registration on 24-09-04, 
and yet the unlawful instructions can still be found therein. None of you has acted in 
haste. You all knew what you were doing, and have thought long and hard about it. 
  
If you claim to be an innocent bystander with no relevant interest or duty, tell that to 
the Court and ask if you can be removed from the proceedings.  
  
Yours sincerely,         Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" 

<mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 
<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 08 April 2009 16:16
Subject: Re: Re: Decision on complaint not made

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Further to my letter I note that the quote goes as follows: 
 
The Judge decided that "I am satisfied that to chop up into little bits a  
case of this kind would impede the proper assessment of the impact of the  
regime as a whole". 
 
Richards J, not Jacob LJ. 
 
Andrew Hall  
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EMAIL TO HMRC   10-04-09      FROM ANDREW HALL 
 

PRE-ACTION PROTOCOL 
 

 
 
 

Mr. De Brunner, 
  
PRE-ACTION PROTOCOL 
  
ADJUDICATION - FRAUD - PARAGRAPH 13, SECTION 114, SCHEDULE 17 
FINANCE ACT 1999 
  
I have made further discoveries and now call upon you to do as you declared you 
would do some weeks ago and immediately issue a Formal Notice of Decision on 
Adjudication. 
  
Now that I know you have been deceiving me about the penalty also, I can claim my 
entitlement under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 and leave the penalty for whomsoever wants 
to use the document. 
  
Mr. Brassington has a bit of a problem - he has helped himself to a £1,333,558.30 
debt which is owed to my Company, and the Liquidator of the debtor is taking issue 
with him over his claim that he (1) had an assignment of the debt (which you will 
recall his Solicitors declared would be chargeable with Stamp duty), (2) claimed 
repayment of the debt on 15-09-03 and (3) lent the same sum back to the debtor 
under a debenture. 
  
There was no assignment; he made no £1,333,558.30 loan; there was no debenture. 
  
As Mr. Brassington has taken a vast amount of money out of the company in 
liquidation without the right to do so, he might just want to rethink the situation - so 
you may end up getting £35,000 from him after all. 
  
If he doesn't pay up and get the document Stamped, some of your fellow defendants 
(manufacturers) will have nothing whatsoever to link them even remotely to my 
invention (the patent revocation does not help them - I am pursuing them for 
infringing my National Design Rights). 
  
The defendants need an assignment, and the payment of Stamp Duty won't produce 
one. 
  
I won't execute an assignment unless every single term and condition in that 
agreement is met in full - for that is what was agreed.  
  
  
"Helping me" 
  
I have the evidence to prove that you, yourself, created the "helping me" excuse out 
of thin air on 23-12-08 as a sham excuse for deceiving me in the matter of the 
Adjudication in order to protect the Comptroller and hide the Stamp Duty fraud of 
which you had long-since been fully aware (since 22-03-00, to be precise). 
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I attach the official excuse for not issuing a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication 
(another lie) which was presented to me time and again by Mr. Hanratty and then by 
Mr. Gair (see attached email).  
  
They insisted that it was my own fault that you did not conduct an Adjudication and 
issue a Formal Notice of Decision thereon. 
  
They claimed that the original document must be sent.  
  
They lied. 
  
The Stamp Taxes Manual (amended March 2002) is very clear - do not send 
original documents for adjudication. 
  
So from where did Mr. Hanratty and Mr. Gair get the opposite instruction? "head 
office"? 
  
Furthermore, Sense-Sonic Ltd only has a certified copy of the unstamped agreement 
as its "original", as only two of the three parties to the sale agreement signed and 
received signed originals - and you still have Sense-Sonic Ltd's "original" in your 
possession. 
  
HMRC can Stamp a certified copy if that is all a person has - not that I have any 
desire to get the document Stamped. 
  
Contrary to what Mr. Gair implied in his email, I would be overjoyed to see his email 
reference (McDermott's infringement of Coflexip Stena Offshore Ltd's Patent) 
replicated in my case - Mr. Gair got the wrong end of the stick (thinking that I would 
be disappointed with his comment), for I am delighted that their action failed - they 
were trying to use an unstamped document and Jacob J would have none of it. It was 
unfortunate for McDermott's as you had Stamped the wrong document, and only the 
unstamped document could prove it. However, in my case you haven't Stamped 
anything, so there is no such complication here. 
  
What I would have given for an equally just referee in my proceedings. 
  
But this is not just a matter of what you did after I submitted my formal request for 
adjudication, there is the matter of your attempts to prevent me from applying in 
the first place: 
  
For two months (sept/oct 2007), Mr Hanratty argued with me over the process of 
Adjudication. He tried to stop me from applying for a formal decision under s.12 by 
claiming, falsely, that I had to pay the Duty first. 
  
I rightly argued that there would be no provision for a penalty for not paying the 
adjudicated Duty within 30 days of the Formal Notice if the Duty had to be paid upon 
application for Adjudication.  
  
You had to resort to other ways of preventing me from getting a formal position 
established against the Comptroller. And not conducting an Adjudication was your 
way of doing so. 
  
As further evidence of your lie that you were "only trying to help [me]", I discovered, 
through one of several gaff's made by your team at the meeting on 16-03-09 that the 
penalty for not paying  the Duty within 30 days of a Formal Notice of Decision on 
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Adjudication is not enforceable. I now realise that it only needs to be paid if and when 
the document is to be Stamped.  
  
You knew that I specifically needed a Formal Notice (to which I was entitled under 
s.12 Stamp Act 1891) and that I didn't want or need the document to be Stamped - I 
just wanted the Comptroller to comply with his statutory duties as a referee under 
s.14(1) and s.14(4) and stop taking notice of the unstamped document. 
  
Little did I know at the time that you and he knew precisely what had been going on 
at the Patent Office since at least 28-03-00 (as far as you knew) and since at least 
1992 (as far as the Comptroller knew [ref. Patents Register Administration Desk 
Notes]) - the Comptroller was falsifying the Register and recording transactions 
without Stamp Duty having been paid. 
  
You knew that you could not possibly be helping me by holding an informal line 
without telling me - I would not be liable to any penalty (as I would not be paying the 
Duty) and you were protecting the Comptroller and yourselves (because, as I now 
see, para 13, a.114, sch.17 FA1999 provides for action to be brought by you, or the 
Attorney General, in the High Court in just these circumstances). 
  
So what is your excuse for ignoring my comprehensive statement and core bundle 
which proved that the Comptroller, Jeremy Brassington, his Solicitors and his 
patent agent (a mere address for service, not an authorised Agent under the Acts 
and Rules) committed fraud? 
  
I already had four wholly ineffective assessments (ineffective against a corrupt 
Comptroller, for sure, and yet your Manual states that public bodies will accept your 
assessments). 
  
I therefore remind you that, contrary to the claims in your recent unsolicited letter, 
assessments take a day or so, not three months. 
  
Furthermore, you did not involve "people" at head office, you simply had Ms. Ali look 
at a few documents which fully supported the obvious and do nothing more, in the 
hopes that I would abandon my request and give up my claim against the 
Comptroller. 
  
Rest assured, you are going to deliver up every internal communication in relation to 
the bogus adjudication -  or find yourself in the criminal Courts under s.77 FoIA 2000 
as well as facing a disclosure order under the CPR. Your claims to exemption and 
your claims that you do not even have to declare what information you hold are 
wholly unlawful. 
  
Take this as a formal, final request under FoIA 2000 for every internal 
communication relating to the bogus adjudication to be delivered up to me.  
  
You knew that the Comptroller had been breaching the Stamp Act 1891 - he wrote to 
you on 24-12-98 and on 22-03-00 making it clear that this was going to happen as a 
matter of standard practice.  
  
You did not make the request that is published in your six-page booklet, re-published 
in the September 1999 edition of the CIPA Journal; and you did not put a stop to the 
fraud. 
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In fact, you merely pointed out to the Comptroller that he would have a better idea of 
how many main agreements (chargeable documents) he would receive/rely on for 
registration post 28-03-00. 
  
Well, as he had been hiding main agreements since 1992, I can see why you had no 
idea of the number of main agreements entering the Patent Office. 
  
Nevertheless, you could not possibly believe that all transactions were based on 
genuine assignments of only IPR - you told the Comptroller on 23-03-00 that the 
more astute practitioners would soon work out that separate assignments of IPR 
would get around any Stamp Duty problems. 
  
How odd that neither of you could be bothered to issue a statement to that end. 
  
In fact you agreed on the following practice on 23-03-00: 
  
For transactions effected on or after that date [28-03-00] it will no longer be 
necessary to establish that any instrument that should have been stamped actually 
has been stamped before the transaction can be registered in any of the patents, 
designs or trade marks registers. 

Consequently the declarations relating to stamp duty on patents Form 27177, 
registered designs Form 12A and trade marks Form TM16 will not serve any legal 
purpose for transactions effected on or after 28 March 2000, and, accordingly they no 
longer need to be completed for such transactions. 

You both acknowledged that mixed property transactions could be subject to Stamp 
Duty, but, as can be seen from the statement above, you agreed that the Comptroller 
could register them without establishing whether duty had been paid. 
  
Of course, it is not your right to release the Comptroller from his statutory duties 
under the Stamp Act 1891 and under the Trade Marks Rules 2000 (the only Rules 
which require the Comptroller to ensure that Stamp Duty has been paid - a duty he 
clearly and intentionally breached). 
  
  
This brings me to the applicable Law. 
  
I was right that you do not have jurisdiction to deal with corruption, fraud and 
complaints thereof against yourselves. 
  
I presented documentary evidence of fraud by Mr. Brassington, his Solicitors, his 
patent agent and the Comptroller and you simply perpetuated the lie that you were 
considering penalties when, in fact, you were considering how to stop me making the 
final discoveries and exposing your role too. See the attached email to me from Mr. 
Hanratty and prepare your explanation. 
  
I told you that you should have informed the Police and/or some other authority, but 
now I see that Parliament gave you and the Attorney General the right under 
the Finance Act 1999 to bring a civil action in the High Court in cases were 
fraud is involved. 
  
This is what you have been steering me away from for the last nineteen and a 
half months. 
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I have therefore reviewed the situation and see that there is indeed scope under s.17 
Stamp Act 1891 for you to put the Comptroller before the High Court, even though he 
did not actually register the unstamped documents - he still "entered" three copies of 
an unstamped document in a "records" - files to which his staff have access, and the 
fully-evidenced manner in which he did this was both fraudulent and a breach 
of s.17.  
  
The Comptroller has been filing unstamped documents whilst excluding them from 
the Register, knowing full well that the documents were sent to him because the 
necessary signatures were not present on the Forms. 
  
Here are some relevant authorities for you to have a think about (you will have 
two weeks from the issue of my Letter before Claim to decide whether you, Ms. 
Ali and Mr. Kreiling can justify your every action and show the Court what you 
have achieved in the nineteen and a half months since I took the Comptroller to 
Court and he lied about his practice: 
  
  
Finance Act 1999 
  
Section 114, Schedule 17 
  
Penalty proceedings before the court  
 
13 (1) Where in the opinion of the Commissioners the liability of a person for a 
penalty arises by reason of his fraud or the fraud of another person, proceedings for 
the penalty may be brought—  
(a) in the High Court, or  
(b) in Scotland, in the Court of Session sitting as the Court of Exchequer.  
(2) Proceedings under this paragraph in England and Wales shall be brought—  
(a) by and in the name of the Commissioners as an authorised department for  
      the purposes of the [1947 c. 44.] Crown Proceedings Act 1947, or  
(b) in the name of the Attorney General.  
Any such proceedings shall be deemed to be civil proceedings by the Crown within 
the meaning of Part II of the Crown Proceedings Act 1947. 
  
  
Stamp Duties Management Act 1891 
 
1891 CHAPTER 38 54_and_55_Vict 
 
1 Act to apply to all stamp duties 
 
All duties for the time being chargeable by law as stamp duties shall be under the 
care and management of the Commissioners, and this Act shall apply to all such 
duties and to all fees which are for the time being directed to be collected or received 
by means of stamps. 
Mode of recovering Money received for Duty  
Annotations: 
Modifications etc. (not altering text) 
C1S.2 amended by Crown Proceedings Act 1947 (c.44), s. 14(1)(b) 
2 Moneys received for duty and not appropriated to be recoverable in High Court 
(1) Every person who, having received any sum of money as or for any duty, or any 
fee collected by means of a stamp, does not apply the money to the due payment of 
the duty or fee, and improperly withholds or detains the same, shall be accountable 
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for the amount of the duty or fee, and the same shall be a debt from him to Her 
Majesty, and recoverable as such accordingly. 
  
Penalty for frauds in relation to duties  
21 Any person who practises (sic) or is concerned in any fraudulent act, contrivance, 
or device, not specially provided for by law, with intent to defraud Her Majesty of any 
duty shall incur [F1a penalty not exceeding £3,000]. 
  
  
Crown Proceedings Act 1947 
1947 CHAPTER 44 10_and_11_Geo_6 
PART II JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE 
 
14 Summary applications to High Court in certain revenue matters 
  
(1) Subject to and in accordance with rules of court, the Crown may apply in a 
summary manner to the High Court:— 
(a) for the furnishing of information required to be furnished by any person under the 
enactments relating to [F1capital transfer tax]; 
(b) for the delivery of accounts and [F2payment of capital transfer tax under the 
Capital Transfer Act 1984.]; 
(c) for the delivery of an account under section two of the M1Stamp Duties 
Management Act 1891, or under that section as amended or applied by any 
subsequent enactment; 
(d) for the payment of sums improperly withheld or retained within the meaning of the 
said section two. 
(2) Subject to and in accordance with rules of court, the Crown may apply in a 
summary manner to the High Court:— 
(a) for the payment of duty under the enactments relating to excise duties; 
(b) for the delivery of any accounts required to be delivered, or the furnishing of any 
information required to be furnished, by the enactments relating to excise duties or by 
any regulations relating to such duties; 
(c) for the payment of tax under the enactments relating to [F3value added tax]; 
(d) for the delivery of any accounts, the production of any books, or the furnishing of 
any information, required to be delivered, produced or furnished under the 
enactments relating to [F3value added tax]. 
  
 
Clearly, if you don't like the idea of taking the Comptroller to Court, you can pass 
evidence to the Attorney General. 
  
It is clear that you are required to care for and manage the collection of Stamp Duty 
and you have breached that duty of care in respect of the Comptroller, letting him do 
as he pleases.  
  
From his letters to HMRC in 1998, 1999 and 2000, you have known him to be always 
looking for ways to evade his statutory duties. He even wanted overseas owners of 
patents to be registered without paying Stamp Duty.  
  
As you say you have recently reviewed all the documents, and as you have been 
assisted by lawyers for some considerable time (as has the Comptroller), and as you 
have been liaising with the Comptroller to my intended prejudice, you have no 
excuse for not being prepared to deal with my claim. 
  
Yours sincerely,                    Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Gair, John (ESM)" <john.gair@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 18 August 2008 08:31
Subject: RE: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall 
  
Thank you for letting me see the letter. Section 12 Stamp Act 1891 is the primary legislation which covers the 
Adjudication process. At subsection 1 it states “…the Commissioners may be required by any person to 
adjudicate with reference to any executed instrument…” . Our interpretation of this passage is, and has 
always been, that Adjudication can only be carried out on the original document. In this case we have never 
had possession of the original document and it must follow that our letter to you, firm in its’ conclusions 
though it is, cannot be regarded as a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication. The question of whether or 
not appeal has been made is not relevant. 
  
In my researches on the subject I have come across a case which bears certain similarities to your own (on 
my limited understanding of same); Re McDermott’s Application [1996] STC 483. In that case it was sought to 
have a patent registration set aside by virtue of having been made on the basis of an unstamped document. 
The application failed. Nor, to the best of my knowledge, was any remedy under the provisions of Section 17 
Stamp Act 1891 sought. 
  
I appreciate that you will find this disappointing. I have copied Mr Hanratty who will, no doubt, be happy to 
assist in the future. 
  
Yours sincerely 
  
John Gair 
Stamp Taxes 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 07 August 2008 13:36 
To: Gair, John (ESM) 

Subject: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments 
  
Dear Mr. Gair, 
  
Many thanks for discussing my situtation and that of HMRC with respect to the Comptroller-General of 
Patents, Designs & Trade Marks' registration of transactions without checking the Stamp Duty liabilities. 
  
Mr. Hanratty, who has been passing on evidence to HMRC policy/compliance is away until a week on Monday 
and I have to file proceedings in the High Court for a Judicial Review. 
  
I am seeking information on HMRC's timescale for dealing with the Comptroller under s.17 StampAct 1891 - 
i.e. when can I expect to hear what HMRC is going to do about the registration of the unstamped instrument? 
  
I am also seeking confirmation that the attached letter complies with the law in respect of Formal Notices of 
Decision on Adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
Having had assessments since 13th July 2007, I was most definitely requesting formal adjudication. 
  
Would you please see if you can get me answers?  
  
It would greatly help me to have confirmation from HMRC that there was no appeal lodged in response to the 
Formal Notice and that the matter is not disputable.  
  
I am not well up on estoppel, but I expect that I can ask the court to have the Comptroller estopped from 
claiming that the chargeable nature of the instrument is in doubt. 1155
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Under statutory Rules, he can avoid correcting the Registers by saying that he has a doubt. However, in this 
case, his doubt is entirely bogus as it is clearly removable by virtue of HMRC's Decision. 
  
I sougth correction of the Registers for their reliance on an unstamped instrument. It is ridiculous to issue a 
Decision declaring there to be doubt as to whether the instrument should be stamped and that the registers 
should remain unaltered - but that is what the Comptroller has done. 
  
Many thanks for your time and help. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
 
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-
virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate 
Number 2007/11/0032.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.  
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately. 

  

HM Revenue & Customs computer systems will be monitored and communications carried on them recorded, 
to secure the effective operation of the system and for lawful purposes. 

  

The Commissioners for HM Revenue and Customs are not liable for any personal views of the sender. 

  

This e-mail may have been intercepted and its information altered. 

 
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning 
service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 
2007/11/0032.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free. 
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <les.hanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Sense-Sonic Ltd" <contact@sense-sonic.net>
Sent: 19 September 2008 15:27
Subject: Stamping of Duplicate Documents

Page 1 of 1

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Since our telephone conversation earlier today I have been advised that the delay is due to the solicitor being 
off ill. I know this is not what you wish to hear and  I can only apologise for the delay.  
  
With regard to your question on the stamping of a duplicate document. I can advise you that duplicate 
documents can be stamped under the provisions of Section 11 SA 1891 and stamped with duty under the 
provisions of  Para 19 of Schedule 13 FA 1999 The duplicate document under hand only of an instrument 
under seal is regarded as chargeable under Para 19 . Provided the original has been fully stamped the 
duplicate is chargeable with £5 fixed duty and denoted with the “Duplicate Denoting Stamp . It is important to 
note that where the provisions of Section 11apply evidence showing proof the original document has been 
stamped before the duplicate can be stamped. Under normal circumstances production of the original 
stamped document or a copy of the document showing duty paid would be expected. If that was not possible 
details of when the payment was made or a photocopy of the cashed cheque would be considered 
acceptable.  
  
Please feel free to contact me if you wish any further assistance 
  
Les Hanratty 
Operations Manager 
Tel 0131 442 3192 
Email leshanratty@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk 
  
  

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately. 

  

HM Revenue & Customs computer systems will be monitored and communications carried on them recorded, 
to secure the effective operation of the system and for lawful purposes. 

  

The Commissioners for HM Revenue and Customs are not liable for any personal views of the sender. 

  

This e-mail may have been intercepted and its information altered. 

 
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning 
service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number 
2007/11/0032.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free. 
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 
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EMAIL TO HMRC FROM ANDREW HALL   15-04-09 
 
 
 
 

Mr. De Brunner, 
 
PRE-ACTION PROTOCOL – LETER BEFORE CLAIM 
 

1. I am sure that you will agree that my discovery of paragraph 13, s.114, sch.17 
FA1999 has an affect on my claims against you. 
 

2. I must therefore make sure that you understand my claim against you and ask you to 
give me your excuse for not taking the action under FA1999 and not telling me about 
your special right of action to help victims of fraud. 
 

3. If you claim that you cannot act against your own family (another public body), the 
1999 Act should state that the public bodies are above the law created thereby and 
that public bodies can commit fraud without fear of action thereunder. 
 

4. Furthermore, I see nothing to suggest that you should not use that right of action 
against the fraudsters who made the false applications and the false Stamp Duty 
declarations. 
 

5. I see that you are charged with the "care and management of Stamp Duty", and I will 
be asking the Court to consider whether sitting with your eyes closed and your hands 
in your pockets is the appropriate way to go about collecting Stamp Duty at the point 
of registration and at the point of public dispute.   
 

6. I see that the Comptroller went so far as to seek legal advice in 1999/2000 in an 
attempt to oppose you over the liability to Stamp Duty of overseas owners of UK-
registered IPR.  
 

7. Clearly you saw each other as adversaries when it came to upholding the Law, but 
now you act as one when it comes to undermining the law and breaching it. 
 
 
The Penalty 
 

8. On 29-10-08 you confirmed that the Comptroller had breached s.17 Stamp Act 1891 
and that he was liable to penalty. 
 

9. You knew this a year earlier, but did nothing. 
 
 
The Fraud 
 

10. Last year, I sent you a clear statement of claim and a core bundle (on-line) which 
proved beyond any doubt that Mr. Brassington et al had knowingly applied to the 
Patent Office for registration of a falsely-named applicant using mutilated copies of 
an unstamped sale agreement and invalidly signed forms.  

 
11. It was clear evidence of fraud and I refer you to that statement and bundle. 
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12. I sent you proof that Mr. Brassington and potential investors had been told by his 
Solicitors on 11-09-03 that Stamp Duty was chargeable in respect of “the assignment 
of debt” (and that there was no such assignment - a disclosure order confirmed this 
in March 2007).  
 

13. You have numerous emails from Mr. Brassington claiming the opposite. This too was 
fraud. 
 

14. My statement and bundle also proved that the Comptroller had been hiding 
unstamped documents since at least 1992 and that he was defrauding HM Treasury 
by registering transactions without ensuring that Stamp Duty had been paid on the 
document which was truly relied on by the applicant (whether or not it was sent to the 
Comptroller as evidence of assignment). 
 

15. People who transfer IPR by a main agreement and find the Stamp Duty too high a 
price to pay sometimes resort to executing fake assignments. Mr. Brassington 
proposed doing such a thing in his counterstatement in proceedings relating to my 
Trade Mark. He claimed that if the Comptroller had rejected the sale agreement in 
September 2004 because it was not Stamped, he would have asked Sense-Sonic 
Ltd for an assignment of only the IPR under what he clamed was a further assurance 
clause to provide him with "better evidence of assignment". 
 

16. You are in no doubt whatsoever that the use of such short form assignments to avoid 
the payment of Stamp Duty and procure registrations of change of ownership of 
property is fraud. 
 

17. My statement and bundle contained very clear evidence of the Comptroller's advice 
to staff to register such short form assignments and to hide and/or ignore the main 
agreements which the customers held to be the actual documents of transfer.  
 

18. The Comptroller made it clear to staff that such main agreements were to be hidden 
and/or ignored because they could be chargeable with Stamp Duty and could raise 
other technical problems. 
 

19. This is fraud.  
 

20. The unlawful balanced view is that applicants using chargeable main agreements to 
procure registration of change of proprietorship will not pay Stamp Duty if obstructed 
by the Comptroller (too high a price to pay). However, if HMRC turns a blind eye, at 
least the Comptroller can claim up to £6,000 in renewal fees and, if caught out, can 
simply claim that the registration was the result of a momentary lapse of 
concentration. 
 

21. The damage inflicted upon me was too high for such excuses to paint over the 
cracks, and I have exposed the fraud, in spite of your obstructive conduct. 
 

22. In the 1990s the maths was easy – the Comptroller could inspect 7,000 documents 
per annum for payments of Stamp Duty and evidence of assignment and risk losing 
customers who would not pay the Duty, or he could ignore the lot and at worst pay a 
£10 penalty for breach of s17 Stamp Act 1891.  
 

23. HMRC told the Comptroller that he would not be fined if he admitted registering 
a transaction by innocent error. 
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24. This set the Comptroller to thinking up a way of avoiding his statutory duties, and he 
wrote to HMRC to say he would not check documents and applied to Parliament for 
consent to reduce the number of signatories to one – without telling Parliament that 
to register an assignment he actually needed to register either two valid signatures 
on a Patents Form 21/77 (not a mere address for service practitioner’s signature), or 
the applicant’s valid signature on the Form 21/7 and documentary evidence sufficient 
to establish the transaction and the payment of all due Stamp Duty.  
 

25. My statement and bundle presented clear evidence of the Register's default 
text being overridden in order to avoid registering the unstamped, defective 
document, and clear evidence of the standard confirmatory letter being mutilated so 
as not to draw attention to the invalid, unauthorised practitioner’s signature on the 
only registered document - the Form 21/77.  
 

26. In short, you can be in no doubt whatsoever that the penalty which your 
Solicitor stated can be levied on the Comptroller under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 has 
arisen as a result of fraudulent acts and that I am also a victim of the fraud (along 
with HMRC/HM Treasury, if it is possible to be a victim of one’s own complicity). 
 

27. You can therefore be in no doubt whatsoever that the proper course of action would 
have been for HMRC to (1)  issue a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication under 
s.12 Stamp Act 1891 (for which I would not have been liable to pay any enforceable 
penalty), (2) inspect other patent files administered in the same week (under s.16 
Stamp Act 1891 - making sure that the Comptroller did not get access to them first 
and remove documents under his bogus pre-inspection regime), and (3) use your 
right of action under paragraph 13, s.114, sch.17 FA1999 to put the matter before the 
High Court and make an application for compensation on my behalf (see your 
Revenue & Customs Prosecutors' Pledge to that end). 
 

28. I have asked the Attorney General whether he sees you and the Comptroller as 
"family" and above the law created by FA1999 with respect to penalties arising as a 
result of fraud by registrars and/or third parties. 
 

29. I note that, irrespective of the Comptroller's role in the fraud, HMRC can bring an 
action against the people who applied to falsify the Registers by mutilating an 
unstamped document to pass it off as being an assignment.  
 

30. You should note that Mr. Brassington and his Solicitors knew that Stamp Duty was 
chargeable on the "assignment of the debt", so clearly the declarations on the Forms 
which stated that Stamp Duty had been paid were known by them to be false. 
 

31. Please forward your excuse for not using the aforementioned right of action 
which Parliament created especially for you; 
 

32. Please tell me who you think you are expected to use such a right against, if 
not those whose duty it is to ensure that Stamp Duty is paid and/or those who 
make false applications and false declarations with respect to the payment of 
Stamp Duty. 
 

33. I am nevertheless continuing with the process of preparing documents for the various 
defendants and do not consider that in your case I need to do anything more before 
serving the claim. 
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34. On 22-03-00 you were made fully aware of the Comptroller's intention to breach s.17 
Stamp Act 1891 in respect of chargeable documents effecting transactions on or 
after 28-03-00 and were therefore complicit in the offences.  

 
35. You had the knowledge of the offences and you had the right of action to deal with 

them in the High Court.  
 

36. I made you fully aware of all the necessary evidence of fraud and you acted to 
obstruct me, not to help me (as you falsely claim). 
 

37. To help a person, one must know what that person's aim is. 
 

38. You know full well what my aim was and is, and I am suing you for breach of 
statutory duty, perverting the course of justice and damages. 
 

39. I consider that a claim for exemplary damages is also justified in this case. 
 

40. If you wish to alter your position and use your right of action I will consider dropping 
my claim against you if you compensate me for the damage you have done by not 
acting properly in you care and management of Stamp Duty. 
 
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <gail.taylor@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 

<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 
<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 16 April 2009 07:20
Subject: nFw: data protection act -breach

Page 1 of 4

26/11/2009

Dear Mrs Taylor, 
  
DATA PROTECTION ACT / FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
  
I wrote to you on 09-03-09 as Data Privacy Officer for HMRC. 
  
I made a number of requests for documents and information to which I am entitled, some of 
which you should not hold at all, such as the information about me and my affairs held by 
Mr. Paul Kreiling, (some of which he disseminated to Ms. Ali and Mr. John,) whose sole 
purpose of contacting that Patent Office in advance of a meeting with me on 16-02-09 was 
to procure information to help him cover up fraud in which HMRC has been complicit and 
undermine my efforts to recover my property and entitlements. 
  
I would like you to read my email again (below) in the light of the selection of document 
sent to me yesterday by Mr. Craig Little and consider whether you have complied with the 
law. 
  
You have not sent me the prejudicial information which Mrs. Ali and Mr. Kreiling (in 
particular) hold about me and my affairs, you have collected some emails to and from me, 
and you have removed all the internal emails about me and my affairs. The withheld emails 
are not exempt from disclosure and will have to be disclosed under the CPR, so I require 
you to follow the lower cost route and disclose the information under the Data Protection 
Act. 
  
Furthermore, you have only sent documents dated after October 2007. 
  
It seems that Mrs. Ali wishes to ignore the clarity with which I applied for Adjudication and 
does not want me to see her instructions to Mr. Hanratty to deceive me. Furthermore, she 
does not want you to see the efforts made by HMRC to stop me from applying for an 
adjudication - by claiming that I must pay the Stamp Duty up front and that I must send the 
original document (both of which were utter lies). 
  
I see, from a scan through the bundle sent to me, that Mr. John lied to me about his notes 
of the meeting on 16-02-09 and that he did type them up, as did Ms. Ali with her notes. 
  
However, Mr. Kreiling was taking notes also and these have not been sent to me, but 
should have been sent. 
  
Furthermore, you have not sent me the notes Mr. Kreiling collected about me and my 
affairs when he spoke to the Legal Officer at the Patent Office earlier this year in an attempt 
to procure information to undermine me. He did so in the full knowledge that he was talking 
to the representative of a fraudster against whom HMRC has the right under the Finance 
Act 1999, and the duty as carer and manager of Stamp Duty, to bring an action for fraud in 
the High Court and to make an application for compensation on my behalf as a victim of the 
fraud. 1162



  
All that is evident from what you have sent me is that Ms. Ali is the controlling and thinking 
mind behind HMRC's decision to deceive me and spin things out in order to protect the 
Comptroller and a complicit HMRC. 
  
As you have not handed over all the information you hold on me and my affairs, I am taking 
the matter up with the ICO (on an informal basis), who are already conducting a criminal 
investigation into the Comptroller's withholding of the Patents Register Administration Desk 
Notes as created on 15-06-05 and 01-08-07. 
  
According to the Attorney General, as a victim of fraud, I am entitled to be central to the 
prosecution of the fraudsters, and according to para.13, s.114 sch.17 FA1999, HMRC 
should have brought proceedings in the High Court. 
  
Ms. Ali might think she can get away with withholding all the written comments about me 
which she holds on her file, but when we get to trial, she will be required to tell the whole 
truth, and any Solicitor who tries to deceive the Court, through counsel or directly, in 
matters relating to Stamp Duty, will be dealt with by the Law Society's Legal Complaints 
Service. 
  
Once I am in direct contact with your Solicitors, I will ensure that they get to see the Law 
Society's stated view on deceiving the Court over Stamp Duty matters. 
  
Whilst it is the fraudsters who are responsible for Stamp Duty not having been paid, HMRC 
is responsible for it remaining unpaid. 
  
The information you hold about me and are withholding makes this even clearer, and the 
Court will require it to be disclosed if you refuse to disclose it under the data Protection Act 
and FOIA 2000. 
  
I remind you of the fact that every request for information received by a public body is 
subject to the Freedom of Information Act, whether the request mentions the Act or not. 
  
I also remind you that what Ms. Ali has been doing is unlawful and the communications by 
which she and others have attempted to keep a lid on the Stamp Duty fraud are not exempt 
from the obligation to disclose them under the FOIA 2000. 
  
I am therefore treating her and Mr. Kreiling’s withholding of information as a breach under 
s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000 (no different to that of the Comptroller’s breach)  and 
will make a formal complaint right away. 
  
In the meantime, under FOIA 2000 please send me a list of all faxes, emails, letters, 
notes and other HMRC-generated documents held by HMRC Excise Stamps & Money 
business which are related to and/or mention my case and/or me. 
  
HMRC has a habit of refusing to admit or deny holding documents without meeting the 
criteria for the narrow exemption.  
  
As a victim of Stamp Duty fraud I am entitled to know how you have been dealing with my 
reporting of that fraud. 
  
HMRC is breaking the law in its efforts to cover up that fraud, and the individuals 
responsible are fully aware of that fact. 
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I suggest that you go back to Ms. Ali and ask her why she chose a start date in October 
2007 – i.e. after I had requested Adjudication -  and withheld all documents prior to that 
time. 
  
When you have done so, which should take but a few moments, please email me with her 
response. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall 
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Andrew Hall  
To: gail.taylor@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk  
Sent: Monday, March 09, 2009 9:30 PM 
Subject: data protection act 

 
Dear Mrs. Taylor, 

  
I have asked Mr. De Brunner (Business Director, Excise, Stamps and Money Business) to send me the entire 
file relating to my Stamp Duty case. 

  
My address is Noyna Lodge, Manor Road, Colne, Lancashire, BB8 7AS. (other personal information will be 
provided in separate emails). 

  
I want to see precisely how my request for Adjudication of an agreement under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 was 
administered - I wish to see every email, memo and letter between those involved in the sham adjudication, 
and I want to see every communication between Mrs. Ali, the HMRC Solicitor and any other officer, including 
Mr. Hanratty of the Edinburgh Stamp Office. 
  
During the five month sham process I received sham updates from Mr. Hanratty. I wish to see the updates he 
received from Mrs. Ali and any other person at HMRC. 

  
After receipt of the sham Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication on 05-02-08 I then requested that HMRC 
fine the Comptroller of the Patent Office under s.17 Stamp Act 1891.  

  
I wish to see precisely how that request was administered and therefore wish to see all communications 
between Mrs. Ali, the HMRC Solicitor, Mr. Hanratty and any other officers/deputy directors/directors. 
  
I received sham updates. 

  
I then sent evidence of the Comptroller's falsification of the Register to HMRC, and provided evidence that he 
had been instructing staff to hide documents which could be chargeable with Stamp Duty. 

  
I wish to see precisely how that request was administered between September 2008 and the present day and 
therefore wish to see all communications between Mrs. Ali, the HMRC Solicitor, Mr. Hanratty and any other 
officers/deputy directors/directors. 
  
I then complained about the handling of my requests and eventually a meeting was suggested by HMRC. 
  
I asked for an agenda, but Mrs. Ali would not provide one. 
  
Please procure for me the agenda which HMRC prepared for its own attendees but would not let me see. I 
wish to see all communications between the attendees, Mr. Nick John, Mrs. Ali and Mr. Kreiling in the month 
prior to the meeting and in the month after the meeting of 16-02-09. 
  
Please procure for me the notes taken by Mr. Kreiling in his conversation/s with the Patent Office in the weeks 
running up to the aforementioned meeting. He sought information about me and tried to use some of that 
information against me at the meeting on 16-02-09. However, I am an innocent victim and witness to others' 
offences, so Mr. Kreiling could not undermine me, however hard he might try. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Taylor, Gail (G&S Corporate Governance)" <gail.taylor@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "John, Nick (ESM Stamp 

Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 
<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 16 April 2009 15:42
Subject: RE: data protection act -breach

Page 1 of 5

26/11/2009

Dear All, 
  
Unfortunately, I have been tied up all day and am sorry to say that I have only now got around to this. As I am 
leaving the office now I would prefer to fully devote my time and attention to this on Monday. I will be back in 

touch with a reply before close of business on Monday 20th April. 
  
Thank you for your patience. Gail 
  

Gail Taylor 
Data Protection Unit 
Room BP5001 | Dunstanburgh House | Longbenton 
Newcastle upon Tyne | NE98 1ZZ 
Tel: 0191 2257638 | Fax: 0191 2253098 
email (internal): Taylor, Gail (Governance & Security) 

email (external): gail.taylor@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 16 April 2009 08:21 

To: Taylor, Gail (G&S Corporate Governance) 
Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM); John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes); Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) 

Subject: nFw: data protection act -breach 
Importance: High 
  
Dear Mrs Taylor, 
  
DATA PROTECTION ACT / FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 
  
I wrote to you on 09-03-09 as Data Privacy Officer for HMRC. 
  
I made a number of requests for documents and information to which I am entitled, some of 
which you should not hold at all, such as the information about me and my affairs held by 
Mr. Paul Kreiling, (some of which he disseminated to Ms. Ali and Mr. John,) whose sole 
purpose of contacting that Patent Office in advance of a meeting with me on 16-02-09 was 
to procure information to help him cover up fraud in which HMRC has been complicit and 
undermine my efforts to recover my property and entitlements. 
  
I would like you to read my email again (below) in the light of the selection of document 
sent to me yesterday by Mr. Craig Little and consider whether you have complied with the 
law. 
  
You have not sent me the prejudicial information which Mrs. Ali and Mr. Kreiling (in 
particular) hold about me and my affairs, you have collected some emails to and from me, 
and you have removed all the internal emails about me and my affairs. The withheld emails 
are not exempt from disclosure and will have to be disclosed under the CPR, so I require 
you to follow the lower cost route and disclose the information under the Data Protection 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 

<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 16 April 2009 09:50
Subject: SOLICITORS DETAILS - PRE-ACTION PROTOCOL

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Mr. De Brunner, 
  
The Comptroller is using Tsol as his Solicitors. He states that they will deal with my claim for damages. 
  
Please provide me with the details of your Solicitors. 
  
Given that the Law Society will take disciplinary action against any Solicitor who deceives a third party or the 
Court in a Stamp Duty matter it will help resolve matters if we move forward on the basis that the truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth is expressed. 
  
I will forward the Law Society's considered view to your Solicitors, copying in the Law Society and SRA, to 
ensure that they cannot claim to be unaware of the consequences of deceit with respect to Stamp Duty 
matters. 
  
The Law Society presents two options to Solicitors(1) volunteer the truth, or (2) cease to act for the client if the 
client will not give consent to the truth being told. 
  
Once you have identified your Solicitors to me, it will be up to them to decide whether they will present your 
false claims to Counsel and be damned, personally and professionally, or decline to represent you. 
  
You cannot escape the fact that you are sitting on a statement and core bundle which proves fraud, and you 
cannot escape the fact that you have a right of action under FA1999, and a RC Prosecutors’ Pledge, which 
would have dealt with the fraud and a compensation claim on my behalf. 
  
The fact that I am suing you does not release you from your duty to use that right of action – we can get the 
same Court to deal with all the outstanding matters. 
  
The fact that you have breached your statutory duties and have been complicit in Stamp Duty fraud giving rise 
to liabilities to penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891 does not mean that HMRC is released from its duty as 
carer and manager of Stamp Duty to bring an action against the Comptroller, Mr. Brassington, Mr. Robey, Mr. 
Tutty and Mr. Atkinson for fraud. 
  
I appreciate that the documentary evidence suggests that the Comptroller may well claim that HMRC 
approved the fraud in respect of transactions effected on or after 28-03-00, but such a claim will not persuade 
the Court to judge the Comptroller et al innocent – it will simply raise questions about HMRC’s conduct.  
  
In any event, HMRC had previously, and very recently, made it clear to the Comptroller that he must ensure 
that Stamp Duty has been paid before entering any transaction on his Registers – but you now say (under 
FOIA) that you did not ask the Comptroller to inspect documents and not to accept signed declarations on his 
forms, even though your six-page booklet (acknowledged in one of the Comptroller’s letters to you concerning 
Stamp Duty and overseas customers) states otherwise.  
  
The only way to get a straight response from you is through your Solicitors, bound by the Solicitors Code of 
Conduct, and even though you still refuse to tell the truth, let alone the whole truth, I have managed to turn 
some of your cards face up by other means. 
  
If you are claiming that you are bound by confidentiality (which privilege Mr. Kreiling did not afford me) but that 
you want to tell me what you have been doing about the fraud, I refer you to para.13, s.114 sch.17 Finance 
Act 1999 and your Prosecutors’ Pledge, and remind you that the High Court is the place where you can lay all 
your cards on the table face up, tell the whole truth, and face the consequences. 
  
The Sale Agreement 
  
You are fully aware that Mr. Tutty acknowledged on 11-09-03 (a 7pm) that Stamp Duty would be chargeable 
on the assignment of a debt owing to Sense-Sonic Ltd. 
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You are fully aware that there is no certificate of value in the sale agreement but that there is a clause 
requiring Mr. Brassington’s companies to pay the Stamp Duty identified by Mr. Tutty. 
  
You are fully aware that HMRC’s view is that there was expected to be an assignment of debt in which the 
certificate of value should have been present, and that if Mr. Tutty and Mr. Brassington had considered the 
sale agreement to be the assignment (which is what Mr. Brassington claims), the certificate of value would 
have been placed therein and no declaration should have been signed claiming that Stamp Duty had been 
paid. 
  
You are fully aware of your comment to the Comptroller on 22-03-00 that the more astute practitioner would 
draw up agreements to assign and have separate assignments executed to transfer IPR in order to avoid 
what you called “problems with Stamp Duty”. 
  
You are fully aware that the sale agreement is precisely what you had in mind for the more astute practitioner 
to draw up. 
  
You are aware that the abovementioned comment is a rather odd thing to say, given that if practitioners were 
not already doing this prior to 22-03-00, Stamp Duty would need to have been paid on all chargeable property 
transferred by the documents relied upon for registration of transfers of IPR. 
  
You are therefore fully aware of the consequences of the Comptroller’s instruction to staff in 1992 to hide such 
main agreements in not open to public inspection folders and register the transaction as though Stamp Duty 
had been paid. 
  
You are also aware that applicants for registration were executing false short form assignments following 
longer unstamped agreements which were expressed to be assignments and that the Comptroller was 
knowingly registering the fictitious assignments whilst hiding and/or ignoring the existence of the mentioned 
earlier assignments. 
  
Whichever way you look at it, Mr. Brassington, Mr. Tutty and Mr. Robey knew that the document, if thought to 
be an assignment, was unstamped, and if thought to be a settlement, was mutilated in order to pass it off as 
an assignment. 
  
And whichever way you look at it, the Comptroller’s instructions to staff to hide main agreements was clearly 
made on the stated basis that such documents might be chargeable with unpaid Stamp Duty and might have 
other technical problems – i.e. they may or may not be expressed to be assignments. 
  
As authorities, I have provided you with Coflexip Stena [1997] and Nutrinova [2001], so you can be in no 
doubt as to how my case will unfold, whether or not Mr. Brassington now pays the Stamp Duty. 
  
Mr. Brassington can try to sue the Comptroller for hiding his document rather than throwing it back at him, but 
one needs only look at the applications themselves and the false claims he (Brassington) has made to you, to 
the High Court and to the Comptroller, to know that it was his (Brassington’s) intention, and that of Mr. Tutty 
and Mr. Robey that the document was not properly examined for evidence of assignment and the payment of 
Stamp Duty and that they would have been very relieved to see that the Comptroller did not register it. 
  
You are fully aware that applicants for registration are invited to comment on registrations, once made, and to 
complain if the name and address of the newly-registered proprietor is not correct. 
  
You are fully aware that I complained to the Comptroller on 24-09-04. 
  
You are fully aware that there is a Dispute Management protocol (in Patents Register Administration Desk 
Notes) which would have removed that registration when I complained on 24-09-04 of the lack of evidence of 
assignment, and that it was the Comptroller’s exclusion of the unstamped document from the Register which 
caused him to reject my complaint. 
  
You know for a fact that Sense-Sonic Ltd did not sign any of the Patent Office Forms and did not have an 
agent.  
  
You know for a fact that the registrations are indefensible. 
  
You know for a fact that this is fraud and that you have no excuse for the way you have dealt with my case. 
  
You know for a fact that the documentary evidence meets all the requirements for bringing an action for fraud 
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and that I have taken the burden of proof on my shoulders and handed you the evidence on a plate. 
  
You could get a summary judgement on the basis of the documentary evidence, and you know it. 
  
As mentioned above, please supply the details of your Solicitors, and do so by return.  
  
Andrew Hall 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Chance, Teresa (G&S)" <teresa.chance@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Sent: 21 April 2009 08:40
Subject: RE: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.

Page 1 of 6

26/11/2009

Dear Mr Hall,  

I am writing to advise you that the internal review of your FOI requests has not yet been completed and I need 
to consult further with colleagues who handled the original requests.  I now expect that a further 15 working 
days will be required and you should have the response by 14 May 2009. 

I apologise for this delay.  

Yours sincerely  

Teresa Chance     

Teresa Chance  
FOI Team  
Room 4/52  
100 Parliament Street  
London  
SW1A 2BQ  

020 7147 3253  

 
_____________________________________________  
From:   Chance, Teresa (G&S)   
Sent:   06 April 2009 11:59  
To:     'andrew.hall2@btconnect.com'  
Subject:        RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.  

Dear Mr Hall,  

Your email below has been passed to me to deal with your Internal Review request under the Freedom of 
Information Act 2000.  This is receiving attention and I would expect that you should receive a response by 22 
April 2009. 

Yours sincerely  

Teresa Chance  

Teresa Chance  
FOI Team  
Room 4/52  
100 Parliament Street  
London  
SW1A 2BQ  

020 7147 3253  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Chance, Teresa (G&S)" <teresa.chance@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 

<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 21 April 2009 18:50
Subject: Re: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.
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26/11/2009

Dear Ms. Chance, 
  
TERMINATION OF REVIEW - BREACH S.77 FOIA 2000 
  
I first refer you and the recipients to your email below. You say you want to talk to the people who blocked the 
information. You should have done that at the outset and you should have procured the files yourself, in order 
to assess the validity of their decisions.  
  
I do not accept that more time is necessary to review HMRC's decisions to lie about the documents you hold 
and which must be made public under the FoIA upon request. 
  
It is my firm belief that you have not used the time to date to make the appropriate inquiries (the review being 
an inquiry, not an enquiry). 
  
Letters which HMRC denies exist are now in my possession from another source (UK IPO). As HMRC 
is trying to cover up fraud by withholding these letters, the offence under s.77 is very serious.  
  
Upon receipt of my request for a Review, all you had to do was call for the communication file between HMRC 
and the Patent Office - a file which establishes policy by which the public's documents are registered or 
rejected by the Comptroller (Patent Office). 
  
I, and any member of the public, am/is entitled to copies of the communications in that file. 
  
The other letters, which HMRC claims it does not have to admit or deny exist, are not subject to such 
protection from disclosure under FoIA. 
  
How do I know this? I have some of those letters too, again, from another source. 
  
This is a breach under s.77 Freedom of Information Act 2000. 
  
I am familiar with the process under s.77 as the ICO is involved in a criminal investigation with respect to the 
Comptroller's unlawful instructions to staff to hide unstamped documents. Investigators are now bound for the 
Patent Office to dig out the original versions of those Desk Notes which the Patent Office refuses to hand 
over.  
  
I am therefore handing this matter to the ICO under s.77 as you and your colleagues have not acted in 
accordance with the Act. 
  
You do not therefore have my agreement to take 15 days to complete a review which you have not 
embarked upon with appropriate force  - which is the reason why you have achieved nothing to date. 
  
The time is up, and as your colleagues have not changed their minds in the allotted time, your decision is to 
stand by their blocking of information and argue your case in the criminal courts under s.77. 
  
Your duty upon receipt of my request for a Review was to immediately procure the files containing the 
documents I requested, study the documents and, if necessary (which it is not), seek legal advice 
independent of that which resulted in the unlawful withholding of information, and send me copies of all 
requested information and documents which cannot be legitimately excluded - i.e. all of them. 
  
As I have 23 pages of documents to present to a criminal court by way of examples of the actual documents 
you have withheld, your colleagues are on a hiding to nothing (or rather a hiding to conviction) by withholding 
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those and other documents and delaying matters any further.  
  
Pages 47 to 70 of my main evidence bundle for civil proceedings present those documents, which you have in 
your files, deny exist. I procured them under the FoIA from the Patent Office - who had already denied their 
existence in an earlier response under FoIA, so faced the same action you now face. 
  
I should point out that my civil evidence bundle exceeds 800 pages, but I long-since left the first 100 pages 
blank in anticipation of documents from HMRC and the Comptroller showing how they dealt with the partial 
abolition of Stamp Duty in 2000 (fraudulently). Only pages 1 - 46 are now left blank, and I await your 
disclosure to plug that gap. 
  
HMRC is trying to cover up Stamp Duty fraud (which is now beyond cover-up and in the hands of the Attorney 
General's Office), and this is why you are being obstructed in your work as a FoI Officer by your colleagues, 

senior officers and directors.  
  
Pages 47-70 of my bundle show that HMRC knew that the Comptroller was going to breach the Stamp Act on 
a regular basis after 28-03-00, and pages 71-100 show how the Comptroller simultaneously deceived 
Parliament into reducing the number of necessary signatures on an application for registration of an 
assignment to just one (by falsely claiming that it was a burden on customers to procure two signatures on an 
application to register an assignment - note: there is no such burden, applicants simply send a copy of their 
assignment instead of procuring others' signatures; note: the Comptroller did not want to check assignments, 
he wanted to rubber-stamp forms instead and blame the applicant for any breach of Stamp Act 1891 or other 
defect in the registration).  
  
The reason for the rule change (which did not go according to plan, I should add - as the plan was utterly 
ridiculous) was so that the Comptroller could register transactions on the basis of a single signature on an 
application form, and ignore any documentary evidence sent with the application form. He told HMRC on  24-
12-1998 that he was not going to look at documentary evidence and would accept the buyer's signature on a 
declaration (on the application form) that Stamp Duty had been paid, and would accept the buyer's and the 
seller's signatures as proof of assignment. 
  
Note: if he does not have both signatures, there is no evidence of assignment and the applicant must submit 
documentary evidence to prove assignment. Therefore the Comptroller cannot legitimately ignore documents. 
  
I should point out that the documentary evidence in my bundle also shows that the comptroller's scam failed, 
as the signature he must procure as evidence of assignment under the amended rule 46(2) is that of the seller 
(officers wanted it to be the buyer's signature, so that the one signature would cover for the Stamp Duty 
declaration also and do away with documentary evidence all together).  
  
The communications with HMRC put the icing on the cake, as the Comptroller told HMRC that he would no 
longer inspect any documentary evidence sent with a Form which is "duly signed" (by all parties - to serve as 
evidence of assignment and the payment of Stamp Duty). The Comptroller did not mention that he was 
simultaneously trying to change the rules so that he needed only the buyer's signature as proof of 
assignment. 
  
The attempt failed and Parliament approved a change whereby the assignor's signature alone would be 
acceptable. The rule was changed on stated grounds that there were benefits for customers; there were not. 
The rule-change did not reduce the number of signatures required, as there was still the buyer's signature to 
procure on the application under the Stamp Act 1891 - the Comptroller never told Parliament this. 
  
Therefore, the Comptroller deceived Parliament into removing the requirement for a signature which he still 
needed for registration purposes - the buyer's.  
  
But, as mentioned, the original intention had been to remove the seller from the process, because it is the lack 
of his/her signature on a Form 21/77 that results in so many Forms 21/77 being accompanied by documentary 
evidence. 
  
What my case shows is that when a Form 21/77 is accompanied by a chargeable document which does not 
present sufficient evidence of assignment (having been mutilated so as not to clearly show that it is not in fact 
an assignment), the Comptroller will hide it and then make any excuse he can, in an attempt to give credence 
to a Form 21/77 that is signed by just one person (but needs to be signed by two, in the absence of registered 
documentary evidence of assignment) and is registered as being the only necessary evidence of assignment. 
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HMRC is covering up for registration offences which are simply indefensible and is committing further 
offences in doing so. 
  
Falsifications of the register can carry penalties of up to 2 years imprisonment. If ever there was justification 
for the full term being handed down, it is here. 
  
Your review is over.  
  
I have sufficient documentary evidence  - examples of the very documents you have withheld - to 
prove that HMRC lied and withheld information which its senior officers and directors knew was not 
exempt from disclosure.  
  
There is therefore no doubt as to your breach of FoIA 2000, so there is no need or justification for 
prolonging this sham review. 
  
The matter of the request and the review is closed between us. 
  
It is now a matter between me and the ICO and between the ICO and HMRC. 
  
I am passing the communications and evidence to the ICO with a complaint under s.77 Freedom of 
Information Act 2000. 
  
HMRC is in breach of the Data Protection Act also (having withheld documents which I requested thereunder 
and to which I am entitled) I am referring that matter to the Information Commissioner also, as and entirely 

separate matter.  
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall 

----- Original Message -----  
From: Chance, Teresa (G&S)  
To: andrew.hall2@btconnect.com  
Sent: Tuesday, April 21, 2009 9:40 AM 
Subject: RE: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 

 

Dear Mr Hall,  

I am writing to advise you that the internal review of your FOI requests has not yet been completed and I 
need to consult further with colleagues who handled the original requests.  I now expect that a further 15 
working days will be required and you should have the response by 14 May 2009. 

I apologise for this delay.  

Yours sincerely  

Teresa Chance     

Teresa Chance  
FOI Team  
Room 4/52  
100 Parliament Street  
London  
SW1A 2BQ  

020 7147 3253  
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Chance, Teresa (G&S)" <teresa.chance@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
To: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
Cc: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp 

Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 
<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 23 April 2009 12:02
Subject: RE: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.
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Dear Mr Hall, 

Thank you for your email confirming that you no longer require an Internal Review of your FOI requests. I 
have noted your comments and I understand that you will now be taking this up with the Information 
Commissioner's Office. 

Yours sincerely 

Teresa Chance 

Teresa Chance  
FOI Team  
Room 4/52  
100 Parliament Street  
London  
SW1A 2BQ  

020 7147 3253  

  
 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 21 April 2009 19:50 
To: Chance, Teresa (G&S) 

Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM); Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ); John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes) 
Subject: Re: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 

Importance: High 

 
Dear Ms. Chance, 
  
TERMINATION OF REVIEW - BREACH S.77 FOIA 2000 
  
I first refer you and the recipients to your email below. You say you want to talk to the people who blocked the 
information. You should have done that at the outset and you should have procured the files yourself, in order 
to assess the validity of their decisions.  
  
I do not accept that more time is necessary to review HMRC's decisions to lie about the documents you hold 
and which must be made public under the FoIA upon request. 
  
It is my firm belief that you have not used the time to date to make the appropriate inquiries (the review being 
an inquiry, not an enquiry). 
  
Letters which HMRC denies exist are now in my possession from another source (UK IPO). As HMRC 
is trying to cover up fraud by withholding these letters, the offence under s.77 is very serious.  
  
Upon receipt of my request for a Review, all you had to do was call for the communication file between HMRC 
and the Patent Office - a file which establishes policy by which the public's documents are registered or 1173
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Chance, Teresa (G&S)" <teresa.chance@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 

<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 23 April 2009 13:44
Attach: p47-49a.PDF; p49b patents & designs journal 27-01-09.PDF; p100a HMRC booklet see 

M.PDF; p50 HMRC to UK IPO 07-01-99.PDF
Subject: Re: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA.
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Dear Ms. Chance, 

  
Thank you for your email below. 
  

This email ends my communication with you in respect of these matter and will be sent to 
the ICO with all earlier communications in respect thereof, and together with examples of 
other documents HMRC has withheld and which are of direct relevance to the Comptroller's 
Stamp Duty fraud.  
  
A Review is used to establish whether withheld and denied documents exist and should have been withheld. 
If it is proved that denied documents do exist and, from their content, it is clear that they are not exempt from 
disclosure, the continuation of an Internal Review beyond its time limit and without an admission of breach, is 
simply unjustifiable.  
  
Time is of the essence - there is a fraud to put before the Court, and HMRC is continuing to obstruct me. 

  
For the purposes of clarity:  
  
I did require an Internal Review of my FOI requests.  

  
Furthermore, I was entitled to one, and I expected a decision within the time limits, since it was a 
straightforward matter of unlawful obstruction for the purposes of covering up fraud. 

  
The reason that we are now in this situation is that was clear that the original decision to obstruct disclosure 
and to deny the existence of communication was unlawful. Furthermore, not only did the communications and 
documents exist, they came into my possession whilst you were supposed to be reviewing them for disclosure 
yourself. I received the documents under FoIA 2000 from the person who produced and received the letters 
which HMRC received and produced (but denies exist). 

  
I still require disclosure of all the requested information and documents, but will take this up with the ICO 
under s.77. 

  
I have yet to see any proof that HMRC asked the Comptroller (Patent Office) not to rely on signed 
declarations on his application Forms, but rather to inspect the actual documents of transfer. HMRC's claim of 
its supposed request of the Comptroller was published in its six-page booklet which appeared in the CIPA 
journal in September 1999. This booklet fell under the FoI request, as did any such request (which the 
response under FoI denies exists). The Comptroller did not act as though he had been asked to inspect 
documents, as following his letter to HMRC of 24-12-1998 (a letter which HMRC would not admit to or deny 
receiving) and HMRC's response of 07-01-1999 (a letter which HMRC denied existed) the Notice attached to 
the Comptroller's letter of 24-12-1998 was published in the Patents & Designs Journal on 27-01-1999. 

  
I attach the two letters, the journal page and the booklet page (see "M") for your information. 

  
As mentioned, I have 23 pages of documentation to prove that HMRC's handling of my requests for 
information are breaches under s.77. 

  
I have called time on the Internal Review because it is a sham. 

  
You will no doubt be asked to produce the necessary communications to show how the time allowed for an 
Internal Review of such bogus responses has been spent. 1174
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If you are certain that HMRC has been acting lawfully, your Review would have been completed. 

  
As you are not certain, you should report the matter to the appropriate Director at HMRC - unless such 
unlawful conduct is expected of HMRC's employees as a matter of standard practice (rather like the 
Comptroller's Stamp Duty fraud, to which HMRC turned a blind eye). 

  
Yours sincerely, 

  
  
Andrew Hall. 

  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Chance, Teresa (G&S)  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM) ; Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ) ; John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2009 1:02 PM 
Subject: RE: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 

Thank you for your email confirming that you no longer require an Internal Review of your FOI requests. I 
have noted your comments and I understand that you will now be taking this up with the Information 
Commissioner's Office. 

Yours sincerely 

Teresa Chance 

Teresa Chance  
FOI Team  
Room 4/52  
100 Parliament Street  
London  
SW1A 2BQ  

020 7147 3253  

  
 

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  
Sent: 21 April 2009 19:50 

To: Chance, Teresa (G&S) 

Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM); Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes ); John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes) 
Subject: Re: RE: Requests under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 - breach, s77 FoIA. 

Importance: High 

 
Dear Ms. Chance, 
  
TERMINATION OF REVIEW - BREACH S.77 FOIA 2000 
  
I first refer you and the recipients to your email below. You say you want to talk to the people who blocked 
the information. You should have done that at the outset and you should have procured the files yourself, in 
order to assess the validity of their decisions.  
  
I do not accept that more time is necessary to review HMRC's decisions to lie about the documents you 
hold and which must be made public under the FoIA upon request. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 

<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 23 April 2009 14:16
Subject: Re: ADJUDICATION - S.12 STAMP ACT 1891

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

Mr. De Brunner, 
 
Would you please acknowledge receipt of my request under s.12 Stamp Act 1891  
for Adjudication of the 15-09-03 "agreement relating to the sale and  
purchase of certain assets" owned by Sense-Sonic Ltd? 
 
The document is still in your possession, as it was never returned. 
 
HMRC's past claims that the original document must be submitted and that the  
Stamp Duty must be paid in advance were false. As were HMRC's claims about  
me incurring penalties for non-payment within 30 days of the Notice. 
 
Ms. Ali clearly did not want to establish a formal position on this. 
 
I want a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication of that document, and if,  
upon any further inspection (although I see that your Solicitor inspected  
the documents over a year after the application for Adjudication was made,  
and should therefore be satisfied with the position), you consider that it  
is not a document which needs to be Stamped, I would like you to affix an  
Adjudication Stamp to that end. 
 
With proceedings about to start, it is necessary for me to have everything  
ready for Mr. Brassington to pay the Stamp Duty. If he does this within the  
30 day time limit, he will save an additional penalty of up to £300. 
 
As you know, from amongst the wealth of documentary evidence you wish had  
never surfaced, Mr. Brassington lied continuously to HMRC (and the courts  
from August 2007 and fabricated the stories about a capital loan in order to  
avoid paying Stamp Duty. 
 
Your Solicitor dismissed his lies and accepted the truth in the accounts,  
board meeting minutes etc. Furthermore, your Solicitor no doubt appreciated  
the evidence of the Memorandum dated 11-09-03 in which Mr. Brassington and  
members of the general public were told that the assignment of the debt  
would be chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
 
Mr. Brassington cannot have it both ways - if he has an assignment (which he  
does not) it is chargeable with Stamp Duty, and if he does not have an  
assignment, the sale agreement is chargeable with Stamp Duty under FA1999. 
 
I therefore see no reason why you cannot now do as you so rudely set out to  
do some months ago and issue the Formal Notice forthwith. 
 
You have caused me significant damage by your actions, lies and delays, and  
I require that you do not add to this by adding further unjust delay. 
 1176
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Time is of the essence. 
 
Andrew Hall. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 

<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 29 April 2009 07:14
Subject: Fw: ADJUDICATION - S.12 STAMP ACT 1891

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Mr. De Brunner et al, 
 
 
 
On 23-04-09 (email below) I asked you to acknowledge receipt of my request  
for Adjudication of the 15-09-03 sale agreement under s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
 
 
 
You have not done so. 
 
 
 
If you are holding out that you have already completed the investigative  
part of the Adjudication and that all you need is a cheque, I remind you  
that you have yet to send me a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication  
telling me how much duty, penalty and interest there is to pay. 
 
 
 
Once you have done that, there is a 30 day period during which payment must  
be made if an appeal is to be filed. If payment is not made within 30 days  
of the Notice, you have discretion to add a further penalty of up to £300 to  
the amount already due. 
 
 
 
I fail to see how not issuing a Formal Notice helps me. 
 
 
 
I do see, however, how avoiding making a formal declaration with respect to  
Stamp Duty on the document helps the Comptroller and those at HMRC who have  
been complicit in his fraud. 
 
 
 
Please respond to my request for acknowledgement of receipt of my request  
for Adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891 by return. 
 
 
 
I told you that time is of the essence and you have ignored it. 
 
 
 
I repeat, time is of the essence. 1178
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Andrew Hall. 
 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com> 
To: "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
Cc: "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM  
Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk> 
Sent: Thursday, April 23, 2009 3:16 PM 
Subject: Re: ADJUDICATION - S.12 STAMP ACT 1891 
 
 
> Mr. De Brunner, 
> 
> Would you please acknowledge receipt of my request under s.12 Stamp Act  
> 1891 for Adjudication of the 15-09-03 "agreement relating to the sale and  
> purchase of certain assets" owned by Sense-Sonic Ltd? 
> 
> The document is still in your possession, as it was never returned. 
> 
> HMRC's past claims that the original document must be submitted and that  
> the Stamp Duty must be paid in advance were false. As were HMRC's claims  
> about me incurring penalties for non-payment within 30 days of the Notice. 
> 
> Ms. Ali clearly did not want to establish a formal position on this. 
> 
> I want a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication of that document, and  
> if, upon any further inspection (although I see that your Solicitor  
> inspected the documents over a year after the application for Adjudication  
> was made, and should therefore be satisfied with the position), you  
> consider that it is not a document which needs to be Stamped, I would like  
> you to affix an Adjudication Stamp to that end. 
> 
> With proceedings about to start, it is necessary for me to have everything  
> ready for Mr. Brassington to pay the Stamp Duty. If he does this within  
> the 30 day time limit, he will save an additional penalty of up to £300. 
> 
> As you know, from amongst the wealth of documentary evidence you wish had  
> never surfaced, Mr. Brassington lied continuously to HMRC (and the courts  
> from August 2007 and fabricated the stories about a capital loan in order  
> to avoid paying Stamp Duty. 
> 
> Your Solicitor dismissed his lies and accepted the truth in the accounts,  
> board meeting minutes etc. Furthermore, your Solicitor no doubt  
> appreciated the evidence of the Memorandum dated 11-09-03 in which Mr.  
> Brassington and members of the general public were told that the  
> assignment of the debt would be chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
> 
> Mr. Brassington cannot have it both ways - if he has an assignment (which  
> he does not) it is chargeable with Stamp Duty, and if he does not have an  
> assignment, the sale agreement is chargeable with Stamp Duty under FA1999. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Taylor, Gail (G&S Corporate Governance)" <gail.taylor@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" 

<yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 04 May 2009 13:00
Subject: Re: data protection act -breach
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Dear Ms. Taylor, 
  
I have just received a letter from you by post which is dated 23-04-09. Please confirm, by return, the date 
of posting. 
  
It would appear that the full extent off your "review" of HMRC's breach of the Data Protection Act was to ask 
the people who have withheld documents if they have disclosed all that they should. 
  
Given that we are in the midst of a massive fraud which HMRC has been trying to cover up, those people are 
not going to volunteer documents. 
  
Suddenly, these people are experts in DPA compliance? 
  
So where do you fit into all of this? 
  
Surely, it is your job in such circumstances to inspect the files and decide whether these people are hiding 
information. 
  
I identified specific information to you at the outset - such as that procured by Mr. Kreiling in February 2009 
from the Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs & Trade Marks - the person who has committed Stamp 
Duty fraud with HMRC's blessing. 
  
I am a victim of fraud which HMRC has the right of action to deal with under FA1999.  
  
HMRC's Mr. Kreiling should not be procuring and holding information on me for the purposes of opposing me. 

  
Under HMRC's Prosecutors' Pledge, HMRC should be keeping me informed of progress with respect to 
HMRC's action against the fraudsters - but as HMRC has been trying to cover up the fraud, there has been no 
action to report to me; instead, I have received lie after lie and false report after false report from Ms. Ali 
(either from her directly, or via Mr. Hanratty, Edinburgh Stamp Office). 
  
I respectfully warned you by telephone that to side with your colleagues and let them get away with keeping 
information secret would put you in the firing line too. 
  
You have ignored that warning and have acted in accordance with what those colleagues have required, and 
not in accordance with the Act. 
  
As a result, your letter is a standard format nonsense, and you know full well that I do not feel that you have 
addressed the matter at all, let alone "thoroughly". 
  
Your (HMRC's) Data Protection and Data Privacy practices and your own role and responsibilities need a 
thorough review. It is utterly ridiculous that you should see your role as a mere messenger and send 
complainants standard format letters which you know do not apply in the circumstances. 
  
The Attorney General's Solicitor is now aware of the evidence which HMRC has buried in order not to take 
action against the fraudsters and you can rest assured that documentary evidence which your colleagues 
withheld in breach of FoIA 2000 does exist and is most definitely not exempt from disclosure (I now have 23 
pages of it from another reluctant source). 
  
Civil Servants at HMRC and at the Patent Office are under the misconception that they are employed to lie in 
order to cover up fraud, they are not.  
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My dispute with HMRC has arisen from its breach of Statutory Duty and from its decision to oppose me (a 
victim of fraud) instead of opposing the fraudsters. 
  
The information which HMRC has procured and put in writing since making the unlawful decision to oppose 
me is not protected from disclosure by the Acts. 
  
You have shown that your department is wholly ineffectual and that its allegiance is to HMRC's senior officers 
and not to the Act.  
  
The matter is to be dealt with by the Information Commissioner and the High Court. 
  
Please send me, by return, a copy of your file on this matter. 
  
Please explain, by return, why you needed more to time complete your "review" when all you did was 
ask the offending officers if they considered that they had disclosed all that they should. 
  
Please explain how the offending officers were trained to know what they are required to do under 

the Data Protection Act and who advises them on such matters.  
  
Bear in mind that whether or not HMRC thinks it has the right to ask other people (Patent Office, for example) 
what information they might have to undermine me, you still have a legal obligation to tell me what information 
you hold about me and why you hold it. 
  
The bottom line here is that HMRC is fully aware of a massive Stamp Duty fraud at the Patent Office going 
back at least to 1992 and does not want it to be exposed, because some of the fraudsters are Civil Servants. 
  
Mr. De Brunner still thinks that he can bury this matter. He has another thing coming. 
  
I will see that your Solicitors are struck off if they attempt to mislead the Courts and/or the Information 
Commissioner. 
  
The Law Society has made its position clear to this end. According to the Law Society's stated view of its 
Code of Conduct, the Solicitors must cease to act if Mr. De Brunner will not allow them to tell the truth about 
the Stamp Duty position. 
  
I refer you to the bold sections herein and look forward to immediate action in respect thereof. 
  
Time is of the essence. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
  

----- Original Message -----  
From: Taylor, Gail (G&S Corporate Governance)  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: de Brunner, Mark (ESM) ; John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes) ; Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )  
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2009 4:42 PM 
Subject: RE: data protection act -breach 

 
Dear All, 
  
Unfortunately, I have been tied up all day and am sorry to say that I have only now got around to this. As I 
am leaving the office now I would prefer to fully devote my time and attention to this on Monday. I will be 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 

<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 May 2009 13:00
Subject: Fw: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments
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Mr. De Brunner, 
  
Here, below, is the email which you said you could not open. 
  
The other email which you said you could not open is attached to my latest email to you (to follow). 
  
You have long-since sought legal advice and have had more than enough opportunity to put things right, so I 
will not be entering into communications with the Solicitor who wrote to me last week asking for these emails. 
  
It is not a complex matter, it is a simple matter - you have acted at all times to cover up the Comptroller's fraud 
and pervert the course of justice. 
  
You have breached the Data Protection Act and the Freedom of Information Act in your attempts to stop the 
whole truth coming out. 
  
Falsification of the Patent Office Registers and Stamp Duty fraud are criminal offences for which there are 
established legal procedures and penalties. I have been denied those legal procedures and have been forced 
to rely on civil proceedings. 
  
I am therefore putting the core matters before the High Court (the Comptroller's falsification and fraud, and 

your joint cover-up) and we shall see what the Judge has to say about taking things forward against you both. 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Gair, John (ESM)  
To: Andrew Hall  
Cc: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2008 9:31 AM 
Subject: RE: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments 

 
Dear Mr Hall 
  
Thank you for letting me see the letter. Section 12 Stamp Act 1891 is the primary legislation which covers the 
Adjudication process. At subsection 1 it states “…the Commissioners may be required by any person to 
adjudicate with reference to any executed instrument…” . Our interpretation of this passage is, and has 
always been, that Adjudication can only be carried out on the original document. In this case we have never 
had possession of the original document and it must follow that our letter to you, firm in its’ conclusions 
though it is, cannot be regarded as a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication. The question of whether or 
not appeal has been made is not relevant. 
  
In my researches on the subject I have come across a case which bears certain similarities to your own (on 
my limited understanding of same); Re McDermott’s Application [1996] STC 483. In that case it was sought to 
have a patent registration set aside by virtue of having been made on the basis of an unstamped document. 
The application failed. Nor, to the best of my knowledge, was any remedy under the provisions of Section 17 
Stamp Act 1891 sought. 
  
I appreciate that you will find this disappointing. I have copied Mr Hanratty who will, no doubt, be happy to 
assist in the future. 
  
Yours sincerely 1182
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John Gair 
Stamp Taxes 
  

From: Andrew Hall [mailto:andrew.hall2@btconnect.com]  

Sent: 07 August 2008 13:36 
To: Gair, John (ESM) 

Subject: Patent Office - registration of unstamped instruments 
  
Dear Mr. Gair, 
  
Many thanks for discussing my situtation and that of HMRC with respect to the Comptroller-General of 
Patents, Designs & Trade Marks' registration of transactions without checking the Stamp Duty liabilities. 
  
Mr. Hanratty, who has been passing on evidence to HMRC policy/compliance is away until a week on Monday 
and I have to file proceedings in the High Court for a Judicial Review. 
  
I am seeking information on HMRC's timescale for dealing with the Comptroller under s.17 StampAct 1891 - 
i.e. when can I expect to hear what HMRC is going to do about the registration of the unstamped instrument? 
  
I am also seeking confirmation that the attached letter complies with the law in respect of Formal Notices of 
Decision on Adjudication under s.12 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
Having had assessments since 13th July 2007, I was most definitely requesting formal adjudication. 
  
Would you please see if you can get me answers?  
  
It would greatly help me to have confirmation from HMRC that there was no appeal lodged in response to the 
Formal Notice and that the matter is not disputable.  
  
I am not well up on estoppel, but I expect that I can ask the court to have the Comptroller estopped from 
claiming that the chargeable nature of the instrument is in doubt. 
  
Under statutory Rules, he can avoid correcting the Registers by saying that he has a doubt. However, in this 
case, his doubt is entirely bogus as it is clearly removable by virtue of HMRC's Decision. 
  
I sougth correction of the Registers for their reliance on an unstamped instrument. It is ridiculous to issue a 
Decision declaring there to be doubt as to whether the instrument should be stamped and that the registers 
should remain unaltered - but that is what the Comptroller has done. 
  
Many thanks for your time and help. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 
 
This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-
virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate 
Number 2007/11/0032.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.  
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal 
purposes. 

The information in this e-mail and any attachments is confidential and may be subject to legal professional 
privilege. Unless you are the intended recipient or his/her representative you are not authorised to, and must 
not, read, copy, distribute, use or retain this message or any part of it. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify the sender immediately. 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Mark (ESM)" <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Cc: "yasmin (ESM Stamp Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" 

<nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 06 May 2009 13:00
Subject: Fw: Pre-action protocol
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Mr. De Brunner,  
  
This forwarded email (below) is the 19-09-08 attachment which your latest Solicitor could not open and to 
which he refers twice in his letter to me.  
  
Mrs Ali told Mr. Hanratty to send this bogus excuse as to why "the Solicitor" had not made a decision (since 
April 2008) with respect to issuing a penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 
  
Please pass this to your latest Solicitor whom you appear to have instructed at this late stage in an attempt to 
spin things out. 
  
You have had plenty of time to assess the situation and decide whether or not to oppose me. 
  
I reasonably take it that you have decided to oppose me and shall therefore continue with preparations for the 
High Court regardless of your Solicitor’s comments. 
  
You do not therefore have 45 days to decide whether or not you will oppose me in the High Court - I gave you 
two weeks to declare whether you were going to oppose me, and you have chosen to do nothing in those two 
weeks. 
  
Nor will I be waiting 45 days for your Solicitor to react to my recent letters to you. 
  
You have shown by your breaches of the FoIA and the Data Protection Act and your bogus handling on my 
complaint and reviews that you are trying pervert the course of justice. 
  
If you pull a stunt over pre-action protocol in order to delay proceedings, I shall introduce all my emails and 
evidence to show the Court that involving yet another Solicitor (20 months after you should have raised this 
matter with one) and helping yourself to a further 45 days from the date of his long over due letter is merely a 
tactic to delay matters even further. I shall also refer to Mr. Kreiling's contact with the Patent Office in order to 
undermine me in my efforts to deal with my grievances by way of a meeting on 16-02-08. 
  
You are as ready to lie to the Court as you ever were, and I am not delaying bringing proceedings against the 
Comptroller (to which I am joining you on account of your collusion) just because you want to introduce yet 
another Solicitor at this late stage. 
  
If you have anything to say before a claim is issued, I suggest you get your skates on and say it. Having been 
lied to repeatedly by all of you, I really do not see why I should wait another 45 days only to be told that you 
are then going to have a think about matters once again. 
  
I have provided the Attorney General's Solicitor with the information he requested of me last week and I am 
confident that now that he has my Statement of 05-11-08 and electronic evidence bundle (as sent to you on 
05-11-08) your answer to his question as to whether HMRC thinks that the penalties arise from innocent 
errors or possible fraud (quite definite fraud in this case) is going to raise all hell if you dare to suggest that 
there is doubt in your mind as to whether the Patent Office registration procedure on 20-09-04 was utterly 
unlawful from both sides of the Patent Office counter. 
  
As mentioned, I am reporting your breaches of FoIA and DPA to the Information Commissioner as wilful 
offences, as the documents and information I require of you were not exempt and have been withheld in order 
to cover up fraud and pervert the course of justice.  
  
As I now have some of those documents, I can prove that you withheld documents of great significance which 
are not exempt from disclosure. 
  
I am sure that it has dawned on you that your conduct over the past 20 months has put you clearly on-side 
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with the fraudsters at the Patent Office (it's not just the original offences, there is the four and half year cover-
up to consider also - which is also fraudulent).  
  
It therefore stands to reason that you are not fit to bring an action under FA1999 in the name of HMRC by 
reason of your complicit conduct and collusion with the Comptroller in your attempts to undermine me and 
protect him.  
  
I am therefore looking to you to tell the truth, for once, to the Attorney General's Solicitor (bearing in mind that 
if you respond through your Solicitor and he lies in respect of Stamp Duty, the Law Society   - LCS - will deal 
with it as a serious breach of their Code of Conduct).  
  
All the Attorney General needs is your view on how the liability to penalty has arisen, bearing in mind that the 
unstamped document was excluded from the Register on 20-09-04 (and put on a record elsewhere - see s.17 
Stamp Act 1891).  
  
I remind you that the Comptroller's receipt of the bogus application, which included the unstamped document, 
was registered by him on 13-09-04 under s.32 Patents Act 1977. Such recordal gives rise to penalty under 
s.17 Stamp Act 1891 also. 
  
I refer you to s.33(4) Patents Act 1977 for the legal status of such a registration of receipt of an application, 
and you will see that it certainly is a breach of the Stamp Act 1891. 
  
In fact Jacob J stated in Coflexip [1997] that registrations of receipt of unstamped applications can create a 
holding position whilst documents are sent for Stamping - but I am going to get this corrected, as unstamped 
documents should be rejected before being booked in and should not be used to establish a “holding 
position”.  
  
I should point out that the Information Commissioner's next criminal investigation of the Comptroller's conduct 
(further to the current investigation and the impending interviews in respect of the Desk Notes) involves his 
booking-in records (which list the documents received in an application), which he denies exist in a 
centralised form (see the Desk Notes for the contradiction). These records, which must be released under 
FOIA, expose what documents have been hidden over the years.  
  
The Comptroller also refuses to hand over the list of patent files he has called up from 
storage since he realised that I knew he had hidden excluded documents therein, in Not Open to Public 
Inspection pink jackets.  
  
You also know full well that Brassington can be held in contempt of court over his claims under statements of 
truth to the High Court on 09-08-07 with respect to what he knew and what he had been told with respect to 
the Stamp Duty liability. You are in no doubt whatsoever that he has lied profusely to the Court, HMRC and 
the Comptroller (you have the documentary evidence of all of this). 
  
Furthermore, you know from your own letters, which you deny exist, that a signed declaration on a Form 
21/77 is held by the Comptroller to declare that Stamp Duty has been paid and that a deleted declaration 
denotes that no Stamp Duty is chargeable.  
  
You are therefore in no doubt that the practitioner's signed declarations with respect to Stamp Duty on the 
Patents Form 21/77 dated 09-09-04 were fraudulently made and that those who sent documents to the 
practitioner on 23-01-04 knew that an assignment of debt would be chargeable with Stamp Duty and that if 
they held the mutilated document to be an assignment of IPR, it would also (in their minds) be an assignment 
of the debt and therefore be chargeable with Stamp Duty. 
  
All of this you know.  
  
I am not telling you things that you do not already know - I am simply making sure that any claim you might 
attempt to make to the Court of not having sufficient information upon which to decide whether or not you 
have done wrong and whether or not your conduct has caused me loss and harm and deprived me of the 
appropriate legal process and compensation, will be utterly destroyed by the evidence. 
  
Any claim from you with regard to lack of information or time to consider it in order to defend my claim against 
you for damages will be stopped in its tracks as an abuse of process and as an attempt to pervert the course 
of justice, to prevent the fraud from being exposed and being dealt with in the Courts. 
  
All your efforts to date have been made to prejudice and oppose me and enable the Comptroller to keep 
charging renewal fess on invalid registrations of unenforceable rights. 
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ADJUDICATION 
  
Under the circumstance of your breach of s.12 Stamp Act 1891 and the delay and damage you have caused 
by not taking the action which you should have taken, I require you to tell me why you have not yet got around 
to issuing a Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication, particularly as there is nothing new to add to the 
papers to suggest that you need do anything but calculate the interest since 05-02-08 and add it to the figure 
of £30,765.  
  
You will not put this matter to one side and issue the Notice "in due course", you will deal with it forthwith as a 
matter of the utmost urgency and tell me by return the date upon which the Notice will be issued. 
  
My request for Adjudication is not something to be placed in the hands of the Solicitor you have instructed to 
oppose me.  
  
Adjudication is not a litigious matter. 
  
You said that you would issue a Notice "right away" in a previous letter, so I fail to see why you have delayed 
matters when you knew that you were on notice of my intention to issue my claim in the High Court. 
  
Be sure to tell your Solicitor that the clock does not get re-set just because you have decided to do nothing 
with my emails for several weeks. 
  
There are no complex issues here, other than those introduced by you and the Comptroller to cover up fraud. 
  
I have told the Comptroller that I shall be issuing my claim within 14 days. 
  
You know what he has done and you know what you should have done. 
  
You denied me the proper procedure for dealing with the Comptroller's fraud and I am therefore bringing the 
action myself and claiming damages from those who have caused me loss and injury. 
  
My claim will be issued without further notice. 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
  
  
----- Original Message ----- 
From: Hanratty, Les (ESM Stamp Taxes)  
To: Sense-Sonic Ltd  
Sent: Friday, September 19, 2008 4:27 PM 
Subject: Stamping of Duplicate Documents 

 
Dear Mr Hall, 
  
Since our telephone conversation earlier today I have been advised that the delay is due to the solicitor being 
off ill. I know this is not what you wish to hear and  I can only apologise for the delay.  
  
With regard to your question on the stamping of a duplicate document. I can advise you that duplicate 
documents can be stamped under the provisions of Section 11 SA 1891 and stamped with duty under the 
provisions of  Para 19 of Schedule 13 FA 1999 The duplicate document under hand only of an instrument 
under seal is regarded as chargeable under Para 19 . Provided the original has been fully stamped the 
duplicate is chargeable with £5 fixed duty and denoted with the “Duplicate Denoting Stamp . It is important to 
note that where the provisions of Section 11apply evidence showing proof the original document has been 
stamped before the duplicate can be stamped. Under normal circumstances production of the original 
stamped document or a copy of the document showing duty paid would be expected. If that was not possible 
details of when the payment was made or a photocopy of the cashed cheque would be considered 
acceptable.  
  
Please feel free to contact me if you wish any further assistance 
  
Les Hanratty 
Operations Manager 
Tel 0131 442 3192 
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EMAIL FROM ANDREW HALL TO HMRC 15-05-09 
 
DATA PROTECTION AND FOI 
 
 
 
Dear Mr. Tierney, 
 

1. I have received (on 14-04-09 by second class post – no urgency there on your part, I 
see) your letter (dated 08-05-09) and the enclosures of what you claim is "the file 
held by DPU". 
 

2. The matter is being referred to the ICO, so I have some relevant points to make 
about what you have sent. 
 

3. Firstly, your DPU file is extremely limited in its content and suggests that you have 
acted only on what others were prepared to disclose to you. 
 

4. Secondly, I am not interested in whether Mrs. Taylor has acted in accordance with 
instructions, I (and your colleagues) have seen the most horrendous instructions to 
staff at the Patent Office and so I am quite used to civil servants being instructed to 
act in breach of their statutory duties. 
 

5. Thirdly, for Mrs. Taylor to "consider if there was anything else which fell to be 
disclosed" she would need to go further than simply taking 40 days to ask colleagues 
to confirm whether or not they had disclosed all that they should, or indeed could 
disclose. 
 

6. The information about me has been collected and is held by HMRC (across a 
number of documents) for the purposes of covering up officers' and 
directors' handling of my reporting of offences under the Stamp Act 1891, my 
requests for adjudication (to establish a formal position against the offenders), and 
my requests for action to be taken. 
 

7. I am a victim of fraud, and the proper course of action under the Finance Act 1999 
and the RC Prosecutors' Pledge is for HMRC to bring an action in the High Court 
against those who committed fraud, keep me fully informed of progress, as a 
victim, and to apply for an order for compensation on my behalf. 
 

8. I am therefore entitled, under the Pledge, to know what Ms. Ali has been up to for the 
last 20 months. 
 

9. On Wednesday next week, the Information Commissioner's Investigators interview 
the Comptroller, the Senior Legal Advisor, the Registers Manager and the 
Assignments Officer under s.77 FOIA over their obstruction with respect to written 
instructions to staff and their refusal to hand over the instructions in the form as first 
created on 01-08-07 (as opposed to in the form created especially for me - which 
form states the opposite to that which was stated to HMRC on 24-12-98 with respect 
to the inspection of instruments of settlement and transfer, and the opposite to what 
the instructions stated as at 15-06-05). The Comptroller had claimed to me on 12-11-
07 that staff had been instructed to inspect all documents received for registration - 
but when he was asked to prove this under repeated requests under the FOIA, a 17 
month battle ensued over the disclosure of the Desk Notes as they stood at 01-08-
07. 
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10. Let's hope that we do not now have the same conduct over the disclosure of your 
own "on-line instructions to staff" - which I now ask you to send to me under the 
FoIA 2000.  
 

11. Please bear in mind that I am fully aware of the construction of on-line, in-house 
documents and how easy it is for them to be prepared for transmission to me in their 
electronic form).  
 

12. Please also bear in mind that the Comptroller has had to disclose staff instructions 
under FOIA (and so must you – or you will face a s.77 investigation also), and that 
the Comptroller has had to disclose letters between HMRC and the Patent Office 
(and so must HMRC). 
 

13. You may well be focused on matters of Data Protection, but you must still comply 
with FOIA and if you or your team have seen documents which should have been 
disclosed to me under FOIA (given that you have the requests in your file) you have 
a duty to speak up and tell Mr. Brown that the HMRC files going back to 1992 do 
indeed contain the information I asked him to disclose. 
 

14. The ICO's Investigators are fully aware that people in your position use (abuse) the 
Acts as excuses not to disclose information which is harmful to them - i.e. information 
which should not exist, as it relates to actions which should not occur in public 
administration - like actions to cover up another's fraud. 
 

15. The documents in your file refer to a Mr. Paul Crelling. 
 

16. I was told that the elusive legal officer (whose job it was to dig up information about 
me to block my efforts to get HMRC to act appropriately in the matter of the 
Comptroller's fraud) was called Mr. Paul Kreiling.  
 

17. Please confirm which is correct. 
 

18. On the assumption that he is called Mr. Paul Kreiling, it is my understanding from 
your file that Mr. Kreiling has a file which relates directly to me and my affairs.  
 

19. It is a fact that he approached the fraudsters (Patent Office) to get information about 
me, and not about them and their offences (HMRC clearly has no desire or interest in 
pursuing the Comptroller - and if it did, I, as a victim, should be kept fully informed 
under the RC Prosecutors' Pledge).  
 

20. Mr. Kreiling's approach to the Comptroller (Patent Office) in February 2009 could be 
likened to the ICO's Investigators switching sides next Wednesday and asking the 
Comptroller et al what they know about me that could be used to stop me digging 
around for evidence. 
 

21. Understandably, I need to bring my action against those who have prevented me 
from receiving my entitlement of over £500,000, and I am entitled to do so without 
public administrators lying about the way the system should operate and lie about 
how they operate it – which is what happened in the High Court on 09-08-07. 
 

22. Unfortunately for me, HMRC has known about a particular Stamp Duty trap for 300 
years and has taken an all-or-nothing approach to evasion: 
 

23. HMRC has known for many years that new owners of IPR have submitted false 
assignments (short form assignments) to the Patent Office for registration of change 
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of proprietorship to cover up mixed-property assignments of the same property 
which, had they (owners) known of the way the system operates, would not have 
executed mixed property assignments, but would instead have executed separate 
instruments of transfer for each class of property. 
 

24. On the other hand, HMRC has received Stamp Duty from people who could quite 
easily have been advised to return to the assignor and execute an "assignment back" 
so that the property they wished to register could be re-assigned to them without 
other chargeable property. 
 

25. This was considered to be a legitimate procedure by Jacob J in Nutrinova v Arnold 
Suhr [2001], and I will be recommending this to the thousands of patentees who are 
trapped by the procedure instructed in Desk Notes (registering fictitious assignments 
by virtue of short form assignments following earlier assignment by an unstamped 
documents) - a procedure warned against by Jacob J in his conclusion to Coflexip 
Stena Offshore Ltd's Patent [1997] RPC 179. 
 

26. In short, HMRC held its hand out in the hopes that people would pay Stamp Duty as 
a result of ignorance of the proper way to settle and transfer property. 
 

27. Whilst I have plenty of letters from HMRC to the Comptroller (all of which HMRC 
denied existed [see FOI/1247/2009, 24-03-09]) encouraging the Comptroller to 
declare the existence of unstamped documents (Mr. Brown), I note that although 
HMRC refers in its letter of 23-03-00 to the proper way to avoid problems with Stamp 
Duty (by using separate instruments), I have not found any record of HMRC telling 
the public that separate instruments will save them paying Stamp Duty on the 
registration of transfers of exempt property. 
 

28. In other words, HMRC itself caused a culture of falsification (doubtless involving 
documents with a combined liability well in excess of £1bn) to emerge as more and 
more people (especially overseas customers - in respect of which HMRC and the 
Comptroller had extensive communication in 1999) found themselves facing vast 
Stamp Duty liabilities simply in order to register IPR and/or litigate in respect thereof. 
 

29. By hoping for more revenue than would be paid by a person aware of the trap set by 
the Stamp Act 1891, HMRC’s stand has caused the Comptroller to create a system 
which operates on fraudulent terms so as not to expose those who face vast Stamp 
Duty liabilities and therefore give false information in order to procure registration. 
 

30. That system has resulted in my loss. 
 

31. It is therefore little wonder that a registrar with no moral fibre would try to remove 
documents from the registration procedure and try to distance himself from any 
liability in the event that an unstamped document in his records was exposed. 
 

32. With no thanks to HMRC (who denied the existence of evidence) I have discovered 
the complete documentary evidence of the Comptroller’s deceitful efforts to remove 
documents from the registration procedure.  
 

33. The Comptroller wrote to HMRC on 24-12-98 thinking that HMRC would not object to 
his ignoring documents if his Forms were signed by all parties to the assignment and 
that the signatures declared that Stamp Duty had been paid, or the declaration was 
deleted and accompanied by a statement to the effect that no Stamp Duty was 
payable.  
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34. Unbeknown to HMRC the Comptroller was simultaneously trying the change the 
comforting Rule which he quoted in his letter of 24-12-98 as providing for all 
signatures. 
 

35. The Comptroller’s officers sought a change to Rule 46(2) Patents Rules 1995 to 
authorise the Comptroller to accept an application signed only buy the Assignee 
(buyer). 
 

36. A combination of the two changes – one of policy and one of statutory duty – would 
have enabled the Comptroller to argue that he was correct to register ever single 
application sent to him and bearing only one signature, without question.  
 

37. The plan failed, and two signatures were in fact still required. But in the case of my 
Patent, there is only one signature on the Form 21/77 and it is not that of an 
assignor, an assignee or an Agent – it is merely a practitioner’s signature, the 
practitioner relying on the signatures on the forged evidence of assignment to satisfy 
the alternative statutory requirements to the Form 21/77 being duly signed by the 
applicant, the assignor and the assignee.   
 

38. It is that forged evidence of assignment which is chargeable with Stamp Duty on 
account of its reference to a trade debt. Being deemed a “main agreement” by the 
Assignments Officer, it was excluded from the Register when in fact the entire 
application should have been excluded. Such was the keenness of the Comptroller to 
keep paying customers – he does not care who pays renewal fees and he does not 
care if the registered proprietor is the true proprietor; he considers that to be other 
people’s problem – in spite of the fact that he creates the problem in the first place. 
 

39. I was able to establish this for fact because, fortunately, before committing further 
breaches under the FoIA 2000, which are subject to a further investigation under 
s.77, the Comptroller handed over 23 pages of communications between HMRC and 
the Patent Office which your Mr. Brown claimed on 24-03-09 do not exist. 
 

40. HMRC is wholly responsible for creating this situation and, because it did not want to 
expose the Comptroller's actions and its own blind eyes, is in opposition to me. 
 

41. Why should that be? 
 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 

42. As a result of HMRC's opposition to my efforts to get the Comptroller into Court, you 
now have information about me which you claim is exempt from disclosure because it 
is within legal advice and is intended to be used against me.  

 
43. I suggest that you block out the legal advice, and send me the documents (which is 

what others do). 
 

44. All HMRC had to do was take a just and formal position and do its duty when it first 
heard of my case - but your colleagues decided to operate to different, 
unlawful instructions and it has led to us all having massive files on the subject. 
 

45. Mr. Kreiling does have statements about me in his possession and these are not 
exempt under DPA just because they may be in documents containing what he 
claims to be legal advice.  
 

46. In any event, he is not the appointed Solicitor in this matter. 
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47. My brother (a barrister) is your (or your boss') counterpart at IBM and knows a thing 
or two about Data Privacy and Data Protection, so you can rest assured that, one 
way or another - by Court Order, if necessary - the information you are withholding 
will be exposed, as will HMRC role in the covering up of the Comptroller's fraud. 

  
48. The Comptroller is further down the criminal investigation route, so the further 

communications between HMRC and the Patent Office will emerge via the ICO in 
any event. 
 

49. The Courts require public servants to tell the whole truth, and not just a bit of it, so I 
am quite entitled to ask for all of the information and not accept only what you are 
willing to disclose. 
 

50. And let’s face it, HMRC is not willing to disclose any information whatsoever.  
 

51. Sending me copies of my own emails to HMRC and letters sent to me by HMRC is 
not a complete disclosure if HMRC will not also send emails and letters on the very 
same subject matter which were not sent by me or to me. 
 

52. If you are claiming exemption by reason of defence, you should tell me upon what 
date HMRC determined that it was in opposition to me and that the information it 
created thereafter was exempt. 
 

53. Certainly all documents relating to the bogus adjudication are not exempt under the 
FOIA nor under DPA. 
 

54. I am therefore putting the matters of DP and FoI to the Information Commissioner. 
 

55. Your “on-line instructions”, which you say Ms. Taylor followed to the letter, need 
looking at. 
 

56. And I want to know why Mr. Kreiling set out to undermine me whilst Mr. John and Ms. 
Ali pretended that they were trying to help me. 
 

57. There is nothing wrong in me wanting HMRC completely on-side before I bring a 
second action in the High Court.  
 

58. After all, the habitual asset-stripper who stole my IP has no documentary evidence to 
link his shams to my IP save for an unstamped sale agreement (which is not an 
assignment) and some falsified registrations of change of proprietorship in breach of 
the Stamp Act 1891. 
 

59. But as HMRC is clearly an unwilling witness and has been lying to me and deceiving 
me for 20 months, I cannot trust HMRC to tell the truth in Court. 
 

60. It is HMRC’s conduct alone which has made it an opponent to my cause. 
 

61. I have done nothing wrong. 
 

62. Your colleagues have long-since been fully aware of the fact that the Comptroller, 
after recording (on the Register on 13-09-04) receipt of an application to register a 
(fictitious) assignment (the application containing an unstamped document, and 
recordal therefore being in breach of s.14 and giving rise to penalty under s.17), hid 
the unstamped document during the registration procedure on 20-09-04 and altered 
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the standard register entry for assignments so as to pretend that the document was 
never received and that only a Form 21/77 was relied upon for registration. 
 

63. Contrary to the policy set out in a letter from the Comptroller to HMRC on 24-12-99, 
the Form 21/77 in this case was not properly signed, and so a non-standard 
confirmatory letter upon registration was drawn up and sent to the patent agents so 
as not to draw attention to that fact. 
 

64. Such acts are not mere breaches of statutory duty, they are acts of positive 
wrongdoing and, what's more, the registration of a fictitious assignment on the basis 
of only one signature (which was not permitted under the Acts and rules) was 
foreseen by the Comptroller in 1998 and 1999 and was reported to Parliament on 29-
11-99 in a request to alter the Patents Rules 1995 and thereby reduce the statutory 
requirement for signatures on an application to just one (a scam which common 
sense and the Stamp Act scuppered, as (i) the assignee has to confirm that Stamp 
Duty has been paid and (ii) HMRC declared publicly that it wanted the Comptroller to 
inspect documents, not ignore them, when the Stamp Duty declarations on his Forms 
are signed). 
 

65. The message to the High Court which arises from HMRC’s handling of my requests 
for information is that you are perverting the course of justice. 
 

66. The paper produced by One Crown Office Row Chambers (the leading public law 
set) makes it clear that the Courts expect you to deliver up evidence under DPA and 
FOIA because it is cheaper than doing it under a disclosure order. 
 

67. The fact that you have information which you are averse to disclosing (and the fact 
that I now have some of that information from another source) sends out a clear 
message - HMRC is acting to cover up fraud rather than bringing an action under the 
Finance Act 1999. 
 

68. You should hear from the Attorney General's Solicitor today with regard to such 
action. 
 

69. There is still time for HMRC to switch sides and bring an action against the 
Comptroller and Mr. Brassington et al  - the documentary evidence clearly being 
sufficient to get a summary judgement and secure compensation for me. 
 

70. However, I appreciate that HMRC faces very similar problems as have faced 
the Comptroller over the past four and half years - bringing an action against 
Brassington et al for falsification of the Registers would have exposed the 
Comptroller’s own offences. 
 

71. In the same vein, doubtless HMRC is fearful of what the Comptroller might throw 
back at HMRC in such an action under the Finance Act 1999, not that it would make 
him any less liable  - but he would nevertheless want to blame HMRC in so far as he 
can and use his evidence to persuade HMRC not to take action. 
 

72. It therefore makes sense for such an action to be brought by another party, but in the 
name of the Attorney General and I have asked the Attorney General to establish 
why HMRC has not taken action.   
 

73. Please deal with my FOI request and keep your files (going back to 1992) safe 
so that the Information Commissioner's Investigators can make their own 
minds up as to whether Mr. Brown is in breach of s.77 for denying the 
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existence of existing documents, whether you are in breach of DPA for 
withholding information about me, and whether you are both unlawfully 
withholding information from me in breach of FOIA. 
 

74. As you are the DP manager, it might be advisable for you, personally, to look at Mr. 
Kreiling's entire file, and not merely at what he selects for your inspection.  
 

75. It might also be advisable for you to consider why a victim of Stamp Duty fraud has 
been subject to 20 months of opposition from Ms. Ali and why she claims not to have 
procured any disclosable information during that time not yet seen by me. 
 

76. The DPA and FOIA are not to be interpreted as mechanisms by which the public 
administrator simply wastes time and sends an enquirer copies of documents 
previously sent to and received by the enquirer. 
 

77. I shall get the ICO to check your on-line instructions and spell out to you the types of 
document which are known to be in your possession and which cannot be 
legitimately withheld under DPA or FOIA.  

 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Andrew Hall.      
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "John, Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "Ali, Yasmin (ESM Stamp 

Taxes )" <yasmin.ali@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>; "de Brunner, Mark (ESM)" 
<mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 28 May 2009 12:07
Attach: DESK NOTES 1.pdf; Pat Ass DN Ver2.pdf; Pat Ass DN Ver3.pdf
Subject: Forged Patents Register Administration Desk Notes 01-08-07 & Adjudication

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

Mr. De Brunner, 
  
Forged Desk Notes 
  
Following a search at the Patent Office by investigators from the ICO on 20-05-09, the 01-08-07 Desk Notes 
which I procured from the Comptroller after a year of obstruction in breach of FOIA 2000 (Pat Ass DN 
Ver3.pdf) and to which I have referred you, have proved to be a forgery. 
  
The Comptroller did not want me to see section  2.02 (5)  (page 14) of DESK NOTES 1 (the true version 
issued to staff) - which HMRC claimed it objected to in 1999 - so his Registers Manager altered it and sent me 
a forgery in line with the Comptroller's false claims of 12-11-07 that staff were under instruction to inspect all 
documents. 
  
Compare s.2.02 (5) of all three pdfs. 
  
The investigators also found Ver2. It had its purpose in the forgery process and was of no use to staff 
whatsoever (being identical to DESK NOTES 1). 
  
The current efforts to get the Comptroller off the hook for forgery will fail on account of additional evidence I 
held back for the purposes of defeating such a cover-up attempt. 
  
In breach of FOIA 2000 you denied ever writing to the Comptroller to encourage him to ensure that Stamp 
Duty was paid where it was due, but the Comptroller, thinking that you would disclose the 1998-
2000 communications between yourselves, did so. 
  
He wrote to you on 24-12-98 telling you that he would ignore documents if application forms were "properly 
signed". You wrote back on 07-01-99 referring him to s.17 SA1891. 
  
You were unaware that he was simultaneously trying to change the Patents Rules with regard to what 
"properly signed" meant. In short he was trying to get rid of the need for the owner to sign the Form - that way 
he would ignore documentary evidence and claim that the Form, being signed by the assignee only, covered 
the Stamp Duty declaration and the statutory requirements for evidence of assignment. The plan failed. 
  
You later published your disapproval if his new policy to ignore documentary evidence in the CIPA Journal in 
September 1999. 
  
Having claimed to me on 12-11-07 that he had conducted a thorough review of training, practice and 
procedures and that staff were instructed to inspect documents, I asked the Comptroller to send me a copy of 
the staff instructions under FOIA and he acknowledged this request in December 2007. 
  
In July 2008 I eventually received pages 6, 13,14 & 15 of the Desk Notes which you know as the 2007 Desk 
Notes. The accompanying letter declared that they were "the Desk Notes as amended in August 2007". 
  
As you know, section 2.02 (5) of the 2007 Desk Notes in your possession instructs staff to inspect all 
documents. But the true document, DESK NOTES1, instructs staff to ignore documents - if the Form is 
"properly signed". The Form dated 09-09-04 was not "properly signed" (the Acts, Rules and Desk Notes 
require two signatures), so the document in my case was inspected - and found to be hopelessly defective- 
and summarily excluded as standing in the way of registering a new customer in place of an insolvent owner. 
  
The Comptroller's letter of 24-12-98 to you, and the attached Notice therewith, which was then published in 
the Patents & Designs Journal on 27-01-99, and the 2005 Desk Notes say the opposite to what the 1194
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Comptroller claimed to me on 12-11-07 - they state that staff will ignore documents if the Form 21/77 
is "properly signed". 
  
According to all Desk Notes, prior to 01-01-05 the signatures of both the assignor and the assignee had to be 
present on a Form 21/77, or it had to be registered together with documentary evidence. Patents Directorate 
99/3 explained why both signatures were still required in spite of the rule change on 22-12-99 which 
Parliament was deceived into believing would reduce the number of required signatures to just one. 
  
As you know, the Form 21/77 dated 09-09-04 and bearing the false applicant name Tonewear Ltd and falsely 
claiming there to have been an assignment of patent on 15-09-03 was signed only by Wilson Gunn M'Caw, 
who were not Agent for Sense-Sonic Ltd and were not Agent for the applicant either, as they did not follow 
through with registration as Agent.  
  
The Desk Notes 1 (page 35 column 6) show that the Comptroller was monitoring the number of applications 
for registration of Agent or Address for Service. His standard confirmatory letter referred to such further 
action, but in the case of my patent, he deleted the reference from the letter before sending it (he wanted to 
leave the signature open to far-fetched interpretation and not to have it validated as Agent for the assignee - 
which is insufficient for registration without documentary evidence). 
  
As you know, he also deleted the standard wording "and documents" from the register, because he saw a 
need to exclude the defective document. As you know, staff were instructed to exclude (not ignore) main 
agreements, because they could be chargeable with Stamp Duty (see Desk Notes s.4.02 and s.4.12 for 
example). 
  
In a decision not to correct the Register, the Comptroller claimed that if the document was noticed to be 
unstamped, he would have registered the transaction on the basis of only the Form. He knows full well that 
such an act is fraudulent. 
  
So there we have it; not only did the Comptroller defraud HMRC in accordance with his unlawful instructions, 
he tried to make out in his letter to me of 12-11-07 that he simply didn't look closely enough at the document 
when in fact he had a damn good look at it and excluded it. And to cap it all, when I asked for his Desk Notes, 
he sent me a forgery and thereafter repeatedly insisted that there was no other version of the 2007 Desk 
Notes and that I had been sent the 01-08-07 Desk Notes as they stood at 01-08-07. 
  
The ICO has sent me three pdfs, two of which they had made on the Comptroller's premises on 20-05-09 and 
I attach all three for your information, it being only reasonable that I should inform you that the 2007 Desk 
Notes we have been referring to all this time are a forgery and that the true Desk Notes actually 
instructed staff to ignore documents. 
  
I have studied (by automated programming) 5,900 patent registers and I have inspected the files of a number 
of patents administered in September 2004 (selected at random by the Comptroller's Deputy Finance 
Director) so I can say without a shadow of a doubt that the Comptroller still registered all documents which 
looked like assignments of only IPR, whether or not the Forms appeared to be signed by all parties. And I can 
say without a shadow of a doubt that documents which looked like main agreements, and/or affected property 
which was not IPR, were excluded from the Register - as instructed in the Desk Notes. 
  
S.109 Patents Act 1977 (falsification of the Register) and the relevant authorities ("shutting ones eyes"), 

referred to in the CIPA Guide (Black Book), explain where this is all heading.   
   
ADJUDICATION 
  
Solicitors acting for Glentronics Ltd (the debtor which owes my company £1,333,558.30) have asked me to 
produce evidence of assignment of that debt to Elitesound Ltd. I cannot do this because there was no 
assignment. They have asked me for a copy of the sale agreement which you pretended to adjudicate on. I 
cannot do this because it cannot be used for any purpose save that in respect of s.14(1-3) and as evidence in 
criminal proceedings.  
  
A Formal Notice of Decision on Adjudication would greatly assist me to deal with the matter and put pressure 
on Mr. Brassington to complete the agreement he was so averse to completing (on account of the third party 
rights, title and interests). Mr. Brassington has taken money from Glentronics Ltd in respect of the 
debt without the right to do so, and it is my hope that he will be pursued for repayment of a sum greater than 
the £535,000 plus interest he owes me, and opt to pay Stamp Duty and complete the agreement.  
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You stand in the way yet again, so if you do not pull your finger out and issue the Formal Notice (which you 
previously claimed was a mere formality which you would arrange forthwith) I will apply for an Order 
(mandamus) to make you comply with your statutory duty.  
  
Please tell me why it is taking you so long to issue a Formal Notice in conclusion of work you claim to have 
long-since completed. The Courts do not stay proceedings for such a length of time in order to complete an 
adjudication from scratch, so your conduct will be seen for what it is - vindictive.  
  
Time is of the essence. 
  
Andrew Hall. 
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EMAIL FROM SENSE-SONIC LTD 
 

17-06-09 
 
 
 

To Mr. M. De Brunner (Director, HMRC Stamp Taxes) and Mr. J. Brassington 
(director of Glentronics Ltd (in liquidation) and director of Elitesound Ltd), 

 
 
 
 
Sirs, 

 
15-09-03 unstamped Sale Agreement 
 

1. Mr. De Brunner refuses to adjudicate the 15-09-03 sale agreement in spite of 
having sufficient best evidence (for the purpose) to expose as false his (Mr. 
De Brunner's) new claims that there is contention with regard to the integrity 
of certified copies of the sale agreement giving rise to his unprecedented 
requirement for the original documents to be presented in place of an 
"abstract" (as prescribed in the Act) and in place of a "certified copy" (as 
prescribed in the Stamp Taxes Manual).  
 

2. HMRC's doubts with regards to the authenticity of the counterparts of the sale 
agreement sent by Mr. Brassington and by Mr. Lund (for Mr. Conn) are 
fictitious and wholly without foundation, and I am of a mind to leave such 
further perverse conduct for criminal proceedings. 
 

3. HMRC's Solicitor knows it to be most appropriate for my allegations to be 
dealt with in the criminal courts (or under FA1999), along with other matters of 
perversion - such as the denial of the existence of documents which, together 
with Regulatory Impact Assessment documentation and genuine and forged 
Patents Register Administration Desk Notes, are now discovered and 
exposed as being wholly explanatory of numerous unlawful practices, 
including fraud, at the Patent Office. 
 

4. In the case of Mr. Conn's counterpart of the sale agreement, only the 
signature pages differ from Mr. Brassington's counterpart. 
 

5. It has taken two months for Mr. Conn to acknowledge to me, via his 
Solicitors, that he believes it is his signature on Mr. Brassington's counterpart. 
 

6. I attach the Solicitor's certification to that end, but anticipate your rejection 
thereof even though a court would look at the combination of the certified 
counterpart and this certified signature page and, in accordance with s.14(1) 
determine from your attached letters and FA1999 that the document is 
chargeable with Stamp Duty and therefore should not be used to procure 
registration of any transaction, let alone a transaction which it did not even 
effect.    
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7. One thing that is for sure, Mr. Conn did not sign the original counterpart in his 
possession.  

 
8. And whilst Mr. Conn’s counterpart (minus his signature) can be used in 

evidence (in criminal and civil proceedings) to show that Mr. Brassington 
intended to procure the transfer of property by separate documents to 
different persons, in order to avoid the Stamp Duty problems referred to by 
HMRC in the attached letters from March 2000, it is not evidence of any such 
transactions or of any transaction whatsoever.  
 

9. The document, not being executed, is not chargeable with Stamp Duty and I 
take your letter of 12-06-09 to be the last word on the matter of Adjudication 
with respect to the only counterpart of the sale agreement other than that held 
tight by Mr. Brassington, as neither I nor Mr. Conn can sign it – and even if we 
could, it would not have retrospective effect and the date of execution would 
therefore fall outside the Stamp Duty era.  
 

10. A lesson can be learned from Coflexip Stena Offshore Ltd’s Patent [1997] 
RPC 179 in that such a second document with respect to the same property 
will prevail if the earlier document is not duly stamped. But in this case there is 
no possibility of executing Mr. Conn’s counterpart and taking no notice of the 
unstamped document held by Mr. Brassington.  
 

11. By reference to sch. 13, c.16, s.112(3) FA 1999 such a document, if executed 
on 15-09-03, would be chargeable with Stamp Duty in the absence of 
assignments, and would not be chargeable with Stamp Duty in the presence 
of a duly Stamped assignment in respect of the £1,333,558.30 trade debt 
owed to Sense-Sonic Ltd.  
 

12. The facts are indisputable. There was intentional provision made for separate 
assignments and an intentional avoidance of executing them. 
 

13. Coflexip makes it clear that such assignments cannot follow a main 
agreement which also operates as an assignment, but instead must follow an 
agreement to assign (such as the sale agreement). 
 

14. So, Mr. Conn cannot sign the agreement because he is no longer an officer of 
Sense-Sonic Ltd.  
 

15. And I cannot sign the agreement because there is no place for any officer of 
SSL other than Mr. Conn to sign it. 
 

16. As you will not adjudicate, it stands to reason that you will not Stamp anything 
but the document held by Mr. Brassington. 
 

17. You have introduced requirements which are not in the Act or the Stamp 
Taxes Manual in order to facilitate an obstructive decision not to adjudicate 
the documents I have sent to you as best evidence of the sale agreement. 
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18. However, I do not need the sale agreement or an adjudication to prove that 
the Comptroller excluded a mutilated copy of Mr. Brassington's counterpart 
from the registration on 20-09-04. 
 

19. The facts and documentary evidence show that Mr. Brassington’s application 
was deemed so defective that significant adjustments had to be made in order 
to get it though to the Register. 
 

20. Those adjustments were made for three reasons: (1) lack of evidence of 
assignment on the Form 21/77; (2) lack of evidence of assignment in the 
document; (3) multiple signs of an unpaid liability to Stamp Duty. 
 

21. Whether or not the document is chargeable with Stamp Duty is no longer a 
defining matter, as I have the documentary evidence to prove that the 
Comptroller’s practice was to hide and exclude main agreements if there was 
a possibility that they might be chargeable with Stamp Duty.  
 

22. The unstamped document with which Mr. Brassington attempted to deceive 
first the patent agent and then the Comptroller (deceiving neither) was used 
by the Comptroller in such a way as not to interfere with the registration 
process - a fraudulent use of an unstamped document and a use which has 
given rise to HMRC’s Solicitor confirming that the Comptroller is liable to 
penalty under s.17 Stamp Act 1891. 
 

23. The Attorney General is still waiting for HMRC’s reason for identifying a 
liability to penalty if not by reason of fraud.  
 

24. Certainly an excluded unstamped document and a registration of only an 
invalidly signed Form 21/77, and with reference to the solitary signatory being 
deleted from the standard confirmatory letter doesn’t come close to any 
definition of mistake. 
 

25. In this case, the officer did a number of specific things, rather than forgetting 
to do anything. 
 

26. The matter of the registration is indefensible.  
 

27. Had the Comptroller inspected and registered the mutilated sale agreement 
together with an inadequately signed Form 21/77, or had he ignored and 
registered the mutilated sale agreement together with an adequately signed 
Form 21/77 (as he told you on 24-12-98 he would do in such circumstances - 
see attached letter) the register entry on 20-09-04 would be in the form of the 
standard automated wording, and the confirmatory letter dated 20-09-04 
would use the standard wording of such letters. 
 

28. However, the standard wording has not been used in either case.  
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29. The claim against the Comptroller therefore goes beyond registering 
a fictitious transaction on the basis of a practitioner's solitary signature 
(something the Comptroller predicted to Parliament on 29-11-99 could well 
happen) and accuses him (Comptroller) of acting in accordance with his own 
section instructions to hide documents of such a defective nature.  
 

30. Whilst Mr. Brassington instructed his Solicitors to send Wilson Gunn M'Caw 
on 23-01-04 a mutilated copy of his counterpart of the sale agreement and to 
claim it to be effective as an assignment, (in response to a request from 
Wilson Gunn M'Caw on 14-01-04 for "the original assignment 
documentation"), and whilst Wilson Gunn M'Caw's letter to the Comptroller of 
09-09-04 sought registration of a Form 21/77 and an extract from an 
"agreement", no registration of the document was made on 20-09-04.  
 

31. The assignments officer certainly saw the sale agreement: an internal email 
from the assignments officer who made the registration mentioned to the 
Senior Legal Officer that administrative receivers sold the Patent - and yet 
there is no mention of administrative receivers in Wilson Gunn M'Caw's letter 
or the Form 21/77. Such mention of administrative receivers is in the mutilated 
agreement itself, which was excluded from the Register. 
 

32. In response, the Senior Legal Officer mentioned the names Elitesound Ltd, 
Tonewear Ltd and Websound Ltd. He could have got those names from 
nowhere other than from the mutilated sale agreement itself.  
 

33. All assignments sent to the Comptroller together with Forms 21/77 that week 
(20-09-04) were registered as "Form 21/77 and documents filed on ...." 
whether or not the Forms bore the signatures of all parties, and all received 
the standard confirmatory letter referring to the practitioners' details at box 6 
of the Form 21/77.  
 

34. Wilson Gunn M'Caw did not receive such standard documents on 20-09-04 
because they did not send an assignment, had not paid Stamp Duty and 
because the parties had not signed the Form 21/77. 
 

35. The Dispute Management protocol in the Desk Notes was not followed upon 
receipt of my instant complaint because the registration was intentional and 
the Comptroller did not want to risk exposure of the practice by which the 
registration was made.  
 

36. Mr. Brassington clearly has unfinished business to attend to. 
 

37. As Mr. Brassington has asked for adjudication and as he is the person 
who agreed that his companies would be jointly and severally liable to 
pay the Stamp Duty, this email is a formal request from Sense-Sonic Ltd 
for him to abide by the terms of the sale agreement. 
 

38. If he does not want an assignment of the debt, which is in the process of 
being clawed back, he should send you the original counterpart and get it 
Stamped. 
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39. As Mr. Brassington will soon have to decide which is the cheaper option, 

getting the document Stamped and trying to enforce it or not getting it 
Stamped and having to return the unassigned property he has taken (and 
compensate SSL for any damage to property he cannot return), I ask you to 
keep the counterpart sent to you by Mr. Lund and the attached certified 
signature page as best evidence of SSL’s counterpart and Stamp it 
when Mr. Brassington presents the original counterpart for Stamping.   
 

40. On account of HMRC’s further obstructive conduct and your Solicitor’s 
deceitful approach to the requirements for adjudication in circumstances 
where only one counterpart bears both signatures, I am going to let the civil 
proceedings against the Comptroller expose its Directors’ and officers’ 
perversion and demonstrate they have managed the care and conduct of 
Stamp Duty since HMRC abandoned its interests in the Comptroller’s 
Registers. 
 

41. As far as the Comptroller is concerned (having seen the letters myself), you 
gave him the green light to register transactions effected by chargeable 
documents without ensuring that they were duly Stamped; but as you had no 
powers to release him from his statutory duty to the contrary, he continued in 
his habit of hiding main and full agreements, just to be on the safe side. 
 

42. I expect that Mr. Brassington, having claimed in proceedings to have sought 
adjudication, in order to pervert the course of justice (as he did with his claims 
as to what was his understanding of the debt at the time of the sale), will not 
want to send you his original counterpart. 
 

43. HMRC can therefore close this particular episode by establishing 
whether Mr. Brassington’s counterpart  - the only original, executed 
document - is essential for adjudication, for if it is, you must tell me by 
return. 
 

44. You have already wasted 20 months over the matter of adjudication and any 
mention by your Solicitors of costs should be made in front of a mirror. 
 

45. In any event, I do not see that the cost of criminal proceedings are any 
concern of mine. 
 

46. If Mr. Brassington wants to complete the outstanding matters, in accordance 
with the terms and conditions, I suggest that he returns to his original 
solicitors and has them draw up the documents they prescribed by their very 
own amendments to clause 4.5 at noon on 11-09-03. 
 

47. However, he may have difficulty to that end, as he told the Comptroller that 
they (original Solicitors) were undertaking a thorough investigation to prove 
that the trade debt was a capital loan (which the Solicitors promptly denied, in 
writing) and told HMRC that if the assessment of his counterpart was correct, 
he had been misadvised by his Solicitors at the time of the sale. 
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48. No Judge is going to treat the attached Memorandum as a privileged 
document in the light of Mr. Brassington’s attached claims to the High Court 
on 09-08-07. 
 
Summary 
 

49. So, in conclusion, I have provided all that I can in order to procure a Formal 
Notice of Decision on Adjudication, and HMRC has done everything it can not 
to do so. 
 

50. On account of Mr. Conn’s negligence, I have failed to provide what Mr. De 
Brunner says he requires, and I therefore have his final Decision: 
 

Neither Mr. Conn nor Sense-Sonic Ltd has an agreement which can be 
adjudicated for Stamp Duty purposes. 

 
51. It is not possible to create a second original executed document. 
  
52. Only Mr. Brassington has an original executed document, and he has made 

numerous false statements in proceedings and to HMRC and the Comptroller 
in order to pervert the course of justice and avoid getting the document 
Stamped. 
 

53. The attached documents will show Mr. Brassington that the Comptroller knew 
that I was on the right trail when I discovered the Stamp Duty point in July 
2007, so all Mr. Brassington’s wild claims to the Comptroller and Registrar of 
how a mixed-property transaction can be used were known to be desperate 
and fanciful. 
 

54. One things is for certain, Jacob LJ (Court of Appeal) understands every 
aspect of this case, as he has seen much of it before and suspected the rest – 
save that he didn’t consider that the Comptroller might be telling staff to hide 
documents in order to assist applicants avoid Stamp Duty. 
 

55. In 1997 it was said that if the suspicions were right (and they most certainly 
are) there would be very serious commercial consequences. 
 

56. You can both take the credit for causing those suspicions to be proved, 
though not for any of the right reasons.  
 

57. As HMRC is unwilling to bend (i.e. bend back to straight) it unwritten 
requirements and accept an application for adjudication which is in full 
accordance with the letter of the Act and with the Stamp Taxes Manual, it is 
going to need a very good reason for obstructing adjudication – and its 
Solicitor (to whom I shall send the Law Society’s warning) is going to face the 
LCS for deceit in presenting any such “good reason”, for there is none. 
 

58. Would you both please make your intentions known with regard to 
adjudication and Stamping of the sale agreement?  
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59. If you are joined to the proceedings (in which you are to be cited as interested 
parties) and then try to rely on the document for any defence, I will present 
this letter as evidence that you were made aware of the case for Stamping the 
sale agreement and completing the transactions.   
 

60. I will make your positions clear to the judge at my first case management 
meeting.  
 

61. If Mr. Brassington still wants to claim that the £1,333,558.30 accumulated 
trade debt, which figure he calculated from the excel spreadsheet, was a 
Capital Loan made on 19-06-02, maybe he can:  
 
  

i. Remind us of the names of the directors who established it; 
  

ii. the date upon which the Capital Loan was made to Leaf; 
 
iii. the amount of the Capital Loan on that date; 

 
iv. the name of the Solicitors who would have drawn up the necessary 

documentation; 
 

v. the names of the directors who signed it; 
 
vi. explain why his Solicitors told him and his potential investors that the 

debt was chargeable with Ad Valorem Stamp Duty and yet he told the 
High Court, the Comptroller and HMRC that his Solicitors had spelt out 
the terms of the capital loan, and not just any kind of capital loan – a fully 
exempt capital loan - in such wonderful detail that he remembered 
sufficient of that detail to put it in writing and then ask HMRC where he 
might find confirmation of such an exemption.  

 
62. I will gladly provide a list of directors who did not sign any such document.  
 
63. You can already find that list at Companies House under Sense-Sonic Ltd and 

Leaf Technologies Ltd. 
 

64. Given that Mr. Brassington and his legal representatives have seen the 
documentary evidence of the establishment accrual and accounting of trade 
debt, there has been no need for me to contact all of the directors to get them 
to add to the existing written confirmation that there was no formal loan 
agreement between SSL and Leaf, but I will do so. 
 

65. I await your decisions on what steps you propose to take with regard to 
getting the sale agreement duly Stamped and will, of course, be presenting all 
of Mr. Brassington’s claims under statement of truth to the High Court 
together with HMRC’s ever-changing explanations as to why there has been 
no adjudication after all, and why it cannot fulfil the statutory duty.  
 
Andrew Hall                                                                                          17-06-09 
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Schedule 1 
 
A reminder of some of Mr. Brassington’s claims: 
 
Witness Statement (High Court): 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14. Elite took appropriate legal advice when it acqu ired the share capital of Leaf 
Technologies and the business and assets of Sense Sonic Limited and the intercompany 
debt on 15!h September 2003. Nicholson. Graham and Jones, the then solicitors 
adv ising on the transaction, advised me what documents were dutiable. namely a share 
transfer for Leaf Technologies. l understand that the debt concemed was not a trading 
debt but arose in the nature of loan capital. Understandably, Elite and Conversor do not 
want to pay money which they were advised was not and is not payable. 

3 

20. As to paragraph 30, I understand Mr Hall to be saying Ihal he takes exception to the 
nature of the "intercompany debt", but I attach as pages 134- 139 of 18/1 the cover and 
re levant pages of HMR&C's predecessor' s Stamp Duty Manual (2002) which re late to 
the relevant exclusion from dutiability applying to loan capital which on my 
understanding at the time of the transaction app lied to that "debt". 

2 1. As to paragraph 34. this sccms to me to be an admission on the part of Mr Hall that 
NLM's whole application is based o n Mr Hall' s speculation as to what may happen if 
he is right and Conversor and Elite were misadvised at the time of the transaction the 
subject of the di sputed sale agreement. It seems to me that thi s could much more 
rem.onably have been dealt with in the course of the original enti tlement proceedings 
whether the UKJPO declined to deal o r sent the matter 10 a judge. 

24. Con'Versor and Elitesound are most definitely not ready fOl' U\ effecti'Ve heatina ofMr 
Hall' , application and would want to file fUrther eviden .. .,d pn:pon: more fully 
befon: su<:h • hearin8 took pI""". In the event I respectfully ask thai Mr Hall', 
approodl be seen for what il is, on attempt 10 deny juSli<:c: to Conversor and Elilesound 
aiuj.J-ftJlUC:s1 thai the appliCalion be dismissed. 

I believe ~I'¥ facts in my witness statement are true. 

Managing Director of Conversor Products Limited 
Director ofElilc>ound Umited 
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MCHOI,SON GRAIIAM & JONES TO: Jeremy Brassington
John Moulton
Clive Richards

Robin Tutty

8112

11 September 2003

RBT/LeafMEMORANDT]M

FROM:

EXT:

DATE:

REF:

PROJECT LEAF

1. Purchase Agreement

Attached to this memorandum is the draft purchase agreement with the Receivers of
Sense-Sonic Limited. This document is now in agreed form (subject only to minor
amendments) and is in the normal form for a sale by administrative receivers.

2. Structure

As reflected in the purchase agreement it is proposed that the purchase will be effected
by 3 new companies ("Newco 1", "Newco 2",and "Newco 3"). Newco 1 will acquire
the only issued share in the share capital of Leaf Technologies Limited ("kaf'), the
inter-company debt due from Leaf to Sense-Sonic Limited and the goodwill associated
with the Sense-Sonic/Leaf business. Newco 2 will acquire the intellectual propeny
rights and Newco 3 will acquire the tooling. It may be desirable for planr and
equipment currently owned by Leaf to be transferred to Newco 3 following the
acquisition so as to leave Leaf as a trading entity using the intellectual properfy, tooling
and plant and equipment on licences from Newco 2 and Newco 3.

Assignment of Debt

Under the purchase agreement the inter-company debt from Leaf to Sense-Sonic
Limited will be assigned to Newco 1. The assignment will attract ad valorem stamp
duty at 3Vo anthe amount of the debt.

The Debentures

It is envisaged that the investor group will provide funds by way of subscription for
ordinary shares and loans to Newco 1 which will be the holding company for Leaf,
Newco 2 and Newco 3.

Funds provided to Newco 1 will be on-lent as required to Newco 2 and Newco 3 for the
purposes of the acquisition and Newco 2 and Newco 3 will grant debentures as security
for the repayment of such loans.

Following the assignment of the inter-company debt to Newco 1 it will require
repayment of such debt from Leaf but will then re-lend the sum repaid on the security
of a debenture.

3.

4.

C:\Docurnents and Settings\SWimpory\Local Settings\Tempom$, Intemet Fil*\OlKD3\Moulton-ml l.doc

NICHOLSON GRAHAM & JONES TO: Jerell1yBrassington 
John Moulton 
Clive Richards 

FROM: Robin Tutty 

EXT: 8112 

DATE: 11 Septell1ber 2003 

MEMORANDUM REF: RBTlLeaf 

PROJECT LEAF 

1. Purchase Agreement 

Attached to this ll1ell1orandull1 is the draft purchase agreell1ent with the Receivers of 
Sense-Sonic Lilllited. This docull1ent is now in agreed fOflll (subject only to lllinor 
alllendll1ents) and is in the nOflllal fOflll for a sale by adlllinistrative receivers. 

2. Structure 

As reflected in the purchase agreell1ent it is proposed that the purchase will be effected 
by 3 new cOll1panies ("Newco I", "Newco 2", and "Newco 3"). Newco 1 will acquire 
the only issued share in the share capital of Leaf Technologies Lilllited ("Leaf'), the 
inter-coll1pany debt due frOll1 Leaf to Sense-Sonic Lilllited and the goodwill associated 
with the Sense-SoniclLeaf business. Newco 2 will acquire the intellectual property 
rights and Newco 3 will acquire the tooling. It ll1ay be desirable for plant and 
equipll1ent currently owned by Leaf to be transferred to Newco 3 following the 
acquisition so as to leave Leaf as a trading entity using the intellectual property, tooling 
and plant and equipment on licences frOll1 Newco 2 and Newco 3. 

3. Assignment of Debt 

Under the purchase agreement the inter--coll1pany debt from Leaf to Sense-Sonic 
Lilllited will be assigned to Newco 1. The assignll1ent will attract ad valorell1 stall1p 
duty at 3% on the alllount of the debt. 

4. The Debentures 

It is envisaged that the investor group will provide funds by way of subscription for 
ordinary shares and loans to Newco 1 which will be the holding cOll1pany for Leaf, 
Newco 2 and Newco 3. 

Funds provided to Newco 1 will be on-lent as required to Newco 2 and Newco 3 for the 
purposes of the acquisition and Newco 2 and Newco 3 will grant debentures as security 
for the repayll1ent of such loans. 

Following the assignment of the inter-coll1pany debt to Newco 1 it will require 
repaYll1ent of such debt frOll1 Leaf but will then re-Iend the sum repaid on the security 
of a debenture. 

C:\Documents and Settings\sWimporylLocai Settings\Temporary Internet Files\OLKD3\Moulton-mll.doc 

M~ 
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FROtf,:

Jeremy Brassington, John Moulton, Clive
Richards
Robin Tutty

DATE:

PAGE:

11 September 2003

2

The investor loans to Newco 1 will also be secured by a debenture in favour of Bulldog
Partners Limited as trustee for the individual investors.

A form of the debenture to be given by Leaf is attached to this memorandum- The
other debentures will be in similar form but will not include provisions relating to
charges on freehold or leasehold property.

5. Investor Agreement

Bulldog Parhrers and the investors will enter into an investor agreement a draft of
which will be circulated shortlv.

RBT

C:\Documeils End Sadags\Swiapory\I-ocal S€dngs\T€mpcary Inremet Files\OtxD3\Moulton-ml I -doc

TO: 

FROM: 

Jeremy Brassington, John Moulton, Clive 
Richards 
Robin Tutty 

DATE: 

PAGE: 

11 September 2003 

2 

The investor loans to Newco 1 will also be secured by a debenture in favour of Bulldog 
Partners Limited as trustee for the individual investors. 

A form of the debenture to be given by Leaf is attached to this memorandum. The 
other debentures will be in similar form but will not include provisions relating to 
charges on freehold or leasehold property. 

5. Investor Agreement 

RBT 

Bulldog Partners and the investors will enter into an investor agreement a draft of 
which will be circulated shortly. 

C;\Documenls and SettingslSWimpory\Local Settiogs\Temporary Internet FJles\OLKD3\MouJton-mll.doc 
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Skeleton argument (High Court): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16. Broadly, Conversor's position on the Stamp Duty issue is that it is an issue in the 
entitlement proceedings. The issue is the admissibility of the agreement. .Mr Hall 
contends that a transfer of £350,000 worth of debt within the same document 
rendered the agreement dutiable. Elitesound and Conversor contend that that debt 
was not a trade debt, arose as Joan capital and was not dutiable. Section 79(2) 
Finance Act 1986. All are matters for evidence. Mr Brassington confirms that 
advice was taken at the time on what was dutiable. 

17. Transfers of intellectual property including patents were not dutiable in 
September 2003. 

18. After finding out on 30th July 2007 aboutNLMfMr Hail's approach to Mr 
Hanratty Mr Brassington of Conversor made an approach to Mr Hanratty at 
HMR&C on or about 31 st July 2007 to understand his "view" regarding dutiability 
of the disputed agreement. Mr Hanratty requested information from Mr 
Brassington. Mr Hanratty has confirmed bye-mail that his assessment was based 
on the assumption that the debt was a trading debt and that further evidence is 
.required. Upon Mr Brassington's return from Spain attempts will be made to 
provide such evidence both for HMR&C and for the entitlement proceedings 
although the documents in issue date back to 2003 or earlier. 
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Trade Mark Counterstatement (before the Registrar o Trade Marks): 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
SEE HMRC LETTER OF 21-03-00 FOR THE TRUE SITUATION AS 
PRESENTED TO THE COMPTROLLER: 
 

Stamp Duty issues 

Stampabil ity of the Sale and Purchase agreement and HMRC Ad judication 

83. CPL's soli citors at the time, Kirkpatrick Lockhart's (then Nicholson 
Graham & Jones) opinion is that the documentation provided in evidence 
of the assigrunent of the Trademark, namely a certified extract of the Sale 
and Purchase agreement, was sufficient to cnable the Patent Agents 
Wilson Gunn to register the change of ownership with the Registrar. 
Their view is that since there was no stamp duty payable at that time on 
the transfer of intellectual property (Finance Act 2000) and since there was 
no legal requirement to pay stamp duty on the sale and purchase agreement 
unless required as evidence in a court of law, the use of an extract of the 
document to register a change of ownership was legal and valid. 

84. SSL has referred to an HMRC adjudication regarding the treatment of the 
inter-company debt which was transferred under the 2003 Sale and 
Purchase Agreement from SSL to Elitesound. The adjudication is not a 
bi-part ite process and as the adjudication was requested by SSL, CPL is 
not a party to the Adjudication. SSL will have submitted evidence to 
HMRC which will not have been seen or even agreed by CPL. It is likely 
that SSL will have provided extracts of documents and documents which 
provide HMRC with only one interpretation of the composition of the 
inter-company debt - that which suits SSL CPL has requested HMRC 
seek access to documents which SSL have refused to disclose to CPL in 
order to properly understand the composition of the inter-company debt. 
CPL does not know if this has been done and has no ability to intervene in 
the process with evidence of its own. 

85. On the basis of its own analysis of the inter-company loan CPL is of the 
opinion that the transfer of the loan is exempt from Stamp Duty under s79 
Finance Act 1986. 

14 

Counler-Slalement 

86. Even if Stamp Duty were chargeable on the transfer of the inter-company 
loan, where different classes of property are be ing transferred by the same 
document, they can be treated as distinct for stamp duty purposes. The 
case of Ansell V IRe 1929 1 KB608 is attached fo r reference as exhibi t T9. 
The Judge concluded that: 
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R€vbnue
THE STAMP OFFICE

-
Legal Division PDD/H
The Patent Offrce
Cardiff Road
Newport
GWENT NP9 lRH

FM/l59

NENQ 159/99iADB

21 March 2000

Dear|Illb

rkF
Assistant Director

15 th  F loor
Cale Cross House
156 Pilgrim Street
Newcastle upon Tyne NEi 6TF
DX 6102^l Newcastle upon Tyne

Tetephone - :

fax:lf

BY FAX AND ROYAL MAIL

I wrote to you on 20 December in some detail and you said in your letter of7 January
that your solicitors were studying the cases I had quoted and you would write to me
again when you had seen their opinions.

I am writing today because ofthe important announcement by the chancellor in the
Budget that he proposes to abolish stamp duty on the transfer of intellectual property,
This will include transfers ofpatents, copyrights, trademarks, designs, plant treeders,
rights and licences in respect of any ofthese.

The exemption will apply to all documents executed on or after 2g March 2000. There
will be no ad valorem or fixed stamp duty on any document reiating exclusively to
intellectual property executed on or after that diite.

Where an Agreement for Sale or an instrument of transfer consists partlv of
intellectual property and partly of other chargeable property, an apportionment of the
sale price will be made to determine the amount chargeable to duiy. The Finance Bill
will contain provisions, along the lines ofthose in Section rl2FA lggl etc, to ensure
that if the parties to a document are connected the apportionment ofthe
consideration made by them in the document isjust andreasonable. The part of the
consideration appropriate to the intellectual property element will be disrigarded for
Certificate of Value purposes.

You will see then that this means that documents where the property consists wholiy
of intellectual property will no longer need to be stamped before they can be
registered at the Patent Office, provided they are executed on or after 2g March.
Naturally the older documents still require to be stamped before they can be registered
but the number of these will drop off as time goes on. I wanted to write to you as soon
as I could about this significant abolition so that you might consider whether there is

The SLamp Otf ice is an Executive
Off ice of the Inland Revenue

'J:,';::i,"i!;i::,:il!l::,i,::::::;!:::"'157

THE STAMP OFFICE 

Legal Division PDD/H 
The Patent Office 
Cardiff Road 
Newport 
GWENT NP9 IRH 

FMlI59 

NENQ 159/99/ADB 

. :. I ." I [' ! !-. "'; '-;,. 
f·'.< . . < ( i.. .•• ', : 

Assistant Director 

15th floor 
(ale Cross House 

\w,.,,""'1 1"1 ",,,'I kill> 156 Pilgrim Street 

Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 6Tf 
DX 61021 Newcastle upon Tyne 

Telephone: ___ _ 

Fax:."'." 

21 March 2000 BY FAX AND ROYAL MAIL 

Dear 

Stamp Duty on Document Executed Abroad 

I wrote to you on 20 December in some detail and you said in your letter of 7 January 
that your solicitors were studying the cases I had quoted and you would write to me 
again when you had seen their opinions. 

I am writing today because of the important announcement by the Chancellor in the 
Budget that he proposes to abolish stamp duty on the transfer of intellectual property. 
This will include transfers of patents, copyrights, trademarks, designs, plant breeders' 
rights and licences in respect of any of these. 

The exemption will apply to all documents executed on or after 28 March 2000. There 
will be no ad valorem or fixed stamp duty on any document relating exclusively to 
intellectual property executed on or after that date. 

Where an Agreement for Sale or an instrument of transfer consists partly of 
intellectual property and partly of other chargeable property, an apportionment of the 
sale price will be made to determine the amount chargeable to duty. The Finance Bill 
will contain provisions, along the lines of those in Section 112 FA 1991 etc, to ensure 
that if the parties to a document are connected the apportionment of the 
consideration made by them in the document is just and reasonable. The part of the 
consideration appropriate to the intellectual property element will be disregarded for 
Certificate of Value purposes. 

You will see then that this means that documents where the property consists wholly 
of intellectual property will no longer need to be stamped before they can be 
registered at the Patent Office, provided they are executed on or after 28 March. 
Naturally the older documents still require to be stamped before they can be registered 
but the number of these will drop off as time goes on. I wanted to write to you as soon 
as I could about this significant abolition so that you might consider whether there is 

The Stamp Office is an Executive 
Office of the Inland Revenue 

The 5ramp Office is committed to providing th57 
best quality service in the business of governm 
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any real need for us to continue with the enquiry you originaly raised in your letter of9 December last year.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

j-

58

any real need for us to continue with the enquiry you originally raised in your letter of 
9 December last year. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours sincerely --

58 
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MCSTLE s.O. Fax:|III 23 |{ar '00 13:07 p.A2

evenue
THE STAMP OFFICE

I
Legal Division pDD/H

'ThePetentOffice

Cardifr Road
Newport
GWENT NP9 IRH

F\,t1173

NENQ 159/99/ADB

23 Match2000

DearI

Ir-r
A5rlstant plrcctor

I Sth Floor
Cale Cross House
156 PilErim Srreet
N€wcastle upOn Tyne NEI 6TF
DX 6lozt Newcastle uoon Tvne

Tcl+hsl-t

FulIIl

BY TAX ONLY

Abolltion,ot.Stqmp Dutv on Documents Retrtins tp lttellccfurl propcrtv

Thaak you for your two rctters datc d22 Mwch.I note you agrec we no longcr need
tolnCCL

Y_ou askcd mc, whcn you telephonod, how thc abolition has statutory effect ftom 2g
March even though the Finance Act is still not raw Thc meas'rc has statutory effect
by virtue ofa Commong Resolution and undcr the provisiins ofSeotion 50 oithoFinance Art 1973, I athoh, foLvour gfgryation, u-oopy Jiuotion SO *Ju 

"opy 
ofthc part of the Resolution relating to this abolitior.

Tuming now to lour draff Notise. I have a few suggestions for you to considcr. [nt'' Iirs{.line cad I suggestyou say ",..will no tonlIiul-tiviea on aocu,,,rnt 
-.r".ting

transactions in intellectual ploperty.".

Pl"jrqe.see sub-paragraph (r3) ofthe attached Reeolution which sets out thcoerhrrron ot "lntellectusl propeny" so fr as this eXemptiqn iS cOnCemed. There is nodoubt that the proposedexcmption is.very wide ranging anA Ur, *qjorit oi 
- -

documents your office dears with will no longer be iiab-t, to sta*p iuty.'au flrere
may still be a few which are dutiaUe. you qiil be able to say, certainly with morespeclallst knowrodge rhan I, which categories orpropenv iaii ousioe rhe defidtion
ofIP in the Resolution,

I think it is tlrcrefore important to incrude the definition oflp covered by the
exemptiou as the second senteuce.of yout Notico, so that patcnt BgonG arc oot undcr
the impression that this is an absolute blanket exemption.'

You will also know from the press Release that hybrid documeuts nay stiil be liabloto- stanp duty in respect of aon-Ip and in fact I mintioned this in my retter of 21
March 1o you. Again you will know better than t whether G maioirty or aooumentsyou register relatE exclusively to Ip or whcthcr they cover other property too, Mort

The StemF O{fce ir en Executiv€
Otfi.e of lhe Inland R€venue r,:,w#,:ffi ':;:^E:r{"ff ::262

S.D. Fax: 

THE STAMP OFFICE 

-Legal Division PDDIH 
The Patent Office 
Cardiff ROlld 
Newport 
GWENT NP9 IRH 

FWI73 

NENQ IS9/99/ADB 

23 March 2000 

. Dear-. 

23 Mar '00 13 :07 P. 02 

BY FAX ONLY 

..... I.t4Int Director 

15th Floor 
Cale Cross House 

A ..... unlal r",~~~,·IIt1Ik.'I: 156 Pilgrim Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne NEl oTf 
OX 61021 Newcastle upon Tyne 

relopbaoo __ _ 

Fox: __ 

Abolition of Stamp Duty on Documents Relatinl! to Intellectual Property 

Thank you for your two letters dated 22 March. I note you agree we no longer need 
to meet. 

You II:Ik«i me, when you telephoned, how the abolition has statutory effect from 28 
March even though the Finance Act is still not law. The mell8ure hll8 statutory effect 
by virtue of a Commons Resolution and under the provisions of Section 50 of the 
Finance Act 1973. I attach, for your information, a copy of Section SO and a copy of 
the part of the Resolution relating to this abolition. 

Turning now to your draft Notice, I have a few sU2eestions for you to consider. In 
the fust line can I suggest you say" ... will no longer be levied on documents effecting . 
transactions in intelIectual property.". 

Plell8e see sub-paragraph (13) of the attached Resolution which sets out the 
defmition of "intellectual property" so far as this exemption is concerned. There is no 
doubt that the proposed exemption is very wide ranging and the majority of 
documents your office deals with will no longer be liable to stamp duty. But there 
may still be a few which are dutiable. You will be able to say, certainly with more 
specialist knowledge than I, which categories of property fall outside the definition 
ofIP in the Resolution. 

I think it is therefore important to include the definition of IP covered by the 
exemption as the second sentence of your Notice, so that patent zagents are Dot under 
the impression that this is an absolute blanket exemption. 

You will also know from the Press Release that hybrid documents may still be liable 
to stamp duty in respect of non-IP and in fact I mentioned this in my letter of21 
March to you. Again, you will know better than I whether the majority of documents 
you register relate exclusively to lP or whether they cover other property too. More 

The Stamp Office is an Executive 
Otfkf! of th". tnlt'nd A:p.vpnup. 

The Stamp Office is committed to providing the6 2 
bnt quality slrvice in rhe buS;ntSl of govemme 
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.\. - Il*ycsrrE s.u. Fax* 2s Har ,00 ls!08 p.6J

ashrte practitionars shourdq,ickry app-reciato thatptcpuing scpnratc doc'mentrelaring to the Ip will cnrure thoyoui'Uc ,agirt nef,ttto* *v ,t*op duty probloms.
I ftcl e lino ortwo h,hr 

Tgg1 rcmhdingthcnthat documents whichdo notrclatcexclusivelyto Ip msy rced lo !,e stffiped il raspcciof-other elqnents ofrh€taasactio4 urould help to clarify the position.

I hopa these obserrrations holp.

Yours sinccnely

lfrr
-r

63

413._lawCSTLE S. o. Fax.-. 23 Mar '00 13 :08 P. 03 

astute practitioners should quickly appreciate that preparing separate documents 
relating to the IP will ensure they can be registered without any stamp duty problems. 

I feel a line or two in the Notice, reminding them that documents which do not relate 
exclusively to IF may need to be stamped in respect of other elements of the 
transaction, would help to clarify the position. 

I hope these observations help. 

Yours sincerely --

63 
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Mr. Brassington’s astute advisors: 
 
(trade mark counterstatement) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
And Mr. Brassington’s claims to HMRC: 
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From: Jeremy Brassington Imailto:jbrassington@conversorproducts.com]
Sentr 31 July 2007 10:32
To: Hanraw, Les (Excstamp StampTaxes)
Subjecb Stamp duty - Sense Sonic and Leaf Technologies Ltd

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE EYES OF HM REVENUE AND CUSTOI\4S ONLY

Furthef to our conversation today I attach a draft ofthe complete document relating to the transfers which
were the subject of your convercation and email corespondence with Mr Hall. T_hqli!qlq99!!glli9
essential ly in the same form without the track changes. The ofiginal isbeingdugoutoflhearchives,in
ihe meantime would yoo please review the attached as it is a mattof of some urgency so we can resolve
this matter as soon as possible.

At lhe time of the tfansaction we were advised by Klftpatrick Nlcholson Graham & Jones who informed us
thai the only stamp dutv .L^
We wefe further advised that the inier company debt fell undef the exernptions of S79 of the FLnance Act t
1984 The loan was lonq term funding prcvided by ihe parent company Sense Sonic !o fund the
acquisilion by Leaf of the business and assets of its predecessor company and to fund the wo*ing capital
needs of Leaf. Leaf was and would not be in a position io fepay the loan in the short term as it made litt e
of no profit. The Sense Sonic group was expecting to faise furthef monies on the stock exchange in 2003
bul then fell on hafd times and the pafent Sense Sonic Limited and PLC went into feceivership
necessitaling the sale of Leaf and the IPR and tooling referred to in the sale and purchase agreement
attached. The loan was neither convertible nor had interest charqed other than al or below a commefcial

M"

u o"

Having taken propea legal and tax advice we are suaprised at lhe contents of your email to Andrew Hall <-
based on sight of only part of the document attached hefeto. In ofdef lo clear this matter up would you
ploase as a mattea of some urgency aeview the attached document and deiermine whethef we have been )
conectlv advised that no siamp dulv was pavable on the lfansfer of the Sense Sonic intercomoanv debt of J
q1.33m, owed from Leaf Technologies to Sense Sonic Limited, fo. a considefation of e350,000 on 15'n
September 2003, and thal we have conectlv paid all lhe stamp dulv rcquired on the kansaction beino %% <
on the €10,000 consl . Would you please give
us the reference undef which the exempllon from stamo dutv arises in respect ofihe transfer of lhe Intea +
Company debt.

Thank you for youl assisiance. lf you need any furiher information please do noi hesitate io lel us
know. The matter is urgeni as we have a hearing schEduled at the Paient Oftice in mid August and need
to reveri to them regarding this siamp duty point by the end ofthis week.

Rega-ls
Jeremy Brassington
Managing Direator
Elitesound Limited
The Lansbury Estate
102, Iower Guildford Road
Woking
Stmey GU2l 2EP
Tel: 0870 066 3499
Fax:0870 066 3669
Web :www.conversomroducts.com

xf\  !
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K
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I From: Jeremy Brassington [mailto:jbrassington@conversorproducts,com] 
Sent: 31 July 2007 10:32 
To: Hanratty, Les (ExcStamp StampTaxes) 

I 
I~ • 

Subject: Stamp duty - Sense Sonic and Leaf Technologies ltd 

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL FOR THE EYES OF HM REVENUE AND CUSTOMS ONLY 

Further to our conversation today I aUach a draft of the complete document relating to the transfers which 
the subject of your conversation and email correspondence with Mr Hall. The final document is 

essentially in the same form without the track changes. The original is being dug out of the archives, in 
the meantime would you please review the attached as it is a matter of some urgency so we can resolve 
this matter as soon as possible. 

At the time of the transaction we were advised by Kirkpatrick Nicholson Graham & Jones who informed us 
that the only stamp duty that was payable was Y:z% on the transfer of the shares in Leaf Technologies. } '" N\ II 
We were further advised that the inter company debt fell under the exemptions of S79 of the Finance Act 
1986. The loan was long term funding provided by the parent company Sense Sonic to fund the 4- 1.1 N" 
acquisition by Leaf of the business and assets of its predecessor company and to fund the working capita! 
needs of Leaf. Leaf was and would not be in a position to repay the loan in the short term as it made little 
or no profit. The Sense Sonic group was expecting to raise further monies on the stock exchange in 2003 
but then fell on hard times and the parent Sense Sonic Limited and PLC went into receivership 
necessitating the sale of Leaf and the IPR and tooling referred to in the sale and purchase agreement 
attached. The loan was neither convertible nor had interest charged other than at or below a commercial 1\ 0 tl 

rate. 

Having taken proper legal and tax advice we are surprised at the contents of your email to Andrew Hall -<E- 'p l 
based on sight of only part of the document attached hereto. In order to clear this matter up would you 

}''Q ' please as a matter of some urgency review the attached document and determine whether we have been 
correctly advised that no stamp duty was payable on the transfer of the Sense Sonic intercompany debt of 
£1.33m, owed from Leaf Technologies to Sense Sonic Limited, for a consideration of £350,000 on 15th 

September 2003, and that we have correctly paid all the stamp duty required on the transaction being 'h% <E
on the £10,000 consideration paid for the Leaf Technologies Limited share capital. Would you please give 
us the reference under which the exemption from stamp duty arises in respect of the transfer of the Inter 
Company debt. 

Thank you for your assistance. If you need any further information please do not hesitate to let us 
know. The matter is urgent as we have a hearing scheduled at the Patent Office in mid August and need 
to revert to them regarding this stamp duty point by the end of this week. 

Rega r 1s 
Jeremy Brassington 
Managing Director 
Elitesound Limited 
The Lansbury Estate 
102, Lower Guildford Road 
Woking 
Surrey GU2l 2EP 
Tel: 0870 066 3499 
Fax:0870 066 3669 
Web:www.conversorproducts.com 

l l«. II 
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Finance Act 1999 (c. l6) Page I of5

Section'112(3)."AI SCHEDULE 13
STAMP DUTY: jNSTRU[,4ENTS CHARGEABLE AND MTES oF DUTY

PART I

CoNVEYANCE oR TMNSFER oN SALE

2

:3
' . - 4

Chatge

(1) Stamp duty is chargeable on a conveyanca or transfer on sale.
(2) For th;s purpose "conveyance on sale" includes every insltument, and every decree o. order of a

court or commjssioners, by which any property, of any estate or interosl in property, is, on being
sold, transtered to of vested in the purchaser or anoiher person on behalf ofor at the directjon of
the purchasor,

p,afes of duty

Duty underthis Part is chaageable by refer€nce to the amount orvalue of the considerailon for the
sale.
In lhe case of a conveyance or kansfer of stock of marketable secuitieB lhe rate is 0.5%.
ln the case of any other conveyance of iransfer on sale the rates of duty €re as follows-

1 . V\here ihe amount of value of the consideration is !60,000 or under and lhe instrumeni;s
certified at e60.000

Vvheae the amount or value of the considoration is €250,000 or under and tho instrument is
certified at e250.000

\MBre the amount or value of the consideralion is e500.000 oa undea and the instrument is
certified at €500,000

Any other case

Nil

2.

3.

lVo

2.54/o

3.5%o

nl

The above paovisions are subject to any enactment eetting a diferent rate oasetting an upperlimit
on tfle €hount ot duty chaageable_

Meaning of instrunenl being ceftified at an amount

('1) The fefe.ences in paragraph 4 above to an instrument being cerijfled ai a particulaf amount mean
that it contains a siatement that the transaction effecled by the instrument does not form part of a
larger transacton or series of transactions in respeci of whicf, the amount or value, of aggregate
amount orvalue, ofthe consideration exceeds that amount.

(2) For this purpose a sale or conkaci or agreement for the 6ale of goods, wafes or merchandise
shall be disrcga.ded*

(a) in the case of an instrument which is not an aciual conveyance or kansfer of the goods,
wares of merchandise (with orwithoui other prcpedy):

(b) in the case of an instrument trcated as such a conveyance or transfer only by virtue of
paragraph 7 (contracts ofagreements chargeable as conveyances on salo);

and any slatement as meniioned in sutsparagraph (1) sh€ll be construed as leaving out ol
account any matterwhich is to be so disrcgard€d.

Contracts or agrcenents chargeable as conveyances on sale

A contract or agreement for the sale ot-
(a)i any equitable estate of inte.esi in propedy, or
(b) any estaie or interest in property except-

(1 )

357
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Finance Act 1999 (c. 16) Page I of5 

"At{ 1 ___ -=..:.=--=-====:::S;,,:C"'H:...E::;D.::.U"'L:::E=1.::3==:...;,,:=:::...:c....::='-_S_oction 112(3). STAMP DUTY: INSTRUMENTS CHARGEABLE AND RATES OF DUTY 

PART 1 

CONVEYANCE OR TRANSFER ON SALE 

Charge 

1 (1 ) Stamp duty is chargeable on a conveyance or transfer on sale. 

(2) For this purpose -conveyance on sale- includes every instrument, and every decree or order of a 
court or commissioners, by which any property, or any estate or interest In property, is, on being 
sold, transferred to or vested in the purchaser or another person on behalf of or at the direction of 
the purchaser. 

Rates of duty 

2 Duty under this Part is chargeable by reference to the amount or value of the consideration for the 
sale. 

3 

4 

In the case of a conveyance or transfer of stock or marketable securities the rate is 0.5%. 

In the case of any other conveyance or transfer on sale the rates of duty are as follows-

1. Vvtlere the amount or value of the consideration is £60,000 or under and the instrument is Nil 
certified at £60,000 

2. lJ\A1ere the amount or value of the consideration is £250,000 or under and the instrument is 1% 
certified at £250,000 

3. V'vtlere the amount or value of the consideration is £500,000 or under and the instrument is 2.5% 
certified at £500,000 

4. Any other case 3.5% 

5 The above provisions are subject to any enactment setting a different rate or setting an upper limit 
on the amount of duty chargeable. 

6 

Meaning of instrument being certified at an amount 

(1) The references in paragraph 4 above to an instrument being certified at a particular amount mean 
that it contains a statement that the transaction effected by the instrument does not form part of a 
larger transaction or series of transactions in respect of which the amount or value, or aggregate 
amount or value, of the consideration exceeds that amount 

(2) For this purpose a sale or contract or agreement for the sale of goods, wares or merchandise 
shall be disregarded-

(a) in the case of an instrument which is not an actual conveyance or transfer of the goods, 
wares or merchandise (with or without other property): 

(b) in the case of an instrument treated as such a conveyance or transfer only by virtue of 
paragraph 7 (contracts or agreements chargeable as conveyances on sale); 

and any statement as mentioned in sub-paragraph (1 ) shall be construed as leaving out of 
account any matter which is to be so disregarded. 

Contracts or agreements chargeable as conveyances on safe 

7 (1) A contract or agreement for the sale of-

(a) any equitable estate or interest in property , or 

(b), any estate or interest in property except-

357 
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Firance Act 1999 (c. 16) Page 2 of 5

with the samo ad yalorert to be gaid bv the purchaser. as if it were an
ce on sale ol tne or DroDe[v contrac@o 0r

Vl/here the purchaser has paid ad valorcn duty and before having obtain€d a conveyance oa
trahsfer of the property enters into 6 contract or agr€ement for the sale of the same, the cont€ct
or agrcement is chaEeable, if the consideration for that sale is in excess of the consideration fol
the original 6ale, with the ad valorcn duty payable in r€sp€ct of the excess consideration but is
noi otheMise chargeeble.
\A,trere duty has been paid in conformity with sub-paragraphs {1) and (2), the conveyance or
iransfer to the purchaseror sub-purchasea, orany othea peason on his behalforby his direction, is
not cha.geable with any duty.
In that case, upon application and upon production oi the contEct or agroom€nt (of coaifacts or
agreemenis) duly stamped, lhe Commissioners shall either-

(a) denote ihe paymehi of lhe ad valorem duty upon the conveyance or transfer, or
(b) transfer the ad valo/er, duty to the conveyance or tfansfer.

\M€ae a contract or agreement would €part from paragraph 7 not be chargeable wilh any duty
and a conveyance of transfer made in conformity with the contract or agreement is presented to
tho Commissioners for stamping wilh the ad valorcm duty ch€rgeable on it-

{a) within the period of sL\ monlhs after the execulion of the confact or agreement, or
(b) wilhin such longef period as lhe Commissionerc may think reasonable in the

circumstances of the case,

n ()" ,
K LaP /'tt"'zo
v

(i) land,
(ii) goods, wares or m€rchandise,
(iii) stock or marketable secudties,
(iv) any ship or vessol, or a part intercst, share or property of or in any ship of vessol,

of

(v) property of any descdption situated outside the United Kingdom,

(2)

(3)

(4)

(1)

the convoyance or transfer shall be stamped accordingly, €nd both it and the confact or
agreement shall be deemed to be duly stamped_

(2) Nothing in this paragraph afiects the provisions as to the stamping ol a conveyance or kansfer
aftet execution.
fhe ad valorcn duty paid upon a contr€ct of agrcement by vidue ol paGg.aph 7 shall be repsid
by the Commissioners if the contract oa agrcement is afterwafds rescinded or annulled or is foa
any other reason not subslantially performod or c€fijed into effeci so as to operate as or be
followed by a conveyance or llansfer

PART II

LEAsE

Charge

Stamp duty is chargeable on a lease-

Rates of duty

ln the case ofa lease fof a doinite tem less than a yearthe duty is as follows-

't0

11

2.

1 . Lease of fumished dwelling-house or apartmenis
where the rcnt for the term exceeds f500

Any other 'ease of land

t5

Tho samo duty asfor a lease for a yearatihe
rent reserved fof the detnite team

12 (1) ln the case of a lease of land for any other definite term, of fof an indefinite tenn, the duty ig
detefinined as fol'ows.

358
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·0' r> fN"1,;lve~ 
(i) land, 

(Ii) goods, wares or merchandise, 

(iii) stock or marketable securities, 

(Iv) any ship or vessel, or a part interest. share or property of or in any ship or vessel, 
or 

(v) property of any description situated outside the United Kingdom, 

(2) lJ\I1lere the purchaser has paid ad valorem duty and before having obtained a conveyance or 
transfer of the property enters into a contract or agreement for the sale of the same, the contract 
or agreement is chargeable, if the consideration for that sale is in excess of the consideration for 
the original sale, with the ad valorem duty payable in respect of the excess consideration but is 
not otherwise chargeable. 

(3) Itvtlere duty has been paid in conformity with sub·paragraphs (1 ) and (2) , the conveyance or 
transfer to the purchaser or sub-purchaser, or any other person on his behalf or by his direction, is 
not chargeable with any duty. 

(4) In that case, upon application and upon production of the contract or agreement (or contracts or 
agreements) duly stamped, the Commissioners shall either-

(a) denote the payment of the ad valorem duty upon the conveyance or transfer, or 

(b) transfer the ad valorem duty to the conveyance or transfer. 

8 (1) Where a contract or agreement would apart from paragraph 7 not be chargeable with any duty 
and a conveyance or transfer made in conformity with the contract or agreement is presented to 
the Commissioners for stamping with the ad valorem duty chargeable on it-

(a) within the period of six months after the execution of the contract or agreement, or 

(b) within such longer period as the Commissioners may think reasonable in the 
circumstances of the case, 

the conveyance or transfer shall be stamped accordingly, and both it and the contract or 
agreement shall be deemed to be duly stamped. 

(2) Nothing in this paragraph affects the provisions as to the stamping of a conveyance or transfer 
after execution. 

9 The ad valorem duty paid upon a contract or agreement by virtue of paragraph 7 shall be repaid 
by the Commissioners if the contract or agreement is afterwards rescinded or annulled or is for 
any other reason not substantially performed or carried into effect so as to operate as or be 
followed by a conveyance or transfer. 

10 Stamp duty is chargeable on a lease. 

PART II 

LEASE 

Charge 

Rates of duty 

11 In the case of a lease for a definite term less than a year the duty is as follows-

1. Lease of fumished dwelling·house or apartments 
where the rent for the term exceeds £500 

2. Any other lease of land 

£5 

The same duty as for a lease for a year at the 
rent reserved for the definite term 

12 (1) In the case of a lease of land for any other definite term, or for an indefinite term, the duty is 
determined as follows. 

358 
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: <mark.debrunner@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>
Sent: 01 July 2009 16:21
Attach: law society email p296.pdf
Subject: Adjudication

Page 1 of 3

26/11/2009

  
Mr. De Brunner, 
  
I have received your Solicitors' Letter of 25-06-09. 
  
Because you will not use your right of action, the matter is being dealt with as a criminal matter and, as you 
too have perverted the course of justice and are too corrupt to follow the prescribed course, I have been 
preparing the case with the Police.  
  
We are 16 hours in and I have a very experienced Officer preparing the case. 
  
With regard to your letter, your Solicitor is lying about my allegations. I have never said that the sale 
agreements in your possession are fraudulent, manipulated or incomplete. 
  
I have, on the other hand, said that the "certified extract" (which is obviously incomplete as the word "extract" 
suggests) which was sent to the Comptroller in September 2003 was fraudulently mutilated in order to hide 
the fact that assets were held on trust pending assignments which Mr. Brassington avoided executing on 
account of the obligations attached thereto. 
  
This mutilation is quite clear from the absence of seven pages. 
  
There has never been any suggestion that text has been altered, which is what you are trying to imply, so 
you will please withdraw you false claims and save your respect for someone you do not detest quite so 
much. 
  
Under the agreement, Mr. Brassington had contracted with SSL to pay Stamp Duty on the assignment of 
debt, so he did not execute an assignment of debt. 
  
He had contracted with SSL to execute an assignment of IPR subject to the obligations and didn't like the 
£6,000 monthly obligation to pay me, so he didn't execute an assignment of the IPR either. 
  
You have no grounds upon which to base your claim that there is doubt about even a single word in that sale 
agreement - counterparts from both sides are identical save for each side's signature page.  
  
You have spent three hundred years exploiting the less "astute" (see your letter of 23-03-00 to IPO), who 
have bundled all their property in one document of transfer, and here you are protecting blatant fraudsters 
who have done the opposite and protecting the fraudster (Comptroller) who hid the document and registered 
a bogus Form 21/77 in order to get £350 per annum in renewal fees. 
  
You are setting impossible requirements for adjudication in a blatant obstruction for the purposes of avoiding 
your duty to take action against the Comptroller, whom you know will retaliate. 
  
I can see from the letter that you have lost the plot and think that by holding out over the questions from the 
Attorney General you are somehow saving your skin. You are doing the opposite. 
  
The Comptroller is nailed by the documentary evidence, well and truly. There is nothing you can do to save 
him. He has hidden documents, forged documents and falsified the Register. He has tried to cover his tracks 
and has been caught out. Whether or not the document actually is chargeable with Stamp Duty is neither here 
nor there - he suspected that it could be, and so hid it. 
  
Your written approval (as the Comptroller sees it) of his further fraudulent practice established on 23-03-00 
does not get him off the hook - he knew it was fraud (the documented history proves it). He also knew that 1219
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you were not going to pursue him - he has that in writing too, and it is on public record. 
  
So you can swing together. 
  
If you want to see some evidence of perversion of the course of justice, first look for the proper course of 
justice in matters where fraud gives rise to penalties under the Stamp Act 1891 and then ask yourself why I, 
as a victim of that fraud, am not on that course, but rather on a course paid for by the Police. 
  
The advice you have given to the public has been utterly deceitful over the years. You have relied on people 
making mistakes and paying Stamp Duty in respect of property which should never have been included in the 
documents sent to the IPO, or relied upon for applications sent to IPO. 
  
You have a duty to make it absolutely clear as to how people should approach matters of Stamp Duty. And 
you should help people correct the errors made by their advisors. 
  
Your deception has caused thousands of people to be trapped with false assignments drawn up in order to 
avoid what was considered to be a very unfair Stamp Duty situation. 
  
The proper way to deal with this is to rescind hybrid documents, assign the property back to the assignor 
and then procure a separate assignment of IPR. Whilst this cannot be back-dated, it does at least avoid 
adding insult to injury (lining your pocket) and will get many of the invalidly-registered proprietors back on the 
registers. (Coflexip Stena...[1997] and Nutrinova v Arnold Suhr [2001] refers). 
  
So, at the end of the day, you are to blame for managing Stamp Duty in such an unfair way that the public, 
professionals and even the Comptroller devised their own ways of evading payment of Stamp Duty which 
would never have been chargeable if the proper advice had been disseminated. I am not just talking about 
ensuring that documents were drawn up properly in the first place, I am talking about advising rescission of 
the ones which were not. 
  
The IPR Acts cater for such rescission and re-assignment and allow the public to register only the last 
assignment without having to register the rescinded document or the Assignment Back. 
  
You cannot get a court to take notice of the rescinded agreement or the unstamped Assignment Back, 
because they are not stamped.  
  
It cuts both ways, and this was clearly shown in Coflexip Stena....[1997]. 
  
The way forward is now clear. 
  
I came to you for all the right reasons and you have obstructed me and wasted my time. 
  
I am not going to waste time over the FOI issues as I have the documents that damn you. They are not 
subject to exemption at all, and given that the ICO has shown its true colours, I am not asking the ICO to get 
your house in order as far as FOIA is concerned. The point has been made. 
  
I am sure that your FOI and DP policies will be subject to review in due course. Let's leave it at that and move 
on with the evidence on the table. 
  
With regard to lying about Stamp Duty matters, please pass the attached email to your Solicitor. 
  
I will inform the Law Society that I have sent you their views for your Solicitor's attention. 
  
Statutory requirements for adjudication are matters which should be reported with honesty. 
  
Please move on to your next excuse for not performing adjudication and bear in mind that you are supposed 
to have an open mind and not assume that the duty will not be paid. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
  
Andrew Hall. 

Page 2 of 3

26/11/2009
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Andrew Hall  

From: "Andrew Hall" <andrew.hall2@btconnect.com>
To: "Stephen Deutz" <Stephen.Deutz@attorneygeneral.gsi.gov.uk>; 

<jane.dawson@ico.gsi.gov.uk>; "Andrew Prior" <Andrew.Prior@TSOL.GSI.GOV.UK>; "John, 
Nick (ESM Stamp Taxes)" <nick.john@hmrc.gsi.gov.uk>

Sent: 10 November 2009 09:01
Attach: law society email p296.pdf; part 36 offer 9-11-09.pdf
Subject: PART 36 OFFER 

Page 1 of 2

26/11/2009

This email is sent also to the Information Commissioner, HMRC and the Attorney General as Notice of 
my intention to apply for Judicial Review in 21 days time. I shall be seeking declarations in respect of 
their actions and decisions. They are not in a position to reverse what they have done, and cannot 
challenge each other's decisions, or go behind them. 
  
Dear All, 
  
Please find my letter attached. 
  
It is a Part 36 Offer Letter addressed to the Comptroller, via his Solicitor Andrew Prior, and is of relevance to 
all recipients. 
  
I have uncovered and suffered so much deceit since discovering the Stamp Duty liability on 13-07-07 of a 
document I later discovered in September 2008 had been spirited away from the Register of Patents by the 
Comptroller on 20-09-04 that I have had to postpone commencement of proceedings several times. 
  
Both the Comptroller and HMRC have received letters before Claim and are therefore in no doubt as to 
why I am putting matters before the Courts. 
  
As for the Information Commissioner, he too is expectant of legal action since his decision of 22-06-09 and 
his Final Decision on Review of that decision on 04-09-09 left unaddressed the matters of his concealment of 
the central evidence and his substitution of an electronic document which was not derived from the concealed 
electronic document (though it was claimed otherwise). It stands to reason that I should want the 
Administrative Court to declare whether the Comptroller disclosed his Desk Notes as at 01-08-07 or whether 
he breached s.77 FOIA 2000 and substituted altered Desk Notes so as to conceal falsehoods in his letter to 
me of 12-11-07 concerning his standard procedures. The evidence shows that the disclosed Desk Notes did 
not exist on 01-08-07 and that there was a substitution. The ICO's concealment of evidence from which a true 
decision could have been derived is a matter for the Police. I will be seeking Judicial Review of the 
Information Commissioner's decision that he was unable to discover sufficient evidence to determine that 
there had been a breach of s.77 FOIA 2000.   
  
As for the Attorney General, she has repeatedly failed to pass on a final decision of HMRC, in the full 
knowledge of the urgency with which such a decision was required to be passed on, and in the full knowledge 
that HMRC's decision goes against the evidence of fraud by both the Comptroller and by those involved in the 
making of false applications. The Attorney General cannot challenge or go behind HMRC's decision 
and is interfering with the process by which HMRC's decision should be challenged. 
  
The Information Commissioner and the Attorney General know what they should have done, and they know 
that they have not done what they should have done. The consequences of their actions are that they are to 
be subject to Judicial Review also.  
  
Declarations are necessary to prevent repeat performances, and it is absolutely right that such matters should 
be put before the Administrative Court. 
  
For the avoidance of doubt, the Part 36 Offer is not sent without prejudice save as to costs. 
  
I refer all recipients' Solicitors to the attached email from the Law Society. The Bar Standards Board, 
in consultation with the Chancellor of the High Court, has taken a view on how Counsel should 
approach the subject of Stamp Duty.  
  
If any recipient intends to challenge the sufficiency of my interest to apply for Judicial Review of how he or she 
has conducted his or her business and wants to challenge my right to apply for Judicial Review, I suggest that 
he or she makes his or her reasons for any such challenge known to me within 14 days in order that it may be 
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addressed in the Statement of Grounds and Facts. 
Draft documents from the pending application will be forwarded to you shortly. 
  
I have complied with pre-action protocol and I await acknowledgement and response. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Andrew Hall. 
  
. 
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26/11/2009
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